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Preface

Human factors and ergonomics have made a considerable contribution to the
research, design, development, operation, and analysis of transportation systems
which includes road and rail vehicles and their complementary infrastructure,
aviation, and maritime transportation. This book presents recent advances in the
human factor aspects of transportation. These advances include accident analysis,
automation of vehicles, comfort, distraction of drivers (understanding of distraction
and how to avoid it), environmental concerns, in-vehicle systems design, intelligent
transport systems, methodological developments, new systems and technology,
observational and case studies, safety, situation awareness, skill development and
training, warnings, and workload.

This book brings together the most recent human factors work in the trans-
portation domain, including empirical research, human performance, and other
types of modeling, analysis, and development. The issues facing engineers, sci-
entists, and other practitioners of human factors in transportation research are
becoming more challenging and more critical.

The common theme across these sections is that they deal with the intersection
of the human and the system. Moreover, many of the chapter topics cross section
boundaries, for instance, by focusing on the function allocation in NextGen or on
the safety benefits of a tower controller tool. This is in keeping with the systemic
nature of the problems facing human factors experts in rail and road, aviation, and
maritime research—it is becoming increasingly important to view problems not as
isolated issues that can be extracted from the system environment, but as embedded
issues that can only be understood as a part of an overall system.

In keeping with a system that is vast in its scope and reach, the chapters in this
book cover a wide range of topics. The chapters are organized into 15 sections over
three volumes.

Section 1: Road and Rail—Ergonomic Analysis and Assistance
Section 2: Aviation—Human Factors in Aviation
Section 3: Road and Rail—Pedestrians and Intersections
Section 4: Road and Rail—Driver, Behavior, Distraction and Fatigue
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Section 5: Maritime—Human Performance and Safety Assessment in the
Maritime Domain
Section 6: Road and Rail—Vehicle Automation
Section 7: Road and Rail—Logistics and Passengers
Section 8: Road and Rail—Accidents and Pedestrian Modeling
Section 9: Road and Rail—Warning Systems/Public Transport
Section 10: Aviation—Human Factors in Aviation
Section 11: Road and Rail—Eco-Driving and Electric Vehicles
Section 12: Road and Rail—Education and Hazard Perception
Section 13: Road and Rail—Infrastructure
Section 14: Maritime—Users, Tasks and Tools in the Maritime Domain
Section 15: Road and Rail—Safety, Driver Psychophysiology and Eye Tracking

This book will be of interest and use to transportation professionals who work in
the road and rail, aviation, and maritime domains as it reflects some of the latest
human factors and ergonomics thinking and practice. It should also be of interest to
students and researchers in these fields, to help stimulate research questions and
ideas. It is my hope that the ideas and studies reported within this book will help to
produce safer, more efficient and effective transportation systems in the future.

We are grateful to the Scientific Advisory Board which has helped elicit the
contributions and develop the themes in the book. These people are academic
leaders in their respective fields, and their help is very much appreciated, especially
as they gave their time freely to the project.

Road and Rail

G. Balbinotti, Brazil
K. Bengler, Germany
G. Burnett, UK
P. Chapman, UK
F. Chen, Sweden
D. Coelho, Portugal
L. Dickson-Bull, USA
L. Dorn, UK
I. Glendon, Australia
I. Grabarek, Poland
R. Happee, Netherlands
S. Jamson, UK
D. Kaber, USA
J. Krems, Germany
M. Lenné, Australia
F. Mars, France
D. McAvoy, USA
A. Mills, UK
R. Risser, Austria
P. Salmon, Australia
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S. Verma, USA
K. Vu, USA
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D. Andrews, UK
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M. Grootjen, The Netherlands
T. Koester, Denmark
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M. Musio Sale, Italy
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Modelling Human Factors for Advanced
Driving Assistance System Design

Ata Khan

Abstract Although technological developments in experimental autonomous
vehicles are impressive, industry experts are realizing that if automation in driving
is to gain acceptance by drivers and to become a reality in real world driving
environment, new generation driving assistance system (NDAS) shaped by human
factors is necessary since it will provide transition to self-driving vehicles. The
paper consists of five parts. In part one, the balance of demand pull vs. technology
push is introduced and part two reports developments in driving assistance tech-
nologies. In the third part, transitions between human control and automation are
described as high level “design” challenges. In part four, a Bayesian Artificial
Intelligence (AI) model is presented that enables the NDAS to perform its func-
tions. An example application based on driving simulator data from distracted
driving study is presented to illustrate advanced driving assistance capabilities.
Finally, in part five, conclusions are presented on how human factors-guided NDAS
design is likely to enhance driver acceptance.

Keywords New generation driving assistance system (NDAS) � Advanced driving
assistance system (ADAS) � Autonomous vehicle � Modelling � System design �
Human factors

1 Introduction: Demand for Automation Versus
Technology-Push

Experimental autonomous vehicles are undergoing tests in terms of “proof of tech-
nology”. In parallel, initial public policy steps have been taken in a few jurisdictions
to allow drivers to use their autonomous vehicles on public roads. So far, it appears
that the proponents of these initiatives are technology developers and there is a lack
of convincing evidence that there is a market demand for autonomous vehicles.
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In order for a balance to exist between demand for automation vs. technology-push,
there should be a driver-perceived need for new technology and driver acceptance of
well-designed systems.

Available published information on motorists’ preferences for different levels of
vehicle automation does not support high levels of automation. A recent study
report published by the University of Michigan’s Transportation Research Institute
(UMTRI) presents results of a survey of 505 licensed drivers in the USA [1]. These
show that: (1) No self-driving capability was the most frequent preference for
vehicle automation. (2) Next was partially-self driving vehicle. (3) Completely
self-driving vehicles was the least preferred choice. (4) Respondents’ concern for
riding self-driving vehicles was higher for completely self-driving vehicles as
compared with the partially self-driving vehicles. (5) A strong preference was
expressed to manually control completely self-driving vehicles, when desired.
(6) Most respondents prefer that a notification should be given of the need to take
control of a partially self-driving vehicle and the means for notification could be a
combination of sound, vibration, and visual warnings.

The difficult part of autonomous technology vehicle assessment in terms of user
acceptance is still to come. If automation in driving is to gain acceptance by drivers
and to become a reality in real world traffic driving environment, new generation
driving assistance system (NDAS) shaped by human factors should receive the
necessary attention since it will provide transition to self-driving vehicles.

2 Levels of Technological Advances

Khan et al. [2] provided a projection of technological advances as a part of a paper
on policy challenges of increasing automation in driving. On the technology
development front, innovations have progressed as projected along the continuum
between conventional fully human-driven vehicles and autonomous vehicles.

Technological developments continue to improve the driving assistance system
[3]. The initial version of this system did not interact with the human driver. Next
came the current advanced driver assistant (ADAS) noted as Level II technology in
Fig. 1. Further research is expected to deliver the NDAS with additional capabil-
ities, especially improved human driver-automation interface.

With an eye on the motorists’ acceptance, the role of the human driver and the
driver-vehicle interface continue to be recognized as areas of research importance.
Although there is a lack of consensus on the full autonomy for the vehicle in every
day driving, researchers and automotive industry experts believe that the next step
is the development of a cognitive vehicle which will integrate intelligent technology
and human factors for providing non-distractive interface for safety, efficiency and
environmental sustainability in driving. Technological forecasts (Level III in Fig. 1)
suggest that cognitive vehicle features can be achieved with R&D efforts [4–6].
Table 1 presents the design features of the NDAS which will be a key component
of the cognitive vehicle.
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A cognitive connected vehicle that will include the NDAS can function under
human control and also in automated, highly automated, and fully autonomous mode
as well [4]. The NDAS is expected to assist the human driver and if asked, will make
decisions in driving. Among other component of the NDAS, the crash warning,
active safety, adaptive cruise control, and lane-keeping systems are assigned safety,
efficiency, and convenience roles.

   

Level I: Pre-2010 (implemented or approved for implementation)
• Advisory warning information systems
• Assisted driving systems
• Limited automation in parking

Level II: 2010-2025
• Advanced advisory and warning information systems
• Advanced assisted driving (Automated driving for active safety)
• Connected cognitive vehicle (advanced automated driving features)

Level III: 2025+
• Autonomous vehicle with cognitive capabilities for real-world

applications
• Limiting autonomous driving (specialized missions) 

Fig. 1 Levels of technological advances and time frame [2]

Table 1 New generation driving assistance system of the cognitive vehicle

Design features Driver assistance system capabilities

Extension of human driver
capabilities

∙ Situational awareness (position, surroundings)

∙ Ability to gather data and send out data

∙ Ability to process data

∙ Ability to cooperate/collaborate

∙ Communication for active safety

∙ Informing driver about situations (warning, advice)

∙ Diagnostics capability

∙ In case of crash, capability to send and receive information

∙ Ability to provide non-distractive user interface for safe and
efficient operation

∙ Capability to perform user-requested infotainment tasks (not
related to safety)

Source Adapted from [4]
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3 Transitions Between Human Control and Automation

The NDAS should have cognitive features that mimic non-distracted and non-
aggressive driving tasks. It is intended to assist the driver, and if necessary in
dangerous conditions, it will have the capability to take corrective active safety action
should the driver be incapacitated or highly distracted or if the driver selected the
automation option. However, driving the cognitive vehicle does not take the driver out
of the loop. The design attributes of NDAS should be influenced by human factors in
driving. According to a recent news article, development of ‘human-like’ self-driving
technologies is attracting investor capital [7].

Technological forecasts point in the direction of automation in driving in the
long term and the availability of multi-functional high capability driving assistance
in the short term. But further research is needed on how to integrate human and
technology factors in order to make the human control and automation seamless and
to overcome shared authority concerns in increasing automation in driving [8]. An
attempt was made by the author of this paper to suggest the Bayesian artificial
intelligence approach to the design of real-time transition from driving assistance to
automation function [9].

4 Bayesian Artificial Intelligence

4.1 The Bayesian Approach

The Bayesian methodology enables system design and decision analysis when
uncertain “states of nature” are encountered, but there are opportunities to refine
knowledge of uncertain factors such as driving states, driver distraction and driver
intention. According to Korb and Nicholson, artificial intelligent is the “intelligence
developed by humans, implemented as an artefact” [10]. Specifically, the Bayesian
artificial intelligence integrates two cognitive features of the NDAS. The first one
is the descriptive artificial intelligence, which models a desired human action
(e.g., non-distracted non-aggressive driving). The second is to model our rational
view of what is “optimal” and apply it as a decision criterion [11, 12].

The Bayesian artificial intelligence approach is applied in three steps. The use of
algorithms for Bayesian analysis of driving missions is the first step. Next, is the
computation of expected gains/utilities. Finally, the optimal course of action is
identified on the basis of maximum gain/utility criterion.

Application of intelligent technology and human factors in the NDAS design will
provide seamless transition between human control and automation. This advance in
design should overcome driver dissatisfaction with false alarms, which arise due to
lack of formal treatment of distracted driving and driver intent in existing ADAS
models. The NDAS described in this paper has the capability to avoid rear as well as
lateral crashes. The high level architecture of NDAS is shown in Fig. 2.
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4.2 Modelling Human and Automation Interface

The seamless automated transition from human control to active safety can be
modelled as shown in the architecture presented in Fig. 2. Figures 3 and 4 show the
transition model algorithm that can operate the NDAS.

The operation of the NDAS is briefly described here. In the vehicle-following
mode (i.e. travel in the longitudinal direction), the distance between the subject
vehicle and the leading vehicle and speeds of these vehicles are monitored on a real
time basis. If the longitudinal distance is less than or equal to 1.5 times the critical
distance needed to avoid a collision in “non-ideal” driving condition, the algorithm

On-line 
driving 
envi-
ronment

Crash warning model assisted 
by driver action monitor
• Model for automatic updating 

of  parameters (i.e., self-
calibration)

• Algorithm execution: identifi-
cation of optimal driver alerts

Human control
Timing of crash 
warning & nature 
of alert message

Identification of 
driving states with 
potential for a rear 
or lateral crash

Quantification 
of safety surro-
gates of dis-
tance and time

Choice of 
human 
control or 
automation 

Automation mode:
Active safety action

Driver 
response 
to avoid 
collision

No driver 
response

Fig. 2 High level architecture of driving assistance system’s safety function

P’(d)

P(s|d,i)

P(s|i) P”(d|s,i) G(a,d)

Driver distraction 
& driver inten-
tion factors 

Optimal
i & a,
V*t(i)

Safety margin 
P(safety margin< 0) 

Response to
alert message 

No response to red alert: ac-
tive safety mode

Fig. 3 Collision warning and active safety system
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is launched. Likewise, if the normal lateral distance is exceeded, the safety algo-
rithm is launched. The components of the transition model are presented in Fig. 4
and described briefly in this paper. For details, please see Khan [11–13].

In the case of longitudinal direction rear crash, states of driving are defined by
the distance between the following and the leading vehicles: dc, d1.25c, d1.5c:

dc (critical distance, if exceeded would lead to a rear crash—but can be avoided if
the required action is taken by the driver),
d1.25c represents 1.25 times the critical distance, and
d1.5c is 1.5 times the critical distance.

The number of states as well as the 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, etc. multipliers can be changed
by the designer.

Possible surrogate measures (i.e., readings) on the states of longitudinal driving
condition are: s0 (no new reading, if i0 is selected), sc (corresponds to dc), s1.25c
(corresponds to d1.25c), and s1.5c (corresponds to d1.5c). The corresponding multi-
pliers for the lateral collisions are sc (corresponds to dc), s1. 5c (corresponds to d1.5c),
and s2c (corresponds to d2c) [9, 11–13].

Driver information (alerts) are: i0 (early applicable warning issued on the basis of
initial information), iw (thewaitingmode so as to acquire and analyze additional safety
surrogate information on the dynamics of vehicle-following or lane migration/lane
change/merge and then issue the appropriate warning, if applicable) [9, 11–13].

Fig. 4 Algorithm for new generation driver assistance system
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A Montecarlo simulation module estimates safety margins within the driving
environment. As driving progresses, the prior probabilities P’(d) and the conditional
probabilities P(s|d, i) are updated automatically. As noted in Fig. 4, these reflect
driver reliability. The other probabilities, namely the marginal probability P(s|i) and
posterior probability P”(d|s, i), are computed internally by the algorithm. Details of
the model are reported by Khan in Refs. [9, 11–13].

The driving assistance can analyse a number of alternatives noted next: a0 (no
driver alert to be issued), aa (amber alert—calls for higher than normal deceleration
in the longitudinal direction or steering action to increase transverse separation
distance), ar (red alert—calls for serious emergency deceleration for avoiding a rear
crash or steering action for preventing a lateral collision).

The crash warning-active safety component is intended to work with a driver
action monitor. The system can be enabled to automatically update key driving
parameters, namely the probabilities of safety surrogates (i.e., distances or times), as
well as the probability of driver’s awareness of distance and time. This adaptive
self-calibration capability is reported by Khan [11–13].

For example, if a driver is distracted and the probability of crash is high, and to
make matters worse, the driver does not show the intent to take corrective action,
the driver monitoring part of the system will immediately modify the driver
alertness parameter.

The transition model shown in Figs. 3 and 4 can identify optimal driver alerts in
terms of the timing of rear or lateral crash warning (i.e., immediate or wait for an
indication of driver intent) and the nature of alert message (e.g., no alert message,
amber alert, red alert). If a highly distracted or a disabled driver does not respond,
the system automatically initiates active safety action and informs the driver
accordingly.

In order to apply the algorithm for identifying optimal i&a and the associated
value of information V*t(i), on a real time basis, the utility or gain G(a, d) matrix
has to be defined by the designer following consultations with policy experts. For
details, please see Khan [9, 11–13].

4.3 Example Application to Distracted Driving

Driving simulator experiments were carried out with the participation of young
drivers who were given distracting tasks to do while driving. The simulator outputs
contain useful information on the driving behaviour of participants. In
non-distracted driving, the choice of speed, acceleration/deceleration rates, head-
way to the leading vehicle, and gap acceptance when changing lanes provide
information on the lack of or presence of aggressiveness in driving. During a
driving mission, if the driver becomes distracted and is not alert enough to perceive
a hazard, this results in insufficient distance for stopping or to make an evasive
manoeuver. Excessive time could be required by a distracted driver to perceive the
hazard and then excessive deceleration rate (close to 1 g) will be required to avoid a
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collision. Such sudden emergency braking sends a shock wave in the traffic stream
and is known to be a safety hazard. Also, a distracted driver may experience lane
migration and violate safety distance in the lateral direction.

The driving simulator provides driving trajectories of each driving mission on a
split second basis. The time stamp provides a complete log of all driver actions in
terms of speed, brake action, deceleration/acceleration, headway, lane keeping, etc.

For illustration of the application of NADS, a driving trajectory of a distracted
driver was selected (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9). At time stamp 84 s, the driver was
travelling at 104.8 km/h and at that time driver did not perceive and react to the
hazard within 1 to 1.25 s, which is common for young non-distracted drivers.
Figure 5 shows that at time stamp 84 s, the driver was expected to perceive that the
leading vehicle applied brakes suddenly and that quick action was necessary to
avoid a collision. But the driver did not apply brakes until time stamp 88 s. This
perception-reaction time of 4 s is very high as compared to about 1 s for an alert
driver. Another indicator of driver distraction was that the lane migration (i.e.
distance from the lane centre-line) was about 0.32 m out of 1.3 m (which is about
25 % of the one-half of the lane width).

At time stamp 88 s, brakes were applied on an emergency basis that delivered a
deceleration rate of about 8.5 m/s2. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 show the driving state
descriptors during the braking action and then returning to a manageable driving
state.

Fig. 5 Distracted driver warnings, transition to automation, and return of control to human driver
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Under non-ideal driving condition, the critical distance required for braking was
150.6 m vs. available distance of 56.3 m. The ideal driving condition can be
characterized as very high tire-pavement coefficient of friction, new brakes,
anti-lock brakes, and high ability of the driver to push the brake pedal. Calculations
show that the conditional probability P(d|s, i) was 0.37 at the critical distance level
(i.e. at 1.0c), 0.51 at 1.025c, 0.92 at 1.25c and 1.0 at 1.5c. The profile of conditional
probability presented in Fig. 10 shows that the driver was highly distracted.

Fig. 6 High level of deceleration

Fig. 7 Speed profile
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In the scenario that the driving assistance system was available and turned-on,
the following could be the optimal decisions (Fig. 5):

• At time stamp 84 s, do not wait for additional information, give amber alert.
• At time stamp 85 s, keep amber alert, and wait for additional information.
• At time stamp 86 s, do not wait for additional information, and give red alert.
• At time stamp 87 s, wait for additional information before initiating active

safety action.
• At time stamp 88 s, apply active safety.

An earlier time for automation could be considered at time stamp 87 s.
Upon driver’s preference, control of the vehicle could be returned to human

control at time stamp 90.5 s.

Fig. 8 Headway profile

Fig. 9 Distracted driver’s lane departure pattern
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5 Conclusions

1. Technology-push does not appear to shape consumer demand for new in-vehicle
technologies.

2. A new generation driving assistance system has an important role to play in the
transition to automation in driving.

3. The design of the driving assistance, if guided by human factors, is likely to
enhance driver acceptance. Consequently, safety benefits will be achieved.

4. The driving assistance example case illustrates the integration of intelligent
technology, Bayesian artificial intelligence, and abstracted human factors.
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Effects of Driver Characteristics
and Driver State on Predicting Turning
Maneuvers in Urban Areas: Is There
a Need for Individualized
Parametrization?

Matthias Graichen and Verena Nitsch

Abstract In future, advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) may be able to
adapt to the needs of the driver, thus reducing the risk of information overload in
complex traffic situations. One way of achieving this may include the use of pre-
dictive algorithms that anticipate the driver’s intention to perform a certain traffic
maneuver based on vehicle data, such as acceleration and deceleration parameters.
In order to explore whether the predictive quality of such algorithms may be
mitigated by individual driver-specific parameters such as driver characteristics (i.e.
emotional driving [ED] and uncritical self-awareness [US]) as well as driver state
(specifically stress), an empirical test-track study was conducted with N = 40
participants. The results indicate that maximum longitudinal and lateral acceleration
vary significantly depending on driver characteristics. Moreover, analyses of the
collected data suggest that incorporating psychological aspects into driver models
can promote new insights into driving behavior.
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1 Introduction

Efforts in design and development of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)
focus currently on challenges of urbanization, which is expected to increase sig-
nificantly over the next few decades [1–3]. Inner-city traffic in metropolitan areas
exhibit great complexity and diversity, not only with respect to the various road
design features (e.g. architecture, type of traffic regulation, number of turning lanes,
etc.) and other environmental aspects (visibility; e.g. [4]), but mainly in terms of
number, types and dynamics of different traffic participants. Since the driver is
necessarily confronted by a large amount of information in these complex traffic
situations, it is of paramount importance to minimize the amount of information that
is transmitted to the driver by the ADAS in order to ensure high levels of user
acceptance and thereby also frequent voluntary usage of these assistive systems [5].
This can be achieved by reducing unnecessary warnings and making them adaptive
to drivers’ intentions and maneuver-planning [6]. This appears particularly neces-
sary in highly complex traffic situations that include approaching and passing
through intersections.

Urban intersections are a major accident hotspot: 25 % of accidents with per-
sonal injuries occur at intersections, 16 % while turning [7]. Here, the driver has to
detect, identify and assess a large amount of visual stimuli correctly and within a
brief time span [8], while scanning areas with decreasing distal proximity to the car
at the beginning of the approaching phase and immediate proximity after reaching
the intersection and performing the actual driving maneuver [9]. During this time,
adaptive ADAS would only provide information about potential crossing cyclists or
pedestrians if it was predicted with high certainty that the intention of the driver was
to turn—but not in the case of drivers passing without turning, as no critical
interaction with the other traffic participants is to be expected in this case.
Numerous studies have demonstrated the potential of using vehicle data for pre-
dicting (turning) maneuvers (for a general overview see [10]).

As part of the on-going efforts to enhance the performance and adaptability of
ADAS, (sensory) perception, evaluation and prediction of traffic situations and
driving maneuvers play an important role. The present study aimed to explore the
extent to which the predictive quality of vehicle data-based algorithms might be
mitigated by specific driver characteristics that are assumed to influence the driving
behavior during the approach to the intersection. For this purpose, a prediction
algorithm for turning maneuvers based on Bayesian networks is used [11]. A model
is stipulated based on two essential parameters: (1) speed models, e.g. acquired
through (a) clustering of (desired) speed profiles of different drivers approaching
intersections, or (b) obtained from path curvature, and (2) a maximum acceleration
parameter (longitudinal acceleration after performing the turning maneuver for 1a,
or lateral acceleration when during the turning process for 1b). Using the intelligent
driver model (originating from traffic flow modeling), potential speed profiles for
the maneuver types ‘going straight’, ‘stopping’, ‘turning (right)’ and ‘turning
(right), but stopping’ can be modelled on the basis of any previously shown speed
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data of the driver (alternatively, speed profiles can also be modeled using modelled
curvature data, without any driving data). When taking into account the last shown
speed data point of the driver, the probability for any of these maneuvers can be
computed.

The relationship of these parameters to psychological aspects lies within the
initialization by the (individual) driver and corresponding driver operations (e.g.
pedal activity and acceleration). These may be influenced by individual preferences
and characteristics (as can be inferred from literature, e.g. [12, 13]). The following
analyses investigate speed, acceleration and the underlying operational processes of
the driver with respect to individual driver characteristics and driver state (in par-
ticular stress), which serve as input for the stated algorithm.

2 Method

2.1 Sampling and Participants

In order to measure and control for relevant driver characteristics, a pre-sampling
process was applied. As a first step, participants possessing a valid driver’s license
could apply for the study by completing a validated online questionnaire about
driving-related personality (VIP [14]), driving style (adapted from [15]), driving
experience and demographic information. In a second step, potential participants
out of 186 applications were selected based on extreme (high or low) scores on the
VIP subscales emotional driving (ED) and uncritical self-awareness (US). These
subscales were chosen, as their items concerned contents relevant to speed behavior
and its sensitivity to driver state. In addition, only participants were included if they
had indicated a certain amount of driving experience. Specifically, in reference to
[16], participants were selected if they had acquired their driver’s license before
2014 and had driven more than 30,000 km overall or more than 25,000 km in the
last 12 months.

The resulting sample consisted of 40 participants (8 female), with a mean age of
36.78 years (Min = 20, Max = 61, SD = 13.14). They were assigned to one of four
groups according to their scores on the ED and US subscales (N = 10 in each
group). Participants had an average total driving experience of 354,625 km
(SD = 287,244).

2.2 Research Design

The study was conducted as a 2 (approaching speed) * 3 (driving maneuver) * 4
(driver characteristic) repeated-measures mixed design with two consecutive runs
(labelled as ‘time’) on a closed test track. Approaching speed was manipulated
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within-subjects with intersection approaching speeds of 50 or 70 km/h (labelled as
‘apprspeed’). Approaching intersections with 70 km/h was considered an upper
limit in the context of driving in urban areas, but also appeared to alter the driver
state by inducing stressful experiences when participants were reminded repeatedly
and in short intervals to maintain that speed after each turning and when driving
through curves. The within-condition of approaching speed was systematically
varied, meaning that half of each group was instructed to approach the intersection
with 50 km/h in the first two runs and 70 km/h in the second two runs, and vice
versa. Each participant performed three types of driving maneuvers (left or right
turn, or going straight). The sequence of maneuver types had to be held constant
due to the structural requirements of the test track. Overall, there were twelve
intersection maneuvers for each participant, with four runs for each direction and
one repetition at each level of approaching speed. Finally, the factor driver char-
acteristic was manipulated between-subjects, with participants being assigned to
one of four groups based on their scores on the VIP subscales ED and US (labelled
as ‘VIP’).

2.3 Measurements and Hypotheses

In order to check for efficacy of stress induction and accompanying changes in
driver state through approaching speed requirements, the two scales ‘threat’ and
‘challenge’ from the PASA questionnaire [17] were used, which measure (cogni-
tive) primary appraisal of stressful situations.

Since the present study aimed to explore the extent to which driver character-
istics and driver state can predict turning maneuvers during the approach phase,
dependent variables were selected that focused on longitudinal driving behavior as
no lateral movements are to be expected to indicate turning maneuvers before
entering the intersection. The dependent variables of interest in the present study are
speed, speed profiles, and therewith-associated values for deceleration or acceler-
ation, and—pertaining to these variables—pedal activity (e.g. releasing of accel-
eration pedal, pressing of braking pedal, or length of no-pedal-activity). The latter
analysis can also serve as assessment of the general predictive potential for pre-
dicting turning maneuvers.

Table 1 lists a summary of the investigated hypotheses. The first hypothesis is
exploratory, while hypotheses two to four relate to different phases of pedal activity
(H2—releasing accelerator pedal, H3—no pedal-activity, and H4—pressing brake
pedal).
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2.4 Driving Scenario

The study was conducted on a closed-off test track (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The route
was designed with the same four rounds: approaching the intersection from a
western starting point (1), right turn maneuver (2), following the circuit and
re-approaching the intersection from east (3), left turn maneuver (4), following the
circuit and re-approaching the intersection from east (5), and finally going straight
over the intersection (6) back to the starting point.

Table 1 Summary of hypotheses

H1: It is expected that drivers with high ED-scores intend generally to drive with higher
speed and/or try to maintain speed longer and will decrease at lower time-to-intersection
(TTI)/distance-to-intersection (DTI) compared to drivers with low ED-scores

H2: Drivers with high ED-scores control actively their speed longer by means of pedal
activity, and thereby will release the accelerator pedal at lower TTI/DTI (a), and will
drive faster at this position (b)

H3: Drivers with high ED-scores will avoid longer phases without pedal activity, thereby
duration or driven distance without pedal activity will be shorter (a), and the loss of
speed will be lower (b)

H4: When pressing the brake pedal the position of TTI or DTI will be lower for drivers with
high ED-scores (a), and the corresponding speed at this position will be higher (b).
Speed values when entering the sequence of braking are expected to be higher (c).
Consequently, speed loss is expected to be higher (d), as high-ED drivers need to
decelerate more to reach a comfortable speed level for turning. Based on the general
necessity for decreasing speed before turning maneuvers (contrary to the intention of
drivers with high ED-score to maintain speed), maximum values of deceleration values
(e) are expected to be higher before entering the intersection

H5: Due to the intention of maintaining higher speeds, drivers with high ED-scores will
experience greater lateral acceleration while turning

H6: Due to the intention of maintaining higher speeds, it is expected that drivers with high
ED-scores will show greater maximum acceleration values after performing the turning
maneuver to reach faster preferred levels of higher speed

Fig. 1 View from north-west (right turn maneuver before scenery-vehicle)
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2.5 Procedure

Upon arrival, participants completed questionnaires pertaining to demographics,
personality (BFI-10 [18]), sensation seeking (BSSS [19]) and traffic-related locus of
control (T-LOC [20]). A cover story (“Adjusting of vehicle chassis for urban
intersections”) was used in order to avoid undue influence of participants’ expec-
tations. Participants familiarized themselves with the vehicle and test track circuit
by performing a series of basic driving maneuvers (cautious, as well as strong
acceleration and deceleration; driving through a constricted alley, slalom course,
and curves; left and right turning maneuvers). The experimenter was seated on the
right rear seat of the vehicle.

Each run began at the same starting point, at which participants were instructed
regarding the approaching speed requirements. After the first of each approaching
speed condition, participants completed the PASA questionnaire in order to

Fig. 2 View from east (left turn maneuver behind scenery-vehicle)

Fig. 3 Satellite view on test track (Origin Google Earth). Free area in the middle and curvy roads
on the left side were used for familiarization
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evaluate the experience of situationally-induced stress. At the end of the session,
participants were informed about the true purpose of the study and received
monetary compensation for participation. Overall, the experiment took each par-
ticipant about 45 min.

2.6 Data Processing

All data from CAN-interface GPS-data, and questionnaires were stored in a
PostgreSQL database [21]. To access the data from the database for further pro-
cessing, a comprehensive framework was programmed in R. Approximate “arrival
measures” with respect to DTI and TTI were computed in three steps: (1) Detecting
the GPS-coordinates for (artificial) positions-of-interest as reference points (here:
latest meaningful position before entering the intersection, likely to stopping line),
(2) computing the linear (spherical) distance between these coordinates and the
actual GPS-position of the driver at each timestamp (using R package ‘geosphere’),
and (3) computing the arrival measure by subtracting the driven distance/time from
the driven distance/time when reaching the minimum GPS-distance from step 2.

2.7 Manipulation Check

In order to ascertain whether changes in approaching speed requirements affected
stress levels, PASA reliability and scores were examined for each speed condition.
After excluding item two of the PASA questionnaire (“This situation is important to
me”) due to response ambiguity, Cronbach’s alpha indicated high reliability (0.72)
in runs with approaching speed of 70 km/h, and moderate reliability in the 50 km/h
condition (0.6) (for interpretation of Cronbach’s alpha according to common
practice see e.g. [22]). Means for scales ‘threat’ and ‘challenge’, and scores for
primary appraisal were significantly higher in conditions with high approaching
speed to the intersection (see Table 2). As there was no sequential effect of driving
with 50 or 70 km/h at first, the results indicate that stress induction was successful.

Table 2 Scale characteristics for primary appraisal of PASA

M50kmh

(SD)
M70kmh

(SD)
tdf = 39 p d

Threat 4.8
(1.65)

6.03
(3.0)

−2.37 .011 −0.37

Challengea 6.1
(3.22)

7.5
(3.1)

−1.93 .03 −0.31

Primary Appraisala 10.9
(4.09)

13.53
(5.06)

−2.61 .006 −0.41

aWithout item two
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3 Results

Present analyses focus on the relationship between VIP and vehicle data, while
analyses of the questionnaire for driving style, BFI-10, BSSQ or T-LOC are not
reported at this point. In the following, participants with high or low scores in VIP
subscales will be labeled according to their initials, e.g. high ED or low US. For the
investigation of approaching behavior with respect to group assignments, objective
data and subjective data were merged. All variables have been tested for univariate
outliers using z-scores according to the thresholds proposed by [23]. To test for
statistical significance of dependent variables (dv), linear mixed models (see Eq. 1)
were performed using R-packages afex, lsmeans and multcomp. Tests were com-
puted with an alpha of 5 %.

dv�VIP � apprspeed � timeþError id= apprspeed � timeð Þð Þ: ð1Þ

All tests were performed using both TTI and DTI. Data from maneuvers of left
and right turning were separated (no going straight maneuvers were analyzed at this
point). For analyses and preceding visual exploration of key parameters of pedal
activity, sequential data were computed and sorted (using R packages ‘TraMineR’,
and ‘TraMineRextras’) by minimum position of braking activity, see Fig. 4. All

Fig. 4 Pedal sequences for right turning. Rows represent runs. Colours represent type of pedal
activity (green—acceleration, red—braking, white—no pedal activity). Gradient represents
intensity of pedal activity (high gradient–high intensity). Coloured, vertical lines represent first
(dashed) or second (solid) run in blocks of approaching speed
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visualizations were compiled using R-package ‘ggplot2’. A summary of statistical
key values for the model component ‘VIP’ can be seen in Table 3. Due to outliers,
within-group degrees of freedom vary between 25 and 35.

3.1 Speed Profiles (H1)

As this hypothesis was intended for exploration, no differentiation between con-
secutive runs of the same participants and no additional adjustments for t-testing
(e.g. repeated measures) between VIP groups were performed. There were mostly
no deviations from normal distribution (tested using Shapiro-Wilk test) throughout
the trend of speed data against DTI, but in speed data against TTI. As no significant
differences between speed profiles of groups with low or high scores in US could be
found, no further analyses were performed here in the context of exploration.

Participants with high scores in ED drove slightly faster, particularly when
approaching the intersection followed by a left turning maneuver. A significance
level of 5 % was surpassed at DTIs between −10.1 and −3.3 m before reaching the
(artificial) stopping line. Corresponding values for TTI can be seen in Fig. 5.

Table 3 Model statistics for VIP from linear mixed models

DTI TTI

Left Right Left Right

F p F p F p F) p

accprel_ pos 2.08 .12 2.08 .12 3.00 .05** 0.57 .64

accprel_speed 2.62 .07** 3.88 .02* 2.37 .09** 3.55 .03*

wopedal_length 1.47 .25 1.29 .3 1.37 .27 1.53 .23

wopedal_speedloss 0.24 .87 0.72 .55 0.55 .65 1.29 .3

brake_pos 1.19 .33 0.65 .59 1.54 .22 0.92 .44

brake_length 0.29 .83 0.61 .61 0.4 .76 0.78 .51

brake_speed 1.91 .15 1.24 .31 1.91 .15 1.23 .32

brake_speedloss 0.98 .42 0.34 .8 0.97 .42 0.57 .64

max_decel 1.88 .15 0.62 .61 1.88 .15 0.62 .61

max_latacc 12.10 <.001* 5.80 .003* 12.13 <.001* 6.72 .001*

max_lonacc 1.84 .16 2.33 .09** 1.77 .17 2.43 .09**

*p < 0.05
**p < 0.1
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3.2 Pedal Activity (H2–H4)

The results of the tests of hypotheses H2 to H4 are summarized in the following:

H2: (a) No significant differences in positions of releasing acceleration pedal (labelled as
‘accprel_pod’) could be found in terms of DTI in left and right turning maneuvers. In
terms of TTI, values almost reach significance in left turning maneuvers

(b) Speed values (labelles as ‘accprel_speed’) between groups were significantly
different when approaching intersection with 70 km/h and turning right (see right
column in Fig. 5), slightly significant in cases of left turning

H3: (a) In phases without pedal activity (between releasing accelerator pedal and pressing
brake pedal), there were no significant differences in length of phases (labelled as
‘wopedal_length’) measured as time (using TTI) and driven distance (using DTI)

(b) There were also no significant differences in speed loss (labelled as
‘wopedal_speedloss’)

H4: (a) There were no significant differences between minimum positions of pressing brake
pedal (labelled as ‘brake_pos’)

(b) There were no significant differences in length of braking activity (labelled as
‘brake_length’)

(c) There were no significant differences in speed values (labelled as ‘brake_speed’) at
minimum position of pressing brake pedal

(d) There were no significant differences in speed loss (labelled as ‘brake_speedloss’)

(e) There were no significant differences in maximum deceleration values

Fig. 5 Speed profiles and areas of significance (* green, saturation * p < [0.1; 0.05; 0.01])
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3.3 Driving Through Intersection and Re-Accelerating
(H5–H6)

In the following, the results of the analyses pertaining to hypotheses H5 and H6 are
summarized:

H5: In all conditions (left and right turning) related to both measures DTI and TTI (see
Fig. 6) values of maximum lateral acceleration are significantly different between
groups

H6: No significant differences in maximum longitudinal acceleration could be found in left
turn maneuvers. In right turn maneuvers (see Fig. 7) values almost reach significance, in
relation to measures of both DTI and TTI

Fig. 7 Maximum
longitudinal acceleration after
turning right (means—
coloured lines in background)

Fig. 6 Maximum lateral
acceleration while turning left
(means—coloured lines in
background)
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4 Discussion

The present study focused on the effect of driver characteristics and driver state on
different parameters when approaching intersections and their potential of miti-
gating prediction algorithms. Most hypotheses regarding driver operations under-
lying to speed behavior were not confirmed by the empirical data. Only values for
speed when releasing the accelerator pedal, values for maximum lateral acceleration
while turning (p < 0.001) and values for maximum longitudinal acceleration after
turning (p < 0.1) show significant differences. The last two variables represent
essential parameters to create speed models for the used prediction model of [11].
Therefore, it can be stated that conventional parameters used in prediction algo-
rithms for turning maneuvers can be significantly differentiated between groups of
drivers based on driver characteristics as indicated by the VIP.

Regarding the initial research question (“Is there a need for individual
parametrization of prediction algorithms?”), the present statistical results do not
indicate that the consideration of detailed individual differentiations is necessary,
but relating to the essential parameters of [11], there were significant differences in
maximum longitudinal and lateral acceleration. Thus, in future work, it is planned
to extend the model (Bayesian network) of [11] by additional nodes (e.g. VIP), as is
suggested in Fig. 8. The integration of knowledge about individual characteristics is
also supported by the grouping results of exploratory cluster analysis of speed
profiles (Figs. 9 and 10), which shows good differentiation between ED. Regarding
driver state more elaboration is necessary.

Furthermore, the present article elaborates sophisticated methods of analyzing
and visually exploring driving behavior in complex driving situations using colored
sequence tiles and gradient, which allows for differentiated insights into data and
could be transferred to the analyses of other critical situations in urban areas.
Additionally, driving behavior was dissected in different phases on the basis of
elementary driver operations such as pedal activity. For example, visualizations

Fig. 8 Extended prediction model (built with GeNIe by BayesFusion). New nodes (*) for ‘VIP’
(as measure for driver behavior) and ‘Driver state’ added
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from present data show (see Fig. 4), that approaching intersections begin with
cautious release of the accelerator pedal (0), up to the complete release of the
accelerator pedal (1). This is followed by a phase without pedal activity (2), and
pressing the braking pedal (3) until reaching the intersection. This basic (and
plausible) sequence might hold true in situations without preceding vehicles or with
distant preceding vehicles as well as high familiarity with the route and thereby
habituation to comfortable speed according to individual preferences. Otherwise,
the number of changes in pedal activity are expected to be higher and the length of
phases without pedal activity to be shorter. Also, lack of familiarity with the route
might lead to early releasing of the brake pedal to allow for coasting at lower than
usual speeds.

In conclusion, statistical analyses only partially show significant differences in
underlying operations for “designing” driving behavior, but machine learning
techniques can take complete profiles into account and even integrate into algo-
rithms, thereby enhancing the prediction model with psychological aspects and thus
promote new insights.

Fig. 9 Clustered groups
(using k-means) for left
turning and approaching
speed of 50 kmh. Most speed
profiles of drivers with low
ED-scores were assigned to
group 1

Fig. 10 Percentage of speed
profiles in each cluster group
for each ED score
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Using Adaptive Interfaces to Encourage
Smart Driving and Their Effect on Driver
Workload

Stewart Birrell, Mark Young, Neville Stanton and Paul Jennings

Abstract In-vehicle information systems (IVIS) aimed at supporting green driving
have increased in both number and complexity over the past decade. However, this
added information available to the driver raises significant ergonomic concerns for
mental workload, distraction and ultimately driving task performance. Adaptive
interfaces offer a potential solution to this problem. The Smart driving system
evaluated in this study (which provided in-vehicle, real-time feedback to the driver
on both green driving and safety related parameters via a Smartphone application)
offers a comparatively simple workload algorithm, while offering complexity in its
levels of adaptively on the display, with the theoretical aim to limit driver visual
interaction and workload with the system during complex driving environments.
Experimental results presented in this paper have shown that using the Smart
driving system modulates workload towards manageable levels, by allowing an
increase in driver workload when under low task demands (motorway and
inter-urban driving) but not increasing workload when it is already at moderate
levels (urban driving). Thus suggesting that any increase in workload can be
integrated within the driving task using the spare attentional resource the driver has
available.
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1 Introduction

In-vehicle information systems (IVIS) have increased in number and complexity
with the advancement of enhanced infotainment features, continuation of brand
identity via reconfigurable displays and the connected car. Over the past decade in
particular, such motivations have become more and more focused on the envi-
ronmental and economic costs of road transport [1]. One way in which these costs
of driving can be reduced is by adopting an ‘eco-driving’ style, with many man-
ufacturers now offering in-vehicle information displays to provide feedback on such
behaviors. Examples are the Ford Fusion Hybrid SmartGauge with EcoGuide,
Honda Insight Eco Assist and the Nissan Leaf Eco Indicator (Fig. 1).

However, this added information available to the driver raises significant ergo-
nomic concerns for mental workload, distraction and ultimately driving task per-
formance. Meanwhile, road safety remains a high priority alongside these other
concerns [2]. In an effort to better understand the potential impact that in-vehicle
systems could have in improving safety and economy, a UK project called
‘Foot-LITE’ undertaken. The project aimed at developing a system to encourage
‘Smart’—that is safe and environmentally friendly—driving behaviors. Foot-LITE
differs from existing products offered by vehicle manufacturers in three important
ways. First, it runs on a nomadic device (i.e., a Smartphone platform) rather than
being original fit, collecting data wirelessly from the vehicle diagnostic systems and
an adapted lane departure warning camera. Secondly, the system provides feedback
not just on eco-driving principles, but also on safe driving maneuvers, and it
attempts to balance its advice between the two, which may or may not be in conflict
(see [1] for a discussion). Finally and of interest to this paper, Foot-LITE was
designed to be an adaptive interface which varied the presentation of visual and
audio information in accordance with (basic) workload measures. In addition the
interface was developed and tested according to ergonomic design principles, and
rigorously evaluated in simulator and on-road driving trials to evaluate if the desired
behavior changes were achieved while avoiding negative consequences of work-
load or distraction. The next section briefly reviews the design development and the
evidence for these claims, before going on to discuss how Foot-LITE might, in
future, be more dynamically responsive to driver mental workload.

Fig. 1 Selection of vehicle manufacturers’ in-vehicle Eco driving aids (left to right Ford Fusion,
Honda Insight and Nissan Leaf)
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2 Design Development

As stated above the Foot-LITE in-vehicle interface was developed using ergonomic
principles, which as outlined in Fig. 2 originated with the completion of a cognitive
work analysis (CWA) and state-of-the-art review, from this six design concepts
were established and three were evaluated in a rapid prototyping study (RPS).
Results from the RPS suggested that two designs be took forward to simulator
testing, a more convention dashboard inspired display and a conceptual interfaced
based on Ecological Interface Design (EID) principles. Both these designs were
evaluated in a driving simulator before the EID interface was selected (based on
subjective workload and increased peripheral detection response rate) and iterated
based on participant feedback, until the final EID design was released for on-road
trials (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Ergonomic development of the Foot-LITE interface

Fig. 3 Theoretical depiction of the EID interface (left) and version used for on-road trials (right)
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2.1 Ecological Interface Design (EID)

In order to facilitate the design process, a Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) [3] was
previously conducted for the Foot-LITE project [4]. Based on the output of this CWA,
a concept human-machine interface (HMI) was generated for the present study
drawing on principles of Ecological Interface Design (EID) [5]. EID is an approach to
interface design that was introduced specifically for complex socio-technical,
real-time, and dynamic systems. It has been applied successfully within a number of
work environments, including process control, nuclear, petrochemical, military and
aviation domains [5].

The EID approach is heavily based on two concepts—firstly, the Abstraction
Hierarchy (AH) of the CWA [6], and secondly, the Skill-Rule-Knowledge
(SRK) taxonomy [7]. The AH decomposes the work domain into five levels
(functional purpose, abstract function, generalized function, physical function,
physical form) to establish what type of information should be displayed, as well as
where, when and how it should be presented, and finally how to integrate pieces of
information which need to be associated. Vicente and Rasmussen [8] suggest that
an ‘EID interface should not contribute to the difficulty of the task, and at the same
time, it should support the entire range of activities that operators will be faced
with.’ (p. 589). Thus it has been argued that interfaces designed following the EID
framework will reduce mental workload when dealing with unfamiliar or unan-
ticipated events [9].

The AH completed previously in the project suggested several aspects of safe
and eco-driving that should be represented on the display, such as headway, lane
deviation and cornering speed for safety, complemented by engine speeds and
acceleration forces for eco-driving [4]. Figure 3 shows both the theoretical depic-
tion of the EID interface developed at Brunel University, and also the final version
developed with project partners and released for on-road trials. The principal
aspects of the interface are the vehicle inside the oval, which represents mainly
safety parameters, and the dynamic scales in the outer oval, which largely reflect
eco-driving properties. The oval concept was based on Gibson and Crooks [10]
notion of the ‘field of safe travel’, which was noted as ‘… a spatial field but it is not
fixed in physical space. The car is moving and the field moves with the car through
space.’ (p. 456). The oval shape grew out of an initial concept of a ‘virtual glass of
water’, drawing on the apocryphal driving test in which the candidate must not spill
the water placed on the dashboard. The edge of the glass, in this case, represents the
boundaries of safe travel in Gibson’s terminology; instead of a circle, this has been
distorted into an oval to allow for the greater longitudinal movement of the car. On
the EID display, the vehicle is dynamic inside the oval and illustrates the move-
ments of the car within its safety envelope of headway and lane position in the
real-world. Meanwhile, the eco-driving factors are presented in gauges on the outer
ring. In both safety and eco-driving cases, the driver’s goal is to maintain the car
within a ‘Green Zone’ of performance (in the middle of the display), to optimize
each set of parameters. In addition, there is the facility for ‘pop-up’ messages to be
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delivered to the driver for more specific feedback about positive or negative aspects
of their driving.

It is by no coincidence that the elements of the display pertain to low-level,
operational elements of vehicle control as opposed to tactical or strategic tasks in
models of vehicle control [11]. Such operational tasks correspond to skill-based
levels of processing in Rasmussen’s [7] taxonomy, and as such impose little in
terms of mental workload. Information about rule-based, tactical levels of driving is
provided in the pop-up messages, while knowledge-based, strategic feedback is
reserved for the off-line system in order to minimize potential workload and dis-
traction a priori.

Nevertheless, valid concerns remain about the use of in-vehicle information
systems and their potential to distract the driver [12, 13], and it is acknowledged
that the range of real-world scenarios that drivers may encounter could present
workload issues that would not revealed in simulator trials alone. In order for the
Foot-LITE EID to anticipate and cope with this range of events, the possibility of a
mental workload manager for the in-vehicle system was explored – in other words,
an adaptive interface.

3 Mental Workload and In-Vehicle Information Systems
(IVIS)

As mentioned earlier, mental workload can be a particular issue with IVIS systems.
Driver overload with an additional task or interface in the vehicle can adversely
affect performance [12, 14], particularly if workload is already high or if the driver
has a lower capacity to respond. Studies have shown that while conducting a
difficult cognitive task (such as math addition), drivers spend less time looking at
areas in the peripheries (such as mirrors and instruments) and instead focus on
looking centrally ahead [15]. Even though time looking outside of the vehicle
remained unchanged, these results suggested a change in drivers’ allocation of
attention.

There is a view in the literature that drivers may have up to 50 % spare atten-
tional capacity during normal driving [16], meaning that under ordinary circum-
stances there may be enough spare capacity to interact with IVIS displays. Green
and Shah [17] suggest that the goal of the distraction mitigation system should be to
keep the level of attention allocated to the driving task above the attentional
requirements demanded by the current driving environment, and that during ‘rou-
tine’ driving approximately 40 % of attention could be allocated to non-driving
tasks. The key issue is that mental workload is constantly varying during a drive,
and it is crucial to maintain sufficient spare capacity to deal with unexpected or
emergency scenarios. Within that constraint, it may be possible to provide addi-
tional driving-related information in real-time without detriment, as has been seen
with previous Foot-LITE EID studies [18].
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3.1 Adaptive Interfaces

The concept of adaptive interfaces has been around for some time [19, 20]. These
theories were adapted for the GIDS project (Generic Intelligent Driver Support
system) [21], and more recently been applied in the driving context [12, 22].
Typically, the adaptive interface will use sensors to detect some parameter of the
task context, and will infer the user’s mental workload based upon this information.
The sensors may be monitoring the user’s physiological state [19] or other overt
behavioral indices [12], or alternatively they may be measuring dynamic charac-
teristics of the task in question. The interface itself then adapts by providing more or
less information depending upon the outcome of the workload calculation.

The current Foot-LITE system has no capacity for monitoring the driver directly,
but it does include a number of sensors related to the driving task, including GPS
data, a forward-looking camera with object recognition, and numerous vehicle
parameters from the on-board diagnostics. Thus it would be quite plausible to build
a task-based driver workload model upon which to base the adaptive functions of
the interface.

The literature on driver mental workload offers several task-related indicators of
workload. Factors of the environment, such as traffic and road situation, as well as
different elements of the driving task (e.g. vehicle control and guidance, navigation)
can influence mental workload. For instance, steering appears to be a significant
source of workload in vehicle control [23], while tuning a car radio or using a
navigation system are amongst the most demanding of the conventional in-car tasks
[24]. In terms of driving maneuvers, it is known that workload increases during a
turn [25], particularly when emerging from a junction when the driver has to cross a
lane of traffic. Mental workload also increases in towns and cities when compared
to motorway or rural driving, due to the unpredictable nature of the former [26].
These high workload situations are also associated with accident involvement. This
has led to the idea of constructing mental load maps of towns, in order to predict
accident rates and so design appropriate interventions [27].

Indeed, this is the kind of approach taken by [22] with their adaptive interface.
Situational factors were detected by an on-board geographical database, and a
computational workload estimator bases its decisions on the assessment of those
situations. Such situations included road type (urban, rural etc.), curvature, slope,
junctions, and directions. If workload was deemed to have exceeded a set threshold,
then incoming telephone calls are routed directly to voicemail without informing
the driver. This adaptive interface showed promising results in terms of managing
driver mental workload. Indeed, a similar system has recently been marketed by
Volvo cars [13].

Whilst the underlying algorithms of the workload estimator are quite complex in
the Piechulla et al. [22] demonstrator, the implementation of the adaptive interface
is rather more straightforward. In contrast, the proposed Foot-LITE adaptive
interface is somewhat more rudimentary in terms of its workload algorithms, but
offers more complexity in its levels of adaptivity on the display.
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The literature reviewed above was drawn upon in combination with pragmatic
considerations about what parameters could be measured and other factors such as
driving standards, to propose a set of rules for the adaptive interface. In our con-
ception, driver mental workload has three levels:

• High—mental workload is deemed high when driving on urban roads with a
high density of junctions (i.e., probably in a city or town center). Speed limits of
these roads may be between 20 and 40 mph, but actual speeds will probably be
around 0–25 mph. The drive is characterized by numerous stop/starts, frequent
turns, or highly inconsistent speed profiles.

• Medium—medium mental workload situations may still be in an urban or
inter-urban setting but in the absence of many junctions, and with fewer stops
and turns. Speed limits are likely to be 30 or 40 mph, with probable speed
ranges of 20–40 mph. The drive is characterized by lower mean driving speeds
but more consistency in speed profiles.

• Low—on roads with speed limits of 50 mph or over, with relatively consistent
speeds of approximately 45 mph and over, low junction density and low num-
bers of turns. This category also incorporates any extra-urban road of national
speed limit, motorways and dual carriageways.

In addition to this categorization, there is provision for mental workload to ‘step
up’ a level if any of the following factors are present: high degrees of speed
inconsistency, increased number or magnitude of turns, or high densities of
junctions.

With the rules for mental workload levels derived, the next step is to determine
how these affect the adaptive nature of the display. Recall that the EID HMI has
several components—the inner oval for safety related information (headway, lane
departures), the outer oval for eco-driving feedback (acceleration, gear changing),
and the pop-up messages for specific, event-related feedback. Furthermore, within
the oval, the status of the eco-driving and safety parameters can be either green,
amber or red. Each of these elements can be independently enabled or disabled on
the display, providing various combinations of levels of information available to the
driver.

There was wide acceptance within the Foot-LITE project that, in the event of any
conflicts in advice from safety or eco-driving perspectives, the safety-related
information should always take precedence. With that in mind, it was determined
that the feedback provided at each level of workload should be as follows:

• High—only ‘red’ safety and eco warnings to be given; audio, amber warnings
and pop-up feedback are disabled

• Medium—all safety warnings active (red and amber), only red eco-driving
feedback is given, audio is active, pop-ups are presented if deemed safe to do so
following an additional set of pop-up implementation rules (essentially if the
driver is stopped or at a steady speed and not engaging in a maneuver)

• Low—all information active
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It is worth noting that in the high and medium workload categories, the only
safety-relevant information which can be presented pertains to headway, since the
lane departure warning camera is not active at speeds below 40 mph for separate
technical reasons. The criteria for, and adaptive conditions of, the interface are
summarized in Table 1.

4 Evaluation of Driver Workload Through the Design
Process

From conception to evaluation a rigorous ergonomic procedure for the design of the
in-vehicle Foot-LITE HMI was adopted, Fig. 2 outlines this process. The following
section will discuss subjective workload findings (as assessed by the NASA-Task
Load Index, or TLX [28] as a result of using the Foot-LITE Smart driving EID HMI
in both simulated and real world driving. Statistical testing was conducted using
SPSS 21.0 for Windows and significance determined using the Friedman and
Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests.

4.1 Simulator Study

The first dynamic evaluation of the Foot-LITE adaptive interface was conducted
using the Brunel University driving simulator, with results published regarding the
selection between the conventional dashboard and EID interface in a previously
[29]. Included in this paper is a summary of the methodology and previously
unreported data on TLX ratings for the EID adaptive interface.

Table 1 Summary of rules and algorithms for Foot-LITE adaptive interface

MWL

High Medium Low

Road Speed limit 20, 30 or 40 30 or 40 50+

Geometry Probable speed 0–25 20–40 45+

Actual speed <40 <40 >40

Road type Urban Urban/inter Inter/extra

Junctions Yes No No

Speed variability High Low Low

Advice Safety Red All All

Given Eco Red Red All

Audio No Yes Yes

Pop-ups No If safe Yes
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Twenty-five participants drove two different, 5-min, simulated scenarios. The
first was an ‘Urban’ drive though a cityscape with numerous traffic light controlled
intersections and other road users to interact with; the second a dual carriageway
route with little traffic, termed ‘Inter-Urban’. Two conditions were adopted, one a
control (no feedback) the other with smart driving feedback being offered to the
diver in real-time, in the vehicle via the Foot-LITE EID adaptive interface.
The TLX was recorded after each of the randomly assigned condition and scenario
combination. Results presented in Table 2 showed no significant (p > 0.05) dif-
ference between mean TLX ratings when using the Foot-LITE Smart driving
advisor compared to the control when driving in either scenario. Interestingly,
although not significant, a strong trend (p < 0.1) was observed for ‘Own
Performance’ to be rated more preferably (i.e. lower TLX rating for a better
self-rating of driving performance) in both urban and inter-urban driving when
using the Smart driving advisor. This may be as a result of the positive feedback
which was given to users via the default green display on the Foot-LITE HMI;
either ‘rewarding’ them for corrective action taken to sub-optimal driving behav-
iors, or the positive reinforcement for already good performance.

Conclusions from the simulator study suggest that presenting the driver with
real-time information on driving performance did not increase workload. It is not
possible to suggest if this is directly a result of the adaptive nature of the interface,
i.e. not increasing workload above ‘manageable’ levels, or confounding factors
such as simulated driving. However this was a positive outcome for the interface,
and suggests that system could be considered for further investigation on-road.

4.2 On-Road Field Trials

As part of an EU funded project called TeleFOT on-road field trials were conducted
using the Foot-LITE system. Again results relating to driving performance [18] and

Table 2 Mean and sub-scale TLX ratings for a Control condition and when using the Foot-LITE
EID HMI, in both Urban and Inter-Urban simulated driving

Mean Urban Inter-urban

Control Foot-LITE Control Foot-LITE

Mental 60.2 57.8 47.4 47.7

Physical 33.0 31.6 23.0 25.4

Temporal 48.2 47.8 28.2 35.4

Performance 54.6 48.6 49.4 44.8

Effort 58.2 55.6 45.0 42.3

Frustration 46.0 43.6 34.8 33.3

TLX Rating 50.0 47.5 38.0 38.2
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glance behavior [30] have been published previously; this paper focuses on the
previously unreported TLX ratings collected.

Forty drivers drove an instrumented vehicle, equipped with data loggers and the
Foot-LITE system, around a mixed driving route being 40.1 miles (or 64.5 km) in
length and taking approximately 1 h and 15 min to complete. The scenario encom-
passed three clearly defined sections of roadway, each taking a similar length of time to
complete and only including one type of road category—Motorway, Urban and
Inter-Urban. Two counter-balanced conditions were adopted, one as a control with no
Smart driving feedback offered, the other where the Foot-LITE system was active. In
order to obtain theTLX ratings for each individual section of roadway three predefined
points were selected where participants were instructed to pull over and complete the
questionnaire. These points were immediately after the motorway, urban and
inter-urban sections allowing for only that specific category of roadway to be con-
sidered in the TLX ratings. This avoids common issues associated with questionnaire
completion following a lengthy task, i.e. respondents express opinions on a generic
combination of the route, or more typically what participants experienced in the
preceding 5 min. This provides an accurate and reliable measure for workload ratings
obtained in this study.

Results presented in Fig. 4 show that when using the Foot-LITE system there
was a significant increase in subjective workload over the control condition when
driving in the motorway (Z = −3.69, p < 0.01) and inter-urban (Z = −3.58,
p < 0.01) driving scenarios; although no difference was observed with urban
driving (p > 0.05). When considering the control condition only (as a baseline for
normal driving), the urban scenario was rated significantly higher workload com-
pared to both motorway (Z = −4.24, p < 0.001) and inter-urban driving
(Z = −4.75, p < 0.001). These TLX results could be considered suitable for use by

Fig. 4 Mean TLX rating for all participants across each road category, error bars represent
standard deviation. Asterisks (*) indicates significant (p < 0.01) difference to the control
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future research as a reference for real-world driving workload, as each road cate-
gory was clearly defined and TLX recorded immediately following the completion
of each category. This ensured accuracy and reliability of data.

Summarizing results from the on-road field operational trials shows that TLX
rated workload increased significantly when using the Smart driving system during
motorway and inter-urban driving, but not with urban driving. Additional research
also showed that using the Foot-LITE system resulted in significant positive
changes in driver behaviors, namely an increase in mean headway (distance to
vehicle in front) and a 4.1 % increase in fuel efficiency [18]. As highlighted in
Table 1, the adaptive nature of the Foot-LITE interface resulted in the driver being
presented with a limited set of feedback when driving in the urban environment (or
at speeds below 25 mph). The theoretical aim of which was to limit driver visual
interaction and mental workload with the system during complex driving envi-
ronments. This aim could be considered to be achieved with the Foot-LITE
adaptive interface as there was no increase in subjective mental workload (as
assessed using TLX) with urban driving.

The concept that drivers may have up to 50 % ‘spare’ attentional capacity to
allocate to non-driving tasks during normal or routine driving [16, 17] was key to
the design of the Foot-LITE smart driving interface, with it being designed to allow
more information to be presented to the driver at times of low workload (motorway
and inter-urban driving) but limiting this during high workload driving (urban).
Also observed was a modulation towards manageable workloads with the Smart
driving system, as there was no significant difference in workload observed when
driving in the motorway (28.0), inter-urban (29.6) and urban (33.1) scenarios
(Fig. 4). What the adaptive nature of the Foot-LITE EID HMI was hoping to
achieve was that this increase would be easily integrated within the driving task
using the spare attentional resource the driver has available–results from the
on-road trials support this notion.

5 Conclusions and Future Directions

The proposed adaptive interface for the Foot-LITE system presented here has been
based on first principles regarding driver mental workload, taking into account
engineering constraints of the technology. Whilst resource limitations in the project
have precluded any further testing or development of the adaptive nature of the
interface thus far, the rudimentary algorithms do have intuitive appeal and are
consistent with existing knowledge (and, indeed, other applications–e.g. [22]) of
driver mental workload. Moreover, the prioritization rules for the display are ulti-
mately founded on the skill-rule-knowledge elements of driving derived from the
CWA, and the adaptive interface merely extrapolates these in a dynamic fashion.
Thus, by limiting feedback during high workload only to skill-based, safety-critical
tasks, the intention is to optimize both the beneficial effects on driving performance
as well as mitigating any consequences of distraction.
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Several questions remain unanswered about adaptive interfaces, both here and in
general, such as how to manage the feedback for the driver so that they know which
level of the system is operating—otherwise it could lead to uncertainty and
unpredictability. Similarly, how to handle transitions between levels, as well as
transient peaks or troughs in workload, needs to be answered. If, for instance, a
driver is operating in a ‘low’ workload context, then the information from the
display may be occupying spare capacity that could be used to deal with unexpected
or emergency events.

However, experimental results presented in this paper have shown that using the
Foot-LITE system during driving modulates workload towards manageable levels,
by allowing an increase in driver workload when under low task demands (mo-
torway and inter-urban driving) but not increasing workload when it is already at
moderate levels (urban driving). This could be considered a success for the adaptive
nature of the mental workload model utilized by Foot-LITE, by limiting increases in
workload when it was deemed unacceptably high. This study again highlights the
potential for adaptive interfaces in eliciting positive changes to driving behavior in
real-world driving environments, whist mitigating the negative impacts of driver
distraction and increases in driver workload.
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Is It Me or Is It You? Assessing
the Influence of Individual
and Organizational Factors on Safety
Performance in the North American
Railway Industry

Dylan Smibert and Mark Fleming

Abstract The recent Lac-Mégantic disaster highlighted the safety-critical nature of
the railway industry. The public inquiry identified both individual and organizational
failures as causal factors for the incident; yet, very few studies examine both con-
structs simultaneously. The authors examined the impact of safety climate and indi-
vidual differences on self-reported safety performance and safety records. The study
examined 306 railway workers employed by a North American Class I Railway
(M = 5.8 years of service). Personality traits accounted for significant incremental
variance over safety climate in self-report measures of safety compliance
(ΔR2 = 0.18), safety participation (ΔR2 = 0.13), safety knowledge (ΔR2 = 0.24), and
safety motivation (ΔR2 = 0.15). Based on the findings, employers may want to con-
sider personality factors when selecting training, or identifying interventions for
employees within safety critical occupations. Limitations include a relatively small
industry specific sample; therefore, the results may not generalize to all transportation
employees.

Keywords Railway transportation � Safety climate � Personality � Safety perfor-
mance � Workplace accidents and injuries � Safety and selection

1 Introduction

The catastrophic Lac-Mégantic railway accident in July 2013 prompted the public,
Government, and industry to re-evaluate the perceived safety of railway trans-
portation. An inquiry report by the Transportation Safety Board (TSB) of Canada
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identified 18 distinct causal factors contributing to the accident [1]. Although not
directly categorized in the report, each of the 18- factors can be sorted into orga-
nizational, individual, and mechanical antecedents. For example, failing to secure
the proper number of handbrakes can have a combination of organizational, in-
dividual, and mechanical antecedents. That is, the organizational culture may value
efficiency, which would promote a pressure to engage fewer manual handbrakes,
leading to less lag between employee shifts. The individual factor of risk perception
[2, 3] suggests that employees calculate the risk of rule non-compliance differently,
thus, could invoke a different behavior in the number of handbrakes applied.
Finally, a mechanical factor may be that there is variation in the mechanism of the
handbrake, some brakes may take 30 spins to engage while some may take 50 spins
to engage and there is no functional indicator other than a pull-test (assuming the
test is properly implemented). From a safety system’s perspective, it is important to
understand the influence of all factors and antecedents when trying to understand
safety behavior [4, 5].

Over the last half-century, safety professionals have made a considerable effort
towards adopting a systems approach to organizational safety [5, 6]. For the most
part, academics and practitioners agree that there are often multiple factors involved
in safety incidents, and there is little to no utility in placing fault solely on an
individual [6]. Therefore, the goal of this research is not to support the antiquated
concept of accident-proneness and risky employees [7, 8]. However, avoiding
research on individual differences and their relation to safety has hindered, rather
than helped, the progress of a systems approach to safety. An over-emphasis on
organizational and engineering factors has created a blind-spot to a number of
initiatives and interventions with an individual difference focus that may be helpful
for employees in safety-critical occupations. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this will be the first study to examine the relative influence of both organizational
factors (i.e., safety climate perceptions) and individual differences (i.e., personality
traits) on safety performance.

1.1 Safety Climate

Safety climate refers to an employee’s perception of their organization’s commit-
ment towards safety [9]. Many transportation companies use safety climate surveys
to the evaluate perceived supervisor commitment to safety and to identify oppor-
tunities for improvement. Consistently, past research has supported the link
between safety climate and safety performance [4, 5, 10, 11]. A meta-analysis on
safety climate and organizational safety [11] found a significant relationship
between safety performance indicators of compliance (ρ = 0.43) participation
(ρ = 0.50), and accidents and injuries (ρ = 0.22) with safety climate. In our study,
the relationship between safety climate and safety outcomes are not being con-
tested; however, we aim to gain a better understanding of the strength of this
relationship in the presence of other related factors, like personality traits.
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1.2 Personality Traits

Personality traits are relatively stable over time, influence our thoughts and
behaviors, and can be shaped, to a certain extent, by our environment [12].
Popularized by recent research, the “Big-Five” personality traits are one of the most
commonly used models [13]. The model suggests that everyone varies in the
intensity of each of the five traits of personality (Conscientiousness, Extroversion,
Emotional Stability, Agreeableness, and Openness) [14, 15]. For example, Joey,
may be very extroverted, conscientious, and emotionally stable, but not very open
to new experiences or agreeable. Based on normative data for men and women in
the general population, an individual will fall on a spectrum between high and low
for each of the five traits [14].

Personality traits have been explored in relation to safety outcomes for decades
but has recently fallen out of academic favor in light of climate and culture research.
[11] A meta-analysis by Clarke and Robertson [16] summarized the relationship
between occupational injuries and the Big-Five personality traits. Both
Conscientiousness (ρ = −0.27) and Emotional Stability (ρ = −0.26) were signifi-
cant predictors of organizational injuries and vehicular accidents. Extroversion has
also been reported as a significant predictor of vehicular accidents (ρ = 0.24), but
not organizational injuries. The next section describes and connects each person-
ality trait to safety performance as identified by past research.

Conscientiousness. Someone with high-Conscientiousness is dutiful, driven by
a strong will, competent, and methodological [14]. Individuals with a low level of
Conscientiousness are often unprepared, impulsive, and careless in their work
behaviors [14, 15]. Past research has found a relationship between individuals with
low Conscientiousness and increased injuries [16–18]. Additionally, Glendon and
colleagues [18] suggest that participation in safety-related behaviors may be pre-
dicted by conscientiousness.

Emotional Stability. Low Emotional Stability, often referred to as Neuroticism,
describes someone that is sad, embarrassed easily, angry, fearful, and emotionally
unstable [14]. Low levels of Emotional Stability can lead to a preoccupation with
personal anxieties, increasing the likelihood of on-job distraction resulting in higher
injury rates [19]. This personality trait has a relationship with both organizational
and vehicular accidents (ρ = 0.26) [16]. Additionally, negative affectivity (the
tendency to experience negative emotions) has also displayed a relationship to
increased occupational injuries [20].

Extroversion. Someone with high-Extroversion is full of energy, optimistic,
highly social, and seeks thrills and excitement [14]. Extroverts can have lower levels
of vigilance; therefore, they will be less engaged in identifying hazards [21].
Sensation and thrill seeking have also been related to increased accident rates [18, 22].

Agreeableness. An individual with high-Agreeableness is often cooperative,
pleasant, tolerant of others, and helpful [14]. Low-Agreeableness (aggressive,
stubborn, dominant, and cynical) has been shown to be correlated with injury
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involvement [16, 23]. In contrast, individuals who are high in Agreeableness will
likely be more cooperative when teamwork is required to work safely. Further, a
certain level of cynicism and stubbornness may actually prove to reduce accidents
and injuries in relation to refusing unsafe work and questioning the status quo.
Further research is required in the area of Agreeableness and safety performance.

Openness to Experience. Someone high in Openness is imaginative, curious,
broad-minded, and proficient problem solvers. Openness to experience is one of the
least explored traits in relation to safety outcomes [16], but it has been found to be
an important in job performance and training proficiency (ρ = 0.25) [18, 24].

1.3 Safety Performance

Burke et al. [25, p. 432] defined safety performance as “actions or behaviors that
individuals exhibit in almost all jobs to promote the health and safety of workers,
clients, the public, and the environment.” By conceptualizing safety performance as
behaviors rather than just low base rate outcome variables (accident and injury
rates), researchers better identify psychological factors associated with safe
behavior [5]. In this study, we measure safety knowledge, motivation, participation,
and compliance.

This research supports a systems approach to safety, whereby individual dif-
ferences in safety performance are a part of the larger system that includes job
features and organizational features [4, 6, 26].

2 Method

2.1 Participants

The sample consisted of 306 railway workers employed by a North American
Class I Railway. The employees (Mage = 36.3 SD = 10.3) were mostly male
(97 %), Caucasian (83 %), and educated (51 % high school, 42 % university level).
The sample consisted of qualified conductors (N = 132), engineers (N = 24), and
conductors in training (N = 150).

2.2 Design

The employees were recruited to participate in a study on personality and work-
place performance through an email invitation sent to their organizational email
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address. A total of 4400 employees received an email in July 2014 and had two
weeks to complete the survey for a chance to win $500 in gift-card prizes. The
participants were asked to complete 25-min study that consisted of a personality
assessment in addition to a number of safety related questionnaires (see measures).

2.3 Measures

Safety Motivation Questionnaire. This questionnaire asks employees to assess
their Safety Climate (α = 0.95), Safety Motivation (α = 0.79), Safety Knowledge
(α = 0.66), Safety Compliance (α = 0.77), and Safety Participation (α = 0.77) on a
5-point scale. Each scale consists of 3-items. Safety Climate refers to the
employee’s perceptions of the manager’s commitment to safety. Safety
Participation refers to the participant’s involvement in organizational safety pro-
grams and Safety Compliance captures an employee’s adherence to following rules
and procedures. Safety Knowledge measures an employee’s knowledge of safe
work practices and Safety Motivation refers to an employee’s commitment towards
safety. [27, 28]

International Personality Item Pool (IPIP). The IPIP-NEO-PI-R personality
inventory was developed, validated and made available to the public domain. There
are 10-items for each of the Big-Five personality traits for a total of 50-times.
Sample items for Emotional Stability (α = 0.86) include “I rarely get irritated” and
“I panic easily”; Extroversion (α = 0.86) includes items like “I am the life of the
party”, and “I don’t talk a lot”; Openness (α = 0.82) includes the items “I have a
vivid imagination”, and “I do not like art”; Conscientiousness (α = 0.81) includes
items like “I am always prepared” and “I do just enough work to get by”; and
Agreeableness (α = 0.77) includes items like “I accept people as they are” and “I
make people feel at ease”. Each of the IPIP personality traits is highly correlates
with the NEO-PI-R traits (ρ = 0.88–0.92) [13].

3 Results

A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to assess the incremental
validity of personality traits over safety climate for safety participation, compliance,
motivation, and knowledge. Evaluation of assumptions were assessed, and there
were no significant concerns of univariate or multivariate outliers, linearity, nor-
mality, or homoscedasticity. Demographic characteristics of age and service were
non-significant variables the regression analysis. The means and standard devia-
tions of the personality traits and safety performance indicators are outlined in
Table 1.
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3.1 Hierarchical Multiple Regression

See Table 2.
Safety Motivation. In order to examine whether personality traits account for

additional unique variance beyond Safety Climate, Safety Climate was placed in
step one and the personality traits was placed into step two of the hierarchical
regression. The Big-Five personality traits, R2 = 0.22, F(6, 288) = 14.89,
p < 0.001, accounted for significant incremental variance (ΔR2 = 0.15) in Safety
Motivation scores above Safety Climate R2 = 0.09, F(1, 293) = 28.93, p < 0.001,
β = 0.17, t(293) = 2.94, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:02. All personality traits were signifi-
cant predictors of Safety Motivation except for Openness. Agreeableness, β = 0.19,
t(288) = 2.91, p < 0.01, S2ri ¼ 0:02, Conscientiousness, β = 0.21, t(288) = 3.24,
p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:03, Extroversion, β = 0.21, t(288) = 3.23, p < 0.001,
S2ri ¼ 0:03, and Emotional Stability, β = 0.18, t(288) = 2.59, p = 0.01, S2ri ¼ 0:02.

Table 1 Descriptive
statistics

Instruments N M SD

Safety climate 295 3.66 1.18

Agreeableness 306 3.99 0.47

Conscientiousness 306 4.11 0.48

Extroversion 306 3.37 0.56

Emotional stability 306 4.05 0.52

Openness 306 3.55 0.52

Safety compliance 295 4.46 0.51

Safety participation 295 4.02 0.69

Safety motivation 295 4.64 0.43

Safety knowledge 295 4.39 0.48

Table 2 Hierarchical
multiple regression with
standardized betas, squared
semi-partial correlations, and
R2 change for safety
motivation and safety
knowledge

Safety predictors Safety motivation Safety knowledge

ΔR2 β rsi ΔR2 β rsi

Step 1

Safety climate 0.09a 0.17b 0.02 0.05a 0.06 0.00

Step 2

Personality 0.15a 0.24a

Agreeableness 0.19b 0.02 0.21a 0.03

Conscientiousness 0.21a 0.03 0.27a 0.05

Extroversion 0.15a 0.03 0.26a 0.04

Emotional stability 0.18b 0.02 0.13 –

Openness 0.11 – 0.08 –

Total R2 0.22a 0.28a

Note Significant (p < 0.05) beta weights are in bold. ap < 0.001,
bp < 0.01, cp < 0.05
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Safety Knowledge. The Big-Five personality traits, R2 = 0.28, F(6,
288) = 19.60, p < 0.001, accounted for significant incremental variance
(ΔR2 = 0.24) in Safety Knowledge scores above Safety Climate R2 = 0.05, F(1,
293) = 17.10, p < 0.001, β = 0.06, t(293) = 1.09, p > 0.05, S2ri ¼ 0:00, which was
not a significant predictor in the presence of the personality traits. All personality
traits were significant predictors except for Emotional Stability and Openness.
Agreeableness, β = 0.21, t(288) = 3.42, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:03, Conscientiousness,
β = 0.27, t(288) = 4.36, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:05, and Extroversion, β = 0.26, t
(288) = 4.18, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:04.

Safety Participation. The Big-Five personality traits, R2 = 0.25, F(6,
288) = 17.47, p < 0.001, accounted for significant incremental variance
(ΔR2 = 0.13) in Safety Participation scores above Safety Climate R2 = 0.14, F(1,
293) = 48.38, p < 0.001, β = 0.27, t(293) = 4.84, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:06. All per-
sonality traits were significant predictors of Safety Participation except for
Openness. Agreeableness, β = 0.13, t(288) = 2.12, p < 0.05, S2ri ¼ 0:01,
Conscientiousness, β = 0.20, t(288) = 3.21, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:03, Extroversion,
β = 0.27, t(288) = 4.33, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:05, and Emotional Stability, β = 0.16, t
(288) = 2.42, p = 0.02, S2ri ¼ 0:01 (Table 3).

Safety Compliance. The Big-Five personality traits, R2 = 0.31, F(6, 288)
= 23.20, p < 0.001, accounted for significant incremental variance (ΔR2 = 0.18) in
Safety Compliance scores above Safety Climate R2 = 0.14, F(1, 293) = 48.49,
p < 0.001, β = 0.21, t(293) = 4.06, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:04. All personality traits
were significant predictors of Safety Compliance except for Emotional Stability and
Openness. Agreeableness, β = 0.25, t(288) = 4.10, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:04,

Table 3 Hierarchical
multiple regression with
standardized betas, squared
semi-partial correlations and
R2 change for safety
participation and safety
compliance

Safety predictors Safety participation Safety compliance

ΔR2 β rsi ΔR2 β rsi

Step 1

Safety climate 0.14a 0.27a 0.06 0.14a 0.21a 0.04

Step 2

Personality 0.13a 0.18a

Agreeableness 0.13c 0.01 0.25a 0.04

Conscientiousness 0.20a 0.03 0.24a 0.04

Extroversion 0.27a 0.05 0.22a 0.03

Emotional
stability

0.16b 0.01 0.14c 0.01

Openness −0.02 – 0.001 –

Total R2 0.25a 0.31a

Note Significant (p < 0.05) beta weights are in bold. ap < 0.001,
bp < 0.01, cp < 0.05
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Conscientiousness, β = 0.24, t(288) = 4.02, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:04, Extroversion,
β = 0.22, t(288) = 3.70, p < 0.001, S2ri ¼ 0:03, and Emotional Stability, β = 0.14, t
(288) = 2.19, p = 0.03, S2ri ¼ 0:01.

4 Discussion

This study has examined the relative influence of safety climate perceptions and
individual differences on safety performance. In short, we were able to assess
whether safety climate or personality traits accounted for more variance in
self-report safety performance scores. Overall, personality as a construct (inclusive
of all five personality traits), displayed significant incremental and unique variance
above safety climate in all four safety performance measures (ΔR2 = 0.13–24). This
suggests that personality variables provide unique value over safety climate in
understanding a number of safety performance indicators. Although only between
22 and 31 % of the total variance in safety performance was accounted for at step 2
(R2 = 0.22–0.31), if safety climate was the sole predictor, we would only be able to
explain 5–14 % of the variance (R2 = 0.05–0.14).

Individually, the amount of variance accounted for by each of the five person-
ality traits is similar to that of safety climate for several of the safety performance
indicators. Safety Compliance, for example, is explained uniquely by 4 % by Safety
Climate, 4 % by Agreeableness, 4 % Conscientiousness, 3 % Extroversion, and
1 % Emotional Stability. The exception is within Safety Knowledge, where safety
climate does not account for any unique variance when personality traits are
introduced. Each safety performance indicator will be discussed further below. The
results of this unique study suggest that both personality and safety climate are
important predictors of safety behavior, although, further longitudinal research
would be required to make a claim as bold as this.

4.1 Safety Performance Personality and Safety Climate

The personality traits and safety climate measures related to the four safety per-
formance outcomes in both similar and unique patterns. In general, all of the
relationships were significant and in the expected direction, with the exception of
Safety Climate in relation to Safety Knowledge. Additionally, the personality trait
Openness was not significantly related to any of the safety performance indicators.

Safety Motivation had the least variance accounted for (R2 = 0.22), with each
predictor accounting for only 2–3 % of the unique variance. Motivation to work
safely may be captured better by other predictors that were not included in this
study. Safety Knowledge (R2 = 0.28) was predicted by Conscientiousness (5 %),
Extroversion (4 %) and Agreeableness (3 %), but not Safety Climate. This finding
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suggests that the influence of Safety Climate becomes negligible when in the
presence of personality traits; that is, the level of Conscientiousness, Extroversion,
and Agreeableness are more influential in understanding an employees’ knowledge
of safety practices than is safety climate. Conversely, Safety Climate was the top
predictor in Safety Participation (R2 = 0.25), accounting for 6 % of unique vari-
ance. However, Extroversion (5 %) and Conscientiousness (3 %) were also
uniquely important to understanding Safety Participation. And to reiterate from
before, Safety Compliance (R2 = 0.31) unique variance was relatively evenly dis-
tributed among the predictors.

4.2 Limitations

This study is not without its limitations. The use of a relatively small sample of
railway transportation workers may not necessarily generalize across organization
or industry. Additional studies may be required across industry and organization to
validate these findings. Additionally, the data may be influenced by common
method variance, that is, responses from a single method can inflate or attenuate the
strength to the relationship [29]. Further, objective and longitudinal safety perfor-
mance measures would strengthen the claims, and we recommend that future
research explores more objective safety performance indicators over multiple time
points.

4.3 Implications

The results of this study support a systems approach towards safety. Each factor
plays a role in understanding the current safety system. The results of this study
bring to light the importance of broadening the scope of safety research to include
variables and predictors that are critical, even if they have acquired a negative
stigma in the past. Ignoring the influence of individual differences and focusing
solely on organizational factors should not be an acceptable practice. There may be
merit in considering personality factors during recruitment of employees for safety
critical roles.

Although the TSB has made several recommendations on how to avoid a
reoccurrence of an accident similar to Lac-Mégantic disaster, they are policy based,
broad in scope and open to interpretation. Given that each of the 18-causal factors
can have multiple underlying antecedents, the solutions and interventions for rail-
way organizations will need to be more tailored and precise, as it is
counter-productive to use a broadsword when trying to conduct brain surgery.
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The Use of Modelling Tool in Order
to Evaluate the Dwelling Times for Trains

Guillaume Craveur and Olivier Anselmi

Abstract The exchanges between the platform and the trains structure the punc-
tuality of those. Indeed, the positioning of the travelers who expect the train on the
platform, their choice of car in the train according to the exit door in their station of
arrival, are inter alia elements which condition the dwelling times of trains. In mass
transit railway or commuter rail systems, dwelling times are usually long and
chaotic, which can lead to tardy trains and a decrease in the system efficiency,
especially during peak hours. For more efficient and robust schedules, for an
improvement of passengers’ comfort, a train operator must take care of the pas-
senger movements in the train and on the platform in order to improve the design of
both trains and platform to optimize pedestrian flows.

Keywords Rolling stock � Numerical simulation � Dwelling times

1 Passengers Counting Method

The current economic world is structured around the collection of data of all kinds
that they come from social networks, loyalty cards, surveys, or private sales sys-
tems. From these data collections, resulting statistical studies to better target cus-
tomers, their expectations, their needs with the aim of constant continuous
improvement of services offered, which can sometimes emerge on the creation of
new services, or conversely deleting other. As we will see later, the field of pas-
senger transport has not escaped this trend, especially in the railway world. Indeed,
in a holding where the reservation instead—a typical example of “reserved seat”
being the French TGV model—is not required and where unlimited monthly
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subscriptions prevail, then it becomes difficult or impossible to know precisely the
number of passengers on a given route. That is how appears historically the concept
of “Passengers Counting” to identify the occupancy rate of the train and also to
determine fraud. A focus is done on this article for the data which served to improve
the exchange between passengers at the platform.

The necessary data are the following:

• “Direction”: Knowing of the number of passenger per direction: got in/got down
• “Door”: Knowing of the number of passenger per direction: got in/got down for

each door
• “For each stop”: Affect the number of got in/got down traveler at a given stop

(Fig. 1).

Historically, the first passengers counting systems were made by the board train
control agents, via handwritten manual tally sheets. But often, this mission is just
one of the side missions of controllers, it was not uncommon that the quality of this
system does not accurately reflect the reality of things and do not meet the
requirements listed above, always more complex.

Nowadays, since the omnipresence of embedded computing that these manual
records were replaced by a dedicated architecture based on the science of networks
called system of “Embedded Automatic Passenger Counting”. Many large retail
chains, among others, resorted to computerized solutions counting the number of
customers entering and leaving their facilities. These solutions have greatly inspired
the equipment on board rail vehicles, but specific arrangements have been made as
regards existing constraints of the environment of rolling stock. Indeed, the sensors
used in the “static”world require implantation at a minimum height in order to detect
the passage in one direction or the other. This is not a problem in shopping centers,
but in an onboard integration, where cars ceiling height is defined by a standardized
template and a highly constrained environment, a specific engineering work was
required to obtain the performance at least identical to “static” solutions (Fig. 2).

A specific architecture from “embedded world” is needed. Here is how inte-
grated is a passenger counting system in a railway environment in a concrete way
(Fig. 3).

The train architecture presented above is actually itself a subsystem of the final
operation that is made. Indeed, in ever more connected world, rail vehicles are
today, as well as watches and other smartphones enrolled in universe says
“communicating”.

Fig. 1 Illustration for passengers counting for a stop
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Steps described in Fig. 4:

• A: The train (“Onboard”) is connected via radio between its embedded
telecommunication unit (3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, …) with the telecom operators at
ground via the relay antenna. An ongoing exchange:

• Data from the train to the ground
• Data from the railway operators to the train

Fig. 2 The rail solution for detection

Fig. 3 Train network: embedded computing
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• B: Internal Routing between the network operator and the network “cloud”
specific to the operator

• C: Data Storage:

• From the train
• From the ground waiting to be send to the train concerned

• D: Receipt of data on the operator’s information system
• E: Analysis, processing and formatting data from the “Onboard”.

The analysis, processing and formatting data is sort of purpose expected by the
railway operator. Indeed, it is this part on the analysis of data from the train which
allows it to modify certain operating rules to improve traveler comfort, more fluid
traffic management, or to adapt the transport plan. All this is possible thanks to the
knowledge of the real needs of the traveler, from the study of his movements and
behavior. Here are some real examples that illustrate the practical use of passengers
counting data in a complex railway environment.

• Door by traveler counting allows to study the location of some boarding plat-
form, or evacuation platform. We know that in peak period (beginning or end of
working day), in big cities, that passengers walk to the front of the train shortly
before the train arrived at the terminus station in order to be closer to exit doors.
It then becomes relevant to achieving the amenities and traveler access infras-
tructure necessary to absorb this important flow of travelers within a few
minutes.

Fig. 4 A complete architecture: the “Onboard/Ground”
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• Interior doors can also be equipped by sensors in order to know the passengers
flux inside the train.

• The transportation plan can also be adapted depending on attendance. Indeed,
the latter varies the rhythm of work days or special events (concerts, sport
events…). Thanks to statistical surveys of passenger counting data, it is possible
to adapt the mobilization of a rowing fleet. For example, it is relevant to
mobilize the maximum of trains during peak periods (morning or evening) by
coupling trains them to increase the capacity of travelers, but also by increasing
the frequency passage in railway station. Rather, it takes advantage of the less
busy periods to reduce frequency shift and thus free up time for equipment
maintenance operations (Fig. 5).

Finally, we conclude these series of concrete operational applications of
metering data, by the illustration of one of the crucial components in the design of
downtime of train’s station: “Exchange Time”. This variable is the difference of
time between the first event counting (input or output) and the last event (input or
output) at a given stop. This time is widely used especially in the design flow of
travelers, as explained in the following section.

Fig. 5 Example of number of passengers in function of the timetable
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2 Simulations Done with BuildingEXODUS

The software computes the trajectory of each person according to the path which they
chose to borrow at each step time. The geometry and the grid defined in building
EXODUS are well adapted to the real coach geometry. In buildingEXODUS, the
entire space of the geometry is coveredwith a grid of nodeswhich are generally spaced
by intervals of 0.5 m. At any time, only one person can occupy one node. It implicates
a conflict management based on several parameters like the traveling time, the
parameter “drive” which measures the capacity for a person to win a node against
another, etc.

There are different types of nodes: “free space nodes” which allow unhindered
movement and represent unobstructed horizontal terrain, “seat nodes” which rep-
resent seating area and either force occupant to engage in hindered movement,
“stair nodes”, “external exit nodes” [1] for those which interest us. A person can
pass from one node to one of the neighborhood nodes connected by arcs. The arcs
have a physical length, i.e. the distances between all the nodes are the real distances
of the geometry. Moreover, arcs have a specific parameter called “obstacle” which
defines the difficulty of passing from one node to the other. The walking speed on
an arc is then defined by the value Walk/Obstacle where Walk is the speed of
standard walk of a person. Therefore, more the value of the parameter obstacle is
high (it is the case for arcs between seats) more the time to pass from one node to
the other is important. The localization of the various nodes has to be representative
of the possible ways followed in the trains. The units of passage are respected in all
the sites of the train. Among a large number of modifiable parameters, only the
gender, the age, the weight and the size of each person were fixed with respect to
the real people. All the others parameters are randomly defined according to the
previous parameters and the associated databases. An illustration of
buildingEXODUS is on Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Illustration of buildingEXODUS applied on a typical train coach
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3 Results Obtained with BuildingEXODUS

The results of two cases of application are presented in this article.
The first study concerns the rolling stock called NAT (Nouvelle Automotrice

Transilien). This is a new range of trains which enter into service in Parisian suburb
in 2010. This rolling stock can have eight coaches for a normal capacity of 922
passengers whose 472 seated. Each coach has lateral access doors with an opening
width dimension of 1950 mm which corresponds to three units of passage.

For this first study, the scenario is the following: 17 people are waiting for the
train on the platform and will get on the train and 12 people are in the train and will
get off the train. So, we have here an exchange between 29 passengers. The output
data is the allocated exchange time which is 38 s.

In order to represent as closely as possible this case of application, we had to
analyze the incoming data. For example, it is necessary to know the initial position
of each passenger in order to represent this configuration of recording. It is very
important to keep in mind that the results obtained are only for this specific
application, that is to say this train, on this platform with this number of passengers.

The results being able to vary from a simulation to another because of the
randomness of many parameters, twenty simulations were carried out. The average
exchange time for these 20 simulations is 41 s. For recall, the exchange time of the
real test is 38 s. Thus, the average variation with the real test is nearly 8 %, the
maximum variation with the real test is 13 % and the minimum variation with the
real test is 2 %. Figure 7 shows these results.

The standard deviation is used to measure the dispersion of a data set. The
weaker it is, the more the values are gathered around the average. Rather than there
are only 20 simulations performed, this indicator is interesting because it permits to
show the robustness of the software. The results obtained with buildingEXODUS
have a standard deviation equal to 1.41. This point shows that the “node-to-node”

Fig. 7 Exchange times for the NAT
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system of buildingEXODUS permits to have a very good reproducibility and
repeatability. Another point which is very interesting to have in mind is the very
short calculation time. Indeed, the average calculation time for each of the 20
simulations made with buildingEXODUS is around 4 s.

The second study concerns the rolling stock called RIB RIO (Rame Inox de
Banlieue–Rame Inox Omnibus). This rolling stock can have seven coaches for a
capacity of 1263 passengers whose 796 seated. Each coach has lateral access doors
with an opening dimension of 1300 mm which corresponds to two units of passage.

For this second study, the scenario is the following:

• 41 people are waiting for the train on the platform and will get on the train,
• 4 people are waiting on the platform and will stay on it,
• 40 people are in the train and will get off the train,
• 40 people are in the train and will stay in it.

So, we have here an exchange between 125 passengers. The output data is the
allocated exchange time which is 38 s.

The results being able to vary from a simulation to another because of the
randomness of many parameters, fifty simulations were carried out. The average
exchange time for these 50 simulations is 37.4 s. For recall, the exchange time of
the test is 38 s. Thus, the average variation with the real test is nearly 1.5 %, the
maximum variation with the real test is 7 % and the minimum variation with the
real test is 0 % (which corresponds to an exchange time of 38 s). The Fig. 8 shows
these results.

The standard deviation is used to measure the dispersion of a data set. The
weaker it is, the more the values are gathered around the average. Rather than there

Fig. 8 Exchange times for the RIB RIO
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are only 50 simulations performed, this indicator is interesting because it permits to
show the robustness of the software. The results obtained with buildingEXODUS
have a standard deviation equal to 1.23. This point shows that the “node-to-node”
system of buildingEXODUS permits to have a very good reproducibility and
repeatability. Another point which is very interesting to have in mind is the cal-
culation time. The average calculation time for each of the 50 simulations made
with buildingEXODUS is around 4 s.

4 Conclusions/Prospects

To conclude, the simple empirical concept of the passengers counting turns
implementing complex in a global railway environment. However, exploitation of
these data can significantly improve passenger comfort; orient the station according
to his need, his behavior, but also to adapt the transportation plan on account of
variations in the rate of attendance of the trains. The management of passenger
flows is a major issue of mobility called “smart mobility”.

The results obtained from the numerical study achieved by the SNCF Rolling
Stock Engineering Centre show that a very good agreement was obtained with the
buildingEXODUS software. Moreover the exchange times performed by simula-
tions are very close to the time monitored during tests. It seems that for this
application, buildingEXODUS could be used.

Finally, this study shows advantages of exchange modelling which allows
realizing a lot of different simulations by changing the incoming data and which is
less expensive than a real scale test (it does not need the immobilization of a train,
hundreds of volunteers and a platform of station) which does not give any infor-
mation about average time and standard deviation. This tool can also be used to
optimize platforms.

To note that in the case of a call for a new train supply, the numerical simulation
makes possible to test upstream and to determine if the specifications are fulfilled.
Thus, it will be possible to compare diagrams during the design phase of the
project. Moreover, with these tools, it is possible to compare train’s architecture, to
compare the exchange time in function of the population, to simulate the evacuation
with or without luggage, to simulate panic movement…. All those items have an
influence which obviously can not be really tested but which can be computed,
which is a main advantage of numerical simulation. Specialized tools exist nowa-
days and have reached an important level of reliability. Some of them are of general
purpose so are used in various fields (aeronautics, naval industry, civil engineering
and building industry…). Very high level trainings are now available for engineers
already familiar with numerical simulation, especially in the field of computational
fluid dynamics and finite element simulation for mechanical structures.

The work to do now is to achieve others tests (with others populations, trains,
platforms) and compare them to simulations.
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An Overview of the Factors Associated
with Driver Distraction and Inattention
Within the South African Railway
Industry

Inga Dambuza

Abstract Driver performance and the attention the driver pays to the primary task
of operating trains safely have been shown to decrease because of driver distraction
and inattention. This paper presents the factors associated with driver distraction
and inattention within the South African railway environment, current interventions
utilized by South African railways and the impact these interventions have on driver
distraction. This paper also stresses the need to conduct future research into driver
distraction in order to mitigate the contribution of driver distraction and inattention
to railway occurrences experienced in South Africa.

Keywords Human factors � Driver behaviour � Train driver distraction �
Inattention � South african railway industry

1 Introduction

Driver distraction and inattention has been found to be a contributing factor to
accidents and plays a role in railway occurrences that have occurred in the South
African railway industry.

The factors determined to contribute to driver distraction and inattention range
from the technologies introduced to improve driver performance, secondary tasks
believed to increase safety and aid in the safe operation of the rolling stock, as well
as interventions thought to maintain driver alertness. Examples of some contribu-
tory factors include excessive noise from the cab design, the lack of toilets on the
trains, the use of the dead man’s switch and of mobile phones, listening to music
and conversing with a passenger, as well as the use of a train driver assistant.
Although the nature and application of the technologies may differ, the collective
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objective of said technologies introduced is to prevent driver distraction, but often
times these interventions further add to the inattention from the primary task of
driving trains.

While technology has the potential to improve safety while driving, its accept-
ability and adequacy should be investigated thoroughly before implementation in
the railway industry, taking the driver’s needs and functional abilities into account
[1].

Despite the complexities associated with driving, it is typical to see drivers
executing other activities while driving, such as talking to passengers or listening to
music [1] often times without understanding the consequences related to attempting
to multitask while driving or understanding the level at which their safety is
compromised.

While literature has provided abounding research on the contributing factors to
driver distraction, many of the theories on the measurement of driver distraction are
conflicting. The findings from studies have also been inconclusive and some of the
interventions put forward may not be practical in different contexts or environments.

The majority of the literature available on driver distraction and inattention
focuses on road vehicle drivers and a few have been studies conducted in the US,
UK, Australian and New Zealand railway industries. Very little to no research has
been conducted within the railway environment in South African and the effects of
the current risk factors and interventions that exist in South Africa have not been
adequately researched. Research into the factors affecting driver distraction is
critical to prevent accidents and increase the railway safety [2]. Driver distraction
can lead to the train driver missing vital information such as signals, approaching
trains, road vehicles or pedestrians at level crossings [3].

While the contribution of driver distraction and inattention to South African
railway occurrences has yet to be quantified, the need for in-depth investigation into
the matter is required in order to provide practical and realistic interventions and is
crucial in the pursuit of achieving zero railway occurrences.

1.1 Aims and Objectives

The objective of this paper is to highlight the factors associated with driver dis-
traction and inattention within the South African railway environment and to
contextualize how the existing interventions introduced in South African railway
can affect driver distraction and inattention. This paper also aims to provide a
baseline in order for the South African railway industry to continue and further the
research in an attempt to quantify and understand how driver distraction and
inattention contributes to railway occurrences and how it can be mitigated in order
to decrease the number railway occurrences in which driver distraction play a role.
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2 Driver Distraction and Inattention

Different definitions for driver distraction and inattention exist within the literature,
with conflicting meanings and interpretations depending on the context in which
they are used. Driver distraction is defined by Naweed [4] as “the diversion of
attention away from activities critical for safe driving towards a competing activity”.
The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) has defined
distracted driving as “an activity that could divert a person’s attention away from the
primary task of driving” [5]. Other literature presented by Freund et al. [6] defines
driver distraction as a loss of attention. What the definitions seem to suggest is that
distraction diverts the person’s attention away from something and that diversion
interrupts the ability to concentrate on something else [7].

The definition that is perhaps relevant for the context of this paper is that of the
American Automobile Association Foundation for Traffic Safety, who define driver
distraction as occurring “when a driver is delayed in recognizing information that is
required to safely complete the driving task due to some event, activity, object or
person within or outside the vehicle compelled to induce the driver’s shifting
attention away from the driving task” [1].

There are three categories in which distracted driving is classified in:

1. Manual distraction, where the driver removes their hands form the steering
wheel;

2. Visual distraction, where the driver removes their eyes from the road; and
3. Cognitive distraction, where the driver’s mind is not entirely focused on driving

due to talking to other passengers, using cellular phones or merely thinking.

While the above categories are applicable within the railway industry, Young
et al. (2003) presents a fourth category, auditory distraction. Auditory distraction is
stipulated to occur when a driver momentarily or continuously focuses their
attention on sounds or auditory signals instead of focusing on the road [1]. Auditory
distraction typically occurs when the driver is listening to the radio or holds a
conversation with a passenger, but is most pronounced when using their mobile
phone [1].

There is a currently a lack of understanding of the different types of driver
distraction and inattention and the mechanisms that give to distraction in the South
African railway environment. These mechanisms have different implications in
terms of the types of interventions used and the likely effectiveness of such inter-
ventions [7].
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2.1 Factors Affecting Driver Distraction in South African
Railways

Operating trains requires a high level of concentration, attention and alertness [9].
Train drivers are affected by visual, cognitive, auditory, as well as psychological
and physical disturbances [2]. The driver’s predisposition to various disturbances
and risks that impact distraction increase the longer the driver must sustain attention
[6]. The complex interaction of various factors such as tediousness, physical and
mental workload, environmental stressors, the quality and quantity of sleep and
circadian effects result in distraction and inattention [6].

Research has demonstrated that loss of attention typically occurs when the driver
works for long periods, receives inadequate sleep or works during times when
circadian rhythms are at their lowest [6]. Further research on task-related distraction
in the rail industry is required in order to fully understand the other contributory
factors to distraction and inattention [10].

While many factors exist that distract train drivers, the focus of this paper will be
on the use of mobile phones, locomotive design and the physiological and
psychological conditions as these factors are the most prevalent within South
African railways.

The Use of Mobile Phones. The research on the use of mobile phones is
extensive within the road transportation industry; however the contribution of
mobile phones to driver distraction in the South African railway industry is
somewhat lacking. Studies on driver distraction conducted by the Rail Safety and
Standards Board (RSSB) have found the use of mobile phones to be of particular
concern. One particular study conducted by the RSSB found that the use of mobile
phones lead to reduced situational awareness, poor speed control, slower reaction,
reduced decision-making and less attention paid to checking for hazards [3].

Research has shown that while completing different cognitive tasks, two dif-
ferent areas of the brain are utilized, which can result in performance problems
while attempting to perform those tasks [11]. According to Wickens [11], this could
help to explain why using mobile phone can have an effect on what the driver sees
as the tasks compete for the brain’s information processing resources, which in turn
limits mental workload.

The use of mobile phones while driving has been shown to cause physical and
cognitive distraction and has also been shown to significantly diminish the visual
search patterns employed by the driver, the reaction times, processes used to make
decisions and the ability of the driver to maintain speed [1].

In the South African context, the use of mobile phones while operating trains is
somewhat of a vexation. The primary means of communication in South African
railways is the trunk radio. Most locomotives are fitted with a trunk radio and the
driver is required to use the trunk radio when communicating with other railway
employees. The problem that arises is that most of the trunk radios have been found
through audits and inspections to be consistently defective in most locomotives.
This forces the train drivers to utilize their private or company issued mobile
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phones to communicate with the other employees. The distraction is further com-
pounded by the fact that in certain areas of South Africa, the cellphone
reception/signal is poor. The lack of or breakdown in communication has been
found to be a contributing factor to many railway incidents, but the contribution of
the distraction arising from the use of mobile phones is not absolutely clear.

While some of the South African railways have developed circulars forbidding
the use of mobile phones while operating the train in certain conditions, the
enforcement thereof is minimal and is difficult to enforce during train journeys.
The RSSB has highlighted the difficulties associated with enforcement and rec-
ommend an education framework that will ensure that train drivers fully compre-
hend the potential risks and implications related to the use of mobile phones and
key decision-making skills, so that driver are effectively able to assess the condi-
tions in which it is safe to use the mobile phone [3]. The education framework could
be of vital benefit to South African railways if utilized in a contextual manner.

Locomotive Design. The cab of the locomotive can be a contributing factor in
cases where the seating is uncomfortable, where there is excessive noise [9] or
where the equipment in locomotives is not functioning (e.g. faulty trunk radios).
The above-mentioned contributing factors can be found in most of the older and
outdated locomotives used in South African railway companies.

While new and modernized locomotives have been purchased, the older loco-
motives have still not been phased out and therefore some drivers are still exposed
to such conditions. Diesel locomotives are used in various parts of the rail network
where there is no overhead power and these locomotives have been found to expose
the drivers to higher levels of noise. Compounded with the resistance to wear
hearing protection to decrease the exposure to noise and the distraction associated
therewith, the distraction provided by excessive noise still remains a significant
problem for South African train drivers.

Most of the older locomotives in South Africa do not have toilet facilities, which
can add to the driver’s distraction as it means that the driver must wait to relieve
himself or herself. This is not particularly a problem for train trips of shorter
lengths, but poses a greater distraction for longer train journeys.

The use of older locomotives raises a need to investigate the effects of cab design
on driver distraction and railway incidents further as the effect of the distraction as a
result of the locomotive design has also not been adequately investigated.
Therefore, the mitigation of said effects through the procurement and use of new
locomotives will be difficult to evaluate.

Physiological and Psychological Factors. Certain medical or psychological
factors can adversely affect the driver’s alertness [6]. According to the National
Safety Council [3], research has identified “reaction-time switching costs”, which is
the time the brain spends switching its attention and focus from one task to another.
It has also been discovered that spending even small amounts of time switching
from one task to another can lead to adverse risks with regards to delayed reaction
and braking time [3].
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During driving, the brain must extract information from shared and limited
resources in order to fulfil the other tasks, which places constraints on the mental
resources available for the primary task [12, 13].

While certain physiological and psychological conditions predispose the train
driver to distraction and inattention, no research has been conducted in South
African railways to determine the extent of the distraction that arises from these
conditions.

2.2 Interventions to Mitigate Driver Distraction

“Train driver tasks are without a doubt psychologically demanding” [9]. In South
Africa, the train driver is bombarded with different signals to observe, road vehicles
to look out for at level crossings and other operational duties, such as communi-
cating with the train control officer and checking that the load is still intact.

Railway companies employ different interventions in an attempt to mitigate
driver distraction and in an attempt to improve operational safety. While intro-
ducing new technologies may increase the attention of the driver, the technologies
must be investigated and the behavior of the driver must be addressed before
implementation in order to determine whether the technologies will have any
adverse effects on the driver [14]. Research has demonstrated that some of these
interventions have offered little guarantee, while others have been criticized. The
use of these technologies differs from country to country and from operator to
operator.

Within South Africa, there are a number of strategies used, including the
dead-man’s switch (vigilance switch) and the driver assistant.

Dead-Man’s Switch. South African railways utilize the dead-man’s switch, or
vigilance switch, as a means of checking the alertness of the train driver. This
switch is a method employed to check the alertness of the driver in that it requires a
response from the driver. In most long haul railway industries, the switch is
installed on the floor of the cab, in front of the driver’s seat. The switch sets off a
noise at set intervals and the driver is required to use their foot to press the switch,
failing which the device is used to apply the brakes automatically and the train
comes to a stop [15].

One of the problems that arises with the use of the dead man’s switch is that the
drivers hear the noise emitted frequently and press the button without actively
thinking about their actions [16]. This becomes automatic and if the driver is
distracted or preoccupied with other tasks, the automatic pressing of the button
occurs without thinking about the train speed or location [16].

The implementation of the dead man’s switch in South Africa is a bit of a sore
point, particularly the positioning of the dead man’s switch. The main issue found
with the positioning of the switch is that the driver’s continue to drive the train with
the foot on the switch continuously instead of pressing the switch when required.
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This defeats the purpose of the switch as drivers continue to be distracted with other
activities and factors, thereby nullifying the objective of the switch.

Other positions where the switch can be installed were not explored extensively
before implementation in South Africa. The most effective position in which to
place the dead man’s switch must be investigated, as the switch should provide the
required input from the driver while ensuring that the alertness of the driver is
maintained and verified as desired.

Driver Assistant. The use of a driver assistant is an intervention that is unique to
South Africa. The functions of the driver assistant vary from operator to operator
but the primary function of the driver assistant is to assist the train driver in the
movement of the train. Some auxiliary functions of the driver assistant include
assisting the train driver to observe signals, reminding the train driver about speed
restrictions, assisting with checking the train load and verifying the information
communicated to the driver by the train control officer.

While conversing with passengers may not seem to be a great risk as it is an
activity that is considered to be of low risk, Pauzié et al. [1] reported that passengers
can be a form of distraction to the drivers under certain situations.

Some investigations into railway occurrences have revealed the driver assistant
to be a distraction to the train driver at times, particularly through the conversations
held by the driver and driver assistant. Conversations that have resulted in the driver
missing vital information, such as signals at danger or speed restriction boards
erected; leading to signals passed at danger or derailments due to the non-adherence
to speed restrictions.

The employment of a driver assistant to assist the train driver and the effects
thereof have not been investigated in South Africa. Future research conducted in
South Africa should include an assessment of the driver assistant and the role the
driver assistant plays on driver distraction and railways incidents.

3 Future Research to Determine Driver Distraction

Within the railway environment, there are currently a number of methods utilized to
determine driver distraction. Some of the more common methods employed glob-
ally include driver response measures, vision related measures and manual-related
measures [2].

Eye-Tracking Studies. Eye-tracking is a common method used to determine
driver drowsiness and alertness. The movement of the eyes typically shows where
the driver’s attention is focused. This is the reason why studies have utilized eye
glance behavior to determine driver attention [2].

Eye-tracking studies have been conducted in the UK rail industry. One particular
study focused on tracking the movement of the driver’s eyes while operating a train.
The study revealed that drivers spend about 50 % of their time scanning the visual
scene when approaching signals. The remainder of the time was spent focusing on
railway signs, infrastructure and locations next to the track and signals [17].
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Eye-tracking studies can help South African railways to determine how much
time the driver spends focused on the primary task and can assist in determining
how much time other activities and factors contribute to driver distraction.

Questionnaires and Other Subjective Methods. No verified questionnaire has
been developed for use in railways yet, but questionnaires do exist for use in the
road industries. These questionnaires can be modified so that they are suitable for
the railway environment, but it will be important to ensure that they are specific to
the environment in which they are being used. The questionnaires also need to
consider all the contributing factors to driver distraction and need to effectively
quantify the self-reporting and self-assessment of driver distraction.

One of the most used subjective assessment is the NASA TLX. This tool is
easily available and can be administered effortlessly for train drivers to determine
the workload associated with the primary and secondary tasks. Another tool that has
been developed that has not gained the same amount of popularity as the
NASA TLX is the Driving Activity Load Index (DALI). The DALI is similar to the
NASA TLX as it has a scale rating. The main difference between the two tools is
that the DALI is directed towards driving tasks. This tool has been effectively used
for the road transportation industry but the application in the railway industry has
yet to be investigated [4].

According to Freund et al. [6], some important questions to ask in the investi-
gation of driver distraction and inattention are:

• How to define driver distraction and inattention within the South African
context;

• When does it happen and as a result of the contribution or combination of which
factors;

• How much does the driver distraction affect the deterioration of operator per-
formance; and

• How can it be mitigated?

No studies have been conducted in South Africa resulting in a void in the
information available in this regard. Future research in this field is required in an
attempt to quantify the contribution of driver distraction to railway occurrences.

Future research can take from studies conducted in US, UK, Australian and New
Zealand railway industries; however, the application must be specific to the South
African environment.

4 Discussion/Conclusion

There is extensive literature available regarding driver distraction and inattention in
the road transportation industry. The current literature available for the railway
industry mainly exists within the US, UK, Australian and New Zealand railway
environments. While this information is crucial to understanding driver distraction
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and inattention, the application to the South African environment must be inves-
tigated as the interventions and technologies utilized could have different conse-
quences. The need for future research into this matter is greatly required in South
Africa in order to determine the level at which driver distraction and inattention
contributes to South African railway occurrences.
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Investigating the Potential to Mitigate
Crowding Issues on Trains by Providing
Improved Information to Passengers

James Pritchard and John Preston

Abstract Crowded trains can adversely affect the experience of rail passengers and
can cause practical issues for train operators. It is thought that some of these issues
can be mitigated by providing better information to passengers and encouraging
them to make different travel choices as a result. A pilot study was undertaken, in
which rail passengers took part in a stated preference survey concerning the pro-
vision of information about crowding levels. It was found that some passengers
would consider choosing a less crowded train, giving weight to the hypothesis
underpinning the research.

Keywords Information provision � Rail travel � Behavioral change � Crowding

1 Introduction

Crowded trains can adversely affect the experience of rail passengers. They can also
cause practical issues for train operators, especially if slow boarding and alighting
at stations makes it hard to maintain tight dwell times. It is thought that some of
these issues can be mitigated by providing better information to passengers and
encouraging them to make different travel choices as a result.

On routes where the timetabled services are relatively frequent, it may be
possible to spread passenger flow more evenly by encouraging passengers to
choose a less busy train. This could be achieved by making historical crowding data
available at the time of booking, allowing prospective passengers to take into
account the typical crowding levels when planning their journey. Additionally, the
use of more real-time information, made available via Customer Information
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Systems and mobile applications, could be used to encourage passengers to alter
their travel choices nearer the time of departure.

The spread of passengers within a particular train can also contribute to over-
crowding, because some carriages may fill up faster than others. The provision of
real-time information (again via Customer Information Systems and mobile
applications) could be used to mitigate this, by encouraging passengers to move to
more lightly loaded carriages. If such information were made available to waiting
passengers before boarding, it may be particularly beneficial for maintaining tight
dwell times.

Previous work undertaken in this area includes studies of the effects of posters
displaying (likely) train crowding information. The results suggest that there had
been some change in passenger loading patterns as a result of the posters. However,
it is thought that further benefits could be obtained by use of more real-time data
and other methods of communicating with passengers. An increasing number of
data sources for monitoring train loading are becoming available, including on-train
systems which can estimate the number of passengers in a given carriage. Similarly,
methods of communicating with passengers are also becoming more sophisticated,
with an increased use of real-time information systems and a high proportion of
smartphone usage. Hence it is now possible to provide passengers with better
crowding information in order to influence their travel choices, and such systems
are already operative on some suburban railway lines in Tokyo.

In order to ascertain whether it is worth investing in improved information systems,
a pilot study was undertaken on the Gatwick Express, in the UK, which provides a
regular service for both airport passengers and commuters. Train passengers were
surveyed during their journey, using a stated preference methodology.

2 Methodology

With the full co-operation of Govia Thameslink Railway (GTR), who operate
Gatwick Express services between London Victoria, Gatwick Airport and Brighton,
on-train surveys were conducted on February 11th and 12th 2015. The surveys
were conducted on ASUS T100TA tablet PCs, using software provided by Snap
Surveys (www.snapsurveys.com). The surveys comprised five main sections:

1. Participant consent and basic demographics.
2. The participant’s journey details and their perceptions of comfort, crowding and

reliability.
3. A stated preference exercise concerning information about train crowding

levels, which may be provided before the journey commences (for example, via
a smartphone app or ticket booking website).

4. A stated preference exercise concerning information about train crowding
levels, which may be provided at the station before boarding.
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5. A stated preference exercise concerning information about carriage crowding
levels, which may be provided at the station before boarding.

The survey software automatically skipped questions which were not relevant;
for example, if a participant selected that they did not use any sources of infor-
mation to plan a journey in advance, they were not shown the first stated preference
exercise. To help eliminate the effects of fatigue (when participants stop paying
attention to the options they are selecting), the order stated preference questions was
randomized each time.

The first stated preference exercise, henceforth referred to as SP1, presented the
participant with nine sets of three options; in each case the participant could choose
from a train which matched their chosen timings, a train which departed and arrived
a number of minutes earlier, and a train which departed and arrived a number of
minutes later. In each of the nine cases, the crowding levels (either “no seats
available”, “40 % of seats available” or “90 % of seats available”) and the relative
departure times of the earlier and later trains were varied. The train which didn’t
require any changes in travel timings was always shown as having no seats available.

The second stated preference exercise, henceforth referred to as SP2, followed a
similar principle, although in this case there were only two options each time; it was
assumed that a passenger arriving at a station would not be in a position to catch an
earlier train (or that if they were, their decision would not necessarily be based
around crowding issues). Hence there were six repeated observations, asking par-
ticipants to choose between a train leaving immediately with no available seats and
one leaving a given number of minutes later with some available seats.

The third stated preference exercise, concerning the choice of carriage on a given
train, rather than the choice of train, is not discussed in this paper.

Two versions of the survey were used during the pilot study: a ‘Standard’
version in which estimated train crowding levels were shown graphically using
colors (Fig. 1), and an ‘Alternative’ version in which estimated crowding levels
were stated (Fig. 2). This was so that an insight into the effect of information
presentation could be obtained. Some of the tablets were set up with the ‘Standard’
version, whilst the remainder were set up with the ‘Alternative’ version.

Fig. 1 An example set of stated preference options from the ‘standard’ survey (modified to suit
black and white print)
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3 A Summary of the Data Collected

Data were collected on a number of different Gatwick Express journeys over a 24 h
period. The collected data were separated into four journey segments: between
London Victoria (VIC) and Gatwick Airport (GTW) and vice versa and between
Gatwick Airport and Brighton (BRI) and vice versa. The services on which data
were collected are summarized in Table 1.

The survey software logged the start and end times of each response, which were
matched with actual train running data (taken from www.realtimetrains.co.uk) and
linked accordingly with one of the unique Segment IDs. A total of 115 responses
were received by the Snap Survey hub during the pilot, although some of these
were from initial testing of the tablets, and some of them were incomplete (largely
because the participant did not give their consent to proceed). A valid response was
defined as one which the participant gave their consent to proceed with the survey,

Fig. 2 An example set of stated preference options from the ‘alternative’ survey

Table 1 A summary of the train services on which the surveys were conducted

Segment
ID

Journey
segment

Dep. time Delay
(min)

Arr.
time

Delay
(min)

Observed
crowding

1 GTW-VIC 13:45 2 14:15 1 Busy

2 VIC-GTW 14:30 0 15:00 0 Busy

3 GTW-BRI 15:02 0 15:24 -1 Quiet

4 BRI-GTW 15:48 0 16:12 0 Moderate

5 GTW-VIC 16:15 0 16:45 6 Moderate

6 VIC-GTW 17:30 −1 18:07 0 Busy

7 GTW-VIC 07:49 6 08:20 13 Busy

8 VIC-GTW 08:45 −1 09:16 -4 Moderate

9 GTW-VIC 09:20 4 09:56 2 Busy

10 VIC-GTW 10:30 2 11:01 17 Moderate

11 GTW-BRI 11:02 22 11:24 22 Quiet

12 BRI-GTW 11:48 3 12:12 8 Quiet
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and one which was successfully matched to one of the segments in Table 1. On this
basis, 90 valid responses were collected, of which 53 were from participants who
completed the ‘Standard’ survey and 37 were from participants who completed the
‘Alternative’ survey.

Figures 3 and 4 show the spread of ages of the participants and a breakdown of the
data by gender respectively. Although there appears to be a bias towards male
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Fig. 3 The spread of the ages of the participants
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Fig. 4 A breakdown of the participants by gender
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participants, Figs. 3 and 4 fit with general trends observed amongst UK rail pas-
sengers [1] and the data obtained could be said to be a representative sample demo-
graphically. However, amongst the participants, 61 % said that they were travelling
for leisure, and 39 % forwork. This is the opposite of thefindings in the 2014National
Travel Survey, in which 61 % of rail journeys were said to be made for business or
commuting. The fact that the Gatwick Express is an airport service is likely to be a
factor here—59 % of respondents were either on their way to catch a flight or had just
arrived on one, and 32 % of respondents said that they weren’t UK residents.

The high number of non-UK residents could be used to infer a level of unfa-
miliarity with the system, which has benefits when investigating the clarity and
effectiveness of information provision. However, the fact that the balance of trip
purposes is atypical means that assumptions about the applicability of the results to
UK rail travel as a whole ought to be made with caution.

A very high proportion (93 %) of participants were smartphone users. Of these,
81 % said that they use them for journey planning or travel updates. These figures
fit with observed trends [2] and confirm that—in theory—disseminating train
crowding information via mobile friendly websites or smartphone apps is plausible.

A five-point scale was used to determine each participant’s perception of
comfort on the train they were on: “Very uncomfortable”, “Uncomfortable”,
“Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable”, “Comfortable”, “Very comfortable”.
During analysis, integer values were assigned to the responses from 1 (“Very
uncomfortable”) through to 5 (“Very comfortable”). Figure 5 shows how these
perceptions compare with the loose observations made of crowding levels on each
train (Table 1), and adds weight to the theory that crowding can adversely affect the
experience of rail passengers.
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Fig. 5 Perceived comfort vs. observed crowding levels
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4 Analysis of the Stated Preference Results

For each of the stated preference tests, an alternative-specific conditional logit
model was developed, in order to estimate the probabilities of a passenger making a
particular choice given information about crowding.

Microsoft SQL-Server was used to store the results and encode the data into an
appropriate format, and Stata was used to fit a logit model in each case (http://www.
stata.com/manuals13/rasclogit.pdf). Jack-knife resampling was specified to account
for the fact that, because the data comprised several observations per participant,
there may have been some correlation.

A stated preference exercise was marked as ‘complete’ if no choices were skipped;
in the 90 responses analyzed here, there were 75 complete responses to the first stated
preference exercise (SP1), and 80 complete responses to the second (SP2).

4.1 SP1—Information Provided Before Travelling

Of the 75 complete responses to this exercise, 44 were from the ‘Standard’ survey,
in which the three crowding levels were represented graphically (Fig. 1), and 31
were from the ‘Alternative’ survey, in which crowding levels were represented
textually, in terms of number of available seats on the train (Fig. 2).

The time offset for the earlier and later trains relative to the train with “ideal”
timings was taken to be continuous and given in minutes, using an absolute value
(i.e. it was always positive, whether the train was leaving earlier or later).

Crowding was described as the estimated number of available seats remaining
on a train (coded as a percentage of the total number of seats on the train), and was
also taken to be continuous.

A Boolean variable indicating whether the observation was made in the
‘Standard’ survey (=0) or the ‘Alternative’ survey (=1) was also specified in Stata
as a case variable.

The probability of a user selecting one of the three trains, T, is given by:

P(T) ¼ eUT

P
eUi

: ð1Þ

where Ui is the utility function of train i, given by:

Ui ¼ bseatssþ boffsettþ bsurvey ixþ bi: ð2Þ

s is the number of available seats on the train (as a proportion of the total)
t is the time offset in minutes
x represents whether the participant was using the ‘Alternative’ survey

(= 1) or the ‘Standard’ survey (= 0)
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bseats is the crowding coefficient, constant for all trains
boffset is the time coefficient, constant for all trains
bsurvey i is the survey coefficient, different for each train
bi is a unique constant for each train.

Data was used to estimate the parameters for this model, and the output is given
in Table 2.

It can be seen that the coefficients relating to the survey are not statistically
significant, but that everything else is. This suggests that, in this case, the format of
the crowding information was not important, but that crowding levels and relative
times of departure and arrival are.

boffset is negative, such that the utility function decreases with time offset; this is
expected given that any deviation in travel plans is likely to be seen as a cost rather
than a benefit. Similarly bseats is positive, which is expected given that an increased
number of available seats on a train is likely to be seen as a benefit.

bLaterTrain is negative, suggesting that participants have a general preference for
not catching a later train; this is not unexpected, especially on an airport service.

bEarlierTrain is positive, suggesting that participants view catching an earlier train
as inherently positive. This can be seen by considering the results of the first test;
where all three trains are equally full and around 30 % of participants would still
have chosen to travel and arrive an hour earlier. There is an implication, therefore,
that they were not making their choice entirely based on crowding levels, and some
revision of the survey may be necessary. For example, the use of the term ‘…arrive
earlier’ may have been read as a benefit whilst not taking in the implication that this
would also mean leaving earlier. It is also thought that participants may have been
biased if their train was delayed—those with a flight to catch may have wished that
they had left earlier, for example. Anecdotally, comments received also suggest that
if all services are known to be crowded, it becomes preferable to travel on an earlier
service because crowding is perceived to contribute to delays.

Table 2 Parameters for the asc logit model for the first stated preference exercise

Value Std. err. t statistic P > |t| 95 % conf. intervals

boffset −0.036 0.004 −8.68 0.000 −0.044 −0.028

bseats 0.018 0.002 8.87 0.000 0.014 0.022

bsurvey EarlierTrain −0.246 0.197 −1.25 0.213 −0.634 0.141

bEarlierTrain 1.123 0.191 5.87 0.000 0.747 1.499

bsurvey LaterTrain −0.364 0.260 −1.40 0.163 −0.874 0.147

bLaterTrain −0.467 0.219 −2.14 0.033 −0.897 −0.038

bSurvey SameTrain 0 (base alternative)

bSameTrain 0
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4.2 SP2—Information Provided at the Station

The analysis of the second stated preference exercise followed a similar principle to
the analysis of the first one, although in this case there were only two choices; it was
assumed that a passenger arriving at a station would not be in a position to catch an
earlier train (or that if they were, their decision would not necessarily be based
around crowding issues). It was also assumed that a passenger would only wait for a
later train if it was less crowded than the first one. The values for the logit model
fitted to the data are given in Table 3.

As with the results of the first stated-preference survey, bsurvey is not statistically
significant, and boffset is negative—which is again to be expected.

bseats is not statistically significant, which implies that the tendency to wait for an
emptier train is not especially dependent on how empty that train is. It is noted that,
in this stated preference exercise, the later train was always less crowded and hence
the positive value of bLaterTrain is likely to encapsulate some of the associated
perceived benefits. Further analysis could be done in Stata, including generation of
a model without a constant term.

Because this exercise only presented participants with two options, the model is
binary and can be shown graphically in two dimensions (Fig. 6). Table 4 compares
the model with the observed data, and it appears to be a good fit. It can be seen that
the reported level of crowding on the later train does indeed make little difference,
assuming that it is indeed less than the current train. It can also be seen that where
there is a high service frequency, a high proportion of passengers might be prepared
to wait for a less crowded train, although whether the stated preference is borne out
in reality is likely to be dependent on a number of things—including whether the
information provided is perceived to be reliable. It is noted that the surveys were
conducted when participants were on a train, and not when they were actually
waiting on a platform when their perceptions may have been different.

Table 3 Parameters for the asc logit model for the second stated preference exercise

Value Std. err. t statistic P > |t| 95 % conf. intervals

boffset −0.096 0.011 −8.98 0.000 −0.118 −0.0754

bseats 0.002 0.004 0.44 0.661 −0.007 0.0108

bsurvey 0.069 0.232 0.30 0.768 −0.388 0.5247

bLaterTrain 1.747 0.406 4.30 0.000 0.949 2.5443

bSameTrain 0 (base alternative)
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5 Conclusions

It was suggested at the beginning of this paper that rail passengers disliked over-
crowding, and might change their travel behavior if better information about levels
of crowding were provided. The pilot study discussed here supports those sug-
gestions, with the findings showing that perceived comfort decreased with increased
crowding levels, and a large proportion of respondents stating that they might
choose an earlier or later train if presented with information about crowding.

Table 4 Observed data compared with the predictions from the model

Time
to
later
train
(min)

Proportion
of seats
available on
later train
(%)

Observed % of
respondents who
would wait for later
train (‘Standard’
survey).

Observed % of
respondents who
would wait for later
train (‘Alternative’
survey).

Predicted
proportion of
people who
would wait for
later train

15 90 67 58 63

40 59 61 61

30 90 29 29 29

40 22 23 27

45 90 6 6 9

40 6 19 8
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Fig. 6 Predicted probabilities of a passenger at the station waiting for a less crowded train if the
current train is full
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Two different methods of presenting crowding information were trialed, and
although there did not appear to be any statistical significance between the
responses received further research would need to be undertaken. Concerns were
raised in both cases that some of the information presented may not have been clear,
and the tendency to choose an earlier train in all circumstances implies that
crowding concerns may not have been the main factor when making a choice; this
casts doubt on whether the stated preferences would be borne out in reality. Having
completed the pilot survey, a further detailed survey is to be undertaken, with a
redesigned questionnaire to alleviate some of the concerns discussed here. Further
analysis will also be undertaken to ascertain the types of passenger most likely to
change their travel habits.
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Task Demand Variation in Air Traffic
Control: Implications for Workload,
Fatigue, and Performance

Tamsyn Edwards, Cynthia Gabets, Joey Mercer and Nancy Bienert

Abstract In air traffic control, task demand and workload have important impli-
cations for the safety and efficiency of air traffic, and remain dominant considera-
tions. Within air traffic control, task demand is dynamic. However, research on
demand transitions and associated controller perception and performance is limited.
This study used an air traffic control simulation to investigate the effect of task
demand transitions, and the direction of those transitions, on workload, fatigue and
efficiency performance. A change in task demand appeared to affect both workload
and fatigue ratings, although not necessarily performance. In addition, participants’
workload and fatigue ratings in equivalent task demand periods appeared to change
depending on the demand period preceding the time of the current ratings. Further
research is needed to enhance understanding of demand transition and workload
history effects on operator experience and performance, in both air traffic control
and other safety-critical domains.
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1 Introduction

Within the safety critical domain of air traffic control (ATC), workload “is still
considered one of the most important single factors influencing operators’ perfor-
mance” [1, p. 639]. Workload has been defined within the ATC domain as the result
of an interaction between task demand and the controllers’ selected strategy [2].
The association of workload and controller performance has important implications
for the safety and efficiency of air traffic (e.g. [3, 4]). Workload therefore remains a
dominant consideration.

In ATC, as with many other safety critical environments, task demand and
workload are dynamic. Air traffic controllers (ATCOs) frequently experience
changes in traffic load and the complexity of the traffic situation, potentially
resulting in the experience of transitions between high and low workload. These
transitions can be expected by the controller, such as when traffic load changes
based on the time of day or known activities in surrounding sectors, or unexpected,
for example, through increased complexity resulting from an emergency situation.
Transitions may also be gradual or sudden [5].

Research on demand transitions, and the effect on both performance-influencing
covariate factors (such as workload and fatigue) and task performance is limited
however, with studies frequently utilizing a constant task demand or workload [6].
Of the research available, there appears to be conflicting findings. Some (e.g. [7])
have reported that overall performance efficiency on a vigilance task was not
affected by task demand transitions, regardless of whether the transition was
expected or unexpected. However, others (e.g. [8]) have found that performance on
vigilance tasks was influenced by a low to high demand transition or high-to-low
demand transition (e.g. [5]). Task demand and workload transition research specific
to an ATC environment is particularly underrepresented. Consequently, there is
limited understanding of the influence of workload transitions on performance in an
air traffic environment.

The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of expected and gradual
task demand transitions (high-low-high and low-high-low) on workload, fatigue
and performance, within a high fidelity ATC simulation environment. Due to the
quantity of measures and data generated from this study, only a subset of the
measures and findings that are most relevant to the research aim are presented.

2 Method

2.1 Design

An en-route ATC human in the loop (HITL) simulation was utilized to investigate
task demand variation on workload, fatigue, and performance. Efficiency-related
performance was inferred from aircraft delay (in seconds) at a specific point in the
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arrival sequence (three nautical miles before the meter fix). Participants were eight
ex-ATCOs who had previously worked in enroute airspace in Oakland Air Route
Traffic Control Center (ARTCC). Pseudo pilots were paired with controllers, and
completed standard pilot tasks such as controlling the aircraft in accordance with
controller instructions and communicating with controllers. Participants operated a
combined low and high altitude sector, and were assigned to meter aircraft into the
northeast corner of the Phoenix Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON).
This airspace was selected for the complex mix of arrivals and overflights.

The study used a within-measures design. The direction of the task demand
transition was manipulated to create two scenarios. Scenario 1 followed a
high-low-high task demand pattern and scenario two followed a low-high-low task
demand pattern. The creation of three task demand periods was implemented in
order to better reflect the multiple task demand transitions that can be experienced
within an operational environment. In addition, this permitted an extension of
previous studies that had focused on the comparison of workload and performance
between one transition period (e.g. [5]). Each simulation session lasted for 90 min
and consisted of three, 20 min [9] periods of stable task demand which alternated
between high and low, interspersed with a total of three, 10 min transition phases.
Task demand was created by the number of aircraft under control [10] as well as the
ratio of arrival aircraft and overflights. Arrival aircraft create complexity in the task,
which influences task demand. Task demand phases for equivalent stable task
demand periods (i.e. high demand regardless of which scenario the high demand
was positioned in) were created using the same aircraft counts and number of arrival
aircraft, permitting comparability between demand variation scenarios. Scenarios
followed a counterbalanced presentation. Participants were required to complete all
control actions and meter aircraft to arrive at a meter fix at a scheduled time.
Participants were provided with a 1 h briefing prior to the start of the study, and six
training runs (four 90 min training runs and two 45 min training runs).

2.2 Participants

A total of eight male ex-controllers took part in the simulation. Age ranged from 50
to 64 years. Participants responded to grouped age ranges and so an average age
could not be calculated. Participants had worked as en-route controllers in the
Oakland, California, ARTCC. Participants’ years of experience as active ATCOs
(excluding training) ranged from 22 to 31 years (M = 26.56, SD = 3.90).

2.3 Measures and Apparatus

Covariate factors were measured using subjective, self-report scales. Mental
workload was measured using the uni-dimensional Instantaneous Self-Assessment
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(ISA) scale which measures workload from 1-6 [11]. Every three minutes, partic-
ipants were presented with the ISA rating scale at the top of the radar scope and
asked to click on the workload rating. Fatigue was measured using the Samn-Perelli
scale, which ranges from 1 to 7 with behavioral anchors at each point on the scale.
[12]. Fatigue measures were taken three minutes into, and three minutes prior to the
end of, each 20 min task demand phase and six minutes into each 10 min transition
phase. This periodicity was selected to capture data across each stable task demand
period, and refined based on results from three pilot studies. Performance was
assessed by aircraft delay at three nautical miles from the meter fix point as a
measure of participants’ efficiency-related performance. An aircraft that is on-time,
i.e. without delay, suggests optimal performance. An efficiency-related performance
measure was selected for analysis as opposed to a safety-related performance
measure as previous research suggests that controllers can maintain safety-related
performance without significant observed changes even under high periods of
demand by applying workload management strategies [13]. Changes in perfor-
mance are frequently first observed in efficiency-related tasks (e.g. [13]). An
efficiency-related task was therefore potentially more sensitive to changes in
performance.

The software used was the Multi-Aircraft Control System (MACS) [14].
Participant workstations were configured with a BARCO large-format display and
keyboard/trackball combination that emulates what is currently used in en-route air
traffic control facilities. Voice communications between ATCOs (the participant
and a non-participant controller controlling neighboring sectors) and the pilot were
enabled via a custom, stand-alone system. Datalink communications were also
available. Data were collected continuously through MACS’s data collection
processes.

3 Results

3.1 Analysis Approach

Due to the quantity of analyses and findings, only the data trends most relevant to
the research aims are presented in this paper. To address the research aim, com-
parisons of the three 20 min task demand periods per scenario are presented in the
following sections.

For each workload, fatigue and the dependent variable of aircraft delay in arrival,
descriptive statistics were first reviewed, followed by further exploration through the
application of two repeated measures ANOVAs—one for each task demand tran-
sition scenario (scenario 1: high-low-high demand; scenario 2: low-high-low
demand). The decision to apply separate repeated measures one-way ANVOAs was
made based on a review of previous research analysis approaches to similar
experimental designs (e.g. [5]) and research aims. The research aim of this study
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focused on investigating the effect of task demand on covariate and performance
variables, including the direction of the task demand. One way ANOVAs permitted
the exploration of changes within each task demand scenario. Prior to all inferential
statistics, data were checked for normality and sphericity violations. Unless other-
wise reported, all data met these assumptions.

3.2 Task Demand Variation Manipulation Check

A review of the descriptive statistics suggests that task demand did vary in the
intended direction (Fig. 1). Figure 1 confirms that the number of aircraft in the
controller’s sector were similar between equivalent task demand periods regardless
of scenario (high-low-high demand or low-high-low demand). The number of
arriving aircraft was also similar.

3.3 Task Demand and Subjectively Experienced Factors

Task Demand and Workload
Workload ratings were averaged across the 20 min periods of stable task demand
for analysis to facilitate comparison between the separate task demand periods.
A review of the descriptive statistics (Table 1) suggest that workload in both

Fig. 1 Count of aircraft under control by minute for scenario 1 (high-low-high demand) and
scenario 2 (low-high-low demand)
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scenarios varied as expected with task demand. In scenario 1 (high-low-high
demand) workload appears to be rated slightly higher in the third task demand
period (high demand) compared to the first task demand period (high demand). In
scenario 2 (low-high-low demand), workload was rated highest in the high demand,
second task demand phase. However, on average, participants rated perceived
workload to increase in the third task demand period (low demand) compared to the
first low demand period. Comparing between scenario 1 and 2, the high demand
period is perceived to generate the most workload for participants in the
low-high-low demand scenario, although the high demand periods were objectively
equivalent between scenarios. Comparing across low demand periods between
conditions, workload is rated similarly in the first period of scenario 2 and the
middle period of scenario 1. However, the low demand period in the third period of
scenario 2 is rated as higher workload than either of the other low demand periods.
To further examine the changes in perceived workload, a one-way repeated mea-
sures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for each scenario [5].
A one-way ANOVA was applied to each scenario, to explore differences
within-scenarios. In relation to scenario 1 (high-low-high demand) a significant main
effect of task demand period was found on self-reported workload F(2,14) = 44.23,
p < 0.001. Pairwise comparisons revealed that workload was significantly lower in
task demand period 2 (low demand) than high task demand period one (p < 0.005)
and three (p < 0.001). Workload was not rated significantly differently between high
demand period 1 and high demand period 3 (p = 0.68). In scenario 2 (low-high-low
demand) a significant main effect of task demand period was found on self-reported
workload F(2,14) = 32.72, p < 0.001. Pairwise comparisons revealed that workload
was rated significantly higher in the high demand period than the first low demand
period (p < 0.001) and second low demand period (p < 0.005). It was also identified
that the workload ratings in the second low demand period were significantly higher
than the first low demand period (p < 0.05).

Task Demand and Fatigue
A review of the means of reported fatigue for each task demand period in scenario 1
(high-low-high demand) revealed that ratings of fatigue appeared similar between
high demand period one (M = 2.23, SD = 0.71) and low demand period one
(M = 2.15, SD = 0.77) (Fig. 2). Fatigue ratings were slightly higher in the third
demand period, high demand period two (M = 2.70, SD = 1.08). Conversely, in

Table 1 Mean and standard deviation for workload (as rated by ISA) in both scenario 1 and
scenario 2, averaged across 20 min task demand periods

Workload (ISA) Task demand
period 1
(0–20 min)

Task demand
period 2
(31–50 min)

Task demand
period 3
(61–80 min)

M SD M SD M SD

Scenario 1 workload (High-low-high) 3.67 0.77 2.87 0.61 3.85 0.62

Scenario 2 workload (Low-high-low) 2.78 0.64 4.06 0.71 3.33 0.61
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scenario 2 (low-high-low demand) fatigue ratings appeared to increase across each
task demand period (first low task demand period: M = 2.71, SD = 1.01; first high
task demand period: M = 3.03, SD = 1.42; second low task demand period:
M = 3.22, SD = 1.54) (Fig. 2).

A one way ANOVA was utilized to explore the effect of task demand on fatigue
ratings for both scenarios. In scenario 1 (high-low-high demand) Mauchly’s test
indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2) = 9.44,
p < 0.01. When considering this main effect, therefore, degrees of freedom were
corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (E = 0.56). No signif-
icant differences between fatigue ratings were identified F(1.12, 7.81) = 2.48,
p > 0.05. Differences between fatigue ratings in scenario 2 (low-high-low demand)
approached significance, F(2,14) = 3.40, p < 0.1. A further review of the
descriptive data revealed that averaging across the two fatigue measures per task
demand period (one three minutes into the period, and one three minutes before the
end of the period) may be masking the effect of task demand on fatigue.
Participants’ fatigue rating was frequently lower for the first measurement com-
pared to the second measurement of the task demand period. Therefore, ANOVAs
were repeated on two fatigue measurements per workload period. In scenario 1
(high-low-high demand) Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity
had been violated, χ2(14) = 26.82, p < 0.05. When considering this main effect,
therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of
sphericity (E = 0.44). No significant differences between fatigue ratings were
identified F(2.18, 15.22) = 2.82, p > 0.05. The ANOVA applied to scenario 2
revealed a main effect of task demand on fatigue ratings F(5,35) = 2.69, p < 0.05.
Pairwise comparisons revealed that fatigue ratings were significantly lower at the

Fig. 2 Fatigue ratings (as measured by Samn-Perelli scale) averaged across 20 min task demand
periods for scenario 1 (high-low-high demand) and scenario 2 (low-high-low demand)
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first fatigue measurement of the first low task demand period (M = 2.63,
SD = 1.06) compared to fatigue ratings in the second low task demand period (first
fatigue measurement M = 3.13, SD = 1.46, p = 0.05; second fatigue measurement
M = 3.31, SD = 1.65), (p < 0.05). No other differences were significant.

Task Demand and Performance
A review of the average delay across 20 min task demand periods in scenario 1
(high-low-high demand) (Table 2) suggests that participants reduced average air-
craft delay across the task demand periods until aircraft were arriving early in the
final task demand period (Table 2). The same pattern was seen in scenario 2
(low-high-low demand), although smaller reductions in delay are observed
(Table 2). However, in both scenarios, performance variability appears to increase
in the final task demand period, indicated by comparatively large standard devia-
tions (Table 2). Data in scenario 1 (high-low-high demand) were further examined
with a repeated measures ANOVA. A significant main effect of task demand period
was found on arrival delay F(2,14) = 12.84, p < 0.005. Pairwise comparisons
revealed that aircraft delay was significantly longer in the first high demand period
than the first low demand period (p < 0.05) and the second high demand
(p < 0.01). Delay was also significantly longer in the first low demand period than
the second high demand period (p < 0.05). Data in scenario 2 (low-high-low
demand) were also further examined with a repeated measures ANOVA. No sig-
nificant differences in arrival aircraft delay were identified F(2,14) = 3.04,
p > 0.05.

4 Discussion

A within-measures design was used to investigate task demand variation on
workload, fatigue, and performance. The direction of the task demand transition
was manipulated to create two scenarios: scenario 1—high-low-high demand;
scenario 2—low-high-low demand. Results showed that task demand varied as

Table 2 Mean and standard deviation for arrival aircraft delay (in seconds) in both scenario 1 and
scenario 2, averaged across 20 min task demand periods

Arrival aircraft delay (secs) Task demand
period 1
(0-20 min)

Task
demand
period 2
(31-50 min)

Task demand
period 3
(61-80 min)

M SD M SD M SD

Scenario 1 Aircraft delay
(High-low-high)

13.88 5.32 7.70 3.6 −1.71 6.92

Scenario 2 Aircraft delay
(Low-high-low)

10.48 3.07 9.93 2.54 7.50 4.86
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intended. Descriptive statistics confirmed that equivalent demand periods, regard-
less of scenario or position, were composed very similarly in terms of controlled
aircraft count and arrival aircraft count. This suggests that changes in the covariates
or dependent variable are unlikely to be attributed to demand differences between
the created scenarios.

As expected, a change in task demand appears to affect both workload and
fatigue ratings. Significantly different workload and fatigue ratings were reported
within scenario, across task demand periods. However, a key finding of interest is
that perception of workload and fatigue appear to differ depending on the demand
period preceding the current ratings, in line with previous findings [5]. This finding
is observed in the average workload ratings for each task demand period within
scenarios (Table 1). In the first scenario (high-low-high task demand), workload is
not perceived significantly differently between the first and second high task
demand periods. Workload is rated as significantly lower during the low demand
period compared to the high demand periods, however. Comparatively, in scenario
2 (low-high-low demand) workload is perceived to be significantly greater in the
second low demand period than the first, potentially suggesting that workload is
perceived to be greater after the high demand period. This increased workload
would not be the result of working to resolve delays from the previous period, as
any remaining delays were absorbed in the 10 min transition period between the
stable demand periods. In addition, it is interesting to note that workload was
perceived to be higher in the high demand period of scenario 2 than either of the
high task demand periods in scenario 1, suggesting that the preceding low demand
may have impacted the perception of workload of the high demand period in
scenario 2.

These findings indicate that the workload appears to be perceived differently
depending on what precedes the time of rating. More specifically, results suggest
that in this ATC task, a demand transition pattern of low-high-low demand may
result in operators perceiving subsequent high and low demand periods after the
initial low demand period as generating a greater workload than equivalent demand
periods in a high-low-high demand transition pattern. A similar pattern of findings
was seen in participants’ fatigue ratings. In scenario 1 (high-low-high demand),
fatigue ratings were not significantly different between demand phases. Fatigue
ratings did increase in the final high demand period, although not significantly. In
contrast, in scenario 2, participants reported on average that fatigued increase with
each subsequent task demand period.

Although there is a lack of common agreement regarding the mechanisms by
which task demand transitions may impact covariate factors [15], this collection of
workload and fatigue findings may be interpreted in the context of Limited
Resource theory [16] and arousal theories. Potentially, in scenario 1, the low
demand period may have enabled controllers to use this time to recover resources
and prepare for the next high task demand period. [17] has previously documented
that this is an active control strategy that controllers use during low demand periods,
when it is considered safe to do so. This recovery period may then limit the increase
of perceived fatigue in the final high task demand period. Arousal theories may
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provide some insight into why this effect may not be seen in the low-high-low
demand transition pattern. Arousal theories suggest that low workload (or under-
load) may lead to lower arousal, which may limit attentional resources and create
boredom and lack of motivation. If a human operator started a task from this point,
it may be that the following demand periods are perceived to be more demanding or
fatiguing. By the final low demand period, the operator may find it difficult to pay
attention. Attentional resources theories suggest however that if preceded by a
higher demand, lower demand periods can be utilized to replenish attentional
resources, not necessarily reducing arousal to a level that would create negative
effects. The application of these theories therefore potentially account for the dis-
parate findings between the different task demand transition patterns.

Performance did not appear to be negatively affected in relation to task demand
variation, with delay times reducing across task demand periods within each sce-
nario. Performance variability did increase however across task demand period, as
inferred from increasing standard deviations. This pattern of findings for perfor-
mance measures has also been documented previously, although for
vigilance-based performance [7]. The finding of improved aircraft arrival time may
be the result of controllers applying strategies to support performance across the
demand periods [18].

Although controller strategies were not a direct focus of this research, this
finding highlights an important issue for future research considerations. Although
this measure of performance indicates that performance in terms of aircraft arrival
time was maintained, and even improved, in scenario 2, controllers also reported
greater perception of workload and fatigue. It is therefore possible that controllers
may have experienced having to work harder to maintain performance, even though
this was not observable in the performance measure itself. This result emphasizes
that in order to detect, and prevent, performance declines, further research should
focus on measures that are sensitive to the operators’ experience, and that can be
monitored and utilized to detect potential performance decline prior to a perfor-
mance related incident.

It is acknowledged that these results are provisional, and results need to be
interpreted within context. For example, in an air traffic environment, it is easier for
the controller to build a picture of the traffic by ramping up with the traffic rather than
just starting a session in a high demand period [17]. However, findings do have
important implications for the prediction of controller performance in an operational
environment. Findings suggest that high and low demand periods can affect con-
troller perception of covariate factors such as workload and fatigue differentially
depending on what has happened prior to the current situation. Thus, supervisors may
need to pay close attention to the number and direction of transitions that a controller
experiences per session to most effectively support controller performance.

Future research should further explore the relationship between previous task
demands and the relationship on present controller experience, including the
exploration of sudden, and unexpected, transitions. Better predictions are needed to
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identify and prevent potential performance declines and associated performance-
related incidents. Such predictions may be particularly relevant for adaptive
automation technologies that support operator performance.

5 Conclusion

The effect of task demand transitions on covariate factors of workload and fatigue
and one efficiency related performance measure was investigated within the context
of an air traffic control task. Initial findings suggest that task demand variations
affected participants’ perceptions of workload and fatigue, although the effect
appeared to be influenced by the direction of the previous demand periods.
Performance appeared to be maintained across the control session. Previous
research has infrequently considered transitions of task demand in an applied
environment. Findings are consistent with the description of workload history
effects [5], and that equivalent task demand periods can elicit different experiences
for a human operator depending on what precedes the time of rating. Attentional
resource and arousal theories appear to support interpretation of the results. Further
research is required to enhance understanding of demand transition and history
effects. Practical applications include guidance for operations room supervisors, and
implications for predictions of performance in high and low demand periods, with
important implications for identifying and preventing potential performance
declines and associated performance-related incidents.
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How Important Is Conflict Detection
to the Conflict Resolution Task?

Joey Mercer, Cynthia Gabets, Ashley Gomez, Tamsyn Edwards,
Nancy Bienert, Lauren Claudatos and Jeffrey Homola

Abstract To determine the capabilities and limitations of human operators and
automation in separation assurance roles, the second of three Human-in-the-Loop
(HITL) part-task studies investigates air traffic controller’s ability to detect and
resolve conflicts under varying task sets, traffic densities, and run lengths.
Operations remained within a single sector, staffed by a single controller, and
explored, among other things, the controller’s conflict resolution performance in
conditions with or without their involvement in the conflict detection task. Whereas
comparisons of conflict resolution performance between these two conditions are
available in a prior publication, this paper explores whether or not other subjective
measures display a relationship to that data. Analyses of controller workload and
situation awareness measures attempt to quantify their contribution to controllers’
ability to resolve traffic conflicts.
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1 Introduction

The transition to NextGen will likely include increasing levels of automation to
help controllers perform their duties. A progression towards higher levels of
automation could enable the controllers’ working environment to move from tac-
tical separation management to strategic decision-making. Such automation is
envisioned to expand performance beyond today’s limits by off-loading workload
from controllers onto automated functions for the majority of routine operations [1].
However, the nature of this human-automation team is not well understood. It is
still unknown exactly which tasks are best allocated to the human operator as
opposed to the automation, and vice versa. In considering this system as a whole,
careful and thorough investigation is needed to better understand, not only how
each team member performs in such environments, but also any associated
human-automation cooperation issues.

2 Background

The motivation behind these investigations is to address a well-known problem:
current-day air traffic control techniques are very labor intensive, and are limited to
the amount of information controllers can process and keep in their working
memory. Function allocation is but one approach to this problem, wherein
automation can take responsibility for some tasks, theoretically easing the con-
troller’s workload.

The current series of studies fall under NASA’s revised function-allocation
research plan, which calls for advancing our understanding of the related air-ground
and human-automation issues. In particular, the Airspace Operations Laboratory
(AOL) focused on the following question: “Which separation assurance functions
can air traffic controllers effectively perform in future air traffic management sys-
tems?” Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of individual team members is
an important aspect in determining how to distribute tasks between team members.
As a first step towards gaining such insights into human-automation teaming, our
approach has been to conduct part-task HITL simulations that identify the capa-
bilities and limitations of the controller in key separation assurance tasks.

2.1 Function Allocation Research

In March of 2015, the AOL at NASA’s Ames Research Center [2] conducted the
first in a series of studies that explored the capabilities and limitations of human
operators with regard to the separation assurance element of air traffic control.
Specifically, the research sought to better understand how best to allocate functions
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between controllers and automation. A second study conducted in May of 2015
continued that work, but with the conflict resolution task as its main focus.
Although the first study differed in that it investigated the conflict detection task,
both studies shared the same approach, in which they sought to tease apart the
primary task from related secondary tasks. While looking across varying levels of
automation, the studies measured the overall impact on the performance of the
primary task. Of particular interest to the second study was discovering whether
removing controllers’ involvement in the detection task would impact their ability
to resolve conflicts.

The first study, referred to as the Human-Automation Conflict Detection study
(or HACD), and the second study, referred to as the Human-Automation Conflict
Resolution study (or HACR), are reported in [3–5]. However, a brief summary of
the HACR simulation environment is in order, to provide the appropriate context
for the discussions of this paper.

The HACR Simulation. HACR examined controller performance on the con-
flict resolution task under different task sets, traffic density levels, and run lengths.
The group of tasks under the controller’s responsibility and those under the
automation’s responsibility defined a given task set. Traffic density and run length
completed the study’s set of independent variables. Although the full study featured
a 5 × 2 × 2 within-subject repeated-measures design, the scope of this paper and
its analyses are limited to two of the study’s task sets (Conflict Resolution and
Conflict Detection & Resolution.), both traffic densities (1x current-day traffic levels
and 1.2x current-day traffic levels) and one run length (60 min).

Clearly, the key distinction between the two task sets of interest lies in whether
or not the controller was responsible for the conflict detection task. The Conflict
Detection & Resolution condition operated much like current-day air traffic control.
The controller kept constant watch over their sector’s radar display, observing the
progress of air traffic in and around their sector, and issuing control instructions
they deemed necessary. In contrast, the Conflict Resolution condition went to great
lengths to isolate the conflict resolution task, and in doing so, removed the con-
troller from the conflict detection task. The study accomplished such isolation by
developing a clever display capability that suppressed all air traffic from the radar
display unless the automation (i.e., a trajectory-aided conflict probe) detected a
potential conflict. Once the automation detected a conflict, the system would turn
off the ‘blackout’ mode, and displayed all traffic as it normally would, albeit with
the aircraft in conflict highlighted (see Fig. 1). At this point, the automation’s task
of detecting the conflict was complete, and it was then the controller’s responsi-
bility to, just as in the Conflict Detection & Resolution condition, issue whatever
control instructions they deemed appropriate.

The airspace used during the simulation consisted of a single high-altitude
sector, with a mix of overflights passing through at level altitudes, and transitioning
aircraft descending to or climbing out from area airports. The scenarios progressed
through a ramp-up, peak, and ramp-down phase, with each phase lasting
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approximately 20 min. Traffic levels reached 18 aircraft in the sector in the 1x
traffic density, and 22 aircraft in the 1.2x density. The simulation’s environment
also included winds for the area, which were constant-at-altitude with a nominal
forecast error. Eight retired FAA en route controllers (with an average of 24.9 years
of experience among them) participated in the study, all of which worked the same
conditions.

The primary simulation platform used for the study was the Multi Aircraft
Control System (MACS) [2], which, for each controller workstation, hosted an En
Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) emulation on a large-format monitor.
The controller workstation also included a specialized keyboard and trackball,
similar to those used in current air traffic control facilities, as well as a custom,
stand-alone voice application emulating the fielded communication system. Data
recorded and collected at each workstation included aircraft flight states, operator
task data and workload, automation states, voice communications, etc.

2.2 Previous Findings

The data presented in [4] compared the time at which the controllers issued a
clearance to resolve a conflict, with the time of that conflict’s detection. In the
Conflict Detection & Resolution condition, the detection time was marked when the
controller made a keyboard entry to signal they believed an aircraft pair to be in
conflict. In the Conflict Resolution condition, the detection time was marked when
the automation identified an aircraft pair to be in conflict (i.e., typically when the
‘blackout’ mode turned off). The difference between these two event times repre-
sents the Resolution Response Time measurement.

The findings showed that the controllers were able to issue resolution maneuvers
within 30 s of conflict detection for 49 % of cases in the Conflict Resolution
condition, but did so for 59 % of cases in the Conflict Detection & Resolution
condition. Even after accounting for the traffic density variable, this trend held true:

Fig. 1 Screen capture of the controller’s radar display in the Conflict Resolution condition before
the automation detects a conflict (left), and after the automation detects a conflict (right)
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the proportion of resolution maneuvers issued within 30 s of conflict detection were
46 and 56 % for the same conditions (respectively) at the 1x traffic density, and 51
and 64 % at the 1.2x density. These results indicate that when removed from the
conflict detection task, controllers more often needed more time in order to issue a
resolution. Although measurements did not distinguish between solution identifi-
cation time and solution execution time, when considering the fact that the solution
execution methods available were constant across conditions, one can reasonably
believe this data reflects an increase in the solution identification time (i.e., the
controllers needed more time to determine how to solve the conflict).

Although the concentration of resolution response times showed more noticeable
changes within the different comparisons, a repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for resolution response time mean values did not provide significant
results for the task set or traffic density variables (p > 0.05). Table 1 lists the
relatively similar descriptive statistics for the four combinations of task sets and
traffic densities.

3 Method

This paper explores whether or not other subjective measures display a relationship
to the controllers’ conflict resolution performance. The current analyses examine
workload and situation awareness because prior research identified both as critical
factors that frequently and negatively influence controller performance [6]. The
results from [4] seem to support an obvious hypothesis: when controllers are not
involved in the conflict detection process, they know less about the circumstances
surrounding the conflict, and as a result, need more time to assemble a detailed
enough picture in order to know what action(s) to take. This paper seeks to validate
this idea using the available situation awareness data. Analyses will also compare
the conflict resolution performance data against the controller workload data to seek
out other hidden relationships between the objective and subjective data.

Although the full study included two treatments of run-length, the analyses in
this paper are limited to only the 60-min duration runs. However, the results from
[4] collapse the run-length variable, combining data from the 60-min runs with data
from the 20-min runs. In order to better align with the analyses presented here, new
analyses of the performance data are also included.

Table 1 Resolution response time mean and standard deviation values (in seconds) from the CR
and CD&R task sets in both 1x and 1.2x densities

Resolution response time CR CD&R

M SD M SD

1× 48.00 17.47 56.88 28.33

1.2x 45.63 14.78 49.25 31.28
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3.1 Workload

Workload Assessment Keypads (WAKs) probed controller workload at three-
minute intervals during the simulation trials. Controllers responded to the workload
probes with Air Traffic Workload Input Technique (ATWIT) [7] ratings along a
modified six-point scale (e.g., 1 as low workload, 6 as high workload).

3.2 Situation Awareness

The study collected situation awareness data using the Situation Present Assessment
Method (SPAM) [8]. After responding to each of the workload prompts, a small
window appeared on the display, presenting participants with a situation awareness
question. Developed in collaboration with three retired air traffic controllers who
were not participants in the study, the questions used a yes/no response format,
implemented as separate response buttons within the question window. After
answering the situation awareness question (i.e., after clicking either the ‘yes’
button or the ‘no’ button), the window automatically disappeared, allowing the
participants to return to their air traffic control duties with minimal interruption.
Results included in this paper benefit from two different measures of situation
awareness: percentage of questions answered correctly (accuracy), and elapsed time
between question presentation and correct answer (response time).

4 Results

The following describes the results from the current data analyses, all sourced
exclusively from the 60-minute runs within the Conflict Resolution (CR) and
Conflict Detection & Resolution (CD&R) task sets. The selected metrics are first
considered individually, followed by multi-variate examinations that look to
identify quantifiable relationships (via a series of Spearman’s Correlation tests)
between the objective conflict resolution performance data, and the subjective
workload and situation awareness data. Other publications provide additional
results from the HACR simulation [4, 5].

4.1 Resolution Response Time

Across task sets, the controllers were able to issue resolution maneuvers within 30 s
of conflict detection for 51 % of cases in the CR task set, and 53 % of cases in
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CD&R. After further isolating the traffic density variable, data from the trials
simulating 1x traffic density indicated that 52 % of resolution maneuvers occurred
within 30 s of detection in the CR condition, compared to 51 % in CD&R. These
numbers changed to 49 and 59 % (respectively), at the 1.2x traffic density. This
data differs from the findings reported in [4] that, at the highest level, associate
controller involvement in the conflict detection task with more often needing less
time to resolve a conflict. Such distinction is no longer present in this data, now
characterized by largely similar distributions.

When looking at the mean values for resolution response time, ANOVA results
approached significance for the comparison between task sets (F(1,7) = 3.928,
p = 0.088), where CR (surprisingly) had faster resolution times (M = 44.938,
SD = 4.74) than the CD&R condition (M = 68.125, SD = 10.853). Traffic density
did not have a significant effect on resolution response time. Table 2 lists the
relevant mean and standard deviation values.

4.2 Workload

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that the workload data violated the
assumptions of normality (p < 0.05), thus requiring a Friedman’s ANOVA for
non-parametric data. This test revealed a significant difference between task sets

Table 2 Summary of means and standard deviations of the resolution response times (seconds),
workload ratings, situation awareness accuracy, and situation awareness response times (seconds)
from the CR and CD&R task sets in both 1x and 1.2x densities

Resolution response time CR CD&R

M SD M SD

1x 46.75 20.48 69.88 37.78

1.2x 43.13 9.06 66.38 56.36

Workload CR CD&R

M SD M SD

1x 1.69 0.42 2.48 0.72

1.2x 2.11 0.60 3.12 0.55

Situation awareness accuracy CR CD&R

M (%) SD (%) M (%) SD (%)

1x 74.50 10.20 77.75 11.34

1.2x 70.25 16.15 74.25 7.34

Situation awareness response Time CR CD&R

M SD M SD

1x 6.89 1.28 6.23 1.61

1.2x 7.34 1.26 5.89 1.65
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and traffic densities, χ2(3) = 18.600, p = 0.01. Post hoc analyses applied a
Bonferroni correction to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and showed significant dif-
ferences between task sets, in both the 1x (Z = −2.100, p = 0.036) and the 1.2x
(Z = −2.521, p = 0.012) densities, with CR reporting lower workload ratings than
the CD&R condition. Traffic density had a significant effect on workload, but only
in the CD&R task set (Z = −2.521, p = 0.012), with lower workload ratings
coming from the 1x density. There was no significant effect of traffic density within
the CR condition (Z = −1.120, p = 0.263). Descriptive statistics reflect these trends
(see Table 2). These workload results appear to support our expectation (and also
align with the HACD data reported in [3]), that workload would increase under less
automated working environments and during higher levels of traffic.

4.3 Situation Awareness

Situation Awareness Accuracy. Listed in Table 2, the average percentages of
correctly-answered situation awareness questions remained fairly stable throughout
the four combinations of task sets and traffic densities, with between 70.25 and
77.75 % accuracy. A repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed this with no signifi-
cant effect of condition or density (F(1,7) = 0.747, p = 0.416) and (F(1,7) = 1.268,
p = 0.297), respectively. These results contest the expectation that removing con-
trollers from the conflict detection task (i.e., the CR task set) would negatively
impact their situation awareness.

Situation Awareness Response Time. A repeated-measures ANOVA showed a
significant difference in situation awareness response time as a result of task set, (F
(1,7) = 7.555, p < 0.05), where the CR condition had slower response times
(M = 7.114, SD = 0.391) than the CD&R condition (M = 6.057, SD = 0.525).
Tests also revealed that traffic density had no significant effect on situation
awareness response time. In contrast to the situation awareness accuracy data, these
results support the notion that the conflict detection task is an important contributor
to the controller’s understanding of the traffic in their sector. Admittedly, the sta-
tistical significance here represents a difference of less than two seconds; therefore
such findings may have limited meaning. Descriptive statistics are listed in Table 2.

4.4 Resolution Response Time and Workload

Results from a Spearman’s correlation test between resolution response time and
workload approached significance in the CD&R-1.2x pairing (rs(18) = 0.452,
p = 0.060). This shows a positive relationship in that resolution response time and
workload increased together. It is also interesting to note that while controller
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workload increased, the variability in resolution response time increased as well
(see Fig. 2). There were no significant or near-significant relationships found for
any of the other combinations of task set and traffic density.

4.5 Resolution Response Time and Situation Awareness

The correlation between resolution response time and situation awareness accuracy
approached significance for two pairings: CR-1x and CD&R-1x ((rs(24) = 0.374,
p = 0.072) and (rs(24) = −0.375, p = 0.071), respectively). Although these two
correlations are similar in strength, their directions are inverted relative to each
other. The CR-1x correlation displayed a positive relationship, with resolution
response time and situation awareness accuracy increasing together. Meanwhile, the
CD&R-1x correlation revealed a negative relationship, where resolution response
time decreased as situation awareness accuracy increased. For reference, these
findings are reflected in Figs. 3 and 4. Further tests were unable to find any cor-
relations of significance or near-significance for any of the combinations of task set
and traffic density (p > 0.1).

Fig. 2 Scatterplot of average resolution response time against average workload rating, including
a linear trend-line, for the CD&R task set in the 1.2x traffic density
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Fig. 3 Scatterplot of average resolution response time against average situation awareness
accuracy, including a linear trend-line, for the CR task set in the 1x traffic density

Fig. 4 Scatterplot of average resolution response time against average situation awareness
accuracy, including a linear trend-line, for the CD&R task set in the 1x traffic density
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5 Discussion

When the confounds of run length and traffic density were present in the com-
parison of resolution response time data between the CR and CD&R task sets, the
distribution of data indicated value in having controllers involved in the conflict
detection task. However, the new analyses, which focused just on the 60-min trials
and split out the traffic density variable, no longer supported that argument. One
possible explanation for this is that in the shorter, 20-min trials controllers were
more engaged and experienced less fatigue; perhaps supported by the larger stan-
dard deviations. Within the longer, perhaps more tiring trials, the demands of the
more manual environment associated with the CD&R task set, seem to have led to
the increased mean response times; enough to reach significance. Another element
possibly contributing to these differences stems from a simulation artifact: in the CR
condition, the trigger for the radar display’s blackout mode was simply the absence
of any detected conflicts. The following sequence captures an unintended conse-
quence of this implementation: (1) conflict detected, blackout mode disengages;
(2) controller issues a heading vector to maintain separation; (3) conflict resolved
(i.e., no longer detected), blackout mode engages. The end result of this example is
that an aircraft continues along an open vector, with the controller unable to see
when to issue the follow-up heading instruction to put the aircraft back on course.
During the simulation, controllers received training on how to manually disengage
the blackout mode, facilitating the ability to follow-up on an open-ended instruction
in order to ‘close the loop’, at which point they could manually re-engage the
blackout mode. Comments from a few participants indicated this process was a bit
cumbersome, and could explain a higher proportion of simpler, cruder resolution
maneuvers (e.g., altitude instructions) that better supported the ability to more
quickly complete the resolution process for a given encounter before moving on to
the next thing.

The workload data describes very believable circumstances, where controllers
felt less busy during conditions where they had (literally) nothing to look at for part
of the time. Additionally, their workload ratings helped validate our traffic sce-
narios, reporting lower workload in the 1x traffic density. That the same difference
between traffic densities was only observed in CD&R is likely because the effects of
the CR task set’s blackout mode outweighed the impact of traffic density.

A major concern about human-automation interactions is the possible reduction
of operator situation awareness. While the situation awareness accuracy metric did
not see any effect of task set, the situation awareness response time data did. The
results not only highlight the need to examine situation awareness from multiple
angles, but suggest that the controllers were able to perform equally well in cor-
rectly answering the situation awareness questions across both task sets, but only at
the expense of response time. Given that such expenses amounted to less than two
seconds of time, the likely implication is that both the level at which situation
awareness was degraded and the amount of compensation needed to overcome it,
were minimal.
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Correlating the resolution response time and workload data uncovered a
potential trend describing a positive relationship in which the resolution response
times and workload ratings increased together. This relationship only appeared
during the CD&R-1.2x condition, which generally speaking, was the most chal-
lenging of the analyzed conditions, since it paired the higher traffic density with the
more manual task set. Perhaps the more difficult nature of this condition explains
why the statistical relationship did not appear anywhere else, suggesting that it was
the only condition able to elicit a meaningful range of workload ratings from the
participants. Also, the resolution response times appear to disperse more as the
workload ratings increase, providing additional evidence of the relationship
between the two measures: during the more complex situations likely associated
with higher workload ratings, it would be reasonable for controllers to need more
time to resolve a conflict.

The correlational analysis between resolution response time and situation
awareness accuracy helped uncover a few key aspects of how they influenced each
other. During the CR task set, any time spent by the controllers resolving a conflict
directly corresponded to the amount of time that the blackout mode was disen-
gaged, and consequently, the amount of time they were able to observe the traffic in
their sector. Therefore, any increase in resolution response time brought with it
more time for the controllers to observe traffic, and naturally led to better answers to
the situation awareness questions. Whereas the resolution response time (and
‘screen time’, indirectly so) seemingly drives the situation awareness in the CR task
set, that simple story may not hold true in the CD&R task set. Rather, it appears as
if the situation awareness is driving the resolution response time. As controllers
perform their conflict detection duties, they naturally need to observe more things
and consider more things, and as a result, may need more time to resolve certain
conflicts (note the larger spread in resolution response time data in Fig. 4 vs.
Fig. 3). When we consider the situation awareness component, a controller with
low situation awareness is likely to take even longer to resolve a conflict.
Conversely, a controller with good situation awareness can more likely identify a
resolution more quickly.

6 Conclusion

This paper examined the subjective measures of workload and situation awareness
within the objective context of conflict resolution response time. Real-world service
providers are considering future air traffic management systems that include more
automation: automation that will likely work jointly with human operators. It is
critical then, to understand the various impacts of human-automation interaction, in
order to identify any costs or consequences that could inform good system design.
In addition to showing that creating an environment which removes the controller
from the detection task is more difficult than one might assume, the results here
uncover not only the importance of analyses which co-examine multiple factors, but
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also offer evidence of the obvious relationship between conflict detection and
conflict resolution. It was the situation awareness data that best identified how the
detection and resolution tasks influence each other. Findings from the situation
awareness accuracy data point to the idea that controllers can likely resolve conflicts
with our without first detecting the conflict… but will do so in very different ways.
Data here suggest removing the conflict detection task will limit situation awareness
and may result in the consideration of only a few factors, producing resolutions of a
more simplified nature; whereas detecting a conflict beforehand will add to the
controller’s situation awareness and may result in the considerations of several
factors, producing resolutions of a more optimized nature.
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Human Systems Integration and Strategic
Planning

Edward Austrian, Michael Sawyer and Katherine Berry

Abstract The National Airspace System (NAS) Enterprise Architecture (EA)
describes Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) goals, operational
changes, planned infrastructure changes, and guidance materials that are referenced
by FAA programs throughout the acquisition process. To strengthen the presence of
human factors in NAS infrastructure plans and improvements, the FAA Human
Factors Research and Engineering Division executed a redesign of the Human
System Integration (HSI) Roadmap. This paper will present the methods utilized to
redesign the HSI Roadmap, provide an overview of sample human factors inte-
gration opportunities, and key lessons learned.

Keywords Transportation � Aviation � NextGen � Human-systems integration

1 Introduction

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is transforming the National Airspace
System (NAS) through the implementation of the Next Generation Air
Transportation (NextGen). NextGen aims to improve safety, capacity, and efficiency
through the introduction of inter-dependent infrastructure, service, procedure, and
policy updates [1]. Serving as a guide to this complex transition is the FAA’s NAS
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Enterprise Architecture (EA). The NAS EA provides users with a strategic blueprint
of top-down service changes, infrastructure changes, and supporting guidance
materials. These data elements are communicated through a variety of EA products
and are referenced by FAA programs throughout the acquisition process [2].

For approximately eight years, the HSI Roadmap has been an integral part of the
NAS EA. Since its inception, the HSI Roadmap has been the only NAS EA product
to exclusively document human factors engineering activities and the evolution of
user-centered needs. On an annual basis, the HSI Roadmap is updated to reflect the
most current human factors needs and how FAA Human Factors intends to respond
to them [3].

To strengthen the inclusion of human factors in NAS infrastructure plans and
improvements, the FAA Human Factors Research and Engineering Division
(ANG-C1) executed a redesign of the HSI Roadmap between October 2014 and
June 2015. The intent of the redesign was to ensure compliance with EA guidelines
while more clearly documenting the impact of human factors products on NAS
infrastructure changes. As such, the renewed focus of the HSI Roadmap moved
away from workforce evolution and shifted towards the documentation of human
factors integration opportunities to support infrastructure changes and responsive
human performance.

1.1 Purpose

One of the many challenges across industry is the timely inclusion of human factors
in acquisitions. It is critical that the FAA proactively identify and address
user-centered needs as it continues to concurrently develop and implement
NextGen changes [4]. From an infrastructure development standpoint, the HSI
Roadmap aims to address this need and promote the consistent consideration and
inclusion of human factors in infrastructure development plans [5]. This paper
presents the development of the 2016 HSI Roadmap, an overview of current human
factors and safety needs, sample human factors integration opportunities, and les-
sons learned throughout the development process.

2 Methods

The HSI Roadmap redesign was executed in two phases—Information Display
Structure and Content Development. Each of these phases and related methods are
detailed in the following sub-sections.
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2.1 Information Display Structure

During Phase I of the redesign process, data was gathered from the FAA Human
Factors Library [6]. NextGen research reports documenting projects managed by
ANG-C1 between 2012 and 2014 were collected. Each report’s abstract was
evaluated to identify three components—(1) the NAS shortfall/mission gap that a
project aimed to address, (2) the project’s end product description and proposed
benefits, and (3) the NAS infrastructure impact that a project’s end product may
yield.

As these information elements were identified, they were sorted into three cat-
egories—Shortfalls, Benefits, and Infrastructure Impacts. At the completion of this
evaluation, each category was further examined to identify independent, trending
themes. The Shortfalls category was examined to identify the leading NextGen
human factors needs addressed by ANG-C1 between 2012 and 2014. The Benefits
category was examined to identify the most frequently proposed benefits for the
projects evaluated. The Infrastructure Impacts category was examined to identify
the leading impacts to NAS infrastructure. The emerging themes from each of the
three categories were applied at an enterprise-level to develop the HSI Roadmap’s
information display structure.

Utilizing the classified information, three layers of information (shown in Fig. 1)
within the HSI Roadmap were developed. From the Shortfalls category the top layer,
Functions, are a representation of the on-going FAA assessment to identify targeted,
NAS-wide human factors needs. The middle layer, NextGen Focus Areas/Activities,
was derived from the Benefits category. NextGen Focus Areas/Activities are a rep-
resentation of the project-level responses to one or more human factors needs. From
the Infrastructure Impacts category, the final layer, Infrastructure Development
Influences, was determined. Infrastructure Development Influences are a represen-
tation of the direct impact that a specific human factors product may introduce to one
or more NAS infrastructure program(s) at a specific point-in-time.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the HSI Roadmap Functions and NextGen
Focus Areas/Activities. Specific Infrastructure Development Influences are depicted
through product integration lines in the HSI Roadmap diagrams.

Fig. 1 HSI roadmap
information layers/hierarchy
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2.2 Content Development

During Phase II of the redesign process, data was gathered from the NAS EA Portal
[2]. Seventeen human factors decision points were collected. Each of the human
factors decision points were evaluated based on their expected NAS infrastructure
impacts. Next, each decision point was linked to the HSI Roadmap Functions and
NextGen Focus Areas/Activities. To identify individual Infrastructure Development
Influences, an additional 207 non-human factors decision points/regulatory mile-
stones were collected. Each of the 207 non-human factors decision points were
evaluated through one-on-one stakeholder working sessions to identify technical
relationships with the 17 human factors decision points. Of the 207 non-human
factors decision points, 12 decision points had technical relationships with one or
more of the 17 human factors decision points. Each of these relationships were
validated by stakeholders and are clearly documented throughout the HSI Roadmap
diagrams through product integration lines.

Functions NextGen Focus Areas / Activities

Human-System Performance Risk Reduction

NextGen ATC / Tech Ops Error Management and 
Complex Systems

Human Performance and Safety

Human Centered 
Design 

Workstation Development

ATC Information 
Integration and User Comprehension

ATC Information Presentation & 
Management

ATC Display Convergence

FAA Acquisition Evaluation

Human Factors AMS and SMS Support to 
Emerging Programs

FAA Order 9550.8 & AMS Policy 4.7 
Compliance

Procedure Development 

NextGen Air-Ground Procedure Development

Procedure Complexity Reduction and 
Usability  

Support FAA Evaluation and Approval of 
Complex Systems

NextGen Flight Deck Error 
Management

Evaluation of Applicant Compliance with 
Human Factors Related Regulations

Support FAA Evaluation and Approval of 
NextGen Avionics & Flight Deck Technologies

Flight Crew Interfaces, Installation & Integra-
tion Issues, & Ops

Evaluation of Applicant Compliance with 
Human Factors Related Regulations

Fig. 2 HSI roadmap functions & NextGen focus areas/activities
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3 Results

Upon completion of the annual NAS EA update cycle, the HSI Roadmap was
published on the NAS Systems Engineering Portal in February 2016 [2, 3]. The
updated roadmap depicts numerous direct and indirect relationships with other
infrastructure roadmaps, such as Automation, Aircraft, Airspace & Procedures,
Safety, Surveillance, and Communications. Documentation of these relationships
increases the visibility and accountability of human factors. It also drives strategic
human factors activities and promotes cross-domain coordination to support the
timely influence of human factors products on NAS infrastructure changes.

3.1 Human Factors and Safety Results

Diagram 1 of 4 of the HSI Roadmap (documented in Fig. 3) depicts the
Human-System Performance Risk Reduction Function and its related NextGen
Focus Areas/Activities—Human Performance and Safety and Human Centered
Design. The Human-System Performance Risk Reduction Function represents the
on-going identification of enterprise-level human factors safety needs. Human
factors safety needs may be identified through the examination of acquisition
programs, internal FAA safety assessment outputs, or through the targeted analysis

Fig. 3 HSI roadmap page 1 of 4
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of NextGen improvements. This Function drives the execution of its respective
NextGen Focus Areas/Activities.

The Human Performance and Safety NextGen Focus Area/Activity aims to
proactively identify NextGen human error modes and conditions that may arise
from the introduction of complex systems and procedures. These activities also aim
to identify air-ground acquisition programs that may benefit from completed or
planned Human Performance and Safety products. Programs may apply these
products to inform the development of NAS shortfalls, solution alternatives, or
required FAA acquisition safety documents (e.g. OSA, SRMD, etc.). Currently
there are 5 human factors decisions points that are linked to this NextGen Focus
Area/Activity (Table 1).

The Human Centered Design NextGen Focus Area/Activity aims to address
emerging air-ground safety-critical design needs. These activities also aim to
identify acquisition programs that may benefit from completed or planned Human
Centered Design products. Programs may apply these products to inform the
development of Requirements Documents, Test & Evaluation (T&E) methods, and
Verification & Validation (V&V) criteria. Currently there is 1 human factors
decision point linked to this NextGen Focus Area/Activity.

For example, Table 2 summarizes a subset of human factors to non-human
factors decision point relationships identified during Phase II of the HSI Roadmap
redesign. Each of these relationships represent a specific opportunity (potential
infrastructure development influence) for an acquisition program to apply research
products related to human factors decision point 926.

In addition to completing the associated research with decision point 926, sig-
nificant coordination between human factors and mid-term acquisition programs
must be conducted to complete this decision. One of the many benefits to the HSI

Table 1 Human factors and safety results overview

Function NextGen focus areas/activities Sample infrastructure development
influences

Human-system
performance
risk reduction

Human performance and safety

988 989 994 995926

Human centered design

927

• Allocation of functions between
users and automation

• Mitigation of human error
conditions arising from the
introduction of complex systems
and procedures

• Definition of operational
human-system performance
criteria

• Proactive derivation of out-year
human performance and safety
needs

NextGen
ATC/Tech
Ops error
management
and complex
systems
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Roadmap is that it serves as a cross-program coordination tool for human factors. It
reduces frequently encountered barriers between programs and supports ANG-C1’s
effort to transition products from research to reality.

4 Lessons Learned

The HSI Roadmap redesign process was executed over the course of 9 months.
During this period, the team encountered multiple technical and logistical chal-
lenges. This section will review key lessons from this project.

4.1 Cross-Team Collaboration

During the HSI Roadmap redesign, the team regularly coordinated across multiple
domains and lines of business. Engaging in this coordination from the beginning
allowed the team seek technical inputs from a diverse pool of non-human factors
subject matter experts and gain Agency-wide support during the product’s concept
development phase. Additionally, this cross-team collaboration served as a
risk-reduction mechanism and significantly eased the implementation process.

4.2 Product Flexibility

In Phase I, the team initially employed a bottom-up approach to support informa-
tion display structure development. In doing this, the team continually found that it
was extremely easy to get lost in the details. As a result, the team adjusted their
approach to Phase I and used a top-down approach (as detailed in the methods

Table 2 Human factors–non-human factors decision point relationships

Human factors decision point Non-human decision points Primary roadmap

926: Decision on the
implementation strategy of
mid-term human performance
safety requirements into the
NextGen safety process

198: FID for TFDM Segment 2 Automation

1007: FID for TBFM Work Package
(WP) 4

Automation

973: FID for CATMT WP 5 Automation

304: FID for Data Comm Segment 2 Communications

850: FID for ATOP Enhancements WP 1 Automation

884: FID for ADS-B In Applications Surveillance
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section). This allowed the end product to maintain its enterprise-level focus and
have built in flexibility for future growth or document updates.

4.3 Lack of Industry Best Practices

Unlike many other lines of businesses within the FAA, human factors does not
acquire infrastructure, it supports it. Due to this, documenting a cohesive,
enterprise-level narrative was challenging. While the team found many FAA and
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) references helpful, there
were no comparable roadmaps, documents, or best practices from industry available
[7]. As a result, the team referenced technology roadmaps from other infrastructure
and non-infrastructure domains throughout Phase I and II of this effort.

5 Conclusion

For approximately 8 years, the HSI Roadmap has been an integral part of the
NAS EA. Since its inception, the HSI Roadmap has been the only NAS EA product
to exclusively document human factors engineering efforts and the evolution of
user-centered needs. As such, the HSI Roadmap may be used as a tool to develop
human factors dependencies and a method to drive the identification of future
integration opportunities. Multiple human factors opportunities exist to support the
successful delivery of NAS infrastructure and NextGen capabilities throughout the
mid- and far-terms. Functionally, the HSI Roadmap may be used a means to
support the identification of those opportunities and a tool to promote the timely
inclusion of human factors in NAS acquisitions.
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If It Gets Measured, It Can Be Managed

Sue Burdekin

Abstract The ICAO requirement for aviation operators to adopt a Safety
Management System has led to innovative approaches in order to satisfy the
measurement and monitoring of performance. One pilot human factors performance
evaluation methodology that has gained support in both civil and military opera-
tions is Mission Operations Safety Audits (MOSA). MOSA has evolved from an
experimental research program which was initially tested in a single pilot FA/18
Hornet simulator. It was then adapted to multi-crewed flight decks and further
tested in a European civil airline and an Indian sub-continent regional airline before
being reintroduced to military multi-crewed transport operations. Following the
success of the trials, a mature MOSA Program was recently rolled out to all of the
transport squadrons from 86Wing, Royal Australian Air Force. These included
squadrons operating the C-17 Globemaster III, the KC30A MRTT (Multi-Roll
Tanker) and the KA350 King Air. MOSA is a structured pilot self-assessment
program that collects data across subject matter expert designed categories of
behaviour that are tailored to meet the specific requirements of the operation. Each
pilot assesses him/herself, their co-pilot and how they perceive the overall perfor-
mance of their operation as a crew. The anonymity of the self-reporter is protected
and the data is submitted by use of electronic tablet technology where it is analysed
to produce a system evaluation report and highlight developing issues. Once
base-line measures are established, the effectiveness of interventions can be can be
measured by subsequent MOSA evaluations. This paper will discuss the develop-
ment of the MOSA methodology and give examples of the results that it can
provide to users.

Keywords Safety management systems � Pilot performance evaluation � Human
factors
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1 Introduction

In November 2013, Annex 19 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation
came into force becoming the first new Annex to be adopted by the Council of the
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in over 30 years. Annex 19
consolidated references to Safety Management previously contained in Annexes 1
(Personnel Licensing), 6 (Operation of Aircraft), 8 (Airworthiness of Aircraft), 11
(Air Traffic Services), 13 (Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation) and 14
(Aerodromes). Annex 19 requires States to develop a State Safety Plan (SSP). In
Australia, the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) developed the SSP in
cooperation with the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB), Air Services
Australia, the Department of Transport, the Department of Infrastructure and
Regional Development, the Australian Maritime Safety Authority, the Bureau of
Meteorology, and the Department of Defence. Where possible, the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) aims to harmonize its approach to safety regulations with the
civil system. This philosophy provides a relatively seamless interface with joint
operations in controlled airspace and multi-user airports. Additionally, as more
military practices, such as, aircraft servicing and some transport aircraft leasing
arrangements, are outsourced to civilian organisations, common safety regulations
ensure high standards of compliance.

There are four components that should be addressed within the State Safety
program framework: Safety Policy and Objectives; Safety Risk Management;
Safety Assurance; and, Safety Promotion. Under Safety Assurance States are
required to maintain safety oversight; collect, analyse and exchange data; and,
target the oversight of areas of greater concern or need [1].

The SSP provides governance for the CASA SMS framework, which requires
operators to undertake ‘Performance Monitoring and Measuring’ within the Safety
Assurance component (refer to Fig. 1). The regulator does not prescribe how
operators are to meet these standards but rather, is open to new and innovative
approaches as long as compliance is achieved [2].

One pilot performance human factors evaluation methodology that has gained
support in both civil and military operational environments is Mission Operations
Safety Audits (MOSA). MOSAwas originally designed as a military aviation human
factors evaluation tool. The ADF Directorate of Aviation and Air Force Safety
(DDAAFS) sought to establish whether there had been a transfer of crew resource
management (CRM) training from the classroom to the flight deck. A review of Line
Operations Safety Audits (LOSA) found that the behavioural observation informa-
tion gathered could be utilized within the DDAAFS safety measurement and mon-
itoring program. However, LOSA was originally designed for civil commercial
airline application where passenger comfort and on-time performance demonstrate
the success of the mission. Military aviation operations are far more diverse, often
involving high speed, rapid manoeuvre and terrain following flight. Additionally,
many military aviation platforms cannot accommodate an observer and for those
transport aircraft that could, the review concluded that LOSA could be expensive,
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labour intensive and intrusive. Experimental research was therefore undertaken to
test the validity of structured pilot behavioural self-assessment across a range of
pre-determined categories of non-technical skills behaviour.

The original MOSA categories of behaviour were developed by a focus group of
subject matter experts (SMEs) comprising military line pilots, instructors and
executive (operational management) officers, assisted by the researcher, who is also
a commercial pilot. Examples of the categories of behaviour are listed later in this
paper. An experimental paradigm was designed utilizing a F/A-18 single seat
simulator to test the hypothesis that highly skilled and operationally current pro-
fessional pilots were able to confidently and accurately self-assess their own per-
formance using the structured categories of behaviour protocols. Thirty RAAF fast
jet pilot volunteers flew the same high and medium workload simulator mission
whilst two trained observers assessed their performance using the same protocols
that the pilots used to self-assess. Prior to conducting the main analysis, an interrater
reliability test established that the observers agreed with each other on the
assessment of the participant pilots. Those assessments were then compared to the
pilot self-assessments and the correlated results supported the hypothesis [3].

Following the success of this initial experiment, the MOSA methodology was
then further developed and tested in two multi-crewed civilian airlines. The first
was based in Europe and operated A319 aircraft, and the second was a regional
airline based in the Indian subcontinent and operated Dash8 aircraft. As the MOSA
research was specifically interested in validating the ability of pilots to self-assess,
the behavioural categories were tailored, once again by SMEs in each company and
the researcher, to target non-technical skills that were relevant in their unique
environment. Confidential self-assessment data were collected by captains, first

Fig. 1 Australian CASA safety management system framework
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officers and observers, assessing each pilot from the jump seat, during a total of
over 100 normal revenue raising flight sectors. Additionally, each pilot was asked to
confidentially rate the performance of their co-pilot. Once again, the observer and
pilots’ correlated results supported the premise that professional pilots are able to
self-assess their own performance and that of their co-pilot across a range of pre-
determined behavioural markers. Furthermore, rather than inflate their ratings, as
some literature espoused, pilots were generally more critical of themselves com-
pared to the assessment of the trained observer [4, 5].

So, having successfully tested the MOSA pilot self-assessment methodology in
both the simulator and in the field; in military single seat fast jet operations and in
multi-crewed civilian commercial aircraft, it was concluded that highly skilled, well
trained, professional pilots were able to reliably self-assess their own performance
in a confidential, non-jeopardy situation for the purpose of an operational system
evaluation. The strength of the MOSA approach, compared to LOSA and
NOTECHS is that the protocols can be tailored to the operational needs of the user.
MOSA is not a one size fits all process.

Upon completion of the MOSA research program, the Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF) 36 Squadron, which operates the C-17A Globemaster III aircraft,
was the first ADF multi-crewed transport squadron to establish baseline human
performance measurements by adopting the mature MOSA methodology.

2 MOSA Methodology

In preparation for the MOSA system evaluation, a review of Aviation Safety
Occurrence Reports (ASORs) over the past 3 years was completed. Based on the
findings from the review, a 36 Squadron Safety Questionnaire was designed by a
team of Squadron SMEs, guided by the researcher (refer to Table 1). The results
from the questionnaire further enabled the SMEs to highlight issues of operational
concern and, therefore, better target the design of the categories of behaviour and
the MOSA protocols.

One example of a safety issue identified in both the review of the ASORs and
also in the questionnaire was ‘fatigue’. Therefore, a decision was taken to incor-
porate a fatigue scale into the MOSA protocol design. Details including, nomina-
tion of the ‘duty day’, ‘commencement of duty’, ‘end of duty’, and a self-reported
‘level of fatigue’ at the commencement and end of each flight sector (leg) was
requested of pilots using the Samn-Perelli 7-pt Sleepiness Scale. This scale is used
widely in the aviation sector and was originally developed to estimate aircrew
fatigue in USAF airlift operations [6–8].

Following focus group discussions, the MOSA categories of behaviour targeted
by the SMEs were resolved to be: briefing; contingency management; monitor/cross
check; workload management; situational awareness; automation management;
communication; and, problem solving/decision making. An example of a category
of behaviour can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 1 Pre-MOSA questionnaire

1. In your opinion what are the top 3 aviation safety issues currently affecting ADF aviation?

2. Although we strive to prevent accidents, it is vital that we identify risks that are present in the
aviation safety system. With that in mind and with your expert knowledge of the ADF aviation
environment can you nominate any circumstances that might contribute to a future aviation
incident/accident with the ADF?

3. What do you think would be the best way to prevent this?

4. What process or strategies do you use for making immediate risk assessments as part of your
daily tasks?

5. On the scale below please indicate how comfortable you are in raising safety concerns with
your chain of command. (1 = uncomfortable for fear of reprisal or not being supported
5 = very confident you will be supported)

6. What is the one thing you remember from your last CRM/HF training, and how have you
applied it in your current role?

Table 2 Category of behaviour—automation management

Behavioural
category

Descriptor Grading/word picture (1. Poor;
2. Marginal; 3. Adequate;
4. Very good; 5. Excellent)

Automation
management

Interaction between the operator
and automated system
Automation was properly managed
to balance situational and/or workload
requirements. Automation setup was
briefed to other members. Effective
recovery techniques from automation
anomalies

1. Incorrect crew interaction and
management of aircraft automatic
systems. Clear errors of competency
in automation set-up, mode selection
and utilization

2. Basic interaction with aircraft
automatic systems. Appropriate
mode selection and utilization barely
adequate to maintain safe flight
profiles

3. Level of automation interaction
adequate to maintain prescribed
SOP profiles. Mode utilization
satisfactory and procedurally
correct. Recovery technique from
anomalies reflects limited system
awareness

4. Automation interaction to a good
standard. Effective and timely
management of automatic modes.
Flight path SOP profiles maintained
to a proficient standard. Clear
understanding of aircraft automation
systems reflected in sound anomaly
management

5. Automation management to a high
standard. Clear anticipation and use
of appropriate modes. All anomalies
managed to a highly proficient
standard reflecting a deep
understanding of the automation
system
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Demographic information was collected from the pilot participants. This con-
sisted of their: aircrew category; age; years since completion of flight training; total
hours flight time; hours on the aircraft type (C-17); and recency—flight time in the
past 30 days (see Table 3). Each pilot was then assigned a discrete number so that
data matching could be achieved.

The design of the MOSA protocol included other variables, such as, ‘type of
mission’ (airborne ops or logistics support), and ‘pilot flying’ or ‘pilot monitoring’.

2.1 MOSA Procedure

As the MOSA program was now a mature system evaluation tool, observers were
no longer used. Pilots were asked to confidentially self-assess their own perfor-
mance, how they perceived their co-pilot performed, and how they perceived they
performed as a crew in each of the eight categories of behaviour by using a 5 point
Likert scale (as seen in Table 2). This was to be recorded for each sector (leg).

To streamline the data collection, MOSA protocols were adapted for iPad use in
the aircraft. The aim was to minimise the impact on each mission and facilitate the
efficient transfer of data to a secure server whilst flight crews were deployed.

3 Examples from MOSA Results

The data were collected from 36 Squadron captains and co-pilots during normal
operational missions over a four month period. Whilst the evaluation was being
conducted, the aircraft was tasked to complete a variety of missions around the
globe, including: the delivery of humanitarian aid to countries that had experienced
hurricanes, earthquakes and tidal waves; supply missions to the Middle East; and,
the repatriation of victims from the MH-17 aircraft disaster in the Ukraine. The final
analysis was comprised of data sets from 84 sectors.

The results from the initial MOSA pilot evaluation were able to provide the
squadron with a baseline level of performance measures. These included: aggre-
gated mean data of total pilot performance; how captains performed compared to

Table 3 Pilot participant details

Aircrew Mean
age

Mean years
since training

Mean total
hours

Mean hours
on C17

Mean hours in
past 30 days

Captains 31 8 2424 1255 25

Co-pilots 29 5.45 1334 196 25
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co-pilots, how they perceived each other’s performance, and how they performed as
a crew. These results could also be broken down by category of behaviour, mission
type, experience levels, and issues to do with fatigue. An example of the type of
narrative that could be reported is listed below. These behavioural category
assessments represent rating 4 on the 5-point Likert scale, and would be particularly
relevant to the squadron executives because they themselves were part of the SME
group that set the standard and developed them.

• Briefing: Effective crew briefing conducted utilizing all squadron/non-squadron
information. There was proficient time and workload management with clear
interaction and allocation of duties amongst crew.

• Contingency Management: Well-established threat management strategies
employed. All threats detected early and strategies actively verbalized. All
available resources were utilized.

• Monitor/cross-check: Consistent and effective monitoring of aircraft systems
and crew actions were such that any anomalies were detected and responded to
in a timely manner.

• Workload Management: All tasks were correctly organized in the manner that
makes flight management efficient. Abnormal and emergency situations were
quickly resolved to a good outcome.

• Situational Awareness: Situationally aware of all significant factors affecting the
flight, regularly updated by checking against instruments, ATC, and other
crewmembers.

• Automation Management: Automation interaction was to a good standard.
Effective and timely management of automatic modes. Flight path SOP profiles
maintained to a proficient standard. Clear understanding of aircraft automation
systems reflected in sound anomaly management.

• Communication: Clear and concise communication with other crew members.
Use of resources in a manner that improves overall safety.

• Problem Solving and Decision Making: Decision making takes into account all
essential factors, follows correct procedure, and allows for contingencies.

The collapsed data were also able to show that both captains and co-pilots
believed that they performed better as a crew than they individually rated them-
selves across all categories of behaviour. Therefore, when either the captain
(self-report) and/or the co-pilot (self-report) data were marked down, overall the
performance as a crew was perceived by each pilot to be of a higher standard than
the performance of each pilot individually. This is more pronounced in the co-pilot
cohort. Throughout this process both captains and co-pilots were more critical of
their own performance than their crew members rated that performance, which was
common in the earlier research where the pilots were being rated by an observer and
therefore provides evidence that, collectively, these pilots reported accurately.
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4 Discussion

A detailed MOSA Report was issued to the squadron executive. The report high-
lighted both areas of strength and weakness that had been identified by those
professionals who perform at the coalface of the operation on a daily basis—the
pilots.

The first mature ADF MOSA evaluation achieved a number of goals for 36
Squadron. Firstly, it was used as a safety assurance tool which, for the most part,
confirmed that the squadron pilots were applying sound non-technical skills.
Additionally, the report articulated the same issues that had been either suspected or
had been highlighted from other empirical data collection. Therefore, management
had the evidence to substantiate changes to specific areas of training and crew
development. Finally, the initial MOSA provided a baseline for annual evaluation
comparison. The philosophy of the squadron executive was clearly articulated by
the final comment, ‘if it gets measured, it can be managed’.

5 Conclusion

The strength, accuracy and practicality of the MOSA methodology were demon-
strated by the successful outcome of the 36 Squadron MOSA. The dissemination of
the MOSA report attracted the attention of other force element groups within the
RAAF. This resulted in 86 Wing further extending the MOSA methodology to the
remaining two transport squadrons it controls within Air Mobility Group, that is, 33
Squadron which, operates the Airbus Military KC-30A Multi-Role Tanker pro-
viding air-to-air refuelling and strategic transport capability; and 38 Squadron
currently providing conversion training on the King Air, light transport capability
and Royal Australian Army 3rd Brigade support. Following the steps outlined in
this paper each squadron nominated their own SMEs and set about customizing the
MOSA protocols to their own unique operational requirements. Some changes
including, the addition of a text box for comments and a new category of behaviour,
‘Planning’, accompanied by the relevant word pictures, were incorporated into the
design in expectation of achieving even greater granularity.

These two squadrons are currently in the process of collecting MOSA data.
Additionally, 36 Squadron has undertaken its second MOSA evaluation. Analysis
of that data will be able to provide a clear indication of the impact that implemented
change has made.

The MOSA approach to pilot performance evaluation, as a component of the
SMS safety performance and measurement requirement, has made a positive con-
tribution to aviation safety within the RAAF. This is evidenced by the decision of
86 Wing to commit to conducting an annual MOSA for each of its transport
squadrons over the next three years.
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New Approach to Determination of Main
Solution Taking Dominant of Air Traffic
Controller During Flight Level Norms
Violation

Oleksii Reva, Sergii Borsuk, Bala Mirzayev Mushgyul-Ogli
and Peyman Mukhtarov Shirin-Ogli

Abstract Mutual influence of ICAO flight safety main concept components is
grounded from the perspective of main factor—“aviation personnel attitude to safe
actions and conditions” taking into account influence of human factor on flight
safety. This attitude is found with help of building and analysis of estimate use-
fulness functions for continuums of aircraft flight norms based on air traffic con-
trollers solutions of closed decision taking tasks. Herewith main solution taking
dominant that defines air traffic controller attitude to flight level norms violation
(tending, indifferent, non-tending to risk) is commonly found with help of “risk
premium” criterion that involves only one point of estimate usefulness function.
Improved criterion that includes in calculation all characteristic points of usefulness
function is proposed. It was found that under these circumstances efficiency of main
solution taking dominant determination is increased in 20 %.
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1 Introduction

It is generally known that front line air operators, that directly influence flight safety
(in positive and negative way), professional activity may be considered as con-
tinuous chain of decisions processed and implemented in apparent and hidden
forms under influence of various factors (objective/subjective, external/internal),
especially different kinds of stochastic and deterministic risks [1, 2]. Since human
factor is fairly considered by aviation institutions, specialists and researchers as
main part among measures used to guarantee required level of flight safety [2–7 and
others] correspondent researches should take into account peculiarities of tech-
nologies and procedures of aviation operator decision taking.

Fig. 1 Determination of ICAO safety concept components mutual influence from the human
factor point of view
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Basing on stated above it is possible to present interaction of safety concept
components from position of their influence on human factor, namely “aviation
personnel attitude to risky actions or conditions” part, as it is presented on Fig. 1.

From this figure one can see that mentioned “attitude” is grounded on several
components among which in context of this paper attention should be paid to block
(i), that shows basic decision taking dominants (inclined to risk, not inclined to risk,
indifferent to risk) (Fig. 2). Besides one should state that these dominants determi-
nation is deeply proactive [2, 8–12] that absolutely corresponds to ICAO recom-
mendations about implementation of proactive human factor strategies and alike.

Main decision taking dominants determine motivation for gaining success (risk
inclination) or avoiding failures (risk non-inclination) and may be found from
estimate usefulness functions parameters along with air operators professional
activity characteristics that are built by limited number of key points received from
special lotteries with open decision taking tasks. One should take into account that
correspondent procedures were used mostly in economical researches and they were
brought and developed in air operators scientific area by professor O.M. Reva along
with his scientific school representatives.

2 Previous Researches

Peculiarity of proposed approach is construction of estimate usefulness functions
upon physically tangible and well known indicators of air operators professional
activity. Current paper examines usefulness of aircraft flight norms continuums
taken from air traffic controllers opinions.

Five key points with usefulness 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 ðS0; S0:25; S0:5; S0:75; S1Þ, are
used to build estimate usefulness function for mentioned continuum S.

As it was mentioned, special lotteries were used for that purpose (Fig. 3). To
solve them respondents must state three determined lotteries equivalents with
usefulness S0:25; S0:5; S0:75.

Fig. 2 General form of air operators professional activity estimate usefulness functions
characteristics: a for functions with ascending argument; b for functions with descending argument
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By determined lottery equivalent basing on classic sources [13, 14] in context of
current research we consider such distance between aircrafts in limits of certain
flight level norm that makes air traffic controller indifferent in choice between its
value or 50 %–50 % lottery between maximal and proposed minimal values (ab-
solutely acceptable/satisfactory value and absolutely unacceptable/unsatisfactory
value).

Research involved 70 professional air traffic controllers of main center of united
air traffic control system of state owned enterprise AZANS (Republic of
Azerbaijan) and 132 air traffic control students from National aviation university
and Kirovohrad flight academy (Ukraine). Researches were carried out according to
single method for flight norms set by ICAO for horizontal plane, namely:

• distance between aircrafts S = 20 km, during longitudinal separation under IFR
(Instrument Flight Rules) procedure with continuous radar monitoring on air-
ways at the same level in ACC (Area Control Center) CTA (Control Area) and
APP (Approach Control) TMA (Terminal Control Area);

• distance between aircrafts S = 10 km, during longitudinal separation under IFR
procedure with continuous radar monitoring when crossing the same direction
level occupied by another aircraft in approach area APP (TMA) using ATC
automated system at the moment of crossing on conditions that no tracks
converging.

Current paper shows results of professional ATC polling given in Table 1.
To determine ATC attitude to risk, i.e. main solution taking dominant, special

risk premium is used. It is determined from ratio between taken flight norm median
and determined lottery equivalent with usefulness 0:5ðS0:5Þ and shows main solu-
tion taking dominant along all norm interval.

RRS0:5 ¼ �S� S0:5 ¼
[ 0 ---noninclined to risk
\0 ---inclined to risk
¼ 0 ---indifferent to risk

8
<

:
; ð1Þ

Fig. 3 Lotteries example
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Table 1 Results of professional ATC building of personal estimate usefulness functions for flight
norm S = 20 km continuum (fragment)

ATCi Estimate usefulness function key points MDTD Proposed new
method

S0 S0.25 S0.5 S0.75 S1
P

Si MDTD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ATC1 0 10 14 17 20 T 61 T

ATC2 0 8 12 16 20 T 56 T

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ATC9 0 8 10 16 20 I 54 T

ATC10 0 12 16 17 20 T 65 T

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ATC14 0 10 15 17 20 T 62 T

ATC15 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC16 0 14 15 18 20 T 67 T

ATC17 0 15 17 19 20 T 71 T

ATC18 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ATC25 0 13 15 17 20 T 65 T

ATC26 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC27 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC28 0 7 12 16 20 T 55 T

ATC29 0 5 7 10 20 N 42 N

ATC30 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC31 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC32 0 5 15 17 20 T 57 T

ATC33 0 10 15 17 20 T 62 T

ATC34 0 5 10 13 20 I 48 N

ATC35 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC36 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC37 0 3 6 10 20 N 39 N

ATC38 0 5 10 12 20 I 47 N

ATC39 0 10 15 17 20 T 62 T

ATC40 0 7 12 15 20 T 54 T

ATC41 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC42 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC43 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I

ATC44 0 5 10 13 20 I 48 N

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ATC55 0 16 18 19 20 T 73 T

ATC56 0 5 10 13 20 I 48 N

ATC57 0 10 15 17 20 T 62 T

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ATC61 0 5 10 15 20 I 50 I
(continued)
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where �S—average lottery win, given at Fig. 3a:

�S ¼ 0:5 � S0 þ 0:5 � S1 ¼ 0:5 � ðS0 þ S1Þ

Desire for playing the lottery to receive best possible distance value between
aircrafts characterize tendency to risk i.e. motivation to reach the success. At the
same time when respondent shows lack of such desire he wants to avoid risk i.e. he
is not inclined to it. Risk-indifferent respondents are considered to be “objective”
since they has linear estimate usefulness function (Fig. 2).

Using formula (1) and data from Table 1 we may find main solution taking
dominant for all air traffic controllers respondents (column 7 in Table 1) and receive
following proportion of persons that tends (T), not tends (N) and are indifferent (I) to
risk:

N:I:T,5:30:35, 1:6:7, 7:1 %:42:9 %:50 %: ð2Þ

Table 1 (continued)

ATCi Estimate usefulness function key points MDTD Proposed new
method

S0 S0.25 S0.5 S0.75 S1
P

Si MDTD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ATC62 0 6 9 15 20 N 50 I

ATC63 0 5 10 13 20 I 48 N

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

ATC68 0 7 13 15 20 T 55 T

ATC69 0 5 9 14 20 N 48 N

ATC70 0 9 11 14 20 T 54 T

Fig. 4 Typical empiric individual estimate usefulness functions for flight norm continuum in
20 km
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Though further use of received results is limited by cases when general tendency
in estimation of researched flight norm continuum usefulness can’t be determined
by single point of lottery equivalent with usefulness 0:5ðS0:5Þ. Really, construction,
approximation and analysis of individual estimate usefulness functions for ATC
with any attitude to risk makes no problem (Fig. 4). At the same time approxi-
mation of expert information received from ATC may witness about different
attitude.

3 Problem Statement

From all stated above the goal of current research is development of enhanced
criterion for main solution taking dominant determination.

4 Results of Research

Proposed new method of ATC main solution taking dominant determination upon
flight norm continuum is oriented on deeper ATC estimate usefulness functions
analysis, namely with help of summary index of key points S0; S0:25; S0:5; S0:75; S1
projection to the X axis research (Fig. 5).

Then as a result of linear estimate usefulness function nature summary index of
projections will be equal to:

L ¼ S0 þ S0:25 þ S0:5 þ S0:75 þ S1 ¼ Snorm

¼ 0þ 1
4
Snorm þ 2

4
Snorm þ 3

4
Snorm þ Snorm ¼ 2:5Snorm:

ð3Þ

Fig. 5 Risk indifferent ATC
estimate usefulness function
projection analysis
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Hence for ATC indifferent to risk individual summary index of key point pro-
jection into X axis should be equal to:

Lind: [ L , Lind: [ 2:5Snorm: ð4Þ

Then it is obvious (Figs. 2a, 4) that for ATC that is inclined to risk given index
will be greater:

Linc: [ L , Linc: [ 2:5Snorm: ð5Þ

At last for ATC that is not inclined to risk that index will be equal to:

Lnon�inc:\L , Lnon�inc:\2:5SHEPC: ð6Þ

In general that gives following risk premium value RRL:

RRL ¼ L� LBDTD ¼ 2:5Snorm � LBDTD ¼
[ 0 ---non�inclined to risk
\0 ---inclined to risk
¼ 0 ---indimmerent to risk

8
<

:
ð7Þ

Applying criterion 7 to expert information given in Table 1 brought up rectified
characteristics about ATC attitude to risk (columns 8 and 9 from Table 1) that may
be summarized in following proportion

N:I:T , 9:25:36 , 1:2:8:4 , 12:9 %:35:7 %:51:4 %: ð8Þ

One can see, that according to new approach seven ATC received rectified main
dominants that allows to state that implementation of such approach increased
precision of ATC attitude by 10 %. Table 2 shows main dominants redistribution.

Table 2 Main decision
taking dominants
redistribution for flight norm
continuum S = 20 km

Values found according
to RRS0:5

Values found
according to RRL

1 2 3 4

T 35 (50 %) T 35 (100 %)

I –

N –

I 5 (7.1 %) T –

I 4 (80 %)

N 1 (20 %)

N 30 (42.9 %) T 1 (3.3 %)

I 5 (16.7 %)

N 24 (80 %)
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As it comes from Table 2 rectification of main dominant happened mostly due to
main “inclined to risk” ATC dominants redistribution. For corresponding nonlinear
estimate functions referred attitude tendencies are kept for all continuum of
researched distances between aircrafts. That is confirmed by 100 % of respondents
that are “inclined to risk” which has kept their dominants after its determination
criterion rectification. Same effect is observed for respondents “non-inclined to
risk” since 80 % of them has kept same dominant after rectification.

In the same way researches of ATC attitude to risk for flight norm of 10 km.
were carried out. Redistribution of main dominants is shown in Table 3.

As a result proportions of ATC respondents that tends, indifferent and not tends
to risk may be presented:

• by criterion (1)

N:I:T , 2:30:38 , 1:15:19 , 2:8 %:42:9 %:54:3 %;

• by criterion (7)

N:I:T , 3:24:43 , 1:8:14:3 , 4:3 %:34:3 %:61:4 %:

So with help of rectified criteria (7) risk premium determination results for 14
respondents (20 %) were changed that witness about efficient and reliable criterion.
Redistribution of main dominants concerned mostly ATC “indifferent to risk”
(Table 3). For 89.5 % of respondents that were “inclined to risk” that dominant
stayed the stable. Same is observed for ATC “non-inclined to risk” since 100 % of
them kept their dominant stable.

Table 3 Main decision
taking dominants
redistribution for flight norm
continuum S = 10 km

Values found according
to RRS0:5

Values found according
to RRL

1 2 3 4

T 38 (54.3 %) T 34 (89.5 %)

N –

I 4 (10.5 %)

N 2 (2.8 %) T –

N 2 (100 %)

I –

I 30 (42.9 %) T 9 (30 %)

N 1 (3.3 %)

I 20 (66.7 %)
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5 Conclusions

Basing on received and presented new scientific results about proactive air opera-
tors main decision taking dominants determination it is expedient to point out the
following main achievements.

New method for main decision taking dominants determination that is based on
risk premium for five key points of estimate usefulness function was proposed and
successfully tested. Method efficiency is defined by 20 % increase in main decision
taking dominants precision.

Further researches should be help in direction of:

• spreading proposed method into all variety of flight norms recommended by
ICAO;

• implementing of received results into ATC educational process;
• development of intellectual solution taking support module for ATC.
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Part III
Road and Rail—Pedestrians

and Intersections



Quantitative Evaluation of Orientation
Performance of Tactile Walking Surface
Indicators for the Blind

Shinji Takahashi, Tatsuki Ishibashi, Katsuya Sato, Shin-ichi Ito
and Shoichiro Fujisawa

Abstract Tactile walking surface indicators (TWSIs) are installed on roads to
support independent travel for the blind. There are two types of TWSIs, attention
patterns and guiding patterns. The attention pattern is usually installed at the
crosswalk entrances. The direction of the crossing can be acquired by the row of the
projection of the attention pattern through the soles of the shoes. In addition,
truncated domes or cones of the attention pattern were arranged in a square grid,
parallel or diagonal at 45° to the principal direction of travel. However, the inter-
national standard organization (ISO) allows a wide-ranging size. In this research,
the direction indicating performance was compared at the same intervals for the five
diameters specified by the international standard.

Keywords Tactile walking surface indicators (TWSIs) � Attention patterns �
Blind � Orientation � Crosswalk
1 Introduction

Tactile walking surface indicators (TWSIs) were invented in Japan in 1965. They
are now used around the world to help visually impaired persons. There are two
types of TWSIs, attention patterns and guiding patterns [1]. TWSIs are perceived
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using a long white cane or through the soles of the shoes for the blind. The TWSI
design of the attention pattern only calls attention to a hazard or to hazards and
decision points. This attention pattern is usually constructed at the crosswalk
entrance. The direction of the crossing can be acquired from the row of the pro-
jection of the attention pattern detected through the soles of the shoes [2–4]. TWSIs
must have high detection sensitivity and a high ability to distinguish objects as well
as excellent direction detection. An international standard for TWSIs was enacted in
2012 [5]. The current result of the research is reflected for this ISO [6–9]. However,
the international standard organization (ISO) allows a widely-ranging size. The
background that allowed the size with a wide-ranging ISO standard was the
adoption of various sizes by each country. For instance, the top diameter of
attention patterns was specified as 12–25 mm. The spacing was specified as
42–70 mm (Table 1). In addition, truncated domes or cones of the attention pattern
were arranged in a square grid, parallel or diagonal at 45° to the principal direction
of travel (Fig. 1). This diagonal will not indicate the direction of the crossing. This
research, compared the direction indicating performance at the same intervals for
the five diameters specified by the international standard.

2 Experiment Method

2.1 Experiment Outline

Truncated domes were arranged on the disc to secure omnidirectional performance.
The subject enters the disc from a random direction and determines the direction of
the row through the soles of their shoes. Five discs with different diameters were
selected at random. Figure 2 shows the disc used in the experiment. The spacing of
the truncated domes was assumed to be 60 mm as adopted by the national standard
of Japan (JIS). The experimenter guides the subject on the disc. The subject faces in
the direction of the row of dots sensed through the soles of his/her shoes. The angle
of the gap with a positive direction (0°) was measured. The maximum gap angle is
assumed to be 45°.

Table 1 Top diameter and
corresponding spacing of
truncated domes or cones

Top diameter of truncated domes or cones
(mm)

Spacing
(mm)

12 42–61

15 45–63

18 48–65

20 50–68

25 55–70
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a)

b)

Fig. 1 Spacing and
dimensions of truncated
domes or cones. a Parallel to
the principal direction of
travel, b Diagonal at 45° to
the principal direction of
travel

Fig. 2 Disc used in
experiment
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2.2 Experiment Procedure

Five discs were arranged in the laboratory (Fig. 3). Each subject was arranged five
discs at random. Five discs were measured ten times as a couple. One subject
performed 50 times measurements. Figure 4 shows the subject turning in the
direction of the row of the point at soles of the shoes. These discs were rotated at
random every cycle. The experiment was performed by 20 blind people (11 male,
9 female).

Fig. 3 Disc arrangement

Fig. 4 Experiment
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3 Experiment Result

The data of each disc obtained from the experiment are presented and summarized
in Fig. 5 in one graph. There were 200 samples for every disc. The 12 mm diameter
(JIS standard) increases when the graph is seen and the ratio of 0° has increased.
For the five TWSLs, the direction was determined as the direction of the row at the
rate from 43 to 54 %. The average was 51 %. Other angles were all less than 7 % at
a resolution of 3°. The average was 5 %. Figure 6 shows the average and the
standard deviation of 0 degree and other degrees for 12 mm diameter discs. Other
diameters were similar to those in Figs. 6 and 7 plots the frequency distribution
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Fig. 5 Frequency distribution of each angle

Fig. 6 Average and standard
deviation of 0° and other
degrees for 12 mm in
diameter
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when the seven subjects with a slow sense in the soles of the shoes are excluded.
Figure 5 and 7 are compared, and the value of 0° increases from 51 to 64 %.
Moreover, averages other than 0° have fallen from 5 to 4 %. When a person loses
sight due to diabetic retinopathy, the sensitivity in the sole of the shoes decreases.
The data obtained from the experiment are analyzed according to the angle.
A significant difference was confirmed between 0° and other angles though there
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Fig. 7 Frequency distribution when seven subjects with slow sense in sole of the shoes are
excluded

Fig. 8 Frequency distribution only of subjects with slow sense in sole of the shoes
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was no significant difference in the difference of each diameter. Figure 8 shows the
frequency distribution only of subjects with slow sense in sole of the shoes. It is
understood not to be able to orientate from this figure.

4 Conclusions

It has been understood to have the orientation performance of all five kinds of
attention patterns with a different diameter. The attention pattern of JIS was the
highest value. This experiment does not verify the orientation performance of the
difference in spacing, the attention pattern of the diagonal means the performance is
not used. The row of 45° forms the row at the spacing of twice the square root of
two. It was a result similar as for this row. The attention pattern has the orientation
performance in a positive direction (0°), and the orientation performance is not
observed at other angles. Therefore, the attention block of the diagonal array of the
ISO standard does not provide orientation in the front direction. A blind pedestrian
may be misoriented to an angle of 45° if this block is installed at a crosswalk
entrance. The JIS arrangement uses a square grid only. This research, quantitatively
compares the orientation performance for differences in diameter. The purpose of
this research is to acquire a scientific basis for improving the ISO standard. This
work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 15K01458.
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Proof Experiment of LED Block Equipped
with Projections to Locate Travel
Direction for Blind and Vision Impaired
Persons

Hideaki Nagahama, Tomoyuki Inagaki, Norihiro Ikeda,
Kazuya Takahashi, Kiyohito Takeuchi, Hiroshi Ogino, Katsuya Sato,
Sin-Ichi Ito, Motohiro Seiyama and Shoichiro Fujisawa

Abstract Crossing crosswalks is one of the most dangerous situations for visually
impaired persons. Crosswalk entrances are located on the boundary with the
roadway and are among the most dangerous areas for visually-impaired persons.
Tactile walking surface indicators (TWSIs) are installed on the road to support
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independent travel for blind and low-vision individuals. We developed an LED
block equipped with projections to strengthen the support of the crosswalk
entrance. The blind person can sense this block through the soles of the shoes.
A low-vision person can find it through the use of residual vision. Blind and
visually impaired persons found that the LED block equipped with projections to
locate the travel direction effectively supported crossing. The effectiveness of this
block is described based on measurements and questionnaire results.

Keywords Person with low visual capacity (LV) � LED block � Blind person �
Crosswalk � Orientation � Veering distance � Tactile walking surface indicators
(TWSIs)

1 Introduction

The vision of a person with low visual capacity (“LV”) might decrease remarkably
under low-light conditions such as the morning, evening, and nighttime, decreasing
their opportunities to go out. Crosswalk entrances are located on the boundary with
the roadway and are among the most dangerous areas for visually impaired persons.
The guidance of visually impaired person has the result of a lot of researches [1–
10]. An LV person cannot easily find the entrance of a crosswalk at nighttime.
However, LV persons can detect the developed LED blocks with their residual
vision. Moreover, for a blind person to cross the crosswalk safely, it is very
important to acquire the orientation of the soles of the shoes. The authors have
verified the effectiveness of the developed block for visually impaired person using
laboratory experiments [11, 12]. In this experiment, both visually impaired persons
and blind persons found the developed block to effectively support crossing.
Moreover, the time required for locating the LED block was short. Orientation
using the LED block required less time. The LED block was observed to have an
orientation accuracy equivalent to that of TWSIs. Moreover, subjects expressed
opinions such as “It was easy to locate” and “There is a sense of security when
going straight” in interviews after the experiment. Installing LED blocks at cross-
walk entrances was found to be useful for guiding visually-impaired persons.
Moreover, the shape of the projection indicating the direction is easily verified
through the soles of the blind person’s shoes. A LED block experiment was con-
ducted to determine its actual efficiency. In this research, the visibility of the LED
block was verified for different luminescence and illuminance environments.

The results clarified how to provide illumination for a visually impaired person.
Based on this research, the authors developed a LED block with projections to
determine the travel direction for a visually impaired person. The developed block
can be detected with an LV’s residual vision. Blind persons can also detect this
block through the soles of their shoes. This block was installed at the entrance to a
crosswalk of an actual intersection, and a proof experiment was conducted. Twenty
persons with weak sight and 20 totally blind people verified the effectiveness of this
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block. In particular, the effectiveness of the experiment on the LED block for the
LVs was verified by conducting the experiment after sunset. This experiment
measured the visibility of the LED block on the pavement side and the opposite
side. In the experiments with blind persons, the time to acquire the direction of the
crossing from the direction location block and the veering distance at the crossing
was measured to verify its effectiveness. Moreover, low-vision persons and totally
blind persons answered a questionnaire concerning the effectiveness of the block.
The effectiveness of the block was determined based on measurement data and
questionnaire results.

2 Experiment Conditions

2.1 Developed LED Block Equipped with Projections

To increase the support of the crosswalk entrance, we developed an LED block
equipped with projections. Figure 1 presents the specifications for this LED block.
The LED block utilizes a solar power supply. A low-vision person can find it through
the use of residual vision. The surface has two projections of 5 mm high, flat-topped
elongated bars. The height of the flat-topped elongated bars is 5 mm. The top width
of the flat-topped elongated bars is 7 mm. The spacing between the axes of the
flat-topped elongated bars is 47 mm. The length of the top of the flat-topped elon-
gated bars is 262 mm. A blind person can find this block through the soles of the
shoes. Figure 2 is a photo of the LED block installed at a crosswalk entrance.

Fig. 1 Spacing and dimensions of LED block
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2.2 Experiment Environment

Figure 3 is a photograph showing where the LED block was installed at an actual
crosswalk entrance. To verify the effect of the LED block, the LED block is
installed only on the other hand. The experiment using blind persons was conducted
during the day. The experiment using low-vision persons was conducted at sunset.
Figure 4 illustrates the size of the crosswalk. The crossing distance is about 10 m,
and the crosswalk is 3.6 m wide.

Fig. 2 LED block installed
at crosswalk entrance

Fig. 3 The LED block was
installed at an actual
crosswalk entrance
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3 Experiment Procedure

3.1 Blind Experiment

Blind persons can detect the developed block through the soles of their shoes.
Seventeen blind people verified the effectiveness of this block. Figure 5 indicates
where the experiment using a blind person is started. The time required to travel
from this start position to the crosswalk entrance is measured. The time required
until this LED block is discovered is measured at the crosswalk entrance. The
subject travels over to the opposite side after he or she arrives at the crosswalk
entrance. The time required to cross and the veering distance are measured. The
veering distance is measured by the number of TWSIs. Round-trip crossing
experiments were conducted three times.

Fig. 4 Size of experimented actual crosswalk (mm)

Fig. 5 The decision point is the position where the experiment using a blind person is started
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3.2 Low-Vision Experiment

The developed block can be detected with an LV’s residual vision. Twenty LV
people verified the effectiveness of this block. The first experiment measured the
visual distance at which the crosswalk entrance was found from the pavement. The
next experiment measured the time required until crossing from the crosswalk
entrance to the opposite side. This experiment measured the visual distance for
discovering the opposite side while crossing the crosswalk. Round-trip crossing
experiments were conducted three times.

4 Experiment Result

4.1 Blind Experiment

Table 1 summarizes the time required for each movement. Much time is needed to
find the LED block when discovering the crosswalk entrance because this block
was installed on both sides of the guiding pattern block leading to the crosswalk
entrance. The LED block did not influence the time required to cross. Figure 6
shows a histogram of the shift in the lateral direction. The horizontal axis is the
number of shifted TWSIs. The TWSI is 300 mm wide. The vertical axis is fre-
quency. Figure 7 plots the average and standard deviation of the lateral shift. There
was a test of significance revealed a significant tendency. Subjects were able to go
straight in the crosswalk by stepping on the two bars with the soles of the shoes.
Figure 8 presents the result of a questionnaire administered after the experiments.
The questions were as follows.

1. Was it easy to find the LED blocks?
2. Was it easy to confirm the two bars?
3. Was it easy to determine the crossing direction?
4. May I install the LED block?

Table 1 Time required of each movement

From the start position to the crosswalk
entrance (s)

Crossing (s)

With support of LED Block 29.5 11.4

Without support of LED
Block

8.9 11.1
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4.2 Low-Vision Capacity Experiment

Figure 9 depicts the visual distance at which the crosswalk entrance was found
from the pavement. It is understood that the range of values is large because each
subject’s symptoms are different. Figure 10 plots the average and standard devia-
tion of the visual distance at which the crosswalk entrance was found from the
pavement. There was no significant difference. Figure 11 depicts the visual distance
at which subjects were able to discover the opposite side while crossing the
crosswalk. Figure 12 plots the average and standard deviation of the visual distance

Fig. 7 Average and standard deviation of the shift in the lateral direction

Fig. 6 Histogram of the shift in the horizontal direction of the crossing
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Fig. 8 Questionnaire result for blind persons

Fig. 9 Visual distance from the pavement at which the crosswalk entrance was found. a With
LED blocks, b without LED blocks
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at which subjects were able to discover the opposite side while crossing the
crosswalk. The reason for the results is that experiment management was made
difficult by differences in illumination and by distractions such as the headlights of
cars in an actual intersection. Figure 13 summarizes the results of a questionnaire
administered after the experiments. The question items were as follows.

1. Was it easy to find the LED blocks?
2. Was it easy to determine the crossing direction?
3. Was it easy to find the LED block on the opposite side?
4. May I install the LED block?

Fig. 11 T Visual distance at which subjects were able to discover the opposite side while crossing
the crosswalk. a With LED Blocks, b Without LED Blocks

Fig. 10 Average and standard deviation of the visual distance in which the crosswalk entrance
was found from the pavement
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5 Conclusions

Blind persons can detect this block through the soles of their shoes. The block was
installed at the entrance to the crosswalk of an actual intersection, and an experi-
ment was conducted to verify its effectiveness. In experiments with blind persons,
the time to acquire the direction of the crossing from the direction location block
and the veering distance at the crossing were measured. In experiments with
low-vision persons, it was difficult to determine the effectiveness due to the
headlights of cars in the actual intersection and differences in the lighting envi-
ronment. After the experiments, the low-vision and totally blind persons answered a
questionnaire concerning the effectiveness of the block. Responses from blind
persons confirmed that all persons could use the two bars easily and easily deter-
mine the direction of the crossing. Low-vision persons also easily determined the

Fig. 13 Questionnaire result for low-vision persons

Fig. 12 Average and standard deviation of the visual distance at which subjects were able to
acquire the opposite side while crossing the crosswalk
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direction of the crossing. There were a lot of answers of wanting blind person and a
low vision person to install this block. Many blind persons and low-vision persons
wanted this block installed.
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Effect of Tire Pressure to Driving Forces
at a Wheelchair

Masayuki Booka, Hidehisa Oku, Ikuo Yoneda
and Shoichiro Fujisawa

Abstract If the same effect is obtained by less driving force in a manually pro-
pelled wheelchair, necessary user’s physical and mental capability can be
decreased. On the other hand, many external factors not relating with wheelchairs
and internal factors related with wheelchairs affect the driving force necessary to
propel manual wheelchairs appropriately. In these circumstances, the purpose of our
research is to clarify the relation between the tire pressure of the driving wheel and
the required driving force in manually propelled wheelchairs. For this purpose, a
clinical testing to measure required driving forces in different tire pressures at a
manually propelled wheelchair has been carried out. The result of the testing
indicated that the required driving forces increased according to decrease of the tire
pressure. This objectively revealed that appropriate tire pressure in manually pro-
pelled wheelchairs is the one of important factors to reduce driving force.

Keywords Manually propelled wheelchair � Tire pressure � Driving force �
Quantitative evaluation
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1 Introduction

A factor to influence the driving force of the manually propelled wheelchair (here
after, wheelchair) includes the road surface environment such as a step, the incline.
Many researches for these external factors have been performed until now. In
addition, internal factor of the wheelchair including the mounting location of the
large wheels have been also researched. However, relation between tire pressure of
the large wheels and driving force has not been analyzed so far.

The purpose of our research is to analyze influence of tire pressure on driving
force in wheelchairs. This paper describes the result of clinical testing that driving
forces were measured at different tire pressures. The wheelchair used in this
research was the standard one that specification was defined in JIS T 9201.

2 Method

2.1 Setting of a Certain Pressure in Wheelchair’s Tire

To set a certain pressure to wheelchair’s tire, air of high pressure is filled into the
tire through a valve. In this process, the tire pressure is measured by a pressure
gauge being attached to either a compressor or bicycle pump. On the other hand, a
British valve has been generally used as the valve in wheelchair tire. As this valve
has rubber to stop the leak of inside air, higher pressure is necessary to push the
rubber to measure the inside pressure. So, the authors developed the tire pressure
measurement system at first. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the system.
Figure 2 shows the developed system. As shown in these figures, the developed
measurement system can monitor the tire pressure statically.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the
tire pressure measurement
system
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This system is, however, is not useful to measure the tire pressure dynamically
because of necessity of connecting tube between the tire valve and the system.
Then, a tire pressure indicator was developed to measure tire pressure dynamically
without the connection to other measurement system.

The developed tire pressure indicator is shown in Fig. 3. This tire pressure
indicator consists of both a pressure gauge and an additional British valve to set the
tire pressure by a compressor or bicycle pump from the outside. The tire pressure is
always indicated to the gauge with or without connection to outside high air
pressure source. To inspect the accuracy of the developed tire pressure indicator,
experiment for calibration was carried out. The experiment for calibration was done
by comparing the input pressure to this pressure indicator and indicated pressure.
As the tire pressure would be decreased from a standard value to lower value
progressively in the target experiment described later, the input pressure in the
experiment of calibration was also decreased progressively. In the experiment of the
calibration, input tire pressure was inputted from 0.3 to 0.02 Mpa with interval of
0.02 Mpa, and the tire pressure indicated in the gauge at each input was recorded.
Figure 4 is the result of experiment of the calibration. In the graph, vertical axis
indicates input tire pressure, and the horizontal axis is indicated tire pressure in the
gauge. The coefficient of correlation between the input air pressure and the

Fig. 2 The developed tire
pressure measurement system

Fig. 3 Tire pressure
indicator
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indicated tire pressure was 1.00, and it was confirmed that the pressure indicator
shows the input air pressure correctly.

2.2 Measurement of Both Torque to Hand Rim
and Numbers of Rotation in Driving Axis

As described previously, the target experiment was carried out to measure both deft
torque to hand rim and moved distance of the wheelchair. The wheelchair used in
this experiment was the one in conformity with the Japanese Industrial Standards
(JIS). The dimension of the wheelchair was a driving wheel of 600 mmϕ, a hand
rim of 554 mmϕ, and weight of 318 N.

To measure torque added to hand rim, a torque converter (Kyowa Electronic
Instruments Co. Ltd., TP-10KMSA84F) was attached to axis of each driving wheel
to measure. By this, input torque was converted to DC voltage from 0.00 to 2.00 V.
This output signal was amplified and converted to digital data by using an A/D
converter (Interface Corporation, CSI-320212) to input PC. The sampling rate of
this analogue to digital conversion was 50 ms. The converted data was stored in the
laptop PC attached to the wheelchair.

The number of rotation in driving axis was measured by encoder count card
(Interface Corporation, CSI-631204), the data was stored in the laptop PC by the
same procedure as torque measurement.

Fig. 4 Relation between the input air pressure and the indicated tire pressure
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2.3 Subjects

Subjects were 11 students (9 males and 2 females) without disabilities. Their ages
were 21.4 years old on the average. Their profile was shown in Table 1 and all of
them had experience of having used wheelchairs so far.

2.4 Procedure of the Experiment

In three kinds of different tire pressures, the experiments of the same content were
conducted. The three kinds of tire pressure were 0.3 Mpa that is generally defined
as appropriate, 0.2 Mpa (2/3 of the general), and 0.1 Mpa (1/3 of the general). The
developed tire pressure indicator was used to set each tire pressure. Two types of
courses for test run in the experiment were prepared. Dimension of the each course
was 10.00 m of length and 1.50 m of width, and one of large halls in our university
was utilized. The road surface of the one course was made of semi-hard compo-
sition tile. The road surface of the other one was made of tile carpet.

In each experiment, prior to the test run, the subject recorded the condition of the
experiment into the laptop PC. Table 2 shows the content of the condition. Then,
the subject was asked to set down on the wheelchair’s sheet. The experiment was
conducted as follows according to the experimenter’s instruction.

1. The experimenter starts the measurement system.
2. The subject is asked both to run the wheelchair forward by turning both

hand-rims once and to keep the same posture till the wheelchair will stop.
3. After stopping of the wheelchair, the experimenter stops the measurement

system.
4. The subject returns the wheelchair to the start position.

Table 1 Profile of the subjects

Sex (male or female) Age (years old) Height (cm) Weight (N)

M 21 162.0 671.3

M 21 175.0 695.8

M 21 170.0 656.6

M 21 165.2 672.8

M 21 175.0 666.4

M 21 174.0 709.5

M 25 168.0 901.6

M 21 170.0 625.2

M 21 170.0 580.5

F 21 156.0 455.2

F 21 157.0 535.6
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This is one measurement in a certain tire pressure. This measurement is repeated
3 times. These 3 measurements are the result of the experiment in a certain tire
pressure. After 3 times of measurements in a certain tire pressure, the same mea-
surement starts in another tire pressure. Finally, one subject has measurement 9
times in three kinds of different tire pressures.

2.5 Evaluation Methods

In this experiment, both driving force to hand rims and numbers of revolutions were
measured. Based on these data, moved distance of the wheelchair, run time, run
speed, Deceleration ratio, and total torque were calculated.

Moved Distance of the Wheelchair. The distance that the wheelchair ran is
calculated from the number of revolutions of the tire and the diameter of the tire. In
this case, it should be considered that the diameter of tire is decreased according to
the decrease of tire pressure. Therefore, an additional experiment was carried out to
find reduction ratio of diameter that was decided by the tire diameter and the tire
pressure. In the additional experiment, a person of 490 N ran 3 m straight road 10
times on the wheelchair which tires had reduced pressure. The reduction ratio the
diameter in each reduced tire pressure was calculated by obtained data. Using a
revised diameter in each tire pressure, the right moved distance of the wheelchair
was re-calculated.

Speed of the Wheelchair. From the wheelchair’s moved time and moved dis-
tance, speed of the wheelchair was calculated as moved distance in unit time.

Deceleration Ratio. In flat place, the wheelchair is decelerated naturally and
stops when no additional power is added to the hand rims. This is caused by
negative acceleration generated by the friction between tire and the road surface. In
this experiment, each subject is asked to turn hand rims only once. The driving
force to the hand rims had disappeared just after this operation. So, both the speed

Table 2 The content of the recorded condition in each experiment

Date of the experiment Year, mouth, day

Subject’s name A maximum of 20 word

Subject’s sex Male or female

Subject’s age 0–125 years old

Subject’s height 50.0–200.0 cm

Subject’s body weight 2.0–250.0 kg

Location of the experiment A maximum of 40 word

Comment A maximum of 60 word

The maximum measurement time 1–3600 s

Sampling frequency 10, 50, 100, 200 Hz (select)
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of the wheelchair at this time and interval time before the wheelchair stopped were
measured, and negative acceleration was calculated by this speed and interval time.
In this research, the deceleration ratio was defined as absolute value of this negative
acceleration.

Load/Distance Rate. Cooper reported that necessary power to drive a wheel-
chair is calculated from driving torque added to the hand rims. According to this,
the driving torque is integrated by time, and is used as a parameter to evaluate the
power to move wheelchair. Total torque is divided by the moved distance, and the
obtained momentum (N m/s) is used as Load/Distance rate in this experiment.

3 Result and Discussion

Figure 5 indicates the one of result of the measurement on the torque, moved
distance by the wheelchair, and speed of the wheelchair. The vertical axis indicates
the torque (N m), moved distance (m), and speed (m) respectively. The horizontal
axis indicates the elapsed time (seconds) from the start of the experiment.

Fig. 5 An example of the measurement result on the torque, moved distance by the wheelchair,
and speed of the wheelchair
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3.1 Deceleration Ratio

Figure 6 indicates the deceleration ratio at each tire pressure on the hard floor.
The distribution of the deceleration ratio in each subject was indicated in Fig. 7.

As shown in Fig. 7, relation between the deceleration ratio and the tire pressure in
the hard floor is indicated as the regression line described below.

y ¼ �0:1466xþ 0:1726 ð1Þ

Then, the deceleration ratio on the semi-soft floor is shown in Fig. 8, and the
distribution of the deceleration ratio in each subject was also indicated in Fig. 9. As
shown in Fig. 9, relation between the deceleration ratio and the tire pressure in
semi-hard floor is indicated as the regression line described below.

y ¼ �0:2058xþ 0:2727 ð2Þ

Fig. 6 Deceleration ratio on
the hard floor

Fig. 7 Distribution of each
subject’s deceleration ratio on
the hard floor
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From these results, it was indicated that the decrease of tire pressure increases
the deceleration ratio. This tendency appeared more conspicuously in the semi-hard
floor than in the hard floor. Although the reason of tendency may be caused by the
difference of the materials used for each road, further analysis is necessary in the
next step.

3.2 Load/Distance Rate

Figure 10 shows the load/distance rate in the hard floor. The load/distance rate in
semi-hard floor is also showed in Fig. 11.

There are not obvious relations between the deceleration ratio and tire pressure
when tire pressure was decreased. Although it is subjective, it may be caused by the
difference in subjects’ postures at driving wheelchairs. For an example, when
posture of a subject bends forward, the center of gravity in wheelchair including the
subject moves forward. By this phenomenon, the caster of the wheelchair receives

Fig. 8 Deceleration ratio on
the semi-hard floor

Fig. 9 Distribution of each
subject’s deceleration ratio on
the semi-hard floor
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more weight than before. As the rolling resistance of the caster is larger than that of
driving wheels, the speed of the wheelchair should be decreased. As the result, it is
considered that moved distance of the wheelchair becomes short.

4 Conclusion

In this research, drivability of a wheelchair after reducing tire pressure was
experimentally evaluated from the point of the increase and decrease on necessary
driving force. As the result, it was indicated that a wheelchair with driving wheels
of general tire pressure can run longer distance than a wheelchair with driving

Fig. 10 Load/distance rate
on the hard floor

Fig. 11 Load/distance rate
on the semi-hard floor
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wheels of less tire pressure, when given the same driving force. Then, it was
indicated that the increase of deceleration ratio caused this.

On the other hand, the decrease of the tire pressure in wheelchairs increased the
deceleration ratio whether road had hard surface or soft surface. Although analysis
from load/distance rate was conducted to get the answer on this, no objective reason
was found. In addition to the tire pressure, it is generally said that the posture of a
person on a wheelchair affects to this kind of problem. The further study to this
issue will be necessary in the future.
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Development of an Effective Pedestrian
Simulator for Research

Richard Sween, Shuchisnigdha Deb, Daniel W. Carruth,
Daniel Waddell and Masakazu Furuichi

Abstract According to the US Department of Transportation, in 2013 14 % of all
traffic fatalities were pedestrians. In Japan, 38.4 % of 2015 traffic fatalities were
pedestrians. Studying pedestrian behavior is an important step in preventing
pedestrian fatalities on the road. However, to investigate pedestrian behavior,
several factors need to be considered. First and foremost, the safety of the partic-
ipants must be assured. Second, the study environment needs to be controlled to
prevent confounding variables and allow for repeated trials. Finally, the costs to
develop and perform the study must also be minimized. To address these obstacles,
we propose the implementation of a virtual reality (VR)-based simulator for studies
of behavior and task performance with full motion. This simulator is composed of a
Unity 5 environment, Oculus Rift VR headset, and Kinect or motion capture based
position tracking. In this paper, we will discuss the development of the simulator,
limitations, and future work.
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1 Introduction

Crossing a road seems like such a simple task. However, for certain populations,
specifically older and younger pedestrians [1–3], this task contains higher level of
risk than for the general population. In the United States, 14 % of all traffic fatalities
were pedestrians in 2013 [4]. In Japan, 38.4 % of 2015 traffic fatalities were
pedestrians [5]. These numbers indicate the importance of research to understand
pedestrian behaviors that may contribute to injury or death.

Previous work in studying pedestrian behavior consists of pen-and-paper studies
[5], questionnaires [6], simulators derived from driving simulators [1, 3], or 3D
environments navigated by joystick, like a video game [2]. Using these simulators,
researchers have been able to investigate specific research questions about pedes-
trian behavior. However, these simulators have problems with validity—partici-
pants may not have felt as though they were actually in the environment, and so
may have acted without any real feeling of perceived danger.

For example, in Zito et al. [1], participants viewed a crosswalk on three screens
that provided a 180° wide by 40° tall field of view in front of the participant where
participants viewed traffic flow and waited for an appropriate gap in traffic to begin
the crossing. Participants signaled their intent by taking a single step forward,
breaking an infrared beam in front of them. However, there were no audio cues
from the environment, and participants could plainly see that they were standing in
a lab and not on a street corner. This could bias the decisions they made without any
real or implied risk.

Charron et al. [2] with their RESPECT simulator developed a 3D virtual world
complete with sound and visual cues to study children’s behavior when crossing a
street. However, participants used a joystick to move through and interact with the
environment. As participant’s ages ranged from 9 to 12 years old, it would be
reasonable to assume at least some of their behavior can be attributed to the video
game-like environment and controls, where there is no real-world penalty for risky
behavior.

Researchers at Mississippi State University and Nihon University believe that
creating an immersive virtual reality simulator capable of supporting free movement
over space, including the space required to simulate crossing a street, may address
the limitations of previous simulation environments: a lack of immersion and a
disconnect between experimental input and real-world action. By incorporating a
3D environment with a virtual reality headset and a room-scale motion tracking
system, users are able to explore a virtual environment via a one-to-one correlation
to their motions in the real world. While virtual environments combining
head-mounted displays and motion tracking for research applications have been
described previously (e.g., [7]), the low-cost low-latency high-resolution headsets
and motion tracking systems available today offer new possibilities for observing
behavior.

One potential pitfall in the use of virtual reality is that of “simulator sickness”,
defined by Russell et al. as “physiological and perceptual responses to discrepancies
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among sensory information circuits most commonly involving vision, balance, and
movement.” [8] This response most commonly manifests in participants as feelings
of discomfort, nausea, and/or light-headedness, and most commonly occurs when
the user or simulation displays movement to the user without the users’ other senses
reporting the same feelings of movement.

2 Design

This paper describes the design, implementation, and initial impressions of a virtual
reality-based simulator that supports free movement. Based on our review of pre-
vious studies, we have identified a few requirements for such a simulator. First, the
simulator needs to be immersive. For a simulator to be immersive, it should provide
as many accurate sensory inputs as possible, including visual, audible,
kinesthetic/proprioceptic, and vestibular sensations. Ideally, the simulator will be
immersive enough that the user will forget they are in a simulator at all and react to
risk and events in the environment as they would in the real world. Second, the
simulator should be easy to use and easy to learn how to use. We want the inter-
actions between the user and the simulator to be intuitive and natural so that the data
we record are most similar to how a user would act in the real world. This also
reduces the time needed to familiarize the user with the simulator and increases the
time available to collect data. The simulator should also be comfortable and safe for
the user. This not only means physically comfortable to use, but also means the
simulator should not make the user sick or give the user a headache. Finally, the
simulator must perform other basic tasks of a research tool. This includes support
for experiment designs including the ability to perform repeated, controlled trials
and record relevant data points.

The next sections address how we meet the requirements defined above. Our
simulation platform is composed of three main parts: a 3D virtual environment, a
virtual reality headset and a motion tracking system. The modular design of the
simulator allows the headset and motion tracking system to change and adapt to a
variety of installations and use cases.

2.1 Virtual Environment

The virtual environment is built in Unity 5. Unity provides built-in virtual reality
support and a large developer support community. Unity provides the visual
backbone for the entire simulator. As Unity is used typically for game development,
it already supports a number of features needed for the simulator, including fast
dynamic lighting, three-dimensional sound, basic physics engine, and a robust
scripting system that allows for the development of any other features needed not
already in Unity.
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In order to increase the sense of immersion that participants feel while in the
simulator, several audio and visual cues were added to the Unity environments.
First, both ambient and specific audio cues were included. Ambient audio cues
include cricket and bird noises in the highway scene, or office and building noises
in the hallway scene. An example of a specific audio cue is the sound of a car as it
passes the user. These specific audio cues make use of Unity’s 3D audio system to
handle automatically scaling the volume of the sound as the audio source moves
closer to or away from the user, including a Doppler effect if the object passes the
user.

In the real world, very few environments are motionless. Fans spin and affect
objects in an office; cars, bicycles, and trucks drive around outdoor environments;
and often there are other people moving around and performing tasks. Our current
environments include several examples of this type of motion. For example, in the
highway scene, cars drive along the highway and a light at the top of a cell phone
tower blinks. A pedestrian standing beside a building randomly cycles through a
series of animations, such as talking on a cell phone, looking around, and waving.

While sound and motion increase the feeling of immersion, a world that does not
react to a user’s presence can still feel sterile. To correct for this, responsive
elements were added using Unity’s build in trigger colliders. Trigger colliders
detect when two collision meshes intersect or overlap. However, no physics cal-
culations performed for trigger colliders, which improves performance. For
example, a trigger collider can be used to start a vehicle moving to see how a user
reacts to that movement.

2.2 Virtual Reality Headset

In order increase the immersion with the virtual environment, the simulator needs a
way to display the environment to the user in an engaging manner. An Oculus Rift
DK2 head mounted display provides the user a natural way to look around the
environment, meeting the requirements of natural actions and sensory input.
Sensors in the Rift allow the user to look around the virtual environment by turning
their head in the real world. This improves on projected displays by allowing the
user to look at any angle in front of or behind them (and up or down) and still
maintain a view of the environment. Moreover, compared to screen-based virtual
environments, visual navigation is as simple and natural as turning your head,
versus using a controller or mouse to look around. Although the simulator only
supports the Rift DK2 at this time, we are planning to add support for the consumer
version of the Oculus Rift, as well as the HTC Vive as those devices become
available later this year.
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2.3 Motion Tracking

Once the user can look around a scene, the next logical step in development is to
allow them to move around the environment. As mentioned previously, this step
needed to be designed carefully to reduce the chance that the user will succumb to
“simulator sickness.” To allow the user the freedom to move naturally throughout
the environment, we first incorporated a Microsoft Kinect 2 sensor to provide a
marker-less motion tracking solution. This solution provided a simple way to obtain
quickly a head position that is used to move around the virtual environment.
Another benefit to the Kinect 2 sensor is that, while currently the simulator is only
using head position, the sensor provides tracking data for 24 other joints that could
be used in a future iteration of the simulator.

However, a major limitation of this Kinect 2 sensor is that there is a limited area
that the Kinect 2 sensor can track the user’s position reliably (a trapezoidal shape,
roughly 11 m2). In order to improve the size of the capture area, a room-scale
motion tracking system was built using a Motion Analysis passive infrared motion
capture system. Twelve motion capture cameras track a set of markers worn by the
participant to obtain their head position and set the camera position in Unity,
similarly to the Kinect system. This solution currently provides a rectangular, 24 m2

capture area, roughly twice the size of the Kinect solution. We are also in the
process of procuring a 12-camera Vicon motion tracking system that will also be
integrated with the simulator.

One of the first challenges encountered in development was developing a way to
calibrate the various coordinate systems that each main sub-system used. Aligning
the Unity coordinate system with either the Kinect or Oculus devices was trivial;
however ensuring that the Kinect and Oculus coordinate systems were also coor-
dinated was a challenge. This calibration was first performed manually—the Kinect
sensor was oriented 180° offset from the forward vector defined by the Oculus Rift.
However, this calibration method was inaccurate and inconvenient, as it was not
always practical to orient the Kinect sensor in this way. After further research, we
identified a Unity method to reset the forward vector of the Oculus, which we use to
align the Oculus coordinate system with the coordinate system of either the Kinect
or the motion capture system.

2.4 Additional Hardware Components

In addition to the main hardware and software components described in previous
sections, two pieces of additional, accessory hardware are used by the simulator.
The first piece of hardware is a pair of wireless headphones. The headphones
provide a dual purpose: in addition to providing audio information to the user, the
headphones also provide a convenient location for mounting the passive infrared
markers for the motion capture system.
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While the increased capture area provided by the motion capture system cer-
tainly increases the amount of the environment that can be explored, it is not a
panacea. Many tasks of interest to researchers may involve movement over spaces
larger than can be easily tracked using current techniques. Any environment over a
few square meters will require some alternative method for navigating great dis-
tances around the environment. To this end, the simulator supports using a gamepad
to move the entire capture area around the environment. Once the capture area is
resituated, the user may resume navigating the environment simply by moving
around in the physical world.

2.5 Software Components

The software components of the simulator were designed to be modular, inde-
pendent subsystems. This design allows experiment designers to include only
components needed for a given scenario. The modular design also allows for a
simple, drag-and-drop method for adding components to a project, which helps
scenario designers quickly get started using the simulator.

The Motion Tracking component comprises both the Kinect and motion capture
tracking solutions. The core of the tracker is a socket server that, when the scene is
started, begins listening for socket connections from either a Kinect or motion
capture client. These clients are responsible for streaming the head point data into
the simulator. After connecting to a client, the Motion Tracking component listens
for updated head position data, and updates the main camera’s position accordingly.

Once users were able to walk around an entire room to explore the virtual
environment, it became clear that additional steps would need to be taken to protect
the users from injury in the real world. One such measure was the addition of
guidelines to the virtual environment that match the confines of the real world. This
serves two purposes. First, it protects the user from running into walls or other
obstacles outside the designated capture area in the room. It also helps keep the
player confined in the region of the room that the motion capture cameras or Kinect
sensor are set up to track. It is jarring when a user reaches the edge of the specific
systems capture area and attempts to go beyond where the system can reliably track
the user, as, once tracking is lost, user’s head movements in the real world are no
longer mimicked in the virtual world. By showing the user the limits of the system
in the virtual environment, it encourages them to stay within the confines of reliably
tracked space.

In order to function as a research tool, the simulator needs to be able to record
specific data points for later analysis. The Recording and Playback components
allow the simulator to keep track of game objects and events in the simulator,
record their positions and orientations for later analysis, and playback a trial to
review what happened during the trial. The Recording component also tracks any
inputs that the user may give from a controller or mouse and keyboard.
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The Experiment Control component is responsible for handling tasks related to
running an experiment, including managing conditions, participants, and data
recording. The Experiment Control module acts as a state manager, which other
script components can query to determine how they should behave in a given
scenario. This module also keeps track of the current participant number and
manages starting and stopping the Recording module as needed.

3 Discussion

As mentioned in the Motion Tracking section above, we are still looking to improve
the size of the capture volume and explore new techniques for motion tracking. As
mentioned previously, we are procuring a 12-camera Vicon motion tracking system
that should improve the quality of our motion capture data. We are also very
interested in investigating the use of the HTC Vive with our simulator. The Vive
system comes with a pair of motion trackers called Lighthouse sensors. These
sensors use infrared lasers in two base stations to allow the headset and included
handheld controllers to be tracked across an approximately 12.5 m2 area. While this
area is only marginally bigger than the Kinect’s tracked area (*11 m2), it still
provides a marker-less tracking solution and adds additional input mechanisms
through the tracked handheld controllers. We are also interested in investigating
much larger tracking areas through the use of camera-based tracking systems
similar to those used by Zero Latency [9]. This type of system would allow tracking
in a gymnasium-sized area or larger and would allow users to explore even larger
environments.

As with any type of research simulator, such as a driving or flight simulator,
questions of validity will arise. Broadly, these can be described as internal and
external validity. Internal validity questions include: does the user behave the same
way in the simulator as they would in the real world? External validity is concerned
with whether the results from the simulator can be generalized and applied to the
real world. We believe that based on the requirements defined and met, our sim-
ulator addresses these validity concerns. The simulator is highly immersive and
interactions with the environment were designed to be as natural as possible.
Further research will be done to quantitatively address these validity questions.

Along with the questions of validity, there is an additional limitation of the
simulator. While researchers are able to design a wide variety of environments to
observe human behavior and task performance in any number of contexts, these
environments must be designed and implemented with the requirements in mind.
Put another way, the results and experiences provided by the simulator can only be
as good as the environment designer makes them. To counter this, it will be
necessary to develop guidelines for achieving the necessary fidelity and validity in
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virtual environments to ensure that designers are aware of these limitations and
requirements and can develop research scenarios that will provide valid and gen-
eralizable data.

One observation related to the current simulator is the lack of motion or simu-
lator sickness reported by users. We attribute this to two main causes. First, the
latency of the Oculus Rift DK2 display is fast enough that there is minimal lag
between moving your head in the real world and seeing the updated environment
displayed in the headset. In several early prototype environments that were not fully
optimized for the display, as the frames-per-second (FPS) that the simulator could
render dropped and latency in the headset increased, there was a jarring disconnect
between users’ actual and simulated motions, which did result in some reports of
discomfort. The other factor we believe aids in reducing simulator sickness is the
fact that user’s movements in the real world are translated one-to-one into the
virtual environment. Put another way, for every movement a user makes in the real
world, the user’s view in the virtual world updates to match their movement. By
reducing the disconnect between users physical and perceived movements, we
believe that the simulator provides a more comfortable experience for users in the
virtual environment.

3.1 Future Work

Development work continues to improve and develop the simulator. Currently the
only way for users to interact with the simulated environment is through reactive
elements, elements with specific responses to limited environmental triggers. While
reactive elements help to increase immersion by including dynamic elements in the
environment, these elements are currently limited to detection of the user’s pres-
ence, not any intent to act. The inclusion of interactive elements will allow the users
to perform actions like pressing buttons at crosswalks or to open doors.

At present, the simulator only allows one user to explore the environment at a
time. For coordination studies or other experiences, it would be beneficial to allow
multiple users in the Simulator at the same time, whether they are co-located in the
same physical space or geographically disparate. Research is currently being done
to expand this capability of the Simulator.

While the simulator currently only uses head position for representing the user in
the environment, there are instances where tracking and representing more of the
user in the environment would be beneficial. For example, if there are multiple
users in the environment, it would be helpful to be able to indicate a user’s pose to
other users in the simulator. Tracking and displaying users’ arms would also allow
for more natural interactions with the environment. In addition, whole-body
tracking is a key capability to support ergonomic research applications.
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4 Conclusion

Real world pedestrian research can be difficult to do in a controlled real-world
environment. Not only would it be expensive and difficult to secure a large enough
area, the risks involved with exposing users to real traffic would be unmanageable.
Virtual reality has had the potential to allow a range of controlled and repeatable
experiments that are not possible to perform in the real world. Today, emerging
low-cost technologies in VR, motion tracking, and graphics software make
achieving this potential easier than ever. Our current simulator provides a safe,
controlled, and effectively unlimited environment for observing pedestrian behav-
iors. Our simulator provides more, accurate sensory inputs to increase the user’s
feeling that they are truly in the environment. All interactions between the user and
the simulator were designed to be as natural and realistic as possible. While vali-
dation of the current simulator must be done and is likely to be dependent on the
behavior(s) of interest, the free movement and enhanced immersion provided by the
simulator is expected to address limitations of previous platforms for observation of
human behaviors in a wide range of tasks requiring free ranging movement,
including pedestrian behaviors.
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Effect of Human Reactions at Signalized
Intersections on Intersection Efficiency
and Safety

Songsu Son

Abstract An intersection is one of the most critical points in the traffic systems that
contain numerous factors considered in the design process. Human factors in
intersection designs are complex and their characteristics have a wide range of
variability in terms of personality and psychology of road users. However, these
human variabilities could be estimated and used as human factors on road designs
and traffic operations. The locations of traffic signal at the intersections in influences
driver’s visibility and reaction relevant to startup loss time on traffic signal timing.
When unclear visibility exists, driver’s delayed reaction time will results in greater
loss time and a sudden startup that might cause safety concern between pedestrian
and vehicles. This study investigated the effect of driver’s reaction time at varying
distance between stop line and signal location on intersection efficiency and safety
for a near-side traffic signal and far-side traffic signal.

Keywords Traffic signal � Intersection efficiency � Intersection safety � Near-side
traffic signal � Far-side traffic signal

1 Introduction

Geometric design and traffic operation of an intersection are very important and
relevant in view of traffic system considering both traffic safety and efficiency. Each
country has its guideline to design an intersection and a traffic control device.
Traffic signals are generally divided on two types by locations of them on the
intersection, that is, near-side signal and far-side signal. Some European countries
such as German and the United Kingdom adopt a near side signal for traffic safety
but most countries except them adopt a far-side signal.

As safety becomes recently more important on traffic, several countries in Asia
plan to change the location of traffic signal from far-side to near-side. In this case, it
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should be checked the traffic operation on the intersection, whether it makes traffic
condition worse, level of service down on the intersection and causes wrong phases
and other safety problems. Moreover, the application of new equipment on existing
traffic system should be seriously considered how it influences on the existing traffic
system. This study mainly treats what kinds of factors and how much they are
influenced, and the important factors such as control delay, start-up lost time and
Stop line Observance Rate (SOR) on a near-side intersection are re-evaluated to
measure them as a near-side traffic signal is installed on the existing far-side traffic
control system.

2 Literature Review

A proper installation of traffic signal device prevents signalized intersections from
inefficient and unsafe operations of intersections on road networks. It is noteworthy
that intersection geometric design guideline in each country considers various
characteristics of road components such as vehicle characteristics, transportation
operating systems, drivers’ behavioral pattern, etc. Therefore, direct comparison of
intersection design guidelines might mislead the major design concepts embedded
in the design guide. However, it is worthy to research various aspects of guidelines
in various countries to come up with better guidance on intersection operations.
Intersection signal installation guidelines in five countries were considered in this
study.

The Korea Installation and Management Manual for Traffic Control Device
suggests that drivers should be able to see a traffic signal continuously while driving
the intersection segment [1]. According to this manual, the signal should be
installed within 10–40 m from the stop line and the minimum distance between
traffic signal and stop line must be about 10 m minimum with 20° each left and
right side with total angle of 40° to provide a clear visibility of traffic signals. For
the parallel signal installation, spacing between two traffic signals should be greater
than 2.4 m. When the signalized intersection has greater spacing between the traffic
signal and stop line, the secondary signal must be installed prior to the intersection
as shown in Fig. 1.

In USA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) regulates that a
traffic signal must be installed within 12–45 m from the stop line and within 20°
each left and right side with total angle of 40° as the same as Korea [2]. The
secondary traffic signal should be also placed on the sides of roadway as Fig. 2.

Guidelines for traffic signals [3] in Germany indicate that the signal location is to
be installed within 6 m from the stop line. One-way road without left or right turn
has the signal device for both vehicles and pedestrians on each side of roadways.
When there is no left turn on the street, one or two side signals are installed as
shown in Fig. 3b. The intersection with a median strip and left turn has the traffic
signal installed on the median strip while a standing traffic signal is placed on the
left side of roadways for the intersection without median strip as shown in Fig. 3a.
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In Australia, a double primary traffic signal is commonly installed on the street
over two lanes with wide median strip [4]. Due to its higher cost, a forehead traffic
signal is installed only when the post-mounted signal does not provide enough sight
distance and driver cannot perceive a traffic signal on the curve, and the
post-mounted signal is not allowed where the next traffic signal is located within
150 m (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 Signal installation guideline in Korea

Fig. 2 Signal installation guideline in USA
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The United Kingdom regulates that a signal should be installed for driver to
identify two traffic signals on different points. The roadway with a median should
have a traffic signal installed on the median strip and is also not allowed to install
the right side of the road as shown in Fig. 5.

No significant studies have been made on near-side traffic signal, especially
near-side signal on the far-side intersection systems. Jung et al. [5] investigated
safety concern on near-side intersection systems and came up with Stop line
Observance Rate (SOR). This study showed that the SOR depended on various
factors. Ha and Berg [6] suggested safety as level of service (LOS) on intersections
instead of control delay that has been typically used as intersection LOS criteria.
Lee et al. [7] showed TTC method to evaluate intersection safety. There are various
measures for intersection safety as shown in Table 1. Panagiotis [8] concluded that
human behavior was the most influencing parameters on intersection safety.

Fig. 3 Signal installation guideline in Germany; a with left or right turn, and b without turns

Fig. 4 Signal installation guideline in Australia
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3 Methodologies

An intersection LOS is evaluated by control delay according to Highway Capacity
Manual (HCM) 2010 [9] and this study indicates the intersection efficiency based
on the control delay. This study set limits on the four-leg intersection and assumed
several factors properly according to HCM 2010 to evaluate control delay on
various conditions including changes on approach speed, startup delay and location
of stop line. Regarding intersection safety, the SOR on intersections shown in
previous study was selected as indication of intersection safety suggested by Jung
et al. [5]. Once intersection safety and efficiency parameters were defined, the effect

Fig. 5 Signal installation guideline in UK

Table 1 Surrogate safety conflict measures

Surrogate conflict measure Description

Gap time (GT) Time lapse between completion of encroachment by turning
vehicle and the arrival time of crossing vehicle if they
continue with same speed and path

Encroachment time (ET) Time duration during which the turning vehicle infringes
upon the right-of-way of through vehicle

Deceleration rate (DR) Rate at which crossing vehicle must decelerate to avoid
collision

Proportion of stopping distance
(PSD)

Ratio of distance available to maneuver to the distance
remaining to the projected location of collision

Post-encroachment time (PET) Time lapse between end of encroachment of turning vehicle
and the time that the through vehicle actually arrives at the
potential point of collision

Initially attempted
post-encroachment time (IAPT)

Time lapse between commencement of encroachment by
turning vehicle plus the expected time for the through vehicle
to reach the point of collision and the completion time of
encroachment by turning vehicle

Time to collision (TTC) Expected time for two vehicles to collide if they remain at
their present speed and on the same path

Stop line observance rate (SOR) Rate which a driver stops the vehicle before a stop line
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of distance between stop line and traffic signal under various conditions were
evaluated using microsimulation software (VISSIM) (Fig. 6).

To avoid any uncontrollable situation, the LOS of E and F were excluded on the
simulations. The BORAMAE Station in Korea was evaluated at varying distances
between stop line and traffic signal as shown in Fig. 7.

4 Analysis and Discussion

Control delays were obtained under varying conditions as indication of intersection
efficiency on nearside intersections. Several critical factors influencing control
delay have been investigated including dilemma zone, and startup lost time. Yellow

Fig. 6 VISSIM microsimulation

Fig. 7 Geometric and traffic conditions of simulated intersection
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time is a converting time between green and red signal to provide buffering time to
driver for safe crossing of intersections. When yellow time is too long, the driver is
prone to consider it as a part of green time. Contrarily short yellow time makes a
dilemma zone that makes driver neither crossing intersection nor stopping prior to
the intersection properly. When near-side signal systems are applied on far-side
traffic intersection systems, a stop line is required to move backward to ensure
minimum spacing. The yellow time should be adjusted for extended spacing
between stop line and traffic signal as shown in Fig. 8.

In this case, the control delay increases and the intersection efficiency become
worse due to extended space resulting in longer yellow time or shorter effective
green time per hours as shown in Fig. 9a. Startup lost time is also critical because
the first several vehicles required longer time to identify the signal change and to
pass the stop line than farside signal systems due to unclear visibility with greater
peripheral angles to the signal device. The appropriate perceiving space between
drivers and traffic signal device is typically 10 m for six-meter signal in height.
Drivers within 10 m from nearside traffic signal are not able to identify the traffic
signal and decrease effective green time due to extended startup lost time, which
also deteriorates the intersection efficiency as shown in Fig. 9b.

The microsimulation and calculation results for the BORAMAE Station in Korea
show almost identical increase of control delay with the increase of spacing
between stop line and traffic signal installation location as shown in Fig. 10 [10].

An intersection safety was also evaluated using Stop line Observance Rate
(SOR) concept developed by Jung et al. [5]. These studies showed that around
30 % of traffic accidents occur at the intersections and nearside signal systems
increased the SOR, which showed that the shorter spacing provided the higher SOR
as shown in Table 2.

Based on analysis for both efficiency and safety, the proper spacing between stop
line and near-side traffic signal to accommodate both intersection efficiency and
safety have been suggested as 10 m of spacing between a stop line and traffic signal
location on near-side traffic signal as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 8 Startup delay and yellow time on nearside intersection
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Fig. 9 Control delay by a Spacing between stop line and signal, and b startup lost time

Fig. 10 Control delay by calculation and simulation
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Table 2 Efficiency and safety rate at varying spacing

Stop line location (m) Efficiency (%) Safety (%)

1 3.60 60.45

2 7.37 57.94

3 11.30 55.47

4 15.40 53.05

5 19.67 50.67

6 24.12 48.33

7 28.73 46.04

8 33.52 43.80

9 38.48 41.60

10 43.61 39.44

11 48.91 37.33

12 54.36 35.26

13 59.98 33.24

14 65.75 31.26

15 71.67 29.33

16 77.73 27.44

17 83.93 25.59

18 90.27 23.79

19 96.74 22.04

Fig. 11 Proper spacing between stop line and traffic signal location
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5 Conclusions

An intersection geometric design is one of the most challenging parts to accom-
modate efficiency and safety concerns of road networks. As mentioned earlier,
many countries put their efforts to improve intersection design guideline to ensure
efficient and safe operation of signalized intersection considering all aspects of
roadway components. As part of these efforts, near-side and far-side intersection
signal systems have been introduced differently in each country. However,
improper installation of each traffic signal systems without modification of corre-
sponding intersection component such as stop line location or signal timings could
result in worse intersection operations.

This study investigated the effect of near-side traffic signal on intersection
control delay and safety, and suggested proper spacing between stop line and traffic
signal to optimize the intersection operations for both intersection efficiency and
safety. Especially, when the near-side signal is installed to provide better SOR on
the far-side signal systems, it dramatically increases control delay because of
extended yellow time and startup lost time, which might results in significant
congestion after installation of near-side traffic signals. Instead of additional lane at
higher cost to increase capacity of intersection to accommodate this congestions,
modification of stop line location would reduce startup lost time and increase safety
with optimum spacing between stop line and signal location. In addition to the
modification of spacing, a secondary traffic signal is also recommended on the sides
of the roadway to provide additional traffic signal like European countries.
However, it still requires drivers to keep their eyes on the sides until the signal has
been changed and take a bit longer time to turn their heads to the traffic direction as
part of startup lost time.

This study suggests further studies on assumptions and restrictions made on the
study. More realistic startup lost time at varying spacing between stop line and
signal location would better estimate optimum spacing on near-side intersection.
Moreover, various safety parameters need to be considered as indication of inter-
section safety in addition to the SOR.
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An Analysis of the Start-up Delay
and Safety for Signalized Intersections:
Impact of Left-Turn Phasing Sequences

Mohamed Shawky, Abdulla Al-Ghafli and Hussain Al-Harthi

Abstract This paper aims to investigate the start-up delay at signalized intersec-
tions in Abu Dhabi (AD) city, UAE. The impact of some external factors that may
affect the start-up delay in examined including; left turn phasing sequences
(split/lead/lag), movement turning (through/left), intersection location
(CBD/non-CBD) and day time (peak/off-peak). The paper also addressed the
impact of illustrating lead/lag phasing system on the performance of traffic and
safety. A significant number of observations were obtained by using automated
license plate recognition cameras at 66 different intersection approaches. The results
show that the estimated mean value of the start-up delay is 2.201 s with a standard
deviation of 1.823 s. In conclusion, the statistical tests show significant difference
in start-up delay the have between observed for through, left, at CDB and non-CDB
area and between split and lead/lag phasing. However, no significant difference
between peak and off-peak periods and between split and lead phasing are recog-
nized. In addition, the lead/lag phasing improved the traffic performance by
reducing the total delay at intersections but has a negative impact on the safety.

Keywords Start-up delay � Saturation flow rate � Lead-lag phasing � Road safety �
Abu Dhabi city

1 Introduction

Capacity and delay are two of the commonly used measures of effectiveness
(MOEs) in the evaluation of signalized intersections [1]. The startup delay is a part
of the total delay time that occurs due to the implementation of the traffic signal
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control devices. At the beginning of each green time of the traffic signal phase, the
first few number of queued vehicles experience start-up time losses that is made up
of the response time of the drivers (perception and reaction time) to the change in
signal indication along with the vehicle acceleration time to free-flow speed [2]. In
this case, the headway time of the departure queued vehicles can be illustrated as
shown in Fig. 1. It shows that after a certain number of vehicles (no) (usually fall
between the third and sixth vehicle) the headway time reaches its minimum value
(h) which calls the saturated flow condition [3].

Based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM-2000), the start-up delay takes
place for the first four vehicles in a standing queue (i.e., no = 4) and from the fifth
queued vehicle the saturation headway can be estimated.

Accordingly, the start-up delay can be calculated as follows:

startup delay dð Þ ¼
Xno
n¼1

tn ð1Þ

where: t = headway time—h.
Many factors that affect the value of the start-up delay can be found in the

literature as presented in the following section based on data collected from dif-
ferent locations around the world. However, the value of the start-up delay and the
contributing factors affecting its value has not been investigated in Abu Dhabi city
(AD), the capital of the UAE. On the other hand, lead/lag signal phasing was
applied in AD intersection by year 2010. The impact of such phasing system in the
operating, safety and start-up delay not intensively discussed before. Thus, the
current study aims to find answers for a number of the following questions:

• What is the average value of the start-up delay in AD city signalized
intersection?

• Is there any significant difference in the start-up delay in terms of left and
through movements, lead/lag/split phasing, off-peak/on-peak hour periods, and
CBD or non CBD areas?

• What is the impact of applying the lead/lag phasing systems on the capacity and
safety performance of the intersections?

Fig. 1 Headway time for the
departure vehicles standing in
a queue
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2 Literature Review

The startup delay at signalized intersections has been investigated in a significant
number of prior studies. The HCM-2000 [3] mentioned that the typical observed
value of the startup delay ranges from 1.0 to 2.0 s. However, in literature the
estimated values of the start-up delay have a wide range between 0.75 and 3.04 s.
[3, 4]. Table 1 summarizes the findings of the estimated values of the start-up delay
from prior studies.

Several factors that affect the value and distribution of the startup delay were also
investigated in the prier studies. These factors include the turning movements
(trough, left and U-turn), queue length, intersection geometry and location, time of
the day, weather condition, visibility of traffic light, phasing timing and sequence, etc.

Regarding the turning movements, Honglongli and Prevedourod [13] found that
the startup delay of the through movement is larger than that of the protected
left-turn movement. In addition, high standard deviation values were observed for
both movements and reflect a big variation of the startup delay among drivers.
However, other studies (i.e., [15, 16]) found no significant differences in startup
delay between through and left-turn movements. Also, no significant differences
between peak and off-peak hours in terms of the start-up delay.

Table 1 Examples of the observed startup delays

Study (source) Date Country (location) Queued vehicle
number (no)

Average
start-up delay
(s)

Leong [5] 1964 Australia (Sydney) 4 1.12

Gerlough and
Wagner [6]

1967 USA (Los Angeles) 5 2.05

Carstens [7] 1971 USA (Iowa) 4 0.75

Agent and Crabtree
[8]

1983 USA (Lexington,
Kentucky)

4 1.40

Lee and Chen [9] 1986 USA (Kansas) 5 3.04

Roess et al. [10] 1989 USA (Texas) 4 1.31

Efstathiadis and
Machemehl [11]

1995 USA (Texas) 4 1.34

Jacobs [12] 1998 South Africa
(Stellenbosch)

5 1.43

Al-Ghamdi [4] 1999 Saudi Arabia
(Riyadh)

4 2.99

Honglongli and
Prevedourod [13]

2002 USA (Honolulu) 4 1.76

David et al. [14] 2013 USA (various) 5 2.16
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The impact of the geometric parameters was also investigated by Bonneson [17].
It was found that the left-turn radii affect the headway of the queued vehicles. The
larger radii of the left-turn paths resulted lower headways. In addition, it is indicated
that queue length per cycle and lane volume has a negative effect on the headway of
the first twelve vehicles. This finding implies that the startup delay of long queue is
smaller due to the higher traffic pressure of the long queues. Al-Ghamdi [4] showed
that the startup delay of two lane approach is significantly higher than that in the
three lane approaches.

Honglongli and Prevedourod [13] showed that a weak negative correlation
between the startup delay and queue length and the ANOVA tests indicated that the
startup delay is not sensitive to the queue length. Long [16] found that no signif-
icant impact of the queue length, number of lanes, intersection location and peak
period on the observed average startup delay. In addition, no significant differences
were found in average startup delay between queues that contain trucks and queues
with passenger vehicles also between different sites with level approach and sites on
a 5 % upgrade. Regarding the weather condition, Sun et al. [18] observed that the
startup delay increased by 21–31 % in rainy weather compared by clear weather
and no significant differences was found between light-medium rainy weather and
clear weather.

The studies that addressed the impact of the left-turn phasing sequence on the
startup delay are very few compared by the other investigated factors. Most of these
studies concentrated on the impact of the permissive-and-protected left turn (PPLT).
Noyce et al. [19] and NCHRP report [20] found that no differences in the startup
delay were found due to the type of PPLT signal display. However, Brehmer [2]
found that the average startup delay was significantly influenced by the PPLT signal
phasing. On the other hand, Chris Sheffer et al. [21] compared startup delay
between lead and lag protected-only phasing. It was found that that both the mean
start-up lost time and fourth vehicle crossing time were significantly lower for lag
left turns. In addition, Upchurch and Wright [22] evaluated delays at one inter-
section for three different lead and lag phasing. It was found that left-turn delay for
protected/permitted lead phasing is lower than for protected/permitted lag phasing.
However, the study did not consider signal progression adjustments that may have
affected the platooning of upstream traffic.

In terms of intersection capacity there prior studies proved the positive impact of
installing lead-lag phasing on the capacity. Grover [23] documented a 30–50 %
reduction in overall vehicle delay (means 30–50 % increase in capacity). However,
other studies presented the negative impact of such left-turn phasing system on the
safety performance of the signalized intersections. Randy et al. [24] stated that in
the one-year period before installation of lead-lag left-turning 44 accidents occur-
red, whereas 78 occurred in the year after in Kentucky intersections and about 69 %
of these accidents occurred in the first 6 months.
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3 Start-up Delay Model Development

Figure 2 illustrate the concept of the model development to find the startup delay
(d) value of each traffic cycle at a signalized intersection approach. From this figure
the startup delay can be calculated form the following equation:

d ¼ tn � ðtn � tnoÞ
no

n� no

� �� �
ð2Þ

where:
d startup delay value
no number of vehicle experience with startup delay
n number of queued vehicle taken into consideration in the analysis
tn the elapsed time from the beginning of the green light until the vehicle “n”

standing in the queue cross the reference line.

In this study, “no” and “n” are taken 4 and 10, respectively. It means that the
startup delay will be considered from the first four vehicles and the saturation flow
starts from the fifth vehicle to the tenth queued vehicle. Accordingly, Eq. (2) will be
as follows:

d ¼ tn � ðtn � tnoÞ
4
6

� �� �
ð3Þ

Fig. 2 Concept of
developing the startup delay
model
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4 Case Study Selection and Data Collection

By year 2010, AD DoT applied the lead-lag left-turn phasing at about 38 signalized
intersections in order to increase its capacity. At these intersections two approaches
are operating as lead/lag left turn phasing and the other approaches are working as
split phasing. The leading phase takes place when the left-turn starts at the
beginning with though phase. The lag phase takes place when the left-turn at the
end of the trough phase. Split phasing takes place when the left-turn and trough
movements are start and end with each other.

In this study, about 66 approaches located at 36 different intersections were
selected to be taken as case study. These intersections was selected to cover dif-
ferent geometric and operational parameters that may affect the start-up delay value
and that will be involved in the analysis process such as; (1) intersection location
(CBD/non-CBD area), (2) phasing type (lead/lag/split phasing), and (3) number of
through lanes, number of left lanes. About 12,517 traffic signal cycles were
involved in the analysis, 6202 traffic cycle during the peak periods and 6310 cycles
during off-peak periods. These two periods are defined based on the day time as
shown in Table 2.

It is worth mentioning that the selected approaches have been selected to be
similar in some parameters such as; 0 % gradient, 0 % heavy vehicles and some
lane width. Therefore the impact of these factors in the estimated value of the
start-up delay not included in the collected data. Table 3 shows the studied number
of intersection approaches under each category and the corresponding number of
traffic cycles.

The majority of the collected data in prior studies used the manual technique
from videotapes and stopwatch. However, in this study, a new technique of data
collection was implied. This technique employed the image processing that taken
from the red light violation cameras (TVR cameras) which automatically record the
license plan for each vehicle cross the stop line during red light. In our case, the
system was adapted to record the time when a vehicle crossed the stop line from the
start of green time for each lane separately. So headway time can be accurately
calculated. About 125,170 of headway time were obtained by this method.

On the other hand, the traditional video recording and stop watch technique was
used at about 16 different approaches was applied to determine headway times. The
collected data by this will be used to check and accuracy of the TVR cameras
recording times and then to calibrate the time value of the first vehicle in the queue.

Table 2 Day time
classification for the headway
time data

Day time Peak period Off-peak period

From To From To

Morning 6:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.

Evening 2:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 16:00 p.m.
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5 Data Analysis

5.1 Headway Time Analysis

The mean value of the observed headway time of the queued vehicle based on the
position of the vehicle in the queue is shown in Fig. 3 from the data obtained from
TVR camera. Table 4 shows summary of the observed headway time statistics.

Table 5 shows the mean value of the observed headway by the two methods of
the data collection. It shows that no significant different between the headway time
for the second vehicle to the 10th vehicle in the queue. The observed difference for
the first queued vehicle can be justified due to the taken time for the vehicle to fully

Table 3 Number of studies intersection approaches for each category

No. Intersection approach category Number of studies
approaches

No. of studies traffic
cycle

1 Intersection location CBD 16 2660

Non-CBD 50 9858

2 No. of through lanes 2 5 538

3 41 8015

4 20 3966

3 No. of left lanes 0 6 1027

1 47 9114

2 13 2378

4 Traffic signal
phasing type

Split 37 6243

Lead 16 2202

Lag 13 6243
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Fig. 3 Mean value of the observed headway time for queued vehicles
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cross the stop line and the TVR camera recognize and record the plat number. Thus
the difference value of 1.103 s. (i.e. = 4.051–3.038) can be taken as an adjustment
value in the calculation on the start-up delay.

5.2 Estimating the Overall Value of Start-up Delay
and Saturation Flow Rate

Table 6 shows the statistical parameters of the estimated value of the start-up delay.
The estimated mean value of the start-up delay was adjusted due to the usage of
TVR camera as discussed before. The sample size shown in the table represents the
number of traffic signal cycles that taken at each intersection approach category. In
general, the estimated start-up delay vale and its standard deviation for all approach
types are close except the case of lag phase approach has low mean start-up delay
value and higher standard deviation. However, the statistical test shown be applied
to identify whether there are a significant difference or not which will be discussed
in the next section.

Table 4 Statistical parameters of headway time

Vehicle
position in
the queue

Headway
mean (s)

Standard
deviation
(s)

Maximum Minimum Mode Median Skewness

1 4.051 0.925 5.367 0.584 3.852 4.232 −0.0010

2 2.437 0.838 5.158 0.758 2.106 2.331 0.0004

3 2.256 0.927 5.367 0.498 1.903 2.043 0.0010

4 2.026 0.741 5.749 0.487 1.607 1.903 0.0006

5 1.890 0.730 4.384 0.524 1.513 1.758 0.0007

6 1.896 0.794 4.539 0.658 1.451 1.717 0.0010

7 1.849 0.759 4.316 0.421 1.591 1.688 0.0009

8 1.809 0.755 4.259 0.398 1.357 1.653 0.0009

9 1.805 0.735 4.025 0.342 1.451 1.654 0.0008

10 1.906 0.897 5.101 0.450 1.513 1.681 0.0011

Table 5 The mean value of the observed headway time based on the two different data collection
methods

Data
collection
method

Vehicle position in the queue (s)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Video
recording

3.038 2.465 2.213 1.945 1.916 1.901 1.858 1.835 1.782 1.889

TVR
camera

4.051 2.437 2.256 2.026 1.890 1.896 1.849 1.809 1.805 1.906
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For more details in the impact of phasing sequence, the start-up delay values of
left turn only was extracted and the statistical parameters for different phasing
sequence s are estimated as shown in Table 7. It shows that the start-up delay value
of let turn movement in case of lead phasing is significantly higher that both split
and lag and lag phasing has the lower value of start-up delay. This result can be
interpreted as the drivers in the left turn lane in case of lag phasing are expecting the
on-set of the green light because the green of the thought movement has been
already turned on. So they are ready to move or sometimes they anticipate the
on-set of green.

From the observed headway, the saturation flow rate (SFR) could be also esti-
mated. The SFR is very important parameter in the evaluation of the traffic per-
formance at signalized intersections and can be calculated from the following
equation:

SFR ¼ 3600

h
ð4Þ

Table 6 Start-up delay statistical parameters for different approach categories of signalized
intersections

Approach category Sample
size

Mean
(s)

Std. dev.
(s)

Max. Min. Mode Median

All intersection approaches 12,916 2.201 1.823 8.705 0.003 3.308 3.199

Movement
turns

Through 8907 2.232 1.817 8.705 0.007 4.468 3.235

left 4004 2.133 1.834 8.689 0.003 4.676 3.122

Intersection
location

CBD 2863 2.295 1.802 8.483 0.007 4.681 3.300

non-CBD 10,048 2.175 1.828 8.705 0.003 3.308 3.172

Phasing
sequences

Split 6497 2.265 1.806 8.705 0.007 3.308 3.264

Lead 4122 2.299 1.780 8.689 0.008 4.108 3.311

Lag 2292 1.844 1.902 8.417 0.003 1.405 2.774

Day time
period

Peak 6479 2.241 1.832 8.705 0.007 6.916 3.250

Off-peak 6200 2.209 1.812 8.483 0.003 4.628 3.222

Table 7 Start-up delay statistical parameters for left turn movement with different phasing
sequences

Left turn phasing Sample
size

Mean
(s)

Std. dev.
(s)

Max. Min. Mode Median

Left lane with split
phasing

1494 2.153 1.843 8.407 0.030 4.208 3.096

Left lane with lead
phasing

1524 2.325 1.772 8.689 0.012 5.492 3.363

Left lane with lag
phasing

988 1.807 1.870 8.247 0.003 5.259 2.724
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h is the mean value of the observed headway for queued vehicles started by the
5th vehicle in the queue to the 10th vehicle in the queue in our case. Table 8 shows
the summary of the estimated parameters of the SFR. More analysis in SFR doesn’t
take because it is out of current study objective.

5.3 Investigating the Significant Factors Affecting
the Start-up Delay Value

The statistical t-test was employed to test the significant differences between two
pairs of the independent variables; for example between the trough and left
movements, CBD and non-CBD locations, Lead and lag phasing, etc. The statistical
software program SPSS was used in this analysis. Table 9 shows summary of the
output results of the statistical tests. It shows that there are a significant differences
between through and left turn movements, CBD and non-CBD, split and lag, lead
and lag phasing at significant level of 95 %. However, there are not significant
differences between peak and off-peak periods and between lead and split phasing.
This result can be interpreted as in the both cases of split and lead phasing the green
light starts for the left and through movements at the same time when the start-up
delay takes place.

Table 8 Statistical parameters of the saturation flow rate

Sample size Mean (veh/h/lane) Std. dev. (veh/h/lane) Max. Min. Mode Median

11,786 1927 276 2494 1210 1981 1923

Table 9 Statistical results of the comparison among variables

Compared variables Levene’s test
for equality of
variances

t-test for equality of means

F Sig. t df Sig.
P-
value

Mean
difference

Std. error
difference

CBD and non-CBD 2.494 0.114 −3.131 12,909 0.002 −0.120859 0.038601

Split and lead 1.896 0.169 −1.008 10,617 0.313 −0.036062 0.035761

Split and lag 21.942 0.000 9.463 8787 0.000 0.421006 0.044492

Lead and lag 30.259 0.000 9.560 6412 0.000 0.454524 0.047547

Peak and off-peak 0.585 0.444 −0.999 12,677 0.318 −0.032336 0.032377

Left lane with split
and left lane with lead

4.007 0.045 −2.606 3015 0.009 −0.171510 0.065818

Left lane with split
and left lane with lag

1.542 0.214 4.550 2478 0.000 0.346075 0.076053

Left lane with lead and
left lane with lag

9.387 0.002 6.994 2509 0.000 0.517585 0.074005
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5.4 Impact of Lead/Lag Signal Phasing on the Traffic
Performant

Regarding the impact of applying the lead-lag left turn signal phasing on the total
delay and traffic performance, a before and after study has been conducted at five
intersections. Traffic volume counts before installing lead/lag phasing are available
from AD municipality. The traffic performance and average deal value has been
estimated using Synchro software. Table 10 shows summary of the output results of
the software. It shows a significant positive impact of illustrating lead/lag left turn
phasing on the overall average delay whereas the delay reduced by values from 17
to 76 % during AM peak and a reduction from 7 to 60 % during PM peak.

5.5 Impact of Lead/Lag Signal Phasing on the Safety
Performant

Drivers at a specific approach used to move most of the time (in our case it is split
phasing system), when a lead-lag system was first implemented, some drivers on
the lag approach kept doing the same and accelerating once the through movement
starts to move thinking that their dedicated signal head is changed to green as well.
However, lead lag signal phasing operation can be extremely beneficial but most
traffic engineers wary of implementing it because it violates driver’s expectations
and it may cause accidents [25].

In a previous study the impact of left turn phasing sequences in AD signalized
intersections was investigated [26]. It showed that a significant increase in accidents
between left turn and through movements after changing the phasing sequence from
split phasing to lead lag. Also, the approaches that have changed speed limit from
60 to 80 km/h experienced a significant increase. Referring to the location of the
approach, there was no difference observed between CBD intersections and

Table 10 Traffic performance analysis results

Intersection
no.

Overall average delay (s/veh.)

AM peak PM peak

Before
applying
lead/lag

After
applying
lead/lag

% of
change

Before
applying
lead/lag

After
applying
lead/lag

% of
change

1 82.5 52.6 36 103 40.9 60

2 86.5 60.4 30 42.2 39.2 7

3 89.7 74.2 17 59.6 31.3 47

4 105.9 52.4 51 61.3 27.7 55

5 97 22.9 76 41.6 19.2 54
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Non CBD intersections. However, the study showed that the leading left turn
approaches were safer than lagging left turns.

Figure 4 shows a real accident photos occurred at lag left turn phasing approach.
It shows when the green light started for though the driver of (veh. 1) moved without
recognition that he left turn has a separate traffic signal. This video illustrates the
high risk of lag-left turn phasing system and why it has negative impact on the safety.
So countermeasure should be taken in such cases to improve safety level.

6 Conclusions

This study mainly aims to investigate the value and contributing variables of the
start-up delay at AD signalized intersections. The impact of applying the lead/lag
left turn movement has been intensively analyzed with respect to delay and safety.
The data analysis showed that the overall value of the start-up delay is 2.201 s the
start-up delay is significantly differences between though and left movements, CBD
and non-CBD locations, split and lag, lead and lag phasing at significant level of
95 %. However, there are not significant differences between peak and off-peak
periods and between lead and split phasing. Traffic performance analysis at five
intersections showed that the total average delays are reduced by 7–76 % after the
illustration on the lead/lag phasing sequence. However, the safety level was reduced
due to increasing the accident rates especially o the lag-phasing approaches. In
conclusion, the lead/lag phasing systems has a significant impact on the start-up
delay, total delay per vehicle at intersections and safety level. It is significantly
improve the operational performance of traffic but it has a negative impact on
safety. Therefore, countermeasures should be taken at lag-left turn approaches of
intersection to improve safety.

Fig. 4 An Illustration of a real accident occurrence due to lag left turn phase
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Improving a Roundabout Design Through
Simulation in a Unity 3D Virtual
Environment

Li Wang, David Johnson and Yingzi Lin

Abstract Traffic congestion is one of the most serious problems in big cities. This
paper proposed a simplified design of roundabout to simulate and improve the
traffic condition of a real-life roundabout in Somerville, MA. A virtual environment
was built by using Unity 3D to simulate the Powder House Square roundabout. This
study used the driving simulator in Northeastern University’s Intelligent
Human-Machine System (IHMS) Laboratory to conduct the experiment, using a
NASA Task Load Index (TLX) to measure the workload experienced by the par-
ticipants. The experiment results show that the total time spent on simplified sector
was 47.2 % less than the original design, and the number of accidents were reduced
by 60.9 %. The average frustration level dropped by 79.2 % on the simplified
sector according to the NASA TLX survey. Simulation results showed strong
evidence that traffic conditions improved a lot by using the simplified design.

Keywords Roundabout � Virtual environment � Simulation

1 Introduction

Despite being a daily activity, driving in city traffic can be as stressful for drivers as
skydiving [1]. What is more serious is that there are lots of traffic accidents every
day in the world. The Global status report on road safety 2015 indicates that more
than 1.2 million people die each year on the world’s roads [2]. Although there are
many factors that affect traffic, the most controllable factors are human factors.
Solving traffic problems by using human factors methods can make a great con-
tribution to humanity. Intersections are a major constraint to traffic flow, especially
when a non-standard style of intersection or a traffic signal is used [3]. The inter-
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section that inspired this research is a combination rotary and traffic light system at
Powder House Square in Somerville, MA.

There are several challenges presented by this intersection in Powder House
Square [4]. There is high level of pedestrian, motor vehicle, and bicycle traffic,
which causes congestion and traffic accidents. When drivers approach the rotary,
confusion is created by having to be simultaneously aware of traffic lights, traffic
flow and pedestrians within the rotary. Pedestrians, having an automatic
right-of-way as long as they are utilizing a crosswalk, have an easier time navi-
gating this intersection. The design of the rotary means that their use of crosswalk
signals causes all traffic throughout the rotary to come to a complete stop. This
study hypothesized that traffic conditions would be safer and more efficient if some
of the traffic lights, crosswalks and stop signs were eliminated or moved in order to
ensure that drivers only need to make one decision at a time.

A virtual environment [5] was built by using Unity 3D to simulate the conditions
experienced in Powder House Square. The driving simulator in Northeastern
University’s Intelligent Human-Machine System (IHMS) Laboratory seen in Fig. 1
was used in this experiment. To test the hypothesis, a square road map with two
roundabouts was designed. Eleven subjects took part in this experiment. Time spent
on each sector and the number of mistakes and accidents in each sector were
recorded by experimenter. After the experiment, all of the subjects were asked to
complete the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) survey in order to effectively measure
the workload experienced by the subjects in each sector [6].

The experiment results show that the total time spent in the simplified sector was
reduced by 47.2 % and the number of accidents were reduced by 60.9 %. What is
more, the average frustration level dropped by 79.2 % on the simplified sector,

Fig. 1 The driving simulator in Northeastern University’s IHMSL
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according to NASA TLX survey data. It is clearly shown from the NASA TLX
survey data that subjects experienced a much lower mental and physical workload
in the simplified design sector than on the original design sector.

2 Methods

Unity 3D was used in this study to build the virtual environment [5]. Unity 3D is a
flexible development platform for creating 3D interactive experiences, and is a
relatively quick platform to learn while still providing plenty of flexibility. A square
road map with two different sectors was the principal design of the study, as can be
seen in Fig. 2. One sector had a rotary emulating the original design of Powder
House Square, and the other sector had a simplified design roundabout [7–10].
A comparison of the two different sectors were shown in Fig. 3. Part A is the
original design and part B is the simplified design.

In the original design, there were 16 traffic lights and 7 crosswalks, all positioned
in a way that contributes to confusion and frustration. The original design forced
drivers to constantly multitask to maintain awareness of traffic signal status, rotary
traffic, and pedestrian traffic. The objective of the simplified design was to ensure
that drivers were only completing one task at a time.

Fig. 2 Overhead view of the square road map with two different sectors
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The first objective in the simplified design was to remove pedestrians from the
middle of the rotary by removing the crosswalks cutting through the center as well
as the intra-rotary traffic lights. This ensures that drivers going through the rotary
only have one task: to focus on other drivers within the rotary. The second objective
was to remove pedestrians from the perimeter of the rotary by moving the cross-
walks 2 car-lengths away from the rotary’s entrance. This setup makes it so that
drivers entering the rotary only have to be concerned about waiting for a gap in
rotary traffic, and so that drivers exiting the rotary may leave freely. It also limits the
pedestrian interaction with drivers to situations where the driver has their full
attention. All these factors combine to eliminate multitasking in the simplified
design.

2.1 Pilot Test

This experiment conducted a pilot test before the formal portion in order to refine
the simulation process [11]. The first change was to the starting point. Originally,
the starting point was very close to the first roundabout. It was found that if the start
point was very near the first roundabout, the subjects could be strongly affected by
having very little reaction time. Another major change was to the frequency of
occurrences of computer-driven cars in the simulation. The reason that the change
was made was to carefully balance the level of traffic so that it would not be too
crowded or too empty [12]. Finally, a trial run for each subject was allowed so that
they could acclimate to the sensitivity of the driving simulator.

Fig. 3 A comparison of the two different sectors (A original design; B simplified design)
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2.2 Subject Selection

A group of 11 subjects took part in this experiment, all from the graduate student
population at Northeastern University. There were 9 male subjects and 2 female
subjects, all between the ages of 21 and 23 (μ 21.8 years, σ 0.87 years). All 11
subjects had a driver’s license.

2.3 Experiment Instruction

First, each subject completed a trail run to acclimate to the sensitivity of the
simulator. Second, each subject completed the whole experiment without inter-
ruption. During the experiment, the subjects were instructed to obey all traffic rules.
All subjects were expected to recall how they felt in each sector. Finally, all
subjects would complete a NASA TLX survey for each sector of the experiment
after completing the simulation.

3 Data Collection

All data in this experiment was manually recorded. During the experiment, an
observer recorded the time it took for each participant to complete each sector with
a stopwatch. In addition, another observer counted the number of accidents and
traffic violations in each sector.

After each subject completed the experiment, they were asked to fill out a
NASA TLX survey for each sector, original and simplified. The survey asked the
subjects to assess their perceived Mental Workload, Physical Workload,
Performance Level, Pace of the Task, Effort Required for Normalcy, and Frustration
Level. This data is shown in Table 1.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Accidents and Violations

Several differences were discovered between the data for the original and simplified
designs. The average number of accidents or traffic violations subjects committed in
the original design roundabout was 3.8, while for the simplified design roundabout
the average was 1.5. This is a decrease in incidents by over 50 %. Another
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important performance marker is that only 2 subjects were able to complete the
original sector without any incidents, while 5 were able to do so in the simplified
version. The standard deviation dropped only slightly from 1.38 incidents in the
original sector to 1.17 incidents in the simplified sector. It is clear from this data that
the simplified intersection is much safer than the original version (Fig. 4).

Table 1 Data from NASA TLX survey

Factor Type Subject no.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Mental demand Original 14 16 10 10 9 16 14 13 11 12 3

Simplified 10 5 6 10 4 4 20 13 6 6 2

Physical demand Original 8 6 7 5 2 8 5 10 13 7 3

Simplified 3 2 6 10 1 4 4 5 2 6 2

Temporal demand Original 15 15 10 7 7 6 17 15 14 14 12

Simplified 7 4 8 12 5 1 10 4 4 7 15

Performance Original 5 5 10 13 8 10 18 5 3 9 1

Simplified 17 16 11 14 13 17 13 17 16 16 20

Effort Original 14 17 4 15 8 10 12 14 13 11 10

Simplified 5 3 9 18 4 1 15 11 3 5 10

Frustration Original 14 12 1 3 9 1 4 15 3 17 18

Simplified 4 11 12 2 1 1 18 1 3 4 1

Fig. 4 Number of mistakes that each subject made
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4.2 Time

The time that subjects spent on each sector is also an important factor to evaluate
the two differently designed roundabouts. The range of time that subjects spent on
original design roundabout was from 96.5 to 195.9 s. For the simplified design
roundabout it was from 66.6 to 95.3 s. Even the slowest time in the simplified
intersection (95.3 s) was faster than the fastest time in the original (96.5 s) (Fig. 5).

The average times for each sector were 149.1 s in the original design and 78.7 s
in the simplified design. A 47.2 % drop is seen in the simplified design, which
illustrates that the subjects’ efficiency improved greatly in simplified design
roundabout. The standard deviations for each sector were also very different. The
subjects were much more consistent in the simplified sector, with a standard
deviation of only 10.5 s, a 66.9 % reduction from the 31.7 s standard deviation in
the original sector.

4.3 Workload

NASA-TLX includes six subscales: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal
Demand, Own Performance, Effort, and Frustration. The maximum value of each
subscale is 21 and the minimum value is 1. In this experiment, all of the subjects
finished the NASA-TLX survey immediately after the experiment. Figure 6 reflects
the average values of the results of the NASA-TLX surveys for each sector.

Fig. 5 Time that each subject spent on two different sectors and the average time subjects spent
on two sectors
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Mental demand [13] shows how much mental and perceptual activity was
required and physical demand shows how much physical activity was required. In
this experiment, less mental demand means that the subjects do not need to pay
much attention to the traffic lights, pedestrians and traffic flows. At the same time,
less physical demand means the subjects do not need to use the brake or turn the
wheel frequently. The average value of the mental demand decreased by 32.8 %
and the average value of the physical demand dropped by 39.2 % in the simplified
roundabout.

Temporal demand was defined as how rushed the subjects felt during each
sector. The subjects were under no strict time constraints and were not told that they
would be timed. The traffic experienced within each sector likely contributed to the
feeling of being rushed. In this study, temporal demand dropped by a factor of
41.7 %, indicating a significant decrease in the pressure subjects felt in completing
the simplified sector.

The Performance value indicated how successful the subjects felt they were in
completing each sector [14]. The average performance increased by 95.4 % in the
simplified sector over the original sector. Effort was defined as how hard each
subject had to try to achieve that level of performance. Subjects experienced a
34.4 % drop in effort on average from the original to the simplified sector, while
nearly doubling their performance.

Subjects graded their frustration level based on how “insecure, discouraged,
irritated, stressed, and annoyed” they felt [6]. A 40.2 % drop in frustration levels
from the original to the simplified design, along with all the other factors captured
in the NASA-TLX survey, made it very clear that the workload experienced in the
simplified sector was greatly reduced while performance nearly doubled.

Fig. 6 Average values of NASA-TLX surveys for mental demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, performance, effort, and frustration
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5 Conclusion

The new location of the signals and crosswalks in the simplified design directly lead
to less confusion and therefore a lower probability of accidents within the rotary.
Anyone going through the rotary for the first time is less likely to make a mistake or
get into an accident. This greatly increased the level of safety experienced in the
simplified sector over the original, thus reinforcing the hypothesis that traffic
conditions would be safer and more efficient if some of the traffic lights, crosswalks
and stop signs were eliminated or moved in order to have each driver only com-
pleting one task at a time.

We conclude that the simplified design roundabout works very well in the
simulation environment as the simulation results show strong evidence that traffic
condition improved a lot by eliminating all of the traffic lights, crosswalks, and stop
signs. This simplified design roundabout can also be applied to other roundabouts
all over the world, making a great contribution to humanity.

6 Future Work

For further study, more details should be simulated in the virtual environment with
a greater number of subjects to get more accurate data sets. One detail that would be
important to test is the addition of simulated pedestrian traffic around each rotary.
This would help to add a level of realism to the simulation, as well as measure the
impact of pedestrian traffic flow through each style of intersection. Another
improvement would be to have the simulation software automatically record col-
lisions, near-misses, and traffic violations on its own. This would help to quantify
the severity of incidents instead of all incidents being considered equal.

Another consideration for future work would be to add eye tracking, elec-
troencephalographic, and skin galvanic response sensors in order to capture valu-
able physiological data. This data could be combined with the NASA-TLX survey
data to more accurately assess the workload experienced by subjects though each
sector.
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Exploration of the SHRP 2 NDS:
Development of a Distracted Driving
Prediction Model

Syndney Jenkins, Julius Codjoe, Ciprian Alecsandru and Sherif Ishak

Abstract The objective of this research was to use the SHRP 2 NDS data to predict
whether drivers were engaged in any of three specific groups of distracting tasks or
no secondary task at all. The tasks that were examined included: talking or listening
on a hand-held phone, texting or dialing on a hand-held phone, and driver inter-
action with an adjacent passenger. Multiple logistic regression was used to deter-
mine the odds of driver engagement in one of the secondary tasks given
corresponding driving performance data. The results indicated there were differ-
ences in the driving performance measures when the drivers were engaged in a
secondary task. However, the results of the MLR tests indicated the subset of this
data could not be used to develop prediction models with statistically significant
predictive power.
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1 Introduction

Distracted driving continues to be a major topic in the area of transportation safety.
Some form of anti-distraction legislation has been enacted in forty-four U.S. states
to date including Guam and Puerto Rico. The U.S. Department of Transportation
has established programs, and even an official government website, all aimed at
educating the public on the dangers of distracted driving [1].

Many researchers in past literature have used driving simulators to mimic the
driving experience and more specifically, to measure the effect distraction devices
have on drivers. However, naturalistic driving studies (NDS) offer the ability to
observe drivers in their own vehicles, driving their typical commutes, and
exhibiting their normal driving behavior [2]. This aspect, that is unique to NDS,
more accurately reflects actual driving behavior when compared to driver simulator
studies that use a simulation vehicle and ask the driver to maneuver through a
simulated environment. The USDOT’s second Strategic Highway Research
Program (SHRP 2) organized and funded a massive naturalistic driving study. This
study yielded data that includes: 32 million vehicle miles, 12,500 miles driven,
7000 near-crashes, 700 crashes, cell phone records, and a final database that is
expected to approach 2 petabytes (or 2000 terabytes) of trip information. SHRP 2
began releasing this database in 2014 to be used by the researching public [3].

The objectives of this research were to identify appropriate performance mea-
sures that could be used as surrogate measures of distraction within the SHRP 2
dataset, and to develop a model to predict driver distraction by cell phone using said
surrogate measures.

2 Background

Driving simulators are used frequently in traffic research. They are an inexpensive
alternative to other experimental methods that can at times be either unethical or
unsafe to complete [4]. An exhaustive literature review conducted by Bach found
that of the 100 papers reviewed, 52 % of them involved driving simulators while
37 % involved instrumented vehicles (e.g. naturalistic studies) [5]. Although
driving simulators with high fidelities can closely mimic an actual driving experi-
ence, naturalistic driving studies offer a truly realistic picture of driver behavior
because they analyze actual drives on authentic roads.

Naturalistic driving studies (NDS) consist of the observation of drivers in their
own vehicles and driving their normal commutes. The vehicles however, are fitted
with sensors and other data collection gadgets which are usually add-ons to the
in-vehicle systems. While NDS will produce more realistic scenarios, and thereby
more valuable data to study driver behavior, they are expensive to use and the
collection of data could be problematic. The first large-scale NDS conducted was
the 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study which involved 241 drivers over an
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18-month period resulting in about 3 M vehicles miles and yielded 42,300 data
hours, 82 crashes, 761 near-crashes, and 8295 critical incidents [6]. Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute (VTTI) completed the project with funding from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Virginia Tech, Virginia
Department of Transportation and Virginia Transportation Research Council [7].

Due to NDS being a behavioral-based observational experiment method, there
are many ways this data can be used to study driver behavior and risk analysis.
Some of the studies that have been conducted using the 100-Car NDS include
validation of near-crashes as crash surrogates [8], assessing safety critical braking
events [9], modeling of driver car-following behavior [10], and examining driver
inattention [11]. A study conducted by Feng Guo and Youjia Fang, also used data
from the 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study. They focused on predicting high risk
drivers and identifying factors associated with individual driver risk. Driver age,
personality and critical incident rate were determined to have major impacts on both
crash and near-crash risk and these factors can be used to predict future crashes or
near-crashes. The researchers developed logistic models as the prediction method
which proved to possess high “predictive powers” [12]. University of Michigan
Transportation Research Institute studied driver performance while engaging in
secondary tasks using naturalistic data they collected themselves [13].

In the University of Michigan study and other previous research, point estimates
such as variance or mean of the performance measures were selected for analysis.
However, point estimates represent only one data point over a length of time, so
much information is lost when the data is averaged or the variance is computed in
order to obtain a point estimate. This study utilizes actual time series data in the
analysis. This distinction is important because the plethora of data points accu-
mulated in time series data has the ability to reveal more information than would be
possible using only a mean or variance.

3 Methods

The methodology consisted of data retrieval from the InSight website, data editing
and aggregation, tests for normality followed by multiple logistic regression.

3.1 Data Retrieval

The data used in this research was the SHRP 2 NDS database which was released
through the program’s InSight website. Additional data is continuously uploaded to
the webpage, therefore it is important to note that all data utilized for this study was
released as of March 2015. It is also important to note that all NDS data used in this
study was taken from Florida driver samples exclusively. Finally, NDS data
specifically from the Events and Trips website categories were used in this study. In
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addition to these categories additional information was required to link the sample
drivers to their trips and event information. This linkage was important because it
enabled comparisons of driver performance measures based on driver gender, age
and location. Participant ID and additional demographic information including state
origin, age and gender of the drivers was retrieved directly from VTTI via a Data
Sharing Agreement. The driving performance measures of GPS speed, lateral and
longitudinal acceleration, throttle position and yaw rate were selected because lit-
erature revealed they were most frequently used in driver behavior research [14].

3.2 Data Aggregation and Editing

Proper data editing before applying said data as input into analyses can aid in the
assurance that the results obtained are accurate. In regards to this research, the data
editing process included checking data entries to ensure the values were within an
acceptable range and logically reasonable as well as identifying outliers or missing
data. However, since time series data was used in this research, the first step taken
in the data editing process dealt with aggregating the time intervals already in place.

Data on the time series variables was collected over a 20-s time interval for each
drive. Within the twenty second time interval the data was broken down into 0.1-s
intervals. For example, the data for the GPS speed variable was represented by 200
data points displayed in 0.1-s increments in the database to account for the twenty
seconds of data collected. In order to reduce the size of the database, the time series
data was aggregated into 1-s increments instead of the original interval of 0.1 s. The
“time series” procedure in SAS statistical software was used in order to accomplish
this. In order to aggregate each set of 200 data points into 20 points representing the
20 s of data corresponding to each drive, the absolute value of the maximum
change for each data point was used for the throttle position, lateral acceleration,
longitudinal acceleration and yaw rate performance measures. The throttle position
variable contained only positive measurements, therefore, simply the maximum
value for each observation per second was kept in the final dataset. Equation 1
displays the function used to aggregate the lateral acceleration, longitudinal
acceleration and yaw rate variables into 1-s increments.

Max(x)�Min(x)j j: ð1Þ

Regarding the GPS speed variable, the variance of the driver’s speed per second
was used to aggregate the data. The Time Series procedure in SAS statistical
software was used to perform all of the aggregation. To serve as an example, the
code used to aggregate the throttle position variable is displayed below.
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proc timeseries data=baseline_throttle_position

out=baseline_throttle_position_timeseries;
id time interval=seconds accumulate=maximum;
by event_id;
var value;

run;

After the data was aggregated into 1-s intervals, the next step in the data editing
process was to ensure the values were within an acceptable range. The upper and
lower data ranges of each time series variable were defined in the Trip Data cat-
egory on the InSight webpage. All values outside of the predefined range limits
were removed from the dataset for each of the five time series variables studied.
Next, any entry that contained missing information was also removed. Potential
outliers were inspected using the distribution analysis task in SAS Enterprise Guide
statistical software and removed once identified. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
was used to test for normality. For an alpha value set equal to 0.05, datasets for all
five performance measures resulted in statistically significant outcomes. Due to
these findings, it was concluded all of the datasets were non-normally distributed.

3.3 Multiple Logistic Regression Analysis

Logistic regression is frequently used in research to predict the probability that a
particular outcome will occur. The outcome can either be a continuous-level
variable or a dichotomous (binary) variable [15]. However, the outcomes are
usually classified in a binary nature in logistic regression. In this case the dependent
variable is dichotomous and is coded as “1” if the event did occur and “0” if the
event did not occur. During the analysis, the logistic function estimates the prob-
ability that the specified event will occur as a function of unit change in the
independent variable(s) [16].

The intent of the analysis was to use all five independent variables (GPS speed,
lateral acceleration, longitudinal acceleration, throttle position and yaw rate) to
predict whether the driver was or was not engaged in a secondary task. Since five
independent variables were considered, multiple logistic regression (MLR) was
used instead of simple logistic regression. Three separate MLR tests were run in
order to compare the statistical output between the control and the three individual
secondary tasks of concern. All instances where drivers were not engaged in a
secondary task served as the control group. Table 1 describes the scenarios
examined in each of the tests.

In order to accurately interpret the results of the MLR, the binary predictor
variables used must be coded in a very specific manner. Typically in MLR, the
group that is to be used as the focal or reference group is coded as “0” and the other
outcome is coded as “1”. The focal group in each of the comparison tests was the
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individual secondary task in which the driver was engaged. Therefore, for each
comparison test the variable that described No Secondary Task was coded as “1”
and the specified secondary task was coded “0”.

Hosmer and Lemeshow values, Maximum Likelikhood Estimates, Odds Ratios
and the Likelihood Ratio Score p-values were all used to interpret the MLR test
results. Hosmer and Lemeshow values assess whether the predicted probabilities
match the observed probabilities using a chi-square statistic. If the p-values for this
test were not significant, this indicated that the model predictions and actual
observations were about the same and the model provided a good fit of the data.
The estimates computed in the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) served as
the coefficients used to create a regression line. The odds ratio values were asso-
ciated with each predictor and described the odds of a case being coded as “0” on
the dependent variable. It indicated the amount of change expected in the log odds
when there was a 1-unit change in the predictor variable. Finally, the Likelihood
Ratio Score p-value assisted in identifying the validity of the test. If this measure
was significant it could be stated the output resulting from the test were better than
chance.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Test for Differences in Performance Measures Among
Groups

Prior to conducting the MLR, Chi-square tests were conducted in order to examine
if there were any statistical differences between the driving performance measures
when the driver was not engaged in a secondary task (Control group) and when the
driver was engaged in a secondary task (Groups 1–3). Based on the results of the
preliminary Chi-square analysis, the performance variables for the secondary tasks
that proved to be statistically different from their Control group counterparts were
later input into a subsequent Multiple Logistic Regression model to see if any of
said variables could be used to predict the driver’s behavior.

There proved to be statistical differences between the control performance
variables and those when the driver was engaged in a secondary task for almost all

Table 1 Description of multiple logistic regression tests

MLR test Description

Control versus
Group 1

Engaged in no secondary task versus talking or listening on cell phone
(hand-held)

Control versus
Group 2

Engaged in no secondary task versus texting or dialing on cell phone
(hand-held)

Control versus
Group 3

Engaged in no secondary task versus adjacent passenger interaction
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of the performance variables. The only instances where this was not the case was
for driver’s GPS speed when engaged in texting or dialing (Group 2 task).
Therefore, in the subsequent MLR tests every variable except the GPS speed in the
Control versus Group 2 test was input into the model.

4.2 MLR Results

The MLR tests were all run using the Backward Elimination Method in SAS
Enterprise Guide 6.1. Under the Backward Elimination Method, all of the depen-
dent variables that were proven statistically different under the previous Chi-square
test were initially input into the model and variables were removed one by one until
only variables that produced F statistics significant at the significance level of 0.05
remained. A summary of the variables initially input into the model and the vari-
ables that remained at the conclusion of each test are provided in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

The first model compared the Control group to the Group 1 tasks of talking or
listening on the phone. The performance variables GPS speed, throttle position and
yaw rate proved to have statistically significant F-values and therefore remained in
the model at the conclusion of the Backward Elimination Method. However, the p-
value associated with the throttle position measure was not significant and thus was
not included in the final regression equation. The interaction between the GPS
speed and longitudinal acceleration as well as the throttle position and yaw rate

Table 2 Control versus Group 1 MLR results

Dependent variables Effect
type in
MLR

After
backwards
elimination

p-value at
conclusion
of test

GPS speed Main Remained 0.0166

Lateral acceleration Main Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration Main Eliminated –

Throttle position Main Remained 0.3615

Yaw rate Main Remained 0.0177

GPS speed � Lateral acceleration Interaction Eliminated –

GPS speed � Longitudinal acceleration Interaction Eliminated –

GPS speed � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

GPS speed � Yaw rate Interaction Remained 0.0445

Lateral acceleration � Longitudinal acceleration Interaction Eliminated –

Lateral acceleration � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

Lateral acceleration � Yaw rate Interaction Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration � Yaw rate Interaction Eliminated –

Throttle position � Yaw rate Interaction Remained 0.0337
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variables also proved strong enough to remain in the model. Equation 2 displays
regression line formed from this test.

y = � 2:3366þ 0:000014(GPS Speed)þ � 0:0456ðYawRateÞ
þ � 0:00001ðGPS Speed � YawRateÞþ 0:00145ðThrot Pos � YawRateÞ:

ð2Þ

Table 3 Control versus Group 2 MLR results

Dependent variables Effect
type in
MLR

After
backwards
elimination

p-value at
conclusion
of test

Lateral acceleration Main Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration Main Eliminated –

Throttle position Main Remained 0.0032

Yaw rate Main Remained <0.0001

Lateral acceleration � Longitudinal acceleration Interaction Eliminated –

Lateral acceleration � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

Lateral acceleration � Yaw rate Interaction Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration � Yaw rate Interaction Eliminated –

Throttle position � Yaw rate Interaction Remained <0.0001

Table 4 Control versus Group 3 MLR results

Dependent variables Effect
type in
MLR

After
backwards
elimination

p-value at
conclusion
of test

GPS speed Main Remained 0.0077

Lateral acceleration Main Remained 0.0363

Longitudinal acceleration Main Remained 0.084

Throttle position Main Remained <0.0001

Yaw rate Main Remained 0.0233

GPS speed � Lateral acceleration Interaction Eliminated –

GPS speed � Longitudinal acceleration Interaction Remained 0.0342

GPS speed � Throttle position Interaction Remained 0.0113

GPS speed � Yaw rate Interaction Remained 0.0132

Lateral acceleration � Longitudinal acceleration Interaction Eliminated –

Lateral acceleration � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

Lateral acceleration � Yaw rate Interaction Remained 0.0044

Longitudinal acceleration � Throttle position Interaction Eliminated –

Longitudinal acceleration � Yaw rate Interaction Eliminated –

Throttle position � Yaw rate Interaction Remained 0.0027
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The regression coefficients showed that an increase in driver speed causes an
increase in the likelihood that said driver is talking or listening on the phone. The
converse was true for the yaw rate variable. When considering the driver’s speed
and yaw rate concurrently, there seemed to be a negative correlation between the
interaction of these variables and the likelihood the driver was talking or listening.
The throttle position and yaw rate interaction conversely produced a positive cor-
relation. The coefficients for the GPS speed and GPS speed and yaw rate interaction
terms in the equation were relatively small, designating these variables were not
tremendously affecting the y-term or the likelihood of the driver talking or listening
on the phone. Table 2 displays the Control versus Group 1 MLR Results.

The Odds Ratios for the GPS speed, throttle position and yaw rate were very
weak and all very close to one at 1.0, 1.004 and 0.983 respectively. This meant that
a one unit change in any of these measures would only increase the odds of the
driver being engaged in talking or listening on the phone by one time. Any Odds
Ratio this close to one does not indicate predictive power in the model. The
Likelihood Ratio Score for this test resulted in a p-value of <0.0001, which meant
the results output by this test were better than chance. However with R-square value
of 0.0023 and the Hosmer and Lemeshow p-value at <0.0001 the dependent
variables do not account for the majority of the variance in the model and the
predicted values cannot be said to statistically match those observed. This model
was not a great fit of the data.

The next model compared the Control group to Group 2 tasks of texting or
dialing. The performance variables throttle position, yaw rate, and the interaction
between throttle position and yaw rate proved to have statistically significant
F-values and therefore remained in the model at the conclusion of the Backward
Elimination Method. Equation 3 displays regression line formed from this test.
Table 3 displays the Control versus Group 2 MLR Results.

y ¼ �3:1796þ 0:00859ðThrot PosÞþ � 0:1270ðYawRateÞ
þ 0:00396ðThrot Pos � YawRateÞ: ð3Þ

The regression coefficients resulting from this test showed an increase in the
driver’s throttle position caused an increase in the likelihood the driver was texting
or dialing on the phone. As in the first model, when the driver’s yaw rate decreased
this indicated an increase in the likelihood the driver was texting or dialing. When
considering the driver’s throttle position and yaw rate concurrently, there was a
positive correlation between the interaction of these variables and the likelihood the
driver was texting or dialing. The Odds Ratios for the throttle position and yaw rate
were again weak and showed little predictive power due to their close proximity to
one at 1.016 and 0.976 respectively.

The Likelihood Ratio Score for this test also resulted in a p-value of <0.0001,
which meant the results output by this test were better than chance. However with
the R-square value for this test was also extremely low at 0.0095. The Hosmer and
Lemeshow p-value here equaled 0.0151 signifying the predicted values cannot be
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said to statistically match those observed. Although the Hosmer and Lemeshow p-
value was significant, it was an improvement from the previous test and is much
closer to the alpha of 0.05.

The final model compared the Control group to Group 3 tasks of interacting with
an adjacent passenger. The following main effects remained in the model: GPS
speed, lateral acceleration, longitudinal acceleration, throttle position, and yaw rate.
These interaction effects also remained: GPS speed and longitudinal acceleration,
GPS speed and throttle position, GPS speed and yaw rate, lateral acceleration and
yaw rate and finally throttle position and yaw rate.

Equation 4 displays regression line formed from this test. The regression coef-
ficients revealed a positive correlation for all of the main effects, an increase in the
driver’s speed, acceleration in either direction, throttle position and yaw rate cor-
responded to an increase in the likelihood the driver was interacting with his or her
adjacent passenger. The sign convention for the yaw rate variable was positive for
this test, however, in the previous tests it was negative. The coefficient values for
most of the effects were quite small, meaning these variables were not tremendously
affecting the y-term or the likelihood of the driver interacting with an adjacent
passenger. The Odds Ratios for the GPS speed, lateral acceleration, longitudinal
acceleration, throttle position and yaw rate were all basically equal to one once
again (1.0, 1.0, 1.001, 1.008, 1.0). Similar to the previous two tests, this indicated
the model had very little predictive power.

y = � 1:4201þ 0:000047ðGPS SpeedÞþ 0:000923ðLat AccelÞ
þ 0:000499ðLongAccelÞþ 0:0106ðThort PosÞþ 0:0198ðYawRateÞ
þ 0:000099ðGPSSpeed � LongAccelÞþ � 2:62E�6ðGPSSpeed � Thort PosÞ
þ � 0:00005ðGPSSpeed � YawRateÞþ � 0:00128ðLat Accel � YawRateÞ
þ � 0:00177ðThort Pos � YawRateÞ:

ð4Þ

The Likelihood Ratio Score for this test resulted in a p-value of <0.0001, which
meant the results output by this test were better than chance. However with the
incredibly small R-square value equal to 0.0097 and the Hosmer and Lemeshow p-
value at <0.0001, the dependent variables do not account for the majority of the
variance in the model and the predicted values cannot be said to statistically match
those observed. This model was also not a great fit of the data. Table 4 displays the
Control versus Group 3 MLR Results.

It is common practice for researchers to test or validate the results of a newly
developed model. However, since all three models were proven to have such weak
predictive power there was no need to validate the equations. It is recommended
that further study be conducted to produce stronger models and validation be tested
on those.
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5 Conclusions

The objective of this research was to use the SHRP 2 NDS dataset to develop
distracted driving prediction models. GPS speed, lateral and longitudinal acceler-
ation, throttle position and yaw rate were the driving performance measures tasked
with predicting whether drivers were engaged in one of three defined groups of
secondary tasks: talking or listening on hand-held phone, texting or dialing on
hand-held phone or interacting with the adjacent passenger. The time series nature
of the data used provided more robust data than typically used in distracted driving
studies. Therefore, the input information used to develop the prediction models was
of a very high quality. It combined the beneficial attributes of using time series data,
and the more realistic view of driver behavior that is acquired by using the natu-
ralistic method of data collection.

Chi-square tests initially run to compare the Control group to the secondary tasks
groups indicated there were differences in the driving performance measures when
the driver was engaged in a secondary task. Multiple logistic regression (MLR) was
utilized to determine if those differences present could be used to develop models
that adequately predict when drivers were engaged in the three secondary tasks of
interest. The results indicated this data was unable to accomplish that goal.

Future work should focus on comparing these results to prediction models
developed using an alternative to the multiple logistical regression method. If
researchers are able to develop models that have improved R-square and Hosmer
and Lemeshow Test p-values, the potential next step would be the development of a
distraction index capable of ranking the impact of each distracting effect.
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Socializing Under the Influence
of Distracted Driving: A Study
of the Effects of in-Vehicle
and Outside-of-the-Vehicle
Communication While Driving

Hanan Alnizami, Ignacio Alvarez and Juan E. Gilbert

Abstract Advancements of in-vehicle technologies and the development of mobile
applications that keep a driver connected in a driving environment have caused an
increasingly dangerous safety concern. Distracted driving has gained the attention
of legislators and governments globally. Countries have constituted bans that par-
tially or fully forbid drivers from using gadgets while driving, especially hindering
out-of-the-vehicle communications. This paper introduces Voiceing™, a
voice-activated application meant to improve social communications in the car,
serving as a safe alternative to distracted driving. Other modalities of interaction
such as texting, in-vehicle conversations and outside-of-the-vehicle conversation
have been measured and compared with Voiceing™ investigating effects on dri-
ver’s performance, cognitive load and user acceptance. Results from this study
suggest that Voiceing™ is a safer alternative than in-vehicle interactions with
humans. Results also show that natural speech interaction of in-vehicle applications
and the inclusion of context awareness help improve driving performance while
interacting with a vehicle system.
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1 Introduction

The use of mobile phones in cars has risen significantly in the last decade. This rise
is attributed to the need for drivers to feel connected to their outside world [1].
Vehicle information exchange takes place inside of the vehicle, typically in the
form of conversations, and outside the vehicle enabled by vehicle telematics. In
both case, speech is utilized as the main channel of these interactions. When driving
with passengers, a driver engages in conversations that establish a social commu-
nication in the vehicle. When driving alone, research has also found that drivers
have the urge to use their mobile phones while driving [2], performing socializing
activities such as calling, texting or checking email and social networks. Vehicle
manufacturers nowadays are continuously integrating features that help drivers stay
socially connected to the outside world. Studies show that use of these features
increases the driver’s cognitive load impairing driving performance [3] causing
slow reaction time, poor judgment, and poor lane maintenance, due to reduced
lateral and longitudinal vehicle controls and reduced critical event detection [4–7].
Driver’s distraction is defined as the diversion of a driver’s attention away from
activities that are critical for safe driving. Such distraction is caused by a competing
activity [8], object, or event within the internal or the external vehicle environment
[9]. More than 34 US states, and over 52 countries have passed distracted driving
legislations banning the use of mobile devices while driving. But banning the direct
use of mobile devices while driving has only caused further distraction and
increased dangers. Drivers that use their mobile phones while driving take extra
handheld operation measures for fear of being caught, increasing the chances of an
accident. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is working to recognize
and help develop technologies that could potentially reduce driver’s distraction
[10].

This paper introduces Voiceing™, a voice activated application that utilizes
speech to send/receive voice messages and send emails while driving to fill the void
in vehicular social communications safely. This research investigates four different
conditions of socializing inside the vehicle vs. outside of the vehicle while driving a
simulator: (1) using Voiceing™ to send and receive voice messages, (2) interacting
with a passenger, which represents an in-vehicle human interaction condition,
(3) interacting with a familiar person over the phone, which represents an—outside
of the vehicle—human interaction condition, (4) interacting with an unfamiliar
person at a call center, which represents an interaction with a trained professional.
(5) Texting while driving. The rest of this paper presents previous work on dis-
tracted driving studies, introduces the Voiceing™ technology, explains the methods
in which driving distractions were measured and the tools used to measure them,
and finally describes the results comparing the above-mentioned modalities.
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2 Distracted Driving

Driver distraction occurs when a driver is delayed from the recognition of infor-
mation that is necessary to safely accomplish the driving task [11]. The “100 car
naturalistic study” found that secondary tasks were performed during 40 % of all
trips [11]. Many drivers find it difficult to resist the temptation of using mobile
devices to stay connected while driving. Text messaging, for example, has been
found to affect lateral control and reaction time, lowering it up to 35 % [12]. In
parallel, the amount of attention given to the use of In-vehicle Infotainment Systems
(IVISs) has peaked considerably and raised safety concerns [13] and studies have
demonstrated that the use of IVISs contributed to 25–30 % of crash risk [14].

The cause of such distractions relates to the fact that humans have a limited
amount of available cognitive resources, according to the Dual-Task Paradigm [15].
In driving conditions a great deal of those resources are allocated for the primary
driving task, leaving little capacity to secondary actions. However, the multiple
resource theory of attention has shown that different pools of resources could be
used in parallel, allowing to perform multitasking if actions performed are being
allocated in different modalities [16]. This principle supports the design of
hands-free, eyes-free vehicular interfaces. Many present auditory interfaces are
preferred media for in-vehicle warnings [17] or menu navigation [18]. Driver dis-
traction effects of utilizing them have been proven lower, comparing voice inter-
faces to manual interfaces [19]. This paper analyzes the effect of using Voiceing™
on driving performance as opposed to the effects of talking to a person inside of the
vehicle(passenger), talking to a person outside the vehicle (call center), and texting
while driving.

3 Voiceing™

Since one of the speech conditions investigated in this research is voice messages,
this section explain Voiceing™, the voice user interface benchmarked in this study.
Voiceing™ is a hands-free, eyes-free voice activated system developed by the
Human-Centered Computing lab at Clemson University. It allows for sending and
receiving short messages using speech. The uniqueness of this tool lies in its
independence of being exclusive to any mobile platform. It could be used with any
telephone number, mobile or landline. Users of Voiceing™ could send voice
messages and receive replies from non Voiceing™ users. The system allows the
user to operate diverse features such as using voice to send emails, short auditory
voice messages, setting reminders, and making calls. In order to interact with it, a
user would perform a call to their unique Voiceing™ number and would interact
with the speech interface accordingly. Once a user creates an account, s/he is able to
set the delivery of voice replies one or multiple delivery modalities according to the
user’s preference. Participants used a dummy account created for the purpose of this
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study. The interaction with the system begins when the Voiceing™ systems
prompts the participant with “how may I help you?”. The participant then says
“send a text to John Doe”. The system prompts them to record their message,
verifies it with the participant and then sends it to out to the contact(s). When the
user receives voice messages, the system calls the participant. When the call is
answered, the system prompts “you have a message from John Doe” then will go
forth with playing the voice recording of the message.

4 Experiment Design

This study examines the effects of various social communication methods on
driving performance and distraction in a driving scenario on a simulator. Different
conditions were investigated and were compared to a single driving condition as a
baseline, and a texting while driving condition, as it has already been proven to be a
highly distracting action. The conditions were: (1) using Voiceing™ to send and
receive voice messages, (2) interacting with a vehicle passenger, (3) interacting
with a familiar person over the phone, and (4) interacting with an unfamiliar person
at a call center.

4.1 Apparatus and Study Logistics

The driving simulator operated on a desktop PC, running Windows 7. The driving
controls used in the study consisted of (1) a Logitech G27 dual-motor force
feedback racing wheel mounted on a table; (2) an HD LCD 40 in. screen positioned
in-line with the racing wheel and directly in front of the participant, and (3) steel
gas, brake, and clutch foot pedals placed on the ground under the table. Simulator
was set up for automatic gear. An adjustable desk chair was used to provide
different height variations according to participants’ liking. A second desktop PC
running Windows 7 was used in connection with a Sony WCS-999 wireless
microphone system that the participant wore during the drive. Skype version 4.2, a
VoIP software application, was used to place telephonic calls. Figure 1 depicts the
experiment setup. The software used to collect performance data was the Lane
Change Task simulation and analysis software (LCT) [20].

4.2 Demographics

Participants were recruited from university campus and were required to be licensed
drivers. A total of 127 participants, 53 females and 74 males, took part in this study.
Participants ranged in age from 20 to 59 and the mean age of the sample was
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25.1 years old, SD = 10.19. Only one percent of the participants suffered from
disabilities, but this did not affect the participant’s driving skills. All participants
owned a driver’s license with a mean driving experience of 7.62 years.
Participation in the study was voluntary. Subjects were rewarded $10 for their
participation.

4.3 Design

The experiment used a single factor, repeated measures within-subjects design. The
independent variable examined was the method of communication as a secondary
task while driving the simulator. Driver distraction was measured as a combination
of driving performance measures and a subjective cognitive load assessment. User
experience measures were also collected in the post-experiment survey. All par-
ticipants were fluent in English; 70 % of them were native speakers and 30 %
spoke English as a second language.

4.4 Secondary Task Conditions

This study analyzed the interaction of a driver in four different conditions, each
handling a different modality of interaction while driving. All conditions were
hands free. Participants were asked to press a button on the steering-wheel in order
to engage with a person or a system. The four conditions were:

Fig. 1 Experiment setup
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1. Interacting with Voiceing™: Participants were asked to interact with a
pre-determined contact, R3 in Fig. 2, an experimenter not present in the same
room, via sending and receiving voice messages. Participants called the
Voiceing™ system by pressing a button on the steering wheel and interact with
the system, sending and receiving voice messages until they reached the end of
the track.

2. Interacting with a familiar person on the phone: Participants were instructed to
call, and have a friendly conversation with, Michael Jackson for the length of a
track. We used the name Michael Jackson for ease of remembering. Researcher
R3 in Fig. 2 played Michael Jackson. Participants were instructed to discuss any
topic that came to mind. R3 stimulated the conversation by asking further
questions such as “what did you eat this morning” to keep the participant
engaged in the conversation.

3. Interacting with a human passenger: Participant was presented with a problem
scenario and were asked to collaborate with their passenger to find a solution.
Researcher R2 in Fig. 2 played the passenger and sat next to the driver. R2 used
a web-based system to look up answers for participant’s specific questions.
When presented with the problem, it was up to the participant to explain the
problem to R2 and seek help solving the problem.

Fig. 2 Researchers and
participant placement
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4. Interacting with a call center operator: Participant was presented with a problem
scenario and was asked to consult a call center operator for information on how
to solve the problem at hand. The participant initiated the call by pressing the
button on the steering wheel. As shown in Fig. 2, the call center operator, R3,
was able to provide the driver with road assistance information according to the
questions asked.

5. Texting while driving: Participant was asked to text a continuous series of text
messages while performing the LCT task using their own mobile phone. The
messages were sent to R3 who engaged in a text message conversation with the
driver.

5 Procedure

First, participants were asked to consent to participating in the study. Once
obtained, participants were provided with information about the study and asked to
complete a pre-survey that collected demographic data, as well as previous expe-
rience operating the simulator, using voice technologies, and texting habits. Next,
participants practiced driving the simulator. A practice session involved driving
three consecutive tracks on the LCT simulator to get familiar with how to operate it.
When completed, an interaction task was randomly assigned to each participant to
counterbalance the conditions. All conditions required participants to drive main-
taining the lane changing and maneuvering task, while they underwent the
requirements of each condition.

An example of a problem scenario presented in conditions passenger and call
center is “This is your first time operating the vehicle and you don’t know how to
place a call. Consult the passenger”. While driving the simulator, the participant
asked the partners (passenger or call center agent) questions like “how do I make a
phone call”. The interlocutor then queried web-based search engine for the correct
answer and read it back to the participant. If the question had no answer, then the
participant would be asked to rephrase the question. This process was repeated with
various scenarios until the end of the track was reached.

After all tasks were completed, the participant was asked to complete a post
survey questionnaire. NASA–TLX is a multi-dimensional 20‐point Likert scale that
measures six workload dimensions (mental demand, physical demand, time
demand, performance, effort, and frustration level). The participant also completed
a usability questionnaire using a modified version of the technology acceptance
model, TAM [21].
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6 Results

6.1 Driver Performance Results

A within-subject baseline was computed in the training phase and each secondary
task was compared against the individual baseline to obtain driver performance
metrics. All performance metrics were extracted running the raw LCT data files
trough a data mining script in NI DIAdem [22]. Metrics collected following this
procedure included mean lateral deviation, standard deviation (SD) of the mean
lateral deviation, reaction time, and wrong lane changes.

Results on mean lateral deviation, shown in Fig. 3, present lower mean values
for the baseline and driving alone than the secondary tasks.

One-Way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the dif-
ferences. The results, (p = 0.000), proved significant differences across secondary
tasks. Bonferroni test for pairwise comparison found significant differences between
baseline and texting tasks (p = 0.007) as well as between baseline and Call Center
tasks (p = 0.001). No significant difference was found between the baseline and
Voiceing.

Figure 4 shows that the mean values of lateral standard deviation (SD) were
lowest during the use of Voiceing™ and surprisingly during the texting task.
Participants had a tighter control of the steering wheel than during the baseline. This
results suggest that during these two tasks participants where focusing on the
interaction and they performed a tighter control on the wheel. The phone and

Fig. 3 Mean lateral deviation
on the LCT (error bars
represent 95 % confidence
interval)

Fig. 4 SD of lateral
deviation on the LCT (error
bars represent 95 %
confidence interval)
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passenger conversations resulted in the highest SD values suggesting looser control
of the vehicle during these tasks. ANOVA analysis reported however no statistical
significance between tasks.

Reaction time in the LCT is calculated from the time the sign is legible until the
time the user started the lane change maneuver. Given that the point of recognition
for the LCT is known, the reaction time was calculated using steering angle
measures. Figure 5 displays the mean reaction time values for each task. Fastest
reaction times were achieved during the single drive baseline and increased as
participants performed secondary actions. ANOVA test comparing mean reaction
times showed significance between tasks. Following post hoc test showed only
significance on texting while driving (p = 0.038). The reaction time during con-
versation with the passenger was shorter than during phone conversations or
Voiceing™ usage.

Extremely illustrative behaviors were found in the wrong lane changes count for
each task, as can be seen in Fig. 6. A wrong lane change means the participant
missed the sign. Results of the mean values show that there was, on average, close
to zero mistakes during the single task drive. The number of wrong lane changes
increased an average of 40 % performing secondary tasks like conversations with a
passenger or the operator of a call center. However, while performing secondary
actions that required hand and eye attention, such as texting, the number of wrong
lane changes increased dramatically. Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA showed very high
significance, p = 0.000, across tasks. The Tukey-Kramer test showed significant
differences between the baseline and texting (p = 0.000). Texting also presented
significant differences compared to Voiceing™ and the Call Center conditions.

Fig. 5 Reaction times on the
LCT (error bars represent
95 % confidence interval)

Fig. 6 Wrong lane changes
on the LCT (error bars
represent 95 % confidence
interval)
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To further investigate the effects across modalities, the two driving actions of
which the LCT is composed, lane keeping and lane changing, were analyzed
separately. The effects of the different secondary actions were studied during these
phases. Results for the mean lateral deviation are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. During
the lane keeping phases, the driver had to concentrate on maintaining the vehicle in
the center of the lane. Results, Fig. 7, showed that mean deviations when the driver
was interacting with people were the highest. The values for lane deviation were
lowest for the Voiceing™ task, suggesting that participants kept better control than
even the single drive baseline. The results were surprisingly similar for the texting
condition. Interacting with human partners revealed to be more distracting during
the lane-keeping task, based on the lateral deviation values. Statistical analysis
reported very high significance in group comparison, p = 0.000, and post hoc tests
showed significant differences comparing the baseline to all but for the Voiceing™
task. Also, the conversational tasks involving human partners showed high statis-
tical significance compared to Voiceing. The results of analyzing SD during lane
keeping showed the same results as the mean deviation values. On the lane
changing phases, however, the results were opposite to the lane keeping, see Fig. 8.
The secondary tasks that involved interaction with people showed better perfor-
mance than those that implied interacting with technology. Furthermore, results for
phone conversation and the call center showed a slight increment in vehicle control
during lane changes compared to the baseline. Post hoc pairwise comparisons
reported significant differences between the baseline and Voiceing, p < 0.05, and
very high significance, p = 0.001, between baseline and texting. Likewise, signif-
icance was found between the human-to-human modalities, texting and Voiceing.

Fig. 7 Mean deviation
during lane keeping (error
bars represent 95 %
confidence interval)

Fig. 8 Mean deviation
during lane changing (error
bars represent 95 %
confidence interval)
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6.2 Cognitive Load Results

After performing the secondary driving tasks, participants were asked to rate their
cognitive workload using the NASA-TLX questionnaire [23]. The values of the
overall cognitive workload were calculated giving equal weight to the six workload
dimensions present in the TLX-questionnaire. Figure 9 shows the mean values per
task on a normalized Likert scale from 0, lowest, to 7, highest.

Subjective cognitive level reported by the participants during the baseline drive
was lower than when asked to perform a secondary task. The most demanding task
was clearly texting and the rest of the conditions presented similar mean values.
Statistical analysis followed to determine the significance of the mean value dif-
ferences. The Tukey Kramer procedure revealed pairwise very significant differ-
ences, p < 0.001, between texting while driving and the baseline, but also between
texting and all other tasks. While effort, temporal, physical and mental demand
showed similar results to the overall measure, performance and frustration levels
clearly benefitted the Voiceing™ task above the rest. The highest performance
score was reported for the Voiceing™ task, where participants believed to drive
better than during the baseline task, Fig. 10.

In an inverse correlation, the frustration levels reported during the different
conditions were lowest for the baseline and Voiceing™ tasks, Fig. 11. The highest
frustration was experienced while participants were chatting on the phone which
suggests that participants were aware of the difficulty to perform accurately on the
LCT task while they were on the phone.

Fig. 9 Average TLX ratings
for subjective cognitive load
(error bars represent 95 %
confidence interval)

Fig. 10 Subjective
performance level reported on
the TLX questionnaire
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7 Conclusion

The results presented in this paper suggest that in order to fulfill the socializing
needs of drivers, voice-activated applications have the least effect on the driver in
terms of driving performance. Even compared with human conversations in the
vehicle and through telephony lines, we see results that are favorable towards
Voiceing™. The driving performance metrics were also supported by the behav-
ioral intention of use of the participants, the majority of which rated Voiceing™ as
a preferred communication media, especially when compared to texting while
driving. These results suggest that the social activity in the vehicle is inherently
spoken even though many of the participants were very skilled at texting. The
self-reported performance measures indicate as well that participants felt comfort-
able using the Voiceing™ application.

All in all, these results suggest that speech technology is the most promising
interaction method in the vehicle to enable the social act. A driver-centric design for
in-vehicle communication systems has the potential to lower driver distraction. The
implementation of such a system like Voiceing™ improves communication without
significantly impacting driver cognitive load or driver distraction. We hope to use
these results when designing other socially-inspired communication devices and
other in-vehicle social services. Future improvements on natural speech interaction
of the voice user interface and inclusion of context awareness in the application
could potentially help further palliate the effects of interacting with a vehicle system
while satisfying the communication needs of drivers.
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Risk Factors for Driver Distraction
and Inattention in Tram Drivers

Anjum Naweed, Janette Rose, Sangeeta Singh and Damien Kook

Abstract Tram driving is a complex task requiring high levels of workload, route
knowledge, and attention. Metropolitan tram networks typically contain many
routes and share roads with other road users. Collision potential is highest at road
intersections and areas where the track runs along the road with no segregation and
when collisions occur they can cause serious injury and disruption. A study was
conducted on an Australian tram network to identify collision risk factors. The
approach included focus groups and discussions with 22 drivers, and observations
at two high-risk locations. Data were coded thematically using a recently published
taxonomy for driver distraction and inattention. The majority of factors fell into the
Driver Cursory Attention category, with a large representation also in the
Misprioritised and Neglected Attention categories and instances of Diverted
Attention were mainly driving-related. Findings are discussed in terms of potential
mitigation strategies and their implications for further refinements to driver dis-
traction and inattention taxonomies.
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1 Introduction

A tram driver needs to drive safely and efficiently while also providing a high level
of customer service. Good tram driving not only requires an awareness of the various
elements in the environment but also the ability to understand its complexity and be
prepared for unexpected events. In most tram networks, rail tracks run over roads
(i.e. streetcars) as well as dedicated tramways, creating a mixed-traffic environment
with complex signalling that is traversed using both train dynamics and road navi-
gation tactics [1]. For this reason, the demands on tram drivers may be considered
similar to those of motor vehicle drivers and train drivers combined. Not only do
drivers need to be skilled in handling a variety of trams, all of which have different
handling characteristics, they also need to be highly alert and vigilant at all times.

The environment is highly dynamic and heavily populated with passengers,
pedestrians, motor vehicles and other road users demanding constant attention, and
often requires actions necessary to avoid accidents. Thus a high level of situation
awareness is vital at all times. As defined by Endsley [2], this includes perceiving
and comprehending appropriately, and projecting ahead. For tram driving, percep-
tion includes being aware of the location, destination, required positioning of points
along the route, train handling characteristics specific to the tram type, current speed,
speed limits, and so on. A tram driver’s comprehension of the situation must be
constantly updated with the evolving environment, and being able to project ahead
plays a major role in relation to predicting the behaviour of other trams drivers,
pedestrians and other road users. Experience may improve this skill, especially in
tasks where there is an element of repetition such as tram driving (e.g. travelling the
same route, approaching stations, following other trams) on a daily basis.

Because of the nature of the work and job design, the tram-driving role is also
impacted by specific rail human factors concerns such as fatigue, shift-work, and
reaction time. According to Williamson [3], the relationship between fatigue and
distraction in motorists may be two-way, with both positive and negative effects.
There is some evidence to suggest that fatigued drivers may be less prone to
distraction than non-fatigued drivers, and that certain forms of distraction may assist
in maintaining alertness [3]. However, both fatigue and distraction can be detri-
mental to safety and performance, thus a combination of the two in a task such as
tram driving may increase the risk of accidents.

With such a high demand on attention, it comes as no surprise that accidents and
near misses occur due to distraction and inattention. With distraction estimated to
be the cause of between 10 and 23 % of motor vehicle crashes [4], similar per-
centages are likely to apply to tram collisions. Although accidents are not a frequent
occurrence on metropolitan tram networks, when they do occur they may cause
major disruption to service and serious injury [5]. Despite this, there is a dearth of
research into causes of tram collisions, and in particular driver distraction and
inattention, with most published literature on Australian trams having an engi-
neering focus on the history, growth, design of trams and tram networks rather than
the elements of driving [1].
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In this study, potential human factors causes of tram collisions on an Australian
metropolitan tram network were investigated as part of a broader examination of the
types of incidents that occur on the network, and analysis was undertaken using a
recently published taxonomy for driver distraction and inattention developed by
Regan et al. [6]. The taxonomy divides driver inattention into five categories based
on the different mechanisms by which the inattention may arise, and while the
taxonomy is for drivers of motor vehicles, it may well be suitable for other similar
tasks. Here the taxonomy is applied to tram driving to determine its suitability for
that task, and the paper investigates risk factors for distraction and inattention in
tram drivers. This includes not only accidents that actually occurred but also sit-
uations in which there is a high risk of accidents occurring.

1.1 Aims and Objectives

The aims of the paper are to determine the extent to which distraction plays a part in
tram-on-tram collisions, and to contribute more on this topic to an area of driving
that is under-researched. A secondary objective is to use a recent driver distraction
taxonomy [6], and determine how well it applies in the tram-driving context, and
whether it would be a useful tool for determining strategies to mitigate risks.

2 Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the stages of research for a study.
A mixed-methods design was used which included:

• A review of industry documentation and accident reports.
• On-site observations at two complex locations with conflicting moves, including

observations from the passenger area of the tram and driver’s cabin.

Fig. 1 Stages of research used to process and collect data in the study
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• Discussions with individual drivers at three depots, and focus group discussions
at two depots, including drivers, trainers, team managers, and other management
staff.

The methodology comprised an early stage of accident report review, both to
gain familiarity with the domain and to scope out the requirements for the rest of the
methodology. A combination of observations, focus groups and direct discussions
were adopted to gather representative data. Two locations were chosen for the main
focus of this investigation, based on history of previous accidents; one major
intersection where road meets rail and where there are multiple road users; and one
junction that is separated from the road but positioned next to a major intersection
that affects tram activity within and approaching the junction. These two locations
were selected based on their representation of the complexities found throughout
the network.

Observations were conducted from various vantage points around each location
as well as aboard trams travelling through each intersection, from every point of
entry. In order to ensure a comprehensive picture of the intricacies of negotiating
these intersections, observations included: tram activity/frequency during peak and
non-peak times; frequency of potential conflicting situations; pedestrian activity in
and around the intersections; activity and behaviour of other road users including
motor vehicle drivers, cyclists, and horse-drawn carriages; and passenger beha-
viour, including those travelling in trams, waiting at stations, and boarding or
alighting the tram.

In the two focus groups, a scenario invention task [7] was conducted where each
driver was instructed to draw a diagram of the first location. This task has been
designed as an effective means of externalising knowledge (drawing out knowledge
that is held subconsciously) that can be very difficult to recall and talk about. Using
various coloured pens, each driver then created a scenario that would create a high
risk of collision. These scenarios could be situations the drivers had experienced
themselves, situations they had heard about from other drivers, or completely fic-
tional scenarios that could potentially occur. When all drivers had drawn their
diagrams and scenarios for the first intersection, they described their scenarios to
the group in turn and discussions were held between all participants and the
researchers. Drivers were then asked to write down any potential technical and
non-technical solutions that they believed could be implemented to reduce the risk
of collisions. The same procedure was followed for the second location. Figure 2
shows an example diagram from the task.

In the individual driver discussions, participants discussed concerns they had in
relation to the two locations, and described the strategies they used to negotiate
those locations safely. These discussions also included other more general concerns
such as strategies used throughout the network to ensure safety and on time
running.
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2.1 Participants

A total of 23 participants were involved in the study (22 Male, 1 Female). Nine of
these participated in the focus groups, and 14 took part in individual driver dis-
cussions. The age of the participants ranged from 25 to 67 years, with an average
age of 50 (standard deviation = 8.89 years). Tram driving experience ranged from
1.5 to 21 years, with an average of 10 years (standard deviation = 6.47 years).
Thirteen of the participants possessed more than 10 years driving experience.

2.2 Data Capture and Analysis

Data was captured via voice recordings for the focus group and individual inter-
views. Written notes and researcher voice recording were used for observations
on-site and aboard trams. Photographs were taken from numerous perspectives
around the study sites. A review of the accident reports was conducted, from which
key themes and categories were derived. Voice recordings were transcribed.
Thematic analysis was used to classify and codify transcript data according to
distraction and inattention types [8]. The codes and were applied deductively during
the process, and based on the five categories of inattention and corresponding
definitions from Regan et al.’s taxonomy [6], with the fifth category having two
sub-categories as described below:

• Driver Restricted Attention (DRA)—Insufficient or no attention to activities
critical for safe driving brought about by something that physically prevents
(due to biological factors) the driver from detecting (and hence from attending
to) information critical for safe driving.

Fig. 2 Stages of research used to process and collect data in the study
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• Driver Misprioritised Attention (DMPA)—Insufficient or no attention to activ-
ities critical for safe driving brought about by the driver focusing attention on
one aspect of driving to the exclusion of another, which is more critical for safe
driving.

• Driver Neglected Attention (DNA)—Insufficient or no attention to activities
critical for safe driving brought about by the driver neglecting to attend to
activities critical for safe driving.

• Driver Cursory Attention (DCA)—Insufficient or no attention to activities crit-
ical for safe driving brought about by the driver giving cursory or hurried
attention to activities critical for safe driving.

• Driver Diverted Attention (DDA)—The diversion of attention away from
activities critical for safe driving toward a competing activity, which may result
in insufficient or no attention to activities critical for safe driving. This category
has two sub-categories:

– DDA non-driving-related (DDA-NDR)—The diversion of attention away
from activities critical for safe driving toward a competing non-driving
related activity.

– DDA driving-related (DDA-DR)—The diversion of attention away from
activities critical for safe driving toward a competing driving-related activity.

2.3 Ethical Considerations

Ethical approval for all aspects of the research design was sought, reviewed and
granted by the CQUniversity Australia Human Research Ethics Committee
Number: RSH/3337 Proposal for Human Factors Assessment of Tram-on-tram
Collisions. Participants were provided with an information sheet about the study
and informed consent was obtained before beginning each stage of data collection.

3 Results

The analysis revealed a range of strategies that the drivers used in their day-to-day
driving, though it also highlighted many situations in which driver behaviour was
suboptimal from a safety perspective. Consistent with thematic analysis methods,
not every incident or issue was included and the points were representative of the
many incidents and issues arising from the investigation. A brief preliminary
account of the identified risk mitigation strategies is also presented.
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3.1 Restricted Attention

In several scenarios, a cause of potential accidents was associated with the driver
passing out from several physiological issues including overheating in the cab, lack
of food and water, and insufficient sleep. This was also featured in an actual
accident report and fell into the DRA category. In general, fatigue and sleepiness
are common problems in rail, as with other shift-work, and create a risk for
maintaining safety in the system [e.g. 9]. It is often difficult to determine the effects
of fatigue and sleepiness on performance and especially accident causation [10],
however it is reasonable to assume that it would have an impact. Many drivers
reported feeling fatigued and again this was associated with restricted attention.

3.2 Misprioritised Attention

Conflicting goals in relation to safety and on time running were a recurrent theme,
and correspond closely with rail driving in general [11]. All drivers reported safety
as their main concern, yet there was also a lot of time pressure associated with
maintaining on-time running (i.e. timetable). Despite the obvious concern for safety
displayed by all drivers, they indicated that they would make risky decisions to
make up lost time, with the aim to keep their time at zero. This factor could fall into
the DMPA category as drivers found themselves focussing more on time man-
agement to the exclusion of safety. For example, one participant stated that
although drivers would not blatantly run a stop signal, he believed there had been
occasions where drivers pushed through on amber despite having time to stop.

An issue strongly connected to risk-taking behaviour and time management was
found to be inter-depot competition and rivalry. The main cause of this was the
desire to maintain on-time running, which was considered to be jeopardised by
being caught behind a tram from another depot, causing delays. For example, a few
routes went through the city and continued on through the other side to other
suburban areas but most trams turned around at a shunting yard on the edge of the
city centre. The trams that travelled through usually had large numbers of pas-
sengers boarding along the route shared by those trams that turned around at the
edge of the city. Therefore the trams that did not travel through were likely to be
held up by the large number of passengers boarding the tram in front at every stop
along the route. As with the pressure of on time running, this led to risk-taking
behaviour, caused by misprioritisation of goals and therefore corresponded most
with misprioritised attention.
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3.3 Neglected Attention

At one of the study sites, a small building impeded the view of tram drivers travelling
down a gradient towards an intersection and track split. Here, priority was given to the
tram entering from the adjoining track, so tram drivers travelling down the gradient
had to be prepared to stop in order to give way. A signal at this junction provided only
a few seconds notice to approaching tram drivers, meaning that the driver should look
for approaching trams before beginning their descent as a safety check. Many par-
ticipants indicated that this check was not made, and fell into the DNA category as the
drivers failed to attend to safety-related activities, i.e. head check to the right.

During onboard observations, it was noted that many drivers did not turn their
heads to the left to check for oncoming traffic when they entered a road/rail
intersection. Although they were taught that danger typically came from the right, it
was considered good practice to check their left side to ensure it was clear rather
than assuming the case. Thus a failure to make a full head check corresponded with
neglected attention.

3.4 Cursory Attention

There was some expectation bias associated with the manoeuvring of other vehicles
and over-familiarity with stopping patterns, which led drivers to make assumptions
about (and therefore plan around) the behaviours of other road users and other tram
drivers. For example, participants reported that when they approached a stationary
tram at a stop with no passengers waiting to board it, they would assume that the
tram was about to move away and therefore aim to stop where the tram was
currently located. This expectation was correct the vast majority of the time,
however were are occasions when the tram in front did not move away when
expected, thereby requiring the approaching tram driver to heavily apply brakes, to
result in a collision or near miss. Drivers in the focus groups mentioned three
different recent occasions when a tram-on-tram collision had actually occurred as a
result of this expectation bias. This factor could fall into the DCA category as
drivers gave only cursory attention to the tram in front.

Another situation was created by lack of clear rules. For example, there was a
shelter and a flag situated a few metres apart at the off-road junction. Some tram
drivers stopped their tram at the flag while others stopped at the shelter if people
were waiting there. Drivers in the focus group pointed out that this was a problem
because they believed the flag was the correct place to stop, thus most drivers would
assume the tram in front would also stop at the flag and subsequently aim to stop
their tram just behind them. If the tram in front happened to stop several metres short
of the expected location, the following tram would not have time to stop. This fell
into the Cursory attention category as tram drivers gave insufficient attention to what
was actually happening because their expectations over-rode their attention efforts.
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An element of safety related specifically to passengers was the operation of
doors. During onboard observations, tram door closes were observed being acti-
vated while passengers were still disembarking. Some drivers were careful about
ensuring the doors were clear before allowing them to close (they would hold the
‘open’ button down until they were sure passengers were clear). However other
drivers allowed the doors to close when passengers were still trying to alight the
tram. It is often difficult to see the doors properly when the tram is full including
standing passengers, however some drivers were only gave a cursory glance in their
mirrors to check the doors. Thus, this risk corresponded with cursory attention.

3.5 Diverted Attention

Non-driving-Related. In one of the reviewed Incident Investigation Reports, the
driver reported that he had been thinking about his upcoming wedding and did not
notice that the tram in front was stationary, which corresponded to non-driving
related diversion of attention.

Drivers in the focus groups commented that they often arrived at their desti-
nation not remembering how they got there. Although they could not say why this
happened, there are two possibilities for this common phenomenon; they may have
operated with automaticity (i.e. outside of conscious awareness) and “switched off”
from all thoughts, or their thoughts may have been non-driver related.

Driving-Related. At all times tram drivers must be constantly alert for pedes-
trians in the environment. This was especially so at the junction separated from the
road where pedestrians commonly violated rules by walking alongside the track
with no barrier between them and the moving tram. Drivers reported being very
vigilant of pedestrians in this situation, often to the detriment of other important
task-related attention demands, thus the driving-related category of diverted
attention was most suitable for this situation.

Due to the pressure of on time running, drivers constantly checked their display
or timetable to see how close they were to schedule. During observations both
on-site and on the trams, several drivers were seen to be referring to the display or
timetable while the tram was moving, creating a diversion of attention (away from
activities critical for safe driving) that corresponded with a driving-related task.

3.6 Risk Mitigation

The findings were also used to conduct a preliminary analysis of possible risk
mitigation strategies. A more extensive and detailed analysis is required to fully test
the usefulness of the taxonomy for this purpose, however several potential strate-
gies were determined from the preliminary analysis, including: improved fatigue
management training; a review of rostering; a review of timetabling; placement of
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appropriate signage; clearer definition of certain rules and regulations; environ-
mental modifications; and training for tram drivers, including use of specific sim-
ulated scenarios [12].

4 Discussion

As part of a broader investigation into the causes of tram collisions on a
metropolitan tram network, Regan et al.’s taxonomy [6] was used to categorise
causes that related to distraction or inattention. The first objective from this exercise
was to determine what sorts of risk factors were applicable to distraction and
inattention in tram driving. These was presented in the results and for the most part,
correspond well with psychological factors driver distraction and inattention in
heavy rail (e.g. trains) [11]. The second objective was to determine if the taxonomy
was appropriate for use with the tram-driving task and rail in general. The most
notable issue with the coding process associated with the taxonomy was that several
issues could arguably have fallen into more than a single category. In this instance,
the most appropriate category was chosen based on consensus during the analysis.
In particular, the distinction between the neglected and cursory category was
somewhat underspecified in the taxonomy and difficult to code for tram driving. For
example, when a tram driver did not slow down quickly enough when approaching
another stationary tram, it could be that they had paid only cursory attention or had
neglected to pay any attention to the tram altogether. Similarly, the issue with
drivers looking at their timetable was coded as ‘Driver Diverted Attention
Driving-Related’ but this could also fall into the ‘Misprioritised Attention’ category
because the drivers were prioritising time over safety.

There were also some events that may have been due to inattention but did not
fall into any of the categories of the taxonomy. For example, habituation was a
common problem raised by the drivers in the focus groups and individual discus-
sions. An example of habituation was when a driver took out the same tram class
for several weeks then changed to a different tram, for example a longer one with
different handling characteristics. They became habituated to the first type of tram
and then became inattentive about the appropriate way of handling the new tram,
effectively driving in an automatic mode suitable to a different, in this example, a
smaller type of tram. A number of drivers stated that this was a common occurrence
and it also feature prevalently in the scenarios.

Additional categories and modifications to existing categories may assist with
making the taxonomy more suitable for tram driving. For example, Driver
Restricted Attention currently relates to biological factors such as micro-sleeps [6].
This could be modified to include restricted attention caused by elements external to
the driver as was the case described under Driver Neglected Attention where drivers
could not see approaching trams due to the location of a building on the approach to
the track split. This modification could also potentially be added to the existing
taxonomy for the purposes of categorising inattention in motorists.
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A comparison of this method with other methods used in the investigation
showed that the thematic coding often did not reveal the underlying causes of
accidents and potential incidents. For example, simply stating that a tram driver was
inattentive because they neglected to perform checks to the right for oncoming
trams does not explain why they failed to check. Much more detail is needed to
determine the root cause and possible mitigating strategies, and this an area for
future work.

With regard to determining mitigating strategies, the coding was of some
assistance but thinking of the causes in terms of the type of distraction or inattention
did not lead to mitigation strategies over and above the broader analysis and in fact
resulted in less strategies than other methods used in the investigation. However, as
noted, at this stage it was a preliminary analysis only and a more detailed analysis
may highlight more potential mitigation strategies. Additionally, only a relatively
small quantity of data was suitable for coding which suggests that the taxonomy, in
its current form at least, may not be as suitable for the tram-driving task as it is for
the motor vehicle driving task.

5 Conclusion

The categories detailed in Regan et al.’s taxonomy [6], in their current form, may
not be appropriate for the tram-driving task. However modifications such as clar-
ification of codes and addition of new codes may make it more appropriate. A more
detailed analysis is required with respect to the usefulness of the taxonomy in
assisting with mitigating strategies for tram driving. While an example of distrac-
tion was detected for every category in the taxonomy, the types of distraction that
are associated with managing competing activities not critical to safety, such as on
time running, are arguably the most insidious. For the most part, others types of
distraction and inattention, such as neglected and cursory attention, correspond with
the nature of habituated behaviours and automaticity in the task itself. Future work
in this area is needed.
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7 Years of Experience with Demerit
Point System in the Czech Republic:
Is It Effective?

Petr Zámečník, Vít Gabrhel, Veronika Kurečková and Pavel Řezáč

Abstract This study maps the effectivity of the demerit point system in order to
find possible complementing measures to the demerit point system and improve the
existing ones. Our analysis was done on data from point system since 7/2006 till
12/2013 and national road safety and traffic accident statistic since 2006 till 2015.
Results show, that decrease in road fatalities and serious injuries is partly caused by
socioeconomic development and that Czech demerit point system has some severe
weaknesses and inappropriate focus. That is why it fails in preventing young drivers
and repeated offenders from (re)offending.

Keywords Demerit point system � Traffic offenders � Driver remediation � Driver
recidivism � Traffic safety

1 Introduction

Regarding public health, road traffic safety is the most crucial issue of the 21st
century [1]. World Health Organization informed on road traffic safety situation for
the first time in a broader scale in its report in 2004 [2], when, based on the data of
99 % world population, WHO calculated that 1.3 million people are killed and
20–50 million people are injured in traffic every year. The results have not changed
very much since that time, because the last two reports [3, 4] concluded with very
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similar figures. In addition, the reports claim that in case the trend continues, in
2020 road traffic accidents will become the third most frequent causes of deaths in
the world.

However, the causes of this risk do not stem from the imperfection of the system,
but rather from human factor error. Nevertheless, the issue of human factor is too
complex to formulate simple conclusions and recommendations. Driving is such a
complex and diverse activity that it is impossible to identify several individual
qualities which could help us determine safe and responsible drivers and dangerous
and irresponsible drivers. In addition, drivers are in no way a homogeneous group,
which prevents generalization and interpretation of collected findings. What the
studies generally agree with is the fact that the degree of human factor impact on
road traffic accidents is very high. For example [5] claims that human factor is a
single cause of 57 % road accidents and a co-factor of more than 90 % road
accidents. Later research shows a slightly increasing trend and consider human
factor as a co-factor of 90–95 % road accidents [6–8].

However, in most cases traffic rules violations are more common than for
example insufficient intake of information [9]. One of the main reasons is the
absence of a negative feedback which increases the false belief in a low probability
of accidents [10] and a subjectively felt higher chance of avoiding a road accident
than others [11]. The absence of social feedback was changed with demerit point
systems introduction. European countries were gradually introducing the so-called
demerit point systems in order to provide negative feedback; more effectively
prevent driving for risky individuals, and generally improve road safety. The Czech
Republic is among the countries which introduced the demerit point system in the
2000s within the commitment of the EU to reduce road fatalities by 50 % by 2010
in comparison with 2000. The demerit points have been recorded since 1st of July
2006.

Although the long-term road safety situation in the Czech Republic shows a
positive trend, the country lags behind in reducing the consequences of road
accidents in comparison with countries with similar infrastructure and traffic figures
(e.g. regarding mortality in relation to mileage, which amounts to 15.7 fatalities per
1 billion driven kilometers, the Czech Republic ranks among the last in the IRTAD
world database). The reasons for long-term reduction in road accident and fatality
rate in the Czech Republic are often assigned to the introduction of the demerit
point system, socio-economic development and technological progress. Relatively
high long-term road accident rate and mortality rate on Czech roads in comparison
with foreign countries is based on two reasons. (1) Insufficient system of gradual
education of drivers and (2) minimum number of measures aimed at a small group
the most risky drivers. However, these two factors are dealt with by the demerit
point system with difficulties. The decline in road accident and mortality rate on
Czech roads over the last five years (2009–2013) may thus have a different
explanation than well-working demerit point system. Therefore, it is suitable to
look at road traffic safety in the context of the socio-economic development.

It is quite clear that the introduction of the demerit point system leads to the
reduction of road accidents and fatalities [12, 13], but the effect fades over time as
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there is, for example, lower effect on fatalities on motorways [13, 14]. Regarding
some other aspects, we can see a stable long-term effect, e.g. on the use of safety
belts and child restraint systems [15] on drivers as well as on passengers [16]. From
this point of view we can consider demerit point systems effective and successful
measures, since the use of safety belts and child seats are the most effective methods
to prevent serious injuries and fatalities at road accidents [17].

The demerit point system works on the principle of improving road safety by
deterring road users through the threat of punishment (general level) and through
sanctions for those who are caught and convicted (specific level). The specific
deterring effects can be evaluated by monitoring of the recidivism rate and general
effects by prevalence of the negative phenomenon in driving community [18].
Nevertheless, the term “recidivist”, which is often used to define drivers with
problematic driving history, is frequently mistaken for many other definitions, such
as “repeated offender” or “hard core offender” [19–23], therefore it is opera-
tionalized with difficulties. In addition, recidivism can be understood by many
different ways and each of them has the potential to provide different result.

Firstly, the category of recidivists include those who commit crime or offences
deliberately and unintentionally, secondly, the seriousness of given offences or
criminal acts (just points for given behaviour are deducted regardless of its context
and real hazard) is not taken into account. What is missing is scaling of recidivism
seriousness, since the term in legal, not research, sense of word is concerned [18].
Furthermore, if a driver is caught drinking and driving for the first time and driving
under the influence of drugs for another time, such driver is not considered as
recidivist by the point system, since those are different law violations. In general,
the effectiveness of sanctions in the form of recorded points as a feedback tool for
the change in behaviour is doubtful, since the relationship is still unclear [24].

2 Demerit Point System in the Czech Republic

2.1 Form and Development of Demerit Point System
in the Czech Republic

The existing demerit point system in the Czech Republic was introduced on 1 July
2006, based on the Acts Nos. 411/2005 Coll. and 226/2006 Coll., which superseded
the Act No. 361/2000 Coll., on Road Traffic. “Demerit” points are recorded in the
register of drivers by authorities of municipalities with extended powers within
5 days from the day the driver receives particular decision or is informed of
effective sanction for violating selected obligations in traffic. The reason for
introducing the demerit point system in the Czech Republic was particularly based
on sanctioning recidivistic delicts against road traffic safety. In addition, regarding
certain groups of drivers, e.g. drivers from higher socio-economic groups, the
financial sanctions, even repeated ones, proved to be insufficient and failed to
prevent them from committing further offences, since there was no threat in the
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form of driving license suspension. The demerit point system introduced an
administrative procedure which may lead to driving license suspension. Since its
establishment, the system has changed several times and has been further modified
by amendments of other acts. The changes particularly follow the directive of the
European Parliament and of the European Council 2006/126/ES from 20 December
2006 on Driving Licenses, as amended. Some of the most significant changes are
specified below:

The first change occurred on 1 September 2008. The Act No. 374/2007 Coll. and
Decree No. 156/2008 Coll. have allowed to perform “safe driving training” course,
after which 3 demerit points can be eliminated under conditions specified by law.

Probably the most significant change occurred on 1 August 2011, when the Act
No. 133/2011 Coll., which amended the act on road traffic, became effective. This
amendment revoked the point deduction for offences against road traffic safety which
were considered less serious (in total from 44 to 27 penalized items). They particularly
concerned unauthorized use of special warning lights, failure to use assigned traffic
lane, driving without medical assessment on fitness to drive. Regarding aggressive
behaviour (drinking and driving, speeding), the number of deducted points increased;
based on this amendment, no points are deduced for behaviour related to relatively low
hazard (e.g. no lights or unauthorized use of assigned traffic lane). Furthermore, the
amendment brought about the obligation to participate in traffic psychological
examination, when applying for driving license to be returned.

A prohibition has been effective since 1 January 2012 to issue a driving license
to a person whose driving license is suspended or revoked in another EU or EEA
member state or who has been disqualified from exercising professional activities
based on driving motor vehicles, unless the time period for returning driving license
has elapsed (e.g. time of disqualification from exercising professional activities or
the “out of points” time).

So-called objective responsibility of vehicle owner was introduced on 19
January 2013, in the manner of other EU countries, e.g. France, the Netherlands,
Slovakia, which is to prevent the abuse of the status of a “close person”. In case the
identity of driver who committed a traffic offence cannot be determined, the
sanction is paid by the given vehicle owner.

2.2 Demerit Point System Statistics

The data for the mentioned statistics were collected form publicly available sta-
tistical data of the Ministry of Transport, particularly regarding the National road
safety strategy [25], and information on the status of the demerit point system in the
Czech Republic [26] a partly from a non-public database of Ministry of Transport
of the Czech Republic called “Eliška” [27]. Nevertheless, even within these
non-public accesses for research purposes, it is possible to monitor just basic
indicators, such as the number of individual offences, age and sex of offenders, and
the region where offence was committed.
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Regarding the changes which has occurred since the beginning of the intro-
duction of the demerit point system (particularly the number of offences with point
deduction and the number of points), the outputs for individual years are difficult to
compare. However, based on [27], on average 0.1–0.2 % of drivers reach the limit
of 12 demerit points each year, while two types of drivers are overrepresented—
young drivers and male drivers. Furthermore, the rate of recidivism ranges around
50 % for failure to use seat belts, 25 % for using mobile phones, 30 % for driving
without driving license, 15 % for drinking and driving and 15–50 % for speeding
(depending whether any speeding is considered or how much the speed limit was
exceeded is taken into account as well). Finally, the offence profile of people “out of
points” for the first time and for the second time is very similar.

References [25] and [26] statistics show that on 31 December 2015 there were
39,507 drivers with 12 points deducted, i.e. 7.33 % drivers with deducted points
and 0.59 % of all registered drivers. Out of the total number of drivers with 12
points deducted, there were 36,851 (93.28 %) men and 2656 (6.72 %) women. The
gender ratio of all registered drivers is relatively stable—approx. 55.73 % men and
44.27 % women. The number of men and women with deducted points differs
greatly from the ration of all drivers—it is currently formed by 81.72 % men and
18.28 % women. The differences between men and women with deducted points in
individual regions are negligible (the ration of men ranges between 79.45 and
84.06 %). On 31 December 2015, 539,277 drivers were registered in the central
register of drivers for committing an offence (criminal act) with at least one point
deduction. This is 8.05 % of all registered drivers (6,700,000), i.e. every 12th driver
has a point deduction. It is necessary to take into account the fact that a part of
drivers is inactive and therefore the proportion of point deducted and “out of point”
drivers among active drivers is actually higher. It is interesting that a combination
of all types of speeding (55 %), or slight speeding (36 %) in combination with
failure to use seat belts (20 %) form more than half of the offences.

Regarding the road accident rate statistics [25], the national statistics show that
the number of fatalities in 2010 was reduced by 42.7 % in comparison to 2002 and
in 2012 by 48.2 % (in comparison to 2002). However, the decreasing trend
reversed in 2014 and in the last two years (2014 and 2015) the increasing trend
appeared again. In 2014 the set target of NSBSP 2020 (National road safety strategy
2011–2020) was not met with regard to the number of fatalities in both monitored
categories—within 24 h and within 30 days and their number even significantly
increased in comparison with 2013—by 7.9 % (within 24 h), or by 5.2 %
respectively (within 30 days). The statistics of 629 fatalities in 2014 (target 594)
and 660 fatalities in 2015 (target 505) indicates that in order to reach good results
from the previous years, it will be necessary to introduce new measures, and that
very optimistic estimate of the number of 360 fatalities in 2020 will most likely fail
to be met. The statistics of calculation of losses from road accident rate stay stable
in the long-term—they range between CZK 40 and 50 billion per year and roughly
correspond with 2 % GDP. Another stable trend is the group of young drivers as the
most hazardous group of road users [28].
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2.3 Demerit Point System Evaluation

Effectiveness of Sanction Part of the System. The effectiveness of the demerit
point system to prevent recidivism depends on the perception of sanctions by
drivers. The most important appears to be the certainty of punishment [29], while
the increase in the severity of punishment only slightly reduces the recidivism in
risky behaviour [30] and a slight change in the behaviour of population regarding
the general level of deterrence [18, 31]. The severity of sanctions is an effective
factor in case the certainty of be caught and punished is high [18, 32–34]. However,
this is particularly difficult with hard-core recidivists, when we can find several
differences in comparison with “common” recidivists. In comparison with common
recidivists they consider the risk of being caught as lower, benefits from traffic
offences higher, and losses related to offences lower [35]. Consequently, a large part
of the imprisoned drivers returns to the prison within three years [29]. Regarding
drinking and driving, we can see the effect of addicted life style. Those who drink
more drink and drive more frequently, while those with low or medium alcohol
consumption are more able to separate drinking and driving [36].

Regarding the effect of the demerit point system on recidivism, the system is the
least effective on speeding (more than 50 % of registered offences and the recidi-
vism rate of 50 %) and on seat belt use (recidivism of 50 % likewise). The system
is seemingly the most effective on drinking and driving, although the low rate of
recidivism (15 %) is caused by the longer period of driving license revocation (the
demerit point system has not been introduced for sufficiently long time to fully
manifest the recidivism rate) and by the fact that a part of those drivers has not been
registered in Eliška database since 2011, due to being allocated in a separate spe-
cialized database [27].

Effect on Young Drivers. NSBSP 2020 also focuses on young drivers and
introduction of stricter conditions for point deduction for drivers beginners with up
to 2 years of driving practice [35]. No stricter conditions for point deduction for
drivers beginners were introduced by the amendments in 2011 and 2013, since the
constitutional principle of equality and prohibition of discrimination would have
been breached. This in turn leads to the fact that drivers under 25 years of age in the
Czech Republic are the most point-deducted and out-of-points group, die in road
accidents more frequently than other groups, and cause road accidents more fre-
quently than other groups. This is particularly misfortunate in combination with
potential elimination of points for training to deal with critical situations. The
introduction of this measure in the system in 2008 has neither been evaluated, nor
sufficiently justified. However, based on the available literature, this measure seems
rather counterproductive, particularly for novice drivers.

It is well known that some criticism has been reported against this type of
training since the late 1980s. For example [37] reported an increase in slippery road
accidents after skid training became a mandatory part of the training. Keskinen et al.
[38] pointed in the same direction: after the introduction of skid training, a larger
proportion of young driver’s accidents occurred in slippery road conditions. The
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suggested explanation was that the skid training courses were mostly based on
exercising maneuvering skills and this resulted in overconfidence of driving skills.
Instead of using their better skills in critical situations the students used their
improved skills in ordinary driving situations, e.g. for higher speed [39]. The
skill-training group of novice drivers rates their skill as greater than other groups,
although the actual skill level in skid-test conditions did not differ [40]. We can
generally said, that any training programmes that teach drivers to respond in
emergency situations lead to aggravated road traffic safety [40–42].

3 Discussion

Although we can see a reduction in the accident rate and mortality rate on Czech
roads in the last decade, the question is how much is this reduction influenced by
the demerit point system. In the context of development trends in the Czech
Republic the situation is similar to most other countries in Central and Eastern
Europe, despite the fact that demerit point systems were introduced at different
times (or not implemented at all). The statistics since 2009 were probably influ-
enced by improvements in technology and health care and also by the economic
crisis, which is also indicated by a negative trend in road traffic safety since 2013.

European statistics show that the largest decrease in accident rates can be seen in
the regions with the highest unemployment rates and that the biggest decrease was
obvious in large cities [43]. Therefore, the economic recession is associated with
reduced traffic volume, especially in the field of freight transport and commuting.
Furthermore, we can see a change in travel behaviour, where part of the drivers
changed trips for leisure activities for local activities and focused more on “fuel
save” driving, which, among other things leads to reduced speed [44]. Regarding
mortality, a significant help comes from technological advancement in passive
safety and improved health services, which is mainly beneficial for elderly drivers
and road users [45]. However, the progress in technology does not necessarily
contribute to safety, as some drivers feel safer thanks to better technology and tend
to more risky behaviour [43].

The stable decrease in road fatalities (with the exception in 2007) and serious
injuries between 2006 and 2013 can be therefore explained as follows. In the first
years the demerit point system worked very well—the effectiveness of the demerit
point system is generally the highest in one or two years after its introduction [46]
—and performed its function. But it is the starting economic crisis which has had a
significant contribution to the reduction of accident rate since 2009. The subsequent
negative trend since 2013 shows that there is a need for a modification of the
system. The main shortcoming can be considered the low certainty of punishment
based on the system (law enforcement in the Czech Republic is generally low, e.g.
[47]) and also that changes in the demerit points system went mainly towards higher
severity of sanctions, not reflecting the need to focus on young drivers and inter-
connecting the system with a counterproductive measure. Furthermore, during the
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lifetime of the demerit point system, there were no support campaigns or actions for
better compliance (only general road safety actions). In addition, the administration
related to the demerit point system has excessive impact on the justice system, and
the system of state and public administration, while the costs related to the
administration could be spent on preventive and rehabilitation programmes and
campaigns.

4 Conclusions

Although the evaluation of effectiveness of the demerit point system is very diffi-
cult, we consider the system in the Czech Republic insufficient, based on the
described data, particularly due to the absence of focus on the most risky popula-
tions—young drivers and recidivists. The sanction part of the demerit point system
fails to reach its optimum function for its focus on sanction severity and lower
enforcement. The preventive part of the demerit point system includes a counter-
productive measure of a critical situations training course and lacks a rehabilitation
part. The positive trend in fatalities and serious injuries in this context can be rather
attributed to the effects of the economic crisis, which is confirmed by the aggravated
situation since 2013.
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Driving Related Fear—A Complex
Problem with a Complex Treatment

Veronika Kurečková, Aleš Zaoral, Pavel Řezáč and Petr Zámečník

Abstract It is estimated that up to 15 % of the population have symptoms of
driving phobia. Strong driving related fear affects 1 % of the population, mostly
women. From 2012 until 2015 we had 40 clients with driving phobia. For most of
them driving related fear manifested as a part of a more complex self-esteem
problem, not as an isolated issue. We used various methods concerning the whole
contexts of client’s life and the system of client’s relationships. 12 out of the 17
participants of group program and 20 out of the 23 participants of the individual
programs experienced a significant decrease of the driving related fear symptoms
and started to drive regularly. Based on our experience—driving related fear is
rarely an isolated symptom, so it has to be treated as a part of a more complex
problem. The complex approach significantly contributes to the efficacy of the
therapy.

Keywords Driving related fear � Driving phobia � Therapy � Treatment � Trauma

1 Introduction

Driving is an integral part of lives of the majority of population and the lives in turn
are closely connected with driving and transport. It is well documented, that
emotions play important role in driving at the site of human factor. They directly
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influence willingness and ability to drive. As the scientific interest is most com-
monly focused on anger and hostility, they are the best-documented emotion and
there are the clearest effects for these emotions. Most studies explored the rela-
tionship of these emotions with hazardous and aggressive driving [1]. But there is
also other part of the spectrum. Not only drivers with high recidivism rate and
aggressive drivers deserve attention. Besides anger and hostility, fear and depres-
sion are rated among the most important emotions affecting driving. Feeling of
anxiety, fear or stress is related to the higher number of errors and reduced ability or
inability to drive what leads among others to reduced wellbeing and lower position
on the labor market.

Clinical studies about fear of driving are usually focused on driving related fear
(DRF) after crash and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or on psychiatric part of
this phenomenon as the driving phobia is often connected with agoraphobia or
panic disorder [2]. A significant proportion of the existing research on DRF has
come from an interest in psychological consequences of motor vehicle accidents
(MVAs). PTSD and DRF appear relatively often in the package of symptoms that
can manifest as a result of MVAs. There are (mostly clinical) studies which explore
DRF and PSTD arising from MVAs and MVA-related driving fears [3], but
exploring DRF which is not connected with MVAs is performed very rarely.
Typically, there is one way direction in research MVA—DRF/PSTD symptoms—
clinical treatment. However, the other sources of DRF, differences among various
types (and consequently differences in causal treatment), description of symptoms,
triggers and development of DRF still remain unclear.

Due to the fact that fear is the most potent negative force, anxiety, fear and
phobia of driving are one of the psychotherapeutic and psychiatric themes of
growing interest. There are many studies as well as therapeutic approaches and
procedures concerning this disorder. The driving phobia seems quite common. It is
estimated that up to 15 % of the drivers’ population have symptoms of driving
phobia [4]. Strong phobia from driving (amaxophobia) affects 1 % of the popula-
tion, mostly young women. The problem of driving phobia is not about young or
novice drivers only, one quarter of people aged 55+ feel driving anxiety, despite the
fact that many of them have been driving for many years [5]. Most of the people
that report about their suffering from the driving phobia are women. This is proved
by the research [6–8] as well as by the experience from the Transport Research
Centre, Czech Republic [9]. However, in the Czech Republic we have neither exact
numbers nor estimations, as the problem of driving phobia has so far not been
considered as an issue. Despite serious anxiety symptoms many people are not
aware that their problems are an indicator of a potentially serious phobia that
deserves treatment.

Despite of the growing interest in the driving phobia, there are still some con-
troversies about categorizing the anxiety, fear or phobia of driving. The essential
question is—what really is a driving phobia? However, it seems that there is no
simple answer. A mild fear from driving is a very common issue, especially with
novice drivers. A mild anxiety with no avoidance tendencies and no impact on
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social, occupational and personal functioning might be perceived as physiological.
After all, driving a vehicle is a complex psychomotor process requiring sensori-
motor coordination, psychophysical judgment, attention, emotion and reaction time
[10]. It can never be absolutely safe so some concerns are reasonable. However, in
some cases the concerns can exceed a certain limit and exclude drivers from the
active car using or cause serious psychical states during driving, resulting in serious
phobic symptoms with huge impact on many aspects of patient’s life, that can be
considered as a psychological disorder.

The causes and pathogenesis of the driving phobia seem not be very clear. It has
been stated many times that the MVA and non-MVA studies suffer from incon-
sistency in defining fear of driving [11]. Early research and conceptions [7, 8, 12,
13] considered driving phobia as a disorder following motor or non-motor vehicle
accidents. Even some recent research shows that 18–77 % of people after a serious
accident suffer by a phobia [4], but this does not implicate that driving phobia is
always a result of a traumatic experience on the road. It can have various causes as
well as levels of severity and symptom patterns. In some cases driving phobia is
manifested by fear of driving or fear of the sudden panic attack or anxiety while
driving [14]. Some of the drivers can be worried about potential criticism or neg-
ative evaluation of their performance [13]. Many of the patients experience a fear of
losing control of the vehicle and the situation or a fear of specific driving situations
(high speeds, night driving, open roads driving, tunnel driving, driving over
bridges, steep roads etc.).

Some diagnosis as panic disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder and social
phobia are considered to be part of the driving phobia [15]. Driving fear frequently
appears as an accompanying symptom of agoraphobia. The image typically com-
bines agoraphobic symptoms, panic and specific phobia [6]. Other authors state that
driving phobia can develop after the individual experiences of unexpected panic
attack in the feared situation [11]. Some authors [11] perceive the difference
between specific phobias and agoraphobia in the focus of apprehension. Patients
with agoraphobia feel a fear of panic and its consequences—anxiety expectancy; in
contrast patients with specific phobia feel a fear of specific danger—danger
expectancy [11, 16, 17].

There is a connection between driving phobia and actual driving skills; however,
there is not much research of this issue [10]. In some cases people are not feared of
driving only, but overall by travelling in any motor vehicle. In many cases there are
other phobias or psychopathologic symptoms continuously developing and
changing which sometimes complicates the diagnosis, as well as treatment. In short,
driving anxiety, fear and phobia include many levels of intensity, as well as wide
and various scales of symptoms. The nature and development of the disorder cannot
be easily described, as it involves complex pathogenesis patterns that have to be
concerned. So as the symptoms and their intensity the methods and proceedings of
treatment vary too. Experts usually emphasize the need of the individual therapeutic
schedule, tailor-made for each of the clients.
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Cognitive behavioral psychotherapy has proved a good efficacy in many of the
cases [18, 19]. de Jongh et al. [20] reported using of trauma-focused Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy (TF-CBT), and Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing for travel phobia. They noticed that the stronger the symptoms were,
the more significant was the decrease of its intensity after the therapy. da Costa et al.
[17] as well as Wald and Taylor [14] reported the effects of virtual reality exposure
therapy (VRET)—especially as a factor facilitating the in vivo exposure. Walshe
et al. [21] suggest some basic measures to ensure an appropriate level of immersion
during the VRET exposures. Other authors [22] describe a case study of creating a
virtual reality in hypnosis. Hypnosis and imagination proved to be an effective tool
for driving phobia treatment—separately or combined with some other methods.
E.g. Hill and Bannon-Ryder [23] combined the hypnosis with cognitive behavioral
programs. Williamson [24] successfully combined self-hypnosis training, instituting
a calmness anchor and dissociative imagery with positive mental rehearsal.
However, the driving phobia does not have to be treated by worlds and images only.
E.g. transcranial magnetic stimulation as a potentially effective method for anxiety
treatment was mentioned by some authors [25]. The maladaptive behavior people
with driving phobia often engage themselves in [26] is a factor that contributes on
the road safety decrease. The authors state it is probably because a high frequency of
cognitive distortions facilitates the tendency to protect themselves from unpredicted
dangers when driving. Also sudden panic attacks while driving increase the risk of
traffic accidents and therefore constitute a risk for all road users.

In some cases driving phobia manifests itself in the driving situations only.
Therefore it seems to be an isolated problem. However it influences a lot the
patient’s life. The restriction of freedom, career handicaps and social exclusion [26,
27] are only some of the disadvantages people with driving phobia face with. In
some cases it can be the cause of serious existential problems. Research of da Costa
et al. [26] comparing the clinical characteristics and quality of life of the women
suffering by driving phobia in comparison with the women without such symptoms.
The research showed lower scores in the quality of life scales, especially in these
items: “functional capacity”, “social aspects”, and “mental health”. They obviously
scored higher in anxiety.

2 Experience from the Czech Republic

Transport Research Centre has begun the driving phobia research and therapy
programs in 2012. During the years 2012–2015 we had 40 clients; 17 of the clients
attended group programs, 23 of them attended the individual therapy. With all of
our clients following symptoms appeared: (a) fear of driving (self-reported);
(b) driving avoidance; (c) anxiety symptoms while driving. The reports from the
therapies were analyzed.
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2.1 Methods of Treatment

In the group programs (2 groups, 17 participants) we worked with expectations and
goals and motivations for driving. During the individual therapy many methods and
approaches were applied. For most of our clients driving phobia manifests as a part
of a more complex self-esteem problem, not an isolated issue. We used various
methods concerning the whole contexts of client’s life and the system of client’s
relationships. Important supporting fellows were often invited to the therapy. We
also used practical training with the driving school instructor and psychologist—it
had a significant effect as an exposition in vivo but also as a method of the driving
skills development that influenced both actual skills and self-efficacy of our clients.
With some of the clients we used a driving simulator for routine training and
anxiety reduction. 12 out of the 17 participants of group program and 20 out of the
23 participants of the individual programs experienced a significant decrease of the
driving related fear symptoms and started to drive regularly.

2.2 Driving Related Fear—Isolated Symptom or a Part
of the System Problem?

For most of our clients driving related fear was not an isolated symptom. In many
cases the clients had symptoms of social phobia and general anxiety. More than
75 % of the clients showed some psychasthenic symptoms. Serious problems with
self-esteem were noticeable, mostly in connection with the relationship to mother.
Our client’s mothers very often showed anxiety and we could also notice attach-
ment issues in our client’s childhood. Partner issues were also one of the deter-
minants of driving related fear. In some cases there was a conflict with partner that
resulted in the discouraging behavior as a part of the fight for the hegemony.
Usually there were also supporting persons that encouraged our clients to drive. We
invited those persons to the therapy as supporting elements.

Driving itself is also a complex problem that extents to many aspects of the
client’s life. There are four levels of driver competencies that can be considered
with the DRF issues, based on the GDE matrix [28].

• Vehicle control—driving skills issue: Actual driving skills were quite low with
women with DRF, mainly due to the lack of routine. Sometimes the driving
performance can be affected by the temporary or permanent cognitive deficit. In
three cases our clients had significant cognitive deficits. With two of them the
deficits were probably determined by the psychical overload and faded away
after the therapeutic treatment. On the other hand many of the clients showed
concerns about their driving potential that proved to be inadequate. Lack of
driving skills determines significantly the client’s self-esteem. For such clients
driving training can be a reasonable part of the treatment.
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• Mastery of traffic situation: Other traffic participants are usually a stressful
element. Clients are worried about the potential risks the others can cause, as
well about the potential risks they can cause when interacting other road users.

• Strategy and planning: Lack of self-confidence and self-esteem and strong
concerns about the others influence a lot the planning and strategy. Respects to
the needs of follows also should be considered.

• Lifestyle: The context of client’s life and significant relationships should be
considered on this level.

2.3 Men Versus Women

There were only 4 men out of the group of 40 clients. We noticed significant
differences between men and women in our sample. With men we noticed signif-
icantly more serious symptoms of anxiety. It can be caused by the fact that men
usually hesitate to ask for a professional help and they join the therapy only if their
symptoms are beyond endurance. With our male clients we revealed a strong father
person as a problematic element—the fathers were usually dominant and despotic,
with no support of their son’s self-confidence. We have also noticed a significantly
higher level of the driving skills that contrasted with the high level of anxiety. Men
very often reported sudden outbreak of the DRF symptoms after many years of
unchallenged driving experience. Women usually experienced DRF symptoms
right from the beginning of the driving practice.

2.4 DRF as a Consequence of Traumatic Experience?

With our clients serious post-accidents traumas were extremely rare. On the other
hand there were traumatic experiences from the driving school. Many of the clients
reported sexual attacks or humiliation from the driving instructors. During the
process of novice driving traumatic conflicts with fellows (parents or partners) were
also very often. In some cases other serious traumas (not connected to driving)
acted as a determinant of anxiety and influenced the driving related fear.

3 Conclusions

Driving related fear is a serious problem that influences social inclusion, individual
well-being as well as the traffic safety itself. There are many methods that can be
used with appropriate results. However we noticed that the DRF is rarely an isolated
symptom. Therefore it must be treated as a part of a complex context of client’s life,
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concerning individual specifics as well as the significant follows of the client but
also the more general social and cultural context. In some cases all levels of driving
competencies must be developed, in some cases the therapy is focused on the
psychopathological symptoms. However the complex approach is what signifi-
cantly contributes to the efficacy of the therapy.

Our experience differed from the experience of many foreign experts. However
our experience is based on limited number of cases, therefore it cannot be gener-
alized. It probably indicates a high variability of symptoms, determinants as well as
the methods of treatment of the DRF issues.

We have to emphasize that individual therapeutic approach reflecting individual
specifics is always necessary. There is also a need of the systematic social measures
that can help to prevent the DRF (especially driver education system) or facilitate
the treatment (system of early diagnostic of the DRF, system of effective treatment,
accessible for everyone, advantages and risks of alternative therapeutic methods—
e.g. medical treatment etc.). Further research of the DRF issues, including preva-
lence studies in specific populations, can also be helpful.
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Using a Prospect Theory Approach
to Studying the Car-Following Model

Mohammadadel Khodakarami, Yunlong Zhang, Bruce X. Wang,
Mohammadali Shirazi and Maryam Shirinzadeh Dastgiri

Abstract Car following is a fundamental traffic feature that has been widely
studied in literature using vehicles’ speed and acceleration. This study investigates
car following from an entirely different perspective, a psychological approach based
on the Prospect Theory (PT). PT is a behavioral economic theory that explains
human reaction under risk situations. Since car following can be regarded as a risk
containing task that addresses the need for balancing safety with travel time
reduction, PT is an ideal approach to model car following. Employing PT can
provide a spectrum of probabilistic locations of following vehicles in contradiction
with traditional methods that define the exact position. This study presents a sen-
sitivity analysis in order to validate the results and calibrate PT’s parameters. The
results reveal that PT generates similar probability distributions to the simulation
scenarios that proxy the space headway in real situations.

Keywords Car following model � Prospect theory � Risky Decision-Making

1 Introduction

A car-following model determines the properties of the following vehicle such as
spacing, speed, and acceleration. The car following phenomenon has been resear-
ched for a long time; one of the first models dates back to the early fifties when
Pipes (1953) offered his model by defining a safe distance between the leading and
following vehicles. Car following models are now fundamental components of
every microscopic simulation program since the base of any microscopic traffic
simulation is determining the drivers’ behavior while following other vehicles and
changing lanes. There are also more elaborate car following models such as
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stimulus response models that similarly use relative speed between the following
and leading vehicles to calculate the exact reaction of the follower.

Although the aforementioned models seem to work very accurately, they have
several limitations. First, they usually depend on some sensitivity parameters that
are difficult to measure, and also are likely to vary by traffic fluctuation. Second, car
following as the common experience of driving is different in reality from the
models that have been developed so far. In other words, drivers are not aware of
their exact distance and speed difference from the predecessor vehicles. Instead,
they act based on a more general perception of the leading vehicle; moreover, they
choose a range of attitudes instead of a definite predictable reaction. Hence, as
Ceder [1] mentioned: “Drivers do not completely follow any deterministic behav-
ior”. The problem of unpredictability was the main motive for the current study to
enable simulating the driver decision making process as close to reality as possible.
Accordingly, the authors adopted the Prospect Theory (PT) that originated as an
econometric model for modeling decision making under risk to model car
following.

Since car following is a humanistic decision making process in which the driver
should always be concerned about the space from the lead vehicle, it contains some
risk related to driver behavior. Driving close to the lead vehicle increases the risk of
collision while driving far behind the lead vehicle increases the travel time.
Therefore, each driver should balance her utilities from travel time reduction and
safety increase by selecting her position in a range of distance behind the lead
vehicle where the former utility results in risky driving and the latter in conser-
vative. This study investigates the application of PT concept to model car following
behavior. The developed model uses PT to extract the probability distribution of
distance gap that drivers adopt when following another vehicle. To assess the
model’s result and its approximation to real drivers’ behavior, it should be com-
pared with real case distance gap distribution. However since authors did not have
access for this comparison, some simulations were performed to replace the lacking
real data. Several simulation scenarios were tried to mimic different conditions that
might happen in real car fallowing situations. In addition, although one could use
the original parameters that were originally derived for economical decision making
purposes, it is needed to calibrate these parameters for transportation specific
applications. To this end, we conducted several sensitivity analyses and calibrated
PT parameters to obtain an acceptable match between model and the simulation
results.

The rest of study is organized as follows: section two provides a literature review
on car-following models as well as PT application in transportation. Section three
describes the methodology of PT application to model car-following. Section four
and five represent the results and discussion, and finally section six provides the
study conclusion and suggestions for future studies.
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2 Literature Review

In this section, a brief history of car-following models and PT applications in
transportation-related literature is reviewed. This history constitutes the background
for this paper, and thereby enabling the construction of the core concepts for the
car-following model proposed in this paper.

2.1 Car Following

One of the famous earliest car following models was defined by Pipes [2]. He
proposed a straight forward model by assuming a safe minimum distance between
follower and leader vehicles. Later Chandler et al. [3], working at the General
Motors Research Laboratories, proposed one of the more famous models for
modeling the follower driver’s acceleration. This model calculates the acceleration
of the following vehicle based on the driver’s perception of his/her relative speed to
the leading vehicle. This model was the base for the next well-known model
proposed by Gazis et al. [4] which is known as Gazis–Herman–Rothery (GHR) or
the General Motors (GM) model. In fact, determining these parameters within the
GHR model was the main cause of proposing different models by later researchers.
This class of car-following models could be categorized under stimulus-response
car-following models. Brackstone and McDonald [5] described the GHR model as
having lost its popularity in the early nineties according to the large number of
contradictions observed as to the correct values of m and l.

One car following model which appeared late and was considered state-of-art is
a fuzzy logic based model, which holds the most similarity to the adopted concept
in current study. This model usually starts with dividing the inputs into several
overlapping subsets (fuzzy sets) to determine what variables belong to which
description of a term. Accordingly, in this model some of the terms used are “very
close”, “close” or “far” based on the space or time headway. Based on these defined
terms, logical operators could be used to equivalent fuzzy outputs with the reality of
driving action [5]. Kikuchi and Chakroborty [6] implemented the GHR model in
fuzzy-logic framework.

In this paper, the authors use the same concept of dividing the space headway
into different regions with different terms. Each region represents some risk and
shows the extent of the utility to be investigated based on the prospect utility.

2.2 Prospect Theory

Prospect theory which was first proposed by Kahneman and Tversky [7] is a
decision making model that mainly accommodates the violations of Expected
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Utility Theory (EUT) in handling risk situations. Four major issues that expected
utility theory fails to address dealing with risky decisions are listed as below:

• Reference dependency: EUT assumes that people make decisions about different
options based on their state of wealth. However, in reality people tend to
consider the difference in wealth relative to a reference point.

• Loss Aversion: EUT considers the same weight for loss and gain however the
decision makers’ value function for loss is steeper than gain.

• Gain and loss diminishing effect: The outcomes’ value in EUT is considered as a
linear trend, whereas both positive and negative have diminishing patterns.

• Small probabilities: EUT assigns the same weight to different probabilities,
while in fact people usually overweight small probabilities.

Accordingly, EUT fails to accurately count for uncertain and risky decision
making. Thus the individual’s choices from EUT deviates from what they choose in
reality. Prospect theory, was motivated to address the above mentioned short-
comings with EUT. Tversky and Kahneman [8] later applied some minor changes
to a PT model and developed Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT). The changes are
mostly related to the probability weighting function and do not affect the basis of
PT. In continuation of this paper the CPT is used instead of PT.

Employing CPT has shown a superior performance when predicting the decision
maker’s behavior in risky conditions compared to EUT in many research areas
especially in economics. This method has recently been used in the transportation
engineering area and has proven capable of addressing many problems concerning
travelers’ decision making under uncertainty. For instance, Xu et al. [9] used CPT
to model travelers’ route choice behavior under uncertainty. After analysis of a
survey, they determined that even when using original values of CPT parameters,
CPT can provide much better results than EUT. In addition, they tried to estimate
CPT parameters in the context of travel behavior, and the results achieved after
using estimated parameters showed significant improvement. Schwanen and Etta
[10] used CPT to analyze the employed parent behavior when faced with an
uncertain network while collecting children from the nursery at the end of a
weekday. A series of results obtained from a stated preference survey revealed
some violation of EUT.

Hamder et al. [11] investigated the application of PT to develop a car following
model. In their model, the following driver is assumed to have a normally distributed
perception of the leader’s speed. They linked the following driver’s behavior to the
objective collision probability and based their research on a nonstationary sub-model
with mixed behavior probability that basically assumes different mechanisms for the
follower. Gain and losses in this research are assumed to be the gains and losses in
terms of speed that is calculated from their previous acceleration state. They also
limited the gains corresponding to the maximum desired velocity and the maximum
loss to nonnegative velocity. In a later study [12], they improved their previous work
by expressing loss and gains as functions of acceleration and deceleration. Then they
modeled the acceleration as a function of three factors: the expected acceleration
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value, the variance of the acceleration distribution, and a correlation time. They
assumed that the acceleration being distributed as a continuous logit model with a
distribution conditioned on: follower speed, relative speed between the leader and
follower, and the space gap between the two. Having access to vehicles trajectory
data from Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) project, they used nonlinear opti-
mization process based on genetic algorithm as a tool to calibrate model parameters.
Although they were not able to derive the parameter value distributions due to the
lack of data, their results show high heterogeneity between the drivers’ behavior.
Also because their proposed model is a stochastic process, compared to Intelligent
Driver Model (IDM) [13], the PT model experienced higher levels of fitting error. In
the current study, the loss and gains are described in term of distance gaps instead of
velocity or acceleration/deceleration.

CPT is comprised of three main components: (1) a reference point, (2) value
function and (3) weighting function. The reference point represents the cutoff point
dividing loss and gain domains. The value function is an S-shape function that
shows a diminishing pattern for the values in both loss and gain, and the weighting
function is an inverse S-shaped function which overweighs the low probabilities
and under-weighs the high probabilities. Figure 1 shows the general shapes of value
and weighting functions.

The right and left side of value function represent the gain and loss domain,
respectively. The equations of these functions are shown in Eqs. 1–3:

Dxi ¼ xi � x0 ð1Þ

UðxiÞ ¼ xai ; xi � 0
�kð�xiÞg; xi � 0

�
ð2Þ

wðpiÞ ¼ pci =½pci þð1� pci Þc�ð1=cÞ ð3Þ

where:
xi decision variable of component i,
x0 : reference point,
UðxiÞ value function,
pi probability of component i which should be cumulated toward the highest

value for loss and cumulated toward zero for gain,

Fig. 1 Value and weighting
functions
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wðpiÞ weighting probability,
a; g; c Prospect Theory parameters
k loss aversion coefficient

In above relations a; g show the diminishing sensitivity of the value function and
k represents the amount of people sensitivity to loss rather than gain. In weighting
function c reflects how people overweigh or underweight the probabilities. All four
parameters of a; g; c and k should be calibrated based on different context of
application; but, the result of other researchers show that the estimated new
parameters typically are not very far from the original values. For applying the
CPT, the first alternative should be divided into several components and then the
probability of occurrence for each of these components should be determined. To
further the proposed relation for CPT as a final utility for w whole alternative would
then be available. Therefore, the final utility for each alternative composed of
(m + 1 + n) component is calculated based on below relations (m and n are,
respectively, the number of components in loss and gain):

pþ pið Þ ¼ w pi þ . . .þ pnð Þ � w piþ 1 þ . . .þ pnð Þ; 0� i� n ð4Þ

p� p�j
� � ¼ w p�m þ . . .þ p�j

� �� w p�m þ . . .þ p�j�1
� �

;�m� � j� 0 ð5Þ

Uðx; pÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0

u Dxið Þpþ pið Þþ
X�1

i¼�m

u Dxið Þp� pið Þ ð6Þ

Now by having each alternative utility the probability of each utility selection can
be calculated based on the appropriate logistics model, that depends on the distri-
bution of errors.

3 Methodology

This section presents the main idea of the modeling approach. The general scheme
of this model is based on the quality of driver perception of the car-following
process and the reaction that she/he adopts in response to the leader. In this study,
the reaction is determined based on the relative distance from the leading vehicle
instead of other stimuli-like acceleration.

The main assumption of this model is that drivers do not have an exact per-
ception with respect to speed, acceleration and space headway. Therefore, their
response is different from what traditional models like GHR [4] predict. Thus, this
study generates a distribution of responses instead of an exact response. For
example, common sense dictates that drivers cannot know the exact distance
between their vehicle and the lead vehicle nor can they ascertain the exact speed of
the leader. Hence, drivers attempt to choose a distance as close as possible to the
lead vehicle, while maintaining a safe distance. There is a perception of safe
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distance for drivers to keep their clearance with the lead vehicle that in this study is
assumed as a ratio of their vehicle length. Therefore, the distance between two
vehicles follows a region or extent instead of a certain point and subsequently the
distribution over this region replaces the equation of a point location. Now the
problem changes to finding this probability distribution and evaluating how the
proximity to the leader vehicle affects distance distribution.

According to the described assumption in the above paragraph, people generally
desire to lessen their travel time even if only to a very tiny extent; therefore, in an
ideal situation where all vehicles could drive at the same speed and all the dynamics
of leader and follower are the same, all drivers like to drive bumper to bumper.
However, considering the real-world situation, drivers always need to keep a
minimum safe distance to avoid any kind of unexpected collisions (one car length
for every 10 mph of car speed in the US). Clearly, there is a contrast between the
desire to shorten travel time and to maximize safety. The combination of these two
components gives the problem a risky decision making nature addressed by CPT.

To apply CPT, first the terms of risk and risky decision must be defined. The
distance between follower and leader has been divided into three segments. The first
segment with length of “L1”, represents the minimum space needed between the
two vehicles, i.e., the “close” region. This means that exceeding this distance could
increase risk of collusion while an unwanted event can cause the leader to stop or
decelerate quickly. The second segment with length of “L2” represents the region
that the majority of drivers prefer when following a lead vehicle; hence, it is known
as the “desired” region. Finally the third segment which can have an unlimited
length of “L3” starting from the last point of the desired region and is called the
“far” region. By introduction of these three regions, one can conclude that all
drivers like to keep themselves in the desired region and avoid the close (L1) and
far (L3) regions. These regions reflect the property of reference points in CPT that
distinguishes gain domain from loss domain. Accordingly, in current model, we are
faced with twos reference point in contrast to typical problems that work with only
one reference point. The reference points are the junction points of desired region
with close and far regions. Figure 2 describes these regions.

Based on this classification, the ideal desire of each driver, as shown in Fig. 2, is
staying at the first point of desired region or where d = L1. The problem comes
from the rough ability of the drivers to adjust their location exactly at the desirable
point; therefore if they unknowingly enter the distance equal to d, they are in the
close region that is not safe. Assuming the range of driver error in adjusting his/her
exact location defined by a length “L4” and named as the “tolerance” extent, drivers
will choose the policy which maximizes their utility or level where they feel safe.

Fig. 2 A sketch of the three
different regions
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According to CPT the length of tolerance extent can be divided into several dif-
ferent parts or cells. Each of these cells serve as a CPT component and their
probability is assumed to follow a uniform distribution. For example in the case
shown in Fig. 2, there are 4 cells, where cell 1, colored black, represents the part of
a tolerance extent placed in the close region and possess a negative utility with
25 % occurrence probability (the ratio of cell to the tolerance extent length). Hence,
based on the number of cells, these probabilities can be determined and would be
equal for all cells. In further CPT applications, both close and far regions are
considered as domain of loss. The desired region is understood as the gain domain;
therefore, the two endpoints of the desired region are taken as the reference points
where in the desired region, utility increases by reducing the distance between the
leader and the follower.

Subsequently, the problem can be modeled like a decision-making problem (on
the desirable locations), in which the presence of tolerance affects the probability
and risk of each alternative. To model this decision making a CPT method was used
and after calculation of the utilities, a logit formula was employed to obtain the
probability of different alternatives (positions behind the leader vehicle). The results
that are distribution of follower distance from leader vehicles are presented in next
section.

4 Developing a CPT Model for Space Headway

This section provides the results of the space-headway distribution estimation based
on the CPT model.

The parameters that should be calibrated for CPT application include: a; g; c and k.
In other transportation studies, different values for these parameters have been esti-
mated. Despite this variation, these parameters except for k kept their proximity to
original values. Table 1 shows the original values and those adopted by Xu et al. [9].

Since microscopic headway data are hard to get, these parameters may not be
easily estimated. In this study, we investigated space headway distribution first by
adopting the values by T&K and Xu. Sensitivity analysis of the parameters is used
also to test the sensitivity of the model to other values of parameters like L1 and L2
in order to analyze their effect on the car following behavior.

Table 1 CPT parameters
values

Parameter Original value Transportation value

a 0.52 0.37

g 0.52 0.59

c 0.74 0.74

k 2.25 1.51
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The other parameters that are used in this model with a variety of values are L1
and L2, which incorporate the reference values of the model. L1 comprises the
concept of minimum safety distance that is approximated through Pipes [2] model
as follows:

dMIN ¼ Ln
_xnþ 1ðvÞ

10

� �
þ Ln ð7Þ

where:
Ln average length of vehicles,
_xnþ 1 speed of leader vehicle in mph at time t,

In addition to determining L1, the desired region length L2 should also be
determined. These factors depend on the real behavior of travelers and could be
estimated from separate study that surveys the drivers’ behavior. However, in this
paper a set of values have been considered and tested to investigate the sensitivity
of parameters. Figures 3 shows the graphs of distance gap distribution obtained
from different combinations of parameters.

The above results represent the distribution of space headway between two
following vehicles achieved for different combinations of CPT parameters. The
value of each parameter is shown on the plots except for the values for L1, L2 and
L3 in top plots that are L1 = L2 = L3 = 80 ft. As it is clear from the above plots,
the original parameters and transportation related parameters show some difference.
The most significant difference is caused by varying a that can change the distri-
bution shape. However, two other parameters k and g do not influence the distri-
bution. Parameter a largely influences the gain domain that is interpreted by being
located in desired region. The weak effect of k and g is also related to this

Fig. 3 Vehicle-spacing distributions between a following and leading vehicle. The graphs
represent values of CPT parameters and changes in space headway distribution
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significant effect. The bottom row of plots illustrates the change in distribution due
to change in L1, L2 and L3. It looks like increasing L1 and L2 could only shift the
distribution to right and left along x axis without any meaningful change into the
distribution shape. Thus, those could be seen as a location factor. On the other hand,
L2 changes the shape of distribution and acts as a shape factor. Among the above
plots, the fifth plot seems to be the most appropriate distribution according to
comparison with the simulation results in next section where the lower L2 length
shows a better fit.

After identifying the model’s parameter, we need to validate if the obtained
distance-headway distribution matches with the reality. To this end, we need to use
field data and find the distribution, or a implement a simulation. In this study, since
we did not have access to the field data, CPT model results were validated against
some microscopic simulation tests where the results are presented in the next
section.

5 Simulating the Space Headway Distribution

This section presents the simulation results used to develop a space headway dis-
tribution in order to compare and assess CPT results. For this purpose, several
simulation scenarios were generated in VISSIM. In each scenario the space head-
way of two consecutive vehicles was recorded for an hour of simulation. Then,
generating a large number of headways, their probability density functions
(pdf) were estimated and plotted using Kernel Density Estimation [14]. Six different
scenarios were tested for simulation wherein each vehicle moved in a single lane
loop and their space headway was recorded for an hour of simulation. The first two
minutes of observation in each case was considered as a simulation warm up and
was excluded from simulation results. The six simulated scenarios were as follows:

• Scenario 1—Two vehicles traveling at 70 mph desired speed where one is
following the other one with initial headway of 1 s.

• Scenario 2—Two vehicles where the leader is traveling at 70 mph and the
follower at an 80 mph desired speed.

• Scenario 3—Fifteen vehicles moving at desired speed of 70 mph with initial
headway of 2 s.

• Scenario 4—Fifteen vehicles moving at desired speed between 60 and 70 mph
with initial headway of 2 s.

• Scenario 5—Fifteen vehicles moving at desired speed of 70 mph with initial
headway of 1.5 s.

• Scenario 6—Fifteen vehicles moving at desired speed between 60 and 70 mph
with initial headway of 1.5 s.

Using the kernel estimation the distance distributions for all scenarios are plotted
in Fig. 4. We used the method introduced by Scott [12] to find the optimal
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bandwidth for the kernel estimation. This plot shows scenarios at a fixed 70 mph
are slightly different from the ones between 60 and 70 mph as the desired speed.

At this point, the plotted distribution density from simulation, and the distri-
bution mass from the CPT could be used for comparing these two methods and
evaluating CPT results. Figure 5 shows the plot of distributions form CPT against
simulation.

The legends in Fig. 5 represent simulation scenarios and CPT parameter sets that
relate to the distributions. Figure 5 represents significant similarity between CPT
results and simulation tests. The slight difference could be attributed to the discrete
nature of CPT probability distribution against simulation that is a continuous pdf.
These results state that the distribution from CPT, a psychological-based model,
mimics the results from the simulation that with a physical logic. The slight scale
differences could be resolved by tuning up the CPT parameters using field study
results. A parameter calibration is conducted and the result is presented in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 illustrates a fine match between calibrated CPT and simulation space
headway distribution. To find this match several CPT parameters were examined
and the combination of λ = 2.4, η = 0.78, α = 0.52, and γ = 0.75 was the final
selection of parameters. Along with this parameter setting, to obtain distribution
that is more continuous, the step size of CPT algorithm was decreased by 50 %, so
it provides more smooth distribution. We also conducted a chi-square test to

Fig. 4 The PDF comparison of different scenarios

Fig. 5 Comparison between the CPT method and simulation results
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evaluate the similarity of these distributions more exactly. The chi-square p-value
was very close to one indicating almost an identity between two distributions.

In spite of very solid solution from chi-square, the calibration of parameters
would be more meaningful while using the real data, this example only shows the
significant potentials of CPT model to be adopted in real world modeling.

6 Evaluating the Performance and Application of CPT

According to the obtained results in the previous section, it is clear that CPT is
capable of describing the car following distribution, however it is sensitive to its
parameters and there is a need for calibration. As it is mentioned before, CPT works
according to the logic of decision makers while facing risky situations. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume, due to different mindsets of the drivers to be risk averse or
risk seeking, the parameters of CPT need to be calibrated for different personalities
and conditions. Indeed, this is a valid assumption and whenever facing humanistic
situation the effect of individual behavior should be taken care of. Thus, to apply
the CPT there is a need for another study that categorizes drivers according to their
risk taking attitude and then calibrates the parameters for each group. In other
words, to apply CPT a set of parameters should be calibrated to fit different users
characteristic.

The other issue related to CPT is the method of its application in micro simu-
lation. To that end, after determination of different parameter sets, one can generate
different probability distributions for different parameter sets. Now to simulate the
car following distance, the micro model can take a random sample from the
intended distribution for the specific parameter set. Thus, the car following model
transforms into random samples of space headway distribution. To involve char-
acteristics of different drivers, another sampling should be done on driver type
distribution and then headway samples be taken from the distribution for each type.

Fig. 6 Match of calibrated
CPT model with simulation
results
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7 Conclusion

This study studies a new car-following model using Prospect Theory to take care of
drivers’ decision-making under risky conditions. Traditional car-following models,
develop their relations based on drivers’ perception of the exact relative speed or
space; however this perception is not completely valid in reality and drivers do not
have exact perception of other vehicles location and speed. The proposed model in
this paper instead uses a more general concept of spacing and offers the space
division between leader and follower vehicles into three regions close, desirable,
and far. These regions represent the desirable distance between follower and leader
vehicles. Using Prospect Theory, this study’s model calculates the probability
distribution of distance between follower and leader vehicles based upon the utility
of placing in each region. This study conducted several tests to compare the space
headway distribution from CPT with micro-simulation distribution. The results
display a fine similarity between these distributions. Calibrating the CPT parame-
ters, the results illustrate a more significant match between CPT and simulation
distribution. The achieved result validates the application of CPT for modeling the
space headway.

CPT parameters are highly correlated to the drivers’ characteristics like age, sex,
education and other socio-economic attributes. In addition to drivers’ characteristic,
weather and traffic condition change the drivers risk taking behavior as well. Hence,
as recommendation for further studies, the authors suggests calibrating CPT
parameters considering different personal and environmental factors affecting dri-
vers’ behavior. Finding a range of parameters for different conditions will allow for
applying CPT in micro simulation models.
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Enhancing Drivers’ Situation Awareness

Andreas Gregoriades and Maria Pampaka

Abstract This work describes the evaluation of a prospective situation awareness
enhancement system (SAES) that exploits augmented reality through a head up
display. The specification of the proposed SAES is based on domain knowledge
from the literature. Herein, a method is described that utilizes the benefits of a
modular simulator to model the design of a prospective SAES. The situation
awareness assessment method used is based on the Situation awareness global
assessment technique (SAGAT) and utilizes data obtained from the simulator that
replicates the infrastructure of a road network in Cyprus. The simulator mimics the
functionality of a prototype SAES using a number of candidate visualization
metaphors, that simulate a number of candidate head up display designs. The paper
describes the process of assessing the situation awareness of drivers that use a
prototype smart SAES, through a series of experiments in a virtual reality CAVE.
The effectiveness of the SAES is tested in a between-groups research design.

Keywords Situation awareness � Situation awareness enhancement system �
SAGAT

1 Introduction

Road accidents are a daily hazard worldwide [1]. According to [2], around 1.2
million fatalities and more than 50 million injuries occur in roads worldwide every
year. Given the current trends, the accident fatalities are projected to become the
second most common cause of death in 2020 if no drastic measures are taken. Road
accidents have many causes including demographic, infrastructural and political
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factors [2]. From another perspective, accidents are associated with human error,
that is the human activity (or absence of activity) that leads to incorrect system
behavior [3, 4]. This may occur due to human beings’ physical, perceptual and
cognitive limitations [5] and is directly related to visual attention [1] and workload
[4]; all these factors, in turn, affect situation awareness (SA). The analysis of
accidents due to human error can be carried out from two perspectives: the
designers’ and the users’. The former addresses the system designing flaws that
hinder human activity due to usability problems whereas the latter analyzes internal
cognitive processes of human operators to identify decision making bottlenecks
caused by reduced SA [6, 7] induced by increased workload. High levels of
workload degrade drivers’ concentration, information processing, SA and decision
making, leading to increased errors [8]. Endsley et al. [7] warn socio-technical
system designers of the importance of maintaining SA in complex systems design
and draw the attention on issues that could inhibit SA. One of the most important
strains of SA is information overload. Too much information at any point in time
hinders human operators’ SA. Overloading divides the decision maker’s attention
among numerous stimuli resulting in increased demand for cognitive resources.
When too much information is available information scanning capability is reduced,
because of attentional tunneling [6, 7], resulting in decision makers locking their
attention on certain aspects of the environment whilst ignoring other important
stimuli.

SA constitutes a critical factor in road safety. In particular, it provides the driver
with the ability to anticipate events given perceived driving and environmental
conditions. Smart driver assistive technologies belong to a class of systems that are
used to alleviate accident risk by either reducing driver workload or enhancing
driver situation awareness. Such systems aim to draw drivers’ attention on critical
information cues that help maintain a good level of situation awareness that in turn
improve decision making. However, in some cases, these systems could have a
negative effect due to the extra information load they incur to the driver which
could lead in an erroneous act. The focus of this study is on the evaluation of a
proposed user interface designs of smart SAES that aim to improve SA of drivers.
The SA analysis is based on phenotype driver behaviour data analysis through
experiments in simulated Virtual Reality (VR) settings [9]. The use of a driving
simulation is inevitable since it is difficult to eliminate confounding effects on
control measures in field experiments. Hence, the ability to test driving behaviour
under controlled settings. However, low cost driving simulators do not provide a
sufficient level of realism to analyse SA, and unrealistic conditions may affect the
driving behaviour which could influence the validity of the study. The method
proposed herein demonstrates the use of a custom made driving simulator that
exploits 3D modeling tools in a VR CAVE facility. The research questions are,
thus: Does any of the two SAES designs improve driver SA? Which SAES design
is better among the two? Which features of the SAE design need refinement?
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The paper is organized as follows. Next section addresses the literature in the
areas of SA and SA assessment. Next the design of the experiment for the
assessment of drivers’ SA is described. The analysis of the experimental data is then
described and the emerging results are explained. The paper concludes with a brief
discussion of the implications of the findings.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Situation Awareness

SA constitutes a critical factor in safety critical systems. In transportation, it pro-
vides the driver with the ability to anticipate events given perceived driving and
environmental conditions. SA defines the process of perceiving information (level
1) from the environment, comprehending its meaning (level 2) and projecting it into
the future (level 3) [6, 7]. From the perspective of driving, SA is categorized as
spatial, identity, temporal, goal and system awareness [10]. Spatial awareness,
addresses the appreciation of the position of all relevant environmental features;
identity awareness addresses knowledge of salient environmental items; temporal
awareness addresses knowledge of the changing spatial picture over time. Goal
awareness addresses the navigation plan to the destination or at a lower level, the
maintenance of speed and direction to conform to the navigation plan, or the need to
maneuver the vehicle within the surrounding traffic. Finally, system awareness
addresses information within the larger driving environment which is the road
network. Therefore, a goal-oriented model of driver behavior, encompasses
strategic, tactical, and operational goals of driving [10].

Several studies examined ways to enhance SA in driving context. Smart driver
assistive technologies have been developed to alleviate accident risk by either
reducing driver workload or assisting driver attentiveness. Examples include
adaptive cruise control, collision notification, driver monitoring, traffic signal
recognition, night vision, lane departure warning systems and blind spot monitor-
ing. Such systems aim to draw drivers’ attention on critical cues that improve their
decision making. However, they only provide limited support to SA since they
address isolated factors affecting it and in some cases with negative effect due to the
extra information load they incur to the driver. The first step in improving drivers’
SA is to enhance their capability of perceiving and interpreting traffic and envi-
ronmental conditions, which constitute level 1 and 2 SA processes. However, such
smart systems facilitate level 3 SA for navigation, which might decrease drivers’
attention, due to secondary task execution, that could lead to reduced level 1 SA.
This could undermine attention to operational or tactical driving activities (e.g.
braking, lane changing, gap acceptance etc.). These issues have been examined by
various researchers. Walker et al [11] examined the effects of different forms of
non-visual smart driver assistive technology feedback on driver SA using a
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probe-recall method and suggested that adding auditory feedback increases driver
SA compared to vision only feedback. Other studies identified associations between
SA and driving performance using secondary tasks analysis. Specifically, [12]
showed that an adaptive cruise control system reduced workload and improved
overall SA when the driver was using a mobile phone under typical driving con-
ditions. However, the cell phone conversation decreased level 2 and 3 SA while
level 1 SA was not affected significantly [12]. A follow up study by [13] examined
the effects of in-vehicle navigation aids and reliability on driver SA and perfor-
mance in a simulated navigation environment. Results revealed that navigation
information improved driver SA and performance with improved operational and
strategic behaviors, while unreliable and task-irrelevant information degraded SA
and performance.

However, to be able to evaluate the effect of a smart driver assistive technology
on SA it is essential to employ a suitable SA assessment technique. The following
section addresses this subject.

2.2 SA Assessment Methods

According to Endsley [6, 7] the methods for assessing SA in dynamic systems, is
categorized into subjective and objective. The former uses subjective rating of
drivers after their engagement with a situation, e.g. the Situation Awareness Rating
Technique (SART) [14] also includes observer subjective rating techniques. SART
focuses on generic, overall task characteristics rather than on specific task elements
[15], involving a series of questions on three dimension of SA, namely demand on
attentional resources, supply of attentional resources and the understanding of a
situation.

Objective measures, on the other hand, use actual assessments of the situation
and can be classified into: freeze probe recall techniques (e.g. SAGAT: Situation
Awareness Global Assessment Technique), real-time probe (e.g., SPAM:
Situation-Present Assessment Method), and real-time probes based on SAGAT,
process indices (e.g., eye-tracking), or performance measures. SAGAT [6, 7] is a
dynamic query technique that inquires participants’ recent memory of the situation.
In SAGAT, driving situation is freezed, all screens become blank and questions are
presented to the participant. The more correct answers, the better the operator’s SA.
Because the SAGAT freezes the display frequently, it is criticized as being intrusive
to performance [7]. Alternatives such as Real-time probe techniques have been
suggested for objectively and unobtrusively measuring SA in highly dynamic
operating environments [16]. In SPAM [17], SAGAT-like queries are given to the
operator, but information remains in view and response latency is used as the
primary measure. Real-time probes based on SAGAT [7] only involve natural
verbal communications between an experimenter and an operator without any prior
warning signal, which is given in the SPAM. However, conversation with an
experimenter during driving is likely to distract participants and could lead to
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deterioration of their SA due to overloading. Hence, SPAM measures are dependent
on workload and spare capacity. The fact that subjects have access to the infor-
mation and can refer to it to answer could be interpreted as an indicator of the spare
workload capacity more than a SA indicator. Another limitation of SPAM and
real-time probes based on SAGAT is that the questions and answers are verbal:
addressing spatial representation of traffic is more difficult verbally than
diagrammatically.

Hazard perception is considered as an alternative technique for evaluating SA
[18]. In this method researchers have been using filmed traffic situations for a
hazard perception test and asked participants to detect a traffic hazard, using a
button [19], or touch screen [20]. However, requiring such an active response from
participants is different from the natural driving environment. Therefore, implicit
performance measures are considered more appropriate. If participants maintain
good SA, they are expected to cope with the situation effectively. Empirical
research has shown that drivers’ hazard perception has been found to be negatively
associated with drivers’ accident records [8]. This, and the finding that SA
assessment is also associated with the coping level with hazard events [17], makes
the intervention during a hazardous event, such as those in SPAM and real-time
SAGAT, impossible since it affects driver performance through increased workload
induced by the distraction.

Therefore, in this study due to the richness of information provided by the
proposed SAES, the SAGAT technique was used to avoid driver distraction and to
improve the scope of the inquiries during interventions by addressing issues relating
to projection and surrounding traffic conditions.

3 SAES Evaluation Method

The SA assessment method used in this study is based on SAGAT and is under-
taken in a VR cave facility. The goal of the proposed SAES is to improve road
safety by reducing the likelihood of accident through improved SA. The specifi-
cation of the SAES designs based on domain knowledge from the literature and
input from subject matter experts. Therefore, SA guidelines as specified by [6] are
expressed in information requirements, visualization metaphors and interaction
styles which are specified in terms of the functional requirements of the SAES. The
overall design of SAES is based on Design Science methodology [21] which
embraces the use of feedback loops until the desired artefact qualities are obtained.
Initially a high level design of the system is grafted and subsequently specification
is refined into functional specifications. Therefore, for any of the two SAES designs
to be useful, the level of SA improvement had to be significantly better than the
control conditions (no use of SAES). If this initial SAES requirement is not met
then the specification of the candidate SAES is altered and the process is repeated
until this SA requirement is satisfied. The next step in the process is the specifi-
cation of the test scenarios, based on which the SAES is going to be evaluated.
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Grounded within the problem to be analyzed, the goals of the desired virtual
environment (VE) are set. Accordingly specifications of the VE to be used for the
evaluation of the artefact are also set. During this stage a tailor made VR driving
simulator is customized based on the above goals, to model the research question.
The customization of the simulator is performed in three steps (Fig. 1). The first
step addresses the development of the test environment in terms of buildings,
infrastructure and traffic flow. The second step concentrates on the modelling of the
scenarios, including atypical events in the simulation that would stress test the
subjects in the experiment. The third step includes the modelling of the virtual
version of the SAES designs under scrutiny. Prior to its use, the VR simulator needs
to be validated against a number of factors such as realism, to guarantee the cor-
rectness of the SA assessment. The assessment of SA is refined into phenotype
behaviors that can be monitored in a driving simulator. Phenotype driving behav-
iors are monitored and logged into the simulator’s database. The logged observa-
tions from the simulation are collated into a single metric that corresponds to the
assessed SA. The SA level is compared against the desired SA level. If the mini-
mum level of SA is not satisfied then the virtual artefact under scrutiny needs to be
redesigned. The process is repeated until the SA level attained by the drivers is
satisfactory. Two SAES designs were evaluated using this methodology. The first
SAES design uses the paradigm of radar on a head-up display and aims to provide
peripheral vision and threat prioritization, with the capability of informing drivers
of traffic situation in surrounding roads. Hence it supports level 1 and 2 of the SA
model. The second design addresses the need to prioritize information based on risk
level and aims to warn drivers of hazardous events that are expected to emerge from
side roads and are not yet visible, using the metaphor of pointing arrows on the
HUD. This design is similar to the Mercedes blind spot assist system. Throughout
the experiment the simulator monitors and logs the phenotype observations in a
database. These are map-matched based on road section that the observation was
made [4].
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Fig. 1 Simulation-based SAES validation method based on design science
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4 Data Collection

During the SAES evaluation stage, 17 participants were involved, each spending on
average 90 min to complete the experiment in the VR CAVE. Participants were
from the local population and had a valid driver’s license and 20/20 vision or wore
corrective glasses or lenses. Throughout the experiment, physiological, objective
and subjective information is obtained from the driver, such as, electroen-
cephalography, driving data, and questionnaires. During the experiment, partici-
pants had to drive on a road divided into 63 sections, under the three conditions.
The simulation was stopped at several points to inquire participants’ understanding
of the situation according to the SAGAT method. Collected data from the experi-
ments underwent cleansing and pre-processing prior to being analyzed statistically.

SAGAT related observations were made using the simulation freezing method.
Participants had to answer question regarding their current situation just before the
simulation freezing. Throughout the experiment, each participant encountered 3
freezing events that corresponded to hazardous events that required high SA. These
events occurred in road Sects. 17, 32 and 53. In each event, perceived-user-
situation was compared against the actual-situation using a number of features that
described the situation, such as vehicles in front or behind the host vehicle, current
speed, current vehicle’s lane, peripheral situation, imminent threats etc. The higher
the dissimilarity between the two the lower the SA level of the participant for that
simulation freezing point. Drivers’ workload at each time step of the simulation was
measured using a combination of physiological and phenotype measures, such as
Electroencephalography (EEG) and lateral deviation. Hence, the higher the work-
load the lower the SA of participants. Similarly, the higher the lateral deviations the
lower their SA. Workload is assessed using a non-invasive EEG (Fig. 2) such as
NeuroSky’s brain computer interface. The algorithm implemented in the device
measures the participant’s attentional resources consumed while performing a task.
The assumption here is that if the participants’ attention readings are high near the
points where the situation is intense, such as in hazardous events, this indicates that
the user is utilizing high cognitive resources to deal with the situation, hence the
workload is high. Therefore, this could indicate that the participant will not be able
to perceive the situation correctly, due to limited available cognitive resources. This
is manifested in missed informational cues, as a result of information tunneling. The
underlying method of assessment is the measure of raw EEG brainwaves (Alpha,

Fig. 2 EEG workload
assessment using
non-invasive brain computer
interface
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Beta, Theta, Gamma and Delta) using three dry electrodes located on the left ear
and forehead. Attention is calculated using an algorithm that takes into account all
five bands of brainwaves. Collected data from the EEG was mapped with the rest of
the data from the SAGAT questionnaires in order to make the comparison between
the actual and perceived situation. The mapping was performed manually using
road section ID at the freezing location as a reference point.

5 Subjective Evaluation of the Two Designs

In the subjective analysis, participants had to complete a questionnaire after their
engagement with the two designs in the experimental settings. The evaluation of the
two designs was based on the constructs listed in Table 1. Analysis of the results
revealed that both SAES designs were perceived by the users as better than the
control condition (i.e. without SAES). Specifically the post-experiment question-
naire addressed the following dimensions of each candidate design: features, user
interface, ease of learning, system capabilities, usefulness, ease of use, and situation
awareness. Each dimension was assessed on average by 5 questions on a 7 point
response scale with a 1 (negative effect) to 7 (positive effect). To increase the

Table 1 The dimensions of the post-questionnaire constructs

ID Questionnaire constructs

1. Overall rating (general features) of the system (Rada/Arrows)

2. User interface (Rada/Arrows)

3. Learning (Rada/Arrows)

4. System capabilities (Rada/Arrows)

5. Usefulness (Rada/Arrows)

6. Ease of use (Rada/Arrows)

General

7. The driving simulator is realistic

8. The radar is better than the arrow system in helping me understand the situation around
my vehicle

9. The arrow system is better than the radar helping me understand the situation around my
vehicle

10. None of the two systems can help me have a better understanding of what is the situation
around my vehicle

11.
12.

During the experiment, in which cases did you consult the radar system?

13. During the experiment, in which cases did you consult the arrow system?

14. What other features would you like to see in the radar system?

15. What other features would you like to see in the arrows system?

16. Which point(s) on the road was (were) the most risky? (Show these on the diagram
below)
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discrimination in the evaluators’ judgment, participants’ were asked to report the
reasons for their choices and any interaction problems they had experienced with
each design.

Responses regarding participants’ perceptions on the different dimensions of the
SAES were considered as a percentage of positive scores (i.e. scores of 4 and
above). Figure 3 shows the percentages of positive responses (i.e. >4, or <4 for
negatively worded statements) for each of the measured dimensions on which the
two designs were evaluated. Based on this analysis, there do not seem to be
noticeable differences in regards to user interface and ease of use. However, overall
the radar design seems to have been perceived more positively than the arrows,
especially in relation to learning, system capabilities, and usefulness. This might be
attributed to the small size of the arrows that were popping up on the HUD
windshield. Hence, participants did not perceive the system’s response in some
cases, which leaded in perceiving the arrows design less useful in comparison to the
radar.

Participants’ post-test response on radar or arrows design superiority questions
reveal that radar was perceived as superior to arrows as shown in Fig. 3. This
difference was statistically significant. Moreover paired sample t-test of the dif-
ferences between the constructs of the questionnaire listed in revealed that the user
interface of the radar design is superior to that of the arrows and this is statistically
significant. This justifies the overall preference of participants towards radar design.
Other constructs of the questionnaire highlight that the radar is better but this is not
statistically significant. Finally, based on open responses from participants, in
certain occasions the number of arrows that were present on the windshield
exceeded two and hence the cues were becoming destructing rather than infor-
mative. On the other hand, the Radar design also had its shortcoming in terms of
visualization of the threats. Specifically, the coloring and size of threats were
considered insufficient.

Fig. 3 Percentages of positive responses in each of the measured dimensions, by design (left)
Question on whether radar design better that arrows and vice versa (right)
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6 Results

The analysis of the SAGAT data was performed using ANOVA in a within-subjects
model for the 3 freezing points of each condition. Based on the results the use of
both SAES designs in an augmented reality overhead display demonstrated a
superior performance to no-design. Results from the SAGAT analysis using SPSS
also revealed that design 1 (radar) was superior to design 2(arrows) and no design.
This was identified as significant. Despite having different traffic conditions and
SAES design phase 3 still shown significant results with other 2 phases. However,
since SAES design were used interchangeably in phase 3 the effect of learning was
equally distributed among the two designs.

Additionally, a within group chi square analysis for the road sections in which
the freezing events occurred revealed a significant difference between the two
SAES designs. Specifically, 100 data points were recorded by simulator for each
participant in each road section. Therefore for the road section in which the events
occurred, the data points used for the analysis were 100data points*3 road sec-
tions*3 designs*17 participants. Prior to the analysis the data were preprocessed
based on assumptions regarding the driving behavior of low SA drivers.
Specifically, high workload, speeding or high lateral deviations reduce SA and
these 3 rules have been used to transform the data into a format that indicated the
positive or negative effect on SA. A collated results of SA per design and road
section was performed using a function that related the three factors. The chi square
analysis of the collated results, showed that the Radar design was significantly
better than the Arrows design which verifies the results of the SAGAT method.

7 Conclusions

The SA evaluation method presented herein provides a novel cost effective solution
to evaluate prospective SAES. The method is based on design science and
encourages the redesign of the artefact until it satisfies the designer needs. Results
indicate that what the users experience during their interaction with the SAES and
what they perceived of this experience as reported in the post-test questionnaire
point to the same conclusion. Specifically, statistical analysis of the data collected
during SAGAT and Log files indicated that the radar design is superior to arrows
and no design. Similarly, subjective evaluation of the candidate designs also
revealed the same results. Limitations of this work concentrate to fact that simulated
settings do not currently offer the resolution of the real world, and so they may
affect driving behavior.
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Driving Behavior in Weaving Maneuver:
A Driving Simulator Study

Maria Rosaria De Blasiis, Chiara Ferrante, Antonella Santilli
and Valerio Veraldi

Abstract In terms of road safety, as well demonstrated in previous studies, the
combination of concentrated flows in one specific area might induce more critical
maneuvers. In this contest, one of the crucial points for road safety are weaving
lanes where different flow can perform different maneuver merging and diverging,
producing some conflict points. Bearing in mind this facet, this particular elements,
have to be designed with a specific geometry, in order to ensure both maneuver,
deceleration for exit and acceleration for entrance in the main flow. The main goal
of this paper is the analyze the exchange maneuver of vehicles by means of a real
time driving simulator, which allows to evaluate the performance of car users when
approaching the exchange of lanes under the same boundary conditions. More
specifically, the present paper deals with the extension of previously performed
research on this type of element. Therefore, same indicators, same analysis tech-
nique and virtual reality scenarios were adopted, in order to establish a comparison
between two different conditions of approach to the weaving lane: the first with
same speed between the main and the secondary flow, the second one, with a
significant speed difference between the flows. The analysis of the maneuvers has
been addressed at first under a geometrical point of view and then estimating the
related risk parameters in line with the same indicators presented in the previous
research (deceleration and risk area evaluated as longitudinal ant transversal dis-
tance between vehicles). The main results highlight that, under a geometrical point
of view, in different speed condition between the two flows, car users tend to reduce
the length of the maneuver, performing the weaving earlier and then occupying a
reduced length of the lane in comparison at same speed condition. Under the point
of view of risk analysis, results are more significant in terms of traffic flow man-
agement rather than in terms of lengths of the lanes. In case of flows with different
speed, car users tend to use brakes more often, probably because they are cali-
brating the speed of the vehicle approaching the weaving lane.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In term of road safety, it is well known that drivers’ behavior and subjective
perception of risk play a key role. As a matter of fact, the driver, adapts its behavior
according to the stresses caused by road he is traveling on.

The parameter typically employed for verifying this direct correspondence is the
speed of travel. Indeed, as suggested by [1, 2] the driver adjusts his speed in
function of the subjective perception of risk accident [3], so that. The speed vari-
ation can represent a significant measure of risk perceived by the driver [4, 5]. In
addition, experimental analysis [6] have shown that the assessment of the risk
threshold by users, as well as depending on the discomfort induced by the road, is a
function of more psycho-physiological variables, namely:

• the driving memory;
• the driver’s behavior related to road conditions and driving expectations.

As demonstrated by [7], drivers’ behavior is related to road safety and conse-
quently to the changes in user’s behavior result in a variation of the road safety
conditions, and therefore on the incidental risk [8], [9]. In particular, under these
points of view, the case of weaving lanes appears as worthwhile of interest, already
since seventies [10, 11]. According to Highway Capacity Manual [12] weaving
lanes are defined as the crossing of two or more traffic streams traveling in the same
direction along a significant length of highway without the aid of traffic control
devices.

In practice, weaving maneuvers occur when an acceleration lane is connected to
a deceleration lane through an auxiliary lane that produces a roadway enlargement
with respect to its current section. Therefore, this area, being crossed by different
flows (namely weaving and straight traveling), and so holding a crucial importance
as far as road safety is concerned [10], is taken as objective in this work.

The key aspect of this research is that the entry into the main flow, does not
depend on the user’s will, but is rather delayed by a time (gap-acceptance) which
corresponds to an interval of space that must be large enough to allow the vehicle to
join the main flow. The definition of this gap affects the geometrical design of the
weaving lane, and broadly depends on three variables [13]:

• The traffic on the main lane;
• The insertion frequency of other vehicles into the main lane;
• The speed difference between the vehicle that is entered and the flow on the

main lane.
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First scientific contributes, testing several traffic and geometric conditions of the
weaving lane [11, 14], suggested that the solution to such an issue may lay in the
increase of the length of the weaving lane, in order to not affect the user’s psy-
chology in terms of quickness of the maneuver. More recent experimental studies
conducted through a virtual reality driving simulator [15] demonstrated, on the
contrary, that the length of the lane is not an influential parameter on the dynamics
of the maneuver, which is rather conditioned by other parameters, some of which
psycho-physiological. In fact, by testing a sample of users engaged in a weaving
maneuver on a lane dimensioned with the maximum length defined by the Highway
Capacity Manual [12] (600 m), it was found that the users tended to exploit about
half of the available lane only. Therefore, it is evident that the lane design should
not only refer to geometric variables, but should also refer to the parameters that
influence the users’ behavior.

Particularly, the difference in speed between the user and the vehicles on the
main lane is known to be one of the most significant variable defining the
gap-acceptance dimension [16]. In fact, this difference of speed affects the fluidity
of the maneuver, which is quicker when the speed difference is low [17].
Conversely, when the speed difference between the two flows is significant, the
entering vehicle will slow the main flow down, which involves a decay of the
weaving lane functionality [18].

1.2 Objective

This research aims at analyzing the user’s behavior, while performing the weaving
maneuver, by means of a virtual reality driving simulator. Main goal is to determine
the risk perceived by the users and the safety level of the maneuvers [19].

Authors focused their efforts on the study of the weaving maneuver conditions,
in terms of speed difference between the flow on the main lane and the entering
flow, by imposing a significant speed reduction. Lastly, results were compared with
those deriving from of a previous experiment [15], in order to investigate different
conditions of the approach maneuver.

2 Methodology

2.1 Equipment

In order to characterize drivers’ behavior during driving STISIM Driving Simulator
of the Virtual Reality Laboratory of University Research Centre for Road Safety
(LASS3) has been used (Fig. 1).
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The reliability of full instrumentation has been fully validated [20, 21]. The
simulator is a real vehicle, so that a better perception of the real conditions by the
user during the tests is provided. The image are projected in front of the car and
sideways in order to cover a visual angle of 135°, and sound speakers are located in
the hood of the car, for emulating the acoustic environment at the best.

To assess the outcome of the simulations thirty-five parameters are recorded with
a frequency equal to 0.25 s. Through a driving simulator study it is possible to
make an objective comparison between the simulation output of different drivers,
because this tool is able to repeat the same test conditions for all drivers.

2.2 Sample of Drivers and Its Validation

An homogeneous sample of subjects was selected and the same driving conditions
were generated for each driver, in order to avoid biasing of results induced by driver
attitude, experience in driving, age, stress phenomena, emotional state or neuro–
cognitive status or by other factors. Twenty subjects (8 women and 12 men,
35 years old on average, with age ranging from 20 to 50) were recruited via direct
contact as volunteers from the Department of Engineering at the University Roma
Tre.

All participants had a valid Italian driving license and reported to have driven, on
average, 13050 km in the previous year (range: 2000–25,000 km). None of the
subjects had previous experience with driving simulator.

Through Chauvenet criterion [22] we assessed that the number of participants is
significant from a statistical point of view, so assuring a correct statistical data
interpretation. For each generated scenario, some drivers were excluded because
they showed anomalous behavior during driving, typically in terms of average
speed registered on the weaving lane. Outliers were considered as the speed values
strongly higher/lower than mean value. According to the Chauvenet criterion, no
data were rejected.

Fig. 1 STISIM driving simulator at the virtual reality laboratory of university research centre for
road safety (LASS3)
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2.3 Scenario and Traffic Flow Conditions

Starting from the assumption that several findings in literature indicate that the
length of the weaving lanes combined with traffic volumes is a crucial factor for
accident rate along interchange zones [11, 23] the authors wanted to analyze drivers
behavior in these different conditions.

Four simulation scenarios have been carried out, the cross-section has two lanes
(3.50 m wide), designed according with the Italian regulations. The only difference
between scenarios was the length of the weaving lanes. Starting from the maximum
value of length provided by Highway Capacity Manual [12] which is 600 m called,
three more lengths of the weaving lane were calculated by employing two different
probabilistic methods, according to the Italian regulations [24]. Therefore, each
simulation scenarios were characterized by a different length of the weaving lane,
namely: Very Long 600 m (VL), Long 220 m (L), 185 m Medium (M), Short
140 m (S).

Four weaving flows representative of the wider range of road traffic conditions
have been chosen. In particular four different classes have been defined: Very High
Flow (VHF) 2200 veh/h, High Flow (HF) 1600 veh/h, Average Flow
(AF) 800 veh/h, Low Flow (LF) 400 veh/h. Some vehicles, out of the flow, are
expected to change lanes and some others to continue along their lane. Which kind
of vehicle the driver meets on the weaving section depends on the velocity that he
adopts when he faces the lane change. Each traffic flow condition has been com-
bined with each simulation scenarios. In this way 16 scenarios with different driving
situations have been carried out. Each driver drove all scenarios, so 640 weaving
maneuvers have been analyzed.

2.4 Procedure

At the beginning participants were informed about the test procedures, in terms of
duration, use of the steering wheel, pedals and gear. According to the procedure of
simulation experiments, participants were required to complete a training simula-
tion scenario for at least 10 min driving. The drivers were requested to drive along
four simulated road stretches, in four different runs, without speed limitations.
Subjects could see their speed on the speedometer visualized on the screen and they
were free to choose the velocity, according to what the road scenario suggested
them. Between each scenario participants were allowed a short break. This break
was intended to avoid as much as possible the fatigue effect of each driving period.
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2.5 Road Safety Indicators

The outcomes of simulation will be analyzed, in order to investigate drivers’
behavior along the weaving lanes characterized by different lengths and in different
traffic flow conditions, through two indicators:

• Deceleration;
• Risk area.

The first one represents how drivers change their speed when they start the
weaving maneuver. The second one is based on the concept of safety distance.

Deceleration. Assumed that the speed variations is a reliable indicator of drivers
risk perception [25], three different classes of deceleration, representative of drivers
behavior, have been defined. The first class includes drivers that did not decelerate;
the second one takes into account drivers that decelerate just by lifting. This allow
the drivers to adjust their speed to coordinate the flow into which they have to get;
the third class represents situation where the use of the brake is representative of a
condition of risk perception that induced drivers to brake.

The three classes have been defined as following:

• Class 0—drivers do not decelerate approaching weaving lane;
• Class 1—maneuvers carried out only by lifting throttle;
• Class 2—maneuvers carried out braking;

In order to confirm these results has been analyzed also how each driver reduced
his speed. With this aim the deceleration curves, performed in the weaving areas,
have been studied (Fig. 2). Through the analysis of this curves it was possible to
obtain a value which takes into account the deceleration value and how long drivers
brake.

This curve is defined as:

Z Pf

Pi
a dt ð1Þ

Time (s)

Acceleration (m/s2)

Fig. 2 The figure shows the curve of deceleration area
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where:
Pf Final point of maneuver
Pi Initial point of maneuver
a Acceleration
t Time

Risk Area. Risk area is an indicator based on the concept of safety distance and
it takes into account both the longitudinal distance (Ld) and the transversal distance
(Td) between two vehicles that interfere on the weaving area (Fig. 3).

Usually to investigate safety audit during stopping maneuver, only longitudinal
distance has been considered. Regarding weaving lanes, it is necessary to analyze
not only longitudinal distance but also transversal distance because two vehicles
can perform weaving maneuver at the same time.

The traditional longitudinal safe distance between vehicles Ds is defined as
shown [26]:

Ds ¼ s� v ð2Þ

where:
t Reaction time
v Flow speed

Regarding transversal distance there are no findings in literature and because of
this the authors decided to consider the dimension of the vehicle limit size (2.5 m).
Whenever during the weaving maneuver an overlap occurs between the drivers’
risk area and an interfered vehicle, a shortage of safety has been determined.

Moreover relationship between the overlap and the time in which the phe-
nomenon occurs has been analyzed. This result allows evaluating not only the
quantitative assessment of the shortage of safety but also for as long as this con-
dition persists.

Fig. 3 The figure shows risk area and an example of shortage of safety during weaving maneuver
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3 Results and Discussions

According to findings in literature [27], the Analysis of Variance test (ANOVA) to
research the statistically significant differences on indicators values among analyzed
configurations has been used. For each parameter two analysis were performed. The
first one to evaluate the effects due to the length of the weaving lanes; the second one
was performed to investigate the effects of different traffic flow conditions. The null
hypothesis was that the average of the dependent variable was the same for the
configuration investigated. Rejecting the null hypothesis would mean that inde-
pendent variable, the traffic flow of the weaving lane, influences the dependent
variable. Table 1 shows the results of the ANOVA test for each indicator performed
on the four different lengths of the weaving lane combined with the four different
traffic flow conditions. The null hypothesis was rejected almost for the whole set of
data, in fact more than 80 % of cases have a statistical significance higher than 90 %.

3.1 Deceleration

The results about the deceleration indicator show an increasing amount of users
who reduce their speed when interfering flows increase. Indeed, in each flow
conditions, more than half of drivers slow down. In detail, the amount of drivers
who reduce their speed ranges from 60 % in low flow conditions, to 90 % in very
high flow conditions.

The decelerations using brake, which are the most significant in terms of drivers’
behavior and therefore allow studying the real risk conditions, follow this trend. In
fact, they show greater values for very high flow conditions. In particular (Fig. 4),
the maximum value is in short lane in very high flow, equal to 22 %. This fact
demonstrate that a too short lane and several vehicle interferences lead to a growing
of risky maneuvers, caused by an high level of interferences that increase the risk
perceived by the driver during the weaving maneuver.

In order to confirm deceleration results Deceleration Area has been analyzed.
This area is the area under the curve which represent acceleration. Regarding this
area the results confirm the trend of deceleration and show that the area is larger as
the flow increases (Fig. 5).

3.2 Risk Area

Regarding risk area is it necessary a preliminary consideration: in accordance to
previous study, the risk area indicator show a bad perception of safety in the very
long lane, by the sample of driver. This phenomena is highlighted by the high value
of Risk Area show in Table 2.
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Excluding the anomaly of the very long lane the results show a significant
variation in function of the flow, but not in function of the length of the lane. In
particular, the value of risk area increase when interfering flow increase. On the
contrary, varying the length of the lane, the values of risk does not show a sig-
nificant variation. The maximum value is in the low flow between the short and the
long lane, and is 28 (Fig. 6). This result show that the increased interference
increase the levels of risk perceived by the driver, who pays more attention to the
flow rather than to the length of the weaving lane. With a very high flow, the
maneuver is less regular, increase the decelerations and reduces the safety distance
between vehicles. This ever results in an increase in the drivers’ discomfort and to a
lowering of the risk acceptance threshold.

Fig. 4 Deceleration classes

Fig. 5 Deceleration area
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4 Conclusions

The paper deals with the analysis of drivers’ behavior, through the use of a driving
simulator, in approaching the weaving lane with a difference in speed respect to the
main lane. The contribution of this research is the analysis of drivers’ behavior in
these situations in order to suggest a method for weaving lane design. For this
purpose the effects of different length of weaving lanes and different traffic volumes
have been studied and statistically validated. Results showed that the drivers’
behavior is influenced significantly more by the flow on the main lane rather than
by the length of the weaving lane. Therefore, the driver perceives more the risk of
not finding the gap acceptance to take the weaving lane, because of the high
interference, than the risk of not having enough time to finish the maneuver.

This topic is faced by means of two indicators: deceleration and risk area.
Regarding deceleration, a high percentage of braking is representative of a high risk
perception by drivers. In order to validate these results, the authors analyzed
another indicator defined as risk area and based on the concept of safety distance.

Table 2 Average values of risk area

Lane Flow

Low Average High Very high

Short 59 104 171 199

Medium 46 91 167 202

Long 31 92 159 192

Very long 93 344 401 311

Fig. 6 Risk area
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The results obtained by the analysis of this indicator showed that driver’s behavior
changes significantly under high and very high flow conditions, accordingly to
previous results.

About length of lane, which is the key element of the weaving lane design, this
research reaches interesting results about behavior of drivers traveling along short
weaving lanes: tests pointed out that a too short lane and significant vehicle
interferences lead to an increase of risky maneuvers. Conversely, it has been shown
that a very long weaving lane does not increase the safety level, but generates an
uncertainty of behavior of the driver in the approach maneuver. All results, in fact,
showed anomalous values related to the deceleration and to the risk area for very
long lanes, so confirming that a too long weaving lane does not lead to higher safety
conditions. Conversely, this study unlighted that a too high increase of weaving
lanes length leads to an uncertainty in the behavior of drivers, who do not correctly
interpret road geometry, and are so forced to adjust their trajectory by braking, with
high adhesion values.

Despite the promising results, the present research can be expanded by testing a
larger sample of drivers and analyzing different flow conditions, with the aim of
developing a comprehensive analysis of the drivers’ behavior.
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Observations of Drivers’ Behavior When
Opening Car Door with Two Stages

Cheng-Yong Huang

Abstract Door crashes are common occurrences in motorcycle-car accidents in
Taiwan. Since 2013, the two-stage door opening method has been an examination
item when obtaining a driver’s license in Taiwan to teach people to avoid these
types of accidents. According to the investigative results of this study, half of the
car drivers in Taiwan still do not know the two-stage door opening method.
Furthermore, observations of driver’s two-stage door opening behavior in this study
showed that men habitually use their left hand and women habitually use their right
hand to open car doors. The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that
the older the driver, the shorter their first stage car door opening distance is. This
means that elderly drivers are more careful about opening their car doors. The
correlation analysis showed that the body weight continuous variable has a sig-
nificant and negative correlation with car door opening distance, and a significant
and positive correlation exists between car door opening distance and driver’s field
of vision. The results of this study can serve as a reference for future car door
opening human factor design.

Keywords Door crash � Motorcycle-car accident � Behavior observation

1 Introduction

Door crashes are a type of vehicle and motorcycle traffic accident that is unique to
Taiwan. The cause for this is Taiwan’s special human geography and traffic pat-
terns. Taiwan is an island with an area of 36,000 km2 and a population of
approximately 23 million people. Taiwan ranks 10th in population density among
countries in the world and has an average of 645 people per square kilometer.
Overall, 70 % of land in Taiwan is mountains and hills, and plains only account for
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30 % of land. Thus, the population is mainly concentrated in the urban areas of the
plains. Population density in the most populated urban areas can reach 10,000
people per square kilometer [1]. Taiwan also has the highest proportion of
motorcycles as transportation tools among all nations [2]. According to Taiwan
government statistics, there were approximately 15 million motorcycles and 7
million cars in Taiwan as of 2012 [3]. That means there were twice as many
motorcycles as cars. This phenomenon is related to Taiwan’s economic develop-
ment. Motorcycles have better fuel economy and are very suitable for short distance
travel. In addition, motorcycles are convenient to drive in narrow alleys and
crowded areas. The combination of narrow crowded areas and excessive number of
motorcycles and cars means that it is difficult to find parking in urban areas.
Consequently, parking spots are often made on the side of the road while motor-
cycles drive by the side of these parking spots. If drivers parked on the side of a
road do not pay attention to incoming vehicles and suddenly open their doors, they
can easily cause a moving motorcycle to crash into the car door and result in traffic
accidents.

Because door crash accidents are common in Taiwan, the Taiwan Vehicles
Supervision Station added a two-stage door-opening method item to driver’s tests
starting in July 2013 [4]. That is, drivers must first look whether there are vehicles
passing by when they open car doors to get in or get out of their cars. However, the
so-called two-stage door opening method does not actually have any clear speci-
fications. Thus, we attempted to use a human factor engineering perspective to
explore two-stage door opening behavior.

2 Literature Review

Door crash accidents are a type of automobile-motorcycle right-of-way
(ROW) accident [5]. Because Taiwan cities are crowded and narrow, and there
are a large number of cars and motorcycles, many parking spaces are located on the
side of streets for temporary parking. However, motorcycles often drive on the
outer lanes, and drivers of parked cars can interfere with a motorcycle’s right of
way when they open the car door. When car drivers do not pay attention while
opening their car door, they can surprise passing motorcyclists and cause a door
crash accident. The fallen motorcycles rider can also then be easily run over by cars
behind them and suffer severe injuries. Illustrations of potential door crash accidents
are shown in Fig. 1.

The term door crash was seen in Pei’s [6] article in the Accident Analysis and
Prevention journal. However, Dennerlein and Meeker [7] have also mentioned this
type of traffic accident, which they refer to as bicycle riders colliding with the car
door of cars parked on the side of the road. Severe injuries can be caused by
collisions with the door (bicycle rider flipping) and by impact with the ground,
especially for bicycle riders who are not wearing helmets. This type of research on
bicycle riders colliding with car doors opened by drivers is rare. Although some
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unpublished articles discuss the inappropriateness of bicycle lanes being in close
proximity to roadside parking spots and the associated risk of door crash, most
typical bicycle lanes are still in the “door zone” of parked cars because car doors
extend out about 90–105 cm when opened. Most bicycle lanes are often only
slightly wider than 90–105 cm, which often increases the risk of bicycles colliding
with open doors of parked cars even if the bicyclist is riding in the middle of the
bicycle lane. Regardless of whether the bicyclist is riding on a bicycle lane, bicy-
clists are often instructed to ride one door distance away from roadside cars. This
can improve the visual field of the car driver at the side of the road and make the
bicycle rider more visible [8].

Another paper related to door crashes is by Johnson et al. (2013), which
pro-posed that bicycle riders involved in collisions with open car doors often end up
with severe injuries. However, few studies have been conducted on the nature of
these accidents and the resulting injuries [9]. A “door crash” refers to the potential
collision that can result when open doors of roadside cars are in the path of bicycle
riders [7]. Fatal results often occur when bicycle riders collide unexpectedly with
open car doors. From 1989 to 2012, four bicyclists in Victoria, Australia, died from
door collision accidents [9]. Similar to other types of bicycle accidents, door col-
lision accidents are uncommon, thus it is difficult to accurately determine a total
number. Generally speaking, no records or data are kept, especially when the
bicycle is not damaged [10].

The two previously described papers are related to bicycle and car door crash
accidents. Huang [1] used a human factor engineering perspective to observe dri-
vers’ car door opening behavior. The test subjects wore an EEG and a camera on
their heads while driving and parking at a designated parking spot. The results of
the study showed the door opening behavior for four different types of car drivers.
The types are as follows: (1) drivers that did not look before opening the door;
(2) drivers that looked at the rear view mirror before opening the door; (3) drivers
that turn their head and look out the rear left side window before opening the door;
and (4) drivers that partially open the door and look first before fully opening the
door. Brainwave focused data of drivers while opening the door also shows that
drivers will directly open doors without looking when roads are wider and there is
less traffic, and that their focus level while opening car doors are also lower.

Fig. 1 Door crash illustration
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The above-described study also showed that there is a 40 % probability that
drivers in Taiwan use rear view mirrors to look for incoming vehicles. There is only
a 20 % probability that drivers will use a two-stage door opening. This indicates
that most drivers are not in the habit of using two-stage door opening. Thus, further
pro-motions and studies are required to improve two-stage door opening awareness
in drivers.

3 Experiment Design

According to Human Factor by Hsu et al. [11], human factor engineering studies
can be conducted in the laboratory or in the field. Variables are easier to control in a
laboratory scenario and the study will be less likely to be affected by non-topic
related interference, which means that the collected data is also more accurate. The
advantage of a field environment is that study related variables, environmental
conditions, and test subject characteristics all conform to actual situations. Thus, the
obtained results are more likely to be inferred on actual operations. The disad-
vantage is high cost, safety risks to test subjects, and experiment control is harder to
achieve [11]. Behavioral observation is primarily used in this study to understand
driver’ two-stage door opening behaviors. Observing in a laboratory environment
cannot realistically reveal the situation when drivers open the car door. Therefore,
we chose to use the field study method because it is more appropriate.

3.1 Experiment Environment Setup

To understand drivers’ two-stage door opening status, a Toyota Altis 1800 cc
experiment car was used for the experiment. This is the number one selling car in
Tai-wan. The experiment was divided into two parts. The first part was the car door
opening distance and the second part was the driver’s field of vision. The car
door opening distance mainly measures the distance in the first stage of drivers’
car door opening. That is, when the driver partially opened the door to look for
incoming vehicles. A tape measure was fixed on the car with a 3D printed fixing
device. When the car door opens, we could determine the opening distance.
A camera was set up in the back to record the distance in the first stage car door
opening. To test the driver’s field of vision, a two-meter wide telescoping rail was
set up in the rear of the car. The cloth was marked with scales in five centimeter
increments. Test subjects were also asked to wear a camera to record the width that
can be seen by the subjects when they open the car door to look backwards.
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3.2 Experiment Procedure

First, we set up the experiment vehicle and the recording equipment rack. Then the
subjects were asked to wear a Gopro head camera. We then asked the test subject
whether they know what a two-stage door opening is. This can determine the
general public’s awareness level towards two-stage door openings. If the test
subject does not know, then the experiment assistant will notify the subject of how
to conduct a two-stage door opening. Next, the test subject was asked to get in the
car, simulate shutting off the car engine, and use a two-stage door opening to get out
of the car. At that time the experiment assistant will take note of which hand the test
subject uses to pull the door handle. Subsequently, the test subject was asked to get
in the car and repeat the same steps, with the exception of using a different hand to
conduct the two-stage door opening. This can determine which hand the general
public uses to open car doors, and the card door distance and visual distance when
using their left/right hand to open car doors.

4 Experiment Result

In total, 22 test subjects participated in this experiment. The test subjects included
12 men and 10 women from 22 to 58 years of age. All are Republic of China
citizens and have a valid Taiwan driver’s license. Test subjects’ car driving
experience range from 1 to 30 years. Two of the test subjects were eliminated
because their head cam angles were too high and did not record their visual distance
when opening car doors. Thus, 20 subjects (10 men and 10 women) completed
valid experiments. The following is a description of their two-stage door opening
observation results.

4.1 Two-Stage Door Opening Awareness

Of the 20 test subjects, 10 did not know about the two-stage door opening. Of the
10 women, six did not know about the two-stage door opening. Of the 10 men, four
did not know about the two-stage door opening. Therefore, 60 % of women and
40 % of men did not know about the two-stage door opening. Awareness results are
shown in Fig. 2.
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4.2 Hand Habitually Used to Open Car Doors

The experiment assistant did not notify the test subjects of which hand to use in the
two-stage door opening and the test subject followed their own habits in opening
the car door. The results showed that out of 10 men, 9 habitually used their left hand
to open car doors. Of the 10 women, 9 habitually used their right hand to open
doors. This hand use habit was one major difference between men and women when
opening car doors. Habitual hand used by men and women to open car doors is
shown in Fig. 3.

4.3 Car Door Distance One-Way ANOVA

One-way ANOVA analysis was conducted on the first stage door opening distance.
That is, one-way ANOVA was conducted based on gender, door opening hand, and

Fig. 2 Men and women’s awareness of two-stage door opening

Fig. 3 Men and women’s hand habit when opening car doors
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age group. The summary of the analysis is shown in Table 1. The results showed
that both men and women had an average door opening distance of 22–23 cm, and
there was no significant difference. Statistic results showed that the first stage car
door opening distance when using left hand to open the door was 24.5 cm. This is
four centimeters more than when using the right hand to open the car door, but
statistically, this is not a significant difference. Finally, subjects were tested based
on age (car driving experience). Four groups were formed in 10-year increments.
Results showed that the youngest group (20–29 years old) had the largest first stage
car door opening distance (average of 29.5 cm). The oldest group (50–59 years old)
had the shortest first stage car door opening distance (average of 19 cm).
Statistically, this is a significant difference. This indicated that the older the driver
the more cautious the driver was when opening car doors. Car door opening dis-
tance for different age groups is shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1 One-way ANOVA summary

Item Number Average Standard
deviation

Standard
error

F Significance

Gender Men 20 22.10 7.21 1.61 0.032 0.860

Women 20 22.55 8.73 1.95

Door
opening
hand

Right
hand

20 20.30 8.65 1.93 2.742 0.106

Left
hand

20 24.35 6.69 1.50

Age group 20–29 6 29.50 8.87 3.62 3.504 0.025

30–39 8 19.38 8.18 2.89

40–49 14 23.85 7.42 1.98

50–59 12 18.92 5.30 1.53

Fig. 4 Car door opening distance for different age groups
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4.4 Relationship Between Human Factor Size and Field
of Vision and Car Door Opening Distance

Before the test subjects proceeded with the two stage door opening experiment,
they were measured for body height, body weight, and left/right arm length.
Correlation analysis was conducted on these continuous variables in relation to door
opening distance and field of vision during first stage door opening. The results
were used to understand the linear relationship between continuous variables.
Summary of the correlation analysis is shown in Table 2. The correlation analysis
showed that body weight has a significant negative correlation (one-tailed test) with
car door opening distance. That is, the heavier the body weight, the smaller the car
door opening distance (r = −0.276*). However, car door opening distance in
relation to the test subject’s field of vision exhibited a positive correlation
(r = 0.674*). This means that greater the car door opening distance, the broader the
field of vision.

The above results show that body weight will affect car door opening distance.
Next, we conducted further analysis of left/right hand use in correlation to car door
opening distance. Results showed that in right hand car door opening distance, body
weight did not have a significant correlation with car door opening distance.
However, car door distance and field of vision showed an even higher positive
correlation (r = 0.714**). This indicates that field of vision was wider when using
the right hand to open doors. A summary of right hand correlation analysis is shown
in Table 2. In left hand car door opening distance, body weight and left hand car
door opening distance exhibited a significant negative correlation (r = −0.392*).
This indicated that the heavier the body weight, he smaller the car door opening
distance. A summary of left hand correlation analysis is shown in Table 3.

Table 2 Correlation analysis summary

Body
height

Body
weight

Right
arm

Left
arm

Car door
distance

Body height

Body weight 0.463

Right arm 0.881 0.322

Left arm 0.889 0.356 0.922

Car door
distance

−0.073 −0.276 −0.047 −0.105

Field of vision −0.085 −0.177 0.057 −0.010 0.674
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5 Discussion

The human factor engineering experiment in driver’s two-stage door opening was
conducted in this study. The following are the results of this study: (1) although the
two-stage door opening has been required by the Taiwan MVDIS since 2013 when
testing for a license, half of the car drivers in Taiwan do not know they need to use
two-stage door opening. Overall, 60 % of women and 40 % of men drivers do not
know about this regulation; (2) when testing subjects’ habitual hand use in opening
car doors, 9 out of 10 men used their left hand to open the car door. Out of the 10
women, 9 habitually used their right hand to open the car door; (3) results show that
the older the driver, the more cautious they are about opening the door, and the
shorter the car door opening distance; and (4) the correlation analysis results
showed that body weight affected the left hand car door opening distance. The
heavier the body weight of the driver, the shorter the car door opening distance. Car
door opening distance also exhibited a highly positive correlation with field of
vision (Table 4).

6 Conclusion

Taiwan has few plains and many mountains. Taiwan also has a high population
density concentrated in urban areas, which creates unique traffic patterns. The
motorcycle ratio among transportation tools is the highest in the world, and there
are twice as many motorcycles as cars. Because not enough space is available for
parking, a large number of parking spots have been established on the side of roads.
Motorcycles driving past these parked cars can easily cause door crash accidents.

Table 3 Summary of right hand correlation analysis

Body weight Right arm Car door distance

Body height

Right arm 0.322

Car door distance in right hand opening −0.207 0.045

Field of vision −0.219 −0.040 0.714

Table 4 Summary of left hand correlation analysis

Body weight Left arm Car door distance

Body height

Left arm 0.356

Car door distance in left hand opening −0.392 −0.284

Field of vision −0.125 0.037 0.654
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Although two-stage door opening has been added to the driver’s test since 2013,
half of the people with driver’s licenses do not know about the two-stage door
opening. More women do not know about this rule than men. The majority of men
use their left hand to open car doors while women generally use their right hand to
open doors. The older the driver, the more cautious they are when opening car
doors, and have smaller door opening distances. Body weight and left-handed car
door opening distance exhibits a significant negative correlation while car door
opening distance exhibits a significant positive relationship with driver’s field of
vision. The above results can serve as a reference for future human factor design in
car door opening.
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Resurrecting Driver Workload,
Multivariate Analysis of Test Track Data

Jack L. Auflick

Abstract This paper presents multivariate analyses of data collected from divers at
a test track during the Driver Workload Metrics (DWM) project. As noted in a prior
publication, the DWM project was a cooperative effort with the National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) and four automotive manufactur-
ers. The DWM project defined workload as the competition in driver resources
(perceptual, cognitive, or physical) between the driving task and a concurrent
secondary task, occurring over that task’s duration. It was hypothesized that,
depending on the type of secondary task performed while driving, measured
workload and the correlated quality of driving should either remain the same or
decline, but would manifest in degraded measures of lane keeping, longitudinal
control, or eye glance behavior. Data for this new analysis was collected from test
subjects who drove an instrumented car on a test track while performing various
on-board tasks. These data also contain additional responses from several new
visual manual task that were originally deemed to be too hazardous for test subjects
while driving on a major four lane highway. It was therefore further hypothesized
that the new task would demonstrate higher levels of visual-manual workload when
compared to less demanding tasks. As in the prior DWM multivariate paper, test
subject responses from the kinematic and eye glance behavior from the test track
data were first analyzed using Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis. This
well-known statistical method attempts to uncover the underlying unobserved
structure within the large set of variables. It is this hidden multi-dimensional
structure that must be examined to empirically comprehend the concept of driver
workload. As in the DWM on-road analyses, these new analyses found that
task-induced workload affected driving performance and was multi-dimensional in
nature. Visual-manual tasks exhibited fundamentally different performance profiles
than auditory-vocal tasks or just driving. Furthermore, when secondary statistical
analyses of the normalized factor scores were done using Multivariate Analysis of
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Variance (MANOVA) the results found highly statistically significant workload
differences in age groups and task type.

Keywords Human factors � Driver workload � Driver distraction � Exploratory
factor analysis

1 Introduction

In recent years, automotive manufacturers have increasingly been introducing new
technologies into their cars and trucks often suggesting that the new technologies
will provide enhanced safety for drivers. For example, these technologies range
from advanced navigation systems, lane departure warnings, blind spot warnings
and active braking systems designed to prevent rear-end collision. While ostensibly
improving safety, these technologies, as well as handheld devices like cell phones
or tablets, generate fears from researchers and regulatory agencies alike that use of
these new technologies and devices within the automotive cockpit will at times
overload and distract the driver. As a result, various regulatory agencies within the
US and the European community have funded extensive research projects in
attempts to understand the dimensions of driver distraction. These noted projects
include the Human Machine Interface and the Safety of Traffic in Europe (HASTE)
[1], the Naturalistic Driving Program at Virginia Tech [2], the European Advanced
Driver Attention Metrics Program (ADAM) [3], the Crash Avoidance Driver
Metrics, and the Driver Workload Metrics1 (DWM) [4].

Of particular interest for this paper, the DWM project established correlates
between the driving metrics, eye glance behavior, and demands placed on the driver
from secondary discretionary tasks that had the potential to interfere with the pri-
mary driving task. Workload was defined as the competition in driver resources
(perceptual, cognitive, or physical) between the driving task and a concurrent
secondary task, occurring over that task’s duration. It was hypothesized that,
depending on the type of secondary task performed while driving, measured
workload and the correlated quality of driving would manifest in degraded mea-
sures of lane keeping, longitudinal control, object-and-event detection, or eye
glance behavior. Within the DWM project, there were three separate data collection
efforts: (1) Analysis of surrogate laboratory test measures, (2) on-road data col-
lection, and (3) data collected from subjects while driving on a test track.

In its final report, the DWM project extensively reviewed driver workload lit-
erature and Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) [5], creating a set of conventional
experimental tasks commonly performed in vehicles today. These tasks were

1The Driver Workload Metrics project, a co-operative agreement between the NHTSA, Ford, GM,
Nissan, and Toyota, was conducted under the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership (CAMP), a
partnership established by Ford and GM to undertake joint precompetitive work in advanced
collision avoidance systems.
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defined by the input and output modalities needed to perform the task: either visual
input and manual output, or auditory input and vocal output [6]. Tasks used on the
test track were comprised of eight auditory-vocal and 13 visual-manual tasks with a
baseline just drive and a combination auditory-vocal and visual-manual task, where
subjects picked up a cell phone, pressed a preset button, and then interacted with an
automated voice recognition flight schedule service. An example of the
auditory-vocal tasks was a biographic task where the experimenter asked the
subjects a series of questions intended to elicit a verbal response. Questions such as,
“Where do you live?” and “How many children do you have?” An example of the
visual-manual tasks was the CD7 task that directed the subjects to select a CD from
the visor, place it in the CD player, and tune to track seven. However, on the test
track several additional visual-manual tasks were included that had originally been
determined by an institutional review board as being possibly too hazardous for the
on-road data collection. They included map reading (easy and hard), maze tracing
(easy and hard), read text (easy and hard) and a destination entry navigation task.

1.1 Multi-Dimensional Interrelationships

This project accomplished several goals including development of performance
metrics and test procedures that reliably assessed how driving performance may be
negatively affected due to auditory, visual, manual, and cognitive aspects of driver
workload associated with using in-vehicle systems, and the creation of a metrics
toolkit that could be used by automotive engineers during all stages of the design
process to assess the implications of driver workload while using future systems.
When the DWM project collected its data, workload, the construct of interest, had no
direct empirical measure available at the time. As a result, the existence of driver
workload was inferred from an extensive string of bivariate correlation and regression
analyses, observed across multiple measures of performance. These individual
analyses provided brief glimpses into the complex, hidden interrelationships within
the collected data. DWM had one unrealized goal, i.e. to apply exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) methods in an attempt to uncover the latent, unobserved structure of
correlated measures of workload. It is this hidden structure that must be examined to
empirically comprehend the multidimensional concept of driver workload.

As explained in the DWM final report, driver performance data on the test track
was collected from 69 test subjects using a canonical repeated measures experi-
mental design where each test subject repeatedly performed the secondary tasks
during real driving on the track. From this pool of subjects, 42 were selected based
on their having nearly complete eye glance behavior data. The sample of participants
was approximately balanced by gender and age. Task sequences and presentations of
the secondary driving tasks were randomized for each subject. The driving condition
selected for testing was at highway speed, approximately 55 mph, using a
car-following scenario on a multilane paved test track surface with sharp banked
curves followed by long straight, level road, under clear, dry, daytime conditions.
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During testing, subjects drove the same instrumented car that was the center car
of a three-vehicle platoon. This platoon operated as a single testing unit and pro-
vided a realistic car-following driving experience. During each task, an extensive
array of sensors, cameras, and on-board instrumentation recorded kinematic data for
longitudinal and lateral vehicle control, including task duration, speed, range, range
rate, time headway, and time to contact. Mean, median, standard deviation, mini-
mum and maximum distances, and time durations (at the minimum or maximum)
were captured for each of the kinematic variables. In addition, steering wheel
behavior was measured for three variables, e.g., how much time during a task the
steering wheel was held beyond a zero-degree location and how long it was held at
either a 15 or 20° offset from zero degrees, including the number of lane excee-
dances and durations, plus the number of center stripe touches and their durations.

In conjunction with kinematic variables, driver eye glance patterns were also
recorded for glances to the road, mirror, situation awareness (outside left or right),
task related (glances to in-cockpit locations during visual-manual tasks), not road,
and to not assigned (other) locations. These eye glance metrics included median
glance duration, standard deviations, and the percent of a task’s duration attributed
to that specific location. Eye glance data was manually scored through review of
on-board video taken during each task. As in the on-road testing, due to timing and
funding constraints, only 42 of the 69 test subjects had complete eye data at the time
the final DWM analyses were completed.

2 Factor Analysis

This present analysis followed the same procedures as those reported for the
analysis of on-road data [7]. The same 42 vehicle kinematic variables (like speed,
range, range rate, longitudinal and later lane positions, etc.), time variables (like
time for the vehicle at minimum or maximum lane position right and left, plus
minimum and maximum times for the kinematic variables), and the steering wheel
position and durations were the independent variables. The analysis also included
the eye glance data from the 42 subjects who had complete visual data. There were
approximately 14 subjects in each of three age related groups, i.e. older, middle,
and younger. Their eye glance data included median, standard deviation, and
percent task duration, etc. from test track driving related to mirror, situation
awareness, task-related, and not-road or not-assigned locations. The purpose of this
new analysis was to extract the underlying latent, highly inter-correlated structure
within these data, believed to be workload, caused by the variation in driving
performance during multitasking. Specifically, this analysis used the maximum
likelihood factor analysis (MLFA) method [8, 9] one of several commonly used
exploratory methods that in general, seeks to: (1) reduce the number of variables
and (2) to detect latent unobserved structure within the relationships between
variables. MLFA accomplishes this by first estimating the loadings and commu-
nalities in the data set and subsequently maximizing the probability of the observed
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correlation matrix occurring. In MLFA, maximizing the likelihood function
determines the parameters that are most likely to produce the observed data.

2.1 Hidden Structure

This analysis started with all 42 independent variables. So there could have been up
to 42 orthogonal or independent factors. MLFA first identified that there were only
seven factors, i.e. latent (unmeasured) variables that defined the hidden relation-
ships within the measured, observable variables. The seven factors all had
Eigenvalues greater than 1.0, based on using both the Kaiser criterion [10] and
Cattell’s scree plots [11]. The Eigenvalues from these seven factors measured the
variance from all the variables that were accounted for by a given factor. As seen in
Table 1 below the seven factors explain approximately 63 % of the original vari-
ance in the data.

The initial MLFA solution left the factors and factor scores (i.e. estimates of
actual subject scores for individual observations for each factor) in an un-rotated
seven-dimensional space, making the given solution difficult to interpret. As an aid
for interpretation, factor scores were rotated and normalized using the varimax
orthogonal transformation [12, 13]. Varimax rotations were so named because the
process maximizes the sum of the variances (e.g. Vari-Max) of the squared loadings
(i.e. the squared correlations between variables and factors). A varimax rotation
makes the output more understandable by maintaining the orthogonality of the
factor axes but maximizing the variance of the squared loadings in the factor matrix
(i.e. correlation coefficients between the cases (rows) and factors (columns)). These
rotated factors identify the simple structure or hidden relationships within the
unobserved configuration in the data, if such structure exists.

Table 1 Eigenvalues, named factors, and explained variance

Factor Eigenvalue Total variance (%) Cumulative
eigenvalue

Cumulative (%)

Eyes up-on road 11.8 28.1 11.8 28.1

Lat. & long. lane
variation

3.9 9.3 15.7 37.4

Situation awareness 2.8 6.7 18.5 44.1

No glances to
unassigned

2.5 5.9 21.0 50.0

Cross centerline 2.0 4.8 23.0 54.7

Touch centerline 1.3 3.2 24.3 57.9

Range, range rate
variation

2.0 4.7 26.3 62.6
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Factor loadings are correlations of an observed variable with the underlying
factor and are conceptually similar to Pearson’s r, the common correlation coeffi-
cient. When the loadings are squared, the resulting values describe the percentage
of variance within a specific independent variable explained by a given factor.
Based on their individual directionality and magnitude, factor loadings must be
interpreted through a highly subjective activity where “names” are applied to each
factor based on the magnitude and direction of the rotated loadings. While there are
several approaches on how to do this, a generic rule of thumb has been developed
suggesting that interpretations should be done only on those loadings exceeding
|0.7|. The rationale for this is that when a loading of 0.7 or higher is squared, about
half of the variance in that variable is being explained by the factor. Table 1
contains the names applied to the seven factors that were derived through analysis
of loadings on each of the seven factors.

2.2 Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)

During the varimax process explained above, individual scores for each test subject
on each variable and task were normalized, and then rotated resulting in a matrix of
factor scores representing numerical values defining a person’s relative spacing or
standing on each of the seven latent factors. Test subjects’ factor scores on each
factor were analyzed using Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA).
The MANOVA tested hypotheses that there were statistically significant differences
between gender, age groups (Younger 19–39, Middle 40–59, Older 60–79), and
Task Type (Visual-Manual, Auditory-Vocal, Just Drive, Combination). Initial
results found no significant main effect for gender. So Gender was excluded and the
MANOVA was rerun. The seven rotated factors were the independent variables. As
can be seen in Table 2, there were highly statistically significant main effects for
Task Type (p < 0.0000001) and Age Group (p < 0.000001). There were no sig-
nificant interactions.

Test subjects’ factor scores on each factor were subsequently averaged by age
group and task type. Means were then plotted on radar plots that present a
multi-dimensional driving workload profile for different groupings of subjects
based on how type of task or age group affects workload. Figure 1 below presents a

Table 2 Multivariate tests of significance

Test Value F Effect df Error
df

p

Intercept Wilks 0.521 116.04 7 883 0.0000001

TaskType Wilks 0.065 191.38 21 2536 0.0000001

AgeGroup Wilks 0.941 3.8752 14 1766 0.000001

TaskType vs. Age Wilks 0.939 1.3291 42 4145 0.076328
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profile graphically comparing workload related to type of task. Note that Factor 1,
the Eyes up-On Road factor, is in the 12 o’clock position while Factors 2 through 7
rotate in a clockwise direction.

2.3 ANOVA—New Visual-Manual Tasks

As mentioned above, the test track analyses included several additional
visual-manual tasks that were felt to be too unsafe for drivers to perform while
driving on a major highway. The original on-road tasks were also very short, lasting
only 10 s or less. So the DWM team added six new tasks to test track analyses that
were significantly longer in duration but required more eyes off the road time for
test subjects. These new tasks included Route Tracing, Destination Entry, Read
Easy, Read Hard, Map Easy, and Map Hard. An initial hypothesis was that these
new tasks had significantly more work compared to the original set of visual manual
tasks.

A second one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the 42
subjects’ factor scores. However, this ANOVA only tested if the new visual-manual
tasks were different, i.e. had more workload, compared to the original
visual-manual tasks. Table 3 below presents the ANOVA results.

Fig. 1 Driver workload vs. task type
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As can be seen in the ANOVA, there were highly statistically significant dif-
ferences between the two groups of visual-manual tasks. Figure 3 below shows the
radar plot from this ANOVA. This is a relative cross-sectional comparison of the
seven dimensions of work load differences between the two visual-manual task
groups. When one examines these results and the associated radar plot, it becomes
apparent that the older tasks did have less workload compared to the newer tasks,
but the comparison is based on the interpreted factor names. For example, com-
paring the two groups on factor 1, Eyes Up-On Road, the older tasks had positive
averaged factor scores, meaning that test subjects spent more time with eyes on the
road when performing one of the original visual-manual tasks. Alternately, for
factor 1, the new tasks have negative average scores, suggesting that test subjects
were spending significantly less time with eyes on the road while performing one of
the new visual-manual tasks. Similar comparisons can be made for the remaining
six factors. However, note that factor 5, cross centerline, and factor 7, Range, Range
Rate Variation, showed no significant differences between the two groups.

Fig. 2 Driver workload vs. age group

Table 3 ANOVA results comparing old vs. new visual-manual tasks

Test Value F Effect Error p

Intercept Wilks 0.1133 562.9 7 504 <0.001

Old. vs. new Wilks 0.6785 34.1 7 504 <0.001
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3 Discussion—Conclusions

These results from the MANOVA affirm the qualitative differences as shown in the
proceeding figures. Given the original data, there are notable differences in driving
workload as defined by the dependent grouping variables. The purpose of the
MFLA using the DWM test track data was to examine the very large DWM data set
and identify hidden structure that was indicative of driver workload. This MLFA, as
well as the earlier reported analyses of on-road data, found that these DWM data
contained extensive multicollinearity in the data set, hidden relationships, i.e. the
latent structure that could be described by a minimum of seven factors while still
being able to explain *63 % of the original variation in the data. The seven
underlying factors began to reveal key effects of multitasking on driver workload
caused by interference from secondary tasks. The actual driving task was shown to
be multidimensional in nature, meaning that it was represented in the data by
simultaneous effects on multiple factors. Driver workload, shown in the multi-
variate results, appears to be affected by different allocations of driver resources
across input modalities as well as being affected by task type or age
group. The MANOVA confirmed that within these data there are highly significant
main effects due to age group, and task type.

It should be noted that the current results were based on the DWM data collected
as test subjects performed secondary tasks while driving on an automotive test
track. While ostensibly a driving task, drivers on the test track were able to drive in
a tightly coupled three car platoon without having to devote attention to other
vehicles that would have been driving near the instrumented test car driven on the

Fig. 3 Driver workload vs. age group
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highway. Initially the author hypothesized that these differences in the driving task,
e.g. road versus test track, would have some notable differences in workload. As in
the first DWM on-road analyses, this analysis found that the MLFA could reduce
the dimensionality of the original 42 independent variables by identifying seven
new factors. Both analyses explained approximately 63 % of the original variance.
However, when the rotated factor loadings were interpreted and named, qualitative
differences in workload between the two data sets were observed.

Table 4 below compares the named seven factors from both analyses and
includes the per cent explained variance. Figure 4 from the first DWM MLFA [7],
also presents the radar plot from the on-road analysis. A visual, albeit qualitative,
comparison of Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 1 will show the observed differences in
workload.

Figure 5 below also presents the radar plot from the on-road analysis related to
difference in age group. Again, one can visually compare Fig. 5 to Fig. 2 above to
note that there are age related differences in driver workload but that there are also
qualitative differences in workload based on the testing venue.

When qualitatively comparing test track versus on-road data, an additional
difference in driver workload is that there are no gender differences and no two or
three way interactions. The original on-road analyses did have these statistically
significant differences. Based on these qualitative comparisons, it is apparent that
both venues have demonstrable levels of workload. However, the individual factors
are qualitatively different, and in addition, the test track results are statistically
simpler, possibly showing that drivers were able to devote more attention to the
driving task when there is no additional traffic on the road.

In applying this methodology on the test track data, once again there was an
explicit recognition that it was exploratory in nature, and that the underlying
dimensions it identified would need to be attributed with meaning and interpreted

Table 4 On-road vs. test track factors and explained variance

DWM on-road factors Road explained
variance

DWM test track factors Track explained
variance

1 Eyes up-aud. vocal work
load

28.5 Eyes up-on road 28.1

2 Mirror & Sit. aware
glances

11.9 Lateral & longitudinal
lane variation

9.3

3 Glances to road 5.8 Situation awareness
glances

6.7

4 Safety check glance
variability

5.4 No glances to
unassigned

5.9

5 % Task glance to road-not
task related

5.9 Cross centerline 4.8

6 Crossing center stripe 4.7 Touch centerline 3.2

7 Variability-range and
speed

3.8 Range, range rate
variation

4.7
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Fig. 4 On-road task type differences in workload

Fig. 5 On-road age group differences in workload
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through subjective analysis. One must reiterate that this is exploratory work, and
that the nature of the dimensions could change if the input to the analysis were
different. Similarly, the interpretations of the underlying dimensions may be refined
as a deeper understanding of the data set is acquired over time. The next step in this
process will be to combine both test track and on-road data in one full MLFA of the
DWM data using the same MFLA approach and then statistically compare the
resulting factors scores using MANOVA. Assuming analysis provides similar
results, one could then begin the laborious process of using Confirmatory Factor
Analysis (CFA), to test whether measures of a construct are consistent with a
researcher’s understanding of the nature of that factor. CFA tests whether the data
fit a hypothesized measurement model where the hypothesized model is based on
theory and/or previous analytic research.
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Effect of Mental Workload and Aging
on Driver Distraction Based
on the Involuntary Eye Movement

Le Anh Son, Hiroto Hamada, Makoto Inagami, Tatsuya Suzuki
and Hirofumi Aoki

Abstract We have shown that the driver distraction can be quantitatively estimated
from the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) that is a type of involuntary eye movement.
However, the optokinetic reflex (OKR) was not considered in the previous models.
Here, we developed a new model with both VOR and OKR. Using the new model,
we investigated the effect of mental workload and aging on the involuntary eye
movement as well as the driving performance. In this study, we evaluate driver
distraction of younger group (age 20–59) and older group (age 60 and above) while
driving with/without mental workload. Total 12 participants (6 in each group) who
drive on a daily basis participated in the experiment to evaluate driver distraction.
As expected, we succeed in applying VOR and OKR models to evaluate driver
distraction while driving. Based on that, the effects of mental workload and aging
on driver distraction were analyzed. The results indicate that the older group shows
worse performance, especially under the distracted driving condition.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aging Problems

Currently, the aging of population occurs in most countries in the world, especially
in developed countries. For example, according to the statistics in Japan, the per-
centage of people with age 65 and over increases year by year. In 2014, the
percentage of people with age over 65 years old is 26.0 %. It increases to 39.9 % in
2060 [1].

As suggested by previous researches, aging cause a complex issue that include
transportation especially driver distraction [2–7]. For example, Thompson, et al.
found out that older drivers made more driving safety error than middle-aged
drivers while completing an audio serial addition task [8]. In order to support old
drivers, we need to develop a method to evaluate driver distraction based on
behavior.

1.2 Driver Distraction

According to previous researches, eye movement can be simulated by using head
motion [9–12]. In case of focusing on one target, when the head turned to the left,
the eyes move in the opposite direction to stabilize the visual image based on the
input to the vestibular organ. The vestibular system, which is a sensory mechanism
in the inner ear, provides the principal contribution to the sense of balance and
spatial orientation. The system consists of two parts: the otolith and the semicircular
canal. In this research, we applied a VOR model proposed by Merfeld and Zupan
[13] which can deal with the interaction between otoliths and the semicircular canal.

Based on the simulation of eye movement, in 2008, Obinata’s group has used the
VOR model to evaluate mental workload [4] and driver distraction in terms of
memory-decision workload [5]. They presented a new method for quantifying
mental workloads by utilizing the VOR. Based on the model-based approach, they
found that the driver’s eye movement deviates from the simulation results by the
VOR model under distraction, and distraction can be estimated quantitatively. They
did not, however, consider changes in gaze direction of the driver.

Drivers need to do multi tasks, that is obtain information from the environment
and control the vehicle. To obtain visual information during movement (not only in
vehicle but also during walking, etc.), people need to stabilize the visual image of
the environment. As determined by Schweigard & Mergner to reduce the effect of
movement, the optokinetic model (OKR) was combined with VOR model [14–17].
In most previous researches on OKR-VOR interaction, passive and active head
movements were used. By using active and passive head movements, Schweigard
& Mergner created the relationship between visual pattern motions in space with
subject’s head movements. Based on that information, the negative feedback loop
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was made to stabilize the image on the retina and the VOR only as a useful addition
which compensates for the limited bandwidth of the OKR during high
frequency/velocity head rotations.

In another way, Newman [16] and Clark et al. [15, 17] dealt with the interaction
between VOR and OKR by including static and dynamic visual sensory informa-
tion from four independent visual sensors (visual velocity, position, angular
velocity, and gravity). Because the Merfeld and Zupan’s model has only first-order
lag characteristics for the eye muscle, we combined it with Robinson’s model as a
final common-path segment [11]. The processed of visual input is shown in Fig. 1.

2 Method

2.1 VOR—OKR Interaction

In order to consider the interaction between semicircular canal and otolith, in this
research, we applied the VOR model proposed by Merfeld and Zupan. The model is
shown in Fig. 2.

In this model, linear acceleration (α) and angular velocity (ω) of head-fixed
coordinator frame are input. The orientation of gravity (g) with respect to the head
is calculated using a quaternion integrator the angular velocity. The otolith is
modeled to unify and respond to the gravito-inertial force (f = g−a). At the same
time, by using high-pass filter of angular velocity, the signal of semicircular canals
is calculated. After that, afferent signals from the canals and otoliths are compared
in the central nervous system (Internal processing). This model combines four
free-parameters (kω, kfω, kf, and ka). The parameter values are determined by the
feedback of this error.

According to Schweigard & Mergner, the visual pattern motion in space and
time is matched with subject’s head movements. It can be calculated by multiple
head position with one parameter (k).

In a similar way with Newman et al. [9, 10, 15], one negative feedback loop was
created which is important for image stabilization on the retina and the VOR only as
a useful addition which compensates for the limited bandwidth of the OKR during
high frequency/velocity head rotations. Detail of the model is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 Generic visual model
path way proposed by
Newman
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In case of driving, it is difficult to get target information from vision because the
target changes time by time. Therefore, we applied technique from Schweigard and
Mergner [14] by using head movement in active condition. The visual information
(VS) was calculated based on head movement (HS) following the function:
VS = k * HS. VS was used as input of our OKR model.

After that, a visual input is processed by the visual sensor (VIS) to generate a
visual sensory estimate. This estimate is compared to an expected visual sensor
evaluated from the internal model of visual sensor (<VIS>). Then the difference

Fig. 2 The VOR model by MATLAB Simulink

Fig. 3 VOR—OKR model
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between visual sensory estimate and the internal model of the visual sensor is
weighted with a residual weighting parameter (KV) and added to the rate of
changing of estimated state.

After calculating the eye movement, the final common path proposed by
Robinson [11] was applied. In this part, two parameters (ki and kp) were used, based
on the different types of muscle fibers present in muscles of the eye (Fig. 4).

2.2 Experiment Setup

In the experiment, subjects were asked to drive by following a course on the seat of
a driving simulator with six degrees of freedom. The driving simulator had a
cylindrical 360° screen of 6 m in diameter. The simulator was controlled by CarSim
(Mechanical Simulation Co.) which can simulate the dynamic behavior of a vehicle
(Fig. 5). By controlling Carsim with MATLAB Simulink (MathWorks), the seat
was moved at a prefixed frequency on the vertical and horizontal planes.

In this study, the participant followed the course with visual stimulus by mean of
driving simulator. Eye movement was captured by using SmartEye pro (Smart Eye
AB) with four cameras on the dashboard. To collect information on movements of
the head, we used a Fastrak electromagnetic tracker (Polhemus Inc.).

Fig. 4 Final common path
model

Fig. 5 The experimental setup of the driving simulator
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An n-back task was used to create driver distraction. In the present n-back task, a
series of one-digit numbers was verbally presented at an interval of 2 s. The subject
was asked to judge whether or not each number was equal to preceding one and
respond by pressing buttons on the steering wheel.

In order to simulate vibration of the vehicle, the seat was moved by the control
of CarSim with MATLAB Simulink. The seat vibration consists of two compo-
nents: vertical and horizontal. Figure 6 shows the profile of input for the seat
vibration.

3 Results and Discussion

Subjects were divided into younger (less than 60 years old) and older (60 years old
and above) groups, each of which consisted of 6 subjects.

3.1 VOR and OKR Interaction

To confirm a new model combined VOR and OKR models, we compared the eye
movement of two cases: only VOR model and VOR/OKR model without mental
workload. By comparing the observed eye movement and the simulation results
from the models, the VOR/OKR model showed lesser mean square error than the
VOR model only. For example, the mean square error of the observed eye
movement and calculated one from the model reduced from 1.1E−03 to 4.3E−04 in
Subject 18. We confirmed similar results in other subjects. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows
that by combining OKR model, the simulation provides better matching.

As a result, the model consists of both VOR and OKR shows better performance
compared with VOR model only.

Fig. 6 Input for seat
movement
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3.2 Effect of Driver Distraction on Eye Movement

In this study, the effect of n-back task on driver distraction was evaluated by using
the mean-square error between the measured and simulated eye movement in both
vertical and horizontal direction.

All subjects participated in this experiment with two trials: drive without mental
workload and drive with mental workload. The eye movement was simulated based
on head movement using VOR/OKR model.

Younger Group. Figure 8 shows an example of the eye movement in vertical
direction without and with mental workload for total 50 s. In this case, the mean
square error for vertical direction without mental workload was 4.3E−04 and it
increased to 1.9E−03 with mental workload.

As shown in Fig. 8, the time and frequency response became mismatched with
mental workload. Consequently, the mean square error increased from the case
without mental workload. We found similar results in other subjects in younger
group (Table 1).

VOR only VOR/OKR

Fig. 7 Eye movement

Without mental workload With mental workload

Fig. 8 Driving without/with mental workload (example of Subject 18)
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Older Group. The results of older group show the same trend with young
people. The mean square error was increased in the condition with mental work-
load. Figure 9 shows an example of subject 9.

In the case of driving without mental workload, the eye movement of subject 9
matched well in both time and frequency response. Inversely, when the subject 9
drove with mental workload, the simulation became mismatched and it increased
the mean square error (Table 2).

Table 1 Mean square error of each younger subject

Subject Without mental workload With mental workload Ratio of
with/withoutHorizon Vertical Total Horizon Vertical Total

S13 4.1E−03 2.0E−03 6.1E−03 4.7E−03 4.7E−03 9.4E−03 1.54

S14 2.0E−03 5.3E−04 2.5E−03 2.7E−03 1.7E−03 4.4E−03 1.74

S17 3.2E−03 1.0E−03 4.2E−03 3.9E−03 1.3E−03 5.1E−03 1.23

S18 1.7E−03 4.3E−04 2.1E−03 2.8E−03 1.9E−03 4.7E−03 2.20

S21 1.0E−03 5.0E−04 1.5E−03 1.4E−03 8.3E−04 2.2E−03 1.46

S22 2.4E−03 7.8E−04 3.2E−03 2.6E−03 1.8E−03 4.4E−03 1.38

Without mental workload With mental workload

Fig. 9 Driving without/with mental workload (example of Subject 9)

Table 2 Mean square error of each older subject

Subject Without mental workload With mental workload With/
withoutHorizon Vertical Total Horizon Vertical Total

S1 2.5E−03 4.0E−04 2.9E−03 3.0E−03 1.2E−03 4.2E−03 1.45

S2 3.5E−03 3.8E−04 3.9E−03 4.0E−03 7.4E−04 4.7E−03 1.22

S4 1.5E−03 1.2E−03 2.7E−03 4.4E−03 1.7E−03 6.1E−03 2.26

S9 1.7E−03 2.3E−04 1.9E−03 2.8E−03 1.4E−03 4.2E−03 2.17

S10 2.3E−03 2.0E−03 4.3E−03 2.4E−03 3.7E−03 6.1E−03 1.42

S12 5.4E−03 9.2E−04 6.3E−03 1.1E−02 2.4E−03 1.4E−02 2.17
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In the same way with younger group, the mean square errors were higher in the
condition with mental workload. The rates of increase in the error from 1.22 times
to 2.17 times. We once again confirmed that the older drivers are more distracted by
the secondary task.

Cross Effect. Figure 10 compares the increase of the mean square error between
older and younger groups. The mean square error of older group increased more
sharply than that of younger group (for older group, the average of mean square
error from 3.7E−03 without mental workload to 6.5E−03 with mental workload.
On the other hand, younger group got small larger with average from 3.3E−03 to
5.0E−03). This means that older people were more distracted when driving with the
secondary task.

3.3 Effect of Driver Distraction on Driver Speed

In this experiment, we asked subjects to drive at a speed from 40 to 60 km/h. We
analyzed the vehicle speed recorded during experiment.

By using standard deviation (SD) of speed, the results show that with mental
workload, almost driver was more difficult to keep the sustainable speed. The SD of
speed while driving with mental workload was bigger compare with without mental
workload (Fig. 11) except subject 14. In addition, as similar with mean square
error, the older people show worse performance compare with younger people with
higher SD.

Fig. 10 Effect of metal workload while driving
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4 Conclusion

We succeed in applying VOR model and OKR model to evaluate driver distraction
while driving. Based on that, the effects of mental workload and aging on driver
distraction were analyzed. The results confirm that the older people shows worse
performance than younger, especially under distracted driving. It means that they
need more support from technology while driving to reduce the mental workload.
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A Study on the Positioning of a Mounted
Mobile Phone to Reduce Distraction While
Driving Among Young Adults

Angelique Mae Alconera, Lakan Garcia, Jeremy Christine Mercado
and Alyssa Jean Portus

Abstract This study examined three locations for mounting a mobile phone inside
a vehicle to minimize distraction while driving. The locations considered were the
three most preferred locations based on a survey among 76 young adult drivers.
Nineteen right-handed drivers aged 19–25 participated in a series of visual, audi-
tory, and tactile distraction tests while driving using a simulator. Total distraction
time, response accuracy, and the effect to driving skill were recorded for each test.
At ∝ = 0.10, the mean time that the drivers’ hands were off the steering wheel was
found to be different among the locations (P-value = 0.096). Further analyses
suggest that the samples taken from the top-left of the steering wheel do not differ
(P-value = 0.6614) with the most favorable location, the top-right of the steering
wheel. This implies that driving distraction is minimal when the mobile phone is
mounted in either of these two locations.

Keywords Ergonomics � Philippine driving �Mobile phone � Driving distractions

1 Introduction

Driving is a complex activity that requires focus and attention. Drivers monitor
several things simultaneously including regulating speed, maintaining a safe fol-
lowing distance, looking out for incoming vehicles, pedestrians and traffic signs.
Drivers act on all these while making sure that safety rules and regulations are
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observed. As much as driving already seems like an arduous task for many, drivers
in the Philippines in particular should take more precaution. Driving conditions in
the country are more demanding as drivers and pedestrians lack the discipline
necessary for a peaceful and well-coordinated thoroughfare.

Despite the unfavorable driving conditions, according to the President’s 6th State
of the Nation Address, car sales in the Philippines grew by 27 % from 2014 to 2015.
Albeit being an indicator of economic boom, this may be a cause of worry given the
notorious lack of discipline of many Filipino drivers. The Association for Safe
International Road Travel even deems bus and jeepney drivers as downright reckless.

1.1 Mobile Phones as an Inevitable Part of the Filipino
Lifestyle

Despite the increased awareness of the dangers of using mobile phones while
driving, the activity still remains prevalent among drivers. This can be linked to the
fact that mobile phones are now considered a necessity, especially by individuals
from the Generation Z. In a study conducted by Siddiqui [1], 89 % of respondents
aged 20–25 years old said that they consider cell phones a necessity rather than a
luxurious item. On the other hand, 43 % of the respondents claimed that they use
their mobile phones almost always, sometimes unconsciously, and 63 % of the
respondents feel that they feel incomplete without their mobile phones.

Aside from mobile phones being one of the most accessible media of commu-
nication, it also has features and applications that are deemed essential for the
lifestyle of some. As can be observed, many drivers use various mobile phone
applications while driving specially to navigate through the streets. Evidently,
although the usage of mobile phones while driving poses serious safety risk, they
are still a necessity and the usage of such while driving is inevitable.

As the need for using a mobile phone while driving becomes unavoidable, many
drivers have opted to mount their mobile phones on various locations in the vehicle
such as their dashboards, radio consoles, near the rear-view mirror or windshields.
Currently, there is still no standard location wherein the phone should be placed.
Thus, this study would like to answer the question, “Where is the position of
mounting the mobile phone in a vehicle such that distraction is minimized?”

1.2 Scope and Limitation

This study is limited only to drivers who use a regular-sized mounted mobile phone.
The findings in this study do not necessarily apply to mounted tablets or laptop
computers that may also be used for navigation. Furthermore, this study is limited
to only one model of mobile phone and one sedan type vehicle. In addition, this
study focused only on drivers aged 19–25. Young and Regan [2] found in their
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research that older drivers often choose not to divert attention while driving. Lastly,
only Filipino drivers who are right-hand dominant and have at least one year of
driving experience were considered in this study. The aspects looked into were only
the auditory, visual and tactile distractions of driving. These were the senses chosen
as these are the ones commonly used while using a navigation application.

2 Review of Related Literature

In an experiment conducted by Strayer and Johnston [3] wherein participants were
made to perform a simulated-driving task (pursuit-tracking) under different sce-
narios, drivers who were engaged in cellphone conversations missed twice as many
simulated traffic signals regardless if the phone is handheld or not. Tracking error
increased when drivers used cellphones to perform attention-demanding word
generation tasks. Both tasks divert the attention of the driver into an engaging
cognitive context which disrupts driving performance.

In a study on the effects of cell phone use on peripheral vision [4], it was
determined that cell phone conversations tend to artificially constrict the visual field
of the driver. This suggests that cell phone use will decrease the perceptual visual
field, making the driver less aware of one’s environment, consequently increasing
the chances of accidents.

The same detrimental effect is observed even when the driver is simply inter-
acting with a voice-based messaging system. In particular, the ability of a driver to
do a complete scan of an intersection reduced by 11 % when they were conversing
with a voice-based console [5]. It can be seen through these that even though the
secondary task of the driver mainly draws its resource pool from the auditory sense,
such an activity also had an effect on the visual perception of the driver.

Another activity that a driver usually engages in ismanually typingor inputtingwhile
driving. In a study by Cheung [6] regarding the effects on driving performance and text
messaging behavior when tasks are done simultaneously, he found a serious degrada-
tion of vehicle control and increase in lateral and lane deviation compared to when the
driver is simply focused on driving. Furthermore, the given task, which was to enter an
address, took significantly longer to complete. Regan et al. [7] also performed different
experiments regarding this matter. It was found out that manually dialing a phone
number has the most detrimental effect on the performance of the driver.

These studies may mean that the time where at least one of the hands is not on
the steering wheel may lead to making the driver more distracted. This, as well as
the auditory and visual effects of dual-tasking while driving, is taken into consid-
eration in the method of gathering the data for this study.

In sum, this literature review shows the adverse effects of dual-tasking through
cellphone use while driving and the potential danger that it brings. These dangers
come from the diversion of attention from performing demanding tasks simulta-
neously. The study aims to address this issue through the concept of multiple
resource theory and statistical models.
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3 Methodology

Eleven male participants and eight female participants participated in the study. All
participants have at least one year of driving experience, are right hand dominant,
and are 19–25 years of age.

3.1 Setup

Toyota’s Vios model was used in the study as it is the most common vehicle
purchased in the Philippines. In addition, the study conducted by Mohamed and
Yusuff [8], proves that the Toyota Vios is the best among its close competitors in
terms of spaciousness, steering adjustability, driver reach ability to surrounding
components, driver view, vibration, and noise among others.

The dimensions of the standard car were replicated in an indoor setting. In
particular, the distance from the steering wheel to the window, distance from the car
seat to the radio component, and the distance from the steering wheel to the gear
stick were taken and were used in the setup. The distance from the car seat to the
steering wheel, window, and radio component were not computed as the car seat
can be adjusted to suit the comfort of the driver. The distance between the steering
wheel and the car seat were decided upon by the participant. To drive through the
prepared simulator, the participants made use of a modified steering wheel.

The mobile phone used in the setup is an ASUS Zenfone 2 model. This was
mounted on a stand and was placed in different pre-set locations. To reduce vari-
ability among tests, the same model of mobile phone and phone mode, volume and
brightness were maintained in all tests. The participant adjusted the angle of
inclination of the mobile phone, as is the situation in real life. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The experimental
setup was made of a
makeshift steering wheel, a
mobile phone mounted using
a tripod, a laptop and
projector which allowed the
user to view and interact with
the driving simulator
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3.2 Location of Mount

Nine different locations were initially chosen for the study. These locations were
selected as they are either in the same horizontal plane as the usual location where
drivers hold the steering wheel, the same horizontal plane as the normal line of sight
of a driver or the same vertical plane as the console of the car. The figure below
shows the locations where the mounted mobile phone is to be located (Fig. 2).

In order to determine the three (3) most preferred location of the mounted phone,
a survey was conducted to 76 individuals who are 19–25 years of age and who have
at least one year of driving experience. The participants of the survey were asked to
rank the locations in terms of preference, where 1 is the most preferred and 9 the
least preferred. Table 1 below shows that locations 6, 4, and 8 were the most
preferred. These three locations were used in the driving simulation in the setup
shown above.

Location 6 is the area to the top-right of the steering wheel, herein referred to as
the Top location. Location 4 is the area to the top-left of the steering wheel, herein
referred to as the Left location. Lastly, location 8 is the area to the right of the
steering wheel, which is referred to as the Right location.

Fig. 2 Proposed locations of mounted mobile phone

Table 1 Average rankings of
locations according to
preference of drivers

Location Average Rank

1 6.11 8

2 6.55 9

3 6.05 7

4 3.82 2

5 4.46 4

6 3.51 1

7 5.75 6

8 4.07 3

9 4.68 5
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3.3 Tests

In order to determine the most ergonomic location of the mounted mobile phone,
participants were subject to dual-task activities and the effects of the distractions
were observed and recorded. The distractions fall into the following categories:
auditory, visual, and tactile.

The participants played the 3D Speed Driver game. While doing the tests, the
participants were instructed to avoid all barriers along the way. The number of
barriers hit was recorded to account for the general driving skill of each participant.
Before the actual tests, participants were allowed to play the game until they
confirm that they have become familiar and comfortable with the controls. This is
done so that the results can be directly attributed to the distractions, not by the
driving task.

3.4 Visual Distraction Test

In visual distraction happens when drivers do not have their full attention at the
road. While using navigation applications, drivers often glance at their mobile
phones for various reasons like monitoring routes, confirming road blocks, and
noting estimated arrival times. These examples of visual distraction were accounted
for. This was conducted by letting the participant verbally respond to a simple
question displayed as a text message. The questions were “Is there a clock in
front?”, “Is there a barricade in front”, and “Are there wheels in front?”.

If the item in question was visible on the lane where the participant is currently
in, the participant was expected to answer with a ‘Yes’. Otherwise, the answer was
to be a ‘No’. Once the question popped up, the driver was expected to immediately
respond to the stimuli. The questions specified above appeared at different intervals.
The total time in the game that the participants’ eyes looked at the mobile phone,
read the question, and went back to the road were recorded. The responses of the
participants were also recorded, regardless of whether they were accurate or not.

3.5 Auditory Distraction Test

Navigation applications commonly use artificial voice commands to give drivers
directions or notify them of road hazards. Drivers divert their attention from the
road to comprehend and react to these commands. In this part of the test, the
participants were tasked to respond to turning commands that were given via a
mobile phone speaker. For simplicity, the drivers were instructed to immediately
follow the command regardless of any immediate roadblocks.
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Similar to the previous test, commands were given to the participant three times.
These commands were simply to “Turn Right” or “Turn Left”. The reaction time of
each participant towards each command was recorded.

3.6 Tactile Distraction Test

Distraction due to physical stimuli also arises from the use of navigation applica-
tions. This happens when the driver does tasks that require taking at least one hand
off the steering wheel to interact with the mobile phone. An example of this activity
is when the driver zooms in the map while navigating. This distraction was sim-
ulated by instructing the participants to input patterns on the mobile phone. The
participants were asked to input the patterns at random intervals.

The amount of time that the participant’s fingers and eyes were on the screen of
the mobile phone was recorded. In addition, the number of times that the participant
made corrections while inputting the patterns was recorded.

3.7 Measurement Error

All of the tests were video recorded. Reaction times were obtained using a stop-
watch. This method may be prone to error as the recorded times have very short
durations; usually less than a second. To reduce the error, data points were taken
three times and the averages of these recordings were used for analysis.

4 Results and Discussion

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Normality was used to determine if the factors taken
in each distraction test come from a normal distribution. Using Minitab Statistical
Software, the P-values taken from each test were determined and are shown in
Table 2. With α = 0.10, only the samples in factor F were proven to come from a
Normal Distribution.

As this factor satisfies the assumptions for a parametric analysis, ANOVA at
α = 0.10 was used to determine if there is any significant difference among the
locations. From this, a P-value of 0.187 is derived. This implies that there is no
significant difference between the three locations.

The rest of factors do not have a normal distribution, hence were analyzed using
Nonparametric Statistical tests. The results of Kruskal-Wallis Test at α = 0.10 are
shown in Table 3. From this, it can be seen that there is a significant difference
among locations only in factor G (P-value = 0.096). Consequently, no further
analysis was done for other factors.
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Nonparametric tests are generally limited compared to tests for samples that have
a normal distribution. Because of its limitation, instead of comparing means, only
the medians of the samples for this factor were compared. To do this, one location is
first considered to be the “best” location then the other two locations were com-
pared to it.

Clearly, it is more desirable that the amount of time wherein the hand of the
driver is on the mobile phone is minimized. Among the three locations, the least
median amount of time is spent when the mobile phone is mounted in the top
location (median of 1.7617 s), followed by the left location (median of 1.9074 s)
and by the right location (median of 1.9686 s). From this, the top location is
considered to be the “best” location in terms of tactile distraction.

Mann-Whitney Tests at α = 0.10 shown in Table 4 indicate that there is no
significant difference in the medians of all the data samples taken at the left location

Table 2 Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality

Test Index Factor P-value Conclusion

Auditory A Reaction time 0.028 Nonnormal

Auditory B Roadblocks hit <0.01 Nonnormal

Visual C Amount of time eyes focused on the phone <0.01 Nonnormal

Visual D Roadblocks hit <0.01 Nonnormal

Visual E Missed questions <0.01 Nonnormal

Tactile F Amount of time eyes focused on the phone >0.15 Normal

Tactile G Amount of time hands are on the phone <0.01 Nonnormal

Tactile H Average repetitions needed to input pattern <0.01 Nonnormal

Tactile I Roadblocks hit <0.01 Nonnormal

Table 3 Results of Kruskal-Wallis tests

Test Index Factor P-value Conclusion

Auditory A Reaction time 0.267 Nonnormal

Auditory B Roadblocks hit 0.482 Nonnormal

Visual C Amount of time eyes focused on the phone 0.460 Nonnormal

Visual D Roadblocks hit 0.937 Nonnormal

Visual E Missed questions 0.288 Nonnormal

Tactile G Amount of time hands are on the phone 0.096 Nonnormal

Tactile H Average repetitions needed to input pattern 0.813 Nonnormal

Tactile I Roadblocks hit 0.322 Nonnormal

Table 4 Results of Mann-Whitney tests

Locations to compare P-value Conclusion

Left vs. top 0.6614 No significant difference between location

Right vs. top 0.0410 There is significant difference between locations
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and the top location. This means that the levels of tactile distraction that the par-
ticipants experienced are statistically equal and are minimal when the mobile phone
is placed at these locations.

Overall, the result of the tests and statistical analyses that follow show that at
α = 0.10, only the amount of time that the hands of the driver are on the mobile
phone proved to be significantly different among the three different locations that
were tested. Among these, the left and top locations appear to be the locations
where the drivers experience the least amount of distraction while driving.

These results can be used as baseline data for further studies for determining the
optimal location of the mobile phone. It is recommended that more samples be
taken and that more locations be considered while conducting further studies. In
addition, it is suggested that an α = 0.05 be used instead of α or 0.10 to draw more
accurate and precise results and conclusions.

5 Conclusion

The amount of time that the driver’s hands are on the mobile phone has a significant
effect on driver distraction. The location with the least amount of time was the top
location, which was then used as a basis of comparison. Furthermore, no significant
difference was found between the left and top locations at a 0.1 level of signifi-
cance. This implies that the most favorable position of mounting a mobile phone in
a vehicle that will reduce distraction is either to the top-left or the top-right of the
steering wheel.
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Characterization of Driver Perception
Reaction Time at the Onset of a Yellow
Indication
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and Catherine McGhee

Abstract The research presented in this paper characterizes driver
perception-reaction times (PRTs) in a controlled field environment at the onset of a
yellow-indication transition in high-speed signalized intersection approaches. The
study characterized the impact of driver gender, driver age, roadway grade, mean
approach speed, platooning scenarios (leading, following, or alone), and
time-to-intersection (TTI) on the driver PRT. This characterization is critical for the
efficient and safe design of traffic signal clearance timings. The study demonstrates
that the driver PRT is higher for female and older drivers (60 + age group) as
compared to male and younger drivers. The PRT is larger when vehicles travel
along an upgrade section. Driver PRTs are typically higher if they are following a
vehicle that runs a yellow light. Furthermore, driver PRTs decrease when they are
followed by another vehicle. Finally, driver PRTs increase as the TTI at the onset of
the yellow interval increases.
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1 Introduction

The driver perception-reaction time (PRT) is of significant importance in highway
design. For example, it is used to estimate the stopping sight distance in the
computation of horizontal and vertical profiles in highway design [1] and also used
in the calculation of the yellow interval duration in traffic signal design [2]. At the
onset of a yellow-indication transition on high-speed signalized intersections, a
driver decides to either stop safely or to proceed through the intersection before the
end of the yellow interval. Accordingly, the proper design of traffic signals requires
the computation of a yellow interval that entails an estimate of the driver’s PRT.
The state-of-practice in different dilemma zone alleviation strategies typically rec-
ommends a 1.0 s PRT, which is assumed to equal or exceed the 85th percentile
brake PRT [3]. However, a number of studies have demonstrated that brake PRTs
are much longer than 1.0 s and that the 85th percentile PRT is more in the range of
1.5–1.9 s [4]. These studies have also demonstrated that the PRT on high-speed
intersection approaches (greater than 64 km/h or 40 mile/h) are lower, with 85th
percentile PRTs in the range of 1.1–1.3 s.

A review of the fundamental concepts associated with reaction times will give a
better understanding of the factors related to PRT. A comprehensive survey by
Green [5] summarized PRT results from most studies published until 2000. The
study concludes that when a driver responds to the onset of a yellow light at a traffic
signal, the total reaction time can be split into a mental processing (perception) time
which is the time required for the driver to decide on a response and a movement
(reaction) time which is the time used for lifting the foot from the accelerator and
touching the brake pedal. Because the mental processing time is an internal quantity
that cannot be measured directly and objectively without a physical response, it is
usually measured jointly with movement time. Furthermore, Green demonstrated
that older female drivers respond more slowly than younger male driver.

A study by Caird et al. [6] which used a driving simulator to analyze the
behavior of 77 drivers approaching signalized intersections at speeds of 70 km/h
concluded that the PRT did not differ by age and was affected by
time-to-intersection (TTI). The PRT grand mean was 0.96 s, ranging from 0.86 s
for drivers closest to the intersection stop line to 1.03 s for drivers farthest from it.
In another study [7], conducted by the present investigators, the authors used data
gathered from a controlled field test on 60 test participants to characterize driver
brake PRTs at the onset of a yellow indication at a high-speed signalized inter-
section approach. Participants were instructed to drive the car at 72 km/h (45 mph)
on a closed test course with no other vehicles. The study concluded that the 1.0 s,
85th percentile PRT that is recommended in traffic signal design procedures is valid
and consistent with field observations and demonstrated that either a lognormal or
beta distribution is sufficient for modeling brake PRT. Another study by Gates et al.
[8] recorded vehicle behavior at six signalized intersections in the Madison,
Wisconsin area comprising 463 first-to-stop and 538 last-to-go records. The study
found that addition of potential predictor variables related to the activity of other
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vehicles nearby had statistical significant correlation with stop–go activity. The
analysis of the brake-response time for first-to-stop vehicles showed that the 15th,
50th, and 85th percentile brake-response times were 0.7, 1.0, and 1.6 s,
respectively.

Previous studies have either been conducted in a driving simulator, or were
gathered in a controlled field environment without considering the interaction with
other vehicles, or gathered from the field by randomly recording driver behavior.
This study extends previous research efforts by characterizing driver PRT behavior
in a controlled field environment considering different approach speeds and the
influence of other vehicles on driver response at the onset of a yellow indication on
high-speed signalized intersection approaches.

The objectives of this study is to characterize driver PRT behavior to investigate
the need to design driver and situation-specific yellow times as opposed to using the
current approach of one size fits all yellow times. This characterization is critical in
the efficient and safe design of traffic signal clearance timings within the emerging
Connected Vehicle initiative to provide driver-specific in-vehicle warnings and
communicate this information over wireless networks to other vehicles and to
various roadside infrastructures.

2 Experimental Design

The field experiment involved in this paper analysis was conducted at the Virginia
Department of Transportation’s (VDOT) Virginia Smart Road facility, located at
the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI). It is a 3.5 km (2.2 mile) two-lane
road with one four-way signalized intersection and with limited traffic access. The
horizontal layout of the test section is fairly straight, and the vertical layout has a
substantial grade of 3 % [9]. Because participants turned around at the end of each
run, half of the trials run by each participant were on a 3 % upgrade and the other
half were on a 3 % downgrade.

Three vehicles were used in the study, one was driven by test participants
(accompanied by the in-vehicle experimenter) and the other two vehicles were
driven by two research assistants. One of them was either leading or following the
test vehicle, whereas the other vehicle was crossing the intersection from the
conflicting approach when the traffic light was green. A real-time data acquisition
system (DAS) was installed inside the trunk of a 2004 Chevrolet Impala. The
vehicle was also equipped with a differential GPS unit, a longitudinal accelerom-
eter, sensors for accelerator position and brake application, and a computer to run
the different experimental scenarios. The data recording equipment had a com-
munications link to the intersection signal control box that synchronized the vehicle
data stream with changes in the traffic signal controller. Phase changes were con-
trolled from the instrumented car using the GPS unit to determine the distance from
the intersection and a wireless communications link to trigger the phase changes.
Twenty-four licensed drivers were recruited in three equal age groups (under
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40-years-old, 40 to 59-years-old, and 60-years-old or older); equal numbers of
males and females were assigned to each group. The experiment involved test-track
driving, for six sessions, once per day, where each participant was assigned to six
different test conditions. The different test conditions were based on two instructed
vehicle speeds of 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) and 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) and three
platoon conditions (leading, following, and no other vehicle).

Participants drove loops on the Smart Road, crossing the four-way signalized
intersection where the data were collected, 24 times for a total of 48 trials, where a
trial consists of one approach to the intersection. Among the 48 trials, there were 24
trials in which each yellow trigger time to stop-line occurred four times. On the
remaining 24 trials the signal indication remained green. This scheme would result
in yellow/red signals being presented on 50 percent of the 48 trials; conversely,
50 % of intersection approaches would be green indication. To examine whether
willingness to stop varies with speed, the onset of yellow was based on the
time-to-stop line (between 2.0 and 4.6 s) at the instructed speed rather than on
distance from the stop line.

A 4-s yellow indication at the 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) instructed speed and a 4.5-s
yellow indication at the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed speed were triggered for a
total of 24 times (four repetitions at six distances). The yellow indications were
triggered when the front of the test vehicle was 40.2, 54.3, 62.5, 70.4, 76.5, and
82.6 m (132, 178, 205, 231, 251, and 271 ft) from the intersection for the
72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) instructed speed and 56.7, 76.2, 86, 93.6, 101, and 113 m
(186, 250, 282, 307, 331, and 371 ft) for the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed speed
to ensure that the entire dilemma zone was within the range.

3 PRT Measurements and Analysis

Video and vehicle performance data were assembled digitally from the test vehicle
DAS. Video frame, driver’s information (subject number, age, and gender), pla-
toon, trial number, and condition were reported in the data file. The data that were
gathered included but were not limited to: current state and duration of the traffic
signal, vehicle heading, speed, acceleration, distance to intersection, brake appli-
cation (on/off).

Although the drivers were instructed to drive at either 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) or
88.5 km/h (55 mile/h), the instantaneous approach speeds at the yellow interval
onset varied considerably. In the case of the 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) instructed
speed, speeds varied from 64.5 to 88.7 km/h (40.1–55.1 mile/h), with a mean of
74.4 km/h (46.2 mile/h), a median of 74.4 km/h (46.2 mile/h), and a standard
deviation of 2.3 km/h (1.4 mile/h), as illustrated in Fig. 1a. Alternatively, in the
case of the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed speed, the test vehicle speed varied
from 73.5 to 97.5 km/h (45.7–60.6 mile/h), with a mean speed of 89.3 km/h
(55.5 mile/h), a median of 89.5 km/h (55.6 mile/h), and a standard deviation of
2.7 km/h (1.7 mile/h), as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Consequently, the average approach
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speed tended to be slightly higher than the instructed speed in both cases. The
histograms of the two approach speeds appear very close to a normal distribution.

A total of 2016 data records were available for analysis, of which 971 data
records were for those who were instructed to drive at 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) and
1045 observations were for a speed of 88.5 km/h. The TTI for the 72.5 km/h
instructed speed ranged from a minimum of 1.93 s to a maximum of 4.69 s with a
mean equal to 3.59 s, a median of 3.66 s, and a standard deviation of 0.45 s. The
remaining 1045 data records for an instructed speed of 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h)
included TTIs ranging between 2.31 and 5.33 s with a mean equal to 3.98 s, a
median of 3.99 s, and a standard deviation of 0.53 s. In other words, drivers
decelerated at farther distances when they traveled at higher speeds.

A study of driver PRTs at the onset of the yellow indication was performed
considering all stopping events. As was noted earlier, it was possible to determine
the approach speed to the intersection, the TTI, and the brake application of the
stopping vehicles from the data files. Using this information, PRT characteristics
and profiles were examined. PRT was defined as the time elapsed between the onset
of the yellow indication and the instant the driver started to press the brake pedal.
The PRT ranged from a minimum of 0.22 s to a maximum of 1.52 s with a mean of
0.73 s, a median of 0.72 s, and a standard deviation of 0.18 s for the participants
who were instructed to drive at 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h). Alternatively, the PRT
ranged between 0.18 and 1.53 s with a mean equal to 0.74 s, a median of 0.72 s,
and a standard deviation of 0.18 s for those who were instructed to drive at
88.5 km/h (55 mile/h). The histogram for the observed PRTs of the 2016 stopping

Fig. 1 Histogram of
perception–reaction times
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events for the two approach speeds is shown in Fig. 2. These figures demonstrate
that the driver PRTs were very similar for both instructed speeds.

The observed 15th, 50th, and 85th percentile PRTs were 0.57, 0.72, and 0.92 s,
respectively, in the case of the 72.4 km/h instructed speed; and were 0.58, 0.72, and
0.92 s, respectively, in the case of the 88.5 km/h instructed speed. The 85th per-
centile is consistent with earlier studies which showed that the 85th percentile PRT
in high-speed intersection approaches (greater than 64 km/h or 40 mile/h) are in the
range of 1.1–1.3 s. The lower value of PRTs in the current study can be attributed
to the fact that the PRT was defined from the instant the signal indication changed
to yellow until the driver touched the brake pedal, and not when the brake light was
activated as in most studies; thus PRT did not include the time lag from the instant
the driver presses the brake pedal until the brake lights activate. Consequently, the
results appear to be consistent with other naturalistic field study findings. The data
were sorted based on the driver’s TTI, at the yellow-indication onset, into equal
sized bins (equal number of observations) and the average TTI and PRT for each
bin was computed (for illustration purposes only) given the large number of
observations.

A general linear model procedure (GLM) was conducted using the SAS software
to investigate the effects of the TTI, grade (uphill and downhill), age group (under
40-years-old, between 40 and 59-years-old, and 60 years of age or older), gender
(male and female), and platoon (leading, following, and no other vehicle), for the
two instructed speed levels (72.4 and 88.5 km/h) on PRT. The results showed that
the TTI had a significant effect (P < 0.0001) on PRT for both the 72.4 km/h
(45 mile/h) instructed speed and the 88.5 km/h instructed speed. The mean PRT

Fig. 2 Histogram of
perception–reaction times
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estimates at each TTI for the two instructed speed levels and approaches (uphill and
downhill) were used to illustrate various trends and effects, as demonstrated in
Fig. 3. The results showed that the PRT on either approach (i.e., on upgrade or
downgrade) exhibit similar trends, with slightly higher PRTs in the case of the
uphill approach. This difference, which is significant, demonstrates that drivers
traveling uphill might be pushing harder on the accelerator and take longer to
release their push and move their feet to press the brake pedal while drivers trav-
eling downhill might not be pressing the accelerator in order to maintain some
desired speed and are more alert because they realize that the deceleration level
needed to stop the vehicle is greater. For TTIs in the range of 1.93–4.69 s, for the
72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) instructed speed, the PRT ranged from 0.22 to 1.67 s for the
uphill approach, and from 0.23 to 1.27 s for the downhill approach. Similarly, for
the 88.5 km/h instructed speed, the PRT ranged from 0.22 to 1.53 s and from 0.18
to 1.43 s for the uphill and downhill approaches, respectively. These results
occurred for TTIs ranging from 2.31 to 5.33 s, as shown in Table 1. Significant
differences in PRTs were observed for the uphill (M = 0.78 s) and downhill
(M = 0.68 s) conditions (F (1,972) = 65.4, P < 0.0001) for the 72.4 km/h
(45 mile/h) instructed speed, and also for the uphill (M = 0.77 s) and downhill
(M = 0.71 s) conditions (F (1,1045) = 30.1, P < 0.0001) for the 88.5 km/h
(55 mile/h) instructed speed.

Female drivers appeared to have slightly longer PRTs when compared to male
drivers for both the 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) and 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed
speeds, as shown in Fig. 4. For the 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) instructed speed, the

Fig. 3 Effect of roadway
grade on perception–reaction
times
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mean PRT was found to be 0.75 s for the female drivers and 0.71 s for the male
drivers (as shown in Table 1; for the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed speed, the
mean PRT was found to be 0.76 and 0.73 s for the female and male drivers,
respectively. Although the difference in PRT between male and female drivers
seems small, the F-statistic generated from the GLM demonstrated that these dif-
ferences are statistically significant for both approach speeds (F (1,972) = 22.3,
P < 0.0001 for the 72.4 km/h instructed speed and F (1,1045) = 10.9, P = 0.001
for the 88.5 km/h instructed speed).

The data were utilized to analyze differences in driver PRTs associated with
driver age. The PRT for drivers 60 years of age and older (M = 0.79 s for the
72.4 km/h instructed speed and 0.81 s for the 88.5 km/h instructed speed) were
found to be significantly higher than those for the 40–59 age group (M = 0.71 s for
the 72.4 km/h and 0.72 s for the 88.5 km/h) and those for the under 40-years-old
age group (M = 0.70 s for the 72.4 km/h and 0.69 s for the 88.5 km/h), as shown
in Table 1 and Fig. 5. The F-statistic generated from the GLM for the three age

Table 1 Descriptive statistical results of PRT for grade, age, gender and platoon

Variable N PRT (s)

Min Max Mean 15 % 50 % 85 % Std. Div.

(a) 72 km/h instructed speeds

Grade Uphill 532 0.22 1.67 0.78 0.62 0.74 0.96 0.18

Downhill 440 0.23 1.27 0.68 0.53 0.67 0.83 0.16

Gender Female 462 0.23 1.42 0.75 0.58 0.73 0.93 0.18

Male 510 0.22 1.67 0.71 0.57 0.68 0.88 0.17

Age Older 317 0.42 1.42 0.79 0.63 0.78 0.93 0.15

Middle 345 0.37 1.31 0.71 0.57 0.67 0.88 0.17

Younger 310 0.22 1.67 0.70 0.53 0.67 0.88 0.20

Platoon Following 309 0.22 1.47 0.74 0.58 0.72 0.92 0.18

Leading 325 0.23 1.42 0.73 0.57 0.71 0.92 0.18

Single 338 0.37 1.67 0.73 0.57 0.72 0.91 0.17

Overall 972 0.22 1.52 0.73 0.57 0.72 0.92 0.18

(b) 88 km/h instructed speeds

Grade Uphill 544 0.22 1.53 0.77 0.62 0.73 0.93 0.18

Downhill 501 0.18 1.43 0.71 0.53 0.68 0.87 0.18

Gender Female 489 0.22 1.53 0.76 0.61 0.73 0.92 0.18

Male 556 0.18 1.48 0.73 0.57 0.68 0.92 0.18

Age Older 360 0.51 1.48 0.81 0.66 0.78 0.97 0.16

Middle 366 0.22 1.53 0.72 0.57 0.68 0.88 0.18

Younger 319 0.18 1.32 0.69 0.57 0.68 0.85 0.17

Platoon Following 336 0.22 1.48 0.78 0.62 0.77 0.93 0.18

Leading 351 0.18 1.27 0.71 0.57 0.68 0.88 0.17

Single 358 0.32 1.53 0.74 0.58 0.72 0.90 0.18

Overall 1045 0.18 1.53 0.74 0.58 0.72 0.92 0.18
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groups demonstrated that significant differences, with P-values less than 0.0001,
exist between the driver age groups for the 72.4 km/h (45 mile/h) instructed speed
(F (2,972) = 33.9) and also for the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed speed
(F (2,1045) = 66.6).

A comparison of driver PRTs for the three different platooning scenarios (fol-
lowing, leading, or alone) was performed in order to characterize the effect of
surrounding traffic on driver behavior. This behavior is important in designing
traffic signal timing plans within the IntelliDrive initiative. The results showed that
the PRT was not impacted by the platooning scenario in the case of the 72.4 km/h
instructed speed (M = 0.74, 0.73, and 0.73 s for the leading, following, and alone
scenarios, respectively), as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6 (F (2,972) = 1.4,
P = 0.26). Alternatively, in the case of the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed speed,
the mean PRT for the following, leading or single vehicle scenarios were 0.78, 0.71,
and 0.74 s, respectively. Figure 6 shows that in the following platoon scenario,
where the test vehicle was following another vehicle that proceeded through the
intersection without slowing or stopping, the mean PRT was higher compared to the
other two scenarios. A potential explanation for the higher PRT values could be that
because the lead vehicle ran through the intersection, the subject driver was also
inclined to proceed. This initial inclination to run increased the deliberation time for
the drivers that eventually elected to stop. In the case of the leading platoon con-
dition, a shorter mean PRT was observed (compared to the other two scenarios) as
the driver may have been forced to decide faster in order to provide the following
vehicle with sufficient braking time to avoid a rear-end collision. The F-statistic
generated from the GLM demonstrated that significant differences, with P-values
less than 0.0001 (F (2,1045) = 16.9), exist between the different scenarios.

Fig. 4 Effect of gender on
perception–reaction times
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The mean PRT for the 4-s (72.4 km/h instructed speed) and 4.5-s (88.5 km/h
instructed speed) yellow interval was plotted against the TTI at the yellow interval
change time, as shown in Fig. 7. The results show that the PRT tends to increase as

Fig. 5 Effect of age on
perception–reaction times

Fig. 6 Effect of surrounding
traffic on perception–reaction
times
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the TTI increases. For the range of TTIs from 4.69 to 1.93 s for the 72.4 km/h
(45 mile/h) instructed speed, the PRT decreased from 1.53 to 0.22 s with a mean of
0.73 s, while for the range of TTIs from 5.33 to 2.31 s for the 88.5 km/h
(55 mile/h) instructed speed, the PRT decreased from 1.53 to 0.18 s with a mean of
0.74 s. The figure demonstrates that the mean PRT curve for the 72.4 km/h
(45 mile/h) instructed speed was higher than the 88.5 km/h (55 mile/h) instructed
speed over the entire TTI range. This shift correlates to a lower PRT for those
drivers traveling at higher speeds on the onset of the yellow interval. The results,
however, indicate a similar PRT trend at different speeds. The results generated
using the regression procedure (REG) of the SAS software showed that the
approach speed had a significant effect, with P-values equal to 0.0006, on the
average PRT.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The paper presented the results of a controlled field study that attempted to char-
acterize driver PRTs at the onset of a yellow indication. Specifically, the study
characterized the impact of driver gender, driver age, roadway grade, mean
approach speed, platooning scenario (leading, following, or alone), and TTI on
driver PRT. This characterization is critical in the efficient and safe design of traffic
signal clearance timings and can be used within the Connected Vehicle initiative to
provide the capability for vehicles to identify threats and hazards on the roadway
and communicate this information over wireless networks to other vehicles and to
infrastructure. Consequently, within the Connected Vehicle initiative the vehicle
can gather information on the driver, the subject vehicle, and surrounding traffic
conditions in addition to receiving Signal Phasing and Timing (SPaT) data to
compute and display customizable in-vehicle warnings to the driver.

Fig. 7 Effect of vehicle
speed on perception–reaction
times
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Initially the PRT values obtained from the study were compared to other field
study results. The findings of this study are consistent with earlier studies, pro-
ducing 85th percentile PRT values that are consistent with previously reported
results. These findings demonstrate that the driver behavior observed in the con-
trolled field experiment appear to be consistent with naturalistic and non-obtrusive
field-observed driver behavior. Subsequently, the study demonstrated that the driver
PRT is higher for female and older drivers (60 + age group) compared to male
drivers and younger drivers of both genders. The PRT is larger for vehicles trav-
eling along an upgrade given that the driver is typically accelerating when the
yellow indication is initiated. Driver PRTs are typically higher if they are following
a vehicle that runs a yellow light. Furthermore, driver PRTs decrease when they are
followed by another vehicle. Finally, driver PRTs increase as the TTI at the onset of
the yellow interval increases.
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Part V
Maritime—Human Performance

and Safety Assessment in the Maritime
Domain



Evacuations of Passenger Ships
in Inclined Positions—Influence
of Uphill Walking and External Stressors
on Decision-Making for Digital Escape
Route Signage

Sonja Th. Kwee-Meier, Alexander Mertens
and Christopher M. Schlick

Abstract Numbers of ship passengers are increasing and modern cruise ships fit up
to 8000 passengers. Nevertheless, technical failures and hazards on passenger ships
can never be completely excluded, often requiring a fast and efficient evacuation of
the ship in an inclined position. This paper aims at an integrated analysis how
physical, mental and emotional stress affect decision-making for escape route sig-
nage in terms of decision times. 26 participants processed decision-making tasks
with contradicting escape route signage while walking on a treadmill at 0°, 7°, and
14° with and without stressors, i.e. time limit and acoustic background noise. An
inverse relationship between mental, emotional, and physical stress and decision
times was found, that is, steeper uphill grades and higher stress levels were asso-
ciated with shorter decision times.
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1 Introduction

Numbers of passengers on cruise ships are continuously increasing having evoked
capacities of up to 8000 passengers on a single ship. Nonetheless, technical failures
and hazards on passenger ships can never be fully ruled out. Inclined positions
imply high physical needs for passengers on their escape route. Such hazards have
already resulted in fatalities, such as on the Costa Concordia in 2012.

The situation in an evacuation is emotionally and physically very stressful due to
implied conditions of an emergency with a possibly steep inclined ship position.
Moreover, passengers need to process information, such as escape route signage,
and decide for correct directions that might have changed from the presently
deployed static escape route signage according to the specific circumstances, e.g.
fire. Influences of environmental conditions, for instance, corridor width [1],
knowledge of previously valid escape routes [2, 3], affiliative and social factors
[4, 5] compete with signage information. In a prior study, we found that trust and
decision-making for digital escape route signage can be positively affected by
integrating temporal update information [6]. However, the results also revealed
tendencies for rash decisions with increasing mental and emotional stress, for
instance, due to time limits, which was already found to act as stressors on
decision-making [7] and to induce anxiety [8].

Based on the Processing Efficiency Theory (PET) [9], Eysenck et al. [10] pro-
vided evidence in the Attentional Control Theory (ACT) that anxiety decreases
information processing allowing different conclusions on decision times in anxiety
states. Subsequently, more time is needed to process information. Anxiety is often
related with urgency, which might cause the perceived need to make hasty deci-
sions. Keinan et al. [11] found stress to enhance the tendency to decide before all
decision alternatives have been scanned. Porcelli and Delgado’s [12] results indi-
cate that stress exacerbates the behavioral bias and enforces automated reactions.
Stankovic et al. [13] investigated decision-making in the context of aviation
emergencies in an eye-tracking study. The fixation numbers and dwell times
decreased under stress. However, there was no effect of stress on the decision times.
In conclusion, evacuation conditions with their implied stress are likely to reduce
information processing efficiency prolonging processing times on the one hand. On
the other hand, haste due to the emergency situation potentially counteracts against
longer decision times. Thus, the influence of stress on decision times for escape
routes remains uncertain with present literature to the authors’ knowledge.
Moreover, physical demands increase uncertainty of decision times under evacu-
ation conditions on ships in inclined position. However, convincingly communi-
cating escape route directions in times shorter than the decision times is crucial in
evacuations.

Consequently, our research question that we focus on in this paper is: How do
physical demands of escape routes on ships in inclined position, i.e. uphill grades,
and mental and emotional stress influence decision-making in terms of decision
times?
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Therefore, we conducted an experimental study to investigate the effect of
mental, emotional, and physical stress similar to an evacuation process on a pas-
senger ship in inclined position. 26 participants walked on a treadmill at 0°, 7°, and
14° with and without applied mental and emotional stressors, i.e. time limit and
acoustic background noise. The task was to decide for escape route directions
according to contradicting signage. Perceived mental effort and state anxiety were
evaluated. Decisions were recorded and examined with focus on how
decision-making in terms of decision times is affected by the simulated evacuation
conditions.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

The 26 participants (13 m, 13f) had a mean age of 24.31 years ðSD ¼ 2:57Þ.
Ethical approval for the study was obtained by the ethics committee of the
University Hospital of the RWTH Aachen University (EK 280/15). Exclusion
criteria were pregnancy, cardiac pacemakers, severe illnesses, especially coronary
heart diseases, and mobility, visual and hearing impairments. No participant vio-
lated the minimum boundary for visual acuity of ≥.8 or suffered from a red-green
color-deficiency.

2.2 Experimental Conditions

Participants processed the same decision-making tasks in four conditions on a
treadmill in the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 1. Four specifications of escape
route signs were tested in randomized pairs against each other resulting in 36
decisions per condition with pauses of 2, 3, or 4 s in between. The minimum
content was the standardized escape route sign according to DIN EN ISO

Treadmill
Monitors displaying
escape route signs

LS

LS

Fig. 1 Experimental setup with treadmill for level and uphill walking, loudspeakers (LS) pointing
at the participant for acoustic stressors, and two monitors displaying contradicting pairs of escape
route signs as decision-making task
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7010:2012 [14], optionally accompanied by either temporal update information, a
flashing frame, or both elements.

The four experimental conditions varied in grade and applied stressors (see
Table 1). Condition A was defined as level walking without stressors. In conditions
B, C and D, mental and emotional strain was applied by acoustic stressors, i.e.
continuous mumbling at 60–70 dB(A) played in a loop, and a time limit of 2000 ms
for decisions with a maximum sign display of 1500 ms. Additionally, physical
demands were increased in conditions C and D by uphill walking at 7° and 14°
instead of level walking in conditions A and B. The walking speed was 2.7 km/h
over all conditions. The condition order was permuted.

2.3 Experimental Protocol

Participants were comprehensively informed about the study, especially about the
physical demands, signed informed consent, and answered questionnaires on
demographic data, physical mobility, exercising, personality traits, and attitudes, for
instance, technical affinity. Tests for sight and reaction times were conducted. Each
participant walked on the treadmill for 5 min for familiarization to inhibit potential
between-subject effects. The speed was increased from 0 to 1 km/h in the first
minute, up to 2 km/h in the second minute, up to 2.7 km/h in the third minute, and
kept constant during the last 2 min. Participants were secured on the treadmill with
a safety harness in the training and the experimental conditions. There were breaks
of 10 min between the training and in between the experimental conditions. At the
beginning of each experimental condition, a standardized instruction was read to the
participants. It covered a short description about the decision-making task under
the simulated emergency conditions and how to decide for the preferred direction,
i.e. left or right, according to the two contradicting escape route signs on the
monitors by Wii remotes. They were informed whether they had to expect a time
limit for the display of the signage and encouraged to make their decisions as fast as
possible in every condition and latest when the displayed signs fade out in the
limited time conditions B–D. Each condition started with two example escape route
signs to demonstrate the principle and the potential time limit. Participants

Table 1 The four experimental conditions varying in grade and applied stressors

Condition
A

Condition
B

Condition
C

Condition
D

Grade (°) 0 0 7 14

Time limit of for decisions
(ms)

– 2000 2000 2000

Acoustic stressors (dB(A)) – 60–70 60–70 60–70
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answered several questionnaires between the conditions and rated mental effort
(RSME) [15], and state anxiety (MRF) [16, 17].

2.4 Apparatus

The treadmill was an h/p cosmos mercury treadmill with a walking surface of 1.5
by 0.5 m. The visual stimuli, i.e. the escape route signs, were displayed on two 22″
TFT monitors at 1.8 m height, adjusted upwards with treadmill grades in conditions
C and D. The acoustic stressors for the background noise were played via two
loudspeakers. The decisions were entered by two Wii remotes for right and left
hand using the button on the backside for index finger inputs (B button).

2.5 Statistical Analysis

Statistical Analysis of Mental Effort and State Anxiety. The alpha level was set
to a ¼ :05; tests were one-tailed as state anxiety and mental effort were assumed to
increase with applied stressors and steeper grades. Repeated measures ANOVAs
were conducted with the independent variable condition as within-subject factor.
The assumptions for analysis of variance were not strictly met. Hence,
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected measures of ANOVA were used for interpretation.
The pairwise differences were analyzed by dependent-samples t-tests and effect
sizes were evaluated by Cohen’s d [18] adjusted for dependent samples by Dunlap
et al. [19] integrating the correlation in Formula (1) with n for the cases. Effects
sizes were evaluated by Cohen’s criteria for jdj with .2 = small, .5 = medium, and
.8 = large effect size [18].

d ¼ t½2ð1� rÞ=n�1=2: ð1Þ

2.5.1 Decision Times

The alpha level was as well set to a ¼ :05, tests were two-tailed as literature is
ambiguous about the influence of stress on decision times. Decision times are
closely related to classical reaction times. Subsequently, the decision time data were
positively skewed in the study, especially in condition A without time limit (see
Table 4). The decision numbers were equal over the conditions and the maximum
of missing values did not exceed 1.7 % [20]. Hence, the analyses of decision times
were conducted using non-parametric measures and tests. Friedman’s ANOVA was
used for examining the influence of the effect of the condition on the decision times.
Pairwise test were conducted by Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Effect sizes were
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calculated by Formula (2) with N for the number of observations over the compared
conditions, not the number of cases [21]. They were evaluated by Cohen’s criteria
for jrj with .1 = small, .3 = medium, and .5 = large effect size [18].

r ¼ z=
p
N: ð2Þ

3 Results

3.1 Mental Effort

Mental effort for the decision-making tasks increased with applied stressors and
steeper uphill grades (see Fig. 2). The influence of the factor condition on mental
effort was significant with a large effect size, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected
Fð2:17; 54:13Þ ¼ 31:85; p\:001; g2p ¼ :56. All pairwise comparisons between
conditions were as well significant, indicated by dependent-samples t-tests
revealing small to large effect sizes (see Table 2).

3.2 State Anxiety

State anxiety was evaluated by the mental readiness form with its three dimensions
(MRF) [16, 17], indicating increasing levels of state anxiety with applied stressors
and steeper uphill grades (see Fig. 3). The factor condition had a significant
influence on state anxiety, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected Fð1:81; 45:28Þ ¼ 15:50;
p\:001; g2p ¼ :49.

***

***

***

Fig. 2 Increasing ratings of mental effort (RSME) over the conditions varying in grades and
applied stressors, means with 95 %, *p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, one-tailed, for effect sizes
see Table 2
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Dependent-samples t-tests showed that the second dimension of the MRF was
only sensitive to changes in the grade (see Fig. 1) indicating that it might have been
mainly influenced by physical demands in the study. Therefore, a new dependent
variable MRFpsych is suggested, which is calculated as mean of the first and third
dimension of the MRF to depict exclusively emotional strain, showing significant
small to medium effects for each pairwise comparison of conditions (see Table 3).

3.3 Decision Times

Decision times were significantly different over the conditions, v2 3ð Þ ¼ 178:81,
p\:001. Table 4 depicts the decreasing mean and median decision times with
applied stressors and steeper uphill grades. However, valid decisions slightly
decreased over the conditions A–D (see Table 4). The distribution of decision times
in condition A without stressors, including time limit, is positively skewed and

Table 2 Mental effort comparisons between conditions A (0° without stressors), B (0° with
stressors), C (7° with stressors), and D (14° with stressors)

Condition B–A Condition C–B Condition D–C

RSME t(df) 2.1*** (25) 2.46*** (25) 5.41*** (25)

d .36 .33 .77

*p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, one-tailed

*

*

**
***

***

**

**

Fig. 3 Increasing state anxiety values according to the MRF dimensions over the four conditions,
means with 95 %-CI, *p < .05, ** p < .01, ***p < .001, one-tailed, for effect sizes see Table 3
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strongly leptokurtic implying that most decisions were made quickly, for instance,
82.2 % within 1500 ms. However, the distribution is heavy-tailed on the side of
high decision times with a maximum decision time of 12.289 s although partici-
pants had been instructed to decide as fast as possible. Therefore, there is a strong
variation in the decision times in condition A without stressors and a noticeable
difference between the mean and the median (see Table 4). Thus, we utilized the
median and non-parametric methods for further analyses (Fig. 4).

The decision times significantly decreased in each condition with small to
medium effect sizes (see Fig. 3), resulting in medium effects between level walking
without stressors and uphill walking at 7° and 14° with stressors, r ¼ �:30 and
r ¼ �:32 respectively (see Table 5).

The effect size of the comparison of decision times between level walking with
and without stressors, i.e. time limit and acoustic background noise at 60–70 dB
(A), is small to medium. Participants made more than 80 % of the decision within
the first 1500 ms, to which the presentation time of the escape route signs was
limited in the other conditions, already in the level walking condition without
stressors, including time limit. The percentage of decisions within the first 1500 ms

Table 3 State anxiety comparisons between conditions A (0° without stressors), B (0° with
stressors), C (7° with stressors), and D (14° with stressors)

Condition B–A Condition C–B Condition D–C

MRF1: calm t(df) 2.30* (25) 2.19* (25) 3.291** (25)

Worried d .30 .29 .50

MRF2: relaxed t(df) .750 (25) 3.51*** (25) 5.31*** (25)

Tense d – .58 .77

MRF3: confident t(df) 2.90** (25) .78 (25) 3.11** (25)

Scared d .32 – .44

MRFpsych t(df) 2.90** (25) 1.83 (25)* 3.70** (25)

(MRF1 + 3) d .31 .20 .48

* p\:05, ** p\:01, *** p\:001, one-tailed

Table 4 Descriptive statistics on the decision time distributions in conditions A (0° without
stressors), B (0° with stressors), C (7° with stressors), and D (14° with stressors)

Condition A Condition B Condition C Condition D

Decisions 936 928 926 921

Missing decisions 0 8 10 15

Mean 1142.6 845.5 824.7 789.5

Median 867.5 820.0 792.0 770.0

Within 1500 ms (%) 82.2 97.3 96.2 97.5

Within 2000 ms (%) 90.3 99.1 98.9 98.4

Skewness 5.5 0.7 1.2 1.0

Kurtosis 47.0 0.6 2.5 1.8
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***

***
***

Fig. 4 Decreasing decision times for direction decisions according to escape route signs with
increasing grades and applied stressors, medians with 95 %-CI, *p < .05, ** p < .01,
***p < .001. For effect sizes see Table 5 (The confidence intervals do not depict exactly 95 %
but most likely a slightly larger interval as the median is a non-parametric measure and works with
ranks)

Table 5 Comparisons of decision times between the condition A (0° without stressors), B (0°
with stressors), C (7° with stressors), and D (14° with stressors)

Cond. A Cond. B Cond. C Cond. D

Condition A N –

0° without stressors Z –

r –

Condition B N 929

0° with stressors Z −9.54*** –

r −.22 –

Condition C N 926 919

7° with stressors Z −11.60*** −3.34*** –

r −.30 −.08 –

Condition D N 921 914 912

14° with stressors Z −13.87*** −6.24*** −3.57*** –

r −.32 −.15 −.08 –

* p\:05, ** p\:01, *** p\:001, two-tailed
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further increased to 97 % with applied stressors. In other words, with 1 % missing
decisions, participants made their decisions only in 2 % of the cases after the
announced soon end of the possible time to react (escape route signage fades out)
although knowing that this option existed from the instruction at the beginning of
each condition (Latest decision when escape route signs fade out). This largely
unused time until exhaustion of the time limit suggests that decreased decision
times are irrationally evoked by the increases in mental and emotional strain (see
Sects. 3.1 and 3.2).

The effects with increasing uphill grades are small but noteworthy for two
reasons. First, in condition B with stressors but only with level walking, the median
decision time for escape route signs is 820 ms. In comparison, this is only 14 %
longer than the time needed to read a traffic sign (720 ms) with 1 line with
approximately 10–13 characters [22]. Second, these further decreases in decision
times with steeper uphill grades show that increases in mental and emotional strain
(see Sects. 3.1 and 3.2) not only arise because of higher physical demands but
significantly affect decision times in the inverse direction despite higher physical
demands and decreased information processing efficiency.

4 Discussion

The presented study investigated the influence of increased physical uphill walking
demands of ships in inclined position referring to evacuation conditions, i.e. steep
uphill grades and stress, on decision-making in terms of decision times.
Conditions A and B were level walking and C and D uphill walking at 7° and 14°,
respectively. In condition B, C, and D, stressors, i.e. time limit and acoustic
background noise, were applied.

The stressors evoked significantly higher mental effort for decision-making and
higher state anxiety, whereas decision times decreased with applied stressors from
condition A–B. The decision times further significantly decreased with (steeper)
uphill walking. Effects of grade were also found on mental effort for
decision-making and state anxiety contradicting purely physiological demand rea-
soning for illogically decreasing decision times with increasing physical demands,
but rather because of induced increasing mental and emotional strain by (steep)
uphill grades.

Increasing state anxiety levels imply higher information processing times due to
decreased efficiency according to the Attentional Control Theory (ACT) [10].
However, the inverse relationship was found. While mental effort and state anxiety
increased in every condition from A to D with applied stressors and (steeper) uphill
grades, reaction times decreased. This inverse relationship can be explained by the
perceived stress, which was found to evoke several effects on decisions. For
instance, it leads to decreased attention to the all possible choices [11, 13] and
enhances the tendency to fall back to automated behavioral patterns under
stress [12].
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The effect of decreasing decision times under these controlled conditions was
significant between all conditions and is expected to be even stronger under real
evacuation conditions. However, the conditions with the stressors, i.e. time limit
and background noise, and (steep) uphill grades already significantly affected
mental effort and also state anxiety.

From a methodological point of view, the positively skewed and extremely
leptokurtic decision times of condition A with the heavy tail for high decision times
in comparison to the distributions of the other conditions are of interest for stress
and evacuation related research. Participants were instructed to decide as fast as
possible in every condition, including condition A, but the decision time results
show that more than 2 s were taken for a decision in 10 % of the cases. In light of
the distribution measures of the conditions B–D with stressors (see Table 4), it
becomes clear that this instruction is not enough to evoke emergency similar
decision-making behavior but external stressors and ideally challenging and real-
istic physical demands like (steep) uphill walking in conditions C and D are needed.

The participants’ age was quite homogenous and young. Therefore, the gener-
alizability of results is limited to this young age group in the first instance. Against
the background of the relatively high ages on cruise ships and passenger ships in
general with 72 % same or older than 50 years [23], we will conduct this experi-
ment as well with people who are 60 years old and older.

5 Conclusion

The simulated evacuation conditions particularly regarding ships in inclined posi-
tions led to significantly shorter decision times for directions according to digital
escape route signage. The applied stressors, i.e. time limit and acoustic background
noise, resulted in higher mental and emotional strain, as did (steeper) uphill grades.
In conclusion, an inverse relationship between mental, emotional, and physical
stress and decision times was found. Against the background of the generally short
decision times, the further decreasing decision times imply a high risk of rash
decisions for directions in evacuations according to automated behavioral patterns.
Well-designed and attention attracting signage [24] could help preventing people
from rash decisions, that is, following cues in wrong directions into potentially
dangerous routes, for instance, because of social influences by accompanying
passengers [4, 5].
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FRAM in FSA—Introducing
a Function-Based Approach to the Formal
Safety Assessment Framework

Gesa Praetorius, Armando Graziano, Jens-Uwe Schröder-Hinrichs
and Michael Baldauf

Abstract Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) is a structured methodology in mar-
itime safety rule making processes. FSA takes organizational, technical and
human-related factors into concern. While the method allows for the use of expert
input during the identification of hazards and risk control options, the FSA
guidelines give preference to assessment methods grounded in quantitative risk
assessment. No specific guidance is given on how expert input should be obtained.
This article therefore presents the findings of a pilot study with the objective to
introduce the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) as a method to
enrich FSA studies through structured expert input. Two focus groups (n = 6) were
conducted to compare hazards and risk control options identified in one scenario
with the help of fault tree analysis and FRAM. The results of the study show that
FRAM has the potential to enrich hazard identification as a complementary tool.
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1 Introduction

Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) is a key feature in the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) rule-making process. It is a systematic and structured frame-
work to be used in studies to evaluate maritime risks with the objective to provide
suitable options for risk control to be covered by IMO regulations [1]. The FSA
framework consists of a five step approach including hazard identification, risk
analysis, identification of risk control options, cost-benefit assessments and rec-
ommendations to decision makers [2]. FSA encourages a systematic assessment
including organizational, technical and human-related factors. While FSA allows
for the use of expert input during the identification of hazards and risk control
options, many of the suggested methodologies for eliciting, formalizing and
quantifying expert input are rooted in quantitative risk assessment.

Quantitative risk assessment is often of limited value when the system context of
an operation is to be considered. The FSA guidelines, however, lack methods that
may be able to capture this context in a more suitable way. This article therefore
presents the findings of a pilot study with the objective to enrich the FSA frame-
work through applying the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) as a
method to obtain structured expert input in the hazard identification and risk control
option phase of the methodology. Two focus groups with master students (n = 6) in
the World Maritime University (WMU) M.Sc. program Maritime Safety and
Environmental Administration (MSEA) were conducted to test whether the appli-
cation of different methods (fault tree analysis, FRAM) would result in the iden-
tification of different hazards and risk control options for a given scenario. The case
chosen for the comparison was a collision avoidance scenario involving two vessels
on collision course in the open sea in good visibility conditions. This rather simple
scenario was chosen in order to limit the number of variables to be considered for
the hazard identification. Even though the methodology is normally a five step
approach, only the steps one (hazard identification) and three (identification of risk
control options) were carried out in the groups. Both groups used two different
approaches—a fault tree based approach and FRAM—in the context of FSA and
discussed the results of their considerations after the exercise in the light of limi-
tations and suitability of the different tools used.

2 Background

Before the results of the study are discussed, some theoretical background for the
research presented in this article should be given.
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2.1 Formal Safety Assessment (FSA)

Originally introduced in the response to the Alpha Piper disaster in 1988, FSA is
currently being used in the IMO to support the rule-making process [3] with the
objective to propose proactive, systematic, transparent and cost-effective maritime
legislation [4]. First FSA interim guidelines were published in 1997 and IMO
member states were invited to submit FSA studies for evaluation and further dis-
cussion. Over the years, many FSA studies have been submitted to IMO meetings
on a regular basis and have addressed vital safety concerns on different ship types
over the years. Very comprehensive FSA studies were, e.g., the FSA studies
resulting from the EU financed project SAFEDOR reviewing general issues of
concern on specific ship types, such as LNG Carriers (MSC 83/INF.3), container
vessels (MSC 83/INF.8), crude oil tankers (MEPC 58/INF.2) etc. These are just a
few examples to highlight that there is a lively debate about the application of FSA
in the work of IMO.

The FSA guidelines have been revised and extended several times on the basis of
the evaluations of the various FSA studies submitted to IMO. The Human Element,
as human factors are referred to in the IMO, was recognized fairly soon. In 2006, it
was also noted that for many issues to be assessed not enough data may always be
available. Reliance on historical data may also prevent that FSA studies can be
proactive. This is why an option for the inclusion of expert judgment was accepted
in cases where no or insufficient data may be available for a thorough analysis.

However, the FSA guidelines remain deeply rooted in probabilistic approaches to
risk assessment. This is reflected throughout the 2013 version of the FSA guidelines.
Paragraph 3.2.3, as an example, highlights that a “proactive approach is reached
through the probabilistic modelling of failures and development of accident sce-
narios”. It can be debated if such an objective is realistic. However, this is not a
question for this paper. Appendix 3 of the guidelines contain recommendations for
methods to be used during hazard identification. Most of them are quantitative risk
assessment tools, such as Fault Tree Analysis, Event Tree Analysis, Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis (FMEA) etc. The same applies to methods suggested for the
consideration of human factors. The main tool to be used for that purpose is Human
Reliability Analysis (HRA), as suggested in Appendix 1 of the 2013 FSAGuidelines.
A core component of the considerations is the quantification of human error prob-
abilities with techniques like the Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction
(THERP) and Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique (HEART).

At the same time, the FSA guidelines acknowledge that many of the safety
aspects evaluated in a FSA study require an evaluation of the entire system to which
that aspect belongs. The generic model mentioned in the FSA guidelines (IMO [1];
Fig. 3 on page 17) specifically shows a diagram in which the Technical/Engineering
System is embedded in a Personnel Subsystem which is part of an Organizational/
Management Infrastructure in a wider Environment. It is therefore not quite clear,
why the guidelines do not include tools that are more suitable to include the orga-
nizational context of safety performance in safety assessments [5, 6].
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There is one option in the guidelines that potentially open up for such consid-
erations. Especially in relation to expert input one tool is suggested during the
hazard identification. This tool is an influence diagram. Even though this tool is also
embedded in probabilistic thinking during HRA, it is more flexible and less linear
than fault trees and event trees.

On the basis of the discussion above, the idea was developed within the MaRiSa
group at WMU to compare a linear and a systemic tool and evaluate the results in the
context of hazard identification during FSA studies. The two tools to be compared
are Fault Tree Analysis and the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM).

2.2 Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM)

FRAM is a method to analyze and model complex sociotechnical systems, in which
functions are distributed over human operators, organizations and technology. The
method focuses on the concept of performance variability and ways in which
systems manage and monitor potential and actual variability. FRAM is based on
four basic principles; the principle of equivalence of successes and failures, prin-
ciple of approximate adjustments, principle of emergence and the principle of
functional resonance e.g. [7, 8]. The principle of equivalence of successes and
failures expresses that the only difference in between these two is the judgment of
the outcome. While an action is deemed a success if it has the desired outcome, the
same action can be identified as a failure when negative and unforeseen conse-
quences occur. How these consequences arise is accounted for by the principle of
approximate adjustments.

Sociotechnical systems are complex systems acting in an uncertain and dynamic
environment. Functions are distributed over people, technology and organization
that adjust their performance to be able to meet the demands the system is facing in
the current situation. As this adjustment is based on the availability of resources
(e.g. time, manpower) it will always be approximate. Consequently, everyday
performance is, and needs to be variable to help the system to successfully adapt its
functioning to the current operational conditions. The last principle, the principle of
functional resonance, highlights the potential of the variability in multiple functions
to resonate, and therefore reinforce and even amplify itself, so that the outcome of a
function might carry an unusually high amount of variability, which the system is
not able to manage given the current condition. As a result, accidents might occur.

FRAM consists of four steps, which are used to model the system based on
functions and to identify sources of performance variability as well as measures to
manage, dampen or monitor it. In Step 1 all necessary system functions are defined.
The aim is to afford a consistent description as a basis of the analysis. All functions
are described in form of their six aspects (Input, Output, Time, Control,
Precondition, Resources/Executing conditions). These aspects describe the basic
characteristic of an activity and help to understand relations among functional units
within a system.
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The functions that are the focus of the analysis are called foreground functions.
Functions that are required by the foreground functions, but which do not them-
selves contribute to the variability being investigated, are called background
functions [9]. Background functions represent the context and while they do not
vary during the time frame specific for the analysis, they shape the performance and
affect how events progress [10].

Step 2 helps to identify the variability of the functions in the FRAM model. The
functions performance can vary in various ways. While functions involving humans
tend to vary a lot, technical functions usually show a stable performance over time.
Organizational functions do not show the same extent of variability as human
functions, but show a delayed effect on these. There are three types of variability
that can be characterized in a function: endogenous (internal), exogenous (external),
and upstream-downstream coupling variability. Most interesting for an event
analysis is the upstream-downstream coupling variability as it can become the basis
for functional resonance. Upstream functions are carried out before downstream
functions in the instantiation of the model, which means that variability in the
earlier will impact on the performance of the latter [9].

In Step 3 of the analysis, an instantiation is created to see how performance
variability can propagate through the system. It can help to understand how per-
formance variability within some functions can amplify or dampen the variability of
other functions, as the instantiation provides a way of simulating the functions
performance within a specific operational condition to identify vulnerabilities and
strengths of the system at work. The final step, Step 4, is used to suggest ways in
which performance variability can be monitored, managed or eliminated. However,
the analyst should keep in mind that varying performance also is an indicator for the
flexibility to adapt performance to specific conditions, which means that eliminating
variability can make the system rather inflexible and brittle [11].

Within the research presented here, step 1 to 3 have been carried out to build a
model for “Collision Avoidance”, which is described in more detail in Sect. 3.1.

2.3 Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)

FTA is a standard tool in safety and reliability engineering. It has been widely used
in a number of industries since the early 1960s and is covered by various industry
standards and norms (e.g. IEC 61025).

FTA is a top down approach in risk assessment to identify what factors in what
combination may cause a top level event. Factors on a lower level come together in
“and” or “or” relationships in order to cause an event on a higher level. The main
objective of this method is to calculate the overall probability of the top level event
in the tree.

In order to allow for a comparison of a fault tree with FRAM, the fault tree
method had been slightly changed. Instead of identifying how an accident is caused,
a tree was developed showing how an accident can be avoided. By doing so, a
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success tree had been developed. This allows for a discussion how vulnerable
certain parts of this tree are and how their function can be strengthened. This
approach is closer in line with the FRAM approach and therefore is more suitable
for direct comparison.

3 Methodology

The following section describes the methodological approach of this study. Firstly,
two models for Collision Avoidance, one based on the Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA) and another based on FRAM were developed. Secondly, a hazard identifi-
cation exercise was conducted with the help of two focus groups to explore the two
models’ ability to elicit expert input and formalize it in a way that it can contribute
to a FSA.

3.1 Modeling Collision Avoidance

Prior to the focus group exercise, two models for collision avoidance were devel-
oped. The scenario modeled is based on two vessels in the open sea on opposite
courses. The scope of discussion was open as it included options that may lead to a
collision as well as circumstances under which the collision can be avoided.

The FRAM for Collision Avoidance. The FRAM model was constructed based
on a task analysis carried out as part of the EU financed research project CyClaDes,
a project focusing on crew-centered design. The task analysis was adapted in
WMU’s MaRiSa group, by a team member with a navigational background. This
ensured that the functions identified and described in the model reflected a sufficient
level of granularity. It also ensured appropriate couplings between the functions
covered by the model.

All in all, a total of 25 functions, 6 background (e.g. (to) man the vessel,
(to) leave the port etc.) and 19 foreground (e.g. (to) plot position, (to) detect target,
etc.) were identified in step 1. In step 2 and step 3 the functions’ variability (in-
ternal, external and in the couplings) was identified based on an accident analysis
using TRACEr-MAR [12] which was also part of the aforementioned project
CyClaDes [13]. This was done to indicate what functions were the most likely to
vary and may cause a spread of variability through the system. Based on this
analysis, five of the functions considered crucial for the safe conduct of the vessel in
a collision avoidance scenario were identified ((to) monitor AIS, (to) perform
lookout, (to) detect target, (to) set ARPA-alarm and (to) communicate intentions).
These functions were subsequently highlighted in the model for the purpose of the
exercise to enhance the comprehension of the model.

The Success Tree—An Adapted FTA for Collision Avoidance. As a
FRAM-model depicts the functional units of a system and the couplings among
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those, it was necessary to take into consideration that the Fault-tree would need to
be adapted to be able to explain the source of failure, but also offer the ability to
elicit preconditions for successful avoidance.

3.2 Data Collection

Participants. Six master students pursuing a M.Sc. Degree in Maritime Safety and
Environmental Administration (MSEA) were recruited for this pilot study. The
participants were chosen based on their previous work experience, all had worked
onboard ocean-going vessel and served as navigation officers prior to joining the
university. All participants were male and the age ranged from 28 to 49 years
coming from six different countries outside Europe.

Focus Groups. Two focus group interviews were conducted to be able to gain
insights in whether, and if so how, FRAM can contribute to the identification of
hazards and potential risk control options.

A focus group interview is a moderated group interview in which several par-
ticipants are asked a certain number of questions, which are then discussed (often)
openly in the group. The group discussion features one or two moderators who guide
and steer the informants during their discussions [14]. Focus groups are generally
good for understanding the fundamental issues and perceptions and the attitudes,
thoughts and feelings of the informants. They are also highly useful for brain-
storming. However, the moderator has few opportunities to control the outcome of
the interview, as it is difficult to steer interactions among the participants [15].

3.3 Hazard Identification Exercise

The focus groups for the hazard identification exercise took place simultaneously in
meeting rooms at the university’s premises. Each group consisted of three partic-
ipants and was led by a research team of two, who were responsible for introducing
the exercise, present both models and moderate the discussions, as well as to
document the identified hazards and risk control options. In addition, audio
recordings and pictures of notes on the whiteboard were made. All notes by the
participants were collected as well.

The group exercise took approximately 100 min and both groups started by
introducing the participants to the aim of the study, the overall structure of the focus
group interview and explained the right to withdraw informed consent at any time.

It was explained that the study focuses on two phases of the FSA; “Hazard
Identification” and “Risk Control Options”. The participants were instructed that
their task would be to identify hazards and their potential consequences followed by
the task to identify risk control options. To counterbalance any effects of order in
which the participants were exposed to the model, one group started the exercise by
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using FRAM, while the other group started their hazard identification based on the
FTA-model.

The results of the exercise were captured on a whiteboard to enable discussions
about identified hazards and their control options. When a consensus about hazards,
consequences and risk control options had been reached, the three participants were
exposed to the second model and they were asked whether they would like to make
any changes to the documented results on the whiteboard in terms of additional
hazards or risk control options.

In a final step of the exercise, the participants were asked to comment on the use
of the two models for the task they had been assigned. The focus was on capturing
the advantages and disadvantages of each of the two models with regards to the task.

3.4 Identification of Hazards and Risk Control Options

Table 1 shows the various hazards that the two groups identified based on the
model they were presented first. Group 1 started the hazard identification based on
the FRAM model, while group 2 was first exposed to the success tree.

The hazards and risk control options identified by group 1, represented a wide
range of aspects stretching over technology, organization and the human operator.
The three participants focused in general little on identifying error(s), and more on
how various functions were interconnected due to the couplings. Hazards often
addressed aspects of the overall system design ranging from the design of technical
equipment, to issues of manning and training. Furthermore, in general the hazards
identified related to variability in the output of a function and its likely effect if that
variability would be carried further through the coupling to another function. One
example was variability in the output of the function “to monitor conning” (list item
3), which might arise due to the changes in manning of vessels. Less crew also

Table 1 Overview of identified hazard

Group 1 Group 2

1. Too high traffic density when monitoring the AIS
2. Target data is not complete
3. Monitoring the conning display is varying due to less

manning on the bridge
4. Wrong reading of data within the integrated bridge

system
5. Information overload in the electronic chart display
6. Erroneous alarms/signals in the decision support
7. Wrong data input
8. Manoeuver without communicating to the other vessel
9. Communicate with the wrong vessel
10. Choose inappropriate action (course alteration too

small, misunderstanding of port and starboard)

1. Malfunction of the radar
system

2. Deck officer without the
necessary knowledge

3. Fatigue or use of prohibited
substances

4. Bad weather conditions
5. Inappropriate actions by

other ships
6. Small fishing vessels
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means that the same tasks need to be conducted with less manning, affecting the
workload of other crewmembers and the bridge-team. A suggested risk control
option was to ensure that additional resources (lookout or additional watchkeeper)
would be present.

A similar observation about differences in between the groups can be made
based on Table 2. While there is an overall concurrence in the identified RCOs with
regards to manning (additional watchkeeper and increase lookout), there are dif-
ferences in addressing underlying technical and organizational aspects beyond the
immediate causes. In this pilot study only the group that first worked with the
FRAM model identified several measures that addressed the company’s responsi-
bilities to provide the right preconditions for a successful operation in terms of
adapted Standard Operational Procedures (SOPs), as well as regular training and
assessment of competencies.

However, some comments (“We are doing this from our heads” (participant 2,
group 1)) suggest that it was not always easy for the participants to relate to the
model they were presented with. As an expert in a domain, it is not always easy to
follow the formality of the model rather than falling back on one’s own knowledge
from actual work experience.

4 Applicability of Methods Within the FSA

Table 3 presents an overview of the positive and negative aspects identified by the
informants concerning the two models used in the exercise.

Table 2 Overview of identified risk control options

Group 1 Group 2

1. Lookout to support visual target detection
2. Use of the ECDIS
3. Additional watchkeeper
4. Calibration of alarms in decision support (the log is

kept without any calibration)
5. Correlate to other sensors
6. Back-up ECDIS on the bridge
7. Alarm switch
8. Paper chart as back-up
9. Officer-of-the-Watch (OOW) is habituated 30 min

prior to watch to compare (Change to SOPs)
10. Guidance by company to communicate (SOPs) at

any time possible
11. To alter course remarkably to give a clear signal
12. Check AIS
13. Broadcast intentions to vessel(s) nearby
14. Education and regular assessment of the OOW
15. Additional training for OOWs
16. Better integration of technology

1. Maintenance
2. Redundancy Systems
3. Increase look out
4. Good selection process and

training on board
5. Continuous supervision from

senior officers
6. Appropriate manning level
7. Compliance with the regulations

about rest and work hours
8. Radar setting and capacities
9. Increase look out
10. Take early actions
11. Avoid close quarters situations
12. Radar settings
13. Increasing look out
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In general, the participants were more positive towards the use of the FRAM
model than towards the success tree. They felt that the FRAM provided a more
detailed description of the onboard work and therefore was better able to capture the
overall complexity of the scenario in comparison to the success tree.

Furthermore, by depicting the interdependencies among functions, the FRAM
was also more supportive in the identification of RCOs and their likely effects as the
participants could use the visualization to track the couplings among the various
functions.

One of the participants also highlighted that he thought of the FRAM model as a
macro-level for analysis as all functions, background and foreground, were visible
making it possible to reason beyond looking for a single point failure. However,
while the participants were overall positive towards the use of FRAM, they also
showed concern for the lack of quantification of variability and its spread.

The FSA consists of multiple steps and requires a cost-benefit analysis to
evaluate the effectiveness of a RCO. Therefore, using only a FRAM might cause
difficulties when RCOs need to be compared in terms of cost and effect in later
phases of the assessment. Furthermore, it was stressed that FRAM is rather
time-consuming and not as straight forward to understand as models that are based
on tree-structures, such as the success tree. Therefore, it is of great importance to
consider the choice of method for hazard identification in relation to the subject
under assessment as well as in relation to the further steps of the assessment
framework. For issues involving mainly technical systems or isolated problems, an
approach based on a FTA with a model depicting a clear and easily assessed
structure, might be more suitable.

5 Discussion

This study has taken a first approach to consider enriching two of the steps of the
FSA methodology. The results show that different types of models applied in the
hazard identification and identification of RCOs also elicit different types of feed-
back. Overall, the participants were positive towards the use of less traditional
methods, such as FRAM, to complement commonly used approaches.

Furthermore, among the aspects addressed and criticized by Psaraftis [16] with
regards to the FSA, two have been addressed in this pilot study focusing on hazard
identification and RCOs. Firstly, the overreliance on expert opinion or, differently,
the lack of a rigorous elicitation method to quantify experts’ judgment, emerged as
one of the major deficiencies in recently submitted FSA studies. Secondly, it was
observed that many of the hazards identified in step 1 of recent FSAs, were ulti-
mately not addressed in the following steps, reducing their thoroughness.
Consequently, this suggested the testing of a complementary approach which could
enrich hazard identification and still facilitating experts.

The results of the study show that FRAM can be considered as a complement to
traditional risk assessment approaches, such as FTA, but probably not as a
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standalone method suitable for the FSA. Both focus groups were positive towards
the function-based model and highlighted its added value as being able to portray
the complexity of everyday maritime operations as well as interdependencies
between tasks, which normally go unnoticed.

Some of the participants highlighted how the six aspects embedded in the design
and the multiple possible interdependencies between functions, manage to portray a
level of detail (in terms of tasks) which results in a comprehensive picture very
close to the reality of ship operations. From the discussion, the six characteristics
were considered a significant advantage of FRAM compared to the FTA, since “you
are able to determine which one influence which. You can see it clearly”
(Participant 2, group 2). Furthermore, the hazards identified differed depending on
which visualization had been presented first, with the FRAM showing an emphasis
on risk control options related mostly to organizational aspects, such as manning,
education and fit between (design of) technology, operator and work environment.
The FTA mostly generated direct advice on how to avoid errors and discussions
circled around how to cut or add to the branches of the fault tree. The participants
further stated that the FRAM offered a macro perspective of the system at work,
while also enabling the participants to discuss and reason about the effects of risk
control options. However, the lack of quantification and the complexity of the
visualization was stressed as a disadvantage and the participants felt that the FTA
would be a better option for the identification of hazard and risk control operation
for less complex scenarios or a micro perspective on an isolated problem.

6 Concluding Remarks

While the use of failure-based approaches has a long history in risk assessment, this
research has tried to show that there is a potential to study the introduction of new
approaches into traditional frameworks. Within the maritime domain the FSA is the
foremost tool to support decisions regarding safety-related measures. While the
focus has so far mostly been on creating scenarios where the estimated risk is as low
reasonably possible, the results show that there is a general lack to take everyday
complexity and the interdependence of work environment, organizational setup and
operator performance into consideration. The study seems to support concerns that
the scenario-based approach of FSA is too limited for a thorough hazard identifi-
cation and RCO evaluation.

This study presents a first attempt of introducing a complex modelling method
into the FSA framework, and while several disadvantages were highlighted, it has
been very salient that complementary approaches to identify hazards and risk
control options are needed. FRAM presents one potential candidate for such a
complementary approach.
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Designing New Interfaces for Submarines:
From Cognitive Work Analysis
to Ecological Interface Design

Daniel Fay, Neville A. Stanton and Aaron Roberts

Abstract Current submarine control rooms show a high degree of technical evo-
lution, although future additions may cognitively overload operators. Additional
sensors, capabilities and technology may prove difficult to effectively use for even
the most trained operators. To mitigate this, the Command Team Experimental
Test-Bed project aims to assess current methods of work, and how they can be
improved. Cognitive Work Analysis will be used to assess current interfaces, with
results informing new Ecological Interface Designs. It is anticipated that these new
interfaces will reduce operator workload. This paper details how completed anal-
yses are directly informing interfaces, ensuring that they meet required needs.

Keywords Human factors � Ecological interface design � Cognitive work analysis

1 Introduction

The Command Team Experiment Test-Bed (ComTET) is a project with the
objective of identifying and developing new ways of working for submarine
command teams [1]. A need for new ways of working will be necessitated by
increased data, improved technologies, and a drive for crew reductions; these
changes stand to improve a submarines command room, although may lead to
cognitive overload for operators. There are many factors that could mitigate these
effects on future crew, one of which is the design of an operators’ station interface.
Given that operators use their stations to interact with the submarines data, sensors,
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technology, and crew, it is imperative that stations facilitate, rather than hinder
work. The focus of this research was to perform an evidence-based assessment of
current interfaces.

Submarine command teams use passive sonar sensors to gather data. In early
generations of submarines, sonar was listened to using headphones, and a crank that
altered which bearing; these were passed to Target Motion Analysis
(TMA) operators, who would plot the signals location on a paper chart. Command
rooms have evolved since in response to technology and innovation [2]. Initial
improvements have created digital versions of paper tools for operators to use,
seeking to improve operator processes. Submarines show a high degree of tech-
nological evolution [3].

Recently Submarine Combat system upgrade projects have moved towards using
Consumer Off-the Shelf (COTS) systems, as opposed to Military Specification
(MILSPEC) ones [4–6], as well as modular open systems [7]. These projects have
clearly shown to be beneficial in a variety of aspects, however it is unclear as to
whether the associated user interfaces departed from their predecessors enough to
make full use of new capabilities. There is little literature with regards to the design
of currently operational interfaces, although there is literature regarding creating
new interfaces to remedy problems regarding their usability, cognitive require-
ments, or functionality [8–10]. These sources all indicate that whilst a submarines
command room is more advanced than ever, there is a clear need to present the
information in highly usable interfaces.

2 Background Theory

2.1 Stations to Be Redesigned

To demonstrate the effectiveness of interface redesigns, it was decided to choose
stations whereby the gains would be most evident. Through a series of discussions
held with submarine and human factors SMEs it was decided that the Sonar and
TMA would be candidates for this, due to their complex nature as well as impor-
tance within the command team. This importance can be seen in the sum of
communications between the two sets of stations during scenarios, an example of
which is published by Stanton [3].

Sound Navigation and Ranging (Sonar) is a system for locating and ranging
objects via means of sound propagation and listening. This is often achieved pas-
sively, by listening to ambient noise. Sound detected by sensors can be plotted for
analysis by TMA. Sonar is especially important for submarines as it allows them to
gain a picture of their surroundings, as underwater visuals cannot be used. By
listening to sounds underwater other objects can be detected and classified. This
will then allow the control room to determine which actions to take.
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TMA is the process of analysing positional data from contacts derived from
sensors to produce a location, and predicted movements. This is called a solution,
consisting of the speed, course, heading, and bearing of a vessel. Solutions are fed
into a tactical map view, which can inform movement, attacks, or other changes.
Such analysis is important, as it converts data into knowledge about contacts,
allowing actions that can ensure mission success and platform safety.

2.2 Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA)

CWA [11, 12] is a framework developed for modelling complex socio-technical
systems (systems constructed of social (humans, or other actors) and technological
agents), to understand layers of constraints and how work could proceed within a
system given their presence. Sanderson [13] further defines CWA as an approach to
analyse, evaluate and design complex systems that have a high degree of
human-computer interaction. Throughout all stages, there is an emphasis on how
work could be conducted, as opposed to how it is conducted [14]. CWA has been
applied, for a number of purposes [15], including interface design and evaluation
[12, 16].

There are five different phases to CWA, which can have differing names and do
not have to all be completed for an effective analysis. These are, as defined by
Vicente [12]: Work Domain Analysis (WDA), Control Task Analysis (ConTA),
Strategies Analysis (StrA), Social Organisation and Cooperation Analysis (SOCA)
and Worker Competencies Analysis (WCA). As StrA and WCA were not used they
will not be described. They were not used as they not often used to design interfaces
[15, 17]; WDA is used for individual interface design, with ConTA and SOCA
being used for interfaces that will form part of a system.

WDA considers objects within a system, what work can be performed using
them and for what purposes [12, 18]. This is achieved using an Abstraction
Hierarchy (AH), a diagram that models the system using five different levels of
abstraction, ranging from physical objects to the systems reason(s) for existing,
linked using means-ends connections, see Table 1. These connections may be
verified using the ‘Why-What-How’ triad for each item in each layer of the AH,
allowing users to either go from top to bottom to discover how a function is
achieved, or bottom to top to assess how why objects exist and what they do. Once
a hierarchy is complete, it is possible for practitioners to understand what an object
in the system does by examining at links that go upwards, and understand how this
is done by following downwards links. Figure 1 presents two examples of items
within an AH, linked to form a ‘Why-What-How’ triad, with how these connections
should be interpreted displayed below.

CTA addresses context in relation to activity. It can be modelled using a
Contextual Activity Template (CAT) [19] table. Context is provided as situations,
which can either be temporal or spatial, or a combination of both. Such analysis
helps to identify different types of constraints and whether they are hard (requiring
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changes to environment or system) or soft (requiring changes in attitudes or
behaviour) [14]. The vertical axis is typically populated either from the
object-related processes or the purpose-related functions level from the AH. The
horizontal axis is populated from possible scenarios. Finally, a graphical key is
added to each row, showing which situations a can task be carried out and when it is
[19]: An empty box indicates an action can never be carried out, a dashed outline
indicates that an activity could, but is not, and a circle with solid lines through
connecting scenarios denotes that an activity can and is typically performed. An
example excerpt is show in Fig. 2a, showing available ORPs for a sonar operator on
the vertical axis, and situations of work along the horizontal axis. As can be seen,
the high level of training for operators, combined with a high level of technological
sophistication, allows tasks to be completed across a variety of contexts. At this
stage, actors are not included in the analysis, with the CTA’s main purpose being to

Table 1 The levels of an abstraction hierarchy, with definitions of each level

Level Items on this level should:

Functional purpose Capture all reasons for design or procurement of a system. Each
function provided by a system should be an item

Values and priority
measures

Be a measure of how a system achieves its functional purposes

Purpose related
functions

Link abstract ideals at the hierarchy’s top levels to figurative items
present in the bottom two levels, by grouping affordances into actions
whose completion would count towards evaluating a Value and
Priority Measure

Object related
processes

Show possible affordances provided by the physical objects below.
These affordances should be generic, so as not to constrain subsequent
levels

Physical objects Consists of both internal and external physical objects of the system,
including user interface objects

Fig. 1 Example items in an abstraction hierarchy for both sonar and TMA, with physical objects
at the bottom. Note that arrows are only used for clarity, they are not included in the actual
diagram
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show constraints for each activity with regards to whether or not it can be under-
taken within a given scenario.

SOCA includes the actors of the system [20] as colours overlaid onto diagrams
from other CWA stages. This is achieved by looking at constraints imposed by
social and organisational structures and specific actor roles or definitions [15].
Actors are assigned a colour, which is then used to shade activities that they are
capable of doing; it is important to note that shading denotes a capability to per-
form, rather than actual completion. With multiple actors, shading is split into
discreet, equally proportioned blocks. For this analysis a SOCA CAT was

Fig. 2 a Example CAT (left). b Example SOCA CAT (right)

Fig. 3 A simple interface design, created from a sample sonar AH
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performed, see Fig. 2b for an excerpt, allowing for analysis which tasks were
performed, when they were performed, and who by. Figure 2b builds upon Fig. 2a
by adding shading, representing sonar operators, to indicate that they will be the
actors performing the actions laid out in the CAT.

2.3 Ecological Interface Design

Ecological Interface Design (EID) is a theoretical framework for designing
human-machine interfaces of a complex nature [21], and is based upon the Skills,
Rules, and Knowledge Taxonomy (SRK Taxonomy) [22] and the AH. Vicente [21]
and Rasmussen [22] identify two primary objectives of EID: To ensure that
required mental processing does not exceed task demands for a user, and to support
all three levels of cognitive control described from in the SRK taxonomy. These
inform user actions, and as such must be easy to interpret in routine, as well as
unfamiliar, situations. For both types of situation, interpretation of an interface
should not detract from a user’s cognitive capabilities, that could better utilised
executing their desired functionality. Enabling a user to understand the current
environment at a glance enables them to use their full cognitive capabilities for
assessing and choosing an appropriate course of action. Using CWA and EID to
create interfaces has been extensively performed, as evidenced by McIlroy and
Stanton [16], whose paper analysed usage of different CWA stages in relation to
EID designs. In their paper they analyse the usage of different CWA stages used
when producing an EID, alongside whether the SRK is mentioned, for over seventy
entries. Their analysis indicated EID usage in a wide variety of fields, including
aviation, military, and Information Technology. Additionally, they found a mix of
CWA stages were used, with WDA being the most common, appearing in all but
two entries.

Rasmussen’s SRK Taxonomy posits that each taxa is a discrete distinction of
human behaviour originating from fundamentally different representations of
environmental constraints [12, 22]; however it is noted that they are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. Each taxa is followed by ‘Based Behaviour’ when describing
associated actions taken at that level, and can be abbreviated as: SBB, RBB, KBB.
The taxa, and their associated environmental information perception contributories,
are shown in Table 2. Both signs and symbols can be deemed as affordances,
defined as what an environment offers an individual [23], and will contribute to how
an environment or interface is manipulated. The SRK Taxonomy is important as it
guides design principals, so as that all information in an interface is displayed in a
manner that takes advantage of human perception and psychomotor abilities [24].
By capitalising on these innate abilities for most of the interface design, higher
cognitive capability and capacity can be preserved to respond to events which
require higher cognitive function to process and respond to. Vicente [21] defines a
design principal for each taxon to guide creation of an EID as follows:
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• SBB: An operator should be able to directly act upon the interface, with dis-
played objects being isomorphic to the environmental object it represents

• RBB: A consistent one to one relationship between work domain constraints and
signs presented within the interface should be provided

• KBB: The work domain should be represented as an abstraction hierarchy,
serving as an external mental model to support knowledge based problem
solving

3 Method

The described method was carried out for both Sonar and TMA stations within
ComTET. Construction of each diagram only proceeded after multiple consulta-
tions with submarine as well as human factors SMEs, visits to the Royal Navy’s
Talisman trainer, and over sixty hours of experimentation in ComTET. This was to
ensure that all aspects of the system were fully understood, and as such could be
effectively analysed.

Table 2 The three taxis of Rasmussen SRK taxonomy, with associated perceptual contributories

Taxa* Perception^

Skill—rote learned responses from an
individual’s perceptual motor system, in
response to signals

Signals—environmental information, created
via navigational as well as manipulatory
means, sensed as time-spatial signals

Example—focusing* on a new sonar trace^ that has appeared on screen

Rule—priorly learned sequential, or
concurrent, actions to complete a desired or
given end goal, encompassing manipulation
of necessary

Signs—environmental information that
indicates activation or modification of
predefined actions or manipulations is
possible. These indications refer to situations
or behaviour by convention or prior
experience, and do not represent concepts or
functional properties of the environment

Example—setting a tracker* on the new sonar trace^

Knowledge—actions generated in response to
a new unfamiliar situation with no control
rules available from previous encounters.
These actions will be towards a goal based
upon an analysis of the environment, in
tandem with operators overall aims, taking
both signs and symbols into account

Symbols—provide information pertaining to
functional properties, and can be used for
both reasoning as well as comprehension by
virtue of providing this information

Example—deciding on a course of action* if the system cannot classify the trace^
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3.1 Creating the CWAs

Abstraction Hierarchies were created in accordance with the requirements for each
level laid out in Table 1, with the requirements being met as follows, with examples
listed underneath each point:

• Functional Purpose: Given that all stations fulfil the same functional purpose in
most cases, a set of purposes was devised and reused. Changes or additions were
added to certain diagrams, so as not to constrain them and to provide a more
accurate representation. A submarines main tenets (Remain safe, remain unde-
tected, and complete the mission) were not included at this level, as they are
better suited to being measures of performance, and they do not accurately
provide a reason for the system existing in the control room.

– A sonar station exists for Detection, Classification, Localisation, and
Tracking (DCLT).

– A TMA station exists to assist tactical picture generation.

• Value and Priority Measures: As with the functional purposes, all items were
similar across diagrams, although greater variation was employed to represent
different consoles functionality. Usage of keywords ‘maximise’ and ‘minimise’
created clear, quantifiable measures, including the submarines three main tenets.

– A sonar station should maximise contact DCLT.
– A TMA station should maximise solution accuracy, plus provide a repre-

sentation of uncertainty.

• Purpose Related Functions: Functionality groups were identified from the object
related processes. These functionality groups were aligned to processes.

– A sonar station should provide functionality for DCLT of contacts.
– A TMA station should provide functionality to predict contact actions.

• Object Related Processes: Each physical object was assessed for affordances,
whether alone or in combination with another object. Inherent affordances, such as
‘Push button’were not included so as not to detract from system related affordances.

– A sonar stations bearing tapes display available bearings to an operator.
– A TMA stations cuts allow an operator to identify detections of a contact.

• Physical Objects: All objects in the operators’ screen were broken down and
added, using a left to right, top to bottom approach. The breaking down of each
component was performed by determining if the object was a group of objects,
each with separate affordances.

– A sonar stations waterfall can be broken down into the waterfall display, a
bearing tape, a time tape, tracker indicators, etc.

– A TMA stations solution rule can be broken down into a directional arrow,
cut markers, a drag handle, etc.
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To create the Contextual Activity Templates for both diagrams, the vertical axis,
actions, was populated from the AHs Object-Related Processes, and the horizontal
axis, situations, was populated using a common and an analysis specific set of
situations. The common situations were derived by combining each scenario run by
ComTET with an at depth, or periscope depth modifier. ComTET uses three sce-
narios, tracking, manoeuvring, and reconnaissance, as a low and high workload
version, however as the processes are of comparable nature in each, a decision was
made to ignore workload when populating the scenarios. Whilst the analysis
specific situations would yield sufficient results by themselves, they would not have
allowed for a comparison between different analyses; these comparisons will allow
commonalities to be discovered, providing an exploitation vector for potential role
mergers.

A SOCA CAT was constructed from the finished CAT diagram, with the
inclusion of ‘system’ actor. This actors purpose was to represent all supporting
actions that the system takes, in addition to logic checks that support users; for
example, not assigning a tracker unless the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is over a
certain threshold on a sonar station. Whilst there was no explicit automation, logic
built into the system creates safe-guards, which could be likened to system actions.
An example of both a SOCA and SOCA CAT for sonar can be seen in Fig. 2.

Upon completion of the analyses, a thorough validation process was carried out
to ensure accuracy and completeness. This process involved consulting with vari-
ous SMEs, across differing relevant domains, and analysing ComTET scenarios.
Results from this extensive validation led to several corrections being made;
however, these corrections were not due to errors, rather ensuring that creational
rules had been followed across all diagrams, and changes to represent a consensus
on system functionality. With these ‘finalised’ CWAs, experimenters visited HMS
Drake to perform an analysis of the Talisman trainer, in conjunction with currently
serving submariners. Interviews were held and scenarios were monitored across
several days, allowing experimenters to construct station CWAs that could be
compared to those performed on Sonar and TMA stations of DW. Compiled
analyses of this visit were then compared to their DW counterparts; there were
differences in which role performed which function as well as differences in
methods to completing tasks, but overall the comparison validated both the DW
CWAs and ComTETs simulation capabilities. It should be noted that ComTETs
capabilities have been explicitly validated before, this was an additional measure.

3.2 From CWA to EID

To inform an EID from both CWAs, the AH was the most used diagram. Both the
SOCA and SOCA CAT were used to ensure that operators could carry out required
functions in required contexts, in addition to identifying where potential automation
could be added. Table 3 shows the steps taken, and example output, to translate
each AH to an EID, which could then be refined to ensure optimal usability.
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Table 3 A generalizable process for translating an AH to an EID, with a scaled down sonar
example

Taxa
(s)

Step In example

SBB List all objects within the expected
operational environment, including those
identified by Purpose Related Functions

• Own-ship
• Environment
• Contact
• Sonar array

SBB Create a Physical Object to represent
each object, using skeuomorphism
where appropriate

Not to scale

SBB Identify relevant properties that each
object will have, using certain Object
Related Processes nodes to ensure
completeness

• Own-ship—course
• Environment—land/sea boundaries
• Contact—bearing, aural Strength
• Sonar array—range, bearings covered

RBB Identify constraints, if any, for each of
these properties

• Courses and bearings can only be 0°–
360°

• Aural strength can vary greatly
depending on the background noise

• The range and bearings covered for a
sonar array is contingent on which one
is being used

SBB
RBB
KBB

Create Physical Objects to represent
these properties and their constraints, or
alter the Physical Object of the object it
is attached to. Consider creating different
states for when constraints have been
broken, or properties are different to
expected values

• Course and bearing constraints are
already enforced by being displayed on
a circle

• To represent aural strength in relation
to background noise, the ‘Contact’
Physical Objects’ transparency will
change

• For this example, an array capable of
surveying all 360° is employed, with
the range being displayed by a thick
border

– For each Object Related Process:

SBB
RBB
KBB

Ensure the outcome or information,
detailed in the connected Object Related
Process, can be determined using
existing Physical Objects. If not, add
Physical Objects to accomplish this

• The selected bearing is not currently
shown, so a Physical Object similar to
a contact detection is added to
represent the current array location

• The bearing of a contact is shown by its
location, but the exact bearing is not; a
text field will be added to the marker to
display this

(continued)
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The process allowed for systematic capturing of all required environmental objects
that would need to be displayed, what constraints there were, how to display them,
and how to manage activation of functions to interact with the environment. This
systematic elicitation provides support for behaviour at each level of the SRK
Taxonomy, creating signs, signals, and symbols to facilitate appropriate levels of
cognitive control; by integrating a model of the environment with an AH for
interface design, it is possible to identify how best to do so. Additionally, it is
believed that this process is generalizable to other scenarios where a practitioner is
creating an EID from a CWA.

4 Results and Future Work

By following the process outlined it has been possible for experimenters to sys-
tematically create EID prototypes from CWAs, with a focus on AHs. It is believed
that such a systematic elicitation of design direction can explicitly build upon a
CWA to create designs, as opposed to informing them and starting a design from
scratch. It is acknowledged that this method is not fool proof, and some subjective
liberties will have to be taken, although not to the extent that a practitioner should
feel without guidance from their analysis.

Table 3 (continued)

Taxa
(s)

Step In example

SBB
RBB

If it always occurs, try to make the
associated Physical Objects as
non-intrusive as possible

• As ‘Detection of Contacts’ always
occurs the user should have to
explicitly interact with them before the
interface changes, to prevent issues
when moving a cursor across the
screen

RBB
KBB

If it needs to be triggered, add a Physical
Object, or affordance, to do so. Altering
the states of related Physical Objects
dependent on this trigger is strongly
advised

• ‘Detection of Contacts’ does not need
to be triggered, so this step does not
apply

RBB
KBB

If it can be remedial or diagnostic, list all
causes of requirements. For each cause,
consider Physical Objects to represent
this

• ‘Detection of Contacts’ is not remedial
of diagnostic, so this step does not
apply

SBB
RBB
KBB

Arrange all Physical Objects on screen,
ensuring the structure of the environment
is represented

See Fig. 3

The target supported SRK taxa’s are displayed as a guide, but all taxa’s should be considered
where appropriate
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For future work, these interfaces will be extensively reviewed by human factors
and submarine SMEs to ascertain their suitability; this process will be in-depth, to
ensure a high standard of interface. Based on these reviews, it is anticipated that
each interface will be iteratively improved before being testing their efficacy.
Experimental testing is planned to follow.

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented how the ComTET team is moving towards testing new
interfaces employing an EID approach, based on CWA analyses, to assess their
impact in the submarine command room. A generalizable method for translating an
AH from a CWA was presented, ensuring that analysis work informed each design
in a direct manner, taking into consideration the environment of the system.

It is anticipated that experimental results will show a reduction in operator
mental workload, coupled with improved task performance. Such a result would
make a strong, evidence based case for future exploration of submarine command
team improvements via interface redesigns. However, the authors recognise that
there are many factors affecting team performance, interface design is just one piece
of the puzzle. To that end, as the ComTET project progresses, many different ideas
will be tested so as to address as many facets of such a complex challenge.
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The Command Team Experimental
Test-Bed Phase Two: Assessing Cognitive
Load and Situation Awareness
in a Submarine Control Room

Aaron Roberts, Neville A. Stanton and Daniel Fay

Abstract The Command Team Experimental Test-Bed (ComTET) is a body of
work examining the functionality of submarine command teams with an emphasis
upon future ways of working. 10 teams of 8 participants (80 participants in total)
received extensive training at one of the operator stations in the submarine control
room simulator (e.g. sonar or periscope operator). The teams then completed 3
different scenarios under higher and lower work demand conditions. The Work
Load (WL) and Situation Awareness (SA) of the command team was assessed using
a variety of standardized subjective rating scales (e.g. NASA TLX), physiological
measures (e.g. ECG), in play cognitive capacity assessments (e.g. duel task para-
digm) and SA assessments. The communication(s) between all team members were
recorded allowing the use of the Event Analysis of Systemic Teamwork (EAST)
method to examine performance. Preliminary results indicate that the WL of
operators in a submarine command team varied as a result of scenario type and
scenario demand. The initial results are discussed alongside future analysis plans.

Keywords Human factors � Submarine � Command team � Work load

1 Introduction

The submarine control room has evolved across many decades of operations and so
represents a highly advanced system, but this does not mean that it cannot be
improved [1]. Submarines of the future will be required to handle greater volumes
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of data (e.g. extra sensors), with potentially reduced crew sizes, a drive prevalent in
many domains [2–4]. Previous research has identified the types of decisions that
submarine command teams are required to make and it is clear that such decisions
are informed by the integration of information from disparate sources [5, 6]. A key
challenge for future submarine command teams is to effectively manage increasing
volumes of data of greater complexity, whilst ensuring that Work-Load (WL) and
Situation Awareness (SA) is maintained at a level which facilitates optimal per-
formance [1, 3].

A submarine control room is an excellent example of a socio-technical system,
involving complex interactions between technological agents and human operators
[1, 7]. Previous work investigating WL and SA in submarine control rooms has
typically focused upon such concepts as being held in the mind of the operators,
often whilst performing particular operational sub-tasks such as track management
[8, 9]. However, placing WL and SA solely in the mind of the individual operatives
does not facilitate a complete understanding of the sociotechnical system as a whole
but rather the cognitive capacities of the operator, which are accepted to be limited
[10].

Distributed cognition and SA is defined as the requirement of multiple indi-
viduals to communicate and coordinate tasks effectively to complete common
higher objectives, often with a reliance on technology [11, 12]. To understand the
functionality of a submarine command team in its entirety it is important to
understand the operations completed and relationships between all agents within the
sociotechnical system, not just the minds of the humans acting as operators. The
work of Stanton [1] provided valuable insight into one of the key operations rou-
tinely completed by operational submarines from a socio-technical perspective,
returning to periscope depth from below 60 meters. However, such work did not
objectively examine the SA and WL of the submariners. It is also important to
consider a greater range of operations routinely completed by submarines.

The first phase of the Command Team Experimental Test-bed (ComTET) pro-
gram was the building of a submarine control room simulator with sufficient fidelity
to undertake such a program of research [2]. The aim of the current work (the
second phase of ComTET) is to conduct a set of rigorous experiments with high
statistical power in the submarine simulator. This will allow the examination of the
WL and SA of submariners from a socio-technical perspective.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

10 teams of 8 individuals (80 participants in total) were recruited opportunistically
using posters (e.g. placed on University of Southampton campus and submarine
Museum) and by directly contacting local groups with a maritime or military
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interest (e.g. University Military undergraduates, Royal National Lifeboat Institute).
A total of total of 71 males and 9 females participated with an age range of 18–52
from a variety of backgrounds primarily including undergraduate students and
graduate recruits for Ministry of Defence supported companies. The study protocol
received ethical approval from the University of Southampton Research Ethics
Committee (Protocol No: 10099) and MoDREC (Protocol No: 551/MODREC/14).

2.2 Equipment and Materials

The ComTET team designed and built a submarine control room simulator (see
Fig. 1) that is based upon a currently operational RN submarine. A fuller
description of the building process and the simulator capabilities is provided by
Roberts et al., [2]. The operator roles present in the control room was advised by
Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) to be representative of an operational submarine.
They include; two Sonar Operator stations (SOP), two Target Motion Analysis
stations (TMA), a Sonar Controller station (SC), an Operations Officer station
(OpsO), a Periscope station (PERI), a Ship Control station (SHC) and an Officer of
the Watch station (OOW). The OOW role was played by a member of the ComTET
team who was highly trained in the use of all DW stations and had received training
from RN SME’s in playing the role of OOW.

An unclassified set of scenarios (see Table 1) capturing the widest range of
operations submarines routinely complete were selected by SMEs and programed in
DW. The scenarios chosen were Returning to Periscope Depth (RTPD), completion
of Inshore Operation (INSO) and Dived Tracking (DT) of a surface vessel. The
average scenario length was 45 min.

A training program was developed by the ComTET team, allowing a team of
novices with no maritime experience to become competent enough to complete
scenarios in DW as a functional submarine command team. Initially over 12 h of
video tutorials were designed, written and recorded. This initial package was then

Fig. 1 The ComTET submarine control room simulator
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reviewed by SME’s from the RN who facilitated the condensing of the tutorials into
a daylong training package in which all essential tasks were trained. The final
training program consisted of 6 h long video tutorials concerning the basics of
bearing, course, ranging, speed, communications and operator workstation specifics
(e.g. a broadband sonar tutorial or Periscope tutorial). Participants also completed a
training communications game, in which disparate pieces of information (word
anagrams) had to be manipulated (solved) and integrated for higher goals (sentence
solving). The solved sentences then linked to a higher global objective. During the
game operators were required to use a military verbal protocol such as putting out
‘calls’ to operatives by stating who the ‘message’ is from and intended for.

A wide range of data were collected during the study to assess a variety of
different constructs (e.g. SA vs. WL) from a number of different perspectives (e.g.
objective vs. subjective). A comprehensive list of the data collected and the purpose
of each measure is provided in Table 1. A number of cognitive tests and WL
measures were administered to participants. The majority of tests were chosen from
the Psychological Experiment Building Language (PEBL) test battery [13].
Electroencephalogram and respiration rate was monitored using Biopacs
Bionomadix system. The BioNomadix system is a wireless, non-invasive,
multi-channel physiological recording platform. Its design allows for nearly
unlimited freedom of movement, enabling subjects to easily relax into their
experimental procedure. A total of 4 wireless receivers were used allowing the
collection of ECG and respiration rate from 4 operators (TMA and Sonar opera-
tors). The blood pressure, heart rate and temperature of all operators was measured
across the day using two Omron M7 monitors and a Braun Thermoscan ear ther-
mometer. To comply with ethical guidelines, fresh ear caps and electrodes were
used for every recording.

2.3 Procedure

The experiment was run over a two-day period. Informed consent was attained from
participants whilst a simulator induction was completed on the first (training) day.
Participants were randomly assigned station roles and provided with a daylong
familiarization/training program at their workstation. The tutorials were run on the
second screen at the workstations, allowing operators to watch the tutorials whilst
simultaneously practising skills at the workstation on the bottom screen. Each
tutorial lasted approximately 45 min—participants watched 5 tutorials in total, with
adequate breaks in between. At the end of the day participants took part in 4
practice scenarios with guidance and instruction provided by DW SMEs from the
ComTET team. At the mid-point of the training day, after a lunch break, partici-
pants were administered a battery of cognitive tests which took approximately
60 min to complete, heart rate, blood pressure and temperature of participants was
also recorded at this point. The battery of cognitive tests included baseline scoring
for the three tasks chosen to be part of the dual task assessment alongside all of the
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tests of WM. All versions of the tests were electronic, running on the top monitor of
the workstation. The presentation order of the tasks was counterbalanced across
teams.

On the second day of testing participants were guided through a final practice
scenario in the morning before the formal testing began. The four participants
chosen (TMA and Sonar operators) to have ECG recorded were asked to step into
private fitting booths in which posters with detailed instructions concerning the
fitting of the electrodes and respiration belts were present.

The integrity of the physiological data was checked after fitting of equipment.
Participants were then told that the first scenario would begin—all recording
devices were started and a verbal time stamp was read aloud for synchronization
purposes. Participants were also presented with a secondary cognitive task on the
top screen of their workstation. Participants were instructed that anytime they were
not required to be actively engaged with tasks relevant to submarine command team
performance (e.g. no work had been allocated), they should try and complete as
many trials on the cognitive task as possible, whilst maintaining accuracy.

Each scenario began with an OOW briefing outlining the mission objectives.
The OOW led the direction of the scenario tactically, as would occur operationally.
Once the command team had completed the mission objective(s) the end of the
scenario was called. Immediately after the end of the all scenarios participants
would be presented with electronic versions of the NASA TLX, Bedford scale and
SA scale, the presentation order of these scales was counterbalanced across teams.
After a short break for refreshments and debrief regarding the previous scenario
participants were asked to sit back at their workstation and the second scenario
would begin. From the third scenario onwards, immediately prior to the end of the
scenario, two participants would have their blood pressure, heart rate and temper-
ature recorded.

2.4 Results

The ComTET team is currently in the process of completing the pre-processing and
analysis of data from all 10 teams that completed phase two of ComTET, the
baseline testing. A selection of results are presented below providing an early
indication regarding the direction of the work. Firstly, the NASA TLX and
Bedford WL scores from 6 teams (48 participants) are presented from all 6 sce-
narios completed. Secondly, measures of HR and temperature recorded at baseline
during training and during the completion of scenarios from the same 6 teams (48
Participants) are presented.

The temporal load (F2, 62 = 3.22, p < 0.05, ήp
2 = 0.10), performance (F2,

62 = 14.04, p < 0.05, ήp
2 = 0.31) and frustration (F2, 62 = 3.04, p < 0.05, ήp

2 = 0.09)
of the command team was statistically significantly affected by scenario type.
Scenario demand statistically significantly affected the mental load (F1, 31 = 46.24,
p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.60), physical load (F1, 31 = 39.67, p < 0.01, ήp
2 = 0.56), temporal
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load (F1, 31 = 34.33, p < 0.01, ήp
2 = 0.53), performance (F1, 31 = 11.13, p < 0.01,

ήp
2 = 0.26), effort (F1, 31 = 19.05, p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.38), frustration (F1, 31 = 23.75,
p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.43) and Bedford score (F1, 31 = 86.82, p < 0.01, ήp
2 = 0.74) of the

command team (see Table 2). Operator role statistically significantly impacted upon
the mental workload (F3, 31 = 4.03, p < 0.05, ήp

2 = 0.28), and Bedford score (F3,

31 = 2.80, p < 0.05, ήp
2 = 0.21) of the command team. A number significant

interactions were observed the most notable being a statistically significant between
scenario demand and operator role on effort (F6, 62 = 19.94, p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.20)
and Bedford score (F6, 62 = 19.94, p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.20).
The HR (F1, 42 = 11.22, p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.21) and temperature (F1, 42 = 179.02,
p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.81) of participants was statistically significantly affected by par-
ticipation in scenarios (see Table 3). Operator role statistically significantly affected
the temperature of the command team (F3, 42 = 3.28, p < 0.05, ήp

2 = 0.18), a sig-
nificant interaction between time measure was taken and role (F3, 42 = 5.07,
p < 0.01, ήp

2 = 0.26) was also observed.

Table 2 Means and SDs of workload scores in high and low demand scenarios

Measure Scenario Low demand
mean ± SD

High demand
mean ± SD

NASA TLX mental RTPD 7.03 ± 3.94 11.29 ± 6.66

INSO 7.75 ± 4.72 10.51 ± 4.84

DT 9.14 ± 5.34 10.49 ± 5.47

NASA TLX physical RTPD 4.45 ± 3.75 7.05 ± 5.27

INSO 5.20 ± 4.07 6.80 ± 4.73

DT 5.86 ± 4.32 6.97 ± 4.99

NASA TLX temporal RTPD 7.97 ± 4.25 12.14 ± 6.34

INSO 8.20 ± 5.05 10.40 ± 3.84

DT 10.06 ± 5.22 11.51 ± 4.70

NASA TLX
performance

RTPD 16.40 ± 3.48 12.91 ± 5.48

INSO 14.11 ± 3.69 12.37 ± 5.04

DT 15.80 ± 3.13 16.48 ± 2.58

NASA TLX effort RTPD 9.46 ± 4.18 12.54 ± 5.49

INSO 9.17 ± 5.22 11.17 ± 3.65

DT 11.02 ± 4.53 11.23 ± 5.01

NASA TLX frustration RTPD 6.14 ± 3.46 10.20 ± 6.59

INSO 8.11 ± 4.93 10.48 ± 5.41

DT 7.48 ± 4.65 8.14 ± 4.45

BEDFORD WL RTPD 2.97 ± 1.38 5.60 ± 2.99

INSO 3.29 ± 2.08 5.07 ± 2.50

DT 3.77 ± 1.93 4.87 ± 2.38
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3 Discussion

The current work aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of submarine
command team functionality across a variety of operations routinely completed by
submariners. It is clear that safe submarine operation is complex, requiring the
integration of vast amounts of data from different instruments by different operators
[1, 3, 7]. Once complete the current work will offer insight into how the integration
of information to inform a tactical picture changes with different operational
requirements, building upon previous submarine command team studies which
examined one task type or one scenario type [1, 3, 5, 6].

The primary objective of the baseline study is to design and conduct a set of
rigorous experiments that provide a comprehensive understanding of submarine
command team functionality and capacity using both subjective and objective data.
There is not a great volume of work published in the submarine control room
domain due to economic and security issues [2]. The current work has demonstrated
that it is possible to conduct cost effective, unclassified experiments with high
statistical power. The ComTET team has successfully managed to recruit and train
80 participants to complete various operations as part of a submarine command
team. The success of the training package is a notable feather in the cap of the
ComTET project to date. Furthermore, the statistically significant differences in
both subjective (e.g. NASA TLX) and objective (e.g. HR and Temperature) indi-
cators of WL indicate that the scenario design has been successful in terms of
creating a high and low demand operational environment. Such success is further
evidenced by the fact that difference WL scores were observed depending on
scenario type, particularly as the WL of particular operators changed as a result of
scenario type (i.e. the WL of PERI is higher during an INSO compared to DT). This
indicates that the design of scenarios effectively captures different operation
capacities, however when complete such work may also offer insight into where
capacity may exist within the command team to accommodate future sensors and/or
reducing crewing that is required [2–4].

Table 3 Means and SDs of HR and temperature before and after scenarios

Measure Role Baseline mean ± SD After scenarios mean ± SD

Heart rate Command 74.00 ± 11.77 37.25 ± 7.25

Picture 70.91 ± 9.37 81.25 ± 8.53

Sonar 72.08 ± 11.42 73.16 ± 13.82

Peripheral 75.70 ± 12.70 84.70 ± 16.70

Temperature Command 36.30 ± 0.47 37.25 ± 0.56

Picture 35.37 ± 0.57 37.30 ± 0.33

Sonar 36.00 ± 0.54 37.08 ± 0.27

Peripheral 35.67 ± 0.81 37.32 ± 0.15
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The current research builds upon previous work investigating WL and SA in
submarine control rooms [8, 9]. In the current work the subjective WL of operators
is being considered from a sociotechnical perspective across a greater selection of
sub-tasks (e.g. track management, sonar detection and periscope operation) and
overarching operational goals (i.e. RTPD, DT and INSO). The subjective WL
scores (NASA TLX and Bedford) highlight that the WL of the command team is
different depending on scenario type. This indicates that future submarine control
rooms may be optimised by increasing command team flexibility, where the layout,
roles and technological support offered to operator’s change depending upon the
particular operation being completed.

3.1 Conclusions and Future Work

There is a drive for submarines to have increased capacities, whilst operating in
difficult conditions and utilizing a wider array of complex instruments to facilitate
operations [1–3, 7]. For this to be possible a thorough evaluation of submarine
control room design and command team performance is required—including
evaluations of optimizing new technologies, layouts, ways of working and inter-
faces. Once all analysis of data is complete the current work will provide an
excellent baseline describing how submarine command teams currently function.
The fact that statistically significant findings are observable with just over half the
data (6 of 10 teams) included in the analysis offers great hope for findings with high
statistical power—a key objective of the ComTET project. It is anticipated that once
complete this body of work will offer insight into future ideas for submarine control
room improvements, providing a baseline for comparison whilst also providing a
methodological template for future research in this domain. This will provide the
catalyst for phase 3 of ComTET—examining future concepts.
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Passenger Safety During Rescue
and Evacuation from Passenger Vessels:
A Holistic Concept for the Integration
of Technical Assistance

Silvia Höckling, Alexander Kunz and Florian Motz

Abstract Worldwide the popularity of cruise holidays is constantly growing. In the
last 10 years the annual passenger capacity has doubled to more than 20 million.
With the deployment of modern cruise ships with capacities of up to 8000 persons
(passenger and crew) new challenges arise for the international cruise industry with
regards to a safe and effective evacuation in case of an emergency. This paper
describes project work funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) to develop innovative methods and technical solutions for supporting a
fast and complete evacuation of all passengers. The focus of this project is on
optimizing the workflow and communication of the emergency organization
onboard by providing technical support for the crew member’s key functions such
as counting and identifying passengers at their assembly stations.

Keywords Human factors � Evacuation management � Cruise ship � Ship
evacuation � Decision support � People localization

1 Introduction

The cruise industry has been expanding rapidly in the past years. It is expected that
15 new ships will be delivered from 2016 to 2017 that will add around 40,000
lower berths to the worldwide passenger capacity [1]. This trend has been driven by
increasingly larger ships with many new on-board amenities, as well as shore-based
activities, offered to match the customer’s demand. The ships being built in the next
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few years are essentially small cities which are already seen to represent a desti-
nation in themselves [2].

Maritime disasters in the past years have shown that there is a strong need for
timely and effective evacuation of large passenger ships during emergencies. Major
challenges during emergencies involve evacuation, mustering (head count of peo-
ple) and abandonment procedures. For instance, accidents such as the fire on the
Star Princess in 2006 showed major problems in communication and mustering of
all 2690 passengers. The investigation report describes that roll calls “had to be
repeated several times and took between 2 and 3 h to complete” which contributed
to the situation where one deceased passenger could not be identified until over 6 h
after the alarm was sounded [3]. Moreover, it was not possible to check all cabins
since busy telephone lines made it impossible to request additional master keys and
to inform the responsible coordinator.

A safe evacuation of cruise ships significantly depends on accurate and fast roll
calls at assembly stations supplemented by searching all areas of the ship. Each
crew member contributes to the evacuation and mustering procedures in various
ways, for instance in ensuring that passengers proceed directly and in an orderly
manner to the muster stations, preparing life boats, assisting persons with handi-
caps, etc. Their most difficult and time-critical emergency duties are, however,
crowd management, proper and correct head counting and locating the whereabouts
of missing persons onboard.

Several EU funded projects reflect the urgent need for crew support using indoor
positioning systems. For instance, in the LYNCEUS project localization technology
was initially tested in lab and in small scale pilots. In the follow-up project
LYNCEUS2MARKET launched in June 2015, the declared aim is to implement the
first market replication of products such as localizable life jackets, bracelets and
cabin key cards and intelligent decision support systems [4]. In MONALISA 2.0,
another EU funded project, a pilot system for people tracking was tested onboard of
Ruby Princess, a cruise ship operated by Princess Cruises. In a testing phase of
several months 150 crew members have been tracked in safety critial crew areas
such as the engine room [5].

There are already attempts by the cruise industry to implement tracking systems
on newly built cruise ships. Royal Caribbean offers RFID bracelets, known as
WOWbands, on the Anthem of the Seas launched in April 2015 [6]. RFID enabled
bracelets allow onboard purchases and stateroom access and can be optionally used
instead of the traditional board card. At this stage the system is not used to localize
passenger in case of emergency. However, with already existing luggage tracking
features, localization of passengers via RFID could be the next step with the
opportunity to monitor passenger movement around the decks. This technology is
likely to be rolled out on every new Royal Caribbean ship but it is doubtful, if RFID
retrofitting of existing ships is technically and economically feasible.

Any intelligent system that makes the gargantuan task of keeping track of
several thousand people simpler will likely replace clipboards and paper lists.
Although tracking solutions using RFID technologies, as well as barcode scanning
techniques, are available there is still no proven system established on the market
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that fulfills all the complex requirements in the given context. These requirements
can be summarized as follows:

1. Tracking technology should be based on wireless technology and easily be
integrated in new and existing passenger ship infrastructures.

2. Low-cost and robust tracking devices should be localized in real time, and not
hindered by possible interferences of large steel structures or masses of people.

3. Tracking sensors should be able to be embedded in wearable items which can be
scanned quickly and without contact to allow counting and identifying its
owner.

In the research project SIREVA, funded by the German Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF), a holistic concept for supporting evacuation processes is
being developed that not only addresses the technical requirements listed above but
also issues regarding data protection and protection of privacy, acceptance of
passenger wearing tracking devices, and others.

In the end, however, a key factor for a successful implementation will not only
be to which extent tracking systems meet the technical and economical require-
ments but also how well the system supports the common understanding between
the different actors involved in emergency situations. One area of research in the
SIREVA project is facilitating communication and cooperation between decision
makers, monitoring and control authorities and distributed teams in order to
improve reaction time, the reliability of the process and situational awareness (SA).

This paper describes and analyzes critical roles and problems in the organiza-
tional structure of emergency management that need to be addressed when speci-
fying user requirements for an evacuation management/support systems.
Furthermore, human factors techniques and methods that have been applied in the
first phase of the project are presented including requirements analysis, modelling
of design solutions for human machine interfaces (HMIs) and iterative evaluation of
the prototypes with end users [7].

2 Understanding and Specifying Characteristics of Users,
Tasks and the Organizational Environment

Various methods were applied to understand emergency management as it is
practiced onboard various cruise ships of one of the world’s largest cruise ship
operators. These methods included reviewing available documentation material,
conducting observations, and interviewing crew members. The focus in the analysis
phase was on identifying characteristics of the individual roles and tasks and the
organizational, technical and physical environment which defines the context that
will apply to the future system.

First, emergency plans and training materials, such as work flow charts, job
descriptions, checklists, and other working material were analyzed. Additionally,
observing emergency drills with crew and passengers enabled the capture of typical
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work processes of each position in the organizational structure. As a result, the degree
of workload, as well as sources of error and the effects of exceptional incidents on the
workflow could be determined. Additional interviews conducted with representatives
of all significant roles in the organizational structure resulted in more detailed
understanding of work processes and communication behavior during emergency
drills. Based on the information gathered a task analysis was conducted to understand
the current system and the information flows. High level tasks were broken down into
their subtasks and have been systematically documented according to the methodical
approach of task decomposition by Kirwan and Ainsworth [8]. The information
gathered through document analysis, workplace observations and interviews was
organized into organizational and communication charts for further analysis. The
following paragraphs give an overview of the most significant results.

The individual tasks of crew members vary depending on the allocated role in
the organization and the type of alarm being triggered. During the first alarm phases
the completeness and readiness of teams for evacuation and mustering is deter-
mined in order to be prepared for crew and passenger mustering, and the evacuation
of the decks in the alarm phases following thereafter.

The hierarchical organizational structure defines a clear separation of responsi-
bilities and a fixed communicational structure and chain of command. As shown in
the organigram (Fig. 1) the command center on the bridge is the strategic lead and

Fig. 1 Organization chart
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the highest instance in the hierarchical structure. The evacuation center directly
sub-ordinate to the command center collects and filters all status reports of the
distributed teams and forwards the main information to the command center.

The teams in the lower hierarchical levels are organized by areas of responsi-
bilities (evacuation, mustering, and assistance) and report solely to the evacuation
center. Only an indirect exchange of information between these teams is possible
via the evacuation center. Long communication channels in such hierarchical
structures encourage effects like delays in coordination and communication pro-
cesses. This issue could be observed on several cruise ships during emergency
drills. The hierarchical organization reaches its limits if exceptional or unexpected
incidents occurred in addition to standard situations. Due to the inflexible and long
communication channels efficient exchange of status messages between teams is
quickly affected.

Within such hierarchical structures it is typical that fixed roles and responsibilities
are assigned to the crew. A consistent and complete system of task completion using
paper checklists and clipboards trains the working routine of crew members and
avoids human inattentiveness and forgetfulness. However, this manual process
promotes long transmission times of information between the teams and control and
evacuation centers. Since only one message can be received or redirected after
another, waiting times due to blocked communication channels are unavoidable.

In addition, status information is predominantly verbally communicated in
person, by telephone or radio. This increases the information density especially in
the evacuation center where all information is accumulated. Information from many
different communication channels needs to be perceived, processed and filtered in
an environment of high acoustic noise level, which is distracting and increases the
potential for errors.

The physical environment is an additional aspect that needs to be taken into
account when specifying system requirements and designing user interfaces. Each
organizational unit has a primary duty station where the teams meet after the alarm
has been sounded. The command and evacuation center are located in office spaces,
while the subordinate teams meet on open decks, in public spaces of the vessel or in
crew areas. It is necessary to provide usable technical support for both teams using
PC working station, and teams working without a fixed workplace.

The above mentioned main characteristics of the organizational structure, the
individual tasks and responsibilities, and the technical environment must be con-
sidered in requirements specifications.

3 Identifying User Needs and Specifying System
Requirements

The information gathered throughout the analysis phase provided indication for the
potential use of computer-based support in emergency management. The concept
for computer-based support solutions are described here.
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Indoor positioning of crew and passenger makes the complex task of counting
persons on the assembly stations easier and assists in evacuating danger areas and
searching for missing persons. Additionally, capacity bottlenecks on assembly
stations as well as in lifeboats and rafts could easily be identified. The system may
provide in a further step decision support for an effective distribution of passenger
among all remaining life-saving appliances.

A network of distributed information systems across all hierarchy levels enables
a quick distribution of status messages so that information is automatically
exchanged and not dependent on potentially busy telephone lines and radio chan-
nels. Only periodic manual checks of the current status may then be necessary so
that the lines of communication mainly remain open for important safety-critical
reports. An automatic exchange of up-to-date status information is essential to keep
and maintain shared SA across all hierarchy levels and at the same time frees up the
operators’ resources for their core business, as described in following paragraphs.

The command and evacuation centers continually exchange information about
evacuation, mustering, no-go areas, and inaccessible staircases and escape routes.
The head of the evacuation center collects information from many different sources
and forwards status reports to the command center. Shared SA requires an accurate
common picture of the current situation. However, if information gathering and
exchange consumes too many mental resources the perception and evaluation of
ongoing processes is reduced which directly influences the decision making pro-
cess. Especially non-standard situations, e.g. appearance of medical emergencies or
unaccompanied children, create additional workload which leads to reduced SA and
increased time to make the decisions. An information system used in this context is
required to automatically exchange status information, so that accurate and com-
plete information is provided and only a minimum of time is needed for collecting
and transferring information.

The integration of information technology also frees up resources on the muster
stations, so that the primary task of crowd control can be carried out. Calling names,
checking off lists or transmitting information is then no longer required. The current
status of crew and passenger mustering is directly transferred to command and
evacuation center in order to ensure a continuous information flow across all
hierarchy levels.

Additionally, the mustering process will be optimized in terms of also identi-
fying passengers at muster stations to which they were not assigned. These pas-
sengers would normally be reported as “missing” on their assigned stations.
However, if they are localized by tracking technology, the evacuation center would
receive the correct information so that time and resources are not unnecessarily
spent searching for them. An overview of all people present at muster stations also
allows for monitoring the capacity of the stations and enables efficient distribution
of people, if the maximum capacity of a station is exceeded. Information systems
also contribute considerably to an effective management of evacuating public
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spaces and crew areas on the ship by providing an accurate and complete picture of
the current situation. Missing persons on the muster stations can be found quickly
so that crew and passenger do not need to remain for an unnecessarily long time in
hazardous areas. Here too, the chain of reporting is significantly shortened as the
actual state of evacuation processes is transferred automatically to all higher hier-
archy levels.

Considerable time would also be saved by using tracking technology in the
evacuation of passengers with handicaps. Normally teams are sent to the passen-
gers’ cabins and assist them in reaching their muster stations. Knowing their
positions beforehand avoids unnecessarily long ways of the crew to the cabins, and
lost time, if the passenger is not located there.

In this project user groups, mainly leader and deputies in the first three hierarchy
levels, have been identified who considerably benefit from information systems in
terms of reduced workload and enhanced SA. Figure 3 shows an overview of the
integration of individual systems in the emergency organization. For each user
group system requirements were developed that were specifically tailored to their
needs and areas of responsibilities (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Integration of information systems in the emergency organization
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4 Creating User Requirements and Interface Designs

Integration of technology influences existing workflows and communications pro-
cesses in the emergency management, as described in the previous chapter.
Therefore, the processes have been modelled in flow charts in order to identify
bottlenecks and less-obvious features and for deriving user requirements.

Figure 3 shows a workflow example for electronic identification at a muster
station. Passengers are identified via the tracking sensor’s unique identification
number (ID) which allows determining whether a person is assigned to the station
or not. If a passenger appears on the assigned station, the mobile device of the
station leader lists the person as “present”. Passengers not tracked at their muster
station are displayed as “missing” and must be called with name and cabin number.
Persons reaching their stations but carrying no tracking sensor, or a non-functioning
sensor, will then be manually mustered.

In a further step, user scenarios have been created, describing system-specific
interaction processes from the user’s point of view. These scenarios show user’s
input and the system’s output and supported the process of designing graphical user
interfaces. First, simple conceptual layouts were created to communicate and dis-
cuss user requirements with project partners in workshops. HTML-mockups used
for interviews with end users showed an advanced graphic design and allowed
simple interactions to get detailed user feedback for the further development.
Reactions and comments captured from a total of 18 interviewees were used to
verify user requirements and to improve and refine the user interfaces.

Fig. 3 Flow chart—electronic mustering process
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The industrial partners in the SIREVA project used the requirement specifica-
tions and the mockups as a basis for the development of pilot systems which again
will be iteratively evaluated until the end of the project in September 2016.

5 Discussion

User-centered activities carried out in an iterative fashion provided understanding
of the context of use and supported in specifying user requirements, producing
design solutions and evaluating the designs against requirements.

In general, it can be noted that the potential of information systems essentially is
to make key processes in the workflow more effective and to support a quick flow
of information among distributed teams. In an emergency situation, complex and
time-critical incidents must be managed by the local teams and coordinated and
monitored by the command and evacuation center. It is required to keep commu-
nication channels open and to enable short lines of communication for the devel-
opment and maintenance of the necessary SA across all hierarchy levels. If
task-relevant and timely information is already incorporated into the development
process of situation awareness, it can lead to better decisions and results. This is
particularly the case when several sudden incidents occur leaving little time for
collecting and transferring information.

Through the integration of technology, resources are set free to enhance acqui-
sition and sharing of information across the teams with the effect that actual tasks can
be fulfilled more efficiently. However, the optimization level in the mustering and
evacuation processes is closely related to the willingness of the passengers and crew
to wear tracking sensors with the knowledge that their personal movement profiles
are captured in case of emergency and during drills onboard.

Using tracking data leads to a variety of potential risks concerning privacy and
data protection which must be considered. Measures must be taken so that access to
personal movement data outside of emergencies and drills is restricted. The data
shall only be available after appropriate authorization of the bridge crew and when
the alarm for evacuation is sounded. Control mechanisms may involve logging each
attempt to access these data for subsequent verification and informing the shore-side
fleet operation center of the cruise line accordingly.

6 Conclusion

The potential for technical support in evacuation processes on cruise ships is to
manage the information flow between the organizational units and to support
decision making in time-critical work processes. Developing and maintaining SA in
such complex, dynamic environment requires complete and accurate information
about the current situation in order to inform effective decision processes.
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This aspect is transferable to many other possible domains where people in
safety-critical working areas must be evacuated in the event of immediate danger to
life, for example on offshore oil rigs, power plants or in the chemical industry.
The advantage of this technology lies in connecting motion profiles with personal
data in order to identify the physical whereabouts of people.

The challenge is to combine the use of tracking data to the benefit of passengers
and crew with the protection of their personality and data protection rights.
Therefore, it is necessary to recognize risks arising from the use of positioning
technologies, and to take action against misuse or illegal use by unauthorized
persons.

The use of localization technologies in the evacuation of cruise ships will create
a better SA by facilitating a faster flow of information and supporting essential
work processes. Such a system can enhance existing evacuation management only
in connection with adequate crew training. The knowledge of the individual’s role
and responsibility in the organization remains essential in order to allow building
accurate mental models of the current situation.
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What Drives Ecodriving? Hybrid Electric
Vehicle Drivers’ Goals and Motivations
to Perform Energy Efficient Driving
Behaviors

Thomas Franke, Matthias G. Arend, Rich C. McIlroy
and Neville A. Stanton

Abstract Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) can significantly contribute to sustain-
able road transport, yet driver behavior has a marked effect on actual energy effi-
ciency (i.e., the ultimate sustainability effect). The objective of the present research
was to examine ecodriving motivation of HEV drivers. To this end, we recruited 39
HEV drivers with above-average fuel efficiencies (suggesting at least some degree
of ecodriving motivation) and collected interview data, questionnaire responses,
and fuel efficiency data. Specifically, we assessed factors that motivated drivers to
drive energy efficiently as well as factors that led to reduced ecodriving behavior.
Ecodriving motivation of HEV drivers was found to be particularly driven by the
goals of environmental protection, cost reduction, and gamification aspects.
Furthermore, relationships between drivers’ most important ecodriving motivation
and the level of ecodriving motivation, the achieved fuel efficiency, the level of
total HEV driving experience, as well as typical HEV driving distances were
examined.
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1 Introduction

Within the global agenda of decarbonization and reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions electrification of road transport has become a major trend [1]. Within the
last decade hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have become particularly widespread
[2, 3]. While HEVs can significantly contribute to sustainable road transport, driver
behavior has a marked impact on actual energy efficiency and, therefore, is key for
the ultimate sustainability effect achieved (see e.g., [4]). Ecodriving is the term that
is used to describe all those driving behaviors performed in order to increase
real-world energy efficiency of a road vehicle. Research shows that both motivation
and knowledge are important factors that lead to successful ecodriving behavior in
HEV driving (e.g., [5]). However, which factors motivate HEV drivers to drive
energy efficiently?

The objective of the present research was to examine HEV drivers’ ecodriving
motivations, particularly (Q1) the factors that motivate drivers to increase eco-
driving efforts (including the most important ecodriving motivation, Q2) as well as
(Q3) the factors that lead drivers to not drive maximum energy efficiently (i.e., other
drivers’ goals in conflict with ecodriving). Furthermore (Q4), relationships between
drivers’ most important ecodriving motivation and the level of ecodriving moti-
vation, the achieved fuel efficiency, the level of total HEV driving experience, as
well as typical HEV driving distances (i.e., mobility profile) were examined.
Adopting a similar perspective as [6], the main focus was to advance understanding
of the motivating factors as experienced by the drivers (i.e., by directly asking
drivers via qualitative interview questions). The focus on drivers with
above-average fuel efficiency (and thus a probably high ecodriving motivation)
within sample recruitment enabled us to assess a particularly broad bandwidth of
motivational factors.

2 Background

Besides cognitive factors such as the drivers’ mental models (e.g., [7]) or knowl-
edge (see e.g., [8]), the motivation to drive energy efficiently has been investigated
as an important predictor of ecodriving behavior (see e.g., [5, 6, 9]). Usually these
investigations focus on (a) how ecodriving behavior can be explained by theoretical
motivational processes (see e.g., [10, 11]) and (b) how practical interventions can
increase ecodriving motivation (e.g., financial reward, [12]; specific feedback types,
[6, 13]).

Taking into account the exploratory character of the present research, we refer to
motivational factors as those factors drivers report as reasons for their motivation to
perform or not to perform ecodriving. Consequently, two different kinds of moti-
vational factors are examined, motivating factors (factors related to increased
ecodriving efforts) and factors conflicting the ecodriving motivation (factors related
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to reduced ecodriving efforts or simply factors related to not driving maximum
energy efficiently).

From a theoretical perspective, motivational processes driving ecodriving
behavior are multifold. One important distinction is the one between motivational
(how the intention to drive energy efficiently is formed; cf. [10]) and volitional
(how the existing intention to drive energy efficiently is transferred into concrete
driving behavior; cf. [10]) processes. Central to motivational processes is the for-
mation of a behavioral intention (see e.g., [14]), which—in terms of ecodriving—
represents the general goal to perform energy efficient driving behaviors. The
concept of behavioral intention stems from the theory of planned behavior [15],
where the intention is, in terms of ecodriving behavior, the mediating factor
between driver variables (attitudes, social norms, behavioral control) and driver
behavior (see e.g., [10]). Hence, it is important to understand which factors form the
behavioral intention to perform energy efficient driving behaviors. Consequently,
our first and second research questions are (Q1) which factors motivate drivers to
increase ecodriving efforts and (Q2) what is the most important ecodriving
motivation.

Ecodriving motivation as defined above is the general goal to drive energy
efficiently. However, in typical driving, drivers have to balance numerous goals,
such as safety or time pressure (see e.g., [16, 17]). These goals and their weighting
can be expected to vary between journeys and situations. This notion is specifically
acknowledged by control theoretic models of (eco)driving (see e.g., [5, 17, 18]).
Hence, it is also important to understand the driver goals that typically stand in
conflict with ecodriving. Consequently, our third research question is (Q3) which
factors lead drivers to not drive maximum energy efficiently (i.e., other drivers’
goals in conflict with ecodriving).

Finally, it is also relevant to understand the relationship between the motiva-
tional structure (e.g., the most important or primary motivation) and further vari-
ables. Thus, our last research question (Q4) focuses on an exploratory quantitative
analysis of the relationships between drivers’ most important ecodriving motivation
and (Q4.1) the level of ecodriving motivation, (Q4.2) the achieved fuel efficiency,
(Q4.3) the level of total HEV driving experience, as well as (Q4.4) typical HEV
driving distances (i.e., mobility profile).

3 Method

3.1 Participants

We focused recruitment on HEV drivers of the Toyota Prius (2nd gen, 3rd gen, and
Prius c [in Germany sold as Yaris Hybrid]), being the most sold (see e.g., [3]) and
most prototypical HEV model. From the almost 1500 Prius drivers in the www.
spritmonitor.de database we invited drivers who (a) had an average fuel efficiency
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above the fleet-average of the vehicle model, (b) were from Germany, Austria, or
Switzerland, and (c) had logged their fuel efficiency within the last 3 months. We
avoided drivers who appeared to log fuel efficiency inconsistently, and sought to
sample drivers across a range of above-average fuel efficiencies (i.e., from “just
above average” to “top of the list”). Ethical approval was sought from and granted
by the University of Southampton’s Ethics and Research Governance committee
(reference number 17071).

Participants in the resulting sample (N = 39) had an average age ofM = 45 years
(SD = 10) and an average HEV driving experience of M = 74,079 km (SD =
64,513), 92 % were male, and 56 % had a university degree.

3.2 Procedure

Telephone interviews (including questionnaire sections) were conducted
(Mduration = 48 min, SD = 8). Participants received the interview guideline before
the interview and could therefore refer to the documentation as the interviewer went
through the questions. The interviewer’s experience with HEV driving (>6 years)
facilitated the process.

After introducing the study and gaining informed consent, the interview had the
following parts: (P1) ecodriving motivation, (P2) ecodriving strategies, (P3) further
questions on ecodriving support, strategy development, and false beliefs, and (P4)
questionnaire to assess socio-demographic and experience-related variables. The
interview was audio-recorded and transcribed. The present paper focuses on section
(P1) of the interview. Results regarding the other parts of the interview and further
details on the methodology have been published in [5].

3.3 Scales and Measures

Interview Questions regarding Ecodriving Motivation. The three interview
question to assess the data for Q1–Q3 were as follows: (1) What motivates you to
drive energy efficiently? (2) What is the most important motivation for you?
(3) What are the reasons for you to not drive maximum energy efficiently
sometimes?
Level of Ecodriving Motivation. To assess ecodriving motivation quantitatively, a
two-item scale (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.82) focusing on the behavioral intention [15]
was assessed (see also [5]).
Fuel Efficiency Indicators. Two fuel efficiency indicators were computed for the
analysis. First, participants exported fuel log data of their current main HEV from
the spritmonitor.de database. This data included all refueling events, comprising the
refueling amount (in liters) and the distance driven (in total 1.9 million km).
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The data of the last 90 days was extracted (labelled FuelEfficiency.last90d.log) to
standardize for seasonal variations (interviews were conducted in August 2015).

Second, participants’ estimated fuel efficiency for four situations (autobahn, city,
rural flat road, rural mountainous road) was assessed (in liter per 100 km, for further
details on the specific questionnaire items see [5]). We computed a mean score
FuelEfficiency.4sit as the average estimated fuel efficiency for the four situations
(supported by a high Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.87). While this score is based upon
self-reported energy efficiency, it helps to counteract inter-individual differences in
fuel efficiency that are caused by differences in trip profile or environmental con-
ditions (i.e., for some drivers it is simply more difficult to achieve a good fuel
efficiency because of their usual trip profile which is reflected in FuelEfficiency.
last90d.log). Moreover, the self-reported energy efficiency estimations where found
to be accurate in our sample (see [5]). Hence, FuelEfficiency.4sit should be con-
ceived as the primary indicator of fuel efficiency for the present analysis (parallel to
the analyses in [5]).

Finally, to eliminate the influence of vehicle model we computed the distribution
parameters for each HEV model (based on fuel efficiency data from all vehicles of
this model in the spritmonitor.de database) and z-standardized the fuel efficiency
values of each participant on the respective distribution. Finally, all fuel effi-
ciency values were inverted such that higher values corresponded to higher fuel
efficiency.

Total HEV Driving Experience. HEV driving experience was assessed as total
distance driven. The item text was: “How many kilometers did you already drive
HEVs altogether?”
Typical HEV Driving Distance. As a basic indicator of HEV usage intensity we
asked participants to estimate their average distance driven in a typical week with
HEVs. The item text was: “How many kilometers do you drive with HEVs in a
typical week? Please refer your statement to a typical week within the last three
months.

3.4 Qualitative Data Analysis

We based our qualitative data analysis on thematic analysis [19]. After each
interview, the interviewer and the scribe (first and second author) discussed insights
and first ideas for possible codes. After familiarization with the data, the initial
coding phase led to a list of codes that were relevant to the respective research
question. Afterwards, the coding system was reviewed and discussed, and initial
ideas for themes (i.e., thematic clusters) were revised and refined based on pre-
liminary indicators of prevalence in the data. As only a relatively low level of
abstraction of statements was targeted, this phase was less complex than for other
topics in psychology (i.e., semantic rather than latent level analysis; [19]). In the
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final phase we again went through all transcripts and coded participants’ statements
with regard to the developed coding systems (i.e., clusters and sub-clusters). Within
this phase some final revisions and refinements of the coding system were per-
formed. Hence, all statements of the participants that were relevant to the respective
research question were grouped into clusters and sub-clusters. Clusters group
similar statements of different participants (i.e., an overarching theme that is
addressed by several participants). In the results section only clusters/sub-clusters
with a prevalence of n ≥ 2 (i.e., 5 % of the sample) are described.

4 Results

4.1 (Q1) Ecodriving Motivations

Participants’ responses regarding the interview question (1) What motivates you to
drive energy efficiently? were grouped into seven major clusters (see Table 1).
Q1C1 environmental protection and Q1C2 cost reduction where the most important
motivations that drivers expressed.

Regarding Q1C1 environmental protection, many drivers (21 %) referred to the
reduction of driving emissions (CO2 [10 %], exhaust emissions [5 %], noise pol-
lution [5 %]) and several drivers (13 %) spoke about resource conservation. Finally
some drivers (8 %) stated their motivation to be the wish to take responsibility for
the next generations or improve the world. Most drivers however expressed the
environmental protection motivation in rather general terms (e.g., ‘environmental
awareness’, ‘make a contribution to environmental protection’, ‘behave in an
ecologically sensible manner’, ‘reduce the ecological footprint’).

The motivation of cost reduction (Q1C2) was less multifaceted. Drivers typically
referred to the potential to pay less for fuel (i.e., for driving a certain distance) or
running costs in general (e.g., also addressing the increase of durability of car
parts).

The third major cluster (Q1C3) was labeled gamification because it grouped the
various motivations that are usually addressed by gamified systems. Particularly,
many drivers (28 %) expressed their motivation as pushing the limits (i.e.,

Table 1 Ecodriving motivations (Q1)

Cluster-ID Cluster label % of 39 participants

Q1C1 Environmental protection 77

Q1C2 Cost reduction 74

Q1C3 Gamification aspects 49

Q1C4 Enthusiasm about HEV technology 15

Q1C5 More relaxed driving 15

Q1C6 The car/interface motivates ecodriving 13

Q1C7 The smart and safe way of driving 8
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ecodriving as a personal challenge). Furthermore, several drivers explicitly stated
ecodriving to increase driving enjoyment and fun (15 %), others stated ecodriving
to be a competition (10 %), sport (8 %), game (8 %) or hobby (5 %) and that their
ambition motivated them to increase energy efficiency (8 %).

Apart from these three large major clusters there were also four less prevalent
major clusters named by 8–15 % of the drivers. Cluster Q1C4 summarized several
drivers who stated their ecodriving motivation to be driven by the enthusiasm for
the HEV technology. Moreover, several drivers also stated ecodriving to be a more
relaxed and elegant way of driving (Q1C5). Interestingly, only relatively few of the
drivers (13 %, Q1C6) pointed out that they were motivated by the car (or more
specifically the interface) to increase their ecodriving efforts. Finally, few drivers
stated ecodriving to be the smarter and safer way of driving (Q1C7).

4.2 (Q2) Most Important Ecodriving Motivation

Participants’ responses regarding the interview question (2) What is the most
important motivation for you? were categorized with the same coding system as
used for Q1. Most drivers clearly stated only one most important motivation. Two
drivers however also named a second (or third) ‘most important’ motivation. Here
only the first stated motivation entered the analysis. As shown in Table 2, the first
three major clusters from the analysis of Q1 accounted for 92 % of drivers’ most
important motivations. Cost reduction (Q3C1) was the most important factor,
directly followed by environmental protection (Q3C2) and gamification (Q3C3).

4.3 (Q3) Reasons for not Driving Maximum Energy
Efficiently

Participants’ responses regarding the interview question (3) What are the reasons
for you to not drive maximum energy efficiently sometimes? were grouped into five
major clusters (see Table 3).

Table 2 Most important
ecodriving motivation (Q2)

Cluster-ID Cluster label % of 39
participants

Q2C1 Cost reduction 36

Q2C2 Environmental protection 31

Q2C3 Gamification 26

Q2C4 More relaxed driving 5
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Above all (Q3C1) time issues were the most important reason to reduce eco-
driving efforts, either because of time pressure (56 %) or because of the individual
wish to save time (13 %). A specific motivation herein, which was named by two
drivers (5 %), was the wish to be home with the family quickly.

Regarding Q3C2 traffic compatibility, drivers stated several traffic-related factors
that made them reduce ecodriving efforts (or that simply impeded ecodriving
efforts), such as general bad traffic conditions (18 %), the wish to not be a traffic
obstruction (13 %) or other drivers tailgating (8 %).

Regarding Q3C3 specific driving maneuvers, drivers for example named over-
taking maneuvers (18 %) or dangerous situations (5 %) to be situations when
ecodriving played a less important role.

Finally, several drivers named the enjoyment of fast acceleration and high
driving speeds (Q3C4) and particularly long trips (Q3C5) to be factors that led to
reduced ecodriving efforts.

4.4 (Q4) Relating Most Important Motivations to Level
of Ecodriving Motivation, Fuel Efficiency, Total HEV
Driving Experience and Typical HEV Driving Distance

To assess the relationship between the most important ecodriving motivations and
the level of ecodriving motivation, fuel efficiency (FuelEfficiency.last90d.log and
FuelEfficiency.4sit), HEV driving experience and typical HEV driving distance, a
quantitative analysis comparing the three groups from Q2C1, Q2C2 and Q2C3
against each other was performed (see Table 3). Cohen’s d for differing group sizes
(d) was calculated as standardized effect size measure [20]. Statistical significance
was computed via a permutation test [21]. Nonetheless, due to the small group sizes
(and thus small power), we base the interpretation of results primarily on effect sizes
(i.e., moderate effects, respectively d ≥ |0.50|, are interpreted).

As indicated in Table 4, there were no significant and no effects bigger than
moderate for the comparison between the group with cost reduction and the group
with environmental protection as primary ecodriving motivation. This is clearly
different for the comparisons of both groups with the group with gamification as
primary ecodriving motivation: Gamification was, when compared to

Table 3 Reasons for not driving maximum energy efficiently (Q3)

Cluster-ID Cluster label % of 39 participants

Q3C1 Time issues 67

Q3C2 Traffic compatibility 36

Q3C3 Specific driving maneuvers 23

Q3C4 Enjoyment of acceleration/speed 18

Q3C5 Long trips 13
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environmental protection, positively related to the level of ecodriving motivation
and FuelEfficiency.4sit but negatively related to both, total HEV driving experience
and typical HEV driving distance. The same applies to the comparison of gamifi-
cation to cost reduction, except for FuelEfficciency.last90d.log, which was addi-
tionally positively related to gamification. Summed up, gamification was generally
positively associated with fuel efficiency and negatively related with HEV driving
experience and the typical HEV driving distance (i.e., gamification is by tendency
less often the most important ecodriving motivation for drivers’ driving more km
per week).

5 Discussion

5.1 Summary of Results

The objective of the present research was to identify and understand HEV drivers’
ecodriving motivations as well as factors that lead drivers to not drive maximum
energy efficient. Results regarding Q1 indicate that the goals to protect the envi-
ronment and to reduce costs were important factors for drivers as were aspects of
gamification such as seeing ecodriving as a challenge (pushing the limits), com-
petition, sport or game. Regarding Q2, drivers’ most important ecodriving moti-
vations were cost reduction, environmental protection and gamification aspects.
Furthermore, regarding Q3, time issues, traffic compatibility, implementation of
specific driving maneuvers, and enjoyment of the car’s acceleration and speed were
reported to be factors that conflicted the ecodriving motive. Finally, regarding Q4,
comparisons between the resulting three major groups regarding the most important
ecodriving motivation (cost reduction versus environmental protection versus
gamification aspects) revealed the following: First, there were no relevant differ-
ences regarding the level of ecodriving motivation, achieved fuel efficiency, HEV

Table 4 Relationship between most important ecodriving motivations and further variables

Variables Cost reduction
versus
environmental
protection

Gamification
versus
environmental
protection

Gamification
versus cost
reduction

d (p) d (p) d (p)

Level of ecodriving
motivation

0.27 (0.540) 0.66 (0.174) 0.35 (0.456)

FuelEfficiency. last90d.log −0.31 (0.435) 0.18 (0.681) 0.54 (0.201)

FuelEfficiency.4sit −0.08 (0.836) 0.51 (0.243) 0.66 (0.127)

Total HEV driving
experience

−0.32 (0.430) −1.11 (0.001) −1.16 (0.001)

Typical HEV driving distance 0.22 (0.610) −0.74 (0.102) −0.69 (0.107)
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driving experience, and mobility profile between the groups with cost reduction and
environmental protection as primary motivation. Yet, gamification was, compared
to both other groups, related to higher fuel efficiency, less total HEV driving
experience and a mobility profile comprising shorter typical weekly driven dis-
tances (criterion for interpretation: moderate effect sizes, only effect of total HEV
driving experience was also statistically significant).

5.2 Implications

Although some limitations have to be taken into account when interpreting the
results of the present study (specifically the relatively small sample size and the
correlational design of our study regarding Q4), some interesting tentative con-
clusions can be drawn.

While the relatively ‘classical’ ecodriving motivations related to cost savings
(i.e., individual utility) and environmental protection (i.e., social utility) stand out as
the most important motivational factors, the cluster of gamification aspects is also
particularly strong (i.e. prevalent). This pattern and particularly the positive rela-
tionship of the gamification motivation with fuel efficiency gives some support to
the notion that gamification approaches to ecodriving can indeed have a consid-
erable potential (i.e., in relation to approaches focused on costs or the environment).
However, the results regarding the relation of gamification and driving experience
could be interpreted as giving some indication that motivations related to gamifi-
cation are less prevalent or play a less important role (less often act as primary
ecodriving motivation) with increased driving experience. Therefore, using different
motivational factors at different states of experience could enhance the long-term
stability of ecodriving-motivation. However, further more controlled studies would
be needed to allow a definite conclusion about these patterns of results.

All in all, the present study provides a further step towards a comprehensive
understanding of (a) those factors HEV drivers perceive as motivating their use of
energy efficient driving behaviors as well as (b) those factors that have the potential
to conflict with ecodriving. For designing optimal intervention approaches and
advanced driver assistance systems (i.e., ecodriving support systems) these factors
should be taken into account, for example by providing drivers with precise
information to easily balance the goals of energy efficiency and time efficiency
(e.g., how much energy does it cost to save five minutes on this trip). Ultimately,
such design approaches could contribute to a greater sustainability effect of HEVs.
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A Countdown to Manual Driving: How Do
Drivers Get “Back-in-the-Loop”?

Annika Larsson

Abstract In automated driving, transitions of control from and to the driver are an
important safety issue; studies have shown that drivers are slower to respond to
hazards immediately after resuming control. This study explores the use of
countdowns to mitigate transition problems before drivers are pushed back into
control in a simulated driving task. In order to test the effectiveness of the count-
downs, immediately after one of the four countdowns, the driver had to react to a
stationary vehicle (TTC 5 s) revealed by a lead vehicle changing lanes. Driver
responses were logged and analysed. The results indicate that drivers respond more
alike if they have the opportunity cognitively to get back into the loop before they
need to respond. However, the signal needs to be perceived by the driver, otherwise
it can be missed. Drivers thus need support during the switch to manual control, as a
focus on other tasks can cause them to miss signals from the vehicle. If such support
cannot come from the vehicle, it needs to come from the infrastructure.

Keywords Automated driving � Take-over-request � Tactical responses �
Out-of-the-loop

1 Introduction

When the vehicle itself drives for parts of a journey, transitions of control from and
to the driver pose a potential risk. Studies have shown that drivers are slower to
respond to critical scenarios immediately after resuming control (e.g. [1–3]), which
could be risky at higher speeds. We believe that one reason for difficulties when
resuming control is that drivers do not monitor the road in a structured way when
automation is driving the vehicle, for the simple reason that they do not need to.
Drivers switch from needing to monitor traffic to delegating that to the vehicle.
When the need to drive and monitor is removed, drivers instead perform other tasks
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(see e.g. [4]) which they come to see as their new main tasks. Drivers even delay
transitions back to manual control, if possible. Merely keeping their hands on the
wheel does not appear by itself to lead to structured monitoring. Gold et al. [1]
found that keeping the hands on the wheel when in automated mode did not lead to
a faster response to a critical situation. In our view, goal-directed monitoring of
traffic was still lacking, which in turn affects how drivers are able to respond to
risky situations as well as even to signals prompting them to resume control.

It is likely that changing the task from driving to something else produces a
cognitive cost [5]. The theory of task switching (ibid) suggests that activating
another set of rules, associated with the new goal, is effortful. This effort will then
show as longer deliberation as well as slower responses until the switch is com-
pleted. Therefore, it may be effortful to resume the driving task after having been in
automated mode. Helping drivers switch their task goal ahead of resuming physical
control of the vehicle could therefore provide help in handling hazardous situations
when back in control again.

Resuming control while moving is not necessarily simple or straightforward.
Following a signal to resume control, it can take drivers up to over 10 s merely to
put their hands on the steering wheel again [6]. Thus, some drivers may not resume
control early enough to be able to handle risky situations immediately after a
transition of control. Banks and Stanton [7] found that 22 % of their participants
failed to resume control of an automated vehicle following an auditory system
warning. Rather, the drivers required a prompt by a safety driver to resume control
and put their hands back onto the steering wheel.

Some studies have also examined transition prompts with pre-warnings, such as
[8], and [9]. Willemsen et al. [8] tested both a countdown to manual control and an
instant pass-back to manual via sound with visual indication. However, they did not
compare responses to critical situations for the two indications. [9] transitioned
control to the driver after a total of 7 s, consisting of a two-second spoken message
followed by a five-second visual countdown. Participants were also asked to con-
firm the transition by pressing a button on the steering wheel, all providing time for
a mental switch of control ahead of the physical switch. In contrast to the earlier
research cited on switching from automated to manual control, [9] found no sig-
nificant difference in response times to critical events after automation compared to
baseline. One difference is their use of a countdown ahead of the actual pass back to
manual control, as the other studies previously mentioned all pushed drivers into
control immediately when issuing a beep sound of some sort along with a visual
indication.

Providing a countdown is one way to allow drivers to anticipate when they will
receive control again. Indeed, [10] found a trend that anticipated transitions of
control lead to a somewhat shorter time to take control and to get back into the
driving loop. The benefit of anticipation or countdowns may be different given what
drivers are doing immediately before, though. [11] also found that a scheduled
transition was beneficial for drivers who were looking at video when responding to
a critical event, compared to a non-scheduled transition. Radio listeners were faster
to respond though, both with scheduled and non-scheduled transitions. There was
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no significant effect of the scheduled strategy for radio listeners, but the standard
deviation of response times became smaller. We speculate that this is due to drivers
being able to both listen to the radio and somewhat stay in the driving task, whereas
when watching video the task switch becomes more complete. Drivers may also
consciously choose to keep performing a non-driving task they have started, if first
provided with a more optional resumption signal, until required to resume control
immediately [5].

Drivers appear to take about five seconds to be able to handle more demanding
driving situations again. Mok et al. [12] provided drivers with an auditory message,
at the start of which control was immediately handed back to them 2, 5 or 8 s before
having to manually negotiate a curve. In the 2 s condition, all participants failed to
negotiate the curve, whereas in the 5 and 8 s condition all participants managed to
do so. The same also applies for responding to hazards. In Gold et al. [13], driver
strategies changed from a fairly even distribution of steering, braking and steering
and braking at a five second TTC transitioning from automated driving, through a
mix of steering and steering and braking (7 s TTC from automation, as well as 5 s
TTC from manual), to only steering for 7 s TTC from manual. Thus, available time
also appears to have an effect on the tactical side of driving, not only on response
times or similar operational measures (see Michon [14]).

In this study, we intend to investigate whether a countdown will cause drivers to
resume control in a different way, compared to when being handed control
immediately. In particular, we focus on whether countdowns make a difference to
drivers’ tactical strategies for resolving a critical situation just after control
transition.

2 Method

This study explores the use of countdowns to ease drivers back into manual control
in a simulated driving task.

The countdowns tested were 0, 5, 10 and 30 s long. At the start of the count-
down, an information sound was played, and an informational display counting the
seconds to transition was shown. At five seconds to the end of the countdown, the
same information sound was played again (the first sound for the 5 s countdown).
At the end of the countdown (the only sound for 0 s), a distinct warning sound was
played. At the end of this warning sound, the driver was pushed back in control of
the car.

2.1 Participants

39 participants (21 male), recruited from a sample of employees at Volvo Cars
participated in the study, as part of their normal working day. Participants held a
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valid driving license and ranged in age from 25 to 60 years (mean 40 years, sd
8.8 years), and drove on average 300 km per week. Thirteen participants, with at
least one year of experience with ACC, were randomly distributed between the
groups.

2.2 Simulator

The study was conducted in a fixed-base simulator with a 180° field of view, in the
Volvo Cars HMI lab. Side mirror screens were unfortunately out of order during the
study, but a rear view mirror screen displayed the scene behind the participant’s
vehicle. The participant controlled the steering wheel as well as gas and brake
pedals, gear shifting was automatic. In automated mode, the simulator disregarded
any input from the wheel or pedals. To indicate automated mode, the instrument
cluster displayed a black screen with just the current speed in the same location
where the speedometer is located during manual drive. Automated driving was
based on an ACC-type functionality, set to a speed of 95 km/h. In automated mode,
the participant followed a lead vehicle travelling at 90 km/h for parts of the drive.

The simulated road consisted of a two separated two-lane roads with moderate
traffic and gentle curves, so that the road was not completely straight. Drivers could
not drive into oncoming traffic. Participants were instructed to keep to the road
speed, 90 km/h. Participants drove manually for around one minute before the
vehicle started driving itself. They were then shown a message on the simulator
wall that automation was active. Participants were in automated mode for five
minutes before manual control was returned, at the same time as the lead vehicle
changed lanes. This loop was repeated four times for each participant. The critical
scenario only occurred once for each driver, after the lead vehicle had switched
lanes.

During the practice session, participants were introduced to the Android mobile
phone game “Dots” by Playdots, Inc. The game was played on a Samsung Galaxy
S4 mini. Participants were instructed to play the game during automated driving.
The game was set to a time limit of one minute, during which participants were
instructed to score as high as possible by connecting dots on the screen. After the
minute was up, participants were instructed to play again, and repeat for the entire
drive while in automated mode. At the start of each drive, if the participant did not
start playing the game, the test leader asked them to do so.

2.3 Procedure

Participants were welcomed in the simulator, and asked to adjust the seat and the
steering wheel so that they were comfortable. They were then allowed to drive for
about 5 min, so that they were at ease with driving the simulator. Participants were
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trained in having control passed back to them from the vehicle, as well as to
recognize the accompanying auditory and visual signals used to indicate that
automated driving had ended. Each participant heard and practiced the signals at
least 3 times for each type of signal.

For the test, each participant drove four drives in the simulator, trying all four
countdowns in a balanced order. In order to test the effect of the countdowns,
immediately after one of the four countdown, the driver had to react to a stationary
vehicle (TTC 5 s) revealed by a lead vehicle changing lanes. Drivers’ responses
were logged and analysed. The study was conducted in a between-group design,
split by countdown type.

2.4 Critical Scenario

The participant’s vehicle was driving without a lead vehicle for the majority of the
drive, switching to a lead truck during the last minute of automated driving to
conceal the possibility of the critical scenario occurring (Fig. 1).

During the critical scenario, the lead vehicle, a truck that had been obscuring the
road in front, changed lanes to reveal a stationary car in the right lane.
Simultaneously, the left lane filled with other cars, meaning the participant had to
be on the lookout for obstacles to that side as well. In order to avoid the stationary
vehicle in front, the participant had to brake or to steer into the left lane, avoiding
the other cars there (Fig. 2).

S V

TTC = 5s 
at transition and reveal

Fig. 1 Critical scenario, subject vehicle in the right lane, lead vehicle changing lanes in front of
the stationary vehicle
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3 Results

Steering input of over 4°, and pedal input of 10 % of max was used to distinguish
conscious input as well as signal from noise in the data. Smaller steering input than
4° was difficult to tell apart from noise in the simulator. Results indicate that a
longer countdown resulted in participants using the steering wheel by itself to a
lesser degree. Instead, they tended to both steer and brake, or only brake, in order to
avoid the stationary vehicle. For the 0 s transition with only the warning sound, two
participants did not move to avoid the stationary vehicle. This was not the case for
any of the countdowns (see Fig. 3).

At the moment of transition to manual, pedal use was very similar across the four
conditions. Approximately half of the participants in each condition did not press
any pedal at all, whereas the other half pressed the gas pedal (Fig. 4).

One of the participants in the 0 s group who did not make any attempt to avoid
the stationary vehicle, did not use any of the vehicle controls after the control
transition. The other participant in the 0 s group who did not attempt to avoid the
stationary vehicle was not pressing any pedals at transition either, but started
pressing the gas pedal close to the stationary vehicle. No steering above the chosen
threshold of 4 degrees was detected, but smaller steering adjustments to the left can
be seen in the data just after the participant depressed the gas pedal. So, this
participant may have tried to steer away from the stationary vehicle.

Fig. 2 Critical scenario as seen in the simulator
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4 Analysis

The transitions and the critical scenario in this study all provided drivers with 5 s
time-to-collision (TTC) to the stationary vehicle. Five seconds is enough to respond,
but can be difficult if one has recently been driven by an automated vehicle (e.g. [1]).
For this five second take-over-request and TTC, it was apparent that drivers in the 0 s
group did not always manage to resume control and perform an avoidance
maneuver. One participants in the 0 s condition did not act to avoid the stationary
vehicle at all, another in the same group only acted very vaguely, whereas all
participants in the other countdown groups performed clear avoidance maneuvers.

Fig. 3 Response types, ordered by countdown

Fig. 4 Pedal use at transition to manual control across the four groups
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It could be assumed that the lack of response would appear as a general problem
also at the transition point for the 0 s group compared to the other conditions. Yet,
pedal use at the transition point is similar across all four conditions. Instead, it may
be that the drivers in the 0 s condition who did not perform an avoidance maneuver
did not notice that they were back in control of the vehicle, as they did not need to
confirm the switch (cf. [9]). The fact that approximately half of the participants
across all conditions did not press any pedal at transition, whereas the other half
pressed one of the pedals, warrants further investigation.

Similarly to what was found in [13], the results of this study indicate that driver
strategies to respond to a critical situation when back in manual control appear to
become increasingly alike if more time is available to deliberate. The results indicate
that countdowns can cause this streamlining effect on tactical driving strategies even
without longer manual control. Thus, it appears that a countdown to manual driving
can start the task switching process earlier. This may also be the reason for [9] not
finding any significant difference in response time to critical events for drives with
countdowns from automated driving compared to baseline manual driving.

Other explanations are of course also possible. Perhaps previous research that
has found that drivers are slower to respond after automated driving also includes
some kind of double-checking on the part of the driver, to see whether they are
really in control again. As previously mentioned, these other studies generally have
provided the driver with one single beep before pushing them back in control. Such
a warning could also take drivers a while to identify in itself, and they may even
miss the signal. For these reasons, drivers need to be given the opportunity to
become aware of the transition to manual control, and not miss it if they focus on a
non-driving task.

4.1 Conclusions

If it is not possible to provide the driver with a warning that automation will no
longer be controlling the vehicle in time before a control switch, mitigating systems
or infrastructure may need to be in place.

Providing not one, but several temporally spaced and sufficiently salient tran-
sition signals appears to be important for drivers to be able to handle potential
hazards after a period of automated driving. Handing control to a driver without
asking for confirmation may also be risky, as the driver may fail to notice the
pass-back signal. If it is not possible to provide the driver with a warning that
automation will no longer be controlling the vehicle in time before a control switch,
mitigation is necessary.

If drivers cannot be supported during or immediately after the switch, one way to
handle the risk of drivers not responding to hazards could be only to allow that level
of automation on roads with low speeds. Thus, infrastructure could mitigate diffi-
culties of transitioning to manual control from automation, so that the risk of severe
accidents can be reduced.
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Assessing Truck Drivers’ and Fleet
Managers’ Opinions Towards Highly
Automated Driving

Natalie Richardson, Fabian Doubek, Kevin Kuhn and Annika Stumpf

Abstract Highly automated driving is on the advance and is linked to various
benefits such as increased overall comfort for the driver as well as rising fuel and
transport efficiency. Especially within the domain of truck driving in terms of long
distance haulage, it seems as if highly automated driving systems could positively
enhance the conditions for drivers and transport companies. Literature suggests that
the acceptance of new technologies is a major determinant of whether a developing
technology is used. This paper describes an approach aimed at assessing truck
drivers’ attitudes towards highly automated driving. Furthermore, fleet managers’
opinions regarding the potential and limitations of highly automated driving sys-
tems were queried to investigate whether transport companies would invest in this
new technology. Data was collected by an online and paper-based questionnaire.
The results reflect the major areas of acceptance and doubts towards highly auto-
mated driving from the drivers’ as well as the fleet managers’ perspectives. Both
groups are found to be the most concerned about legal liability issues and the
general safety and reliability of such technology. Comfort and safety seem to have
the biggest influence on the acceptance of highly automated driving. Truck drivers
were concerned about reduced driving pleasure as well as being redundant. Results
show that the majority of truck drivers do not have a clear idea of highly automated
systems. In contrast, fleet managers claim to have an idea of the system.
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1 Introduction

In the future, transportation demands can be expected to increase in line with trade
growth [1], indicating a rising importance of truck haulage. To meet the require-
ments of a fast growing economy, transport companies need to enhance fuel and
transport efficiency while taking a maximum safety level into account. Highly
automated driving is considered promising in meeting these requirements. Highly
automated driving is defined as a system able to perform the driving task com-
pletely by itself [2]. Permanent system monitoring by the driver is not necessary,
though he must be able to take over control within a predefined take over time if
required by the system [2]. This advancing technology seems to have the capability
to strike a balance between growing mobility demands, road safety and environ-
mental protection [3, 4]. Especially in the domain of truck driving in terms of long
distance haulage, it seems as if highly automated driving systems could positively
enhance the conditions for drivers and transport companies.

By enhancing fuel efficiency, thereby decreasing gas emissions and traffic
congestion, transport companies might be able to increase their efficiency and
profitability [3]. While commercial haulage operators might decrease the overall
operational costs, truck drivers would be the major beneficiaries when it comes to
driving comfort and road safety [4].

While higher levels of automation offer benefits, these might be undermined by
several downsides. Relevant issues mainly relate to the driver’s changing role,
resulting in an exclusion from the actual driving task [5]. As an outcome, phe-
nomena, such as a reduced situation awareness leading to inappropriate levels of
trust in the automated system, might increase [5–7].

The acceptance of new technologies is of primary importance and a major
determinant in whether a developing technology is used [8]. Therefore, the intro-
duction of highly automated driving in trucks will only be beneficial if drivers are
willing to use the system. Previous research in the automotive domain indicated that
acceptance towards highly automated systems is significantly affected by the user’s
extent of technical affinity [5, 9]. If automated systems are not accepted by drivers,
the positive impact of automation on the transportation industry might be mitigated
[10, 11]. However, there is no clarification of the current acceptance level of truck
drivers and transport companies towards the usage of highly automated systems
within trucks. Current research has already investigated car drivers’ trust as well as
acceptance regarding highly automated systems [11]. As trucks are characterized as
commercial transport vehicles and therefore workspaces, findings on the acceptance
of car drivers towards highly automated driving cannot be transferred onto the field
of truck driving easily.
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2 Research Question

This study investigates truck drivers’ as well as fleet managers’ acceptance towards
highly automated driving to determine acceptance enhancing elements.
Furthermore, affinity for technology was determined. Information about concerns
and needs were collected. In addition to that, forwarding agents’ perspectives on
benefits and concerns regarding highly automated driving were analyzed.

3 Method

The quantitative method used was a questionnaire. Data was collected by applying
it either as an online or as a paper-based questionnaire. This approach reflects the
method of explorative research attempting to establish a foundation for formulating
hypotheses leading to future studies. Two surveys were created, for truck drivers as
well as transport companies. The online questionnaire was implemented using the
open source tool LimeSurvey [12].

3.1 Questionnaire Construction

Drivers’ questionnaires were divided into the following sections: demographic
information such as age, gender, number of years in employment as a truck driver,
mileage as well as driving frequency. Furthermore, technical affinity and truck
drivers’ general opinions towards the idea of using highly automated driving sys-
tems were assessed. For measuring truck drivers’ affinity towards technology, the
TA-EG (Technology Affinity—Electronic Devices) [8] questionnaire, consisting of
19 items, was used. The resulting scores between 1 and 5 were divided into the four
categories enthusiasm (5 items), competence (4 items), negative (5 items) as well as
positive attitude (5 items). In addition, the survey recorded information about
potential benefits and concerns regarding the implementation of highly automated
driving, as well as necessary conditions under which truck drivers would like to be
supported by such systems.

Fleet managers’ surveys also focused on the attitude towards highly automated
systems within trucks and investigated thoughts and ideas of a potential shift in
drivers’ work tasks and environments. To investigate whether transport companies
would invest in this new technology, the questionnaire further analyzed benefits and
limitations of highly automated driving systems from forwarding agents’
perspectives.

Both subject groups were informed about the aim of the survey study and that
they would need approximately 20 min to complete the questionnaire. A brief
definition of the term highly automated driving was provided in written form within
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the survey. Participants were informed that all data recorded for the study was
anonymized.

3.2 Item Analysis

For the purpose of measuring truck drivers’ technical affinity, the standardized
TA-EG questionnaire [9] was used. Questions regarding concerns, benefits and
usage of highly automated systems were translated into German using questions
from Kyriakidis et al. [11] on the public opinion on automated driving. An
empirical examination of the questionnaire should be conducted to check the
reliability of items regarding the general acceptance and attitude towards higher
automation. In order to verify whether the test items meet their purpose, an item
analysis was conducted using the statistical analyzing software SPSS [13]. In total,
eight items, selected to measure the drivers’ attitudes towards highly automated
driving systems, were taken into account for analysis. Item difficulty was found to
vary between 2.62 and 3.31 (scale from 1 = disagree strongly to 5 = agree
strongly). The major share of the item difficulties is above the average rating of 3.
This means that the majority of the items the subjects agreed to were difficult to
measure psychometrically. The scientific merit of each item was valued using
Cronbach-α for standardized items (Cronbach-α = 0.855). The inter-item-
correlation spread from 0.051 to 0.757 (mean 0.425). The adjusted part-whole
selectivity came to r_ix > 0.30, except for one item (“if the truck drives highly
automated, other tasks can be pursued”) with r_ix = 0.235. Hence, the item was
excluded from further analysis.

3.3 Procedure

Data was collected by using either an online or paper-based questionnaire.
A newsletter referring to both questionnaires was sent out by the Bavarian
Association of Shipping Companies to its subscribers. Both online questionnaires
were published on different online community forums. Truck drivers were
approached using a list of test subjects provided by the Institute of Automotive
Technology of the Technische Universität München. Furthermore, a paper-based
version of the truck driver questionnaire was handed out to drivers at two regular
driver meetings organized by the traffic police of Bavaria.

A link to the questionnaire addressing transport companies was posted by the
German Logistics Association on their official Facebook site as well as in the
research and development forum of the associated Xing group. The questionnaire
was also sent out to various transport companies based on the general e-mail contact
information found on the companies’ internet websites.
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3.4 Participants

A total of 69 subjects replied to the driver questionnaire. Incomplete questionnaires
(N = 22) were removed and not used for further analysis. Another 8 respondents no
longer involved in active driving were also excluded from the analysis. In total, 39
complete response sets from the driver’s side were taken into account for analysis.
The responses were gathered between December 21, 2015 and February 17, 2016.
The sample consisted of 2 female and 37 male drivers aged 22–74 (mean
49.34 ± 11.07). 30.56 % of the drivers operate on long haul transport, 41.67 % on
regional transport and 22.22 % on local transport (local transport: up to 50 km;
regional transport: 50–150 km; long haul transport: more than 150 km per day). On
average, the subjects of the inspected sample had been operating as truck drivers for
27 years (± 11.96).

Concerning the transport company questionnaire, 17 responses were received of
which 10 were completed. The companies employ a minimum of 3 and a maximum
of 100 drivers. The results indicate that 60 % lease, 30 % rent and 80 % buy trucks.
80 % of the inspected companies stated that their trucks are in use for a range of 4–
6 years, while 20 % indicated a range of 7–9 years.

4 Results

Descriptive statistics were calculated for each of the factors and items of the
questionnaires. In addition, linear models (LM) were used to analyze the data. LM
are especially appropriate for the estimation of item influence on the given influence
of other variables, which is not possible with univariate testing methods. Therefore,
LM were calculated between the averaged drivers’ attitudes towards highly auto-
mated driving and the items regarding why a driver would want to let the system
take over the driving task.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Resulting TA-EG (scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree)
scores of truck drivers (Fig. 1) are located around 3.16 (± 0.39), reflecting a
moderate overall affinity of drivers towards technology. The scores varied between
3.39 (± 0.76) representing the subscale competence, and 2.99 (± 0.45) describing
positive attitude towards technology in general. Intermediate scores for the sub-
scales negative attitude (reversed, mean 3.28 ± 0.62) and enthusiasm (mean
3.01 ± 0.63) support the tendency of a rather medium attraction of truck drivers
towards new technologies.
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Analyzing the initial question addressing the general comprehension of the
concept and of highly automated driving systems, 43.6 % of truck drivers were not
familiar with the terminology. Truck drivers showed themselves neutral towards the
statement that the idea of highly automated driving is fascinating (mean
3.05 ± 1.19, on the scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree).
Regarding driving pleasure, respondents neither assumed that highly automated
driving will be enjoyable (mean 2.97 ± 0.96), nor did they strongly agree that
highly automated driving would be easier than manual driving (mean 3.03 ± 0.90).

Furthermore, truck drivers fear losing their job due to being replaced by
automation (25.6 %). Drivers adopted a neutral attitude towards the statement that
driving in highly automated mode might be a potential relief in monotonous
demanding driving situations (mean 3.31 ± 0.92). Although 53.8 % of all
respondent drivers would hand over the driving task to the system when manual
driving is monotonous, only 7.7 % would like to drive in highly automated mode in
order to be able to engage in a secondary task.

51.3 % of truck drivers named higher safety as one of the reasons why they would
like to drive in a highly automated truck (Fig. 2). Further insights into truck drivers’
attitudes towards highly automated driving are provided by open questions. 47 % of
the participants stated that the main reason for choosing their job was “driving
pleasure”. 17.65 % mentioned family backgrounds for instance “truck company is
family owned” or “other family members have been truck drivers” or other forms of
forced reasons. The following examples can be given: “unemployment” or “no
alternatives”. 8.8 % were tempted by the salary. Additional acceptance related
statements are: “If the truck drives by itself, it should forgo the driver” or
“automation will not mitigate the current situation for the drivers, it will replace
them”.

Fig. 1 TA-EG scores of truck drivers
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90 % of fleet managers have already heard of highly automated driving systems
before. From the forwarding agencies’ perspectives, the main reasons for choosing
the profession “truck driver” nowadays are financial aspects instead of choosing a
desired profession. Moreover, the companies mentioned doubts regarding safety
issues, cybercrime and liability. The fact that drivers could pursue other occupa-
tional activities is evaluated positively by truck companies and may promote
acceptance. Examples are vocational training and occupational retraining or editing
documents. Also drivers can comply with and make optimal use of statutory rest
periods.

Asking about concerns (Fig. 3), a widespread introduction of automated systems
might bring up that both groups are notably worried about the fact that drivers
might lose the joy of driving and the feeling of being in control (truck drivers:
46.2 %, fleet managers: 40 %). Truck drivers adopted a rather neutral attitude
(mean 3.31 ± 1.00) towards the statement that highly automated driving might
prevent severe accidents. 38.5 % of truck drivers (fleet managers: 60 %) indicated
that they have substantial doubts about the safety and general reliability of such
systems. Both truck drivers and fleet managers showed themselves most concerned
about legal liability issues in the event of a highly automated truck being involved
in an accident (truck drivers: 51.3 %, fleet managers: 60 %).

Fig. 2 Truck drivers’ answers (in percentage) indicating why they would like to drive in highly
automated mode
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4.2 Linear Models

Linear models were run to determine the relationship between the averaged values
of drivers’ attitudes towards highly automated driving (response variables) and the
values of every item concerning why a driver would want to let the system take
over the driving task (explanatory variables) (Fig. 4). Linear models (α = 10 %)
show that subjects thinking that highly automated driving is more comfortable have
a significant higher attitude (mean +0.45, SD 0.19, p-value 0.0256) towards highly
automated driving. Calculated effect size with a mean of +0.45 also indicates a
strong as well as relevant effect, with the effect uncertainty (SD 0.19) being low in
comparison to the other cases.

In addition, subjects thinking that highly automated driving is safer show a
significant higher attitude regarding highly automated driving (mean +0.39, SD 0.2,
p-value 0.0601). The calculated effect size also shows a strong, relevant effect with
effect uncertainty again being low in comparison to other covariates.

Other comparisons between drivers’ attitude and explanatory variables such as
reduced traffic jams (mean +0.02, SD 0.25, p-value 0.927), reduced driving times
(mean +0.06, SD 0.27, p-value 0.811), lower fuel consumption (mean 0.02, SD

Fig. 3 Respondents concerns (in percentage) about the idea of introducing highly automated
driving systems on a widespread scale
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0.24, p-value 0.9435) or a higher environmental friendliness (mean +0.13, SD 0.25,
p-value 0.61) did not reveal significant results.

5 Discussion

This paper describes an approach aiming to assess truck drivers’ attitudes towards
highly automated driving. In order to set a baseline and derive implications for
enhancing system acceptability on behalf of the driver, affinity for technology as
well as concerns and needs towards system usage were inquired. Fleet managers’
opinions regarding the potential and limitations of highly automated driving sys-
tems were queried in order to investigate whether transport companies would invest
in this new technology.

Contrary to previous findings in the automotive domain indicating that accep-
tance towards automated systems is affected by the user’s extent of technical
affinity, could not be confirmed within this study [8]. Almost half of the respondent
truck drivers (43.6 %) answered that they did not have a clear idea of the term
“highly automated driving systems”. This fact might lead back to truck drivers’
average affinity towards new technologies, leading to problems regarding the
imagination of driving in a highly automated mode. Furthermore, it must be con-
sidered whether using the TA-EG questionnaire is suitable for inquiring affinity for
technology in terms of highly automated driving since the TA-EG was originally
developed for electronical devices [9]. Considering future studies, an evaluation of

Fig. 4 Descriptive analysis showing drivers’ opinion regarding highly automated driving and
why a driver would want to let the system take over the driving task
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the TA-EG must take place in order to determine whether it is suitable for mea-
suring affinity for the technology of highly automated driving.

Recent studies have documented public opinion on automated driving technol-
ogy. Most of these studies focused on measuring the public opinion of car drivers
[4, 11, 14, 15]. Differences between car and truck drivers lie in the fact that most
people buy cars for private reasons, whereas trucks are commercial vehicles serving
a different purpose. Therefore, comparability between studies relating to car and
truck drivers is limited.

Kyriakidis et al. [11] stated that car drivers find manual driving the most
enjoyable mode of driving, yet they found the idea of highly automated driving
fascinating. In contrast, truck drivers show a neutral attitude towards enthusiasm.
Furthermore, car drivers were found to be most concerned about software hacking
and misuse, but also about legal issues, similar to the findings by Schoettle and
Sivak [15]. The results of this study confirm this fact for truck drivers as well as
fleet managers. Additionally, open questions show that truck drivers are even more
worried about reduced “driving pleasure” and the feeling of being replaced by
automation systems.

Significant results between drivers’ attitudes towards the concept of highly
automated driving systems and benefits drivers could see in the implementation of
such systems were found.

The more positive drivers’ attitudes towards highly automated driving are, the
more importance is attached to factors such as comfort and safety. Comfort and
safety seem to have the biggest influence on the acceptance of highly automated
driving. Most commercial haulage operators (90 %) have a clear picture of the
concept of highly automated driving systems and suspect the major benefits in
higher safety and reduced fuel consumption. In order to enhance efficiency, fleet
managers could imagine a possible shift in truck drivers’ work tasks and envi-
ronment by providing them with secondary administrative tasks being performed
during highly automated driving mode. The results show that fleet managers are
able to put themselves into their employees’ positions, as some doubts mentioned
correspond to drivers’ doubts. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that improvements
in drivers’ acceptability might also increase the acceptance level of forwarding
agents.

Some limitations of this research should be noted. The sample size was small,
but relevant effects were still found. However, a larger sample size would have
ensured a more representative distribution of the population and would have been
considered more representative of the group of people to whom results will be
generalized or transferred. Hence, continuing studies should recruit a larger number
of participants in order to draw a more representative conclusion in terms of
population effects.

Online surveys offer advantages. According to this study, the main advantage
was the ability of the internet to provide access to potential participants who would
be difficult to reach through other channels [16]. Nevertheless, disadvantages are
prevailing. As drivers are deterred by the topic of highly automated driving,
recruitment was difficult. Invitations to participate in a survey on community
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bulletin boards, discussion groups, and chat rooms are often interpreted as rude or
offensive [17], or considered as spam-mail [18]. Furthermore, self-selection bias is
associated with online survey research [19]. One cannot assess how truthfully a
respondent participates and how much consideration is put in. Further difficulties lie
in the assessment of implicit information, such as feelings or emotions [20].
Another problem relates to the fact that respondents might not be aware of the
context the questionnaire is set in. In this case, the concept of highly automated
driving needs to be understandable to truck drivers and fleet managers. To foster an
understanding of highly automated systems, suitable methods, other than describ-
ing, need to be applied and evaluated.

6 Conclusion

The results indicate different points of view regarding the introduction of highly
automated driving. Truck drivers are most concerned about reduced driving plea-
sure and “being made redundant”. Comfort and security have been indicated as
promoting acceptance. Fleet managers see the positive effects in economic effi-
ciency, profitability, safety, fuel consumption and possible secondary tasks. On the
other hand, managers are worried about their drivers’ attitudes towards the system.
Therefore, fleet managers’ acceptance might rise with increased acceptability on
behalf of truck drivers. The least prominent areas of concern are software
hacking/misuse and data transmitting issues. This explorative research establishes a
foundation for formulating hypotheses and will lead to future studies. To further
investigate whether driving simulator studies, enabling the driver to experience
highly automated driving, will influence drivers’ opinions regarding highly auto-
mated driving a driving simulator study is currently being conducted. Results will
give further insights regarding possible changes. Also trust and acceptance towards
the highly automated system are under investigation.
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Will There Be New Communication Needs
When Introducing Automated Vehicles
to the Urban Context?

Victor Malmsten Lundgren, Azra Habibovic, Jonas Andersson,
Tobias Lagström, Maria Nilsson, Anna Sirkka, Johan Fagerlönn,
Rikard Fredriksson, Claes Edgren, Stas Krupenia
and Dennis Saluäär

Abstract In today’s encounters with vehicles, pedestrians are often dependent on
cues in drivers’ behavior such as eye contact, postures, and gestures. With an
increased level of automation, and the transfer of control from the driver to the
vehicle, the pedestrians cannot rely on such cues anymore. The question is: will
there be new communication needs to warrant safe interactions with automated
vehicles? This question is addressed by exploring pedestrians’ willingness to cross
the street and their emotional state in encounters with a seemingly automated
vehicle. The results show that pedestrians’ willingness to cross the street decrease
with an inattentive driver. Eye contact with the driver on the other hand leads to
calm interaction between vehicle and pedestrian. In conclusion, to sustain perceived
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safety when eye contact is discarded due to vehicle automation, it could be bene-
ficial to provide pedestrians with the corresponding information in some other way
(e.g., by means of an external vehicle interface).

Keywords Pedestrian � Automated vehicle � Willingness to cross � Emotional
state � Perceived safety � Wizard of Oz

1 Introduction

The research on automated vehicles (AVs) is accelerating for every day. Functions
that support drivers in various traffic situations (e.g., Adaptive Cruise Control,
Pedestrian Safety) are already on the market, and it is foreseen that this trend will
remain. Companies from Volvo Cars to BMW and Google suggest that vehicles
where the driving task is highly, or fully, automated will arrive soon [1]. Several
states in the US, Europe, and Asia have already allowed testing of AVs in real
traffic, and several companies are performing extensive testing there.

AVs are expected to bring multi-faceted benefits to the society including
improved safety, reduced congestion, lower emissions, higher productivity, and
improved mobility [2]. However, to obtain these benefits several challenges must be
addressed, including the communication between AVs and pedestrians in their
surroundings—a topic that has so far received limited attention in the research
world [3].

Today, this communication occurs through interpretation of vehicle dynamics
and other vehicle-centric cues using signs, lights and sound. Another key-part of the
communication occurs through gestures, postures, and eye contact between drivers
and pedestrians. Establishing eye contact serves as a confirmation that a driver and a
pedestrian have noticed each other [4]. However, with the ever-increasing level of
automation in vehicles, the driver role will change. The driver will not be repre-
senting the actions of the vehicle nor maneuvering it; he/she will be able to engage
in other tasks such as reading and sleeping. With this transfer of control, there is a
risk that pedestrians will not be able rely on these driver-centric cues anymore.

The question is: Will there be new communication needs to ensure safe inter-
actions when automated vehicles are introduced in the urban context? This
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question is addressed here by exploring pedestrians’ perceived safety and how it is
affected by different driver/vehicle behaviors. For this, two studies were conducted:
a field experiment and a questionnaire study. These studies are described in the
following sections along with the data analysis methods and the results.

2 Method

The field experiment was carried out to capture how pedestrians experience
encounters with a manual vehicle (i.e. driver behaviors that are common today) and
an automated vehicle (i.e. driver behaviors that may be common in the future) in a
realistic traffic environment. The focus was on their (un)willingness to cross the
street as an indicator of the perceived safety. Also, the reasoning behind their (un)
willingness was explored as well as their emotional experience. A Wizard of Oz
approach [5] was used to create encounters with the automated vehicle. To enlarge
the sample size, the experiment was complemented by a questionnaire with a
similar focus. The following sections describe the field experiment and the ques-
tionnaire in more detail.

2.1 Field Experiment

Participants. To participate in the study, the pedestrians needed to be familiar with
the test location and frequently travelling by foot. In total, 13 pedestrians were
recruited (7 male, 6 female) through direct contact at Chalmers University of
Technology. They were in the age range of 20–29 years. A majority of them
(N = 12) held a driver’s license. About half of them (N = 7) did not report any
eyesight correction.

Experiment Vehicle and Location. To create the Wizard of Oz set-up, a
dummy steering wheel was installed in a right-hand steered vehicle (a Volvo V40)
and the real steering wheel was hidden. This way, it appeared to be a standard
left-hand steered vehicle seen from the perspective of the pedestrians (see Fig. 1).
The fake driver on the left-hand side interacted with the pedestrians and seemingly
drove the vehicle, while the person on the right-hand side was actually driving. The
experiment was carried out at the Chalmers University of Technology on a
dead-end street that is sporadically used to access the campus (see Fig. 2). There is
a curb along one side of the street, but there is no zebra crossing.

Procedure. The test leader informed the pedestrian that he/she would interact
with a vehicle, without mentioning that the vehicle would be automated. The
pedestrian then filled in a background form (e.g., age, gender, driver’s license,
eyesight), and took a given position at the curb. To get familiar with the experiment,
the pedestrian always experienced an introductory encounter where the (fake) driver
tried to make eye contact with him/her. Next, the field experiment was executed
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following the procedure described in Table 1 with three blocks of vehicle and
driver behaviors (A, B, and C). The first two blocks were executed in a random
order, while block C was always presented last to avoid excessive order effects. The
driver behaviors illustrated in Fig. 3a-c were also presented in a random order
within the blocks. After each encounter the pedestrian completed a Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) questionnaire [6]. After finishing all encounters, the pedestrian
participated in a semi-structured interview.

The total time of the experiment was approximately 30 min, depending on the
length of the interview. The SAM scores were documented on paper, while the rest
of the data were audio recorded and later transcribed for further analysis.

2.2 Questionnaire Study

Participants. The study involved 50 pedestrians who were selected randomly from
public areas, mainly, when they were using public transportation. They were in the
following age-range: 18–20 (8 %), 21–30 (40 %), 31–40 (30 %), 41–64 (16 %)
and 65 and above (6 %). In total, 23 of 50 were women and 40 held a driver’s
license.

Pictures. The pictures were illustrating the same vehicle as in the field experi-
ment (see Sect. 2.1). They were visualizing the driver behaviors (a)–(c) that were
included in the field experiment as well as two other behaviors: (e) driver is looking

Fig. 1 The exterior (a) and the interior (b) of the experiment vehicle

Fig. 2 The experiment
location
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Table 1 The procedure for the field experiment study

Vehicle
behavior

Driver
behavior

Pedestrian task Data

A: Motion Approaches
the pedestrian on the
near-side with a speed
of ca 7 km/h without
slowing down

Eye
contact
Phone
Newspaper

1. Stands at the curb ca
0.5 m from the roadway
at an “imaginary” zebra
crossing and observes
the approaching vehicle.
Indicates when it feels
uncomfortable to cross
by turning towards the
test leader
2. Completes the
SAM-questionnaire
3. Answers the question:
What is your decision to
not cross the street
based on?

Willingness to cross
Motivation for the
willingness
SAM-questionn.
Other comments

B: Standstill Approaches
the pedestrian on the
near-side with a speed
of ca 7 km/h and then
stops ca 3 m from the
pedestrian

Eye
contact
Phone
Newspaper

1. Stands at the curb ca
0.5 m from the roadway
at an “imaginary” zebra
crossing with the back
towards the roadway.
The vehicle is
approaching and when it
stops, the pedestrian
gets the signal to turn
around and answer the
following question:
Would you cross now?
2. Completes the
SAM-questionnaire
3. Answers the question:
What is your decision to
cross/not cross the street
based on?

Willingness to cross
Motivation for the
willingness
SAM-questionn.
Other comments

C: Same as block B and
A (random order)

No driver Same as pedestrian task
in block B and
A (random order)

Same as in block
B and A

Fig. 3 The driver behaviors
that the pedestrians
experienced in the field
experiment (a–d) and in the
questionnaire (a–c and e–f)
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straight ahead and (f) driver is sleeping (see Fig. 3). Behavior (e) was added to
further investigate the influence of eye contact, while behavior (f) was used as a
similar, but less futuristic, alternative to behavior (d). Each of the 5 pictures was
evaluated by 10 pedestrians.

Procedure. A form containing background information of the study, description
of the participant’s role, SAM-questionnaire, and willingness to cross was given to
each pedestrian. The test leader showed one of the pictures in Fig. 3 while
describing the following scenario: You are walking in a city center and you are
about to cross the street at a non-signalized zebra crossing. A vehicle has just
stopped and you encounter this [shows picture] driver behavior. Would you cross
the street immediately? The participants were asked to complete the
SAM-questionnaire and encouraged to elaborate on their opinion.

2.3 Analysis Method

This section describes the analysis methods that were used to analyze the data
collected in the field experiment and in the questionnaire study.

Analysis of Willingness to Cross the Street. The “would cross”/“would not
cross” data were summarized and sorted by the corresponding driver behavior in
order to compare the effects of these behaviors on the pedestrians’ willingness to
cross the street.

Analysis of Emotional State. SAM is a nonverbal assessment method that
measures the valence, activity, and control associated with a person’s affective
reaction to stimuli [6]. Each of these dimensions is illustrated by five figures (see
Fig. 4a). To identify the pedestrians’ emotional state, the valence and the activity
scores were combined using the Circumplex model of Affect [7]. According to this
model, humans have a limited set of interrelated emotions (see Fig. 4b). The SAM
scores can be plotted into this “affective space” consisting of the valence and
activity dimensions [6]. As an example, an emotional reaction such as calmness is
the combination of pleasantness and low activation (lower right quadrant).

Based on this, the average SAM scores were plotted using the valence dimension
on the x-axis and the activation dimension on the y-axis. In addition, the scores
were sorted in accordance with the driver and vehicle behaviors. The size of the
circles in the plot visualizes the third dimension of SAM (control).

Analysis of Reasoning behind Willingness to Cross the Street. The recorded
semi-structured interviews capturing the pedestrians’ reasoning behind their (un)
willingness to cross the street and their emotions were transcribed, and then
imported into ATLAS.ti® qualitative research software. A qualitative assessment of
the transcripts was performed in which a process of data reduction and “open
coding” were performed [8]. The identified expressions were translated into
English, and grouped to identify common themes and motives.
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3 Results

This section presents results from the field experiment and the questionnaire in
terms of the pedestrians’ willingness to cross the street, the reasons behind their
decisions, and their emotional experience. The familiarization encounter in the field
experiment is omitted from the analysis.

3.1 Results Based on the Field Experiment

Willingness to Cross the Street. In the encounters with the standstill vehicle, all
pedestrians (N = 13 of 13) stated that they would cross the street when they got eye
contact with the driver0F1 (see Fig. 5). When the driver was talking on the phone,
the willingness to cross was reduced (N = 10 of 13). It was further reduced for the
encounters where the driver was reading a newspaper (N = 5 of 13), and when there
was no driver present in the vehicle (N = 5 of 13).

Reasoning behind the Willingness to Cross the Street. As shown in Tables 2
and 3, the pedestrians’ decisions to cross, or not to cross, the street were motivated
by both vehicle-centric and driver-centric cues. The importance of these cues varied
depending on the vehicle speed and the activity that the driver was involved in.

In the encounters with the standstill vehicle, the fact that the vehicle is not in
motion, and that it is standing at a rather large distance, was taken into account by
several pedestrians who stated that they would feel safe to cross the street.
However, these cues were less frequently mentioned when the pedestrians could get
eye contact with the driver. Seven of the pedestrians who got eye contact did not

Fig. 4 The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) form with its three dimensions: valance, activation,
and control (a), and the circumplex model of affect illustrating human emotions (b)

1The driver refers to the fake driver (i.e. not the person who was in fact driving the vehicle).
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Fig. 5 Willingness to cross based on the field experiment (a) and the questionnaire (b)

Table 2 Reasons for not crossing the street when encountering a vehicle in motion

Driver
behavior

Reason for not crossing the street (# of statements)

Eye contact Not slowing down (1)
Short distance, not slowing down (3)
Short distance, could not see what the driver is doing (1)
Short distance, it felt safe for a long while due to (eye) contact and low speed
(7)

Phone Talking on the phone, looking aside, no sign that I am noticed (3)
No eye contact, talking on the phone, looking aside (1)
Inattentive, talking on the phone (3)
Short distance, talking on the phone (2)
Not slowing down although I’ve been waiting for a while (1)
The driver could suddenly accelerate (1)

Newspaper Reading newspaper, could not trust the driver (4)
Not slowing down, reading newspaper, inattentive, cannot have noticed me
(4)
Reading newspaper, cannot have noticed me (2)
Reading newspaper, inattentive, would not be able to stop (1)
The driver could suddenly accelerate (1)
Short distance (1)

No driver No driver, no indication that I am noticed (3)
No driver (4)
No driver, could not anticipate changes in the speed (1)
No driver, unclear who is in control of the vehicle (1)
Short distance, no driver (1)
Trusted the vehicle until it was too late to cross (1)
Difficult to trust the vehicle (1)
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mention any vehicle-centric cues when motivating their decisions. In addition, the
pedestrians who stated that they would not cross the street, motivated this by the
lack of eye contact with the driver.

In the encounters with the vehicle in motion, the pedestrians commonly moti-
vated their choice to not cross the street by the fact that the vehicle came too close
without slowing down. Another frequent motivation was the lack of the contact
with the driver and that the driver was inattentive (i.e. focusing on non-driving
related tasks). In the encounters where the pedestrians got eye contact with the
driver, they stated that they felt safe for a longer while compared with other
encounters. The importance of the driver-centric cues was also emphasized in the
encounters where there was no driver; several of the pedestrians stated that they
would not cross the street since there is no driver to give them confirmation that
they have been noticed.

Emotional Experience. The analysis of the average SAM-scores for the
encounters with the vehicle in motion where the pedestrians got eye contact with
the driver shows a fairly pleasant experience with low activation level, resulting in a

Table 3 Reasons for (not) crossing the street when encountering a standstill vehicle

Driver
behavior

Reason for crossing the street (#
of statements)

Reason for not crossing the street (# of
statements)

Eye
contact

Eye contact, showing that I am
noticed (4)
Eye contact, showing that I am
noticed, large distance (3)
Eye contact, standstill (4)
Large distance, standstill (1)

Phone Large distance, enough time to
cross (2)
Large distance, unsafe as the
driver is talking on the phone (3)
Standstill, the driver is talking
while waiting that I’ll cross (3)

Talking on the phone, inattentive, could
accelerate while I am crossing (1)
No eye contact, talking on the phone,
looking aside, unclear if I am noticed (1)
No eye contact, talking on the phone,
unclear if the driver stopped for me (1)

Newspaper Standstill, the driver is reading
while waiting that I’ll cross (1)
Standstill, the engine sound does
not indicate any acceleration (1)
Standstill, the driver is reading
and will not accelerate (1)
Standstill (1)

No eye contact, reading newspaper (1)
Reading newspaper, inattentive, cannot
have noticed me (3)
Reading newspaper, inattentive (3)
Short distance (1)

No driver It is a zebra crossing, the vehicle
stopped to let me cross (1)
Standstill, large distance (1)
Standstill, the passenger trusts the
vehicle (1)
Standstill, if it is a driverless
vehicle it will let me cross (1)
The driver left the vehicle, and it
cannot accelerate (1)

No driver, short distance (1)
No driver (3)
No driver, no sign what will happen (1)
No driver, couldn’t get contact with the
passenger (1)
Unclear who is in control (1)
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calm emotional state (lower right quadrant in Fig. 6a). The phone and newspaper
encounters generated a slightly unpleasant experience. The encounters with no
driver resulted in an unpleasant experience with a higher activation level than in the
other encounters (i.e. the pedestrians felt somewhat frustrated). Overall, the level of
control is similar for all encounters, though it is somewhat higher for the encounters
with eye contact (see the size of the data points in Fig. 6). Based on the interviews,
this could be explained by the fact that the pedestrians experienced that the vehicle
speed was low at the same time as they were standing on the curb that is regarded as
a safe zone. Also, some pedestrians stated that they felt in control in all encounters
since they could decide when to cross and when to not cross the street.

The emotional differences between the encounters are in general in line with the
pedestrians’ statements in the interviews. All pedestrians (N = 13 of 13) stated that
(eye) contact with the driver, and the driver behavior in general, made the greatest
difference in their experience. When asked about the safest encounter, all pedes-
trians (N = 13) stated they felt most safe when they got eye contact with the driver.
Only 3 of 13 pedestrians mentioned explicitly that the encounters were experienced
differently due to the vehicle speed. However, the importance of the vehicle speed
for the emotional experience is demonstrated by the fact that several pedestrians
(N = 7) stated that the safest encounter was when the vehicle was in standstill.

Furthermore, the interviews also gave some explanation for the unpleasant
experience in the encounters without a driver. To start with, the pedestrians had no
previous experience with self-driving vehicles, and encountering a vehicle without
a driver was a surprising and unfamiliar event. When asked about the most unsafe
encounter, more than half of the pedestrians (N = 8 of 13) referred to the one that
did not involve any driver.

All pedestrians experienced the encounters without any driver as involving a
self-driving vehicle. The encounters where the driver was talking on the phone, or
reading newspaper, were in general not experienced as involving a self-driving

Fig. 6 Average SAM-scores of the pedestrians’ experiences in the encounters with the vehicle in
motion (a) and the standstill vehicle (b). The size of the score shows the level of control
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vehicle. However, more than half of the pedestrians (N = 8 of 13) stated that even if
they knew in advance it was a self-driving vehicle involved in these encounters they
would expect to get some confirmation from the person behind the wheel (i.e. the
fake driver).

3.2 Results from the Questionnaire

Willingness to Cross the Street. The results from the questionnaire show that a
majority of the pedestrians (N = 8 of 10) would cross the street when encountering
a vehicle where they get eye contact with the driver. On the other hand, relatively
few of the pedestrians (N = 2 of 10) would feel comfortable to cross when the
driver is looking forward, reading newspaper, or sleeping. Similarly, only 4 of 10
pedestrians would cross when the driver is involved in a phone conversation.

Reasoning behind the Willingness to Cross the Street. Several of the
pedestrians highlighted the importance of receiving feedback from the driver, and
motivated their unwillingness to cross by the lack of such feedback. The encounters
where the driver is looking straight ahead, or talking on the phone, were described
as common in the traffic, but unsafe since the driver is not showing that he/she is
paying attention to pedestrians in the vicinity.

Emotional Experiences. The analysis of the average SAM-scores shows that
the encounters with the driver giving eye contact are viewed as very pleasant with
low level of activation (i.e. the pedestrians felt calm, see lower right quadrant in
Fig. 7). The phone and looking forward encounters generated slightly more
unpleasant experiences. In addition, the encounters where the driver was reading
newspaper, or sleeping, were experienced as unpleasant and with a higher level of
activation (i.e. the pedestrians felt somewhat frustrated). Overall, the average level
of control was similar in all encounters, though it was somewhat higher for the eye
contact encounters.

Fig. 7 Average SAM-scores
of the pedestrians’
experiences in the encounters
with a standstill vehicle. The
size of each score shows the
level of control
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4 Discussion

This study explored the influence of current and future driver behaviors on
pedestrians’ emotional state and willingness to cross the street as an indicator of
their perceived safety. Our results from the field experiment and questionnaire
showed similar results, i.e. the driver’s attention has a clear impact on the will-
ingness to cross the street. The driver’s attention also affects perceived safety and
emotional state of the pedestrians. However, we could also see that an inattentive
driver does not create an equally strong negative emotional state, but there is a
tendency towards frustrated and nervous emotional states for such encounters. Our
results also indicate that pedestrians may expect to get confirmation from the person
behind the steering wheel even if the vehicle is in automated mode. Together, these
findings suggest that the communication needs of pedestrians will change when eye
contact with the vehicle driver is discarded due to use of vehicle automation.

The interviews also revealed that the motion pattern of the vehicle was an
important cue (cf. in 16 of 29 encounters the pedestrians reported that their decision
to cross the street was affected by the fact that “the vehicle is standstill”). Today,
pedestrians have the ability to interpret a vehicle’s intentions based on its motion
patterns, e.g., if a vehicle is slowing down, it is generally interpreted that the vehicle
is yielding. These interpretations can also be made in darkness where the pedes-
trians cannot see the driver’s face or gestures. Thus, if automated vehicles adopt the
motion patterns of human drivers about to give way to pedestrians this could
provide sufficient cues for a safe interaction. The motion pattern of the vehicle itself
could be seen as an interface towards the pedestrian [9], telling whether it will give
way or not. However, an interface that presents the vehicle’s intention before it
changes its speed, or position, could have a benefit in terms of judging what an
automated vehicle will do next. Also, it could increase the perceived safety of the
pedestrians.

On a final note, our study is based on a few traffic situations in a Swedish traffic
context, and further studies are needed to draw conclusions about other traffic
situations (e.g., crowded crossings, turning maneuvers) and other cultural settings.

5 Conclusion

• The study provides an understanding of how pedestrians experience and react to
encounters involving manually maneuvered vehicles, and how they may
experience and react to future encounters involving automated vehicles.

• The findings indicate that the communicative needs may change due to use of
vehicle automation. Pedestrians’ willingness to cross the street decreased when
they encountered driver behaviors that are not common today, while eye contact
with the driver resulted in a calm interaction. That is, pedestrians’ perceived
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safety might decrease when the driver is not representing the actions of the
vehicle.

• To sustain a high level of perceived safety in such situations, it could be ben-
eficial to provide the pedestrians with the corresponding information in some
other way (e.g., by means of an external vehicle interface).

• The study is limited to a relatively small sample of Swedish pedestrians who are
not used to automated vehicles yet, and further investigations are needed to
generalize the findings.
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Command-Based Driving for Tactical
Control of Highly Automated Vehicles

Azra Habibovic, Jonas Andersson, Jan Nilsson, Maria Nilsson
and Claes Edgren

Abstract As vehicles become highly automated, their drivers become more
passive. A concern is it may take drivers out of the control loop, causing reduced
satisfaction and perceived control. The study explores whether or not drivers feel
the need to control tactical decisions when operating highly automated vehicles. An
experiment involving 17 drivers was carried out in a driving simulator. Each driver
tested two different tactical controllers, allowing him/her to give various tactical
commands to the vehicle (e.g., overtake, park). The results indicate that the drivers
experienced a need to affect tactical decisions of highly automated vehicles. Several
of the tactical commands were found useful, especially on rural roads and high-
ways. It also gave them a feeling of being in control of the vehicle, suggesting that
command-based driving might be a way to keep drivers in the control loop.

Keywords Tactical control � Command-based driving � Highly automated
vehicle � Feeling of control � Satisfaction � User experience � Wizard of Oz
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1 Introduction

With an ever-increasing level of automation in vehicles, the drivers’ role will
transfer from acting an active driver to being a passive passenger. Along the
increased degree of automation, a gradual transition from manual operation toward
supervision of the automated vehicle takes part [1]. An apparent risk is decreased
situational awareness, described as “out-of-the-loop performance” by Endsley and
Kiris [2]. Consequently, drivers may experience loss of satisfaction and of control.

The major premise in this study is that allowing drivers to affect tactical deci-
sions of their highly automated vehicles may increase satisfaction and feeling of
control. According to Michon [3], driving can be divided into three levels of
control: (a) strategic, (b) tactical, and (c) operational. At the strategic level, driver
decisions concern long term planning and overall goals of a trip. The tactical level
describes controlled action patterns at a shorter timespan, such as maneuvers of the
vehicle, while the operational level represents automatic (skill-based) action pat-
terns in the millisecond timespan. When a highly automated vehicle is operated in
automated mode, it takes ownership of the tactical control along with the strategic
control (cf. NHTSA’s automation level 3 [4]). Introducing command-based driving
that allows drivers to affect tactical decisions in such situations could be a way to
sustain the feeling of being in control.

The study explores whether or not drivers feel the need to control tactical
decisions when operating highly automated vehicles, and in that case, which tactical
decisions are important to control, and under which conditions they are needed. The
topic is addressed by conducting an experiment in a driving simulator by means of a
Wizard of Oz approach [5]. The drivers give the tactical commands by using a
controller interface. Each driver tested two of three available controllers. However,
to avoid possible order effects, this paper focuses on their experience after using the
first controller.

2 Method

The study was carried out in a fixed-base driving simulator by applying a Wizard of
Oz approach to make the test drivers believe that they were experiencing a highly
automated vehicle. The test driver issued the following commands by using a
controller interface, and the automation (a Wizard of Oz driver) performed them in
a timely manner in sync with the surrounding traffic situation: (a) change lane to the
left/right, (b) overtake, (c) take the next exit, (d) park, and (e) turn left/right.
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2.1 Tactical Controllers

Three master thesis project teams were assigned the task of designing and devel-
oping their own prototypes for tactical control of highly automated vehicles, based
on the concept ideas drawn from the preceding discussions and previous experi-
ence. The results, in form of Controller A–C, were then used in the simulator
experiment.

2.2 Controller A

The Controller A is based on a tablet-PC application. The prototype is built upon
Android, but the underlying idea is to allow cross-platform availability on nomadic
devices in any comfortable position for the driver. In the experiment, the tablet was
mounted in a stationary position in front of the center stack.

The commands are given through touch gestures on the tablet’s touchscreen,
supported by visual cues. The feedback to the driver is communicated visually.
The top of the screen contains general journey information and the vehicle status,
while the bottom of the screen allows for tactical input within the circle (Fig. 1).
The circle contains a vehicle icon at a road intersection. A command is given by
placing a finger upon the vehicle icon, and dragging it to one of the possible circular
alternatives on the road. Once a command is given, the vehicle icon remains in
the same place until the command has been executed. The driver can easily abort
the command by dragging the vehicle icon out of the active circle. However, if the
execution of a given command has started, abortion is prohibited due to safety
reasons.

Fig. 1 Controller A where
tactical commands are given
by drag-and-drop interaction
on the tablet’s touchscreen.
The feedback to the driver is
visual
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Apart from the tactical commands, Controller A also allows access to info-
tainment, climate, and other vehicle functionality. This part of the prototype is only
represented by a placeholder to demonstrate the concept.

2.3 Controller B

Controller B uses gestural input on a touch surface. The prototype was built using
the same hardware as Controller A and was placed horizontally on the center
console between the seats. To give commands, the driver swipes the pre-defined
single-finger gestures on the input surface (Fig. 2, left). Once the command is
given, a corresponding icon is displayed in the instrument cluster (Fig. 2, right), and
a sound is played, providing feedback to the driver. The feedback icons resemble
the shapes of the gestures in order to facilitate learnability and recognition. If the
system fails to identify the given gesture, an error message is displayed and played,
encouraging the user to try again. A specific gesture is provided in order to abort a
confirmed command, and abortion is possible until the command has started its
execution.

The conceptual model for Controller B is based on analog gestures [6] resem-
bling the movement of the vehicle. The traditional lack of signifiers for gestural
interfaces [7] is mitigated by only allowing for a small amount of tactical com-
mands. Visual gesture hinting on the input surface was tested during the design
process, but was excluded from the final prototype since it failed to assist the
drivers.

2.4 Controller C

In Controller C the gear stick is used for input of commands. Autonomous mode in
a vehicle with a traditional combustion engine powertrain, requires automatic gear
shifting. Furthermore, the gearstick is unoccupied while driving autonomously,
which allows the hardware to be used for other purposes. The main idea behind
Controller C is therefore to utilize the gearstick, using the conceptual model of a
joystick. Input is given by moving the stick using different gesture patterns (Fig. 3).

After being issued, the command is validated by the vehicle, and either accepted
or rejected. If a command is accepted, the gearstick provides haptic and auditory

Fig. 2 Finger gestures (left) and visual feedback in the instrument cluster (right) in Controller B
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feedback, and stays in the given position until the command is executed. If a
command is rejected, haptic and auditory feedback is provided while the stick
moves back to the original position in the center. In order to abort a given com-
mand, the driver simply moves the joystick back to the original position, unless the
execution already is in progress, in which case abortion is prohibited.

2.5 Driving Simulator and the Wizard of Oz Approach

The experiment was carried out in one of Volvo Car Corporation’s driving simu-
lators, an advanced fixed-base simulator (Fig. 4). The traffic environment incor-
porated a typical Swedish highway (ca 6 km) and a rural road (ca 3 km), as well as
two small cities (ca 3 km). Depending on the environment, the speed limits varied
between 50 km/h (city), 70 km/h (rural road) and 90 km/h (highway).

To create a highly automated vehicle experience, a Wizard of Oz approach was
used. That is, a human Wizard of Oz-driver, who used an additional steering wheel
and pedals to control the vehicle, provided the self-driving functionality. The
feedback from the controller interfaces was also managed using a Wizard of Oz
approach. When the test driver’s tactical command was registered, an assistant
provided appropriate feedback in a timely manner.

2.6 Participants

In total, 17 drivers (9 male, 8 female) participated in the experiment. They were
recruited via e-mail contacts. The criteria for participating in the study were that

Fig. 3 The patterns for
giving different commands
using Controller C

Fig. 4 The driving simulator and the Wizard of Oz driver who acted as the vehicle automation
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they were holding a driver’s license, and that they were not directly involved in
research and development of automated vehicles. The age and gender distribution
was equal across the three different interfaces. Furthermore, a great majority of the
drivers stated that they are driving a passenger vehicle on daily basis.

2.7 Procedure

Each participant evaluated two of the three controller concepts (Controller A–C).
The pairwise experimental setup was a compromise to extend the length of each
test, yet avoid a prolonged test procedure for each participant. The experiment
procedure was divided into seven steps depicted in Fig. 5.

• Step 1: Introduction to the study and simulator. Initially, the test drivers were
asked to complete a background questionnaire and then they were informed of
the purpose of the study and asked for written consent.

• Steps 2 and 5: Introduction to the controllers. After the initial test drive, the
drivers learned how to use the tactical controller that was to be tested first.

• Steps 3 and 6: Test drives. Both test drive 1 and 2 were carried out on the same
road (ca 12 km), and each of them took approximately 12 min to complete. To
achieve a comparable evaluation of the controllers, the test drivers were
prompted by a text message to give a specific command to the vehicle.

• Steps 4 and 7: Debriefing and evaluation. After each test drive, the participants
completed two questionnaires and a set of interview questions. The interview
was semi-structured and a video recording of the test drive was also used to
make it easier to discuss different events in the drive.

In this paper we present the results from steps 1–4 (i.e. the first test drive). In
these steps, Controller A was tested by 7 drivers, Controller B was tested by 5
drivers, and Controller C was tested by 5 drivers.

2.8 Data

The data about the test drivers’ demographics (age, gender, etc.) and their expe-
riences and opinions regarding driver assistance systems and automated driving

Fig. 5 The experiment
procedure
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were collected prior to any test drives by means of a background questionnaire. To
assess the test drivers’ experiences after each test drive, they were asked to com-
plete two questionnaires and to participate in an interview. The first one was based
on the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [8], which probed the drivers’ user
experience. The other one was based on a somewhat modified Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) [9]. The TAM questionnaire consisted of 11 statements
where the drivers rated their assent/dissent using a Likert-scale. The semi-structured
interview probed the drivers’ experience of travelling in an automated vehicle, how
they experienced issuing the tactical commands, and if the concepts fulfilled their
expectations.

As this paper does not focus on the design of the controllers, the results are based
on the background questionnaire, interviews, and the TAM-questionnaire.

3 Results

3.1 Attitudes Towards Automated Driving

The analysis of the background questionnaire shows that the majority of the drivers
had experienced at least one type of the driver assistance systems prior to the
experiment. Approximately 88 % of them stated that they had experienced ACC
(Automated Cruise Control). Also, a great majority of the drivers stated that they
find driver assistance systems useful, and that they would like to have a vehicle that
can brake and steer itself (see Fig. 6). Furthermore, a great majority stated that they
would like to have the opportunity to affect decisions that such a vehicle makes.

These findings are in line with the drivers’ opinions expressed in the interviews
following the first test drive (i.e. after testing the first of two controllers). The
analysis of the interviews shows that a great majority of the drivers (N = 13 of 17)
were in general positive about the automated driving. They felt it was innovative
and exciting, and that they could trust the vehicle although this feeling would be
amplified with longer experience. However, a few drivers found it difficult to

Fig. 6 Drivers’ preferences prior to the experiment
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imagine how the automated driving, and the tactical control, could work in real
traffic. Also, two of the drivers stated that it was somewhat scary in the beginning to
hand over control to the vehicle. As such, the drivers may need time to get used to
highly automated driving. One of the drivers had a negative attitude towards the
automated driving even before starting the experiment, and she could not find
anything favorable in the name of automated driving after the experiment either.
Two drivers felt a bit dizzy, but it could not be established if it was due to the
simulator itself, or the automated driving.

3.2 The Need for Tactical Control

The data analysis reveals that drivers feel a need to affect tactical decisions of their
vehicles while driving in highly automated mode. All drivers, except the one who
had a negative attitude toward automated driving in general, stated in the interview
that at least one of the tactical commands was useful (Fig. 8). Several of them
(N = 7 of 17) found all commands useful. They found the available tactical com-
mands as a bare minimum in order to feel in control of the vehicle while in the
automated mode. This is also demonstrated in the TAM-questionnaire where all
drivers stated that the tested controller contains functions that they would like to
have (see the “usefulness” dimension in Fig. 7 where the mean values for the
different controllers are in the range 6–6.8 on the Likert scale 1–7). In addition, the
drivers would use the given controller in their everyday driving if they had access to
a highly automated vehicle (see the “intention to use” dimension in Fig. 7 where the
mean values for the different controllers are in the range 6–7). These two ratings
were similar for all controllers; however, the drivers who used Controller B were
slightly more convinced.

The results from the TAM-questionnaire imply also that having the ability to
affect tactical decisions gives drivers a feeling of control when the vehicle is in the
automated mode. More specifically, the mean value for the “control” dimension on

Fig. 7 Mean values of the TAM-questionnaire for Controller A–C
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the Likert scale was in the range 5.5–6 for the different controllers, suggesting that
the drivers experienced a rather high level of control irrespectively of the interface
type (Fig. 7). However, it should be noted that Controller A gave a slightly higher
feeling of being in control than the two other controllers.

When asked in the TAM-questionnaire if they could trust the controller and if it
behaved in a predictable way, the drivers answered positively on both statements
(see the “trust” and “predictability” dimensions in Fig. 7 where the mean values for
the different controllers are in the range 5.7–6.4 on the Likert scale 1–7). The
interviews clarified that many of them were in fact referring to both the automation
and the controller. Again, this suggest that the drivers trusted the automation in
general, but also that all controllers were in line with their expectations (i.e. they
were satisfied). In turn, one could argue that drivers expect to have the ability to
affect tactical decisions of highly automated vehicles. Out of the three controllers,
Controller A behaved in the most predictable manner.

The TAM-questionnaire shows also that all controllers were easy to use, which
could have contributed to the positive attitude towards the tactical control in general
(see the “ease of use” dimension in Fig. 7 where the mean values for the different
controllers are in the range 5.5–6.6 on the Likert scale 1–7). The lowest rate was
obtained for Controller C. Based on the interviews, this could be explained by the
fact that the drivers did not obtain enough feedback from it. The importance of
feedback and “dialog” between the highly automated vehicle and the driver is also
justified by the fact that all drivers highlighted that they would like to be informed
by the vehicle when a deviation in the original plan occurs and to have ability to
affect the new plan.

Furthermore, the interview data shows that overtaking and/or turning commands
were experienced as most useful (Fig. 8). Having the ability to instruct the vehicle
that an overtaking is desirable would be useful in many situations. Different drivers
have different preferences when it comes to overtaking, and from that point of view
it is essential to have the ability to affect such decisions. At the same time, over-
taking is viewed as a demanding and safety-critical maneuver, and the drivers
believed that the automation would be better than them at performing such
maneuvers. The turning commands were viewed as practical when a change in the
driving plan occurs. Interestingly, some of the drivers found the turning commands
useful when driving in a familiar environment, while some others stated that these

Fig. 8 Most useful and least useful tactical commands
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commands would be useful when driving in an unfamiliar environment. For two of
the drivers the lane-changing commands were not essential, and they suggested
omitting these commands. These conclusions are independent of the controller that
was tested.

On a final note, several drivers stated that they would like to have ability to affect
more long-term decisions of their highly automated vehicles (i.e., on the strategic
level). Examples of such commands were “take second/third exit”, “stop at the next
pick-nick area”, and “find an available parking lot in a given area”.

3.3 Suitability of Tactical Control

When asked about the applicability of the tactical commands with the regard to
traffic environment, several drivers (N = 9 of 17) found them as the most appro-
priate for rural roads and/or highways. Some of the drivers (N = 3 of 17) believed
that the tactical commands are appropriate for all traffic environments. Interestingly,
four drivers stated that tactical commands are inappropriate for city driving. This
was motivated by the fact that the urban traffic is dynamic requiring quick deci-
sions, and that you either let the automation drive to a given destination without
affecting its tactical decisions, or you disengage it and drive manually.

4 Discussion

Overall, the drivers had a positive attitude toward vehicle automation and could
imagine using such vehicles in daily driving. Also, tactical commands were in
general viewed as beneficial. We could identify an overall satisfaction of having the
ability to affect tactical decisions of automated vehicles, independently of the
controller used. In fact, a great majority of the drivers highlighted that this func-
tionality would be essential to gaining acceptance of highly automated vehicles.
The drivers were also positive about the idea of using the given controller in their
daily driving, which also shows the importance of being able to affect the tactical
decisions.

The drivers experienced that the use of tactical controllers gave them a feeling of
being in control of the vehicle when operated in automated mode. This indicates
that allowing this functionality could be a way to keep drivers in the control
loop. Several previous studies suggest that highly automated vehicles should be
designed in a way that keeps drivers in the control loop and enables them to safely
re-engage in manual driving ([10]). One direction for future research could be to
explore the relationship between the ability to affect tactical decisions and the
ability to resume control when the automation reaches its performance limits.

The future research should also investigate the difference in drivers’ experience
of automation with and without access to tactical controllers. We had a few “control
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events” in the experiment where the automation changed the original plan without
leaving the drivers possibility to affect the new plan. Basically, all drivers high-
lighted these events and stated that they would have preferred to be involved in the
decision-making. Again, this could be interpreted that there is a need for tactical
control; however, a deeper investigation should be carried out.

The study is based on a small sample size of Swedish drivers and the general-
ization of the results may be difficult. However, it can be seen as a first step towards
investigating the role of command-based driving. The findings need to be verified in
a more realistic setting, and with a larger sample size. The large-scale evaluations of
highly automated vehicles that are on the way (e.g., Drive Me project [11]) could be
used for such purposes.

5 Conclusions

• Enabling drivers to affect tactical decisions of highly automated vehicles has the
potential to improve satisfaction and give drivers feeling of being in control.
This is especially applicable for highways and rural roads where relatively few
tactical commands are required.

• The tactical commands that were explored in the study were viewed as useful
and essential, especially the overtaking and turning commands.

• The need for feedback from automation and a dialog with the driver when
making important decisions (e.g., re-routing) is confirmed.

• The drivers expressed a need for extending the functionality to include strategic
control (e.g., take third exit).

• All three controllers performed equally well in the evaluation; however, a more
detailed analysis of other experiment data is recommended.
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Driving Simulator Experiment on Ride
Comfort Improvement and Low Back Pain
Prevention of Autonomous Car Occupants

Junya Tatsuno and Setsuo Maeda

Abstract Unlike other autonomous working vehicles such as farm and construction
machinery, autonomous cars have at least an occupant, even if the driving opera-
tions are automated. Thus, the whole-body vibration problem continues to be a
research topic with respect to autonomous vehicles. Several technologies have been
developed to decrease whole-body vibration exposure. Most of technologies have
focused on the development and improvement of automotive components such as
the suspension system, automotive seats and tires. This paper examines the reduction
in whole-body vibrations using autonomous functions such as lane-change control.
In this paper, a subject experiment with a driving simulator is reported so as to
discuss the influence of decreasing the whole-body vibration exposure on ride
comfort improvement and low back pain prevention.

Keywords Whole-body vibration � ISO 2631-1 � Autonomous vehicle � Lane
change � Pothole

1 Introduction

Many technologies have been developed to decrease whole-body vibration expo-
sure during automobile movements. Research on suspension control can be
considered a representative example of improving whole-body vibration exposures.
Conventional suspension systems use passive springs and dampers to control spring
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motion and absorb impact. The spring and damper coefficients are fixed to satisfy
the concept of each automobile model. However, the performance of conventional
suspensions has a definite limit. Therefore, automotive companies have developed
active suspensions [1–3]. In fact, some models on which active suspensions were
installed were commercialized by automotive companies. Currently, only a few
active suspensions models exist because of high costs. Nevertheless, there is con-
tinued research on active suspension system. Most active suspension research is
focused on construction and improving the control method [4–6]. In contrast, the
psychological effects of active suspension on vehicle occupants were not consid-
ered. Similarly, many studies report on the impact of seat design in improving
whole-body vibration exposure. To date, automotive seats were mainly evaluated
using the SEAT value, which is defined in ISO 10326-1:1992 [7]. The SEAT value
is the transmissibility; it is calculated from the acceleration on the seat and the
acceleration at the base of the seat. Because the SEAT value is derived from data
obtained in laboratory experiments, several problems have been pointed out. For
example, Yu and Khameneh [8] reported that subjects were unable to distinguish
between three seats with different transmissibility characteristics. The methods for
measuring and evaluating the whole-body vibration of vehicles are defined in
ISO2631-1 [9]. The degree of comfort/discomfort is defined using the magnitude of
physical vibrations. Several investigating studies were also conducted using the
measurements defined in ISO2631-1 to evaluate whole-body vibration in automo-
biles [10–12]. As described above, various studies focused on the measurement and
evaluation of whole-body vibrations on human drivers in a conventional automo-
bile. In addition, most of these studies examined agricultural and construction
vehicles [13, 14].

Let us reconsider the characteristics of autonomous vehicles. The automation of
agricultural and construction vehicles most likely implies unmanned systems.
However, in the case of autonomous cars, even though the driving operations are
automated, vehicles still have a few occupants. Therefore, the whole-body vibration
problem in autonomous vehicles continues to be a research topic. However, few
studies have examined the effect of whole-body vibration on ride comfort or health
effect in autonomous vehicles. This paper proposes that the autonomous vehicles
could mitigate whole-body vibrations by utilizing autonomous behavior such as a
lane-change function. Previous researches were conducted on the lane-change
control for autonomous cars [15, 16]. In addition, a lane-changing function appears
feasible given the advance in driver-assistance systems with information and
communication technology (ICT).

Conventional methods achieve a reduction in whole-body vibration by
improving elemental technology in the automobile. In contrast, the approach in this
paper utilized the intelligent behavior of the autonomous car to attain a reduction in
whole-body vibration. Generally, there is a relationship between whole-body
vibrations in a traveling vehicle and the perception of ride comfort by the occupant.
Moreover, it is well known that individuals driving an automobile occupationally
are exposed to whole-body vibrations in the course of their jobs. These
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occupational whole-body vibrations often result in physical ailments such as low
back pain. Therefore, it is important for the occupational driver to mitigate
whole-body vibrations for low back pain prevention.

Previous research [17] performed a numerical simulation to verify the effec-
tiveness of lane change control in decreasing the whole-body vibration exposure of
occupants in autonomous cars. The paper used numerical simulations with exper-
imental data obtained through ISO2631-1 measurement techniques. The findings
revealed that if an autonomous car could skirt rough roads by the lane-change
function, the degree of ride comfort could be enhanced during travel. Furthermore,
the maximum acceptable exposure time could be lengthened, and this could impact
health. This paper extends the work done by the previous study, and performs a
subject experiment with a driving simulator to investigate the influence of
decreasing the whole-body vibration exposure on ride comfort improvement and
low back pain prevention.

2 Material and Method

2.1 Driving Simulator

Figure 1 shows the front and rear views of the driving simulator. Flight simulation
technologies from the aerospace division of Fuji Heavy Industries and automotive
technologies from Subaru automobiles were merged to develop the body of the
simulator. The simulator body was mounted on a Stewart platform with six pris-
matic joints driven by a DC motor. This allowed the driving simulator to be moved
in six degrees of freedom (6 DOF), that is, three linear movements (x, y, and z) and
three rotations (pitch, roll, and yaw). The UC-win/Road Ver.5 software developed
by Forum8 Co., Ltd was used to create the virtual reality environment.
A three-dimensional virtual reality space could be easily created using this software.

(a) Front view (b) Rear view

Fig. 1 Photos of the driving simulator
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2.2 Course Layout

Figure 2 shows the layout of the course produced in the driving simulator. In
Condition 1, three bumpy sections per km were fixed on the road. In Condition 2,
the number of bumpy sections per km was one. This implied that the vehicle could
virtually avoid two bumpy sections in Condition 2. This experimental condition
was chosen because it was considered that complete obstacle avoidance may be
difficult given factors such as variable traffic flow conditions around the car, res-
olution of the road surface map, and lane-change control accuracy. Nevertheless,
the magnitude of the whole-body vibration that the subject was exposed to
decreased in Condition 2. The bumpy section consisted of 10-speed bumps, and
there was no speed bump on the normal section. It was reported that varying the
height of the speed bumps could control the magnitude of the vibration to which the
subjects were exposed [18]. In the experiment, the height of the speed bump was
configured as 5 cm given the findings of the previous study. The magnitude of the
whole-body vibrations that the subject was exposed to on the bumpy section could
be estimated approximately 0.8 m/s2. However, the weighted root-mean-square

Condition 1

Bumpy
section

Bumpy
section

Bumpy
section

100 m

60 km/h

100 m 100 m

1 km

Condition 2

Bumpy
section

100 m

1 km

virtually
avoid

virtually
avoid

10 Speed bumps

100 m

Bumpy section

60 km/h

Normal section

Normal 
section

Normal 
section

Fig. 2 Schematics diagrams of the course layout in Condition 1, Condition2, and the bumpy
section
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(rms) accelerations on the seat surface were measured on the basis of ISO2631-1. In
this measurement, an accelerometer (Brüel & Kjær, Type 4515-B) and a vibration
meter (Rion, VM-54) were used.

2.3 Participants and Task

The participants were asked to ride the driving simulator that traveled in both
Condition 1 and Condition 2. Because the driving simulator had no automatic
driving mode function, the experimenter operated the driving simulator with the
external controller. The traveling speed and the traveling duration were 60 km/h
and 30 min, respectively. Participants were given a reading task instead of a driving
task.

In addition, the participants were required to rate their level of discomfort every
5 min. The subjective discomfort evaluation that consisted of the overall evaluation
was adopted as shown in Fig. 3. This evaluation method was also used in the
previous study [19]. The overall evaluation was the discomfort scale developed
based on the basis of the Borg scale. The participants rated their overall discomfort
by choosing a number between 0 and 100. Conversely, the local evaluation was
used to indicate the discomfort at 5 body regions, namely upper back, lower back,
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Upper Back
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2 A Little Uncomfortable 

3 Fairly Uncomfortable
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5 Very Uncomfortable

6 Extremely Uncomfortable

Local evaluation

Fig. 3 The left part and the right part show the subjective discomfort scale of the overall
evaluation and that of the local evaluation respectively
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sitting bone, buttock area and edge of seat contact. The participants answered all
local discomfort rating questions by selecting a number between 1 and 6.

The trial participants included 4 male students (mean age 21.5 ± 0.5 years) with
driving licenses. Before the experiment, permission was obtained from the bioethics
committee of the Faculty of Engineering, Kindai University. Furthermore, the
informed consent was obtained from all participants.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Objective Evaluation

The frequency-weighted acceleration of each translational axis (awx, awy and awz)
measured on both the bumpy section and the normal section were summarized in
Table 1. The frequency-weighting curves of Wd, Wd and Wk were used to calculate
awx, awy and awz according to ISO2631-1 [9], respectively. The vibration total value
of weighted rms acceleration, determined from the vibration in orthogonal coor-
dinates, was calculated as follows:

av ¼ ðk2x a2wx þ k2y a
2
wy þ k2z a

2
wzÞ

1
2 ð1Þ

Here, the multiplying factors kx, ky and kz in the case of the ride comfort
evaluation are defined in ISO2631-1 as follows:

kx ky kz½ � ¼ 1:0 1:0 1:0½ � ð2Þ

As shown in Fig. 2, the length ratios of the bumpy section and the normal
section of Condition 1 and Condition 2 are 3:7 and 1:9, respectively. We could
estimate the vibration total value that the participants were exposed to at each
condition as shown in Fig. 4. The graph indicated that there was a clear difference

Table 1 Frequency-weighted acceleration of each translational axis measured on both the bumpy
section and the normal section. Unit is m/s2

Participant Section awx awy awz av
P1 Bumpy 0.3720 0.0701 0.6500 0.7522

Normal 0.0166 0.0160 0.0320 0.0394

P2 Bumpy 0.4029 0.1049 0.5157 0.6628

Normal 0.0183 0.0198 0.0259 0.0374

P3 Bumpy 0.4106 0.6560 0.2990 0.8297

Normal 0.0108 0.0160 0.0280 0.0340

P4 Bumpy 0.4012 0.0572 0.2940 0.5007

Normal 0.0106 0.0122 0.0183 0.0244
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between the vibration total values in Condition 1 and the vibration total values in
Condition 2. The ISO 2631-1 also provided likely comfort reactions to vibration
that occurred in public transport (Table 2). The usage of this scale resulted in the
vibration total values of P1, P2 and P3 in Condition 1 that were classified as “A
little uncomfortable”. In contrast, the values of all participants in Condition 2 were
rated as “Not uncomfortable”. That is the rating for all participants in Condition 2
were a grade lower. This indicated that the avoiding the bumpy section was
effective in improving the ride comfort of the occupants.

This paragraph discussed the experimental results from the health effect evalu-
ation viewpoint. It is well known that individuals who drive an automobile occu-
pationally are exposed to whole-body vibrations in the course of their work. These
occupational whole-body vibrations often cause diseases such as low back pain.

0.41

0.36

0.46

0.27
0.24

0.21

0.26

0.16

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

P1 P2 P3 P4

av
 (

m
/s

2 )
Condtion 1 Condtion 2

Fig. 4 A bar diagram of the vibration total value that participants were exposed to. The solid fill
and the hatch fill areas indicate Condition 1 and Condition 2, respectively

Table 2 Acceleration levels and discomfort defined by ISO2631-1:1997

Acceleration (m/s2) Discomfort

Less than 0.315 Not Uncomfortable

0.315–0.63 A little uncomfortable

0.5–1 Fairly uncomfortable

0.8–1.6 Uncomfortable

1.25–2.5 Very uncomfortable

Greater than 2 Extremely uncomfortable
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In the future, when the autonomous car is driven, the travel time will increase,
because the absence of the driving task will result in less fatigue during travel.
Therefore, it is important to consider the health effects of the whole-body vibrations
in autonomous cars. Moreover, from the prevention of occupational diseases caused
by whole-body vibration viewpoint, the daily exposure value A(8) was defined as
the 8-hour energy equivalent vibration total value for workers in meters per second
squared (m/s2). This A(8) value is calculated as the highest rms value of weighted
acceleration among the determined values of the three directional components,
taking into the following coefficients.

kx ky kz½ � ¼ 1:4 1:4 1:0½ � ð3Þ

In addition, according to “Control of Vibration at Work Regulations” [20], the
exposure limit values and action values of the whole-body vibration are as follows:

(a) the daily exposure limit value is 1.15 m/s2

(b) the daily exposure action value is 0.5 m/s2

Thus, occupational drivers should not be exposed to a daily exposure that
exceeds 1.15 m/s2. In addition, a risk control action is necessary when the daily
exposure exceeds 0.5 m/s2. Furthermore, the maximum acceptable exposure time
TA(8) is often used for the evaluation of the health effect of the whole-body
vibrations. This may be expressed as follows:

TAð8Þ ¼ Að8Þ2 � 8 h
a2v

ð4Þ

The TA(8) values of all participants in both conditions were derived as shown in
Table 3. The value of A(8) was the daily exposure action value of 0.5 m/s2. This
result indicated that the maximum acceptable exposure time TA(8) greatly varied
between the conditions. Specifically, the TA(8) values of Condition 1 were
approximately one-third of the TA(8) values of Condition 2. For example, if the car
did not avoid the rough surface, the participants P3 would travel for only 8 h per

Table 3 Maximum acceptable exposure time TA(8)

Participant Condition kx awx (m/s2) ky awy (m/s2) kz awz (m/s2) TA(8) (h)

P1 1 0.2859 0.0569 0.3570 15.7

2 0.1662 0.0376 0.2078 46.3

P2 1 0.3097 0.0837 0.2833 20.9

2 0.1800 0.0534 0.1649 61.7

P3 1 0.3151 0.5034 0.1654 7.9

2 0.1823 0.2912 0.0982 23.6

P4 1 0.3079 0.0461 0.1618 21.1

2 0.1782 0.0301 0.0946 63.0

Italic values are the highest rms value of the three directional components
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day. In contrast, when the car avoided the rough surface (for example in
Condition 2), P3 could travel all day long. Hence, intelligent behaviors such as
lane-change control were highly effective in the preventing of low back pain in the
occupants of the vehicle.
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Fig. 5 Mean value of responses of the participants to the subjective evaluation
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3.2 Subjective Evaluation

Table 4 shows the participant responses to the subjective evaluation under
Condition 1 and Condition 2. As previously stated, the local evaluation of five body
parts was recorded with the numbers from 1 to 6, and the overall discomfort rating
was collected by the values from 0 to 100. The mean of all participant evaluations
for every elapsed time period was calculated, and shown in the line chart in Fig. 5.
The local evaluations indicated that the mean values in Condition 1 were greater
than the mean values in Condition 2 with respect to the following body part:
“Lower back”, “Sitting bones” and “Buttock area”. This suggested that the par-
ticipants felt discomfort around lower back area, and any disease could be cause by
the increased magnitude of whole-body vibrations under Condition 1. In addition,
Fig. 5f depicts the mean value of overall evaluations and the regression line. The
gradient of Condition 1 is 1.4 times the gradient of Condition 2. This implied that
the difference between the discomfort ratings gradually increased with time.
Consequently, the subjective evaluation suggested that decreasing whole-body
vibrations by avoiding the rough surface is effective in improving ride comfort and
also in preventing low back pain.

4 Conclusion

In this study, the driving simulator experiment was conducted to confirm the
effectiveness of intelligent function that mitigates the whole-body vibrations of the
occupants. The findings of the objective and subjective evaluations revealed
the effectiveness of decreasing the whole-body vibrations of an autonomous car on
the ride comfort improvement and low back pain prevention. However, a larger
sample size is necessary. In addition, in reality, the participants may ride the driving
simulator for longer periods than the time period in the experiment. Hence, as this
study on whole-body vibrations mainly focused on driver ride comfort and health
effects, it is important for other studies to investigate the whole-body vibration
exposure of autonomous car occupants in the absence of driving tasks.
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The Unknown Paradox of “Stop
the Crash” Systems: Are We Really
Improving Driver Safety?

Victoria A. Banks and Neville A. Stanton

Abstract This research assessed the appropriateness of the Autonomous
Emergency Brake systems design using the Southampton University Driving
Simulator. A total of 48 participants drove along a test route simulating testing
procedures for Pedestrian Protection Systems at different levels of automation using
different design strategies. It was found that whilst improvements to overall road
safety was undeniably great regardless of design strategy, drivervehicle interaction
patterns were affected in unexpected ways depending upon method of implemen-
tation. Contrasting design principles can therefore have varying effects on driver
responses meaning that despite significant reductions in accident involvement,
safety may not be improving in the way we expect. Overall, the paper concludes
that we may be altering normal driver-vehicle interactions in a way that could be
detrimental to driver behaviour in emergency situations opening up the debate over
whether or not the benefits of automation outweigh potential costs.

Keywords Autonomous emergency brake � Driver behavior � Systems
engineering

1 Introduction

In 2013, the World Health Organization declared that approximately 1.24 million
people per annum die as a result of road traffic accidents with half of these (50 %)
considered to be vulnerable road users; motorcyclists (23 %), pedestrians (22 %)
and cyclists (5 %). Retting et al. [1] developed a number of engineering measures to
reduce the number of pedestrian-vehicle collisions including speed control and
separation zone measures. However, despite the intentions of these measures, 12 %
of fatal collisions involving a pedestrian are thought to be caused by pedestrians
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expectantly entering the vehicle path [2]. This means that more automated assis-
tance in emergency situations is likely to improve road safety further through the
provision of visual and auditory warnings (e.g. Forward Collision Warnings) to
give prior warning to the driver that they are in a hazardous situation and need to
intervene to avoid a collision with another road user. In addition, emergency brake
assistance (e.g. Autonomous Emergency Brake; AEB) is being introduced to avoid
or mitigate the effects of road traffic accidents [3]. Autonomous braking interven-
tion can be achieved in one of two ways; following a system warning that a
collision is imminent (AEB Warning; AEBW) or with no overt warning to the
driver (AEB No Warning; AEB nW). Strategies for implementation have been
interpreted by manufacturers of vehicles in different ways and depend heavily upon
a number of important factors such as the number and type of sensors available on
the vehicle, the decision to warn the driver, the automated logic itself that deter-
mines when braking will be initiated and many more. The driving context does
appear to influence the strategy for implementation, however, with city driving
typically associated with an AEB nW system due to the certainty that autonomous
assistance will be needed (i.e. greater proximity to hazards [4]). This is in contrast
to inter-urban driving that is often associated with increased fitment of AEB W
systems. Although it could be argued, based upon these design trends that a
Pedestrian AEB system is most likely to adopt a non-warning based approach due
to the propensity for pedestrians to be located in cities, it is not yet clear how such
systems will be implemented. The European New Car Assessment Program in 2013
identified Pedestrian AEB as a critical safety system to be widely assessed and
deployed from 2016 onwards [5] with common accident scenarios providing a
baseline for the construction of test protocols (e.g. [6]). This is because it is agreed
that the implementation of pedestrian detection and autonomous braking systems,
regardless of design, will be advantageous in avoiding pedestrian collisions com-
monly caused by human error [7] and that automated assistance in such scenarios
will have desirable benefits [8].

Although for some the benefits of automation may outweigh any costs, a con-
siderable amount of research into vehicle automation has shown that drivers do not
always respond in the way that engineers anticipate to automated assistance.
Although in some instances driver behavioural change can be positive (e.g. if the
driver is not looking at the road ahead or is distracted by other driving related tasks
such as checking speed, an auditory warning could alert the driver to a problem and
trigger their response), it can also be negative (e.g. drivers may become reliant on
automation functionality and fail to respond as expected). For example, [9] found
that increasing the level of automation can lead to complacency whilst [10] sug-
gested that it can cause decreases to driver situation awareness which are closely
related to issues of mental underload and overload [11]. The authors argue that if
we are to overcome these issues, more research is needed to ensure that undesirable
behavioural adaptation does not occur [12, 13] which can only be achieved if we
acknowledge the new role of the driver in an automated driving system rather than
purely focusing upon the efficacy of automation on frequency of accident
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involvement as a marker to determine if automated systems really do improve road
safety.

For this reason, this research assessed the appropriateness of Autonomous
Emergency Brake systems design using the Southampton University Driving
Simulator. With one of the greatest challenges remaining to be addressed centered
on whether or not the introduction of automation into driving emergencies brings
about any performance increments or decrements on behalf of the driver, evidence
from driver observations (through means of retrospective verbal commentary [14]),
was used to further explore how driver-vehicle interaction patterns may change
depending upon different system design approaches.

2 Methodology

2.1 Participants

A total of 48 participants were recruited from University of Southampton student
and staff cohort. All participants held a full UK driving license for a minimum of
one year and were between the ages of 18 and 65. This was to ensure that the
performance decrements associated with older drivers (i.e. over 65 s) and novice
drivers (i.e. drivers with less than 12 months driving experience) did not affect the
results of the study.

Ethical permission to conduct the study was granted by the Research Ethics
Committee at the University of Southampton.

2.2 Design and Procedure

The experimental method that that was described by Banks et al. [15] is applicable
to this study. This paper details the analysis and interpretation of data that was
collected in real-time by the Southampton University Driving Simulator with regard
to driver control inputs (or lack thereof) in coping with critical pedestrian events
which was beyond scope of the Banks et al. [15] paper.

The study consisted of four driving conditions representing different levels of
automation (within Endsley and Kaber’s automation taxonomy [16]) taking into
consideration the alternative methods of systems design implementation;

• Manual Control where the Driver was required to complete all of the physical
and cognitive workload associated with the driving task

• Decision Support where the Driver was assisted by an auditory/visual warning
to detect hazards in the roadway ahead

• Automated Decision Making represented the overarching level of automation at
which an Autonomous Emergency Brake feature would sit. At this level of
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automation, an automated feature is given the authority to decide and act upon
events within the environment. It is within this level of automation whereby
different design strategies could be pursued;

1. Escalating warning approach – automated system alerts the driver to a
critical hazard in the road ahead and is coupled with autonomous braking
(AEB W);

2. Non-warning based approach—automated system deliberately omits the use
of a warning to alert the driver prior to autonomous braking (AEB nW). This
is based on the logic that autonomous emergency braking is a last resort
system and should only intervene when the moment for human intervention
passes and thus there is no need for any additional feedback.

Aside from the Manual driving condition that required drivers to complete all of
the physical and cognitive tasks associated with driving, the remaining three
automated driving conditions (Warning, AEB W and AEB nW) were designed so
that drivers received assistance in the intervention of critical emergency events.
These were defined as any event that without intervention would result in an
accident without human intervention. Drivers were informed that the automated
systems would only intervene in critical events meaning that no warnings or brake
assistance would be provided for non-critical events. Both AEB systems were
design to intervene regardless of driver control inputs, in this way acting as
assistance if the driver initiated emergency braking first, or capable of acting
autonomously if the driver failed to respond. Automatic intervention by AEB aimed
to improve on the reaction time of the driver in an effort to mitigate injury rather
than collision avoidance. Thus drivers were told that AEB was not deemed a
replacement for them. Instead AEB should be viewed as a ‘last resort’ intervention
strategy, in this way, maintaining the driver within the control-feedback loops for as
long as possible.

3 Results

A critical outcome measure relevant to the evaluation of automation in driving
emergencies is the frequency of accident involvement. Figure 1 reveals that the
potential for automation to reduce the number of accidents, regardless of strategy
for implementation (i.e. use of different systems), has undeniable benefits.

At this point, the benefits of automation could lead to the ignorance of any
potential subsequent behavioral implications (see [17] for a review) as on the face
of it, AEB implementation seems positive with the difference between a warning
based system (AEB W) and a non-warning based system (AEB nW) only having a
small offset in accident involvement. However, without further analysis, we may be
neglecting crucial evidence that could affect the future of AEB design implemen-
tation. For instance, Banks et al. [18, 19] proposed that the design of automation
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may affect the way in which drivers approach and deal with hazardous events
within the driving environment due to the workload shift that occurs when
automation is introduced into the driving system. These workload shifts may lead to
performance decrements on behalf of the driver. For example, skill degradation may
occur if drivers delegate their control of braking to the automated subsystems (i.e.
there is an unintended shift in task loading which inhibits traditional behavioural
response [10, 20–22]). Drivers may feel that the onus of responsibility for reacting
to hazardous situations is now shared with an automated counterpart [23] and thus,
may delay their normal response as they attempt to cooperate with it [24]. Indeed,
several studies have reported that performance under increased levels of automation
can begin to decline as a result of lack of manual control inputs [21, 22, 25–30]. In
addition, if automation is perceived to be highly reliable, drivers may not be able to
monitor the system as closely as is warranted [11]. This could delay driver response
if they wait for notification or confirmation of a collision risk such as that offered in
AEB W.

Thematic analysis of driver verbalizations collected during the study suggested
that the level of automation, and type of automation implemented, directly affected
the way in which drivers interacted with the vehicle and the way in which they
appraised critical braking events (see [15] for a full discussion). To explore this
further, data from SUDS was used to assess the implications of automation design
on drivervehicle interaction patterns. At this point, only data for AEB W and AEB
nW were selected as it was in these conditions that the driver could have relin-
quished their full control of braking to the automation. Within the data files, it was
clear to see “who” (Driver or Automation) was responsible for initiating the braking
effort as the AEB feature had a clear identifier within the dataset. This raised the
possibility to essentially log “who” interacted with the braking system first.

A Chi-Square test revealed that the design of the system (i.e. AEB W or AEB
nW) significantly affected the frequency of “who” (Driver or Automation) initiated
the braking response (χ2(3) = 390.29, p < 0.001, Cramer’s V = 0.638). Figure 2

Fig. 1 Levels of automation and accident involvement observed during the study
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indicates that AEB nW was associated with a higher prevalence of ‘Driver First’
responses whilst AEB W was associated with an increased prevalence of ‘AEB
First’ responses. ‘Driver First’ in this instance simply reflects that the driver
responded to the critical braking event prior to AEB activation with ‘AEB First’
being the opposite. Out of a total 240 critical braking events in each driving
condition, 34.2 % (n = 82) ‘Driver First’ responses were logged for AEB W in
contrast to 57.1 % (n = 103) for AEB nW.

In order to discover if “who” reacted to the hazardous event in the first instance
really did affect overall stopping distances, a Mann Whitney U test based upon
‘Driver First’ and ‘Automation First’ responses (regardless of AEB design) was
conducted. It revealed that stopping distance was indeed significantly affected by
“who” engaged the braking first (U = 43127.5, z = 10.63, p < 0.05). Stopping
distances relating to ‘Driver First’ responses (Mdn = 19.98 m) were lower than
‘Automation First’ responses (Mdn = 23.41 m) resulting in a median difference of
3.43 m. This would suggest that maintaining the traditional role of the driver (i.e.
one that reacts prior to AEB activation) remains the most desirable. It would seem
that AEB nW provides the environment that is more likely to achieve this response
(Fig. 2). These results simply highlight that if AEB is to remain active in the
background of vehicle operation, as intended, the frequency of ‘Driver First’
responses should remain high. AEB nW may have encouraged drivers to monitor
the road ahead much more diligently than other automated strategies, perhaps
because they knew no collision warning would assist them in detecting hazardous
situations. Even so, normal driver responses must have been delayed in AEB W
given the higher frequency of ‘Automation First’ responses and that both AEB
systems were designed using the same algorithm. With drivers being aware of the
reliability of the system during simulation, it is possible that drivers were relying
upon system activation in particular using the warning mechanism to trigger a
response (similar to the purpose of a Forward Collision Warning) and thus not
monitoring the environment as closely as was warranted [11].

Fig. 2 “Who” is braking?
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4 Discussion

Assuming that automation is 100 % failsafe, common causes of vehicular accidents
such as driver distraction, inattention and a lack of timely response could be offset
by its implementation [31–34]. However, this study has demonstrated that whilst
road safety can be improved with the implementation of AEB in emergencies, the
strategy of implementation determines how far the traditional role of the driver
remains and this is well worth recognizing.

It can be argued that in order to maximize the safety of drivers and other vul-
nerable road users, designers should be aware of how different design approaches at
differing levels of automation could affect subsequent responses to critical hazards.
This study has shown that despite asking drivers to react to hazardous events as they
normally would, the implementation of AEB did affect driver-vehicle interaction not
only with regards to their decision-making (Chap. “The Use of Modelling Tool in
order to Evaluate the Dwelling Times for Trains”) but also with regards to the way in
which they interacted with the vehicle and braking system (Chap. “An Overview of
the Factors Associated with Driver Distraction and Inattention within the South
African Railway Industry”). This means that we may not be improving the safety of
our drivers as their changing role has not been fully recognised. AEB implemen-
tation, regardless of design strategy at this stage, appears to weaken the
control-feedback loops (Chap. “Effects of Driver Characteristics and Driver State on
Predicting Turning Maneuvers in Urban Areas: Is There a Need for Individualized
Parametrization?”). This could lead to drivers not being equipped to cope with
hazardous situations if automation failed [35]. It also implicates the concepts of trust
and complacency in automation functioning [11, 36].

It would appear that AEB implementation may lead to decoupling the link
between the driver and vehicle systems within the control-feedback loops (Fig. 3)
which may explain to some extent why ‘Automation First’ responses occurred. This
decoupling was more pronounced when AEB W was used suggesting that a
non-warning based AEB system is better able to preserve the traditional role of the

Vehicle DriverEnvironment
Vehicle
Systems

AEB W 4

1 2 3

5

6

Fig. 3 Control-feedback loops in driving (Adapted from Banks et al. [20]) with loop 3 suggesting
a potential decoupling between the driver and vehicle systems
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driver. Even so, in some instances a warning based system may be preferable—
especially in instances whereby the driver has failed to recognise a hazard in the
road ahead.
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Calibrating Trust to Increase the Use
of Automated Systems in a Vehicle

Siddartha Khastgir, Stewart Birrell, Gunwant Dhadyalla
and Paul Jennings

Abstract While accident data show that human error is the cause of most of the
on-road accidents, the move towards assisting or replacing the human driver with
an automated system is not a straightforward one. Industries like aerospace, man-
ufacturing, process etc. have a high penetration of automated systems; however, the
automotive industry provides new challenges due to different and more dynamic
interactions between the actors (driver, vehicle and environment). To reap benefits
from the automated systems, drivers have to use the automated systems. Drivers’
trust in automated systems is one of the most important factors influencing drivers’
use of automated systems. Trust on automated systems is a dynamic construct,
which can change with experience. While discussing various factors which influ-
ence drivers’ trust on automated systems, this paper discusses the changing nature
of trust, i.e., calibration of trust and the possible interventions to calibrate trust on
automated systems to an appropriate level.
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1 Introduction

Increased driver safety has been advocated as one of the potential benefits of
automated systems. According to a statistical study conducted by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), causal factor for 94 % of the
on-road accidents has been assigned to the human driver [1]. This has led to an
increasing emphasis from manufacturers and legislators on the introduction of
automated systems in transportation systems.

However, customer uptake of automated technology has been slow. Market
penetration of systems like Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) introduced as early as
1998–99 by Toyota and Jaguar has been slow and limited [2]. Automated systems
have traditionally been technology driven and there is a need to re-focus automated
system development on the driver rather than the system [2]. Any benefit from
automated systems can be realized only if the drivers use such systems. Therefore,
it is important to understand the factors that influence drivers’ use of automated
systems. One of the most important factors influencing drivers’ use of an automated
system is drivers’ trust on automated systems [3, 4]. A driver will give up control of
a vehicle to an automated system, only if he/she trusts the automated system [5]. To
increase the use of automated systems, there is a need to design automated systems
such that the drivers find them trustworthy. Development of trust in an automated
system is a multi-variate process [6]. Additionally, it is important to understand the
interactions of the various factors that affect development of trust in order to
understand the design requirements for automated systems. This is an important
aspect of research as the individual factors compete against each other to increase
trust on automated system.

Automation in vehicles, if designed incorrectly, can have a negative impact also.
Introduction of automation can defeat the purpose of automation itself which forms
the ironies of automation [7]. One of the arguments in favour of introduction of
automation has been that the removal of the human driver from the control loop will
reduce the errors due to an unreliable and inefficient human driver. However,
removal of the human driver makes the system prone to errors introduced in the
system by the designer (another human influence) [7]. This forms the first irony.
Additionally, the designer automates only the tasks he/she can automate without
understanding if a task needs to be automated or not [7]. There is always a pos-
sibility that the designer’s perception of the best design for a system and distri-
bution of tasks between the driver and the automated system differs from the
driver’s perception; and may increase the workload of the driver [8]. This forms the
second irony. This may ultimately affect the driver’s trust on the system if the
system is not correctly designed or tested.

This leaves the driver with the task of (1) monitoring the automated tasks
(2) performing the non-automated tasks. A near-perfect automated system is more
detrimental for human-machine interaction than an unreliable automated system.
This is due to the rare need for human intervention in a near-perfect system, causing
the human driver to be out of the loop for most periods. This means that the driver
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has to perform the monotonous task of monitoring the automated system, which as
per Fitts list’s [9] is not a task human driver is good at when compared to an
automated system. This forms the third irony [7]. Fitts suggested that tasks at which
machines outperform humans should be automated and tasks at which humans
outperform machines should be left to manual control. Thus, driving tasks that are
automated need to be carefully selected and designed in order to develop drivers’
trust on the automated systems to increase their use.

2 Trust in Automated Systems in Vehicles

Trust on an automated system is one of the most important factors for the system to
be used by the driver [3, 10, 11]. Therefore, in order to reap benefits of an auto-
mated system, one needs the driver to develop trust on the system so that he/she
uses the system [6]. To define trust, authors have adapted the definition of trust
from [5, 6, 12] with the addition of the experience dimension. The authors define
trust as “a history dependent attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s
goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability”. There are four
important aspects of this definition. Firstly, task should be a goal-oriented task.
Secondly, there should be a degree of uncertainty associated with the task, so that
prediction of future is not deterministically possible. Thirdly, there should be a
degree of risk associated with giving up manual control making the driver feel
vulnerable. Fourthly, trust changes with time based on previous experiences.

Trust in itself is influenced by various factors [6] and development of trust is a
dynamic process [4]. The contribution of each factor in the process of development
of trust has been discussed in this section. In two experiments performed by Muir
[10], it was shown that the subjective measure of trust in a system or sub-system
could be correlated with the operator’s use of the system. However, misplaced trust
(leading to misuse or disuse) in an automated system can lead to incorrect usage of
the system [13]. Many aircraft accidents have been a result of misplaced trust or
over-trust of the pilots on automated systems in aircraft systems (like autopilot)
[14]. Additionally, many aircraft accidents have been a result of dis-trust of the
pilots on automated systems in aircrafts, e.g. pilots mistrusting the stall warning in
the Air France 447 crash in June 2009 [15]. This leads to a qualitative classification
of trust into three categories [13]:

1. Mistrust or Over trust
2. Distrust
3. Appropriate trust

Mistrust refers to over-trust on the capabilities of the automated systems and
engaging them in situations that they are not capable of handling. Mistrust comes
from lack of knowledge about the true capabilities of the system. Distrust refers to
lack of trust on part of the driver on an automated system to perform a task even if it
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is fully capable of performing the required task [13]. Appropriate trust on an
automated system comes from the correct knowledge of the working of the auto-
mated system and knowledge of its limitations. Appropriate trust guides correct use
of an automated system, i.e., driver engages the automated system only for the tasks
and situations that it is capable to handle and disengages automation in adverse
conditions (e.g. rainy weather, fog etc.).

2.1 Types of Trust

Quantitatively, trust on an automated system in a vehicle can be classified into the
following components [16]:

1. Trust in the system
2. Trust with the system

There is a subtle though important difference between the two types of trust.
“Trust in the system” refers to system’s capabilities in doing what it is supposed to
do and is guided by the perceived knowledge of the capabilities (which may or may
not be accurate). “Trust in cooperation with the system” or “trust with the system”
refers to accepting system limitations and adapting system’s usage to get maximum
benefit from the system. Trust with the system implicitly means that the driver is
aware or has “accurate knowledge” about the system’s true capabilities and limi-
tations and makes informed decisions on when to use, when not to use and how to
use the automated system.

2.2 Factors Influencing Trust on Automated Systems
in Vehicles

In the framework for trust on automated systems proposed by Riley [17], it was
suggested that trust is not the sole factor responsible for an operator’s use of an
automated system. It is a result of multiple interactions between interdependent
variables such as trust, risk (discussed in Sect. 2.2.2), self-confidence (discussed in
Sect. 2.2.5) and many others. In a later version of the framework, the framework
was corrected after experimental studies and an “experience” dimension was added
[18]. It suggested that trust influences use of automation and is influenced by
experience with automation. This idea of trust influencing use of automation gar-
nered support from other studies [6], but has been adapted to indicate that “trust
guides—but does not completely determine—use”. This is especially true in diffi-
cult situations where complete situation understanding is impractical. However,
many studies [6, 16, 19] have proved that trust in itself is also influenced by a
number of factors and has different forms in itself too. Factors influencing trust have
been discussed in the following sections.
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2.2.1 Knowledge

Knowledge (accurate) about automation capabilities leads to the development of
“appropriate trust”, i.e., trust based on “accurate” facts, which in turn leads to
appropriate use of the system [20]. This knowledge comprises of awareness of
automation capabilities, real time information of the automation state and internal
mental model of the automated system. Knowledge affects development of trust in
general (both forms of trust: trust in the system and trust with the system).

A trade-off needs to be developed between providing “trustworthy” automation
or “trustable” automation [6]. Trustworthy automation involves complex automated
system capable of handling most scenarios. However, the complex nature of the
interactions make it difficult for the driver to understand information about the
automation and may lead to lack of trust [21]. On the contrary, a simpler
automation, which is easily understandable and easily conveyed to the driver is
more trustable and would lead to higher trust levels. A survey study of around 1000
pilots by McClumpha et al. [22] found that the primary reason for variance in pilot
attitudes towards automated systems was due to their understanding of the auto-
mated systems. A driver can misinterpret a correctly working automated system due
to an incorrect mental model made because of lack of knowledge of the working of
the system. In an automated system, there is always a fear of giving too much
information to the driver. Overflow of information has been proved to be detri-
mental which has led to a consensus on adopting a lean approach to information
display with an option for drivers to request for more information from the system
[8].

Authors propose the following classification of knowledge:

• Static knowledge: refers to the understanding of the working of the automated
system

• Real time: refers to the real time information about the state of the automated
system and the environment

• Internal mental model: refers to understanding or influence of external sources
(e.g. word of mouth, media etc.)

Static knowledge influences trust in the system and is partially responsible for
setting the initial trust level. Real time knowledge influences trust with the system as
it informs the driver about the real time ability of the automated system. Internal
mental model (along with static knowledge) is responsible for setting the initial trust
level. Another dimension to knowledge is the accuracy of the information pre-
sented. If automation does not meet the initial expectations (information conveyed),
it can lead to distrust on an automated system and lead to the drivers not using the
automated system.
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2.2.2 Consequence

While proposing the framework for trust on autonomous systems, Riley found that
failure of automation didn’t lead to any reluctance in the re-use of automation [18],
which is contrary to the other theories of trust which show a hysteresis nature in the
development of trust before and after failure of automation (discussed in Sect. 3).
The difference in the findings can be explained by the lack of risk involved as a
consequence of engaging automation in the former study. In order for trust on a
system to be an influencing factor in the system’s use, there needs to be a degree of
risk attached to the deployment of the automated system [6]. Drivers must put
themselves at risk by handing over control to the automated system. Different types
of automated systems exist which provide varying degrees of assistance, from
information to warning to active control of the vehicle. Drivers tend to trust
informative and warning systems more readily than systems that take active control.
This is because drivers are unwilling to give up control in critical scenarios, as they
trust their own abilities more than the abilities of the automated system, even
though they may not be best suited to handle the situation [5, 9]. However, driver
can develop distrust even in an imperfect warning system in case it provides too
many false warnings, i.e., high frequency of failures.

Humans have a tendency to monitor a highly trusted automation less frequently
[10]. Due to lack of monitoring in a highly trusted system, trust may grow even if
faults occurred. However, this is not entirely true and has a context dimension to it.
Growth or fall of trust depends on the consequence of the faults. Since the driver is
monitoring less frequently, his/her situation awareness is less and in case of a
critical fault, his/her ability to cope with the situation would be limited. This can
result in catastrophic loss of trust (i.e., rapid degradation of trust level). Thus, the
severity of consequence dictates the fall in trust level when failures occur.
Therefore, consequence has two aspects: severity of failure and frequency of failure.
While severity affects both aspects of trust, frequency affects trust with the system.

2.2.3 Situation Awareness

Situation Awareness is a one of the most important factors for development of trust
on automated systems, especially when the driver in still present in the control loop
(SAE level 1–3 automation [23]). Increasing automation in systems (if not correctly
designed) can lead to loss of situation awareness of the driver [24]. This can be
caused due to variety of factors: humans given the role of monitoring the system, a
task they are not suitable for [9], inadequate information conveyed to the driver
about the state of automated system or over trust on automated system leading to
complacency. Situation awareness (SA) is classified into three levels [24]:

• Level 1 SA: (Perception): perceiving critical factors in environment
• Level 2 SA: (Understanding): understanding meaning of the perceived factors

(individually and collective)
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• Level 3 SA: (Predicting): predicting the future state of the automated system

Level 1 SA and Level 2 SA influence the development of trust with the system
on an automated system in a vehicle. The information of the critical factors and
understanding of the information makes the driver situationally aware of the sur-
roundings and enables him to make a decision on whether the environment is
suitable for deployment of the automated system. While real time knowledge
concerns the content of the information presented to the driver, level 1 SA and level
2 SA concern the manner of conveying the information to the driver, i.e., visual,
audio, haptic etc., in order to make the driver situationally aware.

2.2.4 Willingness

In an experiment conducted with aviation pilots and university students as subjects,
it was found that aviation pilots’ average use of a non-aviation automated system in
the experiment was significantly more than the average use of the same automated
system by students [18]. Since aviation pilots are used to working in conjunction
with automated systems, their willingness to use automation in any setting is higher
than an average person. Willingness in engaging an automated system influences
trust with the system and is developed as a result of experience or training.

2.2.5 Self-confidence

High self-confidence and low self-confidence have different interactions and
influence over use of an automated system. While high level of self-confidence
decreases the tendency to use automation to perform a driving related task [18], low
self-confidence influences trust with the automated system. This can be explained as
the people having low self-confidence have more trust in the abilities of the
automated system than their own abilities [11].

3 Calibration of Trust

It is more difficult to recover trust after failure of an automated system as compared
to the initial development of trust on the automated system [5]. In an experiment in
which the real time information of Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) state was
provided to the driver, it was shown that drivers’ trust on automation was greater
when it was degrading than when it was recovering [21]. Additionally, trust on
ACC had a strong hysteresis, with high trust in the first half of the usage and low
trust in the second half. The hysteresis nature of trust evolution in an automated
system is a result of driver’s interaction with the automated system during its use.
Different scenario interactions can lead to increase or decrease of trust on automated
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systems. This changing nature of trust is referred as calibration of trust. More
objectively, calibration of trust has been defined as “the process of adjusting trust to
correspond to an objective measure of trustworthiness” [4]. As a result, identifi-
cation of different scenario interactions and its effect on calibration of trust on
automated systems becomes relevant.

Calibration occurs with specific interactions and that leads to the development of
functional specific trust [25]. Trust is an ever changing construct and the
influencing factors change as the driver-automation relationship progresses [26].
Initial level of trust on an automated system depends on static knowledge, internal
mental models of the driver and willingness of the driver, and is based on the
performance (reliability) of the system, which evolves after process (dependability)
interaction and finally stabilizes with the purpose (faith) interaction of the system
[6].

Calibration of trust is a result of closed loop dynamic interactions of the driver
and the factors discussed in Sect. 2.2 of this paper. The following stages charac-
terize the process of calibration of trust on an automated system:

• Stage A: Initial level of trust may be high because of static knowledge (infor-
mation), internal mental model of the driver and driver’s willingness. As failures
start to occur, there is a period of stable trust levels representing mistrust
(over-trust) on the system leading to misuse.

• Stage B: As number of failures increase (in frequency and severity), calibration
of trust occurs leading to decrease in trust levels. If the number and frequency of
failures keep increasing, it may reach a level where driver has no trust on the
automated system and opts for manual control. The rate of change of trust levels
in stage B is dependent on the severity of the failure (which along with fre-
quency forms the other aspect of the consequence factor).

• Stage C: Once the trust level has decreased considerably, it is more difficult to
regain trust even if the automated system recovers or the number of failures
decrease considerably. This represents distrust on the automated system, i.e., the
system is not trusted even though the system is capable of performing a task.

• Stage D and Stage E: With further decrease in failures, trust initially recovers
slowly and then rapidly. It may or may not reach back to the initial level of trust.
The rate of recovery in stages D and E is dependent on the driver’s experience
during the failure and is governed by the consequence factor.

Depending on the type of automation, type of failure and consequence of failure,
the duration and rate of change of trust in each section will be different. Figure 1
shows different paths for calibration of trust under different situations. Figure 1a
represents an informative system, Fig. 1b represents a warning system and Fig. 1c
represents a system that takes active control (e.g. highway chauffer). Figure 1d
represents a system that takes active control and has real time knowledge (infor-
mation) feedback for the driver.

Informative System: Systems that provide only information to the driver (e.g.
navigation systems) have the most gradual degradation of trust in case of failures.
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Since the consequence of a failure is relatively less severe, drivers tend to be more
accommodating with failures in an informative system.

Warning System: Warning systems have a similar trend as informative systems,
however the rate of degradation of trust is more rapid and trust is regained only after
substantial recovery of systems. False warnings lead to drivers developing distrust
on the system and leads to degradation of trust with the system.

Systems taking over active control from the driver (partially or full automation
systems, e.g., highway chauffer): Failures in systems taking over active control of
the vehicle from the driver can lead to drastic degradation of trust on automated
systems. This is because the consequence of a failure in such systems can be
potentially catastrophic (fatal in some situations).

Fig. 1 Calibration of trust on automated systems as a function of number of failures.
a Informative system. b Warning system. c System taking active control from driver. d System
taking active control from driver with real time knowledge (feedback) intervention provided to the
driver
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3.1 Intervention to Re-calibrate Trust on Automated
Systems

While development of trust on automated systems is influenced by “knowledge”,
“consequence”, “situation awareness”, “willingness” and “self-confidence”, inter-
vention methods can be incorporated within automated systems to calibrate trust to
appropriate levels or to prevent rapid degradation of drivers’ trust on automated
systems.

Providing knowledge about the automated systems in real time is one of the
intervention methods. While static knowledge helps guide the initial level of trust
on an automated system, real time knowledge about the state of the automated
system and environment can prevent degradation of drivers’ trust by re-calibrating
it to appropriate level.

Figure 1d depicts calibration of trust in a system which takes over active control
of the vehicle and which has real-time knowledge intervention, i.e., real-time
knowledge feedback to the driver about the automated system. By providing real
time information about the state and capabilities of the automated system, it is
possible to stem the fall of trust on the automated system and re-calibrate to have
appropriate level of trust with the system. Real time information feedback helps
make the driver situationally aware about the current capabilities of the automated
system and aids re-calibration of trust.

4 Conclusions

Automated systems in the automotive context vary in their levels of autonomy and
the role assumed by the driver. While increase in the level of autonomy decreases
the tasks for the driver, the driver still has a choice to use or not use the automated
systems. In order to reap benefits from the automated systems, it is important for the
driver to use these systems. Drivers’ trust on these systems govern drivers’ use of
automated systems. Drivers’ trust is a dynamic variable and changes with drivers’
experience with the automated systems and this process of changing trust levels is
referred to as calibration of trust. Calibration of trust on automated systems can be
affected by factors like consequence, type of automation and knowledge. It is
important to calibrate drivers’ trust to the true capabilities of the automated system
for appropriate use of automated systems. This paper discusses the various factors
affecting development of trust and interventions that can be adopted to increase trust
and re-calibrate trust on automated systems to appropriate levels. Future work
involves conducting experiments to study the effects of calibration of trust on use of
automated systems.
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Cooperative Guidance and Control
in Highly Automated Convoys—StrAsRob

Marcel C.A. Baltzer, Claudia Rudolph, Daniel López
and Frank Flemisch

Abstract As vehicles become more and more intelligent and more and more
technology to drive highly automated becomes affordable, concepts to integrate
humans and these highly automated vehicles become an integral part of research
and development. More functionality also increases the complexity to interact with
such systems. Therefore, interaction concepts to cooperatively drive with a highly
automated vehicle should focus on central goals: (1) ensure the safety and per-
formance of the overall system, (2) establish a simple and comprehensible inter-
action between human and automation, (3) create acceptance for the automation
system and interface. A study was conducted over the past three years in the field of
highly automated military truck convoys at the Fraunhofer FKIE. In this project,
FKIE focused on the formulation of use cases and the ergonomic design and
evaluation. This paper presents the findings.
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1 Introduction

Military vehicles like heavy trucks, tanks or excavators face the challenge of two
contradicting goals: To be sufficiently guarded against enemy fire and to be safely
maneuverable. Transport vehicles are the backbone of the supply troop. The
assessment of safety, performance, comfort, energy efficiency and joy of use in
combat vehicles is different to the assessment in the civil sector. Especially factors
like combat strength, transport performance and safety against enemy fire play an
essential role. Without suitable measures, those factors come at the expense of
comprehensibility and accordingly safety and comfort. Furthermore, the German
Federal Armed Forces face the demographic change and faces more and more
complex missions with less and less staff.

In the past decades, an incremental revolution of assisted and automated driving
takes place in the civil sector, also due to military research e.g. at the University of
the German Federal Armed Forces or the DARPA. Even if an identical retransfer of
knowledge from the civil to the military sector is not possible, a systematic
translation can improve the military capacity to act.

StrAsRob, “Road transport with assistance by robots” is such a systematic
research and development of assistance and automation systems—in this case for
military trucks that can follow each other automatically (see Fig. 1). Whereas a
long-term objective of the German Federal Armed Forces is to build convoys with a
manned leading vehicle and unmanned following vehicles, StrAsRob still considers
a safety driver. On the one hand, this safety driver can take over in different
assistance and automation modes as well as drive manually. On the other hand, the
driver will be allowed to get out of the control loop in certain clearly defined
situations and take over other non-driving tasks.

In this paper, especially the interaction between driver and automation is
addressed. Since R&D of the human-machine interaction profits from basic
research of the past decades, we will give a short overview.

Fig. 1 StrAsRob target domain: highly automated military truck convoy
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1.1 State of the Art

Assistance and Automation Systems. Although new technology is usually first
developed in the military domain and later applied in the civil industry, e.g. aviation
and communication, there has been important research in both military and civilian
domain towards highly automated driving. At first, driving assistance systems have
individually demonstrated their benefits by informing or taking over certain driving
tasks and consequently reducing the workload on the driver and increasing comfort.
Technical systems such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Lane Keeping
Assistance System (LKAS) significantly improve safety by constantly monitoring
the traffic situation and by having a faster reaction time than that of any human.

By combining different assistance systems, an automation capable of taking over
the lateral and longitudinal control of a vehicle can be developed. This has been
explored since the mid-80s by a number of projects e.g. Eureka Prometheus Project
that culminated in the creation of advanced test vehicles in the mid-90s, the VaMP
and the VITA 2 [1, 2]. These vehicles were capable of detecting the surrounding
traffic conditions and controlling the steering and velocity accordingly. The per-
formance of an automated vehicle is dependent on the capabilities of the sensors
and controllers used. This was shown by the Argo Project [3], which aimed at the
development of a suitable vision and control system that could be implemented in a
normal vehicle.

In the United States, the DARPA through its Grand Challenges has motivated
the innovation in this same area. In 2004 and 2005, the Grand Challenges were
aimed at the creation of a fully autonomous vehicle capable of completing a 142
mile uncharted desert course. The winner was able to complete the course in 6 h
53 min [4]. Furthermore, a similar challenge was held in 2007, this differed in that it
took place in an urban environment. Consequently, the competing vehicles had to
obey road rules and complete the course in less than 6 h. This time the winner
vehicle, named Boss, was able to complete the challenge in 4 h 10 min [5].

Cooperative Guidance and Control. In parallel with the progressive
improvement of the technical part or an automated vehicle, the cooperation and
interaction of human drivers with such systems has also been explored. The
cooperation between human and machine can be explained with Fig. 2. This
cooperation between human and machine has already been described by Rasmussen
[6] and in research further refined by e.g. [7–9] or [10].

Flemisch et al. [8] proposes a cooperation between driver and automation based
on the H(orse)-metaphor. The H-Metaphor compares the interaction between driver
and automation with that of a horse and a rider and by using a suitable interface.
Based on this metaphor, a haptic-multimodal mode of interaction “H-Mode” has
been developed, and the basic idea of a joint, cooperative system applied to real
vehicles e.g. in HAVEit [12]. In HAVEit different European countries and industry
partners worked together, to define the next steps in the development of automated
vehicles with an important part of the project being the human-machine interaction.
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An important realization from the abovementioned research is to include the
human in the development process in order to integrate all of his useful abilities and
that he can cooperate efficiently and safely with the automation (e.g. [13]).
Furthermore, perspectives that go beyond human-centered design are necessary, in
order to weigh up human, technical and organizational factors.

2 Assistance and Automation Modes in StrAsRob

The degree of influence of human or automation on the driving task may vary. This
variation can be organized in assistance and automation modes.

Inspired by Gasser et al. [14], National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
[15], SAE [16], StrAsRob has a spectrum of four different Assistance and
Automation Modes (AAM), shown in Fig. 3.

In AAM1, the military driver is responsible and takes over lateral and longitu-
dinal driving control and is assisted by various passive assistance systems, e.g. blind
spot monitoring. Furthermore, the driver can activate or deactivate an emergency
brake system. In AAM2, the automation actively takes over the longitudinal driving

Interaction
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Intention Intention

Action

Fig. 2 Human-machine
cooperation in cooperative
guidance and control [11] (cf.
[8])

Fig. 3 Assistance and automation spectrum in StrAsRob
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tasks and the military driver takes over the lateral driving tasks. He is still responsible
for the overall system. In AAM3, the military driver has only a supervisory task and
the automation controls the lateral and longitudinal driving tasks. The major dif-
ference between AAM3 and AAM4 is that the military driver can leave the control
loop in AAM4 and can focus on other non-driving tasks.

3 The User Interface—Interaction Between Driver
and StrAsRob-System

Since the different AAM come along with a different driver’s level of attention, a
transition from one mode to another must be secured differently. From manual
control to temporary fully automated without the driver’s supervision, it is of major
importance that the vehicle is always sufficiently controlled.

Therefore, the driver must always know what tasks and what responsibility he
has and, respectively, he must know what tasks and responsibility the automation
has. Furthermore, the driver should be aware what the current capabilities of the
automation are and whether it is able to take over the current driving tasks and
responsibility. This awareness is called “Automation Awareness” and can be seen
as part of Situation awareness (cf. [17–19]). In this context, an established term is
“Mode Confusion” (e.g. [20]) and represents a special characteristic of Automation
Awareness, where the user of a system thinks he is in a different automation mode
than the currently active. If the military driver shows such awareness and does not
feel responsible for certain tasks, a control deficit may occur. In this case, the
driving tasks may be addressed insufficiently and the danger of a crash increases.
The same applies to the opposite of control deficit, the so-called control surplus.
Such control surplus can lead to control conflicts and needs to be avoided. A more
detailed discussion can be found in [21].

In a series of participatory design workshops, a selected group of ergonomic
experts, system designers, military drivers and driving teachers of the German
Federal Armed Forces addressed topics of assistance and automation spectrum,
transitions and automation awareness and developed a user interface. The following
description of the user interface represents the final state of the iterative partici-
patory design process.

Next to using conventional input options like steering wheel, gas and brake
pedal, the driver can also interact with the StrAsRob system via buttons at the
operation and display device (ODD) (see Fig. 4).

Basic requirements were that buttons needed to be designed in a way to avoid
accidental input. Furthermore, the ODD needs to be usable in situations of strong
concussions and movement. Therefore, in StrAsRob, the military driver selects a
mode via large hardware buttons. For automation initiated transitions, e.g. when the
current mode becomes unavailable, the driver needs to confirm such a mode
transition with the Master Caution button flashing yellow in the respective situation.
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In order to improve the automation awareness, the current mode is highlighted in
green and the respective symbol enlarged. Unavailable modes are shown in very
dark grey and available modes in light grey.

4 Simulator Study

To test the user interface, a usability study was conducted in the driving simulator at
FKIE. The focused research questions were: “How is the usability of the automation
and interaction concept?”, “How does the interaction between driver and StrAsRob
system change from naïve over explained to trained run and what is the deducible
training?”, “How do drivers evaluate the impact of the StrAsRob system on system
qualities like safety and performance?” and “Is Take-Over capability in the current
implementation of the interaction concept ensured?”.

4.1 Use Cases

In the following, an excerpt of the developed use cases for the interaction concept
will be presented: “Use Case 3a—Start in follow mode” describes the starting. In
“Use Case 3b—Standard following” maintaining the distance to the preceding

Fig. 4 The operation and display device (ODD) of StrAsRob
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vehicle of StrAsRob is structured. “Use Case 3c—Stop to standstill in follow
mode” describes the stopping of the convoy while the follow mode is active. “Use
Case 4a—Avoid obstacles in follow mode” describes how moving as well as
stationary obstacles are avoided in StrAsRob. The “Use Case 4b—Overtaking on a
motorway” was chosen explicitly because of the insufficient range of the sensors.
For example, on a countryside highway, oncoming traffic would have to be con-
sidered. “Use Case 5a—Turning in follow mode” deals with the subject of turning
maneuvers, where the leading and the following vehicle should have at least similar
trajectories while turning. If the leading vehicle is out of sight after turning, the
StrAsRob continues driving in a combination of LKAS and ACC. If the leading
vehicle is out of sight during the turning process, a transition into AAM1 is nec-
essary and the driver should catch up with the leading vehicle manually. “Use Case
6a—Split of the convoy in follow mode” addresses dangerous situations (for
example hostile aircraft) so that the convoy becomes a less vulnerable target. The
military driver has to take over the control and has to deliberately change to another
lane. Following to a split up maneuver, “Use Case 6b1—Join with the leading
vehicle” structures the following join maneuver if the danger has passed. If a
foreign vehicle moves into the convoy, “Use Case 7—Foreign vehicle between
leading and following vehicle”, the StrAsRob subsystem autonomously transitions
to a combination of LKAS and ACC and will follow the foreign vehicle with a safe
distance. If the foreign vehicle leaves the convoy, the follow mode can be
continued.

The use cases were combined to testing and training procedures, the so-called
Kata, described in the next section.

4.2 Testing Procedures—Kata

The term “Kata” originates from the Japanese martial arts and is used to describe a
sequence of moves used for competition or training. In our study, we use the word
“Kata” to define a fixed set of Use Cases, which are combined and structured in a
test and training form. To analyze the usability of the interaction concept in the Use
Cases two fixed sequences/“Katas” were created and tested in the simulator.

Kata Base. The Kata Base is focused on the basic interaction between human and
co-system. Here “Use Case 3a—start in follow mode” and “Use Case 3b—standard
following” are analyzed. Moreover, it is studied how well various transitions work,
whether they were initiated by the driver or by the co-system. There are three major
sections to be considered: First, the start-up procedure is analyzed, followed by the
driver-initiated (Di) transitions. Finally, the automation initiated (Ai) transitions are
tested for usability.
Kata Advanced. In the Kata Advanced the interaction between human, co-system
and environment is examined, therefore the degree of complexity is increased.
“Use Case 7—Foreign vehicle between leading and following vehicle”, “Use Case
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5a—Turning in follow mode”, “Use Case 4a—Avoiding obstacles in follow mode”,
“Use Case 4b—Overtaking on a motorway”, “Use Case 6a—Split of the convoy in
follow mode” and “Use Case 6b1—Join with the leading vehicle” are implemented.

The participants were instructed to stay on the road as accurately as possible.
During the experiment, when participants were asked to switch to AAM4, they
distracted themselves by reading a newspaper.

4.3 Description of the Simulator Prototype

The experiments were carried out in the simulator at the Fraunhofer FKIE (see
Fig. 5).

The simulator consists of two side-by-side driving simulators. On the left, the
participant simulator consists of three projectors and screens that provide the front,
right and left view (Fig. 5, left). These screens are arranged at 90° so they provide a
180° view of the map. Small 11” LCD vertical displays are used for the left and
right mirrors and positioned at an offset from the driver. Five separated computers
running the SILAB simulation software controlled each an individual view. The
sitting position and the orientation of the controls were set to better resemble that of
a real truck (Fig. 5, right). Still, adjustments were possible so each participant could
find a comfortable position.

The active steering wheel provides the force feedback for a more realistic
feeling. The pedals are passively spring loaded and able to sense position. Two
pedals are used for the simulation of an automatic transmission. Both steering wheel
and pedals use a CAN-BUS interface. A military hardened Panther DK10 tablet PC
from Roda Solid IT solutions positioned on the right side of the steering wheel. It
was used as ODD. As an addition to the data logging from the simulation and the
steering and pedal inputs, two cameras (Fig. 5) recorded each test.

Next to the driver’s simulator, a confederate simulator was placed to the right
and hidden behind a curtain. The confederate emulated the automation similar to the

Fig. 5 Display setup of the driving simulator. Left Overhead camera. Right Driving controls and
automation display
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wizard-of-oz-method [22]. Since immersion in the simulation is not high priority
for the confederate, the left and right views were omitted. Left and right mirror were
provided as well as an information screen displaying the automation state and
vehicle speed. The driving controls, steering wheel and pedals were identical to
those used by the participant, although the sitting position and control orientation
had no special requirements. Data logging was also performed for the confederate
with the exception of the recording cameras.

4.4 Participants and Experimental Procedure of the Study

The simulator study was organized with 12 participants (11 male, 1 female), all of
them trained soldiers of the German Federal Armed Forces. At the time of the
study, the participants were from 24 to 52 years old and owned driver’s licenses for
6–34 years. Of those licenses, 9 also included a permission for driving trucks and 6
for driving motorcycles. The participants’ yearly mileage ranges from 5000 km to
more than 50,000 km. One participant uses his vehicle 1–2 times per week; the
other 11 use it daily. When asked to describe their own way of driving, answers
range from safe/experienced to dynamic/sporty.

At the beginning, every test person was welcomed to the FKIE-Exploroscope
and the background of the study was explained to him or her. Afterwards they had
to complete a demographic questionnaire followed by another questionnaire about
simulator sickness. After a participant took the seat in the simulator, the seat height,
recline etc. was optimally adjusted to him or her. In order to get used to the
simulator the participants made a familiarization drive on a route with highways,
countryside roads and city traffic. Directly after the test drive the participants had to
evaluate how closely the simulation resembled reality.

The first Kata to drive was the Kata Base. Before the first run, the participants
received only little explanation to ensure a naïve attitude. After this run, they had to
evaluate the interaction forms on usability and got a detailed explanation of the
interaction concept. With this knowledge, they did a second run of the same sce-
nario. This time the simulation was paused twice and the corresponding ques-
tionnaire had to be completed by the participants. For another run in the same
scenario, the participants received an extensive training in the interaction concept. It
was the last run of the Kata Base and again, it was paused twice to fill out the
questionnaires. Then the participants had to complete yet another questionnaire
about simulator sickness.

After a short break, the participants drove the Kata Advanced in the same way as
the Kata Base. Since the participants lost their naïve attitude after the trained run in
the Kata Base, it was not possible to evaluate a naïve run again. Therefore, the first
run was counted as an explained run.
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4.5 Evaluation of the Simulator Study

Familiarization Drive. The results of the familiarization drive are neutral to rather
good. The reason for such a reserved evaluation is the limited immersion factor of
the simulator, which is normal in a static simulator (e.g.: Participant 4: The vehicle
is braking visually, but the reaction cannot be felt).

Kata Base. The results of the Kata base runs are displayed in Fig. 6.

In the first, naïve run the participants drove the first two blocks of the Kata Base
without any explanation of the different automation modes or the emergency
transitions by steering or braking. As we can see in Fig. 6, the results were already
quite good. The rather bad evaluations can be seen for the transition AAM3 to
AAM4 and vice versa. From the remarks of the participants this is explainable by
the limited distinguishability: In the naïve run, the participants did not know about
the shift of responsibility since both modes “felt” the same. Therefore, a design
adaption can help to intuitively understand such a transition. A possibility is a
hands-on or hands-off symbol in the ODD.

As we can see in Fig. 6, the evaluation of the interaction design got better after
explaining it. Still the transition from AAM4 to AAM1 via steering intervention got
worse to neutral. The remarks criticized it to be dangerous, since the participants
sometimes departed from the current lane. An explanation why this transition got
even worse evaluation from naïve to explained run can be that not all participants
made such a transition in the naïve run. Those that did, tried it on purpose and were
mostly pleased that they were able to intervene even in partly or highly automated
modes. The quite large steering torque to initialize the emergency transition was a
design decision to prevent triggering it by mistake but to only make it available so
the driver can still evade an obstacle that the automation did not detect. Therefore,
the test design should be adjusted in order to use such an emergency transition in an
emergency situation only.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the kata base runs
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By contrast, the emergency transition by pedal with a deflection of 30 % was
accepted quite well. Transitions from AAM4 to AAM3 or AAM3 to AAM1 due to
automation failure need an acoustic warning.

A further improvement of the interaction design’s rating comes from an
extensive training. Still, it is evident that the emergency transition by steering
intervention needs the abovementioned adjustments. Comparing the differences of
the evaluation of AAM3 to AAM4 and vice versa, it becomes clear that the
self-explanatory character of the interaction design needs further attention.

Kata Advanced. The results of the Kata Advanced are displayed in Fig. 7.

Since the participants already received a feeling for the interaction design in the
Kata Base, only an explained and a trained run were driven in the Kata Advanced.
All in all, the results were promising as we can see in Fig. 7. Still the participants
wanted to have more information about the current state of the automation, e.g. the
link with the leading vehicle and why the automation suddenly initiated a braking
maneuver. Therefore, they did not understand fast enough that they had to take over
and felt a bit helpless. Furthermore, most participants wanted to have more acoustic
warning when such a link broke and an acoustic information when the link was
recovered.

The extensive training had again a positive influence on the evaluation of the
interaction design, especially in the situations of the broken link to the preceding
vehicle. Still, an improvement of the interaction design in such situations should be
addressed.

5 Conclusion

StrAsRob is one of multiple possible manifestations of cooperative guidance and
control of highly automated vehicles in the military sector. It takes the assistance
and automation levels of the civil sector as an orientation, where an important shift

Fig. 7 Comparison kata advanced
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of responsibility lies especially between partially and highly automated. The
hypothesis that such an assistance and automation spectrum can be translated in the
military sector and for convoys was completely confirmed. The overall usability
was rated good to very good although improvements in the interaction design need
to be addressed, such as (1) transitions from AAM4 to lower AAM should come
along with an acoustic signal (2) AAM4 and AAM3 need to be more distin-
guishable and (3) emergency transitions need an extensive design focus.

Therefore, the proof-of-concept was successful, but before series development
should be addressed, further questions need to be answered. Due to capacity con-
straints only essential modes were investigated.

At the end of the presented project it should be emphasized, that the participative
approach for the design of Use Cases and the interaction concept by bringing
together user, developer, researcher, operator, teacher and administration was one
of the essential keys to success. Especially when addressing complex assistance and
automation systems, existing risks can be controlled from the very beginning.
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Autonomous Vehicles in Developing
Countries: A Case Study on User’s View
Point in Pakistan

Irum Sanaullah, Amjad Hussain, Amna Chaudhry, Keith Case
and Marcus Enoch

Abstract Technological advancements are continuously changing the human life.
Like many other developments, autonomous vehicle system is attracting public
interest and being widely discussed by all the stakeholders. Recent reports show
that in future, autonomous vehicles or self-driving cars will be on roads in devel-
oped countries such as in UK and US. In this age of information technology,
advancements made in developed countries not only move to the developing
countries but also impact the opinions and lives of the people living in these
countries. Therefore, there is a need to develop more effective strategies which can
help the adaption of upcoming technologies in transport systems like autonomous
vehicles. In this respect, user’s perception becomes highly significant as this can
help designers by providing them the information about real time issues and human
observations. Up till now, no significant work has been carried out on exploring the
user’s perception about autonomous vehicles in developing countries like Pakistan.
This study aims at capturing the user’s view point about the use of autonomous
vehicles which can provide relevant information on perceived benefits and chal-
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lenges in user’s perspective. An underlying objective is also to compare this per-
spective with developed countries like US, UK, and Australia etc. Findings of the
study will help in assessing user’s perceptions in terms of challenges, the level of
awareness and understanding about autonomous vehicles. It will lead to shaping up
the strategies to address the needs of users so that more viable and equally
acceptable technological interventions can be made.

Keywords Autonomous vehicle � User’s perception � Human driven vehicles

1 Introduction

This paper explores user’s perception about the use of autonomous or self-driving
vehicles in Pakistan. The focus of the study is to analyze the factors of awareness,
reliability, safety, convenience and comfort of the autonomous vehicle system in
the user’s point of view.

2 Background Literature

In the last century, automotive sector has made advancements to improve the cost,
comfort and safety of vehicles [1]. Autonomous Transport system is one of these
developments defined as the unmanned system, which provides self- directed and
independent transfer of people and goods without human involvement. This system
includes the controlling of driverless vehicles, movement of intelligent vehicles and
independent navigation [1]. Autonomous vehicle is known as ‘driverless car’,
which can plan and drive by itself by detecting the painted lines or a magnetic
monorail implanted in the road. It is also named as autopilot or automated guided
vehicle (AGV) [2].

The autonomous vehicle consists of Visual Guidance System (VGS), Vehicle
Control System (VCS), Vehicle Piloting System (VPS) and Robust Communications
System (RCS) [3]. Studies suggest that advantages of Autonomous Transport
Systems include increase in road and parking capacity, improved safety, efficient
traffic flow, and decrease in traffic congestion and fuel economy. Autonomous
vehicles are small in size, which can travel on roads with the smaller gaps between
them and can increase the road capacity up to 30 % [2, 4]. The capacity on highways
can increase by 3–8 times, if the autonomous vehicles travel in platoons. It is also
possible for vehicles to drive bumper to bumper at full speed if the spacing is
eventually reduced with the perfect connected device [5]. Driverless cars can drop
off the passengers and can park themselves far away where the space is available and
can return when they are required to pick up the passengers. In this way an auton-
omous transportation system can eliminate the problem of parking scarcity [6].
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As human error cause 90 % of the traffic accidents, the use of autonomous vehicles
can significantly reduce the number of crashes. Folsom (2011) carried out a com-
parison of accident rates of motor vehicles to those of autonomous vehicle (com-
muter rail) system in the city of Lille in France [7]. The study concluded that motor
vehicles are 33 times as risky as autonomous trains on a reserved path. The
Vancouver autonomous Sky Train System in Canada gave the same accident rate
facts as the autonomous vehicle system in Lille gave in the comparison with Light
Rail Transit (LRT) or Rapid Rail Transit (RRT) systems. The application of
autonomous system can reduce the number of accidents due to its increased relia-
bility and precision as compared to human drivers and therefore it is an effective
solution for drunk driving. Also with the use of autonomous vehicles, the number of
automated-related casualties can be decreased to halve (1.2 million) per year overall
the world [1, 8].

In the start of autonomous system application, the autonomous vehicles will
drive in combination with human driven vehicles. In this case autonomous vehicles
will follow the traffic laws and human drivers will have the option to follow the
laws or not. This can create the state of confusion and problem [6]. However with
the fully autonomous system the vehicles will travel at design speed on the main
line, and will only change the speed on exit or entry ramps. The vehicles in system
will continue to drive at full speed if the system is saturated and new vehicles will
not enter the system. The interchanges will be assisted by parking buffers to provide
the space for merging while vehicle changes their routes [7]. The vehicles with
consistent speed on roads will result in the efficient traffic flow and less traffic jams.

Drivers need gap between vehicles while driving for perception and reaction
time to apply breaks in emergency situation. In autonomous vehicles, due to central
computer control system the following vehicle will know about the leading vehicle
that when it will decelerate, take turn and accelerate before it takes the action. The
perception time will be few milliseconds and therefore it can decrease the safe
following distance between vehicles. The computer-controlled vehicles would drive
close together on highways due to the awareness and prompt response; hence traffic
congestion can be reduced [7].

Wu et al. [9] carried out a study on fuel economy optimization system in human
driven and autonomous vehicles. They concluded that the application of optimal
model in autonomous vehicles will be more helpful to increase the fuel economy as
compared to the human driven vehicles.

With all the advantages of autonomous vehicles mentioned above, there are
perspective challenges and issues which need to be addressed.

Firstly it is necessary to make drivers to accept that car can have a drive inde-
pendently. Naturally, it is difficult for a traditional driver to trust that car will apply
the brakes when required in the case of accident. It might take years to convince the
society to trust driverless car operating in rush hours traffic [9].

The social issues related to the autonomous system include:

• Will people trust using driverless car?
• Will policy makers allow the driverless cars on roads?
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• Who will be responsible for mishaps and accidents?
• Will people have choice to drive by themselves when they want?

McCarthy [10, 11] states “The very nature of autonomous systems raises social,
legal and ethical issues. People tend to be more accepting of a technology if they
can choose whether or not to adopt it and have some control over its use”.

The autonomous system is essentially outside the user’s control of users; hence
people’s perception of the system can be negative. Therefore there is possibility of
excluding the people who don’t want to the part of system. Autonomous systems
are required sometimes where humans might make bad decision, and therefore
human dominance can be problematic. It leads to the query whether autonomous
systems will be trusted more than humans in some situations. The slow provision of
new features such as automatic parking and adaptive cruise control can make it
easier for people to accept the autonomous system gradually (Stock, n.d.).

It is also important to convince the law makers to allow the autonomous cars on
the road and to resolve issue of responsibility in the case of accidents.

DARPA urban challenge has proved that it is absolutely possible to imply fully
autonomous cars to gain convenience, safety, and environmental benefits. However,
the issues discussed above need to be solved by taking gradual steps to make people
familiar with the system and gaining the acceptance by politicians and lawmakers.

3 Design of Survey Questionnaire and the Targeted
Respondents

The survey questionnaire was prepared to get public opinion on the adaptation of
self-driving vehicle technology in Pakistan. The factors that were considered for
preparing the survey questionnaire included were mainly based on (i) Human
Factors identified by the previous literature that impact the automation (ii) Roadway
and Traffic Operational Factors such as safety and mobility.

The following factors mainly have been included for getting drivers’ perception
on the autonomous vehicle technology:

• Familiarity with the technology
• Interest
• Reliability
• Safety
• Stress
• Convenience
• Traffic Delays
• Roadway Safety
• Training Requirement

Additionally, questions were prepared for the drivers who have used some level
of automation before such as Cruise Control System. This was done to get an idea
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on the differences in opinions/perceptions that may exist between such users’ and
the other drivers.

In order to get more reasonable opinion on the aforementioned factors, mostly
people from the technical background, holding either bachelor’s degree or above,
were targeted. People from non-technical background were also included in the
sample for conducting the survey to get an idea on the differences in the percep-
tions. Different age groups of both male and female survey participants, that were
considered, included: 20–30 years, 31–40 years, and more than 40 years as shown
in the Table 1.

4 Results and Discussion

Most of the respondents were familiar with the autonomous vehicles as shown in
the Table 2. The highest 88.9 % respondents had heard about the self-driving
vehicles before, while 11.1 % respondents were unaware about it. As the respon-
dents in this study were well educated and mostly (50.5 %) with the technical
background of study, therefore it was expected they would be aware about the
self-driving vehicles. The awareness level can be further explored particularly
focusing on the group of people whose education level is lower than graduation.

Over all 74.7 % respondents expressed their interest to have self-driving vehicle
and 25.2 % people were found not to be interested in having autonomous vehicles.
It needs further investigation about the concerns of people who are not interested in
owning the self-driving vehicle (Table 3).

Table 1 Demographics for
99 respondents

Demographics Percent

Gender Male
Female

75.8
24.2

Age 20–30 years
30–40 years
>40 years

56.6
27.3
12.1

Qualification Graduate Technical
Graduate others
Doctorate

50.5
35.4
12.1

Driving experience Less than 1 year
1–5 years
5–10 years
>10 years

14.1
37.4
21.2
25.3

Table 2 Awareness about
self-driving vehicles

Frequency Percent

No 11 11.1

Yes 88 88.9

Total 99 100.0
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When people were asked about the level of automation they wanted to have in
their vehicles, about 34 % respondents expressed their interest to have level 3
automation in their vehicles following 26.8 and 25.8 % to have level 2 and level 4
respectively. It is represented in the Table 4. This depicts the psychology of user’s
that they want to have some sort of control (level 2 and 3) in their hands rather than
totally relying on automation (such as in level 4). Similar kind of results were found
in the study conducted in developed countries [12] where people were more con-
cerned about using level 4 as compared to level 3.

Regarding the reliability of self-driving vehicle technology, 60 % respondents
think that this technology would be moderately reliable and 16 % think it would be
very reliable. While 13 % people expressed their views as an unreliable technology.
The majority of the respondents (65.7 %) feel it would be safe to ride in the
self-driving vehicles. While 34.4 % people disagree about feeling safe in
self-driving vehicles. When people were asked “I may feel unsafe while riding in
the self-driving vehicle due to possibility of system failure and collision”. Most of
the respondents (73.1 %) considered it unsafe in the case of system failure and
accidents (Table 5).

Table 3 Level of interest in having a self-driving vehicle

Frequency Percent Cumulative percent

Very much interested 32 32.3 32.3

Interested 42 42.4 74.7

Not too much interested 22 22.2 97.0

Not interested at all 3 3.0 100.0

Total 99 100.0

Table 4 Level of interest in having different levels of automation

Frequency Percent Cumulative percent

No automation 5 5.2 5.2

Level 1 automation 8 8.2 13.4

Level 2 automation 26 26.8 40.2

Level 3 automation 33 34.0 74.2

Level 4 automation 25 25.8 100.0

Total 97 100.0

Table 5 Perception about safety (system failure and collision)

Frequency Percent Cumulative percent

Strongly disagree 4 4.1 4.1

Disagree 22 22.7 26.8

Agree 50 51.5 78.4

Strongly agree 21 21.6 100.0

Total 97 100.0
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Approximately 70 % people thought they need to monitor the roadway while
driving in the self-driving vehicles though 28.3 % disagree with the concept of
monitoring while sitting in the self-driving vehicle. Most of the people (59.6 %)
expect that the self-driving vehicles will increase the road safety and decrease the
road accidents. The higher percentage of respondents (67.7 %) is of view that
self-driving vehicles could improve the traffic movement by minimizing the delays.
When people were asked about feeling stressful while dealing with the self-driving
technology, 53.6 % people disagree about this feeling. However, 44.5 % respon-
dents express their concern about feeling stressful while interacting with the
self-driving vehicles. Most of the people (72.2 %) think the intensive training will
be needed to drive the self-driving vehicles (Table 6).

About the decrease in the driver’s fatigue and work load, 83.9 % people agree it
would happen in the case of self-driving vehicles. While small percentage of
respondents (13.1 %) was not agreed with it. Similar kind of result was found when
people were asked about the increase in travelling convenience in self-driving
vehicles. Mostly (78.8 %) people think it will increase the convenience of travel-
ling. When people were asked about the replacement of human drivers with the
self-driving vehicles, interestingly 72.1 % people said that the self-driving vehicles
can’t replace the human drivers (Table 7).

Majority of the respondents (61.6 %) will not be comfortable riding a
self-driving vehicle while interacting with human driven vehicles on road. The rest
of the respondents (36.4 %) think it will be comfortable to come across with
conventional vehicles on road. Approximately 84 % respondents think they will be
more comfortable riding a self-driving vehicle on highways (Table 8).

If the perception about the above factors is compared with the cruise control
users, majority of the users of cruise control (77.2 %) feel safe as compared to the

Table 6 Perception about training requirements

Frequency Percent Cumulative percent

Strongly disagree 3 3.1 3.1

Disagree 24 24.7 27.8

Agree 45 46.4 74.2

Strongly agree 25 25.8 100.0

Total 97 100.0

Table 7 Replacement of human drivers

Frequency Percent Cumulative percent

Strongly disagree 3 3.1 3.1

Disagree 24 24.7 27.8

Agree 50 51.5 79.4

Strongly agree 20 20.6 100.0

Total 97 100.0
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non-user of cruise control (65.7 %). In a similar way higher percentage of cruise
control users (77.3 %) said they don’t feel stressful while using it. Also 90.9 %
people said their workload is reduced and 86.3 % found it very convenient to use
the cruise system.

Similar kind of opinion was found about the usage of automation for long
distances. Overall 86.4 % respondents said they prefer to use cruise control system
for long routes and highways.

5 Conclusion

Almost everybody has understanding about the latest vehicle technology
(self-driving or autonomous vehicles) and people are interested in opting it.
Majority is convinced about the benefits like increase in comfort, safety, conve-
nience and reduction in delays and fatigue. However, training about the use of such
system has been taken as the necessary requirement before the actual drive.
Similarly, people have fear about the response of system in collision or system
failure case. Cruise control users are relatively more satisfied and have more con-
fidence, that can be because of the fact that they are familiar with the use of
technology and have positive experience. It suggests that user’s knowledge and
training about self-driving vehicle system can overcome their concerns and their
reliability could also be enhanced once they start using the technology.
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A New Method and Results for Analyzing
Decision-Making Processes in Automated
Driving on Highways

Eugen Altendorf, Constanze Schreck and Frank Flemisch

Abstract While automated driving and advanced drivers’ assistant systems
(ADAS) become increasingly widespread, the human machine interaction for these
technologies gains in importance. In today’s traffic, some vehicles are capable of
driving partially, conditionally or highly automated, at least in certain traffic situ-
ations, such as driving on developed highways. Nevertheless, these technologically
advanced systems are not the only participants in traffic. With the interplay of more
or less technologically advanced vehicles and humans on bikes and on foot,
complex situations can arise that exceed the capabilities of an automated system
and requires human cognition as a part of the solution. Although ADAS and
automation solutions take this into account and try to compensate for the resulting
effects, encounters with ambiguous situations can emerge. Furthermore, automation
systems heavily rely on sensors and are therefore vulnerable to ambient conditions
and situations that might limit the performance of the used sensor technology. For
this reason, the (human) driver is still required for supervising the situation and
often also as a fallback level in the case the technical system reaches or exceeds its
performance restrictions. Guiding a vehicle, such as a car with partial or conditional
automation, entails a different kind of driver vehicle interaction and cooperation
between driver and automation as the one that is needed in the case of manual
driving. For analyzing the decision making process of a human-machine-system
with such an advanced automation during a typical driving situation like an take-
over situation on a highway, a study addressing partially and conditionally/highly
automated driving was conducted. The experiment with 30 participants consisted of
three rounds with varying conditions in the driving simulator. During and after each
round, participants were asked to answer several questions. For this purpose, a
questionnaire has been developed to measure the relevant dimensions of the
investigated driving situation. These were perceived utility, perceived time con-
sumption, perceived safety, user satisfaction, perceived usability, and perceived
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dominance (control over the vehicle guidance). The evaluation of the driving
experiment shows that the level of automation as well as the volume of traffic have
a significant effect on the decision-making behavior and on the individual per-
ception when driving on a highway. This means that during automated driving,
humans perceive and judge the driving situation differently. As a consequence, they
tend to use the remaining decision authority for other purposes than when driving
manually.

Keywords Automated driving � Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) �
Human cognition � Decision-making � Human-machine interaction

1 Automated Driving and Cooperative Vehicle Guidance
and Control

Over the last two decades, developments in advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS) and automated driving make the idea of a partially self-driving vehicle not
only a research topic, but a reality on public roads. Today, several vehicle manu-
facturers offer cars on the market that are capable of driving automated on certain
types of roads such as highways. Besides of the technical challenges of building and
improving state of the art vehicle automation systems, another crucial challenge in
this field becomes increasingly relevant. Since both, a human driver and a technical
system, are steering the same vehicle, a multitude of complex technical functions
have to be integrated in such a way that the human driver intuitively understands
them. Considering that the level of automation is switched depending on the cir-
cumstances such as the state of the technical system or the environment, main-
taining the driver’s mode awareness is utmost important for keeping the driving
situation safe. Furthermore, automation systems heavily rely on sensors and are
therefore vulnerable to ambient conditions and situations that might limit the per-
formance of the used sensor technology, e.g. the weather or unexpected objects. As
a result, in many areas and situations the human driver is still needed. By designing
automation systems that address such questions, the barriers between assistance
systems and sophisticated automation solutions become blurred. Accordingly,
complementing degrees of assistance and automation have been defined (e.g. [1–
3]). For this reason, both cognitive compatibility and trust become paramount as
they describe the way a human can be involved within the loop of the automation
and with the automation or assistance itself (cf. [4, 5]). The development of systems
that are cognitively compatible and trustworthy from a user’s point of view can be
supported by considering the user early in the development process [6]. These are
the issues addressed by the concept of cooperative guidance and control, which is
generic in describing the general degrees of freedom in the cooperation between the
human and the automation as different levels of vehicle guidance and control. The
H-Mode can be seen as a specific implementation of this concept. The H-Mode is
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based on the H-Metaphor, a design metaphor similar to the desktop metaphor for
PCs [7]. It holistically describes the system behavior and the interaction and
cooperation between partially as well as highly automated vehicles and the human
driver. The H-metaphor draws its inspiration from the biological archetype of
rider-horse or driver-carriage, where the driver can take the horse on the tight or the
loose rein. A more extensive discussion of cooperative vehicle guidance and control
can be found in [8, 9] describes the H-Mode in more detail (Fig. 1).

2 Guidance, Control, Responsibility and Decisions

Donges [10] introduces a three layer model of how human drivers conduct vehicles.
Combinded with general models of human performance [11] and on the interaction
with automated technical systems [4, 10] apply models in the context of vehicle
guidance and control. Donges [10] introduces a three-layered model for the sub-
tasks that occur during driving. According to this model, there are the levels of
stabilization, guidance, and navigation. Technically speaking, the second level,
guidance, can integrated as anticipatory control in the system [12]. An enhancement
of the Donges-model can be found in Loeper et al. (2008), who add two sublayers
within the level of guidance, i.e. the maneuver and the trajectory level. Thereby,
they achieve a four-layered model of vehicle guidance and control, consisting of
state control, trajectory planning, maneuver planning, and navigation. In this con-
text, maneuvers can be understood as spatially and temporally related processes. In
order to create a system with inner compatibility, the automation needs to follow the
cognitive design laid out by this four-layered model for human drivers and needs to
be constructed of similar levels.

In this paper, we mainly deal with the partially/highly-automated modes of
cooperative guidance and control. In this driving mode, the vehicle takes over the
tasks of stabilization and trajectory planning, but the human driver still decides
about which maneuvers to be executed. The division of tasks is thus sequential
along the levels that occur during driving with the automation taking care of the
lower levels of trajectory planning and control, and the human focusing on the
higher levels of maneuver planning and navigation.

Since vehicle guidance and control is executed on several different levels by
different entities, complex decision making processes emerge. A very common
situation would have the technical system taking over all aspects of vehicle

Fig. 1 Assistance and automation scale (based on [7])
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guidance on the control level, while human driver and technical system plan and act
together on the guidance level. Hereby, the human driver could decide about the
maneuvers, such as a lane change, whereas the sensors of the vehicle analyse the
environment and make suggestions to the human driver based on their scans. In this
or any comparable situation, the decision making process is influenced by the
evaluation of the technical system as well as by the human judgement. For sup-
porting efficient and target-oriented decision making processes, the evaluations of
the technical system should be communicated in a cognitively compatible way.
Along the same lines, the basic characteristic, which is used for assessing driving
situations, should be compatible between both partners, the human and the
machine. In order to achieve this, a common and comparable goal and value system
is very helpful, in which the technical system should map the human evaluations.
To be able to systematically analyze these attitudes of human drivers in relevant
driving situations, we have developed a questionnaire, which addresses the
dimensions utility, time consumption, safety, user satisfaction, usability, and
dominance. In addition to this, we use of one-dimensional scales for rating driving
situations with respect to the dimensions use, safety, and time without interrupting
the driving experience.

3 Measuring Acceptance and Intention

In 2015, a study using the driving simulator of IAW RWTH Aachen was conducted
(n = 35). The average age has been estimated at nearly 29 years (SD = 8752). The
simulation included a truck as a vehicle steered by an active sidestick. The study
contained three phases. The first treatment was an almost manual ride with minor
assistance systems such as emergency braking (Manual Mode with an additional
light assistance, which prevented to drive on the verge of the motorway). The
second and third treatment consisted in each way of a ride on the same track using
the more extensive Loose-Rein (partially automated) automation level. The traffic
situation varied between treatments two and three in a way, that each participant
took a ride in Low Traffic as well as High Traffic in Loose Rein Mode.

Each phase was followed by an online questionnaire, where, among others e.g.
socio-demographics, six different scales consisting of several items have been
investigated on a seven-point Likert-scale. Hereby, 1 is the lowest rating, whereas 7
is the highest approval rating [13]. Furthermore, during the Loose Rein treatments
the participants were asked questions about driving situation they have just expe-
rienced, more precisely overtaking manoeuvres. They were to evaluate their
experiences on the dimensions of total satisfaction, perceived timing of the over-
taking process as well as perceived safety. The evaluation was carried out on basis
of a scale from 0 to 100 % whereby in any case 100 % means the best evaluation
and 0 % the worst. All in all the aim of these assessments is to measure effects on
acceptance in decision making processes what can be derived from correlations in
between the different scales raised. In this chapter the starting point and final design
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of the online questionnaire and the interview are presented as well as first results
concerning reliability of the different scales.

3.1 The Online Questionnaire: Starting Point

The central objective of the present study was to measure acceptance and intention
of the driver towards automated driving and cooperative vehicle guidance and
control in decision making processes. For this purpose, extensive research on
previous studies concerning ADAS and automated driving was performed.
Furthermore, studies regarding consumer products in a broader sense (e.g. software,
hardware, cell phones, websites) with focus on usability and acceptability aspects as
well as perceived ease of use were included. Out of this pool of different investi-
gations similarities relating to the measured dimensions were extracted. The out-
come were six scales consisting of different numbers of items depending on the
findings of the research on preceding studies. The investigated scales are

• Perceived Utility
• Perceived Time Consumption
• Perceived Safety
• User Satisfaction
• Perceived Usability and
• Perceived Dominance (Control over the Vehicle Guidance).

The origin of each item is presented in the chapter below.

3.2 The Online Questionnaire in Detail

The questionnaire being used covers six scales consisting of 41 items which were
all requested by a consistent 7-point Likert scale (“I strongly disagree” to
“I strongly agree”). Some of the 9 original questionnaires were (loosely) translated
from English to German. If the items were originally formulated as semantic dif-
ferentials, they were modified into questions that can be answered by a
Likert-Scale.

Furthermore, at the beginning of each experiment, sociodemographic data were
collected (age, gender, if the participant is holding a driver license and for how
long, if the participant owns a car, how often the car is used, the annual mileage and
the usage of driver assistance systems) (Table 1).

Perceived Utility. The measurement of perceived utility includes 13 items, adopted
from several previous studies.
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The questionnaire by Van der Laan et al. [14] was originally designed for the
measurement of acceptance of new technologies, such as in-vehicle systems or
advanced telematics. Van der Laan et al. have observed a high degree of correlation
of the scale (Cronbach’s α between 0.73 and 0.94). The items were tested in six
different experiments (four in a driving simulator, two on the street), and they were
found to be highly reliable. For our questionnaire, we use four items of the ques-
tionnaire by Van der Laan et al. [14]. The following items were used (the italic
words in brackets show the actually chosen judgement):

• “My judgements of the system (…) are pleasant/unpleasant” (pleasant);
• “My judgements of the system (…) are useful/useless” (useless);
• “My judgements of the system (…) are assisting/worthless” (I think there is a

real added value with respect to conventional vehicles);
• “My judgements of the system (…) are effective/superfluous” (effective).

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) by Davis [15] is a well-known
model for user acceptance, similar to the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT) by Venkatesh and Bala [16], Osswald et al. [17] have
refined these two models to be better applicable to the automotive sector by
introducing the Car Technology Acceptance Model (CTAM). Thereby the fol-
lowing 8 factors were created and measured on a 7-point Likert Scale (0 = not at all
applicable, 6 = totally applicable): Performance expectancy, Effort expectancy,
Social influence, Facilitating conditions, Self-Efficacy, Anxiety, Perceived Safety
and Attitudes Towards Using Technology. The items Performance expectancy and
Perceived safety were assumed for the present study. The two items taken from [17]
were lightly modified in a way that they refer to the vehicle as a whole and not only
to the assistant system. The final items are

• “The vehicle increases my driving performance” and
• “Driving this vehicle is very comfortable.”

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) by Davis [15] was also used by
Lund [18] to measure the Usability of consumer products. 6 of 30 items were used
in the present study for the scales of perceived usability and perceived time con-
sumption. Thereby five items were adopted from [18]. We specified the question to
refer to the vehicle in the situation the participant has just experienced, so we

Table 1 Average of Cronbach Alphas of the 6 scales measured

Scale Number of items Cronbach α (average)

Perceived utility 13 0.925

Perceived time consumption 4 0.722

Perceived safety 7 0.835

Perceived user satisfaction 3 0.852

Perceived usability 7 0.897

Perceived dominance 6 0.743
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replaced “it” by “the vehicle”. The following items were used in the present
investigation:

• “The vehicle does everything I would expect it to do”;
• “The vehicle meets my needs”;
• “The vehicle makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done”;
• “The vehicle is useful”;
• “The vehicle helps me be more productive”.

Two items, which were developed by Trommer and Höltl [19], were used to
measure perceived time consumption, which is in the coming paragraph, and per-
ceived utility. The original and standardized questionnaire (n = 5807) was gener-
ated for the project eCoMove, which was a study in 11 European countries
concerning a navigation wizard (assistant) to reduce CO2 emission. The following
item was taken from [19] and also changed in the sense, that it refers to the vehicle
as a whole.:

• “The vehicle restricts my freedom while driving”

The last item of the perceived utility scale was loosely based on an item by Ussat
[20]. For measuring the acceptance of an assistant system or rather of a ubiquitous
system, [20] has utilized a questionnaire by Rothensee [21]. The UbiTAM allows to
collect data concerning the impact on driving performance and the quality of the
given task, in this case a driver assistance systems for the personalized choice of
destination. One item was adopted for the scale of perceived utility in the present
investigation which was originally developed by Davis [15]:

• “I am satisfied with the vehicle guidance”.

The total reliability of the scale of perceived utility is excellent (average:
α = 0.925).

Perceived Time Consumption. The Perceived Time Consumption scale measures
the subjective evaluation of timescales in the situation the participant has just
experienced. For this purpose, four items were used. The first is adopted from
Trommer and Höltl [19] and rotated so that “The system saves travel time” was
modified into:

• “Driving with this vehicle extends travel time”.

The second item, originally by Osswald et al. [17], was adapted to the back-
ground of investigation. According to this “Using the system enables me to
accomplish my goals more quickly”, was changed into

• “The vehicle enables me to reach my final destination more quickly”.

Third, an item by Lund [18] (originally: “It saves me time when I use it”) was
adapted:

• “Driving with this vehicle saves time”.
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Finally we formulated an item on our own to measure implicitly the actual
perceived time consumption in the situation the driver has just experienced:

• “The vehicle helps me to get through the traffic in time”.

The total reliability of this scale is acceptable (average: α = 0.722).

Perceived Safety. The third scale “perceived safety” was measured by eight items,
whereby six of them were adopted by Osswald et al. [17]. Five of them were
originally created to measure “perceived safety”. The items were:

• “I believe that using the system is dangerous”;
• “Using the system requires increased attention”;
• “The system distracts me from driving”;
• “I feel safe while using the system”;
• “Using the system decreases the accident risk”.

The last one was originally used to measure “performance expectancy” but
covers also security aspects:

• “If I would use the system I will reach my destination safely”.

In a pilot project, [22] have developed an online questionnaire to identify dif-
fusion, publicity, utilization, and perception concerning driver assistant systems as
well as experiences and expectations of elderly drivers with driver assistant sys-
tems. Among other things, the subjective feeling of safety and the influence of the
assistant systems were determined. One item regarding perceived safety was
adopted. They have compared the perceived safety of different assistance systems
with their questionnaire. For each driver assistance system a subjective assessment
of the driving behavior was requested. In its original version, the question was “Do
you think that the driver assistance system has an influence on how carefully you
are driving? Please give an evaluation for each system.” The response options were:
“I rather drive more carefully/I drive as carefully as always/I drive rather less
carefully/I don’t know”. A modification of this item was made:

• “I rather drove more carefully with this vehicle.”

In a simulator study by Comte [23], two systems of speed check (Fixed system
and Dynamic System) were compared to an “advisory system” and a “baseline
control” (which means “no system”). Besides the semantic differentials by Van der
Laan et al. [14] and the NASA-RTLX by Hart and Staveland [24], which were used
in Comte’s investigation, an Acceptability Questionnaire was developed to measure
the attitude of the participants concerning the assistant system. Finally one item was
used:

• “In your opinion, would this vehicle make people commit less offences?”

The total reliability of the scale of perceived safety is good (average: α = 0.835),
when leaving out the item “I rather drove more carefully with this vehicle”
(otherwise α = 0.768).
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User Satisfaction. To measure the scale of user satisfaction, again three semantic
differentials by Van der Laan et al. [14] were reformulated into questions which can
be answered on Likert scales:

• “My judgements of the system (…) are undesirable/desirable”, was turned into
“Driving with this vehicle is desirable”.

• “My judgements of the system (…) are nice/annoying”, was changed into
“Driving with this vehicle is nice”.

• “My judgements of the system (…) irritating/likeable” was modified into
“Driving with this vehicle is irritating.”

The total reliability of the scale of User Satisfaction is good (average:
α = 0.852).

Perceived Usability. To evaluate the scale of perceived usability seven items were
taken from Brooke [25] who developed the System Usability Scale (SUS) to gain a
comprehensive view on the subjective evaluation of usability in the context of
software systems. Brooke has chosen the final 10 items out of a pool of initial 50
items, which showed a high degree of correlation. 7 of the final 10 items were
utilized in the present investigation. (“The system” was always replaced by “the
vehicle”.) The items being used are:

• “I found the vehicle very cumbersome to use”;
• “I would imagine that most people would learn to drive with this vehicle very

quickly”;
• “I thought there was too much inconsistency in this vehicle”;
• “I found the various functions in this vehicle were well integrated”;
• “I thought the vehicle was easy to use”;
• “I found the vehicle unnecessarily complex”;
• “I think I would like to use this vehicle frequently”.

The total reliability of the scale of Perceived Usability is good (average:
α = 0.897).

Perceived Dominance. For the last scale “Perceived dominance” six semantic
differentials by Mehrabian and Russell [26] were transformed into statements that
can be handled with Likert scales. Mehrabian and Russell [26] have created six
semantic differentials which are introduced as follows: “Please rate the feelings in
the previous situation with the following adjective pairs. Some of the pairs might
seem unusual, but you will probably feel more one way than the other. So, for each
pair, put a check mark close to the adjective which you believe to describe your
feelings better. The more appropriate that adjective seems, the closer you put your
check mark to it.” The original differentials were: “controlling/controlled;
influential/influenced; important/awed; in control/cared-for; dominant/submissive;
autonomous/guided”. On this basis, the following items were constructed:

• “The vehicle controls me a lot”;
• “The vehicle has influenced me a lot”;
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• “I have dominated while driving with this vehicle”;
• “I felt influential while driving with this vehicle”;
• “I had control while driving with this vehicle”;
• “The vehicle guided me while driving”.

The total reliability of the scale of perceived safety is acceptable (average:
α = 0.743).

3.3 The Interview During Ride

The background of this interview is the RSME developed by Zijlstra and van Doorn
[27] even though in an extensively modified way. The rating does not concern
mental effort, which is the aim of RSME, but subjective evaluations of the situation
just experienced. Also the participants were not to put a mark on the scale on their
own, but hat to specify a value which was noted by the investigator, because the
ride should not be interrupted. The justification of the engaged interview concen-
trates on the following point:

“The importance of subjective experiences goes beyond the issue of subjective
ratings. The phenomenological experiences of human operators affect subsequent
behavior and thus also their performance and physiological responses in a given
situation. If operators consider the workload of a task is excessive, they may behave
as though they are overloaded, even though in all objectivity the task demand is
low.” [28].

Transferred to the situation of the study presented in this paper: Even if it looks
like an overtaking maneuver went very well (e.g. no crash, no delay of traffic), the
assessment can be different for the driver. Safety and satisfaction are highly sub-
jective estimations so one cannot say that 100 % of satisfaction means the same for
all participants, but it is possible to compare the estimations of one single partici-
pant, also with her evaluation by the online questionnaire to make reliable
statements.

The participants were informed to be interviewed about their subjective evalu-
ation of various overtaking maneuvers. They were asked three questions directly
after initiating to overtake another vehicle and had to answer them on a scale from 0
to 100 % (all conceivable steps between 0 and 100 % were possible). Besides, the
meaning of these questions were explained to each participant. The questions were:

• “All in all, how satisfied are you with this driving situation?”;
• “How satisfied are you with the timing of this driving situation?” (That means:

“Did it go fast enough? By your feeling, were you thwarted in an uncomfortable
way?”) and at last

• “How safe did you feel within this driving situation?”.
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A value of 100 %, in any case, corresponds to the best evaluation (100 % of
total satisfaction, 100 % of satisfaction with the timing, and 100 % of safety.). Each
participant had to complete 20 overtaking maneuvers, but they were not informed
about this amount.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have presented how a questionnaire for experiments in the field of
automated vehicles can be structured. We have identified six scales that can help the
investigation of the driving experience and the analysis of the underlying decision
making processes when guiding an automated vehicle through highway traffic. The
scales were perceived utility, perceived time consumption, perceived safety, user
satisfaction, perceived usability, and perceived dominance. Using the experimental
data, we could show that the reliability of the scales, as measured by the Cronbach’s
alpha is acceptable to outstanding in all cases. By complementing the resulting
comprehensive online questionnaire with repeated ad hoc questions, a more detailed
picture of the user experience could be obtained. This can be helpful when looking
into possible user acceptance of the systems, i.e. vehicles, studied.

The questionnaire is meant to serve as a basis for further experiments in the field.
Future research can refine the proposed scales and add new scales, such as one
concerned with ecological issues, monetary values, or the added-value of leisure
time during the ride.
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A Human-Machine Interface
for Cooperative Highly Automated
Driving

Frederik Naujoks, Yannick Forster, Katharina Wiedemann
and Alexandra Neukum

Abstract Cooperative perception of the traffic environment will enable Highly
Automated Driving (HAD) functions to provide timelier and more complex
Take-Over Requests (TOR) than it is possible with vehicle-localized perception
alone. Furthermore, cooperative perception will extend automated vehicles’ capa-
bility of performing tactic and strategic maneuvers independently of any driver
intervention (e.g., avoiding of obstacles). In this paper, resulting challenges to the
design of the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) are discussed and a prototypical
HMI is presented. The prototype is evaluated by experts from the field of cognitive
ergonomics in a small-scale simulator study.

Keywords Automated driving � Human-systems integration � Human-machine
interface

1 Introduction

Highly automated driving (HAD) functions are expected to be ready for marked
introduction in the near future. By fusing vehicle-localized environment perception
with information provided by other road users or infrastructure, so-called cooperative
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perception [1, 2], the capabilities of these systems can be greatly enhanced. For
example, it may be possible to provide drivers with advance information about
upcoming system limits to improve driving performance during take-over situations
[3]. At the same time, cooperative perceptionwill enable highly automated vehicles to
handle some driving situations independently of any driver intervention by reacting
strategically (e.g., lane change due to upcoming lane merge) or tactically (e.g.,
avoiding of obstacles on the road) to the situation. Thus, the HAD function eventually
becomes an autonomous agent as it will perform driving maneuvers such as lane
changes (e.g., because of merging lanes) or adaptations of the host vehicle’s speed
(e.g., because of speed limits) independently. Humans tend to attribute rationality and
intentionality to such autonomous agents which may become “team members” [4].
Interacting with autonomous agents places new demands on the human operator such
as understanding of the system’s current behavior as well as its intentions [5, 6]. In
view of these challenges, the development and evaluation of a HMI for cooperative
HADwill be presented in this paper. The visual component of the HMI, that could be
displayed on an in-vehicle display, is the focus of the paper. The HMI design is
targeted on the basis of a shared control framework between driver and automation.
This should put into effect automation benefits such as fast and accurate response in
take-over situations and prevent problems such as mode errors or out-of-the-loop
unfamiliarity at the same time [7]. The HMI was implemented in a driving simulator.
Evaluation of the HMI (e.g., usability, system understanding, etc.) by a sample of
N = 6 experts in the field of cognitive ergonomics, as well as future directions of the
HMI design will be presented.

2 HMI Considerations for Cooperative Highly Automated
Driving

Highly Automated Driving is characterized by a system that takes over both lon-
gitudinal and lateral control of the vehicle. In contrast to Partial Automation that is
already commercially available by several automobile manufacturers, there is no
longer a need to continuously monitor the system’s status [8, 9]. The drivers’ only
responsibility is to be available in case the system’s functional limits are exceeded
(e.g., sensor degradations, unclear lane markings in work zones, missing lane
markings, etc.).

2.1 Enhancing Take-Over Requests Through Cooperative
Perception

Two different generations of automated vehicle functions may be distinguished on
the basis of the sensor framework used to monitor the traffic environment. The “first
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generation” of automated driving functions is based on on-board sensor technology
such as camera or radar. If safe vehicle guidance can no longer be ensured, a
Take-Over Request (TOR) is presented immediately with the goal of getting the
driver to take over manual vehicle control as fast as possible [10–13]. On the other
hand, HAD of the “second generation” [14] will not only rely on information
provided by on-board sensors, but will additionally rely on cooperative perception
technology. For example, the exact location of a construction site that the
automation cannot handle by itself could be calculated from information provided
by other road users that have already passed it. TORs can thus be presented well in
advance, providing the driver with more time to get back into the loop while the
system is still active. This lengthened time window may be extremely beneficial to
vehicle safety and comfort. However, there is little research on how to design the
Human-Machine Interface so that drivers can ideally benefit from data provided by
cooperative perception. The proposed HMI was developed on the basis of available
studies that provided information about the HMI for automated vehicle functions [3,
13, 15, 16] as well as studies on the design of driver warning and information
systems based on cooperative perception technology [17, 18].

Figure 1 shows the proposed HMI. During normal operation (i.e., vehicle
guidance is executed by the automated driving function), the following information
is provided to the driver:

Fig. 1 Prototypical HMI for driving situations during normal operating state (upper part) and
take-over situations (lower part)
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• Main state: In the center of the HMI (Fig. 1, top left), it is displayed that lateral
guidance is carried out by the HAD function by changing the color of the lane
symbols from grey to blue. A blue rectangle in front of the host vehicle shows
that longitudinal vehicle control is also carried out by the HAD function. The
length of the rectangle shows the set distance to vehicles ahead. It is also
displayed whether a lead vehicle is recognized by depicting the lead vehicle (or
not). In sum, this part of the proposed HMI resembles that of existing HMI
solutions for ACC with additional steering assistance [13].

• Velocity: Set speed (1a) and current speed (2) are displayed below the main state
(Fig. 1, top left). Both driver and system may change the set speed. If the driver
changes it, the new set speed is shown. If the system lowers it (e.g., because of a
speed limit), this is depicted by crossing out the set speed (1b) until the speed
limitation is cancelled.

• Traffic events: If a traffic event, such as an upcoming speed limit or road cur-
vature, requires speed adaptation, this is displayed to the driver in advance by a
message box on top of the HMI (3), a symbolic representation of the traffic event
(4) and the distance to the traffic event (5, Fig. 1, top middle). If the adaptation
will be carried out by the automated driving function, this is displayed by all
HMI elements remaining in blue color. Subsequently, the resulting speed lim-
itation is displayed until the situation has passed (1b and 6, Fig. 1, top right).

If, however, the upcoming traffic event cannot be handled by the automated
driving function, a stepwise take-over process is initiated. First, the traffic situation
is announced to the driver (Fig. 1, bottom left). By implementing situation
announcements prior to the TOR, driver performance during take-over situations
can be improved [3]. The situation announcement consists of several HMI ele-
ments. The type of traffic event is shown via a text box as well as a symbolic
representation of the traffic event as research on cooperative warning systems has
demonstrated the usefulness of specific warnings [17, 19]. The remaining distance
until the traffic event is reached is also displayed on the basis of prior research on
cooperative warning systems [18]. During the approach, a non-imminent indication
to take over manual control is displayed (so-called Soft TOR [13], Fig. 1, bottom
middle) when there is still a comfortable time budget to take over manual driving,
followed by an imminent TOR (so-called Hard TOR [13], Fig. 1, bottom right) in
case the driver does not react in time to the first TOR. The aim of this graded
take-over procedure is to provide enough time and sufficient information about the
upcoming system limit to the driver, so that she/he can (re)direct her/his attention to
the driving task and get ready to drive manually [3].

2.2 Displaying Strategic and Tactic Maneuvers

Through a cooperative perception approach, it is possible that the automated
driving system will be enabled to carry out certain driving maneuvers
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independently. The highly automated vehicle might thus be able to handle some
driving situations independently of any driver intervention by reacting strategically
(e.g., lane change because of upcoming lane merge) or tactically (e.g., avoiding of
an obstacle on the road) to driving events. From a human factors perspective, this
creates new challenges to the HMI design. Enhancing the capabilities of the
automated vehicle may result in an information need as the driver might feel
uncomfortable or even endangered when automated maneuvers are executed
without communicating that no manual intervention is needed. This could result in
decreased trust in the automated vehicle, as the process involved in the automated
driving function cannot be completely understood [20, 21]. Distrust in the auto-
mated vehicle function could bring drivers to cancel the respective automated
driving maneuvers.

The proposed HMI for displaying such maneuvers is shown in Fig. 2. When
approaching the maneuver, the situation is announced to the driver (Fig. 2, left
part). In order to unambiguously communicate that no manual intervention is
needed, the same blue colors as in normal operating state are used in depicting the
main state. Again, the type of traffic event [3, 17] and the remaining distance [18]
are announced to the driver. Depending on the type of event, this announcement
may be presented rather shortly before the situation is reached (in case of tactical
maneuvers) or well in advance (in chase of strategic maneuvers). Before the
maneuver is executed, the type of maneuver is shown, such as in-lane avoiding
(upper part of Fig. 2, middle) or lane change (lower part of Fig. 2, middle), together

Fig. 2 Prototypical HMI for tactic (upper part) and strategic (lower part) driving maneuvers
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with a notification via a message box that the automation is planning the maneuver.
Subsequently, the execution of the maneuver is communicated via a text box
(Fig. 2, right).

3 Pilot Study

3.1 Method

Study Setup. A low-fidelity driving simulator was used in the pilot study. The
driving simulator consisted of three TFT-monitors displaying the environment and
one TFT-monitor displaying the HMI. Participants were seated on a chair right in
front of the desk with an attached gaming steering wheel and pedals underneath.
The driving simulation software SILAB was used to simulate the traffic environ-
ment and the HAD function. The study setup did not include any audio output, as
the primary aim of the study was to assess the visual HMI elements.

Experimental Design. Participants drove in highly automated mode on a three lane
highway with moderate traffic density. The entire drive lasted approximately
17 min and covered 7 driving events that required more or less interaction with the
HAD function:

• Take-over situations: In three cases a transition to manual driving was neces-
sary. In the first situation, lane markings were completely missing on a road
section (situation “missing lane markings”). In the second situation lane
markings were not clearly visible (situation “unclear lane markings”). The third
situation consisted of a construction site (situation “construction site”).

• Automated maneuvers: In four cases, the HAD function was able to handle the
traffic event independently of any driver intervention. These scenarios consisted
of a lane change due to splitting lanes (situation “splitting lanes”), adaptation of
the host vehicle’s speed due to a speed limit (situation “speed limit”), adaptation
of the host vehicle’s speed due to high road curvature (situation “curvature”) and
avoiding an obstacle on the road (situation “avoiding”).

Sample. The sample consisted of six experts from the field of cognitive ergonomics
(3 male). All participants were researchers working at the Würzburg Institute for
Traffic Sciences (WIVW).

Dependent Variables and Instructions. Participants were instructed to complete
the simulator drive using the HAD function. They were instructed on how to
activate and deactivate the system, but they were not given any advance informa-
tion about the HMI. The following dependent measures were collected during the
pilot study (see Table 1):

• Usability: Participants were asked to rate the comprehensibility of the HMI on a
scale ranging from 0 (“not at all”) to 15 (“fully comprehensible”) [22] after each
of the test situations. Having finished the test drive, they were also asked to
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complete the System Usability Scale (SUS) [23] to get an estimate of the sys-
tem’s overall usability. During the drive, participants were told to verbally
comment on the visual HMI elements and to communicate any misunder-
standings or improvement suggestions to the experimenter. The experimenter
noted down the comments.

• Understanding of HMI elements: After the drive, participants were also asked to
explain the most important HMI elements (i.e., color coding, lead vehicle
recognition, distance bar, state of lateral guidance) to the experimenter to assess
system understanding. The HMI was shown on a handout and participants were
asked to explain the HMI elements. Here, it was of interest whether participants
were able to explain the HMI elements correctly.

• Interaction behavior: Interactions with the HAD function were observed by the
experimenter during the drive.With regard to situations including TORs, the stage
of the take-over process (announcement, Soft TORorHardTOR), inwhich drivers
would take over manual driving, was of main interest. In case of system-initiated
maneuvers, the frequency of unnecessary system deactivations was assessed.

3.2 Results

Usability. The HMI was evaluated positively on the standardized measures (i.e.,
comprehensibility rating and SUS). The drivers’ comprehensibility ratings are
shown in Fig. 3. From the figure, it is evident that most drivers rated the com-
prehensibility of the HMI to be “high” to “very high”. SUS scores were calculated
as described in [23]. These results revealed SUS-scores in the upper quartile of the

Table 1 Dependent measures

Evaluation
criterion

Description of dependent measures Unit/range

Usability Comprehensibility of HMI (How comprehensible
was the displayed information?)

Rating [0…15]

System usability scale (SUS) Rating [0…100]

Improvement suggestions Frequency and type of
improvement suggestion

Understanding
of HMI
elements

Participants were asked to explain the most important
HMI elements
(What is the meaning of the blue color coding?
When is a lead vehicle displayed?
What is the meaning of the distance bar?
What is the meaning of the blue lane markings?)

Frequency of correct
answers

Interaction
behavior

Take-over situation: Stage of take-over process in
which drivers take over manual control
(announcement, Soft TOR or Hard TOR)
System maneuvers: Frequency of unnecessary
deactivations

Frequency of observations
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reference distribution, indicating “good” to “excellent” usability of the HMI
(M = 82.92, SD = 7.83). The analysis of the verbal comments gathered during the
automated drive revealed the following main improvement suggestions:

• Distance indication: Three experts suggested to use a vertical distance bar instead
of the horizontal one (see Figs. 1 and 2); one expert additionally suggested to
avoid inconsistency of the vertical bar used for distance indications and the
depiction of the remaining time to take over manual driving during take-over
situations (which was presented by a more or less filled circle, see Fig. 1).

• Avoiding clutter: Two experts suggested deleting the horizontal bars pertaining
to the HMI main state as they do not carry any additional information.

• Creating redundancy: One expert suggested to provide explicit information
about the upcoming take-over situations (i.e., that taking over manual driving
will be necessary) during the announcement stage in addition to sole color
coding. One expert suggested using additional speech output, emphasizing the
information provided in the message box.

Understanding of HMI Elements. Coding of responsibility through color, lead
vehicle recognition and distance indication were understood by all participants.
However, two drivers stated that the blue lane markings would indicate that lane
markings are detected correctly by the HAD function, whereas they were supposed
to also indicate that lateral control is automated.

Interaction Behavior. Out of 18 total take-over reactions, the drivers took over
manual control in the announcement phase in two cases. In most cases, the drivers
took over manual control during the Soft TOR (14 cases). Only in two cases, they
waited until the Hard TOR was presented. Regarding automated driving maneuvers,
only one unnecessary deactivation was recorded, which took place in the “avoid-
ing” situation.

Fig. 3 Ratings of comprehensibility gathered after each situation (Question “How comprehen-
sible was the displayed information?”). Every line represents one participant
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4 Summary and Future Directions

A prototypical HMI for cooperative Highly Automated Driving was proposed,
acting on the assumption that cooperative perception of the driving environment
will extend the capabilities of HAD functions and thereby creating new challenges
to the design of the HMI. The proposed HMI was specifically designed to enhance
driver-vehicle interactions in two ways. First, communicating advance information
about upcoming system limits (such as missing lane markings or construction sites)
to the driver might greatly enhance the safety of transitions to manual driving.
However, there is little research on how to display such information to the driver.
Second, cooperative perception will enable HAD functions to carry out strategic
and tactic driving maneuvers such as lane changes, or adaptations of the host
vehicle’s speed and position, independently of driver input. Consequently, suitable
HMI strategies have to be developed so that the driver can understand and trust the
HAD functions in order to avoid unnecessary deactivation of the automation.

The HMI was designed on the basis of available studies on interfaces for
automated driving. The HMI was implemented in a driving simulator and a
small-scale expert study was conducted. The results can be summarized as follows.
In general, the usability of the HAD function was rated as “good” to “excellent” on
the SUS and the comprehensibility of the HMI was mostly rated as “high” to “very
high”. However, participants also made suggestions on how to further improve the
HMI, such as decluttering the display. From observations of driver-vehicle inter-
actions during the test situations, it became evident that unnecessary deactivations
during automated maneuvers occurred very rarely. Regarding transitions to manual
driving, it appears that the drivers used the advance information provided by the
HMI, given that they mostly took over control of the vehicle in early stages of the
take-over process.

Taken together, the results demonstrate that the proposed interface is a suc-
cessful prototypical approach to the HMI challenges of cooperative HAD that were
the focal point of this study. However, the results should be validated with a larger
sample of naive participants and in more realistic test environments than the
low-fidelity simulator used in this study. Furthermore, several HMI considerations
were not taken into account in this study that might be crucial for successful
human-machine interaction. For example, the integration of auditory or haptic HMI
elements may be of great importance as drivers are expected to be occupied with
non-driving related tasks during HAD [24–26]. Consequently, it may be necessary
to direct the driver’s attention to relevant information provided by the HMI.
Suitable timing of the different messages (such as announcement of take-over sit-
uations, soft TOR and hard TOR) is possibly the most important prerequisite of safe
and comfortable transitions between highly automated and manual driving.
However, the perfect timing is yet to be determined. In conclusion, it has to be
emphasized that the proposed HMI represents a promising approach to promote
safe and efficient cooperation between drivers and HAD functions, but that there is
still a need for significantly more research in this area.
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Child Restraint Seat Installation Errors
and a Simple Mechanical Device
to Mitigate Misuse

Xinqi Chen and William Altenhof

Abstract This research focuses on the development of a child restraint system
installation-aid device (CRSIAD) for the purpose of mitigating child safety seat
misuse in terms of installation. A geometric study was performed base on surveying
dimensions of currently existing child safety seat products. Material property
experiments were conducted in the lab to develop an anisotropic wood material
model for CRSIAD in order to virtually evaluate device stress levels. Finite element
analysis (FEA) of both the material model and CRSIAD were performed in com-
parison with lab test data to validate structural performance. The CRSIAD was then
fabricated and finalized after multiple design iterations for geometry and compo-
nents based on in-car testing. User satisfaction survey and professional review by
certified CRS installation personnel were completed to ensure the value of CRSIAD
as well as provide feedback on future improvements. The CRSIAD was believed to
be an important contribution towards the improvement of child safety in vehicles.

Keyword Child restraint system installation aid device � Child safety seat

1 Introduction

LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children) became standard equipment, by
law, for all passenger vehicles on September 1st, 2002, which was enforced by
NHTSA (Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 225) [1]. This safety feature
allows Child Restraint Seats (CRSs) to be properly fitted into the car backseat
firmly so that CRS will perform at its best during a car accident, which drastically
reduces the chances of injuries and fatalities of the child occupant.

The use of LATCH started with a good concept but formed a new direction of
misuse [2]. LATCH did not increase the safety for children in car accident due to its
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unfortunate misuse. The leading cause of CRS misuse is loose installation, which is
caused by human error due to both lack of understanding and physical difficulties.
The latest experimental survey, completed between November 2013 and May 2014
at Oregon Health and Science University Hospital, has revealed a disturbing
amount of CRS misuse among 267 participating families. Ninety three percent of
installations have contained at least one critical error, out of which forty three
percent involved loose installation [3] of either the upper or lower LATCH tethers.

CRS misuse is not only caused by education and lack of understanding but also
the physical effort needed from the parents and caregivers who perform the
installation. An important experiment was conducted in 2006 to specifically study
the physical effort needed to complete the CRS installation. Electrogoniometers
were fitted on participants’ bodies to measure their body joint extension and radial
deviation [4]. Additionally, muscle activation was also assessed in the study. It was
found out that some muscles had peak levels of 100 % of maximum activation
during seat installation and tethering. Peak levels were observed to be over 90 % of
maximum in 18 of 30 muscles. Results showed that shoulders were forced into
extreme postures during all 3 tasks (install seat, secure tether and place child). Even
for large size vehicles, the necessary workspace to for CRS installation is tight and
requires the installer to bend down and sit on his/her knees to complete installation.

Correct CRS installation is very physically demanding. Maximum effort of some
muscles could result in inadequate securing of the CRS into the vehicle. The seat
installation typically requires high efforts and awkward postures for tightening the
upper and lower LATCH straps. These demanding tasks result in loose installation
being a frequent misuse characteristic. Correspondingly, the need for a supple-
mental device, to reduce human effort during installation, could play a significant
role in reducing the CRS install errors and thus mitigate misuse and increase child
safety in vehicles.

2 Research Scope

Specific to loose LATCH tether connections, CRS misuse is a result of both human
error and inability to provide suitable preloads to the tethers. Additionally, the
constraints associated with the CRS LATCH implementation and limited working
space within a vehicle interior also contribute towards installation errors. Correct
installation of LATCH tethers is vital for a CRS to operate safely in real-world
driving situations. Tightening LATCH straps in the vehicle is a challenging task
due to space limitation and physical effort needed [4].

In this research, computer aided engineering (CAE), manufacturing, and phys-
ical testing was conducted to develop a Child Restraint System Installation Aid
Device (CRSIAD) for the purpose of mitigating CRS installation errors. The main
focus of this research can be summarized in the following points:
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1. To study and build a material model that is suitable to be used for developing
the CRSIAD. Standardized material mechanical characterization is needed to
assess the performance of lightweight wood materials, for data needed in the
generation of an anisotropic material model. The developed material model will
be validated to the experimental data using a suitable quantitative means of
model validation.

2. To design a CRSIAD mechanism that will preload the CRS into the car seat,
thus reducing the physical effort for installing CRS and potentially mitigating
misuse.

3. To construct the CRSIAD geometry based on given CRS geometry and space
envelop developed from the surveying of existing CRS products among major
suppliers in the market. Following the creation of such CAD data a full FEA
model of the CRSIAD will be developed and also incorporate the material
model developed in item (1) above. Simulation of the CRS installation loading
conditions for both forward-facing and rearward-facing configurations will also
be considered. The appropriate geometry design iterations will be performed,
using FEA, until the loading stress level is within the yield limit of the material
and weight is quasi-optimized.

4. To fabricate the CRSIAD according to the CAE efforts identified in item
(3) above. Following the manufacturing, the device will be tested in a number of
popular production vehicles. Design iterations will be completed to ensure
appropriate performance and ease of use.

5. To obtain user satisfaction input for further design enhancement of the
CRSIAD. A comparison of CRS installation ease, with and without the use of
the CRSIAD, will also be considered.

3 Material Model Development

A suitable material model is vital for performing FEA analysis for CRSIAD.
Plywood is an upgraded version of conventional sheet wood and is widely used in
household and construction applications. It presents good strength, weight, hard-
ness and low cost. Compared to conventional wood sheets, its strength is consistent
across all directions of the panel. Its multiple (odd number) plies prevent warping
and provide improved rigidity compared to other conventional wood sheets [5].

An anisotropic material model was used in modeling the plywood and its per-
formance under loading conditions. Given the nature of the problem to be suited,
LS-DYNA was selected as the finite element solver for CAE studies. A material
model applicable to wood, namely, *MAT-143 (MAT_WOOD), was chosen to
simulate the plywood for its ability to model orthotropic wood materials. This
model is also applicable for all varieties of wood when appropriate material
parameters are selected [6].

To acquire these parameters, good quality plywood sheets were first purchased
for material testing, namely a -Baltic Birch 4 foot by 8 foot 3/4-inch plywood sheet
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from Miller’s Millwork & Hardware, Windsor, Ontario. All test specimens of this
material were conducted according to specific wood testing ASTM standards [7].

Six primary tests were completed for different orientations of the plywood sheet,
namely, -tensile and compression tests in the fibre parallel direction, tensile and
compression tests perpendicular to the fibre directions, and shear test in parallel and
perpendicular to the fibre directions. Three-point bending test specimens were
constructed to validate the material model. Test setups for tensile in parallel and
compression orientation are shown in Fig. 1.

Once all sets of load versus deflection and strain data were collected, they were
converted to stress versus strain data according to ASTM standards [7]. With
material stress data acquired, critical parameters such as Young’s Modulus,
Poisson’s ratio, yield strength and ultimate strength were used to construct the
material model. The material model was then used to simulate all the test events in
the lab to match the raw data in order to ensure adequate predication performance of
the material model. Finally, simulation results of three-point bending test were
compared with raw test data to complete the validation process.

Equation (1) was used to calculate validation metrics, where V is the validation
metric, L is the crosshead displacement, L1; L2 are the initial and final values of
crosshead displacement., RExpðLÞ is the experimental load value, and RTheoryðLÞ is
simulation load value [8].

V ¼ 1� 1
L2 � L1

ZL2
L1

tanhð RExpðLÞ � RTheoryðLÞ
RTheoryðLÞ

����
����ÞdL ð1Þ

Accumulated error has been calculated by Eq. (2).

Fig. 1 MTS machine testing for tensile test in the parallel orientation (left) and perpendicular
orientation (right)
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EðErrorÞ ¼ 1
L2 � L1

ZL2
L1

RExpðLÞ � RTheoryðLÞ
RTheoryðLÞ

����
����dL ð2Þ

Two conditions associated with the amount of deformation were used to cal-
culate the validation metrics and accumulated error; validation metrics for the entire
range of data (from test start to material failure) and validation metrics prior to
material yielding. For our specific application, the latter criterion is more appro-
priate since deformation prior to yielding is expected during service. The validation
metric was calculated to be 0.974 for the entire range with accumulated error of
0.053. Values prior to yielding were computed to be 0.975 and 0.052 for validation
metric and accumulated error, for the range prior to yielding, respectively. Material
yield strength data is available in Table 1.

4 CRSIAD Design and Function

4.1 Dimensional Envelop Definition

The dimensional envelop of the CRSIAD is highly dependent on the dimensions of
the CRS. To define such a dimensional envelop, surveying the geometry of over 30
existing CRS products was conducted for measuring existing CRSs from major
suppliers in the market. Figure 2 shows two main aspects of the dimensional
envelop—widths (inner and outer) and side profile limits. For inner width, the

Table 1 Maximum stress level from simulation for both forward-facing and rearward-facing
configurations

Forward-facing Stress
at max loading (MPa)

Rearward-facing stress
at max loading (MPa)

Yield
strength
(MPa)

Tensile parallel to fibre
direction

3.576 3.368 17.638

Compression parallel to
fibre direction

3.135 1.553 29.818

Tensile perpendicular
to fibre direction

0.218 0.279 0.327

Compression
perpendicular to fibre
direction

1.537 1.556 11.546

Shear parallel to fibre
direction

0.952 1.152 5.490

Shear perpendicular to
fibre direction

0.813 0.931 3.137
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narrowest value on the seating area (Fig. 2 left) was measured and recorded. The
smallest surveyed value for inner width was 215.9 mm with average value of
252.49 mm of all surveyed units. The greatest surveyed value for outer width was
510.54 mm with average value of 469.20 mm. The seating width of the CRSIAD
has to be smaller than the smallest surveyed inner width value and therefore
determined to be 190.5 mm.

Due to the variations among the CRS models in the market, critical points were
selected to limit the side profile of the CRSIAD (Fig. 2 right). This is a typical
forward facing configuration when the CRS is installed in the car. Point 3 is the
virtual lower anchor points in the vehicle seat. Typically this point is approximately
located at the intersection of the two yellow lines in Fig. 2 (right). Point 3 was
conveniently defined as the origin in this configuration in the x/y coordinate axes.
Point 2 is the highest point of the bottom side wings of the CRS and Point 1 is the
left-most point of the bolster side wings in the side view. Both Point 1 and Point 2
were considered as the peak points of the two wing sections. Their coordinates were
defined based on the origin (Point 3). These coordinates were recorded and only one
coordinate for Point 1 and 2 were selected; Point 1 having the smallest x-value
(negative) and Point 2 with greatest y-value. These two x and y coordinates were
used as boundaries in this plane for the CRSIAD.

4.2 Geometry Design of the CRSIAD

Main Frame Shaping. The contact section at the base and back of the CRSIAD
needed to be matched closely to existing CRS geometry to avoid any alignment or
load concentration issues.

Existing CAD data of a CRS geometry was used to create the bottom section of
the CRSIAD so that the bottom profile was appropriately aligned between the two
entities. The matched contact surfacing allows the load to be distributed evenly with
minimum to zero point-loading, ensures stability during the preloading process.

Main Loading Mechanism. A ratchet strap assembly was used as the main
loading mechanism due to its robustness, compact size and availability. When

Fig. 2 Model name Baby
Trend Flex Loc Infant Seat
(red double arrow shows
narrowest inner width) (left)
and CRS side profile
coordinate system with
critical Point 1, 2 and 3 (right)
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properly used, the ratchet strap can appropriately preload with minimal rotation,
motion and effort, which satisfies the need of a reasonably short amount of loading
time. The loading points of the ratchet webbing must be located out of the boundary
lines from dimensional envelop to avoid any contact between itself and the CRS
body.

Loading Structure. With a ratchet strap loading assembly, the need for a
loading beam was identified to permit the strap webbing to run across the CRSIAD
in order to appropriately preload, on both sides of the installation aid, the CRS
within the vehicle seat. The width of the loading beam has to be wider than the
greatest surveyed CRS outer width value (Sect. 4.1) and determined to be 550 mm.

Seatbelt D-rings were used for minimizing strap friction in the system and act as
swivel point on the loading beam where the webbing can pass through. The loading
beam design is shown in Fig. 3.

CRSIAD Restraint System. The ratchet strap assembly ends are needed to be
restrained to appropriately preloading the CRS into the vehicle seat. The existing
car seatbelt system was found to be useful locations where the ends of the webbing
could be buckled or clipped into existing buckles of the vehicle. To prevent relative
motion between the belts on the same seatbelt, a H-clip (also known as a stop clip)
can be implemented in the installation.

With all components mentioned above combined, a concept restraint system was
designed to serve the loading structure to the CRSIAD (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Loading beam design

Fig. 4 Complete concept
CAD model of the CRSIAD
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5 CRSIAD Virtual Testing

An FEA model of the CRSIAD was constructed and simulated in LS-DYNA with
the validated material model. Assembly modeling was simplified to three parts,
namely, (1) loading beam without attachments, (2) main frame and (3) CRS seating
base. Both forward-facing and rearward-facing configurations were simulated under
maximum loading at 1.8 kN (400lbf) to ensure the effective stress is within the
material yield strength. With design iterations to address geometry issues, the final
FEA model is shown in Fig. 5 for the forward-facing loading configuration.
Maximum stress levels of both forward and rearward configurations are presented
in Table 1 in appendix section (Sect. 10).

6 CRSIAD Fabrication

6.1 Main Frame

Part A from Fig. 6 was made by first gluing two sheets of given plywood together
to achieve the desired thickness. The glued sheet was then cut by computer numeric
control (CNC) machine. Two pieces of Part A were constructed, one on each side of

Fig. 5 Simulated FEA model
of CRSIAD under
forward-facing configuration
under maximum loading at
1.8 kN (units for Time:
second; Stress: MPa)

Fig. 6 Assembly diagram for
CRSIAD main frame
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the device. Parts B and C were cut and trimmed from one sheet of plywood. Part E,
F, and G were all made in similar fashion as Part A (glued and cut).

Parts A to F were then glued together with wood glue as shown in Fig. 6. Each
connection point was also reinforced by wood nail to ensure strength.

6.2 Loading Beam

The main beam structure was made of three sheets of plywood glued together to
achieve its desired thickness. The wood orientation has the parallel direction of the
sheets in the vertical direction to match the FEA model strength predictions.

Aluminum plates, having a thickness of 0.125 inch (Part H in Fig. 7) were cut
with a CNC machine. Barrel nuts and attaching bolts are also incorporated into the
design as presented in Fig. 7. Barrel nuts were simply placed into the vertical holes
of the beam and then fastened by the bolts to sandwich the aluminum plate in place.
Sleeve (M) was cut from a section of tube to match the inner diameter of D-ring
eye. Bolts (K) were obtained according to the size of Sleeve (M). Bolts were
hand-torqued with spring-locking washers applied in-between. Free movement of
D-rings for rotation was checked and additional grinding was done to the sleeve
insert to ensure smoothness of D-ring rotation.

6.3 Loading Mechanism

The ratchet assembly and webbing were obtained from hardware stores. Loading
capacity of the strap is 2.2 kN where as ratchet is rated at 6.7 kN respectively.

The design of the system requires the end attachments of the webbing to be
connected to the existing car seatbelt system. Compatibility of end clips and
buckles in the CRSIAD to production vehicles had to be ensured. Due to the variety
of the clips and buckles being used on production vehicles across different

Fig. 7 Loading beam
assembly
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manufacturers, a survey was done to find out all the types of clips and buckles
existing on the cars in the market.

Over 30 attainable vehicles were surveyed for this matter from different sources.
Through this compatibility examination, two particular clips and buckles were
proven to work all the surveyed vehicles and therefore chosen as part of CRSIAD
ratchet webbing assembly.

6.4 Complete Assembly

The complete CRSIAD assembly is presented in Fig. 8 and illustrates the device
engaging both the CRS and automobile.

7 CRSIAD Testing and Critical Review from Certified
CRS Installers

User feedback from certified CRS installers was an important aspect of the
assessment of the CRSIAD and was needed to verify its functionality as well as
improve its design. With approval of the local Ontario Provincial Police
(OPP) Constable S. Coulter (based at Windsor, ON), the CRSIAD was allowed to
be brought into a child seat clinic session on February 27th 2016 to be reviewed by
OPP officers and other trained and certified CRS installation experts.

The device was tested and demonstrated on a convertible CRS (Safety 1st -
Alphaomega 65) in a 2007 Ford Freestyle. A forward-facing configuration instal-
lation for the CRS was performed, as shown in Fig. 8. The CRSIAD was used to
preload the CRS into the second-row car seat of the vehicle followed by completion
of CRS installation. Installation was performed by one of the co-authors of this

Fig. 8 Successfully
preloaded CRS with the aid of
CRSIAD in test vehicle
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manuscript while observed by OPP officers. The CRS was successfully installed
with the aid of CRSIAD.

After observing the installation, OPP constable S. Bertoni (based at Harrow,
ON) was generally satisfied with the performance of CRSIAD in terms of its
functionality. The fact that CRSIAD was loading the CRS towards the lower anchor
direction was appreciated and noted as the most effective pre-loading direction for
CRS. Officer Bertoni also believed this device was easy to use. He suggested further
reduction of the material as he believed some areas of the structure where excessive
for the loading condition associated with installation. Additionally, he commented
that the size of the CRSIAD could be more compact. Furthermore, he suggested that
the ratchet device would be best if it was located on top of the loading beam so that
it would be easier to operate.

OPP Auxiliary S. Brazil, who also complimented a trial CRS installation with
the CRSIAD device, had provided positive feedback on the CRSIAD’s function-
ality as well as easiness to operate. He had also suggested that the size of the device
could be reduced and indicated that—perhaps a different type of tightening
mechanism could be adapted to shorten the time necessary for pre-loading. He
indicated that the device has the potential to be used at car seat clinic events where
time is important.

OPP Constable S. Coulter supported the use of the CRSIAD. She suggested a
load-measuring device to be fitted in the ratchet assembly so that users of the
CRSIAD would know when to stop ratcheting. This would also be a feature to
prevent any potential damage to the CRS or CRSIAD itself.

Certified child seat installer Mr. K Czubernat (FEA Simulation Engineer from
FCA Canada, Windsor, Ontario) had successfully performed installation of a CRS
with aid of the CRSIAD in his personal vehicle (2005 Saturn Vue). Easiness of
using the device was also indicated after completing the installation. An important
afterthought was also provided; any excessive preloading force may prevent users
themselves from removing the CRS at later time when necessary. This comments
further justified the need for some form of load measuring device to provide user
feedback to ensure that the LATCH webbing is not tightened.

OPP officers and engineers generally appreciated the use of the CRSIAD to help
installing CRSs and ensuring a suitable load within LATCH webbing. They all
believed that the CRSIAD project is a good start in an effort to mitigating CRS
misuse as well as reducing physical effort of installing a CRS into a passenger car.

8 Summary

This research effort has resulted in the design, manufacturing and successful
implementation of a CRS installation aid. The use of the CRSIAD has reduced
physical effort needed to install CRS. The ratcheting mechanism was identified to
be quick and effective which will meet most users’ requirement for saving time
during CRS installation. The CRSIAD is also compact and lightweight that favours
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many users. Improvements have been suggested by professionals and certified CRS
installers, which may see future implementation in subsequent design iterations.
The CRSIAD is a successful starting point on the path towards reducing CRS
installation errors and improving child safety in vehicles.

Appendix: Material Yield Strength Data

see Table 1.
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Experimentation System for Determining
Bus Routes for Customers of Supermarket
Chains

Artur Pohoski, Leszek Koszalka, Iwona Pozniak-Koszalka
and Andrzej Kasprzak

Abstract It may be observed that supermarket chain companies invest in special
buses to deliver customers directly to a given store. The companies expect a tool
which allows to design the routes of buses in order to minimize costs (maximize
profits). The objective of this paper is to present the created computer experi-
mentation system (simulator) with the designed and implemented algorithms to
determine the optimal bus route for customers. The bus route problem was divided
into two stages. At the first stage, the three designed heuristic algorithms called
Most Occupied, High Gain Neighbor, and Cut the Worst are responsible for
selection (choosing) of the location of bus stops. At the second stage, the five
algorithms allow to determine a route between previously chosen stops. These
algorithms are based on approaches from so-called Artificial Intelligence area:
Simulated Annealing (SA), Taboo Search (TS), Genetic Search (GS), and Ant
Colony (AC) as well as on the simple ideas like Random Search (RS). In the paper,
the results of the investigations made with the created experimentation system are
presented, concerning an adjustment of the parameters of any algorithm, and a
comparison of the algorithm’s efficiency on both stages.

Keywords Bus route planning � Optimization � Algorithm � Computer system �
Simulation � Experiment
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, many technical, economic, logistic issues and other problems, which we
may encounter in daily practice, is stated in the form of optimization task which
consists in finding the optimal solution—the best in terms of quality. However,
there is a very time-consuming procedure when trying solving with the traditional
methods. The alternative is using heuristic methods and creating algorithms for
solving which are based on the artificial intelligence. Heuristic and meta-heuristic
algorithms provide an opportunity to find an approximated solution in an acceptable
period of time [1, 2].

The aim of this paper is to create the system, which could support the process of
planning the bus route to delivering customers to the supermarket. The main cri-
terion, which is taken into account, is a gain considered as the total tickets revenue
(a price of a single ticket multiplied by the number of customers at travel) reduced
by the cost of a route (cost per meter multiplied by a length of the route). The
created experimentation system which contains a module with the implemented
algorithms allows adjusting parameters for any particular algorithm and estimating
the total cost (gain) of the route.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The considered problem is formu-
lated in Sect. 2. Section 3 is focused on the description of the proposed algorithms
for solving the problem at the first and the second stage. The implemented experi-
mentation system is presented in Sect. 4. The results of the investigations concerning
the adjustment of parameters of the algorithms, and the comparison of the efficiency
of the algorithms are shown in Sect. 5. The final remarks appear in Sect. 6.

2 Problem Statement

The problem can be considered as a modified version of the traveling salesman
problem (TSP) [3]. There are given distinguished points inside a town which can
play a role of bus stops. Moreover, there are given the estimated numbers of
customers positioned in these points. The route should connect a chosen starting
point (usually the base station) and the final destination, i.e., the bus stop in the
front of the supermarket. The connected points can form a graph with known
weights of edges which are corresponded to the cost of traveling along with the
edges (e.g., distances, cost of fuel, cost of driver’s wages, time of traveling, etc.).
The problem is to select some points (from the all considered points) for choosing
bus stops in these locations and to find a path from the starting node to the desti-
nation node which has to ensure visiting all the selected bus stops (vertices of the
weighted graph) such that to maximize the defined gain (profit) of the company.
The problem is a NP-hard [2, 3] and may be interpreted as skipping some less
profitable bus stops (which constitutes the set Z) what can cause necessity of
changes in using bus by some of customers. We introduce a minimum percentage of
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service parameter denoted as L, i.e., a minimal percentage of all potential cus-
tomers. The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows:

Given: N—the set of possible bus stops, M*n—the number of the estimated
customers awaited on the n-th potential bus stop (n = 1, 2, …, M), M—the total
number of all customers, C—the (n � n) matrix of the weights (costs), I—the
starting bus stop, D—the destination bus stop.

To find: the route R from I to D connecting the selected v points (v � N).
Such that: the gain G(R) expressed by (1) is maximum.

GðRÞ ¼ max
Xn

i¼0

Xn

j ¼ 0
i 6¼ j

ðnipt � pf cijÞxij ð1Þ

where ni is the number of people on the i-th stop, pt is the ticket price, pf is the fuel
cost, cij is the cost (distance) between i-th stop and j-th stop; xij equals to 1, if the
connection between i-th stop and j-th stop belongs to the resulting route R, else-
where equals to 0.

Subject to the constraint: {[the sum of M*n for v selected points/M] 100 %} L.

3 Algorithms

We proposed to divide the bus route problem into two stages. At the first stage, the
selection (choosing) of the location of bus stops is made with one of the stops
selection algorithms. The resulting set of the selected bus stops is an input data at
the second stage. At this stage the final solution is obtained using one of the best
route determining algorithms.

3.1 Bus Stops Finding Algorithms

Three algorithms of the selection of bus stops were designed and implemented:
Most Occupied (MO), Cut the Worst (CTW), and High Gain Neighbor (HGN).

Most Occupied (MO).

1: Selecting the bus stop with the most quantity of students.
2: Checking if the minimal percentage of the collected customers is reached,

i.e., the inequality (sum/M)*100 > L) is satisfied: if yes go to Step 3,
otherwise go to Step 1.

3: Set of bus stops Z.
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Cut the Worst (CTW).

1: Determining the shortest route between all the stops (TSP). Stops with the
smallest amount of awaiting customers are being removed

2: Checking a gain of the whole route and comparing with the previous
value of a gain

3: If a gain (income) is profitable, it is saved, otherwise bus stop is restored.
4: Algorithm keeps analyzing the next stops till the minimal percentage of

collected customer’s threshold is reached or all of the stops are analyzed:
if yes go to Step 5.

5: Set of bus stops Z.

High Gain Neighbor (HGN).

1: Analyzing the starting/initial point.
2: For every analyzed stop, three closest stops are searched.
3: Choosing the one bus stop of them—this with the biggest gain.
4: This bus stop becomes the next stop being analyzed.
5: All the time is checking if the minimal percentage of collected customers

is reached: if yes go to Step 6.
6: Set of bus stops Z.

3.2 Best Route Determining Algorithms

The five metaheuristic algorithms were implemented: Simulated Annealing (SA),
Taboo Search (TS), Random Search (RS), Ant Colony (AC), and Genetic Search
(GS).More detailed information about ideas of SA,AC, andGS can be found in [4–6].

Simulated Annealing (SA)

1: At the beginning input solution processed with Greedy Algorithm is
considered to be the best. Result is copied to arrays which store current
and temporary solution.

2: Randomizing two elements of route which will be replaced in the per-
mutation test.

3: Comparing the length of a new route with a current one. If the length is
shorter, then a temporary solution is copied to the current one.
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4: Checking if current solution is better than solution which has been till
now. In this moment the best route becomes the current.

5: If the current solution is better than a test, then the mechanism which
prevents finding the solution in a local minimum is activated. Worse

solutions are accepted with the probability: PðT; p0; pÞ ¼ e�
f ðp0 Þ�f ðpÞ

T , where
f ðpÞ is a length of the route before replacement, f ðp0Þ is a length of the
route after replacement.

6: After each algorithm iteration, T parameter decreases according to
T ¼ T

1 + kT, i.e., the lower temperature is, the probability of solving is
higher.

7: After reducing the temperature, the algorithm returns to Step 1 in which
the elements are selected to replace.

Taboo Search (TS)

1: At the beginning input solution processed with Greedy Algorithm is
considered to be the best. Result is copied to arrays which store current
and temporary solution.

2: The list (array) is reset to zero and then eight-element array of the ele-
ments to replace is created.

3: Randomizing four pairs of elements for replacement if taboo value on list
equals 0. 4: Checking which place replacement of randomized elements
gives the best result (shortest route). After designating best local solution
replace two chosen elements (considered as the best).

4: These two elements are initialized with values of the length of taboo.
5: Checking if a current route is shorter that the best route till now. If yes,

actual solution becomes the best. Go to Step 2.

Random Search (RS)

1: At the beginning input solution processed with Greedy Algorithm is
considered to be the best and copy to current solution.

2: All elements which are going to be substituted in current solution are
randomized.

3: Checking if actual route is shorter than the best till now. If yes, the best
solution is copied to actual. The whole process is repeated with the given
number of iterations.
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Ant Colony (AC)

1: Random placement of ants on the route—from the list of stops choosing
random starting point ants.

2: Pathway ant—ant following the formula FpijðtÞ = sijðtÞgij—choosing the
most optimal bus stop which maximizes F function, until all the stops
will be visited, where

3: Pheromone evaporation—pheromone matrix is multiplied by the
parameter called “elusiveness of pheromone” what is interpreted as a
cause that the used paths disappear and the better path is found. Go to
Step 2.

Genetic Search (GS)

1: Designating an initial pool of N chromosomes. The first individual of this
pool is chosen with the Greedy Algorithm, rest by Random Search.

2: Sorting the pool. Finding K best K = N * k best individuals, where k is
the parameter called the quantity of best individuals in the pool. Parental
pool containing K best individuals is created.

3: Crossing operation (simple crossing).
4: Mutation operation for all descendants. It is not check whether the result

is better after making a change.
5: Self-improvement functions for all descendants. If solution turns out to be

better, it is replaced with the current one.
6: Designating the best individual of generated pool of descendants.

Turning back to the point of “choosing the parental pool” with a new
population. Go to Step 2.

4 Experimentation System

To make an opportunity for finding the optimal routes, and making investigation
concerning adjusting the algorithms and testing their properties—the input-output
experimentation system was designed and implemented in C# environment. In
preparing the system some ideas presented in [7, 8] were utilized.

• Input parameters:

– U1—A vector of the possible bus stops.
– U2—A vector of the numbers of customers at any of the possible bus stop.
– U3—A matrix of the costs (distances) between possible bus stops.
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• Output/input parameters:

– Q1—A vector of the selected bus stops.
– Q2—A matrix of the costs (distances) between the selected bus stops.

• Output parameter:

– R—The result.

The main window of the program can be visualized on the map (Fig. 2)—the
founded by an exemplary algorithm connection between bus stops is drawn. The
simulator can create also a report of each investigation with the detailed results
(Fig. 1).

Two averaging methods were used: the exponential smoothing and the moving
average [9]. They helped to designate optimal values of parameters, because they
significantly improved legibility of a chart.

Fig. 1 Block-diagram of the input–output two stage experimentation system
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5 Investigation

The created algorithms were implemented as modules of the experimentation
system. All experiments were performed on the PC class computer with AMD
E-450 (1.65 GHz dual core) processor and 4 GB of RAM. The system allows for
two-level experiments. At the first level, the objective was to find the best values of
inner parameters of the algorithms. At the second level, the algorithms (with the
best parameters determined at the first level) compete—the objective was to find the
most efficient algorithms for planning bus routes. The algorithms considered at the
second level were the combinations of bus stops finding algorithms and best route
determining algorithms. The research idea is partially based on [10]. The results of
four complex experiments are presented in the consecutive sub-sections.

5.1 Experiment 1. Parameters of Best Route
Determining Algorithms

For all tests carried out with these algorithms, the input data (the set of bus stops)
was found using Most Occupied algorithm. For all tested algorithms, the single
experiments were carried out 100 times for 500 iterations of any algorithm, except
GS for which were taken 50 times for 300 iterations of the algorithm in view of its

Fig. 2 An example of a screen view given by the visualization module of the system
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significantly longer working time. The experiments were performed with a big
precision, e.g., for the initial temperature (for SA algorithm) were carried out in the
range of <0.001; 1> with step of 0.001, but for the temperature in the range of
<1000; 10000> with the step of 9 (see Fig. 3).

The obtained results (the averaged values were analyzed) allows for selecting the
following values of the parameters: for SA: temperature T = 1522, lambda =
0.003; for TS: length of the list = 5; for AC: the number of ants = 3, the number of
pheromone = 1.41, elusiveness of pheromone 0.47; for GS: initial population
size = 35, parental pool size = 0.7, mutation probability = 50 %, the number of
self-improvements = 22.

5.2 Experiment 2. Parameters of Bus Stops
Finding Algorithms

This experiment concerned the bus stops finding algorithms, including MO, CTW,
and HGN. Studies were carried out in a range of <1; 1000> iterations. For each best
route determining algorithm there were made tests for all kinds of bus stops
determining algorithms. The obtained results allowed to compare them and to draw
a conclusion about the most optimal solutions in a given conditions. An example
for the AC algorithm is presented in Fig. 4. The gains obtained for SA and TS were
not so high as for AC while RS gave the worst results.

5.3 Experiment 3. Percentage of Collected Customers

This experiment consisted on checking dependence of the minimal percentage L of
the collected passengers (customers) and the obtained gain. The tests were made for
all bus stop selection (finding) algorithms and all best route determining algorithms.

Fig. 3 Temperature parameter in SA algorithm
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The simulation were made for various parameter L which was tested in the range of
<35; 100> with the step of 5 %. The exemplary results obtained for GS are in Fig. 5.

It may be observed that the most stable bus stop finding algorithm with the
highest gain is CTW.

5.4 Experiment 4. Comparison of Compositions
of Algorithms

The goal of this experiment was studying the properties of the combinations of the
algorithms. Firstly, for four path (bus route) determining algorithms, the best bus
stops finding algorithm were chosen. Such a selection was made basing on the best
received value of the gain. After several preliminary experiments the four

Fig. 4 The gain function in relation to the number of iterations for three bus stops finding
algorithms connected to AC algorithm

Fig. 5 Gain related to parameter L and bus stop finding algorithms for GS algorithm
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combinations were recognized as the most interested. They were the following:
MO + RS, CTW + SA, HGN + GS, CTW + AC.

The results of comparison between these four combinations are presented in
Fig. 6. For 35 %: the combination MO + RS produced the gain of 18, HGN + GS
produced the gain of 35, CTW + SA produced the gain of 46, and CTW + AC
produced the gain of 60. The only better gain with the value of 64 was given for the
last combination for L = 95.

6 Conclusion

The designed experimentation system with implemented algorithms which solve
the considered modified travelling salesman problem reveals the difficulty in
solving optimization problem and their complexity. On the other hand, the system
allows noticing a few interesting regularities.

The most efficient of the implemented algorithms was Ant Colony (AC). In
almost every case it gave the best result, when overall quality was based on the
reached gain. The SA can be treated as the second efficient algorithm, especially
when input is formed by greedy algorithm. The results for SA are better in relation
to others when a bigger number of bus stops are contained into the considered route
(caused by the greater requirements for minimal percentage of the served passen-
gers). Conversely is in case of RS. This algorithm reaches good results for relatively
small number of bus stops and relatively big number of random solutions.
Sometimes, it is even better than TS, however, for instances with bigger number of
bus stops, the results significantly differs from the desired values.

Another interesting observation, which indicates on an important regularity, is a
significant fall of the gain for L greater than 95 %. The reason for this phenomenon
is an increased number of the chosen bus stops, which is related to overcoming

Fig. 6 Comparison of the combinations of the algorithms
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longer route by buses. Therefore, both economic and time aspect application of bus
stops choice algorithms is fully justified. When applying Greedy Algorithm at the
input of the best route determining algorithms (what was done in our implemen-
tations), we may observe a high improvement of results. It concerns especially TS
algorithm.

Interesting results are also given by bus stops finding algorithms. For MO, the
usually received gain is minimal and the difference is bigger when more bus stops
can be ignored. In case of CTW, even when not many stops are skipped, a gain is
maximal. For HGN, the obtained gain is much lower than that given by CTW, even
in the case when many bus stops were ignored. If it is important to maximize the
gain only, the best solution is to use CTW; however, if the important requirement is
time limit, it seems to be better to use HGN.

The experimentation system was tested as a good tool for the practical users. The
system (simulator) is also serving as a tool for lab training and projects preparing
for the MSc students in Wroclaw University of Technology.
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Carbon Nanotube Modified Asphalt
Binders for Sustainable Roadways

Rafiqul A. Tarefder and Arif Zaman

Abstract Asphalt binders are usually modified using several modifiers such as
polymers, acid, lime, anti-stripping chemicals, and carbon fibers in order to improve
binder properties such as durability, adhesion, cohesion, and performance in ser-
vice. Among the properties, adhesion is key to understanding moisture damage
behavior of asphalt binder. Moisture damage in asphalt is yet an unsolved problem
in pavement engineering. In this study, microscopic images of adhesion force in
carbon nanotube modified asphalt binders is determined using an Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM). Moisture damage predictions are made based the adhesion
forces affected by the amount of single-wall and multi-wall carbon nanotubes. It is
hoped that this study will be useful for using carbon nanotube and nanoscale testing
in creating new and durable pavement materials for sustainable infrastructures.

Keywords Carbon nanotube � Polymer modified asphalt � Atomic force
microscopy � Moisture damage

1 Introduction

About 90 % of paved roads in US are asphalt pavement. Asphalt can be thought to
behave like a glue, which keeps rocks/aggregates together. However, under the action
of roadway traffic andmoisture, such glue is not strong enough to hold the aggregates.
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Often, styrene-butadiene (SB) and Styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) polymers are
used at 3–5 % to strengthen the gluing capacity of asphalt [1]. In this study, in addition
to polymer, a small percentage of Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), for their well-known
high stiffness properties, are used and the glue or adhesion properties of the resulting
asphalt binders are evaluated using an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) technique.

2 Sample Preparation and Testing

At first, polymer was mixed with base binders. Base asphalt, at ambient tempera-
ture, was cut out of a five gallon container with heated trowels and placed into a
clean one gallon container, weighed and labeled. The cans of asphalt were heated to
192 °C on a hotplate. While on the hotplate the polymer SB or SBS was added to
make 4 and 5 % (by weight) mixes for a total of six samples. Polymer was mixed
into the asphalt and stirred with an electric mixer until it was melted and incor-
porated into the asphalt. After ten minutes of mixing at 192 °C the asphalt was then
cooled, labeled and stored. The process included the reheating of the one gallon
cans of binder asphalt and once the asphalt reached a workable viscosity, it was
poured into a glass vial and labeled. This process was repeated to make samples to
mix with the single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) and multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWNT). Three different percentages of carbon nanotubes, 0.5, 1 and
1.5 % were mixed with asphalt binders. A small amount of sample was poured on a
25 mm × 75 mm and 1 mm thick glass slide. Glass slides had cellophane tape
applied so that only a centered 3–6 cm2 was exposed on one side of the slide.
A clean glass stir rod was used to transfer the nanotube/asphalt mixture from the
glass vial to the exposed square of the glass slide. The edge of another clean glass
slide was used to scrape and smooth the drop of nanotube/asphalt mixture over the
exposed square. The asphalt slide was then left to cool and dry for 10 min. Once
drying was complete, the cellophane tape was removed. The slide was labeled, and
ready for AFM testing. Slides were conditioned wet and for aging [2]. In an AFM
test, the surface of the asphalt sample on glass slide was probed with a sharp tip
located at the free end of a cantilever, and cantilever deflection is measured using
laser beam. By multiplying the deflection by the cantilever spring constant, the
attractive or repulsive force acting on the cantilever tip is measured as a function of
the distance between the tip and the surface. The magnitude of the adhesion force,
which corresponds to the jump out from the potential minimum, is measured pre-
cisely in these experiments [2, 3]. A total of five tips namely, Si3N4, NH3, OH, CH3

and COOH, representing chemistry of an asphalt molecule, were used to measure
the AFM forces.
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3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Base Binder Modified with SWNT

Figure 1 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet base binders modified with
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % single wall nanotubes (SWNT). The adhesion force of COOH is
almost always highest among all the dry, aged and wet samples. This indicates the
less availability of COOH functional group on sample surface. When the chemicals
in tip and the sample are similar, the force required to separate the tip and the
surface is small [3]. The availability of the chemical functionals on sample surface
can be summarized as OH > Si3N4 > CH3 > NH3 > COOH. The adhesion forces
are increasing fairly in aged and wet samples as compared to dry samples. When
applying OH tips on dry, wet and aged samples we can see that 100 nN adhesion
force is acting in all three percentages of SWNT samples. That means the OH type
functional in asphalt does not change the adhesion force due to SWNT or envi-
ronmental condition variation. The adhesion force using CH3 functional is
unchanged in dry and aged sample but is higher in wet sample. So water condi-
tioning and temperature conditioning (i.e., T-283 method) has some effect on the
samples when considering CH3 functional. NH3 has more variation in adhesion
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forces in aged and wet samples as compared to dry samples. The adhesion force in
aged samples is almost 1.5 times in aged sample and almost 2 times in wet samples
as compared to the dry samples using the NH3 functional tips. Using the COOH tips
the wet samples show the highest adhesion force as compared to dry and aged
samples.

3.2 SB Polymer (4 %) Modified Binder with SWNT

Figure 2 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SB (4 % SB polymer)
binders modified with 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % single wall nanotubes (SWNT). The OH
modified tips show the lowest adhesion forces in all dry, wet and aged samples as
compared to other tips. The SWNT modified SB 4 binder’s adhesion forces are not
affected much by the T-283 conditioning (wet) but affected by aging. Not much
variation in adhesion force can be notices with the CH3 functional group. But the
adhesion forces in wet samples are higher than the dry and aged samples with the
NH3 tips. Similarly the adhesion forces of wet samples are higher than the dry and
aged samples with the COOH tips.
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3.3 SB Polymer (4 %) Modified Binder with MWNT

Figure 3 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SB 4 binders modified with
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % multi wall nanotubes (MWNT). The adhesion force due to OH
functional is very much similar in all the dry, wet and aged samples. The adhesion
force in aged samples is smaller than the dry and wet samples with CH3 functional
tips. With the NH3 tips the wet samples adhesion force is the maximum as com-
pared to dry and aged samples. The similar trend is also true for COOH tips.

3.4 SBS Polymer (4 %) Modified Binder with SWNT

Figure 4 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SBS 4 binders modified
with 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % single wall nanotubes (SWNT). The adhesion forces are the
maximum in wet samples as compared to dry and aged samples with the OH tips.
The similar trend is also found with the CH3 functional tips. The adhesion forces
increased drastically in aged and wet samples as compared to dry samples with the
NH3 tips. It indicated the failure of SBS 4 and CNT modification of in terms of
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strengths when the NH3 functional is concerned. The COOH related adhesion
forces are decreased in both aged and wet samples.

3.5 SBS Polymer (4 %) Modified Binder with MWNT

Figure 5 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SBS 4 binders modified
with 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % multi wall nanotubes (MWNT). The adhesion force in wet
sample is little higher as compared to both dry and aged samples when dealing with
the OH functional. The CH3 related adhesion forces in wet samples are considerable
higher in wet samples as compared to dry and aged samples. The adhesion forces of
aged and wet samples are higher than that of dry samples with the NH3 functional
tips. The COOH related adhesion force is noticeable higher as compared to dry and
aged samples.
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3.6 SB Polymer (5 %) Modified Binder with SWNT

Figure 6 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SB 5 binders modified with
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % single wall nanotubes (SWNT). The adhesion force due to OH
functional is not much different in all dry and wet samples. Similar trend is also
found for CH3 tips. The adhesion forces in wet samples are higher than the adhesion
forces in dry and aged samples with the NH3 functional tips. The aged samples
show lower amount of adhesion forces as compared to dry and wet samples with the
COOH functional tips.

3.7 SB Polymer (5 %) Modified Binder with MWNT

Figure 7 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SB 5 binders modified with
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % multi wall nanotubes (MWNT). The aged binders show little less
amount of adhesion force as compared to dry and wet samples with the OH tips.
But the wet samples adhesion forces are higher as compared to dry and aged
samples with the CH3 tips. The adhesion forces in all dry, wet and aged samples are
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kind of similar with the NH3 tips. The aged sample’s adhesion force is lower as
compared to dry and wet samples with the COOH functional tips.

3.8 SBS Polymer (5 %) Modified Binder with SWNT

Figure 8 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SBS 5 binders modified
with 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % single wall nanotubes (SWNT). The variation in adhesion
forces in all dry, wet and aged samples is minute with the OH tips. The adhesion
forces in wet samples are higher as compared to dry and aged samples with the CH3

tips. The adhesion force in aged sample is smaller than that of dry and wet samples
with NH3 tips. The COOH functional tip shows higher value in 1.0 % SWNT aged
sample as compared to dry and wet samples.
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3.9 SBS Polymer (5 %) Modified Binder with MWNT

Figure 9 show the adhesion forces of dry, aged and wet SBS 5 binders modified
with 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % multi wall nanotubes (MWNT). The adhesion force in aged
sample is lower than that of dry and wet samples with the OH functional tips. Wet
samples show higher adhesion forces as compared to dry and aged samples with the
CH3 functional tips. The aged and wet samples show lower amount of adhesion
forces as compared to dry samples with the NH3 tips. The adhesion forces in aged
samples are lower than that of dry and wet samples with the COOH tips.

4 Conclusion

For the first time, a fundamental study of measuring adhesion forces in modified
asphalt system is presented here. Wet sample has shown higher adhesion (AFM
force) value than the dry sample, which means water weakens or softens the
sample. In all cases, SWNT and MWNT modifications have decreased the adhesion
value when compared to the adhesion value of base binder. There is no significant
difference in adhesion between SWNT and MWNT modifications.
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Sensor Oriented Approach to Prevent
Hyperthermia for Children in Car

Maysoon Abulkhair, Lujain Mulla, Amani Aldahiri, Hanin Alkhatabi,
Hala Alonezi and Somia Razzaq

Abstract Leaving children unattended in a car for few moments; especially in hot
atmosphere, can cause a catastrophic tragedy to occur. This paper presents HACC
system to help in preventing tragic child death caused by hyperthermia using
detection and control system inside car. HACC system has been accomplished by
developing a phone application and a surveillance system connected together to
monitor the temperature and the presence of a child inside the car. The system starts
to measure temperature inside car via temperature sensor. At the same time, it
checks constantly the presence of child inside car via motion sensor. When system
detects the presence of a child and the temperature inside car reaches unsafe limit, it
will alert the caregiver via smartphone application and allows him/her at the same
time to take an action and open windows remotely. If there is no response from the
caregiver, system itself reacts and windows will be opened automatically.

Keywords Hyperthermia � HACC � Surveillance system � Mobile application �
Sensors

1 Introduction

Nowadays, cars are the most popular transportation that brings convenience and ease
for people to perform their daily activities. However, many families have constant
fear and suspicions about safety of their children inside cars. Many solutions were
made to limit these dangers by preventing children from being injured or getting
hurt. For example, using of best cars’ safety equipment or cars safety application.
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Parents around the world must do their intense researches on keeping their
children safe inside car and shop for best children car’s seats. But do they know,
these seats are not enough for children safety? Do they know, there are many other
dangers in and around a vehicle that could seriously harm or even kill their
children?

Hyperthermia is one of the most common dangers that can affect children lives.
It is considered the third cause of children deaths inside cars around the world. It
occurs when body is not able to cool itself quickly enough and body temperature
rises to dangerous levels. Young children are particularly at risk as their body heats
up 3 to 5 times faster than an adult.

“Since 1998, until 2012 (14 years) more than 530 children across the United
States have died from hyperthermia when unattended in a vehicle [1].” Imagine the
number of children who die by the same phenomenon around the world. Preventing
this dramatic event affecting children lives will be accomplished with a surveillance
and detection system implemented inside car to monitor children and protect them
from hyperthermia. Every year, many avoidable deaths occur due to vehicular
hyperthermia and rising numbers are worrying child safety. As children are trapped
or placed out of sight in back seat of vehicles, the incidence of deaths due to this
phenomenon has increased.

For children less than 4 years, heatstroke occurs when their body temperature
exceeds 104 °F. In addition, when it exceeds 107 °F is considered lethal as the
body’s cells are damaged and internal organs shut down. On average, studies have
shown that in 10 min the temperature in a vehicle raises about 20 °F. Within an
hour, the temperature jumps around 50 °F. So even if the temperature outside the
vehicle does not feel warm enough to heat it; thus it is better not to leave a child
unattended in the vehicle because it is not safe [2]. Table 1 shows the temperature
difference between the vehicle inside a closed vehicle compared to the outside
temperature.

2 HACC System Architecture

Hyperthermia Alarm for Children in Cars (HACC) is an interactive safety system
provided to public with aim to monitor safety of children who are left behind inside
closed, parked vehicle. It helps in preventing tragic child deaths in cars caused by
hyperthermia by implementing detection and control system in car. HACC system
consists of two parts; first car surveillance system which checks temperature

Table 1 Difference between
temperature inside and
outside vehicle

Temperature outside car (°F) Temperature inside car (°F)

75 100

85 120

100 140
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constantly and detects presence of a child inside a car. The second part is mobile
application that enables user (parents or caregiver) to monitor child inside the car
and take appropriate reaction to help child through smartphone application.
Moreover, it alerts application’s user when temperature inside the car reaches
unsafe limit for a child to be inside it. When there is no response taken, system
takes an action and opens car’s windows automatically. At the same time, it starts
an alarm to grab people attention around the car to get the required help for child.
Obviously, connecting surveillance system to caregiver’s smartphone application
remotely will make system more acceptable and portable to users. Thus, safety
inside the car will increase to achieve a safer environment for children. Figure 1
illustrates the general architecture for HACC.

Fig. 1 HACC architecture
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3 Related Work

There are several models for monitoring car temperature to detect children from
hyperthermia. For example, Car Seat Monitor (Cars-N-Kids) idea is to sense child’s
presence in child car seat inside car. This was done using a small sensor pad that is
placed under the cushion of child car seat. The device is synchronized with the
mobile phone application that is installed in the parent’s or caregiver’s smartphone.
When a child is placed in child car seat, the associated weight activates the device. If
the car comes to a stop for more than four seconds, the mobile phone vibrates and/or
sends a text message to the smartphone application. The purpose of this device is to
remind parent that child is present before he or she gets out of the car [3].

4 Evaluation

After studying the previous application, it showed that the device which is
implemented in car to detect the child’s presence only if he/she in child car seat
otherwise it will not detect him/her. This device is synchronized with a smartphone
application, which can be downloaded and installed into parent’s smartphone.
Obviously, since we need to alert parent or caregiver remotely, the mobile phone
application is suitable solution for the project because it is the best way to ensure
that it will be always with application’s user. Also, it is easy to interact with and
more practical. Moreover, in previous proposed application the device will sense
child’s presence only when child is in child car seat using weight sensor. While the
goal of HACC system, is to check presence of child anywhere inside car using
motion sensor. Unlike previous application, HACC system is designed to work in
both situations either child is left unattended intentionally or inadvertently inside
car. Instead of using text message notification, HACC uses an alarm sound noti-
fication, emitted from phone application to alert parent or caregiver about unat-
tended child. Finally, HACC is designed as an interactive system to save children
automatically from hyperthermia danger even if no action is taken from parent or
caregiver. Table 1 illustrates a comparison between Cars-N-Kids Car Seat Monitor
Application and Hyperthermia Alarm for Children in Car System Table 2.

5 Usability Testing

Usability testing is a technique used in user-centered interaction designed to
evaluate a system or product by testing it on multiple different users. We conducted
a usability testing for HACC system; the testing scenario was papered by the team
members and test was taken by multiple users. HACC system usability testing team
consists of four members and each one has assigned a role. The team members are:
Lujain, Amani, Hanin and Hala.
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Lujain was assigned to be a facilitator who provides an overview to the par-
ticipants about the application and defines usability and purpose of usability testing
for HACC system. On other hand, Hanin was assigned to be a test observer who is a
note taker and records participant’s actions, behaviors and comments. Also she has
observed participants during the test and identifies problems and procedural errors.
In addition, Amani and Hala were assigned to respond to participant’s questions
and requests for assistance. They respond to their questions and suggestions for
improvement after they finish the testing.

In this step we provide the volunteers of the usability testing participant with the
purpose of HACC system and to know how much is the HACC smartphone
application will be easy to use. Ideally testers should have some experience using
technology but they do not need to be expert users. We need to make sure that
application is friendly and easy to use.

The process for the usability testing starts with downloading the HACC appli-
cation in the participants mobile (must be android) followed by performing several
basic tasks on the application.

6 Usability Testing Analysis

We have tested the HACC application with five testers. After test has been com-
pleted, we observed that:

1. 80 % of the testers completed task easily while 20 % of them could not com-
plete the assigned tasks such as responding to the alert notification by opening
the widows and turning the alert off. This percentage shows that the application
is very usable.

Table 2 Comparison between HACC and Cars-N-Kids system

Criteria Cars-N-Kids car seat monitor HACC

Functionality It detects child’s weight on
child car seat only

It detects any child’s motion inside whole car

Conditions It works when child left
unattended inadvertently inside
car

It works when child left unattended intentionally
or inadvertently inside car

Compatibility It works with child car seats
only; it is not compatible with
cars

It is compatible with all types and sizes of cars

Distance
limit

It works around the car only It works remotely

Response
action

It does not allow parents to take
any action to save child

It allows parents to take action remotely to save
child. Even, it reacts and rescues child, if no
response has been taken by parent

Language It is available in English only It is available in other languages such as Arabic
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2. 80 % of participants say that they are very confident about their ability to
complete the task, while 20 % were fairly confident. Figure 2 shows the per-
centage of confident in completing the usability testing.

7 Conclusion

We presented a system for detecting the unattended child who left intentionally or
inadvertently inside car to prevent him/her from hyperthermia. Our system is
developed based on multi-sensor for both motion and temperature sensors and
smartphone application. In doing so, this system advanced the state of the art by
improving the way for preventing children from hyperthermia and enhancing the
communication features for more children protection. Additionally, the system
itself reacts and open car’s windows automatically when there is no response from
child’s caregiver. Also, the application provides an automatically immediate con-
nection to the emergency center to get the necessary help for child.
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Relationships Between Years of Licensure
and Driving Style Measured with a Short
Simulator-Based Test (N = 650)

Joost de Winter and Jorrit Kuipers

Abstract Young and inexperienced drivers are over-involved in traffic violations
and car crashes. There is a paucity of research on the use of driving simulators for
assessing driving style. This study investigated the relationships between years of
licensure and driving style measured with a short simulator-based test. At a motor
show, 650 licensed drivers completed a 6.5-min driving style test and responded to
a questionnaire about their on-road driving experience. The results showed that
participants who had their driving license for a longer period adopted a less risky
driving style and drove with slower speeds in the simulator. Furthermore, females
and experienced drivers reported more simulator sickness than males and inexpe-
rienced drivers, respectively. The present results may be useful in the development
of simulator-based driving tests.

Keywords Human factors � Driving simulator � Driving assessment

1 Introduction

On a yearly basis, road traffic crashes claim the lives of 1.25 million people and
between 20 and 50 million people suffer non-fatal injuries [1]. Engineering inno-
vations such as electronic stability control (ESC) and advanced emergency braking
(AEB) have led to an impressive improvement in road safety [2]. However, the
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human remains the weakest link in driver-vehicle interaction, with human error
being the primary cause of 90 % of road traffic crashes [3, 4]. Young and inex-
perienced drivers are overrepresented in crash statistics. An important reason is that
young drivers commit a large amount of traffic violations and more often engage
in risky driving behaviors than older drivers [5–7]. A driver’s driving style,
including violations, bad habits, and predisposition to risk, has a large effect on road
safety [8].

On-road driving tests are currently the gold standard for deciding whether
someone is competent to drive, both for young people obtaining their driver’s
license and for older people or patients whose driving needs reassessment.
However, on-road driving tests suffer from issues of inter-rater reliability of driving
examiners [9]. Moreover, even if examiners were always consistent and in agree-
ment with all other examiners, there would still be limitations to the validity and
fairness of on-road driving tests, due to random traffic and weather conditions as
well as local differences in road infrastructure (e.g., [10]).

Psychometric tests, such as visual and psychomotor tests, are an alternative to
on-road testing [8, 11–14]. A limitation of psychometric tests is that they are remote
from what occurs on the road (e.g., [15]). One important aspect hard to capture in
psychometric tests is the self-paced nature of driving. That is, drivers can adapt their
driving style to cope with high task demands or to compensate for their own
limitations. For example, although older persons are known to suffer from degraded
processing speed and spatial skills [16, 17], they tend to drive more carefully and
with wider safety margins than young drivers do [18, 19].

Driving simulators provide visual and auditory sensations that mimic real car
driving while providing high controllability. With a simulator, hazardous driving
scenarios can be offered without the physical risk of crashing [20]. Simulators are
therefore reported to be “a bridge between laboratory-based artificial tasks and
real-world driving that enables context selective testing” ([21, p. 24]). Another
important quality of simulators is that they can measure the state of the car (e.g.,
speed, position) objectively. Although there is a growing body of evidence on the
validity of driving simulators for predicting various types of on-road performance
[5, 22–28], there is still little empirical knowledge on the suitability of driving
simulators for testing the driving population. The aim of this research was to
investigate the validity of a simulator-based driving style test, by measuring the
extent to which the driving style in the simulator relates to drivers’ years of
licensure. An adjacent purpose of this research was to investigate possible bottle-
necks in simulator-based testing, in particular regarding simulator sickness, which
is an important topic in driving simulator development (e.g., [29–31]).
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2 Methods

2.1 Simulators

Two identical portable driving simulators (Model Drive Master, Green Dino BV,
2009) were used to administer the simulator test. Each had a throttle, brake, and
clutch pedal, steering wheel, horn, gear lever with five forward gears, and ignition
key. Five LCD screens (resolution 1024 × 768 pixels) presented the virtual envi-
ronment. A sixth screen presented the dashboard with two dials showing driving
speed and engine rpm, respectively. A rear-view mirror and two side mirrors were
integrated in the simulated image. The simulated field of view was 149° horizon-
tally and 23° vertically.

The steering wheel provided force feedback derived from a combination of static
and self-aligning torque through a torque engine connected to the steering shaft.
Deceleration cues were simulated by a vibration unit on the steering shaft. Engine,
wind, and tire sounds were audible on a speaker positioned in front of the driver.
The simulated car was a mid-class vehicle with a mass of 1265 kg and a top speed
of 180 km/h.

2.2 Driving Style Test

Visitors could voluntarily complete the driving style test free of charge at a
demonstration stand of a driving simulator manufacturer at a motor show held in
April 2009. Attended by 220,000 people, the motor show featured car manufac-
turers’ stands with various demonstrations of innovative car products and driving
simulators.

Only people with a driver’s license were eligible to participate in the driving
style test. The test consisted of three simulated drives and lasted about 10 min in
total, including the time needed to enter and exit the simulator. The durations of the
three drives were 75, 150, and 160 s, respectively.

Prior to the first drive the simulator presented a short welcome text, informing
participants that the driving style test consisted of three drives after which they
would be presented with their scores. The text also stated that the first drive allowed
participants to get used to the simulator and that if they felt discomfort, they had to
report that to the supervisor who would then alter the field of view. Following both
the first and second drive, there was a short interval and the text on the screen
reminded participants to report any discomfort. The supervisors could adjust the
field of view by shutting down the outer two or outer four LCD screens. The
simulator software provided no feedback or guidance during driving, except for
spoken route instructions (recorded male voice) and a corresponding display of
arrows at the bottom of the central screen.
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The rationale behind the test was to expose participants to challenging driving
scenarios within a short amount of time. Therefore, the test took place in a city
environment with a high frequency of encounters with other road users.
Furthermore, the driving style test was self-paced. That is, the test did not include
scenarios where the participants would approach with fixed speed. Instead, the
drivers had to choose their own pace, could violate speed limits, and had to make
right-of-way decisions at intersections. Accordingly, the driving style test assessed
a variety of behaviors, in particular driving speed and adherence to traffic rules.

Drive 1 took place in a city environment containing intersections without
authorized priority. Curved road segments of about 200 m long separated the
intersections. At each intersection, the voice instructed the participant to go straight
ahead. The speed limit was 50 km/h. In Drives 2 and 3, the participant drove along
a figure-of-eight route in a city environment with segregated cycle lanes on both
sides of the road. Pre-programmed scenarios such as crossing cyclists and pedes-
trians were triggered on time-to-arrival of the participant. Traffic lights were not
triggered according to the position of the participant, but changed color according
to a fixed time pattern. The participant drove the route described in Table 1. In
Drive 2, the participant’s starting location was near the beginning of Item 1
(Table 1). In Drive 3, the participant started near the end of Item 7. In all three
drives, the participant started with zero speed and with the engine off. The majority

Table 1 The route that participants had to drive in Drive 1 and Drive 2

Item Description of environment

1 Straight ahead (275 m, speed limit 50 km/h) in a built-up area

2 Cross an intersection without authorized priority (35 m). This means that the
‘right-of-way’ rule (give way to the right) holds

3 Straight ahead (295 m, speed limit 50 km/h)

4 Turn right at a traffic-light-controlled intersection. A cyclist (travelling in the same
direction as the participant) rides straight ahead and therefore has right of way

5 Leave a built-up area and drive through a mild 90-degree curve to the right (499 m,
speed limit 80 km/h)

6 Turn right at an intersection without authorized priority. Two parallel cyclists
(travelling in the same direction as the participant) ride straight ahead and therefore
have right of way

7 Enter a built-up area, driving straight ahead (290 m, speed limit 50 km/h)

8 Cross an intersection without authorized priority (35 m). A scooter approaches at high
speed from the left and (unexpectedly) does not give way to the participant

9 Straight ahead (42.5 m, speed limit 50 km/h), entering a residential area with three
speed humps (192.5 m, speed limit 30 km/h). People are standing on the footpaths and
on the street. A child crosses the street, right in front of the participant. After leaving
the residential area, the participant drives along a further 55 m (speed limit 50 km/h)

10 Turn left at an intersection without authorized priority. Two parallel cyclists approach,
that is travelling in the opposite direction to the participant. They ride straight ahead
and therefore have right of way

(continued)
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of participants completed less than 50 % of the figure-of-eight route per drive,
meaning that most participants did not encounter the same scenario more than once.
A degree of route overlap occurred for the fastest 5 % of the drivers. To enhance
realism during the three drives, a small number of additional cars drove around,
controlled by artificial intelligence.

2.3 Collected Data

The following data were collected per participant:
Driver Errors While Driving. A total of 36 errors were rated automatically.

The errors were categorized into three types. In Type 1 errors (e.g., collisions,
driving off the road), the number of occurrences was counted. In Type 2 errors (e.g.,
ignoring right of way, ignoring traffic lights), the score was calculated by dividing
the number of recorded occurrences to the maximum possible number of occur-
rences. For example, if the participant failed to provide right of way in one out of
four occasions, then the score for this error was 0.25 on a scale from 0 (good) to 1
(poor). Type 3 errors were the result of a continuous assessment on a scale from 0
(good) to 1 (poor). Examples of Type 3 errors are driving too fast, driving too slow,
driving off-center, and driving too close to a car in front. Here, scores were pro-
portional to the severity of the deviation from the norm and the total period. For
example, driving too fast was possible on straight road segments only. A score was
determined for each sampling instant (approximately 10 Hz) that the participant
drove on a straight road segment. This score was 0 when the participant drove
slower than a lower limit (equaling the speed limit of that road segment plus 5 %), 1
when the participant drove faster than an upper limit (30 % above the speed limit of
that road segment), and between 0 and 1 when the speed was between the lower and
upper limit. The score for driving too fast was calculated by averaging the score
across all sampling instants.

After completing the simulator test, participants were shown their error scores on
a computer outside the simulator. These scores were aggregated into various cat-
egories (safety, driving skill, risk avoidance, eco-friendly driving, vehicle control,

Table 1 (continued)

Item Description of environment

11 Straight ahead (290 m, speed limit 50 km/h), passing a stationary bus on the opposite
side of the road. A pedestrian standing beside the bus intends to cross the road, but
pulls back

12 Turn left at an intersection without authorized priority. An approaching scooter drives
straight ahead, having right of way

13 Straight ahead (285 m, speed limit 50 km/h)

14 Turn left at a traffic-light-controlled intersection. An approaching scooter turns right,
that is, left from the participant’s perspective
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speeding, traffic rules) and shown on a scale from 0 (poor) to 10 (good).
A corresponding textual explanation was shown as well.

Measures Based on Driving Performance in the Simulator. For each com-
pleted road segment per participant, the simulator logged a number of variables,
including start and end times, mean speed, standard deviation of speed, throttle
position, lateral lane position, and maximum brake position. Using these segment
variables, the following measures were estimated per drive: (1) mean speed (km/h),
(2) maximum speed (km/h), (3) standard deviation of speed (km/h); a low value
means that the participant drove at a constant speed, whereas a high value means
that the participant drove with high fluctuations in speed, (4) standard deviation of
lateral position (m); A low value means that the participant drove the segments at a
constant distance to the center of the lane, and a high value means that the par-
ticipant showed large fluctuations in lateral position, (5) standard deviation of
throttle position (0–1); a low value means that the participant held the gas pedal in a
constant position, whereas a high value means that the participant showed large
fluctuations in pedal position, such as regularly providing full throttle and then
releasing, and (6) maximum brake position (0–1); a high value means that the
participant pressed the brake deeply during the drive, for example in response to a
critical event, whereas a low value means that the participant did not brake hard
during the drive.

The mean speed, standard deviation of speed, standard deviation of lateral
position, and standard deviation of throttle position were calculated using the
completion time of the road segment as a weighting factor. Maximum speed and
maximum brake position were calculated using the recorded maximum of the road
segments per drive. These performance measures were not shown to the
participants.

Questionnaire Results. After completing the simulator test and observing their
error scores, participants could fill in a single-page electronic questionnaire on a
computer with touch screen. The heading of the questionnaire stated that the col-
lected data would be used by the Delft University of Technology and treated as
confidential. The questionnaire consisted of the following items (translated from
Dutch): (1) Gender (possible answers: male or female), (2) How many years do you
have your driving license? (any number could be typed in), (3) How many kilo-
meters do you drive per year? (any number could be typed in), (4) Have you ever
caused damage? (possible answers: yes or no). The questionnaire also included the
following statements: (5) The driving simulator is a good alternative to a driving
lesson on the road (Alternative), (6) My driving style corresponds to the driving
style provided by the test (Agreement), (7) The next time I get into a car I will pay
more attention to my driving style (Attention), (8) I suffered from car sickness
(Sickness). Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with
each of these statements, using a five-point Likert scale with anchors at 1 (disagree)
and 5 (agree). The questionnaire was completed by pressing the ‘Submit
Questionnaire’ button.

It was decided to omit Question 4 from the analyses, because it asked whether
the participant had ever caused a crash. Drivers who have their license for a longer
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period (Question 2) reported a higher number of crashes, giving the false impres-
sion that these drivers were less safe than younger drivers were. A positive cor-
relation between crashes and years of licensure is self-evident because the longer
you have been a driver, the greater the chance of ever having caused an accident.

2.4 Statistical Analyses

Descriptive statistics were calculated, and a Pearson correlation matrix amongst the
simulator measures and questionnaire responses was constructed. The number of
years of licensure and annual mileage were converted to ranks.

3 Results

Eight hundred and twenty-six participants (747 men, 79 women) completed the
simulator test and 650 of them (598 men, 52 women) completed all items of the
questionnaire, a response rate of 79 % (80 % for men, 66 % for women). Due to a
data storage error, no questionnaire data were available from the second day of the
motor show. Because 46 of the 826 participants completed the test on the second
day of the 12-day motor show, the true response rate was therefore estimated at
83 % (i.e., 100 % * 650/(826 − 46) = 83 %).

Because the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix among the 36 error scores
indicated strong unidimensionality (the first three eigenvalues were 9.84, 2.52, and
1.96, respectively), the 36 z-transformed scores were reduced into one total risk
score using the item-total correlations as weights. The total risk score therefore
represents a weighted average of all recorded errors. High item-total correlations for
speed-related errors confirmed that the total risk score is a measure of driving style
rather than driving skill.

Table 2 shows the means, standard deviations, and correlations of the obtained
data. Participants who had their license for a larger number of years had lower risk
scores and lower speeds in the simulator. The correlation between maximum speed
and years of licensure was −0.33 (variable 2 and 10), and the correlation between
mean speed and years of licensure was −0.30 (variable 2 and 9) as Fig. 1 illustrates.

Participants with a lower total risk score as well as participants with more years
of licensure were more likely to agree that their error scores corresponded with their
actual driving style (higher Agreement score). The corresponding correlations were
−0.20 (variable 5 and 8) and 0.12 (variable 2 and 5), respectively.

Women and experienced drivers (both in terms of years of licensure and annual
km) reported higher ratings of simulator sickness than males and inexperienced
drivers. The relationship between years of licensure and simulator sickness is
illustrated in Fig. 2 (r = 0.31; variable 2 and 7). Sixty-five percent of the partici-
pants disagreed (i.e., score = 1) with the statement ‘I suffered from car sickness’,
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Table 2 Means, standard deviations, and correlations of the dependent variables (N = 650)

Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1. Gender (1 = man, 2 = woman)

2. Licensure (years)

3. Annual km

4. Alternative (1 = disagree, 5 = agree)

5. Agreement (1 = disagree, 5 = agree)

6. Attention (1 = disagree, 5 = agree)

7. Sickness (1 = disagree, 5 = agree)

8. Total risk score

9. Mean speed (km/h)

10. Maximum speed (km/h)

11. SD speed (km/h) 

12. SD lateral position (m) 

13. SD throttle (0 – 1) 

14. Maximum brake (0 – 1)

1.08 0.27

12.6 12.7 –0.08

24,709 27,129 0.22 0.46

3.20 1.33 0.10 0.11 0.06

2.83 1.37 0.03 0.12 0.05 0.21

2.64 1.33 0.02 0.12 0.12 0.23 0.09

1.90 1.36 0.09 0.31 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.07

0 1 0.06 0.25 0.04 0.09 0.20 0.00 0.11

30.89 7.17 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.15 0.10 0.01 0.06 0.66

64.23 17.12 0.04 0.33 0.08 0.13 0.19 0.01 0.07 0.88 0.81

11.35 3.19 0.06 0.27 0.09 0.09 0.19 0.00 0.09 0.83 0.57 0.84

0.19 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.08 0.57 0.28 0.46 0.40

0.14 0.06 0.04 0.30 0.11 0.06 0.20 0.05 0.11 0.82 0.52 0.80 0.82 0.41

0.41 0.17 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.30 0.28 0.33 0.37 0.01 0.39

–

–

–

–

– –

–

–

–

–

–

–

– –

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

––

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Note p < 0.05 for |r| ≥ 0.08, p < 0.001 for |r| ≥ 0.13. Variables 8–14 are averaged over the three
drives. The widths of the bars linearly correspond to the correlation coefficient

Fig. 1 Maximum and mean speed (averaged over the three drives) as a function of licensure. The
participants (N = 650) were sorted on years of licensure in 10 groups of approximately equal size.
The horizontal axis shows the mean years of licensure and the vertical axis shows the averaged
speed per group. The vertical lines are 95 % confidence intervals

Fig. 2 Simulator sickness score (1 = disagree, 5 = agree) as a function of licensure. The
participants (N = 650) were sorted on years of licensure in 10 groups of approximately equal size.
The horizontal axis shows the mean years of licensure and the vertical axis shows the averaged
sickness score per group. The vertical lines are 95 % confidence intervals
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whereas 6 % agreed (i.e., score = 5). Of those who agreed, 18 % were female,
while among those who disagreed, only 7 % were female. The simulator records
revealed that there were 15 persons (13 men, 2 women) who did not complete the
driving style test, for undocumented reasons. Three of them filled in the ques-
tionnaire, and all three disagreed with the statement ‘I suffered from car sickness’
(score = 1). This finding suggests that, for these participants, simulator sickness
was not the cause of dropout.

4 Discussion

This study investigated how years of licensure and yearly mileage relate to driving
style as measured with a short simulator-based test. The results showed that drivers
who had their driving license for a longer period (thus generally also older drivers)
drove more slowly and with a less risky driving style. This correlation is consistent
with on-road driving data showing that young drivers are more likely to engage in
risky behaviors than older drivers [7]. This study adds to a body of evidence
showing that simulators are able to measure a person’s driving style in a valid
manner. For example, it has been found that age [32], self-reported driving style
[33], and self-reported violations [5] are predictive of driving speeds in a simulator.

The use of portable simulators at a motor show allowed us to obtain a large
sample size (and see [34], who tested 624 people in a simulator using a similar
approach). Although our sample size was large, the present sample is not repre-
sentative of the driving population, because the participants were motor show
visitors; males were highly overrepresented. The unusual sample may also explain
why no statistically significant gender differences in driving behavior were
observed (Table 2), whereas large gender differences have been observed among
learner drivers during simulation-based driver training [35]. It requires further
research to investigate whether the present results are generalizable to other driving
populations.

With a drive time of 6.5 min per participant, the driving style test was of short
duration. According to McGehee et al. [36], experienced drivers need at least 6 min
to get used to a simulator and learn how to steer the virtual car stably. A longer test
is not necessarily desirable, however. Allen et al. [22] showed that the participants’
(N = 488) first simulator drive was predictive of future on-road crashes; subsequent
drives had no significant predictive value. A possible explanation for this finding is
that individual differences in driving style may be more valid during the first
simulator encounter, because the situation is new for participants and mental
workload is high. In long drives, drivers may have adapted to the simulator
experience, and make few errors and experience low mental workload.

It is unknown which psychological mechanisms may have caused the negative
correlation between years of licensure and driving speed. Possibly, young drivers
were more inclined to try out the simulator and drive as fast as possible. Another
possible explanation is that the driving test provided a measure of confidence with
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computers (rather than actual information on how a participant drives in real traffic),
and see [37–40] for the effect of age and experience on driving performance in a
simulator. The motor show was not a quiet testing environment, and possibly this
contributed to increased workload and distraction. It remains to be investigated how
drivers would drive in a simulator-based test in a formal context, such as the
hypothetical situation where a simulator test is part of the driver’s license test. Most
likely, drivers would then be more inclined to adhere to traffic rules, and driver
behavior would be more homogenous.

People with a higher total risk score were less likely to agree with their error
scores. Possibly, the simulator gave a too strict assessment for some drivers, and
these drivers were therefore correct in disagreeing with their scores. On the other
hand, these results may be interpreted in light of the fact that most drivers believe
themselves to be better than the average driver [41]. Our study also found that the
longer license-holders tended to agree more with their error scores. This may be a
direct consequence of the fact that the error scores were better for the longer
license-holders. This finding is also in line with work by Finn and Bragg [42] who
showed that young drivers (incorrectly) perceived their chances of being involved
in an accident as lower than those of their peers and older males, whereas older
drivers (correctly) indicated that their chances of having an accident were com-
parable to those of their peers and less than those of young male drivers. The
present results may point to a problem in teaching people how to drive safely,
namely that those drivers who adopt the most deviant driving styles are the least
willing to agree that they drive badly.

An important advantage of simulator-based testing as compared to on-road
testing is the possibility to present identical scenarios to all individuals. However,
car driving is a self-paced and it is crucial to assess voluntary aspects such as
speeding and decision-making, for example regarding route choice. This raises the
question of how to find a satisfactory balance between standardization and vol-
untariness of the driving task. In the present driving test, the simulator did not
intervene if a participant did not follow the route instructions. If the participant
drove in the wrong direction, he or she could continue driving but missed the
remainder of the pre-programmed scenarios. A commonly used option is to let a
simulator intervene automatically and put the car back on track with zero speed.
Both aspects have disadvantages; in the first, not all participants encounter the same
scenarios; in the second, the participant is interrupted and important performance
measures, such as the mean speed, are distorted. A possible answer to this dilemma
may be to use scripts, so that virtual agents adapt their behavior to the participant
[43]. For example, if a driver makes a wrong turn, the situation can adapt so that the
driver will still encounter the planned events without the need to stop and reset the
vehicle [44].

The results showed that women were more susceptible to simulator sickness than
men were (see also [45, 46]). The results also showed that driving experience
correlated with simulator sickness and that sickness ratings systematically increased
with years of licensure (Fig. 2). This systematic increase suggests that besides
experience, age also contributes to motion sickness (see [47], for review on the
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effects of experience and age). Simulators are widely used for young driver training
[48], and although simulators are not yet used for formal driving examination, this
may be a logical next step. However, the present findings point to some reservations
in this regard, because elevated incidences of simulator sickness should be antici-
pated when testing experienced (older) drivers. Severson et al. [49] proposed an
interesting solution to simulator sickness in a test using a PC-based simulator with a
relatively simple monitor, steering wheel, and pedals. The simulation offered an
abstract visual environment in which participants had to make go/no-go decisions
when approaching opening and closing gates. Severson et al.’s test was able to
distinguish between healthy older drivers and older drivers with a brain disease, and
there was no reported incidence of simulator sickness. Other studies have also
shown that driver training and assessment can be effective with PC-based systems
[25, 31].

Driving is a primary mode of transport, and driving privileges and independent
mobility are critically important for most people. The introduction of new
driver-testing tools is likely to meet with great skepticism and simulators will
probably be accepted only when they can be shown to yield valid results. This study
showed that years of licensure substantially correlates with driving speed and a total
risk score in the simulator. This result corresponds to on-road-data showing that
young drivers are more likely to be involved in speed-related crashes than older
drivers (e.g., [7]) and to research showing that young drivers report more violations
and higher sensation seeking scores than older drivers [50, 51]. However, this study
provided just a first step in studying the potential usefulness of simulators for driver
testing. More research will be required with alternative safety criteria, with other
populations, and in other testing contexts (e.g., driver testing center instead of a
motor show). Furthermore, this study highlighted challenges that must be antici-
pated when developing future simulator-based tests, namely issues of standard-
ization and simulator sickness.
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The Usefulness of Augmenting Reality
on Vehicle Head-up Display

Kyongho Kim and Yoonsook Hwang

Abstract Driving task requires cognitive processes to sense traffic environment,
understand context and situation, and decide how to control vehicle. This cognitive
workload is mainly caused by processing visual information acquired while driving.
This visual cognitive workload is one of the key factors for driving safety with
visual distraction. To reduce these visual workload and distraction, augmented
reality technology is applied to head-up display (AR-HUD). However, AR-HUD
can confuse driver by overlaying graphical object onto real traffic object, degrade
driver performance, and as a result increase risk of accidence. To confirm whether
the AR-HUD is useful enhancing driving safety or not, we conducted experiments
on driver’s cognitive response behavior under daytime and nighttime conditions. In
this paper, we describe the AR-HUD system we have been developing and
experiments and results.

Keywords Augmented reality � Head up display � Usefulness

1 Introduction

Motor vehicle accidents result usually from a complex interaction between the
driver, vehicle and environmental factors. Analyses of traffic accidents indicate that
human factors are a sole or a contributory factor in approximately 90 % of road
traffic accidents [1, 2].

Driving task requires cognitive processes to sense traffic environment, under-
stand context and situation, and decide how to control vehicle. This cognitive
workload is mainly caused by processing visual information acquired while driving.
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This visual cognitive workload is one of the key factors for driving safety with
visual distraction.

To decrease drivers’ visual distraction head-up display (HUD) technology has
been developed and launched in a lot of commercial vehicles. It was reported that
the usage of HUD reduces drivers’ distractions and improves driving safety, and is
estimated to contribute lower vehicle crashes up to 25 % [3]. And the drivers had a
faster response and they were more consistently controlled speed when using a
HUD compared with a head-down display (HDD) [4].

To reduce visual cognitive workload in addition to visual distraction, augmented
reality technology is applied to head-up display (AR-HUD). The augmented reality
can enhance the traffic situation awareness of road vehicles, pedestrians, obstacles,
and route [5]. One study proposed AR-HUD system providing all of the detected
vehicles and pedestrians information to drivers through a transparent display
installed in front of the driver, fitting to the drivers’ view [6].

We developed AR-HUD system and conducted experiments on driver’s cog-
nitive response behavior under daytime and nighttime conditions to confirm whe-
ther the AR-HUD is useful enhancing driving safety or not.

2 AR-HUD System

We developed AR-HUD system and it is composed of four S/W modules: Object
detection module, Situation awareness module, Presentation module, and
Registration module (Fig. 1).

2.1 Object Detection Module

Driving tasks start from detecting various kinds of road objects such as nearby
vehicles, pedestrians, traffic sign, traffic signal, lane, and so on. Equipped with
sensors like RGB camera, IR camera, and radar this object detection module detects
and tracks road objects at various kinds of weather conditions like daytime,
nighttime, rainy day, and foggy day.

Recognition rate and processing time are important factors for this module. To
enhance recognition rate and reduce processing time we optimized image

Fig. 1 System architecture of the proposed AR-HUD system
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processing and feature detection algorithms, and classification algorithm such as
Hough transform, HoG, and SVM. Utilizing GPU-based parallel processing and
thread programming we could reduce processing time more.

2.2 Situation Awareness Module

All of the road objects detected by the object detection module should not be
provided to driver because it can confuse driver by overlaying graphical object onto
real traffic object, degrade driver performance, and as a result increase risk of
accidence. So we have to aware driving situation by extracting meaningful context
from the detected objects.

One of the meaningful situations is collision risk. This module computes
time-to-collision (TTC) using location, velocity, acceleration, distance, and
movement of road objects such as vehicle and pedestrian and ego-vehicle.

For collision risk warning strategy we referenced the international guidelines and
regulations of NHTSA and EuroNCAP.

As another meaningful driving situation we identified the current driving lane. If
we know which lane on I am driving now the more advanced navigation service can
be made such as “make two lane changes to the left to turn left safely at the front
intersection”.

The advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) data can also be integrated to
this module to enhance situation awareness. We incorporated the blind spot
detection (BSD) data to navigation with current driving lane awareness function. By
doing this, the more advanced lane change assistance service such as “make one
lane changes to the left attentively to the left side vehicle” could be possible.

2.3 Presentation Module

Meaningful situations extracted from the situation awareness module are presented
as graphics to HUD. The graphical components such as shape, color, brightness,
and blink should be designed deliberately considering driving safety. It should be
designed to be noticeable enough but not to take excessive cognitive attention.

We designed graphic objects and icons for several meaningful situations such as
collision risk to vehicle or pedestrians, lane departure warning, lane curve warning,
and lane change assistance (Table 1).
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2.4 Registration Module

The shape and size of graphic objects generated from the presentation module are
based on the objects detected from the object detection module. These objects are
extracted from different images captured from various kinds of sensors like RGB
camera, IR camera, or Radar.

Because the installation position of these sensors in vehicle and the sensor
parameters differ from each other, the image coordinates are also different from
each other. To present the graphic objects for driving situation fitted to driver’s
view, the image coordinate systems have to be transformed to the driver’s view
coordinate system and this process is called registration. We performed registration
by extracting features from both sensor image and driver’s view image, and
matching those corresponding features to extract conjugate points, and then
applying homographic projective transformation (Fig. 2).

Table 1 Graphic objects and icons to present several meaningful driving situations

Visual information
Situation Danger Warning Safe Icons
Vehicle
collision

Pedestrian
collision

Lane departure

Lane curve

Lane change

Fig. 2 Registration process between camera sensor image (left) and drive’s view image (right).
Dots in both images show conjugate points and lines show transformation
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2.5 AR Services on HUD

Through these four S/W modules, we implemented augmented reality services
based on HUD. Those services are forward collision warning to vehicle and
pedestrian, lane departure warning, lane curve warning, and lane change assistance.
Figure 3 shows some examples of these AR-HUD services.

These services are expected to enhance driving safety and convenience.
However, to verify whether it is true or not, we conducted experiments on driver’s
cognitive response behavior under daytime and nighttime conditions.

3 Experiment

3.1 Normal Visibility Condition

We had experimental study to ensure the effects of AR-HUD system on the risk per-
ception behaviors of the drivers in the normal visibility condition (e.g. at daytime) [7].

The 31 drivers participated in this study, and we used a between-subject design.
The participants were randomly assigned into the AR-HUD system usage condition
and the control condition. We used the ANOVA to analyze the difference in risk
perception behaviors between drivers for both conditions.

As a result, the response time of participants to risk events was a little fast, and
the missing rate of risk events was fewer under AR-HUD condition than control
condition. However, these differences were not statistically significant.

3.2 Low Visibility Condition

We also conducted experiment to confirm the effects of an AR-HUD system on the
cognitive response behavior of the drivers under the low visibility weather condi-
tions (e.g. at night, in rain).

Fig. 3 Augmented reality services on HUD. This shows lane departure warning service, lane
curve warning service, and lane change assistance service respectively from the left. These images
are captured from our AR-HUD system by placing camera at the position of driver seat
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The 35 male drivers participated in this experimental study. They participated in
both in-vehicle AR-HUD system usage condition and control condition
(within-subject design). Data for 4 drivers were excluded from the final analysis
because they had fewer numbers of responses less than 50 % of the total experi-
mental response. As a result, data of 31 drivers were used in the final analysis. The
average age of the participants was 38.03 years (SD = 8.53, range: 25–29 age), and
the average driving experience was 14.03 years (SD = 8.45, range: 2–33 years).

The experimental scenario was designed that drivers to response to the dynamic
objects such as preceding vehicle and pedestrian under the low visibility conditions
(night, rain, and fog). However, the preceding vehicle stimulus under the fog
condition was not included in this study because of the safety reason, therefore, the
number of experimental stimuli was totally 10. The arrangement of experimental
stimulus is as follows:

a pedestrian at night (control condition) → a pedestrian in rain (AR-HUD condition) → a
preceding vehicle at night (AR-HUD condition) → a pedestrian in fog (control condi-
tion) → a preceding vehicle in rain (AR-HUD condition) → a preceding vehicle at night
(control condition) → a pedestrian in rain (control condition) → a pedestrian at night
(AR-HUD condition) → a preceding vehicle in rain (control condition) → a pedestrian in
fog (AR-HUD condition).

We conducted this experiment in the indoor test-bed. It includes a 180-in. screen,
a beam projector, a HUD device, a windshield, and a PC collecting the driver’s
response data and operating the simulation S/W (Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows examples
of stimulus for control condition and AR-HUD condition used in this experiment.

We collected the response time of the participants to the preceding vehicles and
the pedestrians for both conditions.

We used ANOVA to confirm the difference of the cognitive response behavior
between the AR-HUD condition and the control condition. As a results, there was a
statistically significant difference in response time to the dynamic objects between the
AR-HUD condition (2.00 s) and the control condition (2.88 s; t = 5.92, p < 0.001).

Fig. 4 The configuration of indoor test-bed
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In addition, the missing rate of the dynamic objects was less under the AR-HUD
condition (11.11 %) than the control condition (27.60 %; t = 5.76, p < 0.001).

4 Conclusion

In this study, we developed AR-HUD system expecting that it will reduce driver’s
visual workload and distraction and finally enhance driving safety. To confirm
whether the AR-HUD is useful enhancing driving safety or not, we conducted
experiments on driver’s cognitive response behavior under daytime and nighttime
conditions. As a result, we found that AR-HUD is useful to have driver to response
to the traffic situation faster and aware more of the driving situation. As a future
work, we are planning to verity the usefulness of AR-HUD in real road situation for
various kinds of weather and traffic conditions.
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Cognitive Constructs and Psychomotor
Tracking

Rebecca Fosha, Lisa Durrance Blalock and Steven Kass

Abstract Psychomotor assessment tasks have been shown to be predictive of
individual performance in aviation training. Predictive relationships have also been
shown between performance in training and cognitive measures such as intelli-
gence, processing speed, and spatial reasoning. The present study seeks to better
understand the relationships between basic cognitive measures and a modern
psychomotor tracking task. Participants completed a matrix reasoning task, a
working memory capacity (WMC) span task, two reaction time tasks and a mul-
tiphase psychomotor tracking task. Only processing speed measures were correlated
with psychomotor tracking tasks. Results support using psychomotor tracking tasks
as a selection tool in addition to aptitude testing.

Keywords Psychomotor � Working memory � Processing speed � Fluid intelli-
gence � Pilot selection

1 Introduction

A psychomotor task is one that involves a measurable muscular or motor activity
paired with a perceptual or cognitive stimulus. The type of motor activity measured
can vary from response speed in a simple tapping task to more complex tasks such
as motor coordination while using a control stick and foot pedals to maneuver a
vehicle [1, 2]. These tasks afford measurement of perceptual motor coordination
and speed of discriminative reactions among a number of other measures that
cannot be captured by a pencil and paper test. Thus, psychomotor tasks are used in
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addition to aptitude testing in personnel selection for a number of professions
including military aviation activities [3–5].

Early research in psychomotor performance utilized very simple mechanical
apparatus tests. The psychomotor tasks currently in use for personnel assessment
and selection are computer based cognitive and motor tasks that integrate perceptual
stimuli with motor output. These more complex psychomotor tasks have shown
good validity in personnel selection and training performance, adding predictive
power of assessment tests beyond what is predicted by aptitude testing alone [1, 6–
9]. Within the field of aviation, research has focused on the predictive power of
psychomotor tasks for performance in military flight training [5, 8, 10, 11].
However, while research has focused on how psychomotor tasks predict perfor-
mance, little research has examined the relationship between basic cognitive con-
structs and complex psychomotor performance. The present study seeks to examine
the relationship between several simple measures of cognitive ability (processing
speed, working memory capacity (WMC), and general fluid intelligence) and a
modern computerized psychomotor task currently in use as a pilot selection tool.

2 Cognitive Constructs in Psychomotor Tasks

A literature review of psychomotor research implicates several cognitive constructs
that may contribute to performance on psychomotor tasks. In addition, these con-
structs are known to be important to performance in complex vocations such as
military aviation. The current review will focus on three key cognitive constructs
that have been examined in the literature: processing speed, WMC, and general
fluid intelligence.

2.1 Processing Speed

Processing speed is the speed in which an individual can make a predetermined
response to a fairly simple stimulus [1, 6]. Processing speed is an important
component to both psychomotor task performance and pilot training performance.
In early psychomotor research, for example, Fleishman [1] consistently showed
processing speed was a separate factor contributing to performance on psychomotor
tasks, particularly when reaction time tasks were relatively simple [1, 2, 12, 13]. In
addition, Fleishman [14, 15] found performance on reaction time tasks remained
relatively stable with practice, indicating that it is a good measure of individual
differences in ability.

Building on Fleishman’s work, Ree and Carretta [9] looked for connections
between cognitive function and psychomotor performance when they compared an
established general aptitude test known as the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB), and a recently implemented psychomotor test battery known as
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the Air Force Basic Aptitude Test (BAT). In one of the few studies directly
comparing aptitude measures of general intelligence to psychomotor performance,
they found a measure of reaction time to digit cancellation was more highly cor-
related with scores on the ASVAB than any tracking performance parameters
measured. In a confirmatory factor analysis, they also found that reaction time
showed the highest loading on a measure of intelligence referred to as g. Their
results indicated that reaction time is a key component of performance on aptitude
batteries even though pen and paper tests to not directly measure reaction time.
Similarly, King et al. [16] found a modest correlation between training performance
measures in USAF pilot trainees and simple reaction time tasks responding to visual
and auditory signals. Much like the pilot training studied by King, psychomotor
tasks such as the task involved in the present study require relatively quick reactions
to score well, so it stands to reason that reaction time may be a key component of
performance on these tasks.

Research indicates that the type of reaction time task used to study processing
speed matters. Multiple studies have shown that performance on reaction time tasks
that require higher-level executive functions, such as visual search, is susceptible to
practice effects [6, 17]. Conway, Cowan, Bunting, Therriault, and Minkoff [18]
suggested that visual search tasks require a representation to be maintained in short
term memory and therefore draw on WMC to some degree. In addition, visual
search can be seen as a skill, subject to learning [19]. Thus, this study relied on very
simple reaction time tasks in an effort to identify reaction time as a separate con-
struct from WMC.

2.2 Working Memory Capacity

WMC is described as a quantity of information kept in conscious awareness and
important for problem solving and execution of complex tasks. This construct has
been linked to performance on psychomotor tasks and pilot training performance.
Chaiken et al. [6] examined the role of WMC in psychomotor performance using
three WMC tasks: a spatial WMC task, a variation of a running span task, and
verbal WM involving ordered word recall. They compared performance on these
tasks to several different psychomotor test batteries; their confirmatory factor
analysis yielded evidence for a single general psychomotor ability in contrast to
Fleishman’s earlier work [33]. They found working memory was highly correlated
to a general cognitive ability, which was in turn highly correlated with the general
psychomotor factor. They surmised this connection stems from the importance of
WMC to a general intelligence known as g, and therefore WMC is a large com-
ponent of psychomotor performance [6, 20].

The relationship between WMC and psychomotor performance may be influ-
enced by an ability to deal with task complexity and novelty: simultaneous action of
two limbs may require participants to apply two or more rules (complexity) and
interpret novel movement of the target. Indeed, skill acquisition on new tasks has
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been related to cognitive resource availability [6]. This conclusion is also supported
by King et al. [16] who showed moderate correlations between measures of
memory, attention, and pilot training performance. In an effort to understand the
contribution of WMC to psychomotor task performance independent of reaction
time and fluid intelligence, we chose the Automated Operations Span (OSPAN)
task, as it is well validated and has been shown to only measure WMC [21].

2.3 Fluid Intelligence

Fluid intelligence is commonly understood to be reasoning and problem solving
abilities, and can be contrasted with crystallized intelligence, which is comprised
largely of previously acquired knowledge such as word knowledge, arithmetic
reasoning, and paragraph comprehension [22]. It is not surprising that a large body
of research has linked measures of intelligence to performance in military aviation;
general aptitude testing has been the main measure used in personnel selection for
this profession [13, 16, 23, 24]. Modern multiple-aptitude selection test batteries
such as the ASVAB and very similar Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT)
mostly measure a general intelligence known as g (comprised of both crystalized
and fluid intelligence); the specific aptitudes that comprise these two batteries can
be considered subsets of g, and add little if any contribution to its validity [25, 26].
Despite the important contribution psychomotor tests make to selection and their
parallel assessment value (e.g., [16]), few studies have attempted to investigate the
relationships between psychomotor tests and g and what little research has been
done has heavily emphasized crystalized intelligence.

For example, Ree and Carretta [9] examined general cognitive ability assessed
through the ASVAB and psychomotor performance on the BAT and showed a
significant correlation between ASVAB scores (g) and BAT psychomotor tasks,
including a two-hand coordination task very similar to the psychomotor task in the
current study. Their factor analysis indicated performance on psychomotor tests was
a higher order measure of g, along with scores on paper and pencil cognitive tests
(also see [6, 27]). The specific aptitude tests they relied upon combined to measure g,
but those tests relied heavily on the crystallized intelligence component of g.

King et al. [16] studied cognitive abilities with more influence from fluid
intelligence such as attention/mental control, memory, reasoning/calculation, spatial
processing and reaction time. While many of their reasoning tasks were heavily
reliant on mathematics and other forms of crystallized intelligence, they also studied
an object match task that attempted to measure abstraction and conceptual flexi-
bility, which are less reliant on crystallized intelligence. This task showed only
modest correlation with pilot training performance.

Research bears out a connection between WMC, fluid intelligence and a broader
g; there is an ongoing debate as to the strength and nature of this relationship (see
[28]). A meta-analysis shows that while WMC, fluid intelligence, and to a lesser
extent processing speed share some variance, the relationship is not strong enough
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to conclude WMC and fluid intelligence are isomorphic abilities [28]. Therefore for
this study, fluid intelligence was assumed to be measureable, relatively distinct from
WMC, and was assessed using a matrix reasoning task very similar to well
established fluid intelligence assessment tools, which draws on reasoning abilities
but not on a capacity to maintain images or characters in memory as the OSPAN
task does.

2.4 Current Study

The goal of this study was to understand how three cognitive constructs (processing
speed as measured by simple and choice reaction time, WMC as measured by
OSPAN, and fluid intelligence as measured by matrix reasoning) contribute to
performance on a modern psychomotor task currently in use by the military for pilot
selection. Our interest was in choosing simple and well validated measurements of
each cognitive construct in order to obtain a clear picture of the contributions of
each construct, keeping in mind that previous research has shown that there may be
some overlap between these three cognitive abilities even in a very simple form. We
then compared performance on these basic cognitive tasks with performance on a
complex aviation selection test battery that has a heavy psychomotor component.

Given the varying influence and collective importance of processing speed,
WMC fluid intelligence and psychomotor tracking to predicting pilot performance
in training, we expect to find relationships between all measures and performance
on the computer based psychomotor tracking tasks examined. If that is the case,
consistently high correlations across the tests administered in this study will provide
further support for the hypothesis that processing speed, fluid intelligence and
WMC are important contributors to performance on psychomotor tracking tasks.
On the other hand, if correlations of one or more of the cognitive constructs with
psychomotor tasks are not significant, there may be more to understand about how
and why psychomotor tasks lead to better performance in subsequent training.

3 Method

3.1 Participants

The study participants were university undergraduate students (N = 69, 16 males,
53 females) enrolled in psychology courses. The mean age of the sample was
22.96 years (SD = 6.22) with a range from 18 to 46. The participants were
recruited through a research pool allowing extra credit points in psychology courses
for participation in the study. Data for six participants were excluded due to soft-
ware application errors that prevented completion of the psychomotor tracking test
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battery, resulting in 63 total participants. Each participant completed five cognitive
tasks, the order of which was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin
square. The tasks were a simple reaction time (simple RT) task, a choice reaction
time (choice RT) task, an operation span task (OSPAN), a matrix reasoning task
(matrix), and a psychomotor test battery.

3.2 Materials

Apparatus. The apparatus was a Dell Inspiron desktop computer with Intel
2.9 GHz processor, 15 in. CRT display at 1280 × 1024 resolution, and a Saitek
X52 Pro Hands on Throttle and Stick (HOTAS) Flight controller. Reaction time,
OSPAN, and psychomotor tasks were conducted using part or all of the apparatus.
The matrix reasoning task was conducted with pencil and paper.

Reaction Time Tasks. In the simple RT task, each participant was asked to
press a key on a keyboard when a green rectangle appeared on the screen. The
rectangle was preceded by a “+” that was on screen for 800 ms followed by an open
rectangle cue that appeared for 300, 600, 900 or 1200 ms prior to the target (ran-
domized order). The choice RT task was similar to the RT task except that the
stimulus was either a blue or green rectangle, and participants were asked to select a
blue key (the “f” key on a standard keyboard labeled with a blue sticker) when the
blue rectangle appeared or a green key (the “j” key on a standard keyboard labeled
with green sticker) when the green rectangle appeared. Both tasks began with a
short practice session of five target presentations. There were 60 trials for the simple
RT task, 15 of each condition. Mean latency for each participant was measured.
There were 120 trials of the choice RT task, 60 blue and 60 green with 15 of each
delay (300, 600, 900, 1200 ms) in each color presented in a random order; mean
latency and accuracy were measured.

Operation Span Task. An automated working memory operation span
(OSPAN) task [21] was used to test WMC. The participants were presented with a
simple mathematics equation with the solution represented by a question mark: 1/1–
1 = ? followed by a number and two selection choices: “true” or “false”. The
participant had to choose if the presented number was the solution (true) or not
(false). The participant was then presented with a letter. The trial phase varied from
three to seven problem/letter sets. At the conclusion of a set the participant was
asked to recall the letters in the set from a 3 × 4 grid of letters containing all of the
letters presented with distracters. A practice equation set (without letter recall)
determined the amount of time the equation screen was displayed. In the trial set if a
“true/false” selection was not made within the mean response time from the math
practice session plus 2.5 SD, the screen would automatically advance to the letter
screen and the equation was counted as an error. Otherwise a mouse click on
“true/false” advanced the screen to display a single letter for 800 ms. This practice
equation set was followed by a practice letter recall set with no time restrictions.
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The trial phase total math equation/letter recall set size was 75. The absolute
OSPAN score of the total number of perfectly recalled sets was used [21].

Matrix Reasoning. 16-item matrix reasoning test was used to assess fluid
intelligence. Each problem included eight objects presented in three rows and three
columns, with the bottom right item missing. Eight possible answer choices were
presented below the problem. The participant had to determine the relation among
the items in the problem and then select the item that best completed the pattern,
circling the correct answer on an answer sheet. Two practice problems were fol-
lowed by 16 scored test problems with a 10 min time limit. The percentage of
correct responses out of 16 was the measured score.

Psychomotor Tasks. This task had several components beginning with a spatial
map orientation task. The participant viewed a tracker map on the left side of the
screen showing an arrow that may point to any direction (north was always oriented
at the top of the screen). On the right side of the screen, there was a perspective
view that showed four squares (“parking lots”) for each cardinal direction. The
participant received an auditory cue directing them to select one of the four squares
on the right panel based on the orientation of the arrow on the left panel.

Participants then completed a dichotic listening task. Participants were presented
with a string of numbers and letters in each ear simultaneously and instructed to
respond to specific cues (e.g., click the trigger on the joystick for even numbers,
press a button on the throttle for odd numbers).

Following the dichotic listening task, participants completed a motor tracking
task involving multiple components. Participants were asked to position a crosshair
image over a target that moved vertically along the left side of the screen using the
throttle with the left hand (throttle tracking) and position a crosshair image over a
target that moved in two dimensions (up/down, left/right, and diagonally across the
screen) over the center and right side of the screen using the joystick with the right
hand (joystick tracking). In the most complex task, participants had to complete two
tracking tasks and the dichotic listening task together.

Finally, participants completed the two tracking tasks simultaneously with
emergency scenarios. In this task, participants were given instructions to resolve a
fire, engine or propeller emergency by adjusting fuel and power indicators. In the
trial phase, while conducting the vertical and aircraft tracking tasks, the participant
received an audio “warning” cue for an emergency scenario. The to-be-executed
procedure was cued by name at the bottom left portion of the screen. Upon
receiving the auditory cue, the participant was required to execute the remembered
procedure. If the actions were completed, the screen returned to normal. If the
actions were not completed within a specific amount of time, the screen background
changed to red and a warning appeared at the bottom of the screen indicating
systems operating under duress. With no action or incorrect action taken, the screen
would return to normal. This process repeated multiple times.

The psychomotor task software conducted a number of performance measure-
ments. The measurements we focused on were the average stick tracking and
throttle tracking scores across all tasks because our primary interest was in per-
formance on the psychomotor task. Each score was a combination of the time the
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crosshair was in proximity of the target for each control axis and the number of
redirects. A higher value would indicate that the participant was better able to track
the target. The dichotic listening measurement was the total correct responses across
tasks that involved dichotic listening. The spatial score used was the total correct
responses to the spatial map orientation task.

3.3 Procedure

Participants completed a consent form prior to beginning the study. The allotted
time for the study was 1.5 h, completion time varied due to participant latency in
several portions of the test including reading the instructions for the psychomotor
tasks. The order of tasks was pre-determined via a Latin square; the psychomotor
tasks were a single task in the Latin square with the components presented in order
(limitation of software program with a fixed order of presentation). Either one or
two participants conducted the study simultaneously. Two computer stations were
positioned facing away from each other and the participants conducted all tasks
with headphones on to reduce distraction. At the conclusion of the study the par-
ticipants received a debriefing form.

4 Results

4.1 Correlation Analyses

Descriptive statistics are contained in Table 1. A Pearson product-moment corre-
lation was conducted between the joystick tracking score and the throttle tracking
score to determine if the two measures were related. There was a significant positive
correlation between the two variables (r = 0.57, p < 0.01). Thus, the two scores
were averaged together and normalized for one overall psychomotor performance
score. Correlations were also conducted between the cognitive constructs in the
sample in order to determine if this sample displayed expected correlations found in
the literature (see Table 2). WMC and Matrix reasoning were moderately correlated
(r = 0.25, p < 0.05), as were simple and choice reaction time (r = 0.26, p < 0.05).
This is in line with prior research and will be discussed further in the general
discussion.

Bivariate correlations between cognitive constructs and scores on components of
the psychomotor test battery revealed some significant results in addition to the
expected relationships between cognitive measures. Simple and choice reaction
times were negatively correlated with the combined psychomotor tracking score
(rsimple = −0.30, rchoice = −0.26, p < 0.05) and dichotic listening (rsimple = −0.26,
rchoice = −0.26, p < 0.05). WMC was moderately correlated with spatial reasoning
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(r = 0.32, p < 0.01) (Table 2). Spatial reasoning was correlated with both dichotic
listening (r = −0.32, p < 0.05) and joystick and throttle tracking (r = 0.32,
p < 0.01).

4.2 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

A multiple linear regression was conducted to determine if simple reaction time,
choice reaction time, OSPAN, and matrix reasoning (independent variables) predict
psychomotor performance (dependent variable). All independent variables were
entered simultaneously. These variables did not significantly predict psychomotor

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for cognitive constructs and psychomotor scores

Mean SD Minimum Maximum

OSPAN 35.32 20.91 3.00 75.00

Matrix 0.54 0.17 0.12 0.94

Simple RT 344.97 150.25 246.65 1387.12

Choice RT 502.95 109.41 374.86 1127.78

Joystick 11.58 10.36 0.11 60.61

Throttle 31.31 15.75 1.76 94.92

Joystick/throttle combined 21.44 11.65 7.10 51.13

Dichotic listening 8.54 5.14 0.00 16.00

Spatial orientation 21.26 10.27 6.00 45.00

OSPAN = Total correct out of 75, Matrix = % correct out of 16, simple and choice RT = average
latency in milliseconds, joystick and throttle = composite score related to total # of redirects and
average distance of crosshair from target, joystick and throttle combined = average of joystick and
throttle scores, dichotic listening = total correct, spatial orientation = total correct out of 48

Table 2 Bivariate correlations between cognitive constructs and psychomotor battery scores
(N = 63)

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. OSPAN

2. Matrix 0.252*

3. Simple RT −0.149 0.168

4. Choice RT −0.202 −0.125 −0.264*

5. Spatial task 0.324** 0.211 −0.128 −0.081

6. Dichotic 0.227 0.219 −0.256* −0.262* 0.321*

7. Joystick/throttle 0.065 −0.040 −0.301* −0.260* 0.322** 0.198

*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
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performance, F(4, 58) = 2.15, p = 0.087, R2 = 0.13. None of the predictors sig-
nificantly contributed to psychomotor performance, though some did trend in the
expected direction (see Table 3).

4.3 General Discussion

We set out to learn more about the relationship between processing speed, WMC,
fluid intelligence and performance on a complex psychomotor tracking task with
the goal of understanding the basic cognitive constructs associated with psy-
chomotor tracking. We expected to find a relationship between all cognitive con-
structs and psychomotor tracking task. While we did find a significant relationship
between reaction time and psychomotor tracking, we did not find evidence of a
significant predictive model between any of the cognitive constructs and psy-
chomotor tracking.

While the overall hypothesis was not fully supported, the results did provide
converging evidence of the relationships between the cognitive constructs and
psychomotor performance. First, the demonstrated correlations between WMC and
fluid intelligence are highly consistent with prior research (see [28]). The rela-
tionship between WMC and the spatial component of the psychomotor tasks is also
supported by previous research (see [29]). This finding provides evidence that this
sample displayed common relationships among the studied traits, and reduces the
possibility that the variations specific to this sample produced abnormal results.
Additionally, correlations between reaction time and dichotic listening (thought to
be mediated by attentional control aspects of working memory) are also well
established in literature (see [30, 31]).

Finally, correlations between simple and choice reaction time and joystick and
throttle tracking tasks in this study support the importance of processing speed to
psychomotor tasks. Multiple studies have shown processing speed to be important
to both simple mechanical psychomotor tasks [1, 2, 6, 17] and modern computer
based psychomotor tasks [9, 32]. Aptitude tests such as the ASVAB rely largely on
declarative knowledge and crystallized intelligence and do not provide much
opportunity to assess processing speed independent of those factors. Psychomotor
tasks allow a measure of processing speed including physical reaction time that is

Table 3 Multiple linear
regression between cognitive
constructs and combined
joystick/throttle tracking score

B SE B β t p

OSPAN 0.00 0.00 −0.10 −0.05 0.938

Matrix −0.13 0.77 −0.22 −0.17 0.751

Simple RT 0.00 0.00 −0.25 −1.86 0.079

Choice RT 0.00 0.00 −0.20 −1.53 0.108
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completely independent of acquired knowledge. The results in this study suggest
that the reaction time response measured by psychomotor tasks may be an
important element to the predictive power of these tasks in training performance
[16, 32].

A recurring theme in psychomotor research is a psychomotor factor or psy-
chomotor equivalent to g, a factor comprised of several different characteristics and
a cognitive ability in its own right. Fleishman repeatedly extracted nine to eleven
factors related to basic abilities in early psychomotor tests [33]. In his early studies,
a separate and independent factor, which could not be broken into more basic
abilities, was deemed psychomotor coordination [2]. Wheeler and Ree [11] cited a
later Fleishman work dismissing the idea of a general psychomotor skill. However,
Wheeler and Ree found evidence for this skill in their study using linear models and
avoiding potential errors of rotated factors favored by Fleishman. They found a
psychomotor factor that was heavily influenced by a measure of reaction time, but
not by other specific psychomotor abilities. A general psychomotor factor with only
a small relationship to cognitive factors may underlie the importance of psy-
chomotor task measurement [6, 20]. The results of this study support a general
psychomotor factor in the absence of a relationship with cognitive measures.
Additionally, the results of this study in combination with previous research also
indicate that reaction time may be a key component of this ability.

5 Conclusion

In this study we set out to understand how three cognitive constructs (processing
speed as measured by simple and choice reaction time, WMC as measured by
OSPAN, and fluid intelligence as measured by matrix reasoning) contribute to
performance in a modern psychomotor task in use by the military for pilot selection.
The significant relationships found within measured cognitive constructs and
between one cognitive measure and psychomotor task measure were expected and
in keeping with well established understanding of cognitive abilities. Reaction time
was found to have a moderate negative correlation with the psychomotor tracking
task, supporting previous research indicating that reaction time is an important
aspect of psychomotor tasks. However, the multiple regression analysis showed that
none of the variables significantly predicted performance on the psychomotor
tracking task.

The emergence of a significant relationship between spatial reasoning, and
dichotic listening and joystick throttle tracking was not suspected in our initial
hypothesis, nor was this relationship a primary interest. This significant result may
be explained by the overlapping nature of cognitive abilities. It stands to reason that
manipulating an object in space such as Fleishman’s early tests [1] or positioning a
joystick and throttle to move a representation on a screen would draw on spatial
abilities, and this is demonstrated to some extent in the literature [20, 24].
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The absence of expected significant relationships between WMC, fluid intelli-
gence and the psychomotor task may be due to several factors. The prevailing trend
in psychomotor research is to draw from pools of individuals selected for aviation
training. It was hoped that a more diverse sample of the population would reduce
the effects of range restriction and produce more pronounced significant relation-
ships. Other studies also tend to be longer and more complex that the present study.
Despite that difference, participants in this study often noted the difficulty of this
study and in some cases demonstrated fatigue near the end of the 1.5 h. Although
we accounted for order effects in the Latin square design and screened for outlying
data greater than 2 SD (finding none that fell outside this range for more than one
task), this difference in motivation may have diversified performance on the tasks in
this study enough to stymie significant results with a small sample size. On the
other hand, this finding may support the presence of a general psychomotor factor
that is independent of the more well understood WMC and fluid intelligence. Some
studies conclude that psychomotor factors are largely the same as cognitive abilities
[27], while other research largely indicates that a psychomotor factor or ability has
only limited shared variance with cognitive abilities [6, 23], and therefore is an
important individual ability in its own right. In both cases cognitive skills were
most often measured by broad aptitude tests that included a great deal of declarative
knowledge in nearly every aspect of the test. The absence of a relationship between
the simple cognitive tasks employed in the present study and psychomotor tracking
supports the idea that there is a distinct difference between psychomotor skills and
both WMC and fluid intelligence, while processing speed may be an important
component of psychomotor skill.
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Fatigue Driving Influence Research
and Assessment

Gang Wu, Zhangwei Liu, Xiaodong Pan, Feng Chen, Meng Xu,
Deshan Feng and Zhiguang Xia

Abstract Identification of different driving fatigue levels is critical for driving
fatigue prediction and prevention, which will also promote the research and
application of related driving assistance system. Although the driver’s subjective
fatigue feeling can be directly obtained by questionnaires, it varies a lot among
different drivers and definition of unusual fatigue levels are sometimes arbitrarily
determined. In order to get a relatively objective driver fatigue evaluation criterion,
this study adopts a novel method which combines subjective fatigue level evalu-
ation method (KSS) with driver face state video recognition technology to assess
driver’s fatigue level. Based on the analysis results, a new model was used to obtain
the threshold value of driver fatigue levels, and the evaluation criteria of fatigue
levels were established based on driver face state video recognition technology.
And it is found that this method is more precise than that based on PERCLOS only.

Keywords Driver fatigue evaluation � Physiological features � Fatigue level

1 Introduction

The rapid progress of motorization has increased the number of severe
traffic-related casualties. Fatigue driving has become an important cause of the
traffic accidents. According to the accident investigation researches, nearly 60 % of
the drivers surveyed admit that they have driven while fatigued at least sometimes,
and nearly 2 % of them have been involved in fatigue related crashes [1, 2]. From
crash data analysis, it is found that 26 % of all fatal and injury crashes in Ontario
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are fatigue related [3]. Approximately 20 % of all traffic accidents are related to
fatigue driving in all over the world [4, 5]. However, potential risk factors of fatigue
driving are still not clear, and it is not enough attention on the nature of fatigue
driving and the accident influence of fatigue driving cause.

Summarized the existing related literature, which is mainly researched on the
driving fatigue cause and performance, driving fatigue monitoring index and the
prevention and treatment of driving fatigue. In the urban road driving fatigue
accidents mainly happened in the morning and evening rush hour, the cause of
which was considered as driving at night and lack of sleep [6]. Through recording
the trucker condition continuously in highway, due to the highway landscape is
monotonous and single operation in continuous the trucker appear easily fatigue
above 2 h and the level of driving fatigue divided into clear-headed, slight fatigue
and extreme fatigue [7, 8]. Meanwhile, it was discussed the relationship of eye
movement with fatigue and discover the PERCLOS effectiveness when it was as the
evaluation index of driving fatigue with average time closing eyes [9]. In laboratory
simulation driving environment the driver’s fatigue degree was defined by brain
wave and blink data [10]. In the prevention and treatment of driving fatigue, a
warning system was developed which will monitor the driver’s eyes using camera
and by developing an algorithm we can detect symptoms of driver fatigue early
enough to avoid accident [11]. Using the developed rear-view mirror with CCD
camera system insides and image processing system, the fatigue degree can be
analyzed by detect driver’s gaze direction and blinks [12]. How to analysis and
prevent driving fatigue from the mechanism of production and impact effect is the
matter of concern for researchers and the assessment of fatigue level is the fun-
dament of fatigue driving influence research and selecting effective evaluation
indexes and methods for accurate identification of driving fatigue.

This paper mainly confirms fatigue level according KSS asked subjective and
external observation, then analyzed the relationship of brain waves, eye movements
physiological characteristics and fatigue level. Using Rough Set Theory to integrate
many indexes information such as driving period, driving duration, mouth opening
state, blink frequency, aver-age time of eye closing and PERCLOS, and the level of
fatigue criterion is determined.

2 Fatigue Driving Simulation Experiment

2.1 Experimental Objective

The relationship of the characteristic indexes and fatigue level is studied during the
driving simulation experiment, and different fatigue state indexes threshold are
determined. Then driving fatigue degree of decision rule is calculated by
multi-source information data fusion.
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2.2 Experimental Design

Select Experimenter. The experimenters are selected mainly considering the dri-
ver’s gender and profession. In this experiment the number of effective experi-
menters are 31 whose age is between 21 and 48 and the average age is 29. The male
is 26, the female is 5. Professional drivers are 8, non-professional drivers are 23. All
drivers must be healthy, with a valid driver’s license, the driving experience is more
than two years, within one week before the trial no medication history, within 24 h
before the test is not allowed to drink coffee, wine or other functional drinks.

Fatigue Control. In order to make the drivers appear in the limited experimental
time driving fatigue state, two methods can be used to control the driver’s fatigue
before experiment, which is physiological trough method and sleep deprivation
method. This experiment mainly chooses security guards on duty at night.

Experiment Equipment and Layout. The experiment equipment is used such
as driving simulator (Driving Simulator 2011), brain wave instrument, three
computers, projector and two cameras. And driver security monitoring system and
human body reaction time test system (FD-HRT-A) must be ready for this exper-
iment. The equipment detailed arrangement and experiment field are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2.

Experimental Procedure.

(a) Arrange experiment field, debug equipment and choose the driving scene of
driving simulator 2011;

(b) Recording the basic information of experiment which include date, weather
and indoor temperature;

(c) Driver wear brain all, familiar with the driving simulation platform and driving
line;

(d) Starting experiment, all equipment is synchronous open, then test the driver’s
response time and ask the subjective evaluation fatigue level by KSS (shown
in Table 1.) every 20 min. The last time is about 120 min;

(e) Save the video and experiment data in the end.

Fig. 1 Equipment detailed
arrangement
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3 Research of Influence Driver’s State on Fatigue

3.1 The Relationship of Reaction Time and Driving Fatigue
Level

According the experiment data analysis, box diagram of reaction time distribution
in different fatigue level was shown in Fig. 3. From the picture, the driver’s reaction
time has a tendency to increase with fatigue level deepened. The average reaction
time is 601 ms when driver is awake. When driver is respective mild fatigue and
drowsy it is 767 and 859 ms, that increase 166 and 258 ms compared with awake.
The driver reaction time enlarges that will add the stopping sight distance, if the
actual road conditions do not meet the stopping sight distance, it will exist potential
safety hazard.

Fig. 2 Experiment field
arrangement

Table 1 KSS subjective
fatigue cross-references

Subjective description KSS fatigue level

Extreme awake 1

Every awake 2

Awake 3

Some awake 4

Neither awake nor drowsy 5

Began to show signs of sleepiness 6

Drowsy, without effort to stay awake 7

Drowsy, with some effort to stay awake 8

Sleepy, need great effort to stay awake 9

Heavy sleep 10
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3.2 The Relationship of Brain Wave and Driving Fatigue
Level

It has been widely accepted that the value of (θ + α)/β power spectrum has a trend
to gradually increasing and the value of slow α has a trend to gradually decrease
with fatigue level deepened [13]. Figures 4 and 5 is respective the box diagram of
(θ + α)/β and slow α power spectrum in different fatigue level. The average value of
(θ + α)/β is respective 3.76, 3.61, 4.07 and 4.18 in the awake, mild fatigue, drowsy
and sleep state. The average value of α is respective 402, 372, 270 and 155 in the
awake, mild fatigue, drowsy and sleep state. The value of α reflects more clearly the
fatigue level than (θ + α)/β for which downtrend is obvious.

Fig. 3 Box plot of reaction
time distribution in different
fatigue level

Fig. 4 Box diagram of
(θ + α)/β power spectrum in
different fatigue level
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3.3 The Relationship of PERCLOS and Driving Fatigue
Level

According to statistical analysis of driver sample data, Box diagram of PERCLOS
in different fatigue level is shown as Fig. 6. When driver is into the sleepy state, the
PERCLOS increase. On the basis of the PERCLOS box diagram when the driver is
awake or mild fatigue the value of PERCLOS mainly concentrates in between 0.05
and 0.10, and when the driver is mild fatigue or drowsy it mainly concentrates in
between 0.07 and 0.25. This illustrates that the value of PERCLOS is effective
using to distinguish between awake and mild fatigue.

Fig. 5 Box diagram of α
power spectrum in different
fatigue level

Fig. 6 Box diagram of
PERCLOS in different fatigue
level
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4 Driving Fatigue Level Assessment Based on Rough Set
Theory

4.1 PERCLOS Threshold Determine in Different Fatigue
Level

This research uses the binomial Logistic regression analysis method to establish the
fatigue level prediction model based on Logistic regression and determine
PERCLOS threshold in different fatigue level. Define “awake” to “0” and “fatigue”
to “1”, relation models were established between PERCLOS and fatigue state which
were shown as Eqs. (1), (2).

In
p1

1� p1
¼ �15:848þ 147:570x1 ð1Þ

In
p2

1� p2
¼ �9:796þ 38:345x2 ð2Þ

where, P1 and P2 is respective the probability of fatigue and drowsy, 0 < P1,
P2 < 1; x1 is the PERCLOS threshold to divide awake and mild fatigue,
0 < x1 < 1; x2 is the PERCLOS threshold to divide mild fatigue and drowsy,
x1 < x2 < 1.

The Eq. (1) shows that smaller P1, the lower the probability of fatigue, and
PERCLOS threshold x1 is smaller. Hence it is very key to determine PERCLOS
threshold to keep system safety and reduce misjudgment rate. Select 0.1, 0.05, 0.02,
0.01 and 0.001 for P1, plug this numbers into the Eq. (1). According to calculation
results, when x1 is 0.060 or 0.076, the awake recognition rate is a high level which
is the ratio of the recognition awake number and total awake sample size and the
awake misjudgment rate is a lower level which is the ratio of the number of fatigue
misjudged as awake and total fatigue sample size. Similarly, P2 is assigned as 0.1,
0.05, 0.02 and 0.01, mild fatigue recognition rate is one minus the drowsy mis-
judgment rate and mild fatigue misjudgment rate is one minus the drowsy recog-
nition rate. Based on x1 = 0.060, mild fatigue recognition and misjudgment rate
decline with x2 decreased and x2 = 0.198 is as a reference threshold between mild
and sleepy. The PERCLOS is 1 in sleeping state. So 0.06, 0.198 and 1 is respective
as the threshold of distinguish awake, mild fatigue, drowsy and sleep.

According to the data of 167 fatigue samples appeared in simulation experiment,
the result is that the awake recognition and misjudgment rate is respective 87.0 and
2.1 %, the mild fatigue recognition and misjudgment rate is respective 91.9 and
10.8 %, the drowsy recognition and misjudgment rate is respective 89.2 and 4.1 %
and the sleep recognition and misjudgment rate is respective 93.6 and 3.5 %.
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4.2 Driving Fatigue Level Assessment Based on Rough Set
Theory

Considering the different data types and the large amount of data in the process of
driver fatigue experiment, this paper adopted the distributed information fusion
structure. First the original observation data is preliminarily analyzed and make
judgment conclusion, then the conclusion information is passed to the fusion center,
in the decision stage various data will be processed in terms of the rough set theory.
At last it is concluded that the final judgment.

Attribute Discrete Normalization. These parameters are as condition attribute
in rough set which are drive month, drive period, a single driving duration, mouth
opening state, average time of eye closing and PERCLOS. The six indexes can be
used to judge driver’s fatigue state, and the index rule of discretization was shown
in Tables 2 and 3. The discretization data is shown in Table 4 which is using the
above rules to process experiment data.

Attribute Reduced of Decision Table. Attributes in decision table does not
have the same importance, even certain attribute is redundancy, so some unrelated
or unimportant knowledge must be deleted. Assume U = {u1, u2,… u3}, C = {a, b,
c, d, e, f}, D = {Fatigue Output}, driver’s fatigue level is judged by the above
different attribute value. After simplify the decision table, simplified algorithm
using the condition attribute was as follow:

• Step 1: calculate posC(D);
• Step 2: Ct = C−{ai};
• Step 3: calculate posCt(D);
• Step 4: if posC(D) = posCt(D), ai is deleted; if not, then keep it;
• Step 5: output a reduced set Condition attributes C for decision attribute D.

The reduced set simplify for attributes and the minimal decision arithmetic is
shown as Table 5.

Table 2 The index rule of discretization

Condition attribute 1 0

a = Drive month July and August others

b = Drive period 22–8 h or 14–16 h others

c = A single driving duration (min) c ≥ 120 c < 120

d = Mouth opening state (aspect ratio) d < 0.7 and keep 4 s others

e = average time of eye closing (s) e > 0.36 0 ≤ e ≤ 0.36

Table 3 The index rule of discretization

Condition
attribute

0 1 2 3

f = PERCLOS 0 ≤ a < 0.060 0.060 ≤ a < 0.198 0.198 ≤ a<1.000 a = 1.000
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According the Table 5, logical judgment of driver fatigue come true using the
minimal decision arithmetic, meanwhile, when at least two value is “1” in driving
fatigue time domain indexes, and the value of mouth opening state and average time

Table 4 Discretization of driver’s fatigue data

U (Sample capacity) Time domain
index

Physiological
index

Fatigue output

a b c d e f

u1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

u2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

u3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

u4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

u5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

u6 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

u7 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

u8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

u9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

u10 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

u11 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

u12 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

u13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

u14 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

u15 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

u16 1 1 1 0 1 1 2

u17 1 1 0 1 1 1 2

u18 0 0 1 1 1 1 2

u19 1 1 0 0 0 2 2

u20 0 0 1 0 0 2 2

u21 1 1 0 1 0 2 2

u22 0 0 1 1 0 2 2

u23 1 1 1 1 0 2 2

u24 1 1 0 0 1 2 2

u25 0 0 0 1 1 2 2

u26 1 1 1 0 1 2 3

u27 1 1 0 1 1 2 3

u28 0 0 1 1 1 2 3

u29 1 1 1 1 1 2 3

u30 0 0 1 1 0 3 3

u31 0 0 0 0 1 3 3

u32 0 0 1 1 1 3 3

u33 1 1 1 1 1 3 3
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of eye closing is “1”, the fatigue output of multiple attribute decision table is higher
than that of single PERCLOS. Under other circumstance, the output result is keep
an accordance.

4.3 Analysis of Assessment Result

According the data of 167 fatigue samples appeared in simulation experiment, the
test result is shown as Table 6. The result demonstrate that the two methods have a
high recognition rate for sleep, and for other fatigue levels the recognition rate of
fusion multi-index decision table is all above 90 % which is superior to PERCLOS,
the misjudgment rate is not more than 5 %. It indicates that fusing multi-index
decision to judge the drive fatigue level is more accurate and comprehensive than
single index detection method.

Table 5 The minimal decision arithmetic

Statistical index Physiological index Fatigue output

a b c d e f

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 1 2

0 1 1 1 1 1 2

1 1 1 1 1 1 2

0 1 0 0 0 2 2

1 1 1 0 0 2 2

0 0 1 1 1 2 2

0 1 1 1 1 2 3

1 1 0 1 1 2 3

– – – – – 3 3

(“–” on behalf of any value)
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5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a method of assessing driving fatigue level which is used to
determine the driving fatigue level with the data that is from KSS objective fatigue
level and amended by external observed fatigue evaluation standard.

1. The relationship of driver’s state on fatigue and influence elements is studied in
this paper. In fatigue state the driver’s reactive time increase 0.167–0.259 s, the
value of α reflects more clearly the fatigue level than (θ + α)/β for which
downtrend is obvious, and the value of PERCLOS is effective using to distin-
guish between awake and mild fatigue.

2. Based on binomial logistic regression the PERCLOS threshold calculation
method is proposed in different fatigue states. Preliminary threshold is certain
using the relationship model of fatigue level and PERCLOS value, which is
amended through sample recognition rate and misjudgment rate. The threshold
was eventually corresponding to 0.06, 0.198 and 1 as mild fatigue, drowsy and
sleep.

3. Driving period, driving duration, mouth opening state, average time of eye
closing and PERCLOS were selected for the driving fatigue evaluation indexes.
It indicated that the method which based on the rough set theory fusing
multi-index decision to judge the drive fatigue level is more accurate and
comprehensive than single index detection method.

Acknowledgments This research was jointly sponsored by Project 51578417 supported by the
National Natural Science Foundation of China and the Fundamental Research Funds for the
Central Universities.

Table 6 Results comparison of fusion multi-indexes decision table and PERCLOS

Sample Recognition and misjudgment
rate

Multiple indexes logic
judgment

PERCLOS

167 Awake recognition rate 91.4 % 87.0 %

Awake misjudgment rate 2.0 % 2.1 %

Mild fatigue recognition rate 93.8 % 91.9 %

Mild fatigue misjudgment rate 5.3 % 10.8 %

Drowsy recognition rate 92.5 % 89.2 %

Drowsy misjudgment rate 3.2 % 4.1 %

sleep recognition rate 95.1 % 93.6 %

sleep misjudgment rate 2.8 % 3.5 %
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Research on Design Pattern of City
Tunnel Side Wall Based on the Driver
Visual Effect

Zhiguang Xia, Yonggang Lv, Xiaodong Pan, Feng Chen, Meng Xu,
Gang Wu and Deshan Feng

Abstract When driving in the tunnel drivers often feel that the visual environment
is not comfortable and the ability of speed perception drops. At the same time the
enclosed environment of tunnel makes drivers feel nervous. All of these charac-
teristics of driving in the tunnel are the causing factors for the accidents. This study
focused on the design pattern of city tunnel side wall and investigated the design of
city tunnel side wall in Shanghai city. On the base of color psychology and human
factors engineering, the design pattern of city tunnel side wall including design
style, color and the spacing of the pattern was analyzed and studied. The fuzzy
elevation method was applied to elevate the new design patterns. The comfort and
rationality of the new design patterns had been verified and the results provide
guidance to the design pattern of city tunnel side wall.

Keywords Traffic safety city tunnel � Driver guidance system � Design pattern of
city tunnel side wall � Fuzzy elevation method

1 Introduction

In China to release traffic pressure, the number of the urban tunnels is increasing.
The constructions of urban tunnels bring a lot of advantages. Several studies [1–3]
have researched on them and acknowledged the utilization of urban tunnels,
especially at important traffic hub and regional business center, saving surface land;
cutting vehicle mileage; and reducing traffic in important city streets. However the
road tunnel traffic accidents bring enormous loss at the same time. To ensure the
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safety standard of the tunnel, we need to improve the driving environment and
make it more comfortable. In this study focuses on which pattern and color col-
lection design of city tunnel side wall is more suitable for the drivers.

The specification of design pattern of tunnel side wall has not been put in China.
So the different tunnels have different designs. We made a research on the Yan’an
East Road Tunnel and East Fuxing Road across-river tunnel in Shanghai China and
paid more attention on the design pattern of the side wall and the traffic facilities.
There were three features we found out: (1) the air tight environment; (2) the color
of the side wall was white; (3) there was no pattern and tag on the side wall. These
features have effect on the drivers. The condition of these two tunnels are presented
in Figs. 1 and 2. When driving in the air tight environment drivers need to keep
distance from the side wall to prevent crashing on the wall. This sustained situation
makes drivers nervous and want to drive out of the tunnel quickly. The refection is
called side wall effect [4]. If drivers are long be in the side wall effect, they will
react slowly and have difficulty in controlling the cars correctly. In addition the
closed environment will make drivers drop the speed sense. Driving on the open
road, drivers can justice their speed relay on the surrounding scenery. While con-
sidering the features of inside tunnel environment, the speed sense drops seriously.
Drivers depend on instrument panel to control the speed. Some research find that
the fixation points often distribute on the middle-blow area and it means that drivers
spend more time on the instrument panel [5]. To avoid the visual distraction there is
no pattern on the side wall but this condition makes the surroundings monotonous.

The environment of the tunnel is very important for the traffic safety so many
studies have worked on it and analyzed its influence on the drivers [6]. M.P. Manser

Fig. 1 The Yan’an East
Road tunnel

Fig. 2 The East Fuxing Road
tunnel
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and P.A. Hancock sought to determine if the type of visual pattern and presence of
texture applied to transportation tunnel walls differentially affected driving per-
formance. Then they found out that the visual patterns with decreasing width made
drivers slow down. It proved that the typical transportation environment and texture
placed on the walls of the tunnel had a marked impact on speed perception and
subsequent driving behaviors [7]. Katja Kircher, Christer Ahlstrom selected the
tunnel lighting design as the subject. The results showed visual attention which was
given to the driving task is the more crucial factor for giving rise to significant
changes in both driving behavior and visual behavior. The results also indicated that
light-colored tunnel walls are more important than strong illumination to keep the
drivers’ visual attention focused forward [8, 9]. As long tunnels become more and
more, the periods of monotonous driving is longer and this condition leads drivers
to be boredom and fatigue.

Considering the particularities of the road tunnel environment, the road tunnel
accidents are different from the open road accidents. If the road tunnel accidents
happen, the consequences are often severe. Now most research efforts have been
allocated to accident analysis. When drivers approach to the tunnel portal, they need
to change their driving style and they often focus on the entrance which cause the
loss of information. Drivers generate anxiety when driving within the dark narrow
and monotonous situation. These behaviors have negative on the safety [10].
Nussbaumer also mentions that according to police reports, the main reasons for
tunnel crashes are lacking vigilance (e.g. fatigue distraction, inattention) and
behavior aspects (e.g. safety distance, lane keeping, overtaking) [11].

Generally speaking topics of road tunnel are fall into two categories: the road
tunnel accident rate and the traffic facilities design. The aim of this study was to
investigate the influence of the color and design pattern of the tunnel side wall on
the attentive and visually distracted drivers. The investigation was divided into two
parts: the color and the pattern dimension. To choose the fitful color collection and
pattern design, a simulator study was conducted. The fuzzy elevation method is
applied to elevate if the new design patterns is better than the using urban tunnel.

2 Materials and Methods

Some studies of the road tunnel found that setting the patterns by certain distance
on the side wall will improve the speed sense of the driver. Different types of visual
pattern and presence of texture differentially affected driving performance [6]. The
characteristics of the visual attractions was big bright and colorful. A suddenly
visual attraction will attract the drivers especially when the stimulus appear on the
peripheral of the vision [12]. However the qualitative analysis has accounted for a
large proportion of the studies so far. The quantitative analysis like the setting space
of the pattern is less. This work sought to find out the suitable design pattern of the
tunnel side wall and put forward the recommended dimension by the theoretical
analysis and experiment.
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2.1 Pattern Design Research

Pattern Form. The pattern form should be simple and consistent. If the pattern
form is complicated the drivers need to spend time on identifying, so it may distract
the drivers and weaken the security. In addition the consistency takes an important
part in visual induction. We chose wave and arrow as the pattern form design which
are presented by Figs. 3 and 4. Choosing these two patterns for three reasons.

1. These two kinds of patterns are simple and sharp silhouette. Therefor drivers are
easy to recognize.

2. The continuous waves is strongly consistency and the arrow has the mean of
instruction. All of them can lead driving.

Pattern Dimension. There two requirements for the simulation to attract drivers:
one is stimulus intensity the other one is enough action time. Generally speaking the
bigger the patterns are the drivers are more easily to recognize. But if the pattern is
so big the pattern cannot coordinate with the surroundings. Chinese specification
“Road traffic signs and markings” stipulated the relationship between Chinese
characters’ Height and the design speed [13]. It is showed on Table 1.

Although the pattern dimension design is different from the Chinese characters’
height but all of them require the high recognition. So we can consult the specifi-
cation to study the range of pattern dimension. In the pattern design we suppose that

Fig. 3 The wave pattern

Fig. 4 The arrow pattern

Table 1 The relation
between Chinese character’s
height and design speed

Design speed (km/h) Chinese character’s height (cm)

100–120 60–70

71–99 50–60

40–70 35–50

<40 25–30
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the design speed is 60 km/h, the height of the pattern is 40–80 cm and the width
corresponds with the height. The details of the design are showed in Figs. 5 and 6.

Distance between the Road Surface and the Pattern. To attract the drivers the
distance between the road surface and the pattern should be as high as the sight. The
height of eye level of small vehicles is 1.2 m and the truck’s is 2.5 m. Pattern need
to be arrayed in two rows. One of the row is arrayed on the height of 1.2 m and the
other one on the height of 2.5 m. The design plan imitates the small vehicles so the
distance between the road surface and the pattern is 1.4 m. The details of the design
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

The Spacing of Pattern. During driving drivers’ physiological activities always
follow the process that stimulation-feeling-judgement-operation [14]. Stimulation is
the starting of drivers getting the information. When some objects appear in the
drivers’ vision as certain rule and drivers can receive visual pulse signal. Flash rate

Fig. 5 The size map of the
wave pattern

Fig. 6 The size map of the
arrow pattern

Fig. 7 Distance between the
road surface and the wave
pattern

Fig. 8 Distance between the
road surface and the arrow
pattern
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means the appearance frequency of the subject which generates the visual stimu-
lation [15]. Drivers pay more attention on the road when they are driving. The lane
boundary line is the dotted line so they appear into the drivers’ vision by the certain
flash rate. Chinese specification “Road traffic signs and markings” stipulated the
flash rate of the dotted line [13]. It is based on the different design speeds and the
different road grades like freeway and first-class highway and second-class highway
and so on. The data has been listed on Table 2.

ds means the length solid part of the dotted line; dk means the length between the
adjacent solid part. The calculating formula of the flash rate is as follow.

f ¼ V
3:6 � ðds þ dkÞ ð1Þ

The meaning of the symbols:
f (Hz) the flash rate
V (km/h) the design speed
ds (m) the length solid part of the dotted line
dk (m) the distance between the adjacent solid part.

From the table we can find out that the flash rate is smaller than the maximum
limit which the American research reported (the flash rate of the urban road is lower
than 8 Hz and the suburban roads’ is lower than 4 Hz). In the flash rate term the
dotted line is set reasonably. If the pattern of the tunnel side wall appear to the
drivers with suitable flash rate the spacing of pattern must be set appropriately.
From the analyze we know that the maximum limit of the flash rate is 4 Hz. We can
use this value to make out the minimum spacing of pattern. Through the Formula
(1) we can get the calculating formula of distance between the adjacent patterns.

Lmin ¼ V
3:6 � fmax

ð2Þ

In the design plan we assumed the design speed was 60 km/h and the fmax was
4 Hz. Then we can get the minimum spacing of pattern is 4.2 m. To get the best
visual reaction the spacing of pattern should be shorter than the Lmin and cannot be
too long as well. The suitable range of the spacing will keep the continuity and
enhanced speed sense.

Table 2 The flash rate of the lane boundary dotted line

Road classification Design speed V
(km/h)

Dotted lines ds + dk
(m)

Flash rate
(Hz)

Freeway 120 6 + 9 2.2

First-class highway 100 6 + 9 1.9

Second-class
highway

80 2 + 4 3.7

Urban expressway 80 6 + 9 1.5

Secondary road 50 2 + 4 2.3
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2.2 The Color of the Pattern

In the tunnel the color of the side wall and the lighting device take important part in
building visual environment. They have influence on the drivers’ psychology [16].
Some researchers found that the dark tunnel walls produced more very long glances
away from the forward roadway than the light-colored tunnel walls. One possible
explanation could be that the drivers used more foveal vision in order to track the
road edges, as they were more difficult to see when the walls were dark [7]. Based
on the consideration of this the color of the side wall always choose light-color
especially the white. In fact the white color will become dazzling and stark under
the tunnel lights. In this condition the white may bring distracted and uncomfortable
feeling to the driver. So which kinds of color are more ideal for the tunnel side
wall? We chose four common color of traffic and made a comparison of the colors.

The Comparison of Four Colors. Firstly we contrasted psychological influence
physiology and meaning of the four colors. As we all know that different colors
give people different feelings and they all have different symbol.

1. Blue: this color always makes people concentrate their mind and stabilizes
emotions. It also means lucidity intellect and calm.

2. Green: this color makes people feel relaxed and cure tiredness. Green is the
main color of the nature so it represents vitality and fresh. Sometimes it means
peaceful and serene as well.

3. Red: this color brings people the feeling like excited and make people increase
vigilance. Red color is high penetrating and has the meaning of prohibiting and
dangerous.

4. Yellow: this color make people feel warm and remind the dangerous. It always
means sunlight happiness and hope.

Some researchers used the experiment to demonstrate the different influence of
different colors. The results showed that when people were in the room whose walls
were painted by blue and green the temperature of the skin decreased 1–2 °C and
pulse slowed. On the contract the temperature of the skin increased and the pulse
quickened when people were in the room whose walls were painted by red and
yellow. From the results we can conclude that the blue and green color will release
the pressure and relieve the tension. It will help for the traffic safety.

Secondly we contrast the optical illusion of the colors. It is said that different color
will change the eyesight distance. When we keep distance with the cars the eyesight
distance is different for different colors. With the cold color like blue and green, the
eyesight distance is further than the real distance. With the warm color like red and
yellow, the eyesight distance is shorter than the real one. The depressing circum-
stances of the tunnel is an important problem for the safety. Considering the optical
illusion of the color if we paint the tunnel side wall with cold color the depressing
circumstances will be released. However the optical illusion of the color is also
related to the brightness and concentration of the color. When we use the optical
illusion of the color we need to control the brightness and concentration.
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From the comparisons we can find out that the blue and green are suit for the
tunnel side wall. Therefore we choose blue and green to make combination and pick
up the most suitable one.

The Collection of the Color. The color of design pattern should accord with the
color of tunnel side wall. To avoid the landscape being monotonous, we made a
combination of the blue and green color. When the tunnel side wall was blue the
pattern would be green. This design would bring sharp contrast and strong visual
impact. It also emphasizes the meaning of the pattern. The color collection is shown
in Fig. 9.

2.3 Participants

Participants in this study were 15 females and 17 males between 20 and 27 years of
age (mean = 22.28, standard deviation = 1.63) recruited from the staff and student
body of the Tongji University. All of these participants took part in two experi-
ments. One of the experiment was for the test of the spacing of the pattern and the
other one was for the color combination of the pattern and the side wall.
Participants did not receive any monetary compensation or class credit for their
involvement. Participants possessed a valid state of Chinese driver’s license and
had the experience of driving on the tunnel. There was no colorblind of the par-
ticipants and their vision was good.

2.4 Driving Simulator and Driving Scenario

The studies were conducted by the driving environment simulator—SCNeR sim-
ulator of Tongji University. The SCNeR simulator consisted of spherical cockpit
and steel bracket and control platform. The screen was 250° curved screen so it can
create real driving environment. We used SCNeR to establish the driving scenarios.
The driving scenarios employed in all experimental conditions was representative
of a typical urban roadway segment consisting of a two lanes 1.00 km in length.
Each lane was 3.00 m wide, colored light gray, and separated from the adjacent
lane by a dotted line. Shoulders on each side of the roadway were 0.25 m wide and

Fig. 9 The color collocation
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colored dark gray. The altitude of all the tunnel did not change. There was no curve
sequence of the tunnel. The ceiling of the tunnel was colored gray with lights only.
The design pattern of the tunnel side was the only changing element of the tunnel.

2.5 Procedures

After completing the establishment of the driving environment participants began
the experiments. The experiments consisted of two parts.

The first experiment was about the spacing of the design pattern. As we have
discussed we chose the arrow and wave as the tunnel side wall pattern. Then we set
five kinds of spacing distance and they were 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 m. Through the
calculation we got the minimum distance of spacing was 4.2 m. So the minimum
distance which we set was 5 m. Every participant needed to take part in 10 groups.
The participants drove with the speed of 60 km/h in the scenario and then picked up
best one which gave them the pretty good visual effect by their feeling.

The second experiment was about the assessment between the new design and
the real using urban tunnel. On the base of the result of the first experiment we
concluded the most comfortable distance of spacing then we put it into the design
plan. All the participants also needed to drive in the real urban tunnel. We used
fuzzy elevation method to appraise the advantages between the design plan and the
real condition.

3 Results

3.1 The Test of Spacing of the Design Pattern

The participants drove with the speed of 60 km/h and the height of the eyesight is
1.2 m. Table 3 demonstrated the results. For the wave pattern there was 35.8 % of
the participant thought the 10 m distance brought the best visual effect. For the
arrow pattern there was 33.9 % of the participant thought 20 m distance was the
best. The difference of the pattern style and the dimension may contribute to the
different results. For many participants the best spacing is 10 or 20 m and the 5 and
30 m were chosen less. Therefore we can conclude that the range of 10–20 m is the
ideal one. In the design plane the spacing of the wave is 10 m and the spacing of the
arrow is 20 m. Figures 10 and 11 display it.

Table 3 Proportional
distribution (%)

Pattern type Distance of the adjacent patterns (m)

5 10 15 20 30

Wave pattern (%) 7.1 35.8 33.9 16.1 7.1

Arrow pattern (%) 1.8 26.8 28.6 33.9 8.9
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3.2 The Contract Test Between the New Design
and the Original Design

Drivers driving in the new design plan simulated environment and the real urban
tunnel respectively. This study used fuzzy elevation method to appraise the
advantages between the design plan and the real condition. The elements of the
visual effect were divided into three parts which were safety and comfort and beauty.
Safety contained the clarity of the driving environment and the speed sense. Comfort
meant the relaxed and happy feelings and whether the drivers feel nervous and
depressive. Beauty was mainly considered as the coordination (Figs. 12 and 13).

Taking these elements as the evaluation factors and forming the discussion rangeU

U =
Safety ðU1Þ
Comfort ðU2Þ
Beauty ðU3Þ

8
<

:

The participant appraised these three elements and the assessment was consisted
of four levels—pretty good, good, acceptable and bad. They form the discussion
range V

V = Pretty good ðV1Þ; Good ðV2Þ; Acceptable ðV3Þ; Bad(V4Þf g

The result of the assessment is shown in Table 4.

Fig. 10 The spacing of the waves

Fig. 11 The spacing of the arrow
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From the table we gained two evaluation matrixes R1 and R2. R1 is for the design
plan and R2 is for the real urban tunnel.

R1

0:719; 0:219; 0:062; 0ð Þ
0:781; 0:188; 0:031; 0ð Þ
0:750; 0:219; 0:031; 0ð Þ

8
<

:
R2

0; 0; 0:188; 0:812ð Þ
0; 0; 0:940; 0:906ð Þ

0; 0; 0; 1ð Þ

8
<

:

To comprehensively display the participants’ feelings, we need to set different
weightings on the three evaluation factors. The weighting of the safety is 0.25 and the
comfort’s is 0.4 and the beauty’s is 0.35. The weightings form the fuzzy vector A:

A ¼ f0:25; 0:40; 0:35g

Fig. 13 The original design

Fig. 12 The design plan

Table 4 Proportional distribution (%)

Evaluation
factor

Content Pretty good
(V1) (%)

Good (V2)
(%)

Acceptable
(V3) (%)

Bad (V4)
(%)

Safety (U1) Design 71.9 21.9 6.2 0

Original 0 0 18.8 81.2

Comfort
(U2)

Design 78.1 18.8 3.1 0

Original 0 0 9.4 90.6

Beauty (U3) Design 75.0 21.9 3.1 0

Original 0 0 0 100
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With the fuzzy vector A we can get the visual effect evaluation matrixes B1 and
B2. B1 is for the design plan and B2 is for the real urban tunnel.

B1 ¼ A � R1ð0:25; 0:40; 0:35Þ �
0:719 0:219 0:062 0
0:781 0:188 0:031 0
0:750 0:219 0:031 0

8
<

:

9
=

;

¼ ð0:75; 0:21; 0:04; 0Þ

B1 ¼ A � R1ð0:25; 0:40; 0:35Þ �
0 0 0:188 0:812
0 0 0:094 0:906
0 0 0 1

8
<

:

9
=

;
¼ ð0; 0; 0:08; 0:92Þ

Through the results of the assessment we found out that the new design plan of
the urban tunnel was better than the real tunnel in all the aspects. The real tunnel
which had no decoration on the side wall gave drivers undesirable visual envi-
ronment. It had the effect on the traffic safety. For the new design plane the design
pattern created the comfortable and beautiful environment. So the new design
achieved the goals and it was very suit for the drivers.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

It had been proved that the new design patterns created comfortable visual envi-
ronment of the tunnel for the drivers. So the new pattern design could be applied in
the tunnel design for the purpose of improving the traffic safety of the urban tunnel.
But this study still had some aspects which deserved to be discussed. Firstly we
only made research on one type of design speed (60 km/h). In China the top speed
limit of the urban tunnel is 80 km/h. So we could choose different design speeds to
make more researches in the future. Secondly in the study we discussed two kinds
of patterns which were simple and consistent. Actually there were many similar
patterns. Therefore different types of patterns can apply to different conditions and
researches of different patterns will need to be studied. Finally the color we used
were blue and green because of their physiological influence. There are many kinds
of color in the nature so the suitable combination of the color will be so many.
Except the color the brightness of the color should be analyzed as well. In con-
clusion the new design pattern of the urban tunnel side wall has pretty good effect
on the driving safety In general conclusion the design plane achieve the goal that
improve the driving environment of the urban tunnels.
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Research on Drivers’ Recognition
Ability of Obstacles Under Lighting
Environment of Tunnel Entrance Sections

Meng Xu, Zewen Yu, Xiaodong Pan, Zhiguang Xia, Feng Chen,
Shaoshuai Li and Gang Wu

Abstract The tunnel entrance section is where the visual environment changes
abruptly and influences the driver’s judgment of the traffic situation in front. The
lighting design of tunnel entrance sections currently usually takes the same
brightness standards at the entrance and the entrance section. It makes drivers may
not find the obstacles at a distance from the entrance, which is extremely detri-
mental to traffic safety. In this paper, a reasonable obstacle-recognition experiment
under driving situation is designed to study the influence of visual environment
(mainly the lighting environment) on visual adaptability in the entrance section of
the tunnels and analyze the relationship between the visual stimulation caused by
the sharp change of luminance and drivers’ recognition ability of obstacles. The
analysis of the obstacle-recognition experiment results provides basis for further
study on improvement of visual environment of tunnel sections, and is of great
significance to improving traffic safety of tunnels.
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1 Introduction

Tunnel sections are usually accident prone locations on highway. While vehicles
running in highway tunnel section, the significant luminance difference between
inside and outside the tunnel environment can cause abrupt changes of visual
environment that leads to the decrease of drivers’ visual ability and makes drivers
cannot make perception and judgment of the distance, speed, obstacles accurately
and in time and induces road traffic accident.

The current design standard of tunnel lighting brightness level takes the same
brightness values at the entrance and the entrance section. In practice, under the
influence of natural light outside, the brightness inside the tunnel decline gradually
according to certain rules from the entrance during the day and has a sudden change
at a certain distance from the entrance. In accordance with the design method of
fixed brightness value, the brightness at the tunnel entrance is high enough for
drivers to recognize obstacles at the entrance at required distance. But if the
obstacles appears at a distance from the entrance, because of sudden change of the
light conditions, there is no guarantee that drivers can found obstacles within the
scope of enough stopping sight distance, that will be adverse to driving safety.

Therefore, in this article, the obstacle recognition experiment under reasonable
driving conditions is designed to analyze the influence of the visual environment
(mainly lighting environment) of the tunnel entrance section on drivers’ visual
adaptation and discuss the relationship between the tunnel entrance brightness
changes and the driver’s obstacles recognition ability. Standard obstacles is selected
to test the obstacle recognition distance of several testers under different driving
speed through driving experiment. The relationship between the light illumination
conditions and the obstacle recognition distance is studied from the point of view of
traffic safety to provide basis provide for further study on improvement of visual
environment of tunnel sections, especially lighting environment.

2 Literature Review

The light conditions of the tunnel entrance section is the basis for tunnel lighting
requirements of other parts, and the driver’s visual feature is unique at the tunnel
entrance. Therefore, it is very important to study the tunnel light environment for
driving safety. The Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research
pointed out that the various elements of the tunnel design, such as the length and
width of the tunnel, the number and the curvature of the tunnel route curve and the
lighting conditions and so on, will affect driving behavior and traffic safety [1].
French scholar Bourdy et al. [2, 3] used simulation methods to simulate the
brightness variable environment of the tunnel entrance and obtained the driver’s
static visual threshold and dynamic visual threshold under the visual adaptation
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condition. Adrian [4, 5] did researches on the adaptation brightness and the required
brightness of the driver close to the tunnel entrance. Narisada [6] made records
point distribution and the fixation time of drivers close to the tunnel entrance and
put forward the demand brightness.

Whether the lighting environment of the tunnel entrance section can meet the
driver’s obstacle recognition requirement is one of the important indices to evaluate
traffic safety of the tunnel entrance section. Scholars have did some relevant
research on the driver’s ability to identify obstacles. French scholar Mayeur et al.
[7, 8] indicated that the complexity of the background had significantly influence on
the visibility of the target object. The required distance for drivers to recognize
obstacles was measured through real vehicle experiment and the suggested values
of visibility level were given. Brémond [9] set up a nighttime highway environment
simulation test scenarios and simulate obstacles of different sizes, such as vehicles,
pedestrians, signs. Japanese scholars Ekrias et al. [10] utilized digital camera and
set up the test environment with vehicle lamp lighting and road lighting. The
visibility of obstacles under the environment was evaluated. Bacelar [10] studied
the effect of the existence of road lighting on the obstacle visibility.

There have been some researches focusing on the tunnel entrance section illu-
mination environment and the driver’s visual ability, but there is few scholars pay
attention to the effect of light environment at the tunnel entrance and the entrance
section on drivers’ obstacles recognition. Based on the research methods and results
above, a reasonable obstacle-recognition experiment under driving situation is
designed in this paper, to analyze the relationship between the visual stimulation
caused by the sharp change of luminance and drivers’ recognition ability of
obstacles. Through site measurements and driving experiment results, the influence
of natural light outside the tunnels, driving speed and illumination change on
obstacle recognition have been studied.

3 The Experimental Research

3.1 The Experiment Site

The experiment site was an unopened highway, which provided necessary condi-
tions for driving experiments. There were 4 tunnels in this section of the highway,
that were all double hole design, with total length of 2103, 455, 1643, 1298 m. The
experiment tunnels were designed by 80 km/h. The side wall of the tunnels was
bonded with yellow brick within 2.5 m height, with reflectivity of about 50 %. The
reflection coefficient of the arch part was about 25 %. The tunnel pavements were
all asphalt pavements (Fig. 1).
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3.2 The Experimental Personnel and Equipments

This experiment needed operating staff of two, respectively responsible for the
obstacles’ location and illumination measurement inside and outside the tunnel;
driver of one; testers of eight.

This experiment instruments included a luxmeter, a non-contact speedometer of
the motor vehicle and an experimental vehicle of a Mazda PREMACY car.

Most of the reflection coefficient of objects on the road is 3–30 %, as shown in
Fig. 2 [12]. The choice of the obstacles should guarantee that the reflection coef-
ficient was typical and representative. Tunnel environment was a relatively closed
environment with a high maintenance coefficient. The possible obstacles in tunnels
were usually objects falling from vehicle, such as cartons, plastic foam and so on,
with reflection coefficient of 20–35 %. Refer to Fig. 2, the standard obstacle of the
experiment was set as size of 20 cm � 20 cm � 20 cm and reflection coefficient of
0.3, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 The lighting environment of the experiment tunnel

Fig. 2 The cumulative
probability of the presence of
obstacles on road [12]
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3.3 The Experiment Content

The tester’s recognition distance of the standard obstacle set at a certain distance
from the tunnel entrance was recorded by the non-contact speedometer of the motor
vehicle (CTM-8C) equipped on the experimental car, under the present lighting
condition and a certain driving speed. The illuminance values of three places
(outside the tunnel, the location where the obstacle was set and the surface of the
obstacle) were measured by the luxmeter meanwhile every time the driving
experiment was repeated.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 The Illuminance Change of the Tunnel Entrance
Section Under the Influence of Natural Light

Affected by the natural light outside the tunnel, the illuminance inside within a
distance from the entrance is actually close to it outside. With the distance increases
over a certain value, the illuminance inside the tunnel decreases immediately, even
a sudden change may occur. A sudden decrease in illumination in short time may
cause temporary visual disturbance, which will affect driving safety.

The illuminance changes of the tunnel entrance section under the circumstance
of daytime of sunny day and cloudy day with the tunnel lighting facilities in normal
running was measured to analyze the illuminance change rule within a distance of
the tunnel entrance section under the influence of nature light. The measured data is
processed and the fitting results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 3 The standard obstacle
of the experiment
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As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, it can be found that the illuminance changes very
quickly within the scope of a certain distance from the tunnel entrance, from
thousands of lux to dozens of lux within dozens of meters. In the sunny day, the
illuminance of the entrance is 94.5 % of the illuminance outside the tunnel while
the illuminance 20 m from the entrance decreases to 4.15 % of the illuminance
outside. In the cloudy day, the illuminance of the entrance is 92.9 % of the illu-
minance outside the tunnel while the illuminance 20 m from the entrance decreases
to 1.88 % of the illuminance outside. The illuminance sudden change is of high
decrease rate within the scope of 20 m from the tunnel entrance that has adverse
effect to traffic safety.

It can be concluded that the effect of natural light on the tunnel illuminance is
very obvious and has strong regularity: the tunnel lighting designed according to
the present design methods can meet the driving visual demand well at the entrance,
but the rapid variation of the illuminance within the scope of a certain distance (the
scope of the experimental tunnel is 10–30 m) has bad effect on the driver’s obstacle
recognition. Therefore, the lighting of this area should be appropriately strength-
ened from the prospect of traffic safety. The former research had also proved it well
[13]: a lot of tunnel driving experiment results showed that the driving visual load is
the largest within scope of a distance from the tunnel entrance evaluated by the
pupil area changing speed, and the lighting of the area should be strengthened.

Fig. 5 Illuminance changes
of cloudy day

Fig. 4 Illuminance changes
of sunny day
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4.2 Relationship Between Obstacle Recognition Distance
and Driving Speed

According to the preliminary analysis of the experimental results, there is some
relationship between the obstacle recognition distance and the vehicle speed.
Effective mathematical methods are selected to analyze function relation or the
relative relationship between the experiment data of the speed and the obstacle
recognition distance. The results of recognition distances of different speed are
shown in Fig. 6.

The results show that the obstacle recognition distances have discreteness and
the main reasons are:

1. The psychological physiological differences of testers lead to different experi-
mental results even if under the same objective conditions.

2. The illuminance of the environment changes constantly in each experiment,
which is one of the important reasons for the existence of the data discreteness.

4.2.1 Discreteness Analysis

The two figures indicate that the obstacle recognition distances within 95 % CI are
in a reasonable range and the dispersion of the data is acceptable. However, the
median, extreme value, standard deviation, and confidence interval of the obstacle
recognition distance data of 80, 60, 100 km/h varies a lot while the basic trend of
recognition distances of different speeds is 60 km/h > 80 km/h > 100 km/h.
Therefore, it is very necessary to make correlation analysis on the driving speed and
the obstacle recognition distance (Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 6 Obstacle recognition
distances of different driving
speed
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4.2.2 Correlation Analysis

Pearson Correlation Analysis. Pearson correlation analysis is used to analyze the
relationship between continuous data. The computation formula is:

r ¼
Pn

i¼1 ðxi � �xÞðyi � �yÞPn
i¼1 ðxi � �xÞ2 Pn

i¼1 ðyi � �yÞ2 ð�1� r� 1Þ ð1Þ

r can be used as the estimated value of the correlation coefficient. r < 0 indicates
negatively correlated, r < 0 indicates positively related and r = 0 indicates irrele-
vant. However, due to the existence of sampling error, hypothesis test should be
carried out.

Fig. 7 Box plot of obstacle
recognition distances under
different speeds

Fig. 8 95 % confidence
intervals chart of obstacle
recognition distances under
different speeds
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The SPSS software is used to do the Pearson correlation analysis of driving
speed and obstacle recognition distance and the results are shown in Table 1.

The results show that the correlation coefficient is −0.473 and the significant test
result is 0.005, which is much less than 0.05, that shows that the correlation
between speed and recognition distance is highly significant.

Partial Correlation Analysis. The partial correlation analysis refers to the sta-
tistical method that while studying the relationship between two variables, the other
variables associated with the two variables are controlled unchanged. The illumi-
nance of outside the tunnel, inside the tunnel and obstacle surface are taken as the
control variables. The SPSS software is used to do the partial correlation analysis of
driving speed and obstacle recognition distance and the results are shown in
Table 2.

The results show that the correlation coefficient is −0.465 and the significant test
result is 0.017, which is much less than 0.05, that shows that the correlation
between speed and recognition distance is highly significant.

According to the analyses above, driving speed is an important factor affecting
drivers’ obstacle recognition distance and the basic trend of recognition distances of
different speeds is 60 km/h > 80 km/h > 100 km/h.

Table 1 Pearson correlation analysis results

Speed Recognition distance

Speed Pearson correlation 1 −0.473*

Sig. (1-tailed) 0.005

N 29 29

Recognition distance Pearson correlation −0.473* 1

Sig. (1-tailed) 0.005

N 29 29
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed)

Table 2 Partial correlation analysis results

Control variables Recognition
distance

Speed

Illuminance of obstacle and
illuminance inside the tunnels
and illuminance outside the
tunnel

Recognition
distance

Correlation 1.000 −0.465

Significance
(2-tailed)

0.017

df 24

Speed Correlation −0.465 1.000

Significance
(2-tailed)

0.017

df 24 0
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4.3 Relationship Between the Obstacle Recognition
Distance and the Change of Illuminance

According to the preliminary analysis results, the correlation between the obstacle
recognition distance and a single type illuminance is not obvious. The reason is
mainly related to the dark adaptation stage in the process of recognition that the
illuminance of the tunnel environment is constantly changing.

Therefore, in this paper, we put forward the change rate of the illuminance from
outside tunnel to the obstacle surface to indicate the driver’s visual adaptation of
characterization. Due to the difference of orders of magnitude between the illu-
minance of the tunnel and the obstacle surface illuminance is bigger, certain
mathematical methods are used to eliminate error. The illuminance change rate v is
defined:

v ¼ lgEout � lgEobject

����
lgEout

ð2Þ

Eout is the illuminance outside the tunnel, Eobject is the obstacle surface illumi-
nance. According to the above analysis, the illuminance decreases with entering the
tunnel while the illuminance change rate increases. The relationship between the
illuminance variation rate and the distance from the tunnel entrance is as shown in
Fig. 9.

The measured data of the obstacle recognition distance and the change rate of
illuminance is processed and the fitting results are shown in Fig. 10.

The following results can be concluded from Fig. 10:

1. Under different speed conditions, when the change rate of illuminance is in a
certain range, the obstacle recognition distance is in a lower range compared to
other regions. When the speed is 60 km/h, the change rate of illuminance is

Fig. 9 Relationship between the distance from the tunnel entrance and the change of illuminance
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0.4612, the obstacle recognition distance reaches the lowest point 82.4 m;
80 km/h with 0.4246 and 68.2 m and 100 km/h with 0.4145 and 56.0 m. The
design speed of the experimental tunnel is 80 km/h and the longitudinal slope is
−3 %. The lowest recognition distance is 68.2 m, which cannot meet the

Fig. 10 Relationship between the obstacle recognition distance and the change of illuminance
under driving speed of 60, 80, 100 km/h
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requirements of the parking sight distance 110 m [14] and may lead to traffic
accidents.

2. According to the fitting formula in Fig. 9, the places where the distance of
obstacle recognition is shortest under different driving speed: 91.8 m from the
entrance of the tunnel when the speed is 60 km/h, 66.6 m from the entrance of
the tunnel when the speed is 80 km/h, 59.3 m from the entrance of the tunnel
when the speed is 100 km/h.

3. The obstacle recognition distance does not show a decreasing trend with the
increase of the intensity of illuminance. When reaching a certain range, it pre-
sents the opposite result. The reason is mainly related to the dark adaptation
stage in the process of obstacle recognition. The driver can recognize the
obstacle deep inside the tunnel from a long distance because of that the driver
has been in the tunnel for a while and dark adaptation process has completed or
partially completed.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, focusing on the existing defects in the lighting design of the tunnel
entrance section, a typical obstacle recognition experiment is carried out. According
to the detailed analysis of the experimental data, the main conclusions are as
follows:

1. The effect of natural light on the tunnel illuminance is very obvious and has
strong regularity: the rapid variation of the illuminance within the scope of a
certain distance (the scope of the experimental tunnel is 10–30 m) has bad effect
on the driver’s obstacle recognition. Therefore, the lighting of this area should
be appropriately strengthened from the prospect of traffic safety.

2. Driving speed is an important factor affecting drivers’ obstacle recognition
distance and the basic trend of recognition distances of different speeds is
60 km/h > 80 km/h > 100 km/h.

3. Under different speed conditions, when the change rate of illuminance is in a
certain range, the obstacle recognition distance is in a lower range compared to
other regions. When the speed is 60 km/h, the change rate of illuminance is
0.4612, the obstacle recognition distance is to reach the lowest point 82.4 m,
80 km/h with 0.4246 and 68.2 m and 100 km/h with 0.4145 and 56.0 m.

The analysis of the obstacle-recognition experiment results provides basis for
further study on improvement of visual environment of tunnel sections, especially
lighting environment, and is of great significance to reducing traffic accidents due to
vision environment mutations and improving traffic safety of tunnels.

Acknowledgments This research was jointly sponsored by Project 51578417 supported by the
NSFC and Project 201519 supported by Department of Transportation of Hunan Province.
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Research on Optimized Design
of Bridge-Tunnel Linkage
Sections on Mountainous Highways
Considering the Effect of Crosswind
on Driver Behavior

Deshan Feng, Kai Wu, Feng Chen, Xiaodong Pan, Meng Xu,
Gang Wu and Zhiguang Xia

Abstract This research investigates how different shoulder widths affect driver
behavior and driver’s heart rate, on which the optimized design of bridge-tunnel
linkage sections is based. We conduct a simulation driving experiment on an
8-degrees of freedom simulator which creates a high fidelity virtual and motive
driving environment. In this study, the max countering steering wheel angle
(MCSWA) is chosen to characterize the safety degree of driver’s manipulation
while the variability of max heart rate (VMHB) is used to describe driver’s mental
and physiological state. After an overall consideration of relations among shoulder
width, MCSWA and VMHB, the most suitable shoulder width and the optimized
design of bridge-tunnel linkage sections are proposed.

Keywords Bridge-tunnel linkage sections � Simulation driving � Driver behavior �
Heart rate � Optimized design

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the proportion of bridges and tunnels in mountainous highways has
increased dramatically. For some highways in western China, alternative bridges
and tunnels occupy at most 40 % of their length. Strong crosswind is very common
in mountainous area and it is even more powerful on high-pier bridges. However, in
contrast, there is little crosswind in tunnels. The change of crosswind may make it
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more difficult for drivers to control the vehicles. Under normal conditions, drivers
tend to steer oppositely to counteract the effect of sudden change of crosswind.
However, some of them would probably fail to respond or overact and accidents
may happen. To enhance the overall safety of mountainous highway, the impor-
tance of investigating driver behavior under the effect of crosswind at the
bridge-tunnel linkage sections is apparent.

Various studies have been done to investigate how crosswind affects the driving
safety from different aspects. The research methods they took mainly included
numerical simulation [1–4], wind tunnel test [5, 6], simulation driving [7, 8] and
field test [9, 10]. Based on these methods, different kinds of conclusions were made,
including risk management [2, 5, 11], lateral displacement [3, 8–10, 12, 13],
heading error [4, 5, 8–10], steering angle [3, 8, 10, 14], etc. These findings to a
certain extent explained some phenomenon and meanwhile gave proposals to
improve driving safety, mainly including vehicles’ speed limitation,
decision-making of expressway closure, steering assistance, etc. Among all research
methods, the numerical simulation was most frequently used because of its sim-
plicity and safety. However, numerical simulation ignores drivers’ reaction to
crosswind and this made the findings based on this method less convincing. More
researchers are now adopting the simulation driving method which enables drivers
feel the crosswind more authentically. In this paper, simulation driving is based on
an 8-degrees of freedom simulator, creating a high fidelity virtual and motive
driving environment.

Bridge-tunnel linkage sections are typical and peculiar from the perspective of
diving safety not only for the frequent changing crosswind, but also for the intricate
light environment near tunnel’s entrance and exit and the feeling of suppression
caused by tunnel. According to one survey, among all the accidents on
bridge-tunnels linkage sections of mountainous highway, 25 % of them are caused
by the mismatch between vehicles’ deviation caused by crosswind and transitional
cross section design of bridges and tunnels. Cross section design is vital for driving
safety, especially the shoulder width. Ben-Bassat, T. and Shinar, D. studied the
shoulder width on drivers’ perception and behavior through simulation driving [15].
It is a pity that road design regulations in China haven’t given enough concern to
cross sectional design of bridge-tunnel linkage sections from the view of crosswind
and the existing rules are relatively general and ambiguous. In order to improve
driving safety, this paper proposes a distinctive angle of optimized design of
bridge-tunnel linkage sections, which is different from the suggestions above.

This study primarily investigates how different left shoulder widths of tunnel’
exit and entrance affect driver behavior considering the effect of crosswind at
bridge-tunnel linkage sections. To make the conclusions more convincing and
effective, we conduct simulation driving experiments based on an 8-degrees of
freedom simulator to make drivers feel the crosswind as real as possible. The max
countering steering wheel angle (MCSWA) when crosswind changes suddenly is
selected to characterize the safety degree of driver behavior. The shoulder width is
chosen as the main factor of cross section design that we assume affects the driving
safety. Then, the relationship of MCSWA and left shoulder width at tunnel entrance
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and exit is established. According to the critical state equation, the most suitable
shoulder width is calculated. In this research, to get a better insight about driver
behavior, we also investigate drivers’ heart rate which characterizes the mental and
physiological state. At last, an optimized design of bridge-tunnel linkage sections is
provided for a mountainous highway.

2 Method

2.1 Effect of Shoulder Width on Driving Safety

The distance between the outside wheel and guardrail is an important index which
directly reflects the drivers’ demand of side space. If the side space is too small,
drivers tend to steer oppositely instinctively, which is dangerous if the vehicle is at
a high speed and also imposed with strong lateral force. That is exactly the con-
dition that drivers may confront at the bridge-tunnel linkage sections. In addition,
when vehicles are at tunnel’s entrance or exit, drivers’ physiological and mental
load may raise because of strong crosswind, which on the other hand decrease the
accuracy and stability of manipulation. From the perspective of tunnel design, the
shoulder width is the key factor that we should focus. To investigate how should
width affects driver behavior is extremely important for the optimized design of
bridge-tunnel sections, which we ultimately hope can provide a safe and com-
fortable driving environment.

2.2 Driving Simulator

This study is based on Traffic Behavior and Cooperative Virtual Reality System of
Tongji University. This driving simulator is featured with 2.5 tons of capacity and 8
degrees of freedom motion (XY 5 × 20 m + 6 DOF motion) which can perfectly
simulate the driving feeling like acceleration, deceleration. The cockpit is a sealed
rigid structure with the minimum radius of 5.5 m and the vehicle used for driving is
right in the center of the cockpit. The vehicle used for this system is Renault
Megane III However, the engine was taken out Other facilities which are used for
data collection of steering wheel, brake, gear, etc. are added.

Five projectors on top of the vehicle creates a broad screen projective system
with the horizontal angle of 250° and the vertical angle of 40°. The resolution ratio
of each projector is 1400 × 1050 and the refresh frequency is 60 Hz. Three rear-
view mirrors are LCD screens. In addition, the high quality sound system in the
cockpit provides a real acoustic environment with the sound of tyres, engine, brake,
etc. The control software for the driving simulator is SCANeR Studio developed by
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OKTAL Corp, which has functions of integrated control, scenario design, data
acquisition, data analysis, etc.

The dynamic system and other supplementary devices above together create an
exceedingly real driving environment. However, it is possible that you may feel a
little bit dizzy if you stay long in the cockpit. So researchers have to take this into
consideration when designing experiments.

2.3 Experiment Design

The cross section design of simulation driving scenario is based on a highway in
western China. The length of whole scenario is 15,000 m long straight highway
with alternative tunnels and bridges. Each section of tunnels and bridges is 450 m
long. Before the first tunnel, there is a 600 m long ordinary road set for drivers to
get accustomed for the experiment. In this research, the shoulder width is the main
factor of cross section design that we assume affects driver behavior and driving
safety.

As is illustrated in Fig. 1, taking the shoulder width into account, we design a
new transitional form of cross section at bridge-tunnel linkage sections. The orig-
inal shoulder width is 0.75 m for both bridges and tunnels. In this experiment, left
shoulder width of tunnels near the exit increases from 0.75 m (inside tunnel) to
0.75 + Xm (tunnel exit) at with the variance ratio of 1/25, which is recommended
by road design regulations in China. Here the value of X varies from 1.75 m to 0. It
is the same at tunnel’s entrance. During the whole process, the driver would
encounter different combinations of bridge and tunnel, whose shoulder widths vary
at the linkage sections.

This research focuses on how different left shoulder width affects driver behavior
considering the effect of crosswind. So the crosswind speed is only set 60 km/h to
simulate the worst situation, which also corresponds to the real wind level on
high-pier bridges on mountainous highways. As is shown in Fig. 2, the whole
process is consisted of two parts. The crosswind come from the right side in the first

Fig. 1 Transitional form of
cross-sectional design at
tunnel’s entrance and exit
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part while coming from the left part in the second part. The direction of crosswind
is always vertical to the road.

Ten drivers aged between 23 and 44 and consisting seven male and three female
were recruited from Tongji University. They were all in good health and had
driver’s license. Four of them are novice drivers and the rest of them are skilled at
driving. The reason why nearly half of the recruiters are freshmen is that many
accidents are caused by the improper manipulation of novice drivers. It is mean-
ingful to prove into the driving behavior of freshmen, so the ratio of freshmen was
intentionally amplified in this study.

2.4 Experiment Procedure

Each driver had to drive in the scenario for twice, once is with the speed of 80 km/h
and another is 100 km/h. There are several steps to follow before and during the
experiment.

First of all, to help drivers get adapted to the driving simulator, they were asked
to drive for about 10 min. On the hand, drivers knew the force feedback of the gear,
accelerator, brake and steering wheel better. On the other hand, this helped the
drivers to adapt to the virtual scenario and found out if any recruiter felt very
uncomfortable in the cockpit.

The second step was placement and debugging of relative experiment instru-
ments, including SmartEye EMR, Polar Heart Rate Watch and
Electroencephalograph. These instruments were used to monitor the physiological
state during the whole process and some of them may be chosen to analyze interior
reason for their driving behavior. There were two points worth attention. The first
was to make sure these instruments didn’t influence the driving. The second was
make sure these instruments were on the same time domain, which would be very
helpful to the later data analysis.

The third step was driving process. The drivers were told that there would be
crosswind during the experiment. However, they didn’t know how strong the
crosswind was. All they had to do was to keep the car in the overtaking lane. Each
driver drove once under the speed limit of 80 and 100 km/h respectively.

Fig. 2 The whole process of the simulation driving
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The forth step was a short questionnaire. The drivers were asked how they felt
about the driving simulator, whether they ever confronted this kind of crosswind
situation, whether the scenario was real enough, etc. These questions were very
important for later analysis.

3 Data Analysis

3.1 Max Countering Steering Wheel Angle (MCSWA)

The actions that drivers take to counteract the effect of crosswind at tunnel’s
entrance and exit are complicated, including acceleration, deceleration, steering,
etc. The foremost one we think is steering because it largely affects the stability of
vehicles. Usually, the steering angle fluctuates around 0° in tunnels. At tunnel’s
exit, the crosswind exerts strong force on vehicles, which results a sudden whirl of
steering wheel. Instinctively, drivers will whirl the steering wheel reversely to pull
the vehicle back to the lane. In most conditions, drivers can handle it well.
However, for some who seldom experienced this situation, it would be different.
Some of them fail to react while the others overreact. It is the same at tunnel’s
entrance.

During the experiment, we find that most of them took actions in time and the
primary difference is the degree they whirl the steering wheel. In previous resear-
ches, the steering wheel angle, the steering wheel force feedback, the steering wheel
acceleration, etc. were proposed to characterize the action of steering and each
index has its own features. In this paper, we choose the max countering steering
wheel angle (abbreviated as MCSWA below) as the main index indicating the
safety of driver behavior. It should be noted that MCSWA is usually larger than the
proper steering angle. So drivers have to adjust the steering angle if it reaches its
maximum because they realize they have overreacted.

In this experiment, the crosswind speed is constant and left shoulder width
changes. Different values of should width have different effects on driver behavior,
which can be observed from MCSWA. If it is too large, we can presume that the
corresponding left shoulder width is inappropriate from the perspective of driving
safety. So MCSWA is chosen to characterize the safety degree of driver behavior.
Based on this assumption, the data analysis of MCSWA is illustrated below.

Tunnel’ Exits. At tunnel’s exit, drivers experience the process from feeble
crosswind to strong crosswind. The simulation driving is conducted under the speed
limit of 80 and 100 km/h. Figure 3 shows the distribution of MCSWA of ten
drivers considering different shoulder width at tunnels’ exits.

Then we use quadric curve fitting and cubic spline fitting for average MCSWA
(�y) and left shoulder width (x).
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(1) The speed limit of 80 km/h—

Quadric curve fitting:

�y ¼ 4:073x2 � 12:39x + 20:99

R2 ¼ 0:6307\0:8; SSE ¼ 7:475
ð1Þ

Cubic spline fitting:

�y ¼ 3:2x3 � 11:53x2 þ 11:11xþ 10:26

R2 ¼ 0:704\0:8; SSE ¼ 5:99
ð2Þ

The effect of cubic spline fitting, not ideal though, is better than quadric curve
fitting. By solving the Eq. (2), the value of �y reaches the minimum 11.5° when
x equals 1.735 m. We presume that the most suitable shoulder width for driving
safety is 1.735 m.

Under the speed limit of 80 km/h, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that MCSWA
doesn’t always increases as the shoulder width decreases. If the shoulder width is
too small or too large, drivers tend to react more fiercely. The reason for this
phenomenon may be that drivers would not feel much tension if the shoulder width
is large, which offers rich lateral space. However, when the vehicle deviates from

Fig. 3 The distribution of
MCSWA of ten drivers
considering different shoulder
widths at tunnel’s entrance
(80 km/h). x refers to the left
shoulder width and y refers to
MCSWA

Fig. 4 Cubic spline fitting for average MCSWA (�y) and left shoulder width (x) (80 km/h)
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the lane too much, drivers would whirl the steering wheel more to pull the vehicle
back to the lane. This condition is different from what we discuss above that drivers
would feel nervous if the lateral clearance is too restricted.

(2) The speed limit of 100 km/h—

Cubic spline fitting:

�y ¼ �3:472x3 þ 22:8x2 � 43:16xþ 35:3

R2 ¼ 0:8365[ 0:8; SSE ¼ 5:805
ð3Þ

The effect of cubic spline fitting is relatively good. By solving the Eq. (3), the
value of �y reaches the minimum 10° when x equals 1.384 m. We presume that the
most suitable shoulder width for driving safety is 1.384 m (Fig. 5).

Under the speed limit of 100 km/h, the changing behavior of MCSWA resem-
bles what it is under the speed limit of 80 km/h. However, the difference is that the
most suitable shoulder width of 80 km/h is larger than that of 100 km/h, which
means the higher the vehicle speed, the more lateral clearance needed. Considering
that the speeding behavior is common on highway in China especially on the
overtaking line, we tend to focus on the results of 100 km/h when designing the
tunnel’s cross section.

Tunnel’s Entrance. At tunnels’ entrance, drivers experience the process from
strong crosswind to feeble crosswind. Figure 6 shows the distribution of MCSWA
of ten drivers considering different shoulder width at tunnels’ entrances.

Then we use cubic spline fitting for average MCSWA (�y) and left shoulder
width (x).

(1) The speed limit of 80 km/h—

Cubic spline fitting:

�y ¼ �6:278x3 þ 33:42x2 � 55:56xþ 36:51

R2 ¼ 0:7831\0:8; SSE ¼ 3:09
ð4Þ

Fig. 5 Cubic spline fitting for average MCSWA (�y) and left shoulder width (x) (100 km/h)
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By solving the Eq. (4), the value of �y reaches the minimum 6.96° when x equals
1.33 m. We presume that the most suitable shoulder width for driving safety is
1.33 m (Fig. 7).

(2) The speed limit of 100 km/h—

Cubic spline fitting:

�y ¼ 0:001152x3 þ 2:527x2 � 8:918xþ 13:51

R2 ¼ 0:8409[ 0:8; SSE ¼ 1:037
ð5Þ

By solving the Eq. (5), the value of �y reaches the minimum 5.65° when x equals
1.762 m. We presume that the most suitable shoulder width for driving safety is
1.33 m.

Fig. 6 The distribution of MCSWA of ten drivers considering different shoulder widths. x refers
to the shoulder width at tunnels’ entrances. x refers to the shoulder width and y refers to MCSWA

Fig. 7 Cubic spline fitting for average MCSWA (�y) and left shoulder width (x) (80 km/h)
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3.2 Heart Rate

The heart rate of people in resting state ranges from 60 to 75/min while it could be
over 100/min if people are stimulated by outside factors. So heart rate is an
important index that reflects drivers’ physiological and mental state to a certain
extent. Drivers of too heavy mental and physiological load are inclined to make
mistakes and accidents follows. Due to the individual differences, the basic heart
rate of drivers varies. The variability of heart rate has been used in some researches
to show how outside factors affect driving safety. In this research, we primarily
observe drivers’ heart rate near the tunnels’ entrances and exits. Specifically,
variability of maximum heart rate (abbreviated as VMHR below) during this pro-
cess is the index we investigate.

At tunnel’s exit, caused by the change of driving scenario and crosswind, the
VMHR of drivers raise usually. However, the degree that drivers’ physiological state
fluctuates differs under different conditions of left shoulder widths. Figure 8 shows
how different left shoulder widths affect drivers’ VMHR at tunnel’s exit. If the
shoulder width is relatively large (>1.5 m), VMHR is small and there is no apparent
difference between 80 and 100 km/h. In contrast, VMHR raises dramatically as the
left shoulder width decreases when it is smaller than 1.5 m, which to a certain extent
explains the changing behavior of MCSWA. If the lateral clearance is too restrained,
drivers would feel physiologically and mentally overloaded, tending to whirl the
steering wheel more, which may endanger the vehicle’s stability. Specifically, for the
speed limit of 80 km/h, the max VMHR is 6.3 % while it is 8 % for 100 km/h.

At tunnel’s entrance, the changing behavior of VMHR resembles to that at
tunnel’s exit. When the left shoulder width is relatively large (>1.5 m), the VMHR
is around 3–4 %. However, if it is less than 1.5 m, the lines become much steeper.
Compared with the tunnel’s exit, the VMHR is generally smaller when getting into
tunnels. That means the disappearance of crosswind causes less effect to drivers
than the appearance of it. This finding means a lot for driving safety on
bridge-tunnel linkage sections (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8 Cubic spline fitting for average MCSWA (�y) and left shoulder width (x) (100 km/h)
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3.3 Optimized Design of Bridge-Tunnel Linkage Section

In Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, we have discussed the max countering steering wheel angle
and heart rate of drivers to investigate how different left shoulder widths at
bridge-tunnel linkage sections affect driving safety from the perspective of drivers.
These findings above is helpful to propose an optimized design of cross section. On
top of that, we have to ensure drivers experience a comfortable transitional process.
That means keeping MCSWA and VMHR at a comparatively low level. It has to be
mentioned that the simulation driving is conducted under a certain condition (the
road is straight, the wind speed is 60 km/h and is vertical to road), so the given
design below only provides a general method.

According to the findings in Sect. 3.1, too large or too small shoulder space may
cause negative effects on drivers’ manipulation. From the perspective of MCSWA,
the shoulder width should be around 1.4 m at tunnel’s exit and 1.3 m around at
tunnel’s entrance if the speed limit is 100 km/h. Taking the drivers’ heart rate into
consideration, neither 1.4 nor 1.3 m is the best choice because the VMHR is a little
bit large. Combining the two factors above and construction difficulty, we make a
tradeoff that shoulder width of tunnel’s exit and entrance are both 1.5 m (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9 Scattering plot of average VMHR (�z) and shoulder width (x). Red line refers to the
condition of 80 km/h while the blue line refers to that of 100 km/h

Fig. 10 Optimized design of bridge-tunnel linkage sections
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We all know that wind barriers are often used in mountainous highways to
reduce the effect of crosswind on vehicles. Compared with that, the way of
changing cross section design has its advantage. As we all know, snow and ice
would cause friction to change, especially near the tunnel’s exit and entrance. From
the view of fault-tolerant, more lateral clearance gives the space to adjust vehicles.
Though this way may add construction difficulty, it can be seen as a useful and
innovative way to improve driving safety of mountainous highway.

4 Conclusion

We focus on the driving safety of bridge-tunnel linkage sections on mountainous
highway. Vehicles will experience the sudden change of crosswind while getting in
or out of the tunnel, which may induce accidents if not handled appropriately.
Different from previous researches, we propose an optimized design of
bridge-tunnel linkage sections. Among many indexes of road section, the left
shoulder width is chosen as the main factor we think affects driving safety a lot.
There do have some researches on lateral deviation caused by crosswind and then
offer suggestions about lateral clearance, however, they more or less ignore the
driver’s state. In this study, we study the driver’s manipulation of steering wheel
and driver’s heart. These two factors can to a large extent reflect driving safety from
the perspective of drivers.

After the simulation driving experiment and data analysis, we do have some
findings. First of all, too large or too small left shoulder width would cause drivers
to whirl more fiercely to counteract the effect of sudden change of crosswind.
Purely from the view of steering manipulation, we presume that the left shoulder
width is most proper for driving safety if the max countering steering wheel angle
(MCSWA) reaches its minimum. Then the appropriate left shoulder width at tun-
nel’s exit and entrance is calculated. Apart from MCSWA, driver’s mental and
physiological state is also vital for driving safety. So we adjust the value of most
suitable left shoulder width ever calculated previously by keeping the value of
variability of max heart rate (VMHB) at a relatively low level. At last, an optimized
of bridge-tunnel linkage sections is offered.

There is no denying that some parts of this paper need improvement and further
investigating. The optimized design mentioned above is only suitable for the
crosswind of 60 km/h, which is vertical to the road. However, this sample at least
provides an innovative thinking that we can enhance driving safety from the design
phase. What’ more, driving safety is more an issue that involves driver behavior
much, so we should never forget to take drivers’ feelings into account.
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Part VIII
Road and Rail—Accidents
and Pedestrian Modeling



Reducing Reversing Vehicle Incidents
in Australian Fleet Settings—A Case Study

Darren Wishart, Klaire Somoray and Bevan Rowland

Abstract Reversing vehicle incidents is a significant but often overlooked issues in
organisations. Utilising three Australian organisations, this study aimed to evaluate
the efficacy of reversing aids and a behaviour-change program in reducing
reversing-related crashes in fleet settings. Reversing-related incidents increased
from Time 1 to Time 2 in the organisation that did not implement a specific strategy
to reduce their reversing-related crashes and in the organisation that implemented
the reversing aids intervention. However, the increase was only statistically sig-
nificant in the organisation that utilised the reversing aids technology. In this
organisation, the odds of its drivers getting involved in a reversing incident has
almost doubled from Time 1 and Time 2. In contrast, the frequency of reversing
incidents in the organisation implementing the behaviour-change program has
significantly decreased, with less than 50 % chance of its drivers being involved in
a reversing incident from Time 1 to Time 2. The implications associated with these
results will be discussed.
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1 Introduction

Driving for work is potentially one of the riskiest activities undertaken in the course
of a person’s work, which is evidenced by the over-representation of crashes and
injuries involving the operation of motor vehicles while undertaking work activities
[1–5]. Research has also demonstrated that work drivers are consistently involved
in a higher level of crash involvement in comparison to private car drivers [6–8].

Within the work-driving literature, research has indicated an overrepresentation
of reversing related incidents across various fleet settings [9–11]. Health and Safety
Executive in the UK [11] reported that a quarter of all work-related fatalities in the
UK workforce involved reversing vehicle incidents. Similar trends are seen in
Australia. For instance, it is estimated that nearly half (46 %) of fatalities involving
heavy trucks that occurred in Australian worksites from 2003 to 2012 is attributed
to a reversing vehicle [12]. In light vehicle fleet settings, Davey et al. [9] examined
five organisations that operate light fleet vehicles and found that reversing-related
incidents were one of the top three incident types across all of the participating
organisations, accounting for 17–28 % of their total crashes. In Davey et al.’s study,
the work drivers reported that low speed manoeuvring and reversing-related inci-
dent is a significant issue in their organisations especially when visiting residential
environments (e.g., delivering goods, providing trade service) [9]. Accumulation of
such incidents also often results in expensive insurance claims for employees and
organisations [9]. Yet, reversing-related incidents are often viewed as minor crashes
despite the risk of death or serious injury and expensive costs.

Although some reversing-related incidents occur in the workplace, many
reversing incidents also occur in residential driveways [13, 14]. Reversing-related
incidents that occur in domestic settings often involve other vulnerable road users
such as pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcyclists, and research indicates that the
majority of people injured as a result of reversing incidents are children and older
people [15–18]. Previous research has also shown that many low speed vehicle
deaths that involved children have been a result of reversing vehicles [14, 19, 20].
Data from the Australian Road Deaths Database showed that, on average, seven
pedestrians aged 0–14 were killed and 60 were seriously injured each year from
2001 to 2010 due to a reversing vehicle [18].

1.1 Strategies to Reduce Reversing Vehicle Incidents

While reversing-related incidents, particularly within the work driving setting,
appears quite prevalent, there is a lack of research examining the types of intervention
strategies designed and implemented to reduce reversing-related crashes. Technology
assisted reversing aid systems, such as audible warning systems and visual cameras,
are commonly utilised by organisations to reduce the risk of reversing-related inci-
dents [21]. These technologies are designed to assist drivers in parking and
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manoeuvringwhile driving in reverse. Recently, theUnited States passed a legislation
that requires carmanufacturers to install reversing aids to newvehicles [22]. However,
there is limited research that supports the efficacy of reversing aid technology in
reducing reversing incidents. These technologies may even increase the risk of fleet
vehicle crashes due to an over-reliance on the technology, instead of improving
driving safety behaviours. Research has shown that, even though most work vehicles
are equipped with audible reversingwarning systems and cameras, there are a number
of challenges that may compromise the use of some of these technologies within work
settings. For example, reversing alarms may not always be clear especially in a noisy
work environment and workers have reported turning off the reversing warning
systems in their work vehicles due to its annoying sound [10, 12].

Other research have argued that interventions should focus on improving
workers’ driving behavior and attitudes along with organisational safety climate and
management processes [9, 11]. For instance, occupational guidelines have sug-
gested the use of colleagues and passengers to act as spotters and marshals to assist
in guiding the driver while reversing and the “walk around” procedure prior to
reversing to prevent the occurrence of a reversing related crash [9, 11, 23, 24]. The
“walk around” procedure involves drivers, in the absence of a colleague or pas-
senger walking around the vehicle to check for hazards before manoeuvring or
reversing [9, 11, 23].

1.2 Current Study and Aim

While research have suggested that changes in drivers’ behaviour and management
processes lead to safer occupational driving [1, 3], in contrast to simply only
changes in vehicle equipment and technology, there is no current research that
specifically evaluates behavior change programs and technology assisted reversing
aids to reduce the frequency of reverse-related incidents. Consequently, there is a
need for research to investigate and compare the use of reversing aids such as
audible reversing sensors and cameras with behavioural strategies that target
reversing driving behaviours such as walk around and marshalling procedures. The
aim of this research is to evaluate various reversing intervention strategies adopted
by three organisation and assess the efficacy of each strategy in reducing reversing
crashes within the work driving setting.

2 Methodology

2.1 Participants and Procedure

Three local government organisations geographically located within city-based
environments and situated in South East Queensland, Australia agreed to participate
in the research. Each organisation undertakes a range of similar activities relating to
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responsibilities associated with the care and maintenance of services required by the
community. Initially, each organisation participated in a workshop and agreed upon
the information required to record a crash event. The workshop was carried out to
ensure that each organisation reached a level of consensus in regards to defining,
recording, and reporting of crashes. The first stage of the research was to examine
the nature of work driving crashes within each organisation (e.g., type of crash,
costs, who’s at fault, crash location, crash description). The acquired crash data
allowed the researchers to examine the impact of the interventions implemented by
each organisation between two time periods based on 12 months apart.

2.2 Interventions

Each organisation and the interventions implemented are described and listed
below. Organisation A did not implement any intervention strategies specifically
aimed at addressing reversing issues, but rather continued general work driving
safety initiatives already in place. Organisation B embarked upon a program inte-
grating reversing aids such as reversing sensors and reversing cameras across their
light vehicle fleet. The organisation also embarked upon a retro fitting program to
incorporate reversing technology to vehicles that previously did not possess
reversing sensors or cameras.

Organisation C implemented a behaviour-change program, which incorporated
new policies, procedures, and managerial processes relating to reversing vehicles.
This program consisted of light vehicle fleet operators asking other workers to act
as a “marshal” to guide the driver while engaging in reversing manoeuvres or light
vehicle fleet operators conducting “walk arounds” when approaching a vehicle to
check for potential obstacles prior to reversing, if they are working on their own.
A third process that was incorporated into the program was an increase in man-
agerial processes associated with those involved in a reversing crash. For example,
this process included activities such as crash investigations and interviews with a
manager to seek explanations as to why a reversing crash still occurred when an
employee other than the driver was present. This process was undertaken to
determine if the above-mentioned policies and procedures were being adhered to.
An education and promotion campaign relating to the implementation of these new
policies and procedures were introduced to ensure that all light vehicle fleet
operators were aware of the policy and procedure requirements.

3 Results

3.1 Descriptives

Crash Data at Time 1. Crash data obtained from each organisation at Time 1
indicated that reversing-related incident was the most prevalent crash type for all
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three organisations (ranging from 19.0 to 34.9 %, refer to Table 1). Reversing-
related incidents are defined as workers reversing into an object or another vehicle,
while performing work-related activities or being hit by another reversing vehicle.
Other incident types which were highly represented were, damage whilst parked,
rear end incidents, hitting an object, hit by an object and parking (refer to Table 1).

The proportion of the crash repair costs relating to reversing related incidents
were also calculated in Time 1 for each organisation. Reversing-related incidents
accounted for between 14.5 and 37.2 % of the total crash repair costs. The average
crash repair costs of reversing crashes ranged from $900 to $1200 per incident
(Table 2).

Crash Data in Time 2. Crash data of the three organisations were analysed at
Time 2, with results demonstrating that reversing was still the most common type of
crash ranging from 21.3 to 47.9 %. The next most common types of crashes were:
damage whilst parked, rear end incidents, hitting an object, hit by an object, parking
and turning/merging (refer to Table 3 for the proportion of each crash type in
Time 2).

The proportion of the crash repair costs relating to reversing related incidents
were also calculated in Time 2 for each organisation. Reversing-related incidents in
Time 2 accounted between 14.9 and 22.8 % of the total crash repair costs. In Time
2, the average crash repair costs of reversing crashes ranged from $500 to $1500 per
incident. The results also demonstrate that there were increases in total repair cost of

Table 1 Most common incident types in time 1

1st most
common
incident

2nd most common
incident

3rd most common
incident

Total
crashes

Organisation A Reversing: 26
(19.0 %)

Hitting an object: 22
(16.1 %)

Damaged whilst
parked: 18 (13.1 %)

137

Organisation B Reversing: 29
(34.9 %)

Rear end: 16 (19.3 %) Parking: 11 (13.3 %) 83

Organisation C Reversing: 41
(34.7 %)

Damage whilst
parked: 19 (16.1 %)

Hit by an object: 10
(8.5 %)

118

Table 2 Total costs of crashes and the proportion of reversing crash costs of each organisation in
time 1

N of
reversing
crashes

Total crash
costs

Total reversing
crash costs (%)

Maximum costs of
reversing crashes

Mean costs of
reversing
crashes

Org A 26 $181,285.76 $29,984.78
(14.5 %)

$5465.92 $1153.26

Org B 29 $172,786.43 $26,372.86
(15.3 %)

$3924.70 $909.41

Org C 41 $133,277.11 $49,542.80
(37.2 %)

$5242.48 $1208.36
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crashes from Time 1 to Time 2 for Organisation A and Organisation B, but a
decrease in total costs for Organisation C. In addition, the total costs of reversing
crashes increased in Organisation A and Organisation B from Time 1 to Time 2,
while Organisation C decreased the total costs of reversing crashes (Table 4).

3.2 Data Analysis

Chi-square tests were carried out to determine if the proportion of reversing crashes
compared to the non-reversing crashes, changed from Time 1 to Time 2 between
the three organisations. Using a binary logistic regression, the crash data was further
analysed to test the predictive power of the model in each organisation, using time
as a predictor.

Analysis 1: Chi-Square Tests. There was a total of 738 crashes that occurred in
the three organisations overall from both Time 1 and Time 2. Reversing crashes
accounted for 28.7 % (N = 213) of the total crashes recorded in both Time 1 and
Time 2 across all participating organisations. Table 5 shows the frequency and
proportion of non-reversing and reversing incidents of each organisation at each of
the two time points.

Table 3 Most common incident types in time 2

1st most
common incident

2nd most common
incident

3rd most common
incident

Total
crashes

Organisation A Reversing: 26
(21.3 %)

Hit by an object: 17
(13.9 %)

Hitting an object: 12
(9.8 %)

122

Organisation B Reversing: 57
(47.9 %)

Rear end: 13
(10.9 %)

Turning/merging: 11
(9.2 %)

119

Organisation C Reversing: 34
(21.4 %)

Parking: 26
(16.4 %)

Damage whilst parked:
23 (14.5 %)

159

Table 4 Total costs of crashes and the proportion of reversing crash costs of each organisation in
time 2

N of
reversing
crashes

Total crash
costs

Total reversing
crash costs (%)

Maximum costs of
reversing crashes

Mean costs of
reversing
crashes

Org A 26 $202,068.61 $396,35.81
(19.6 %)

$22,961.14 $1524.45

Org B 57 $321,353.22 $731,43.04
(22.8 %)

$5674.26 $1283.21

Org C 34 $117,021.64 $17,458.32
(14.9 %)

$1708.77 $5,13.48
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Chi-square tests with Yates’ continuity correction, revealed that, there was an
increase in reversing-related crashes in Organisation A (no strategy) and
Organisation B (reversing aids) from Time 1 to Time 2, but the change was not
statistically significant. For Organisation C (behaviour change), the proportion of
reversing incidents was lower at Time 2 compared to Time 1 and the change was
statistically significant (refer to Table 5).

To test the homogeneity of odds ratio across the groups, the Breslow-Day test
was conducted. The Breslow-Day test showed that, from Time 1 to Time 2, the
change in the proportion of reversing crashes for Organisation A was similar to the
change in the proportion of reversing crashes for Organisation B, χ2(1) = 0.84,
p = 0.359. This is perhaps not surprising, given that over time, both organisations
experienced an increase in reversing crashes that did not reach statistical signifi-
cance. In contrast, the test demonstrated that, over time, the change in the pro-
portion of reversing crashes for Organisation B (reversing aids) is different from the
change in the proportion of reversing crashes experienced by Organisation C (be-
havior change), χ2(1) = 9.15, p = 0.002. Again, this result is not surprising since
Organisation B experienced an increase in reversing crashes, while Organisation C
experienced a decrease in reversing crashes from Time 1 to Time 2. This difference
in effect of time is also found between Organisation A (no strategy) and
Organisation C (behavior change), χ2(1) = 3.93, p = 0.048, with Organisation A
experiencing an increase in reversing crashes and Organisation C experiencing a
decrease in reversing crashes from Time 1 to Time 2.

Analysis 2: Chi-Square Tests on At-Fault Reversing Crashes Only. Further
analysis of the crash databases of the three organisations showed that the
reversing-related incidents can be divided into two types: (1) reversing-related
incidents at-fault and (2) reversing-related incidents not-at-fault. When reversing
incidents are at-fault, the work driver of the participating organisation reversed into
an object or another vehicle. When reversing incidents are not-at-fault, other third
party drivers have reversed into the vehicle of one of the participating organisations.
There was a total of 13 reversing-related incidents not at fault in Time 1 and 17

Table 5 Frequency and proportion of non-reversing and reversing crashes of each organisations
over the two-year period

Organisation A (no specific
strategy)

Organisation B (reversing
aids)

Organisation C (behaviour
change program)

Non-reversing
(%)

Reversing
(%)

Non-reversing
(%)

Reversing
(%)

Non-reversing
(%)

Reversing
(%)

Time 1 111 (81.0 %) 26
(19.0 %)

54 (65.1 %) 29
(34.9 %)

77 (65.3 %) 41
(34.7 %)

Time 2 96 (78.7 %) 26
(21.3 %)

62 (52.1 %) 57
(47.9 %)

125 (78.6 %) 34
(21.4 %)

χ2(1) = 0.10, p = 0.755 χ2(1) = 2.85, p = 0.091 χ2(1) = 5.47, p = 0.019
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reversing incidents not at fault in Time 2 across the three organisations. To
investigate the significance of the difference between these two reversing-related
incident types, further in-depth analyses were conducted treating the not-at-fault
reversing-related incidents as non-reversing crashes. When the Chi-square tests
were conducted using the above parameters, there were no statistically significant
differences between analysis 1 and analysis 2. However, the increase in reversing
crashes from Time 1 to Time 2, without the third party at fault crashes, was
approaching statistical significance in Organisation B, χ2(1) = 3.74, p = 0.053.

To test the homogeneity of odds ratio across the groups, further Breslow-Day
tests were conducted, focusing only on the at-fault reversing-related incidents.
Results indicated that there were no significant changes between analysis 1 and
analysis 2. Due to the small difference in the two analyses, the researchers decided
to carry out the subsequent analyses treating crashes as reversing-related incidents
where the participating organisations’ drivers were at-fault only.

Analysis 3: Binary Logistic Regression Analysis. Using a binary logistic
regression, the crash data was further analysed to test the predictive power of the
model and a significant interaction was found between the variables of organisation
and time, χ2(2) = 14.09, p = 0.001. Therefore, the crash data for each organisation
was analysed separately to assess the effect of time in each organisation. As shown
in Table 5, there was an increase of reversing crashes in Organisation A (no
strategy) and Organisation B (reversing aids) between Times 1 and 2, as indicated
by the positive beta-weights. However, the increase in reversing crashes from Time
1 to Time 2 was only statistically significant in Organisation B (reversing aids). The
odds ratio of reversing crashes in Organisation B (reversing aids) was 1.89. This
result suggest that, the chances of being involved in a reversing-related incident has
almost doubled from Time 1 to Time 2 for work drivers in Organisation B. In
contrast, there was a significant decrease in the frequency of reversing-related
incidents in Organisation C (behavior change) as indicated by the negative
beta-weights. The odds ratio of the reversing crashes in Organisation C was 0.41,
suggesting that the chances of their work drivers in having a reversing-related
incident has decreased by 41 % from Time 1 to Time 2 (Table 6).

Table 6 Logistic regression analysing the effect of time on each organisation

Organisation B (S.E.) Odds
ratio

Wald
χ2

P-
value

95 % CI for odds
ratio

Organisation A
(no specific strategy)

0.25 (0.33) 1.28 0.58 0.448 [0.68, 2.42]

Organisation B
(reversing aids)

0.64 (0.31) 1.89 4.28 0.038 [1.03, 3.46]

Organisation C
(behaviour change
program)

−0.89 (0.29) 0.41 9.30 0.002 [0.23, 0.73]
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4 Discussion

Reversing-related incidents are over represented in work driving light vehicle fleet
settings. In addition, not only is the cost of work-related reversing crashes con-
siderably high, but the potential for a reversing incident to escalate to a serious
injury or fatality is extremely plausible [9]. This research conducted a field-based
study whereby two participating organisations implemented specific intervention
strategies designed to reduce the frequency of reversing-related incidents in their
organisations. Organisation B implemented a strategy of fitting technology-assisted
reversing aids to all vehicles, while Organisation C embarked upon a behaviour
change program, which involves drivers performing a walk around, use of other
workers as marshals while reversing and a managerial process. A third organisation
continued with their usual work driving safety initiatives and did not implement any
initiatives specifically targeting reversing-related incidents.

Interestingly, the results of this study revealed that the fitting of reversing aid
technologies to vehicles actually resulted in an increase in the frequency of
reversing crashes in Organisation B following 12-month period. Given the costs
associated with the retro fitting, this outcome questions the supposed benefits
associated with the fully-fledged implementation of this intervention, especially in
regard to the increase in costs associated with the increase of reversing crashes.

In contrast, in implementing a behavior change program and a managerial
process, Organisation C experienced a significant reduction in their
reversing-related incidents and a substantial decrease in the associated reversing
crash repair costs. The results experienced by Organisation C indicate that, in
regards to a potential cost benefit, the minimal cost associated with implementing
the behaviour change program would appear considerably smaller than the cost
savings of repairs through a decrease in reversing crashes. This result also provides
further support to previous studies that found improved driving behaviours and
safety records in work drivers as a result of behaviour focused programs and
managerial processes [3, 25, 26].

4.1 Strengths and Implications

Although these results appear to assert that technology assisted reversing aids (e.g.,
audible alarms and reversing cameras) appear to have little impact on preventing
reversing crashes within the work setting, there are a number of considerations
worthy of further discussion. Firstly, while it is acknowledged that the fitting of
technology assisted reversing aids can provide benefits, simply taking a silver bullet
approach [1] and fitting technology to a vehicle without the initiative being
supported by educational programs instructing drivers on the use of the technology
is unlikely to result in expected benefits. Research suggest that interven-
tions and strategies in improving work drivers safety should be proactive and
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multidimensional, with an aim at addressing both behavioural and organisational
factors contributing to the crash [1]. In this study, the organisation that installed
reversing aids in their vehicle fleets did not provide educational program to its
drivers on how to use the new technology fitted in the vehicles nor any managerial
process or crash investigations. Therefore, it would appear that any strategies
implemented should be supported by further initiatives such as behavioural change
and educational programs along with managerial and crash investigation processes.

The results of the study also indicated that while the number of reversing crashes
decreased in Organisation C after implementing the behavior change process
specifically aimed at reversing-related incidents, the organisation experienced an
increase in the overall reported crashes from Time 1 to Time 2. It is suggested that
the increase in overall crashes could be in part attributed to improved safety ini-
tiatives and awareness within the organisation resulting in improved reporting of
crashes. Alternatively, the increase in overall crashes could be as a result of the
organisation’s intervention strategies focusing only on reversing-related incidents
as against to other crash types. Nevertheless, although the number of the total
crashes increased for Organisation C at Time 2, the total costs associated with these
crashes decreased. This results suggest that even though the organisation experi-
enced a higher frequency of crashes, they were likely less severe crashes than
previously.

This study offers a particular number of strengths associated with the results.
Firstly, it has demonstrated that a low cost multi-faceted intervention appears to
have been successful in decreasing reversing crashes and costs. Therefore, the
practical implications of these results are particularly beneficial to organisations that
lack resources required to implement technological solutions. This study also offers
a particular strength in that the study evaluated different reversing prevention
strategies in real world light fleet environments with organisations that conduct
similar work activities in similar geographical environments.

4.2 Limitations and Conclusions

As in all studies, the results obtained must be viewed in conjunction with study
limitations. Although the results obtained are associated with interventions directly
aimed at preventing reversing crashes, there are other potential factors inherent
within a dynamic road environment that could not be controlled for and all results
obtained should be viewed accordingly. It should also be noted, that although retro
fitting of reversing assisted technology resulted in an increase in the frequency of
reversing crashes, the researchers were not involved in the selection or fitting of the
technology, and consequently, could not conduct any evaluation on the types of
technology used or the manner in which they were used. Additionally, while the
organisations had similar fleet sizes and conducted similar work activities, the exact
number and nature of their work vehicles were not provided.
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Notwithstanding the limitations associated with this study, the results do provide
some practical assistance and intervention strategies to industry conducting light
vehicle fleet operations. For example, any intervention with a silver bullet approach
is unlikely to have a substantial effect on reducing reversing crashes, thus any
intervention implemented to improve drivers safety at work should contain various
stages and consist of a multifaceted approach. Future research could expand upon
this current study by investigating the different types of technology available and
compare the use of these technologies alongside other strategies.
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The Relationship Between Traffic Rule
Violations and Accident Involvement
Records of Drivers

Mohamed Shawky, Yousef Al-Badi, Iyad Sahnoon
and Hussain Al-Harthi

Abstract This paper aims to explore the relationship between the at-fault drivers
involved in traffic accidents and their history of traffic violation records as a
function of drivers’ behavior. The employed data was integrated from different
dataset systems in Abu Dhabi Traffic Police including traffic violations, accident
information and drivers’ licenses data systems. About 713,783 drivers involved in
the analysis process with total accident number of 690,697 and total violation
number of 2,762,011 during five years from 2010 to 2014. The analysis addressed
two main parameters; accident rate per drivers and ratio of drivers with accident.
Each parameter is investigated in terms of different variables; total number of
violations, number of hazard violations, number of violations with penalty points
and a cumulative number of traffic penalty points. The regression analysis shows a
very strong relationship between the two parameters and the explanatory variables.
In conclusion, the results indicated that the driver risk to be involved in future
accidents can be predicted from prior driving records for traffic violations.

Keywords Traffic accident risk prediction � Traffic violation � Traffic accident
rate � Drivers behavior in Abu Dhabi

1 Background

Despite the significant number of researches in traffic accidents and road safety
topics, the studies that addressed the interaction relationship between the drivers’
behavior in terms of their historical records of traffic violation and accidents
involvement are relatively few in the literature. Peck and Kuan found that
person-centered driving record variables (such as prior record of violations and
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accidents, age, gender, socioeconomic) and driving exposure made unique contri-
bution to accident prediction [1]. In addition, driving record variables and exposure
measures were approximately equally efficient as accident prediction. Hauer et al.
[2] showed that the information of at-fault accidents is an efficient way in identi-
fying the drivers who have a high risk of accident in the future. The same findings
were pointed out by applying regression model of about 1,998,347 British
Columbia drivers’ records [3]. It was found that the relative importance of various
violation types in predicting future culpable accident risk and thus can sever as a
basis for setting penalty point levels.

Two studies were conducted in California that aimed to assess the accuracy of
predicting future accidents risk using various combinations of demographic and
prior driving records variables [4, 5]. Approximately 140,000 records of licensed
drivers including their age, gender and driving record variables were analyzed.
About 17 regression models were developed using various combinations of
demographics and prior driving variables. The results indicated that the models that
use prior total accidents as a predictor variable of future accidents perform better
than other models that do not use total accident as a predictor and the same results
was found for using historical violation. It also found that adding demographic
variables of the drivers to the model increase the performance of the model.
Accordingly, the total historical accidents and violation records can be used as a
measure to predict high-risk drivers in order to intervene before this risk is realized,
which support the current point count strategy in California which attempts to
optimize the identification of driver having a high probability of subsequent acci-
dents involvement.

Daigneault et al. [6] attempted to determine accident predictors for older drivers
using prior violations or accidents and concluded that prior accidents are a better
predictor for accident risk than prior violations. Chandraratna et al. [7] developed an
accident prediction model and showed that drivers that had a recent accident his-
tory, very young or very old, males and drivers with both speeding and
non-speeding citations have higher likelihood to be at fault in a accident. Zhang
et al. [8] investigated the associated risk factors with traffic violations and accident
severity in China. It was found that traffic violations are one of the major risks
threatening road safety. In addition, drivers have 2 years or less driving experience
display a significant higher risk of traffic violations.

Other studies addressed the impacts of a certain traffic violation type on the
accident rates such as speeding, alcohol usage, set belt, red light violations, etc. For
example, the speeding behavior (as a measure by violation conviction) was utilized
to identify drivers as high risk for becoming culpably involved in speed-related
accidents [9]. The results identified a clear distinction between the conviction
categories of “exceeding the speed limit” and “excessive speed” in terms of these
accident-violation relationships. In addition, Dissanayake and Lu [10] and Baker
et al. [11] proved that the seat belt usage and alcohol usage have major effects on
the severity of accidents.

Alver et al. [12], explored the interaction between socio-demographic charac-
teristics of traffic rule violators (four types of traffic violations records were
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aggregated) and accident history for young drivers (18–29 years old) by applying
binary logit models. The analysis showed that 23.9 % of drivers were involved in at
least one traffic accident in last three years. This accident rate increases to 38.3 %
for those who received at least one traffic citation/violation in last three years and
peaks to 47.4 % for those who were fined for seat belt violations.

Self-reported questionnaire approach was used by some researchers to investi-
gate the relationship between violation records and accident involvements of drivers
[e.g., 13–16]. For example, Winter and Dodou [13] conducted a study to investigate
the relation of errors and traffic violations to accident involvement using survey of
more than 45,000 respondents. The results, through a meta-analysis, showed that
violation predicated accidents with an overall correlation of 0.13. It also provided
the validity of the driver behavior questionnaire to be used by researchers and road
safety practitioners who seek to obtain insight into driving behavior of a population
on interest.

A recent study [17] presented a comprehensive review in the previous published
studies from 1970 to 2014 that addressed the relationship between impulsivity of
the drivers and at least one driving related outcomes (e.g., a self-report measure of
driver behavior) were included. The definition of the impulsivity has been listed and
it can be easily defined as the “tendency to act with little forethought, without
deliberation and evaluation of consequences”. About 38 studies out of 288 studies
are reported, however, the studies that tackled the interaction of the traffic offences
as a measure of impulsivity and the accidents are about 5 studies only.

2 Data Preparation

The employed data in this paper was extracted from the Emirate of Abu-Dhabi
(AD) the capital of UAE traffic police databases during five years from 2010 to
2014. The required data were integrated from different sets of databases; (1) traffic
violation data, (2) traffic accident data and (3) driving license information. Both the
property damage only (POD) accidents and severe accidents (i.e., any accident with
at least one injury of fatality) were used in the research. Any driver has at least one
record in the violation and/or accidents database systems during the five years was
involved in the analysis process.

Around 1.1 million registered driving licenses exist in the driving licenses
database. However, about 83 % of them were found in one or both of the data base
systems (i.e. violation or accident database). That means 83 % of the drivers
involved in traffic violation or/and accidents. Due to the dynamic change in the
drivers’ population in AD (about 85 % of the drivers are not local drivers) the
drivers’ information and records that have at least one record of traffic violation
and/or accident were involved in this study. Accordingly, about 713,583 drivers’
records were examined with a total number of traffic violations and accidents of
2,762,011 and 690,697, respectively.
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An integration process among the different database systems was conducted by
using a Unified Traffic Code (UTC) which is a unique number that has been given
to each driver when he/she issues the diving license in United Arab of Emirates
(UAE). Also any driver uses another country/international driving license, like
tourists, has also given a UTC. Based on this unique number of each driver, a new
unified database system was created by using SQL software package. As shown in
Fig. 1, four sources of data were utilized to crate the required data of this study.

3 Data Analysis

3.1 Accident and Violation Frequencies

The data analysis addressed a total number of accident involvements of 690,697
during the 5-year period, among these about 8602 severe accidents (i.e., an accident
with at least one injury) and 682,095 PDO accidents. Table 1 shows the frequency
of at-fault drivers involved in these two types of traffic accidents. An about 46.5 %
of the drivers involved in at least one PDO accident against 1.15 % involved in at
least one severe accident. The average rate accident involvement per driver is 0.968
accidents during five years. It is mean about 193 accidents per 1000 driver per year
and 2.4 severe accidents per 1000 driver per year. Figure 2 shows the frequency of
at-fault drivers based on their number of accident involvements record during the
five years.

A total number of violation involvements of 2,762,011 are included in the
analysis. Among these, about 979,859 violations are considered as hazard violation
class based on AD traffic police classifications. Hazard violation list includes about
25 types of violations out of 173 violations listed in the traffic law in AD. The 25
hazard violations includes for example aggressive driving, exceed the limit speed

Fig. 1 Data sources and preparation methodology
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by 60 kph or more, read light crossing, sudden lane changing, tailgating, alcohol
usage and mobile usage during driving, etc. The recorded violations indicate that
the violation rate per driver over five years is 3.989 and about 0.798 violation per
driver per year. In addition, violation rate of the hazard violation class is 1.373
violations per driver over five years and 0.275 violations per driver per year.

Figure 3 shows the frequency of drivers involved in traffic violations during the
period of five years. In addition, Fig. 4 shows the number of drivers in terms of their
record of violations and classed based on the number of accidents involvements. It
shows that the total number of drivers significantly decrease with increasing the
number of violations record and with increasing the number of accident
involvements.

Table 1 Frequency of at-fault drivers involved in traffic accidents

No. of accidents PDO accidents Severe accidents

Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%)

0 414,354 53.5 765,667 98.85

1 187,419 24.2 8721 1.13

2 88,408 11.4 152 0.02

3 41,793 5.4 4 0.00

4 20,058 2.6 1 0.00

5 10,148 1.3 0 0.00

>5 12,365 1.6 1 0.00

Fig. 2 Frequency of at-fault drivers involved in accidents at five years
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3.2 Accident Rate Per Driver Estimation

The accident rate per driver was calculated as the ratio between the total numbers of
accidents of at-fault drivers who have a given violation records to the total number
of drivers who have the same violation records. Figure 5 shows the accident rate
per driver in terms of his/her historical violation records. It shows a very strong
correlation (R2 = 0.991) between accident rate and violation records at a driver base
calculations. The accident rates of drivers significantly increase with increasing the
historical records of traffic violations. The same analysis was conducted in terms of

Fig. 3 Frequency of drivers involved in traffic violations at five years

Fig. 4 Number of drivers at different violation records and accident number
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the number of hazard violations and the violations that have penalty points and the
total number of penalty points of the driver given in five years.

Figure 6a–c show the relationship between accident rate per driver in terms of
three more variables; (1) number of hazard violations, (2) number of violation that
have penalty, (3) aggregated number of penalty points of the driver of five years. It
shows a strong correlation between accident rate of the drivers and these three
variables based on the logistic regression fitting analysis. Figure 6d shows the
estimated accident rate based on the fit model of the three variables. This figure
indicates that the accident rate at a certain number of hazard violations is signifi-
cantly high compared by the same number of other violations which support the
selectin of the 25 violation as hazard of traffic rule violation class in AD Traffic
police.

3.3 Accident Probability Estimation

The probability of a driver to be involved in a traffic accident can be calculated as
the ratio (or the percentage) of the drivers who were involved in an accident to the
total number of drivers at a given number of violation involvement. Figures 7 and 8
show the percentage of drivers with accidents in terms of the total number of traffic
violations and the numbers of hazard violations, respectively. These figures show
that the logit regression model strongly fit the data (R2 = 0.99 and 0.98), which
mean that the logistic regression model will be the best model to be used for
estimating the accident probability per driver as a function of his/her historical
violation records.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the estimated percentage of drivers
involved in accidents based on two different variables; total violations and hazard

Fig. 5 Accident rate per driver based on the historical total violation records during five years
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6 Accident rate per
driver based on the historical
total violation records during
five years. a In terms of
hazard violations. b In terms
of violations that have penalty
points. c In terms of total
number of penalty points.
d Comparison between
different violations categories
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Fig. 7 Percentage of drivers involved in accidents with their total number of violations

Fig. 8 Percentage of drivers involved in accidents with their hazard violation records

Fig. 9 Estimated percentage of driver involved in accidents
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violations. It shows, at a given number of violations, the drivers who have hazard
violations are most likely to be involved in accidents in the future compared to the
other violation types.

4 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to investigate the relationship between the drivers’
behavior in terms of their historical traffic rule violation records during the past five
years (2010–2014) and their accident involvement records at the same period.
Accordingly, the drivers who are mostly to be involved in the accident in the future
can be identified and countermeasures against these drivers should be taken. Data
from different sources were integrated to create a comprehensive database system
which was required in the analysis process. About 713,584 drivers record were
used.

The results showed strong relationships between accident rate per driver and the
total number his/her violation records. In addition, the likelihood to be involved in
an accident significantly increases with increasing the total number of historical
violation records. These results are consistent with the results of prior studies that
were addressed the same to by using data from other counties.

In conclusion, the results proved that the violation records can be used as a good
variable to predict the future accident involvements of drivers, especially the vio-
lations that are considered as hazard violations in AD traffic police.

The authors are currently working to extend the data analysis for a future
research in order to test more factors that may affect the accident rate per driver;
such as demographic characteristics of the drivers (age, gender, nationality, expe-
rience), severe accident involvements, type of the violation (face to face or absent),
etc. The logistic regression modeling or other advanced modeling approaches will
be applied to find the most appropriate variables that can be used to predict the
driver accident risk.
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Acquisition System Improvement
and Results Analysis in Small Overlap
and Oblique Tests

Núria Parera and Alba Fornells

Abstract In this paper two crash tests are studied: the small overlap test introduced
by IIHS (Insurance Institute for Highway Safety) and the moving deformable
barrier (RMDB) introduced by NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration). Several modifications have been made to both barriers in order to
obtain better data from the acquisition system and be able to improve in-depth
analysis of the crash tests and vehicle structures. Both barriers have been instru-
mented with load cells systems, and for the validation of the acquisition system two
tests were carried out, one with the IIHS small overlap barrier and a second one
with the RMDB barrier in an oblique test. These two tests were performed with the
same car and following the test procedure specifications. The results obtained were
processed, analysed, compared and some conclusions were made.

Keywords Impact test � Data analysis � Barrier � New configuration impacts

1 Introduction

In 2012 IIHS started evaluating vehicle crashworthiness with the small overlap tests
due to a recent crashworthiness study with new vehicles in the EU and USA that
found a higher severity in frontal crashes. The result showed that occupant injuries
and vehicle structure deformation were severe when the vehicle was loaded out-
board (small overlap). The introduction of the IIHS small overlap test configuration
barrier implies a more severe and critical load case at the vehicle’s structural parts
that need to be improved in order to improve safety in those specific crash cases.
The small overlap test consists of a crash between the vehicle against the edge of
the static and rigid barrier at 64.4 km/h with a frontal overlap of 25 %. In order to
deal with problems of cage intrusion, two strategies were followed by manufac-
turers to dissipate impact energy: make the vehicle slide away from the barrier with
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lateral translation or make it rotate around the corner of the barrier. For the purpose
of obtaining better information of the crash test and improving the vehicle response
and energy absorption strategies, the barrier corner was instrumented with load
cells.

NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) has introduced a new
oblique test configuration presenting a critical new load case that manufacturers are
on the way to solving. This test consists of an oblique crash of a moving deformable
barrier (RMDB) against a static vehicle with an overlap of 35 %. In order to
provide the best devices for passive safety development and enable the analysis of
the loads transmitted to the barrier, the barrier has been instrumented with load
cells. The registered data will enable the identification of the vehicle’s elements that
take part in the absorption of energy during the crash and are a valuable tool to
improving vehicle safety by comparing the loads transmitted to the barrier in
oblique tests.

2 Small Overlap Test

The first barrier built at IDIADA’s Passive safety laboratory, had a matrix of load
cells of 8 × 4. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the barrier was divided by columns (A, B,
C, D) and lines (from 1 to 8). This division was made in order to know the exact
position of each load cell and to have better knowledge of their interaction with
structural parts of the vehicle during the crash test.

The vehicle’s parts that have more interaction with the barrier are as follows:
The A-pillar (Upper and Lower) is represented in Fig. 2 in red. The A-pillar
together with the firewall delimits the zone of the engine with the occupant’s one. It
is important not to have big structural deformations in this zone in order to
accomplish a better occupant protection. The Shotgun in Fig. 2 is represented in

Fig. 1 IDIADA’s small
overlap barrier
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Green and has been designed to have deformation in order to absorb part of the
crash energy. The Sill beam is represented in Fig. 2 in Blue. It is a horizontal
structure at the lower part of the vehicle that adds stiffness to the vehicle’s structure
and the Wheel is represented in Fig. 2 in Orange. The wheel is very important in the
small overlap test as its dynamics can force the vehicle to change its interaction
with the barrier. Also, the intrusion of the wheel at the occupant’s zone can cause
severe injuries to the lower extremities.

2.1 Test with the Barrier and Results Analysis

A test was carried out at IDIADA’s laboratory in order to validate the acquisition
system. The vehicle used was a Jeep Grand Cherokee Second generation, with a
mass of 1856 kg and a height of 1762 mm. The vehicle crashed against a static and
rigid barrier at 64.4 km/h with a frontal overlap of 25 % (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Vehicle’s structural part colour association with the load cells

Fig. 3 Vehicle tested for the small overlap test
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As shown in Fig. 4, the results from the barrier were charted by structural parts
and the total sum of the forces was calculated in order to know the total force
registered by the acquisition system during the entire test.

The forces registered by the barrier were compared in Fig. 5 with the forces
measured by the vehicle’s accelerometers (F = m * a). The results showed that the
vehicle’s force was much greater than the one registered by the barrier, especially at
60 ms where the differences are extremely large.

 

Fig. 4 Forces registered by the barrier

Fig. 5 Comparison between the barrier forces registered and the vehicles’ ones
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In Fig. 5, a difference of forces can be seen at 60 ms where the barrier forces are
small compared with the vehicle. At 60 ms the vehicle is interacting with the corner
of the barrier, which was not instrumented, in order to verify this assumption more
energy calculations were carried out. In order to know the energy that was regis-
tered by the barrier several calculations were done. First of all the initial energy at
the moment the vehicle collides with the barrier was calculated. Assuming that the
moments of the inertia will be a really small value compared with the kinetic energy
of the vehicle (mass * velocity vehicle), the final resultant formula was as follows:

ð1Þ

The numerical results are shown in Table 1 as follows:
The energy gap (144.12 kJ) proves that there is a problem with the acquisition

system of the barrier. The gap should not be so big, but also, the two energies will
not ever be equal due to other mechanisms that dissipate energy that are not
reflected by the data collected at the crash test. Those mechanisms are for example
heat [1, 2] and friction, among others. The results from the formula are shown in
Fig. 6, where the energy calculated by the barrier acquisition system is compared
with the energy registered by the vehicle’s accelerometers.

The difference between the forces registered in the barrier and the forces reg-
istered by the vehicle sensors can be explained by the fact that the corner of the

Table 1 Numerical results
from energy calculations

Energy Result (kJ)

Maximum vehicle’s energy deformation 286.16

Maximum barrier’s energy registered 142.04

Gap between the two energies 144.12

Fig. 6 Energy comparison between the barrier and the vehicle
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barrier was not instrumented. In the small overlap test, the vehicles have a high
interaction with the corner of the barrier after the first few milliseconds and con-
sequently an important percentage of the crash loads were not registered by the
barrier.

2.2 New Barrier with the Corner Instrumented

In order to solve the issue mentioned above related with the acquisition system, a
new barrier was developed which also had the corner instrumented with triaxle load
cells. This will make it possible to obtain more data from the crash test during the
phase where the vehicle impacts the corner, approximately at 60 ms of the test. The
gap between the energy lines should be reduced with this new barrier. The new
barrier has a load cell matrix of 8 × 5, as shown in Fig. 7.

Following the same procedure with the new barrier, a validation test was carried
out in order to assess the new acquisition system. The vehicle was a different model,
so the results were not the same and the comparison was made by a force diagram at
the same millisecond as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 7 New small overlap
barrier with the corner
instrumented

Fig. 8 Old barrier force
diagram at 69 ms
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Although the vehicles were different and each vehicle structure interacts in a
different way with the barrier, it can be seen in Fig. 9 that the corner load cell
column shows forces that would not be noticed if the test had been done with the
old barrier.

Calculations were made with the results of the barrier validation test in order to
obtain the energy of the new barrier and the vehicle. Figure 10 shows the energy
comparison between the new barrier and the vehicle.

Figure 10 shows that the gap between the two lines is smaller. These results
corroborate that the instrumentation of the barrier’s corner was the solution for the
data loss with the old barrier. Whereas the 100 % correlation of the lines will not be
possible due to other dissipation mechanisms that take place at the crash test, this
result is given as correct and the results of the acquisition system validation
accomplish the aim of improving the barrier.

Fig. 9 New barrier force diagram at 69 ms
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Fig. 10 Energy comparison between the new barrier and the vehicle tested
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3 RMDB Acquisition System

For the study a full RMDB was developed following the specifications used by
Saunders et al. [3] and the RMDB Manual and Drawing Package publicly available
in [4]. The acquisition system for the RMDB barrier consisted of the installation of
a load cell wall, Fig. 11. Thirty two triaxle load cells are located between the
aluminium back plate and the barrier’s frame, however only 18 were installed in the
impact area (blue zone of Fig. 11).

3.1 Test with the Barrier and Results Analysis

The validation test was carried out with a second generation Jeep Grand Cherokee
with a mass of 1856 kg and a height of 1762 mm. A Hybrid III 50 % was used, but
no data analysis was made. The test speed recorded was 90.15 km/h (Fig. 12).

Figure 13 shows how the velocity during the crash test develops. It can be seen
that the velocity of the barrier is transmitted at the stopped vehicle at the moment of
the crash. At the end of the crash test the vehicle reaches a velocity of 14 m/s and
the barrier’ velocity is reduced to 13 m/s.

Fig. 11 IDIDA RMDB load
cell wall

Fig. 12 Image of the RMDB
validation test at 77 ms
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The load cells were numbered and named in order to be able to correlate the data
with the structure of the vehicle (Fig. 14).

The force calculation is shown by sections (E, F, G, H, I) in Fig. 15. The values
of the G and H sections are higher than the others as load cells G1, H1 and I1 are in
contact with lower structural parts of the vehicle such as the sill beam. These load
cells will register the role of the wheel during the crash and its interaction with
stiffer structural elements.

The load cells G2, G3, H2 and I3 will show results from the contact of the
barrier and the vehicle’s elements such as the bumper beam. In general, it can be
observed that the inner part of the barrier is loaded later due to the deformations and
impact angle.

The calculation of the total longitudinal (barrier’s X-direction) force applied to
the barrier is shown in Fig. 15 and the force peak is 350 kN.

In order to know the energy that was registered by the barrier several calcula-
tions were done. First of all, the initial kinetic energy of the barrier and the vehicle

 

Fig. 13 Development of Velocity during the crash test

Fig. 14 Distribution of the
load cells in the LCW
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was calculated and then the final kinetic energy of the system. The moments of the
inertia were really small values compared with mass * velocity vehicle and due to
that they were not taken into account, the final resultant formula was as follows:

ð2Þ

The final kinetic energy was calculated by the following formula:

Ecfinal ¼ 1=2mbarrierV2
barriercoG þ 1=2mvehicleV2

vehiclecoG ¼ 391:705 kJ ð3Þ

The difference between the initial and final kinetic energy was calculated in
order to know which amount of the crash energy was applied at the deformation of
the vehicle and the barrier.

Ecinitial ¼ Ecfinal ð4Þ

1=2mbarrierV2
barrier coG ¼ 1=2mbarrierV2

barrier coG þ 1=2mvehicleV2
vehicle coG þEdeformation

ð5Þ

The results from the formula are shown in Table 2.

 

Fig. 15 Load cell wall force by section

Table 2 Numerical results
from energy calculations

Energy Result (kJ)

Energy deformation 386.42

Initial kinetic energy barrier 778.125

Final Kinetic energy barrier 210.450

Final kinetic energy vehicle 181.30

Barrier’s kinetic energy difference 567.72
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The results of the kinetic energy calculations are shown in Fig. 16.
Figure 17 shows the results of the amount of energy consumed per unit of time.

A maximum load cell wall energy peak of 447 kJ, a maximum peak for the barrier
of 580 kJ and a maximum vehicle’s energy peak of 190 kJ can be seen.

The 447 kJ registered by the load cell wall of the barrier in comparison with the
kinetic energy calculation of deformation (386.47 kJ), should be equal, but as
mentioned before, the inertia moments and rotations of the vehicle were not taken

 

Fig. 16 Graphic of the test’s kinetic energies

 

Fig. 17 Graphic of the amount of energy consumed per unit of time
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into account. Also, other mechanisms of energy dissipation were not present in the
calculations, such as energy dissipated in the form of heat and friction. The
60.58 kJ that is the difference between both energies could be associated with those
mechanisms of energy, moments and inertias not taken into account in the calcu-
lation. Due to that, the validation of the barrier was given as good.

3.2 New Acquisition System Design

The results obtained in this study showed that the developed barrier is suitable for
performing the oblique tests according to the procedure developed by NHTSA.
However, some potential improvements were identified.

The main areas of improvement were the distribution of the load cells and the
post-crash braking manoeuvres. The current non-uniform distribution of the load
cells, adapted to the proposed barrier structure, increases the complexity of the
analysis of the data. For this reason, a new design was done in order to have a more
uniform distribution of the load cells, as shown in at Fig. 18.

The next step will be a validation test with a Thor dummy, in order to be able to
make a comparison with the results of the Hybrid III crash test that had been carried
out in the laboratory. Furthermore, the test will validate the new load cell distri-
bution of the barrier.
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Effects of Intersection Collision Warning
Systems and Traffic Calming Measures
on Driver’s Behavior at Intersections

Manuel Silvestri and Francesco Bella

Abstract The objective of this study was to examine the effect of intersection
collision warning systems (ICWSs) and traffic calming measure on drivers’
behavior, in response to a potential conflict event at the intersections, which con-
stitute a crucial point with respect of the road safety. The drivers’ behavior was
analyzed by means of a multivariate variance analysis (MANOVA) procedure.
ICWSs were the auditory speech message and the visual warning. Both ICWSs
provided to the driver the direction of the violator vehicle. The traffic calming
measure was the dragon teeth. Results show that ICWSs help the drivers’ to detect
earlier the violator vehicle and act a safer braking maneuver to avoid the conflict at
the intersections. For the traffic calming measure no statistically significant effects
were found. However, for this condition, a decrease of about 1.3 km/h of the
minimum speed value reached by the driver to avoid the collision was recorded.

Keywords Intersection collision warning system � In-vehicle devices � Driving
simulation

1 Introduction

The intersections are essential elements of the road network but constitute haz-
ardous locations, because imply opportunities for conflicts among vehicles.
Although intersections are a slight part of the road system, they emerge as the road
sections where a remarkable portion of the accidents occurs [1–4].

There is agreement to believe that this situation is linked to the fact that driving
at intersection is one of the most dynamic and difficult task of drivers e.g. [5]. It
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requires large cognitive efforts by the driver to perceive and process the amount of
information related to the specific intersection configuration (type di intersection,
traffic signs), the traffic condition (crossing vehicles, vehicles driving ahead and
oncoming) and the maneuver to act (crossing, turn on the left or right). A such
complexity often implies inadequate drivers’ behavior and then occurrence of
accidents.

Understanding the main factors that influence the occurring of the intersection
accidents and developing systems that encourage proper drivers’ behaviors and help
him in the complex task of drive at the intersections, are deemed to be the keys to
improve the road safety at intersections.

For this reason, a lot of research were and continue to be aimed on the factors
contributing to crashes at these hazardous locations e.g. [4] and on the development
of effective driving assistance systems, such as intersection collision warning sys-
tems (ICWS), and on the development of effective traffic calming measures.

Among traffic calming measures, the perceptual measure are particularly inter-
esting. These measures (such as peripheral pavement markings—e.g. dragon teeth,
combs—transversal pavement markings) attempt to increase the workload or the
perceived risk by the driver through subtle (non-intrusive) change to the road
environment while approaching the intersection.

The intersection collision warning systems (ICWSs) are in—vehicular warning
systems, which detect obstacles with sensors in vehicles, and devices located at
intersection, such as detecting radar and alert the driver of an imminent collision.
These systems have an important impact on driving safety because making the
potential collision at intersection predictable, by allowing the decrease of the
probability and severity of accidents [6–8].

Among the several types of alarms (auditory warnings, visual warnings,
vibrotactile warnings and haptic warnings), those most used concerning the audi-
tory and the visual stimulus. The first type of alarm consists in audio signals as beep
sounds, auditory icons (i.e. car horn, skidding tires) or speech message, that are sent
to the driver through a vehicle on board audio system e.g. [9, 10]. The second type
consists in a visual warning signal such as a car symbol, flashing orange warning
circle, triangular warning that appears on the vehicle dashboard e.g. [5, 6, 11].

Several studies [5, 11, 12] were oriented to the comparison of the effects on
driver’s behavior at the intersections due to different types of auditory warnings and
different types of visual warnings. Such studies highlight the importance of a
directional auditory warning information in an intersection collision warning sys-
tem: a clear warning with directional information about an urgent hazard event
allows the drivers to advance the braking maneuver and, thus, avoid the potential
collision. However, it is unclear whether is more effective an audio or a visual
warning. In addition, no study compared the effects on drivers’ behavior induced by
an acoustic and a visual directional warning.

The main objective of the present study was to assess, in response to a potential
conflict event at the intersections, the effects of directional auditory and visual
warnings on driving performance and if the effectiveness of these systems is
affected by a perceptual measure.
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A driving simulator experiment was carried out to analyze the effect of direc-
tional auditory and visual warnings drivers’ behavior in response to a potential
conflict event, represented by a vehicle that failed to stop at the intersection (vio-
lator vehicle).

2 Methodology

2.1 Driving Simulator Experiment

The study was conducted using the advanced driving simulator of the Department
of Engineering—Roma Tre University.

A multi-factorial experiment was designed to analyze the effects of the ICWSs
(auditory, visual and no warning signal) on drivers’ behavior in response to a
vehicle that failed to stop at the intersection, both from test vehicle’s right and left.
The following section describes the road scenarios ICWSs and the traffic calming
measure that were implemented in the driving simulator.

2.2 Road Scenarios, ICWSs and Traffic Calming Measure

A two-lane rural road approximately 38 km long was implemented in the driving
simulator. According with the Italian road design guidelines [13], the road
cross-section was 9.50 m wide formed by two 3.50 m wide lanes and two 1.25 m
wide paved shoulders. The design speed ranged from 60 km/h (on curves with a
radius equal to 118 m) to 100 km/h (on tangent), and the posted limit was 90 km/h.
The radii changed from 118 to 930 m and the lengths of the tangent ranged from
100 to 1650 m. The vertical alignment had null longitudinal grade, to avoid con-
ditionings on the dynamic variables, like speed or acceleration.

Along to the alignment were designed several stop—controlled intersections
(four-leg intersections and three-way intersections). In 12 four-leg intersections
were simulated the 12 combinations of the factors ICWS (auditory speech message,
visual warning and no warning), traffic calming measure (traffic calming measure
and no measure) and direction of the violator vehicle (test vehicle’s right and left).
In all of these 12 intersections a violator vehicle was implemented to fail the stop
sign and cross the road (6 from test vehicle’s right and 6 from test vehicle’s left) at
the speed of 70 km/h.

To ensure the same approach conditions, the approach geometry was the same
for all the 6 intersections; the driver, after a curve with a radius of 450 m, traveled
an approach tangent to the intersection 600 m long. During this approaching phase,
the drivers also encountered a vehicle in the opposite direction.
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To avoid predictability and order effect 6 road scenarios with different sequences
of intersections were simulated. Two types of ICWS were implemented in the
scenarios.

The first ICWS was the auditory speech message, where the direction of the
violator vehicle was specified: “attention, vehicle from right” or “attention, vehicle
from left”. These speech messages were digitally prerecorded and saved as .wav
files. Then they were reproduced into the vehicle through the audio system of the
driving simulator at around 70 dB loudness level. They were fully consistent with
similar auditory warnings used in literature [14, 15].

The second ICWS was a visual warning, which consisted in a red car icon (an
icon of car into a red triangle). It was similar to visual warning used in previous
studies in literature and appeared in the right corner of the central display, near the
speedometer, to simulate its appearance on a device inside the vehicle. The visual
warning provided the direction of the violator vehicle through the icon of car
oriented in the direction of arrival of the violator vehicle (Fig. 1). When activated,
the visual warning remained in the screen for 7 s.

The triggering point of the ICWS (both auditory and visual) was when the test
vehicle reached a point 100 m in advance (i.e. 100 m before) of the intersection. In
the same moment the violator vehicle, with the speed equal to 70 km/h, was at
77.7 m from the collision point with the test vehicle. In these conditions and with
the hypothesis that the test vehicle is travelling at the posted speed limit (90 km/h),
the time to collision (TTC) is equal to 4 s This value, however, is theoretical
because it depends on the actual approaching speed of the driver at the intersection
during the simulated drive. In other words, if the driver reaches the triggering point
at 100 m from the intersection with a higher or a lower speed of 90 km/h, the values
of TTC will be lower or higher, respectively, than 4 s.

Concerning the perceptual measure, the dragon teeth were selected. This
countermeasure is believed to be particularly effective to give the impression of a
narrowing lane and lead the driver to a reduction of the speed. The dragon teeth
were placed in the last 50 m before the intersection and were couple of triangles

Fig. 1 a The red car icon of the visual warning and b the visualization of the visual warring to the
driver during the simulation
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1 m spaced each other, with a progressively height increasing in order to reduce the
lane width from 2.90 to 1.90 m (Fig. 2) [16, 17].

2.3 Apparatus

The driving simulator of the Department of Engineering—Roma Tre University
used for this study is an interactive fixed-base driving simulator. It was previously
validated [18, 19] and largely used as a reliable tool for the study of the driver’s
speed behavior e.g., [20–28]. The hardware interfaces (wheel, pedals and gear
lever) are installed on a real vehicle. The driving scene is projected onto three
screens: one in front of the vehicle and one on either side, which provide a 135°
field of view. The resolution of the visual scene is 1024 × 768 pixels with a refresh
rate of 30–60 Hz. The system is also equipped with a sound system that reproduces
the sounds of the engine and of the auditory warning during the simulation. The
simulator provides many parameters for describing the travel conditions (e.g.,
vehicle barycenter, relative position in relation to the road axis, local speed and
acceleration, steering wheel rotation angle, pitching angle, and rolling angle). The
data recording system acquired all of the parameters at spatial intervals of 2 m.

2.4 Participants

Forty-two drivers (32 men and 10 women), whose ages ranged from 23 to 70
(average 31) and who had regular European driving licenses for at least three years
were selected to perform the driving in the simulator.

Fig. 2 a Dimension and placement of the dragon teeth b the visualization of the dragon teeth
during the simulation
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The participants were divided into 6 groups; the 6 groups drove the different 6
scenarios, which were each characterized by a specific sequence of intersections
where a violator vehicle failed to stop. According to the questionnaire on perceived
discomfort (see next Sect. 2.5), 41 of 42 participants experienced null or light levels
of discomfort; only one participant was not able to finish the experiment. Thus, the
sample used for the analysis consisted of 41 drivers.

2.5 Procedure

The experiment was conducted with the free vehicle in its own driving lane. In the
other driving lane, a slight amount of traffic was distributed to induce the driver to
avoid driving into that lane. The simulated vehicle was a standard medium-class car
with automatic gears. The participants were first briefed about the use of the
hardware interface (i.e., wheel and pedals and automatic gear) and then invited to
start a training drive at the driving simulator on a specific alignment for approxi-
mately 8 min, to become familiar with the driving simulator. After the training,
participants came out of the driving simulator for about 5–10 min to restore their
initial condition; in this phase, also some information about the experiment were
provided. In particular, the drives were informed about the presence of some
intersections along the alignment that he had to cross. Drivers were instructed to
drive as they normally would in the real world and informed that the vehicle was
equipped with an alarm system that advised him of a potential critical situation
through an auditory or visual warning. In addition, participants were told that the
ICWS system would generate not signal to simulate the condition of driving
without an ICWS.

In order to limit the duration of the drive and, thus, reduce the probability of
sickness for driver, the experiment was divided in two steps. In the first, the
participant drove the first part of one of the six road scenarios and after that, he
filled in a questionnaire about his personal data and his driving experience. In the
second step, the participant drove the second part of the scenario and then he filled
in another questionnaire. This questionnaire consisted in two parts: perceived dis-
comfort, effectiveness of the ICWSs and effectiveness of the perceptual measure.
For the first, there were 4 types of discomfort: nausea, giddiness, fatigue and other;
each question could be answered by a score of 1–4 in proportion to the level of the
discomfort experienced: null, light, medium and high. The null and light level for
all 4 types of discomfort is considered to be acceptable for driving. For the effec-
tiveness both of the ICWSs and the perceptual measure, it was asked to the par-
ticipants if they perceived an effect during the drive. For those who perceived an
effect, it was asked to indicate the type of influence (increasing or decreasing the
speed, increasing or decreasing the level of attention) and the level of the perceived
effect by a score of 1–10.
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3 Data Processing

The speed profile of each driver was plotted 150 m in advance of each one of the 12
intersections. As mentioned above, such intersections were 12, equal to the number
of the combinations of the following factors: ICWS (3 levels: auditory, visual and
no warning); perceptual measure (dragon teeth and no measure), direction of the
violator vehicle (2 levels: right and left). Overall, 492 speed profiles (12 intersec-
tions × 41 drivers) were analyzed. From each speed profile the following variables
of the driver’s behavior while approaching the intersection were determined:

• Vi: driver’s initial speed value, identified at the moment when the driver starts to
decrease his speed, releasing the accelerator pedal or pressing the braking pedal,
in response to the violator vehicle;

• Vf: minimum speed value reached by the driver to avoid the collision;
• Li: beginning distance of the maneuver, the distance from the triggering point

and where Vi is located;
• Lf: ending distance of the maneuver, the distance from the triggering point and

where Vf is located;
• dm: the average deceleration rate during the speed reduction phase from Vi to Vf;
• RT: driver’s reaction time, which is the elapsed time between the activation of

the warning signal (when the test vehicle was at 100 m from the intersection)
and the moment in which the driver starts to decrease his speed.

In the intersections where no warning was provided to the driver, the reaction
time was assumed equal to the elapsed time between the moment when the test
vehicle was at 100 m from the intersection and the moment in which the driver
starts to decrease his speed, in response to the violator vehicle.

From the sample were excluded the data of the following cases:

• the driver adopted a too much low (8 data) or to much high speed (13 data) and,
thus, the violator vehicle did not affect the driver’s behavior (the driver crossed
the intersection much late and well in advance compared with the violator
vehicle, respectively);

• the driver collided with the violator vehicle 18 (data).

Thus, 453 observations were used for the analysis. It should be noted that the
collision events were 12 for the condition of No ICWSs and 6 for the dragon teeth.

4 Data Analysis and Results

The analysis was conducted by means of a multivariate variance analysis
(MANOVA) procedure, to investigate all of the interaction and main effects on the
dependent variables of the driver’s behavior (Vi, Vf, Li, Lf, dm, RT) due to the three
factors: ICWS (with 3 levels: auditory, video and No ICWS) perceptual measure
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(with 2 levels: dragon teeth and No measure) and direction of the violator vehicle
(with 2 levels: violator from right and left). Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics.

4.1 Drivers’ Behavior

The drivers’ behavior were compared across the factors ICWS, perceptual measure
and direction of the violator vehicle by using the MANOVA test, to asses if these
factors affect the driver’s behavior in response to a vehicle that failed to stop at the
intersections. Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparisons.

MANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect for the warning
conditions (F(12,872) = 9.07, P = 0.000 Wilk’s Λ = 0.790, partial Eta squared =
0.111, observed power = 1), while for perceptual measure and the direction of the
violator no significant effects were found (F(6436) = 1.98, P = 0.066 Wilk’s
Λ = 0.973, partial Eta squared = 0.027, observed power = 0.728; F(6436) = 1.29,
P = 0.301 Wilk’s Λ = 0.962, partial Eta squared = 0.038, observed power = 0.886,
respectively). No interaction effects were found. The test between subjects revealed
that the beginning distance of the maneuver Li, the ending distance of the maneuver
Lf and the reaction time RT were affected by the ICWS condition in a significant
way (F(2441) = 54.24, P = 0.000; F(2441) = 20.69, P = 0.000, F(2441) = 46.13,
P = 0.000, respectively).

The lower Li was reached for the auditory speech message warning (18.44 m),
which was statistically significantly lower than that for the no warning condition
(mean difference = 10.45 m, P = 0.000). Also the Li for the visual warning system
(19.99 m) was statistically significantly lower than that for the no warning condi-
tion (mean difference = 11.95 m, P = 0.000). The Li for speech message was not

Table 1 Descriptive statistics

Variables and factors Mean Value SD

Dynamic variable Vi 83.11 km/h 11.67 km/h

Vf 33.38 km/h 15.17 km/h

dm 4.78 m/s2 1.33 m/s2

Li 22.69 m 11.97

Lf 67.00 m 14.49 m

RT 0.99 s 0.61 s

ICWS Condition Auditory speech message 0.34 0.47

Visual warning 0.35 0.48

No ICWS 0.31 0.46

Perceptual measure Dragon teeth 0.49 0.50

No measure 0.49 0.50

Direction of the violator Right 0.51 0.50

Left 0.49 0.50
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Fig. 3 Effect of ICWS on
drivers’ behavior
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significantly different from that for the visual warning system (mean differ-
ence = 1.49 m, P = 0.658).

The lower Lf was reached for the auditory speech message warning (63.28 m),
which was statistically significantly lower than that for the no warning condition
(mean difference = 9.80 m, P = 0.000); also the Lf for the visual warning was
statistically significantly lower than that for the no warning condition (mean dif-
ference = 7.75 m, P = 0.000, respectively). No other statistically differences were
found.

For the drivers’ reaction time, the lowest value was recorded for the auditory
speech message (0.79 s), which was statistically significantly lower than that for the
no warning condition (mean difference = 0.57 s, P = 0.000). Also the RT for the
video warning was statistically significantly lower than that for the no warning
condition (mean difference = 0.50 s, P = 0.000). No other difference was statisti-
cally significant. The effect of the ICWSs on drivers’ behavior are reported in
Fig. 3.

Even if not statistically significant, an interesting effect of the perceptual mea-
sure was recorded; compared with the condition of No measure, for the dragon teeth
a lower value of the speed Vf was recorded (mean difference = 1.33 km/h;
P = 0.337).

4.2 Outcome of the Questionnaire

The results of the questionnaire about the perceived effectiveness of the warning
signals and traffic calming measure showed that the entire sample indicated that
both the visual warning and the auditory speech message were effective, while no
effect of the perceptual measure was perceived. Auditory speech message obtained
the highest score for both the speed reduction effect (mean = 8.3, SD = 1.3) and the
increase of the level of attention during the drive (mean = 7.3, SD = 2.3).

These results indicate that the participants believed to have been more influenced
when the warning signals were present; moreover, the auditory speech message was
believed more effective than the visual warning.

5 Discussion

As expected, the drivers’ behavior were affected by the ICWS, while no significant
effect was recorded for the perceptual measure and the direction of the violator.
When the ICWS was present the driver started earlier the maneuver (Li) to avoid the
conflict; moreover, for the auditory speech message the driver started from the
triggering point 1.50 in advance (not statistically significant) with respect of the
video warning. This result is connected to the outcome of the variable Lf; starting
earlier the maneuver, the driver is able to complete the maneuver further from the
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collision point at the intersection. Also in this case, the lowest value was recorded
for the auditory speech message (63.27 m).

Consistently with the results of Li and Lf, when the ICWS was present also the
RT was affected in a significant way. The lowest values (statistically significant)
were recorded for the auditory speech message (0.80 s) and the audio warning
(0.87 s). However this difference was not statistically significant.

These findings suggest that with the improvement of the ability to react early in
response to a critical situation, the driver advances the braking maneuver. This
means that he has more time to reduce the speed in order to avoid the collision,
adopting a safer braking maneuver. The improvement of the drivers’ reaction time
due to the presence the ICWSs (both auditory speech message and visual warning)
was consistent with the previous studies e.g. [11].

Concerning the effects of the two different types of directional warnings on
driving behavior, the results on RT showed that, despite the two warning signals
provided the same information to the driver (i.e. the direction of the vehicle), the
auditory speech message was better than the visual warning. The higher reaction
time (not statistically significant) for the visual warning (0.87 s) compared with that
for the auditory speech message (0.80 s) can be due to the fact that for the first, the
driver had to focus his attention, and thus his glance, before on the visual signal to
identify the direction by the red car icon, and then on the intersection to detect the
violator vehicle. For the auditory speech message the driver, instead, could directly
detect the position of the violator after he heard the audio signals with the direc-
tional information and, thus, advance the beginning of the braking. This result is
consistent with previously studies e.g. [11, 29] where the fastest reaction times were
found for the auditory signals and remarks the nature of the physical stimuli that are
solicited by the warning signals.

In addition, most of the driving activity requires the visual task; this implies that
the comprehension of the video signal (i.e. an additional visual task) could disturb
the driving activity and, thus, delay the reaction of the driver.

For the perceptual measure, no statistically significant effects were found.
However, for this condition, a decrease of about 1.3 km/h of the Vf was recorded.
This result is consistent with the aim of the perceptual measure.

For the direction of the violator, no statistical difference was recorded and this
result highlight that the effectiveness of the different ICWSs was the same with
respect of the direction of arrival of the violator vehicle.

6 Conclusion

The statistical analysis showed that the variables Li, Lf and RT were statistically
affected by the ICWSs, while the perceptual measure and the direction of the
violator vehicle did not affected the drivers’ behavior.
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The initial distance of the maneuver (Li), which provide information about the
capability of the driver to advance the braking maneuver, was lower for the ICWSs
with respect of the condition of No ICWS. This means that in presence of ICWS the
driver was more able to start earlier the braking maneuver to avoid the conflict at
the intersections. In addition, the results showed that for the auditory warning the
driver were able to advance the maneuver more than that for the video warning (the
difference was not statistically significant). The final distance of the maneuver Lf

was also statistically affected by the ICWSs. As consequence of advancing the
braking maneuver, the driver reached the minimum speed further from the collision
point at the intersection with respect of the condition of No ICWS. This means that
the driver execute a safer maneuver to avoid the conflict with the violator vehicle.
Also in this case, the final distance was lower (not statistically significant) for the
auditory speech message with respect of the video warning.

The driver’s reaction time (RT) (the time needed for the driver to react in
response to a warning signal) was statistically significantly lower for the condition
of presence of ICWS.

These results highlight that the driver, when the vehicle was equipped with one
of the warning signals, were able to advance the braking maneuver due to the earlier
reaction in response to the violator vehicle; moreover, this effectiveness was slightly
more highlighted for the auditory speech message.

The benefits of advance the braking maneuver resulted in no collision event for
the warning signals, while for the No ICWS condition, on average, 14.3 % of the
drivers collided with the violator vehicle. These findings were also confirmed by the
outcomes of the questionnaire on the perceived effectiveness of the warning signals;
the entire sample reported that the warning signals were effective. Moreover, the
drivers reported that the auditory speech message was more effective of the visual
warning in terms of speed reduction and improvement in the level of attention.

The present study was conducted using the advanced driving simulator of the
Department of Engineering—Roma Tre, which ensured a full control of the
experimental condition and no risk to the participants. In addition, it was previously
validated for the analysis of drivers’ behavior on rural roads [18]. It should be
recognized that the validation of the driver simulator equipped with the ICWSs to
has not yet been developed. However, considering the reliability and the method
used in previous studies e.g. [5, 11], in which the driving simulators had the same
characteristics as the driving simulator used in this study, there are sufficient
guarantees of the goodness of the obtained results.
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Directional Identification of Sirens
and Warnings in a Simulated Driving
Task: Comparison of Two Loudspeaker
Technologies

Christine Mégard, Valentin Le Guelvouit, Steven Strachan,
Cendrine Mercier and Christian Bolzmacher

Abstract The hearing perturbation affecting the elderly called presbycusis is
characterized by the degradation of the perception of high tones and impacts the
capacity of drivers in localizing warnings and sirens while driving. We present the
results of a user study performed to compare the capacity of traditional and car glass
loudspeakers in providing directional alarms inside the car. The experiment com-
pares the number of directional errors and subjective perception of alarms. It was
performed in lab, in a real stationary car while the participant was engaged in a
driving task on a driving simulator inside the car. Both technologies provide
directional sounds with difficulties in perceiving sounds from the back mainly due
to the anatomy of the ear as well as the wrap-around shape of the seats. Glass panes
performed slightly better than traditional loudspeakers with regard to left/right
confusion due to the position next to the ear.
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1 Introduction

Security in transportation is a worldwide crucial societal problem. Security of the
driving elderly is even more worrisome. Statistics in France indicate that in 2014
elderly drivers aged 75 and over have 1.6 times more chances to be killed on the
road than any other car driver. Many factors may lead to these statistics. Reflexes
deteriorate with age, medicines may impact vigilance, psychological, sensorial and
motor performances deteriorate with age. Visual factors may also contribute to
these bad statistics but it is now recognized that a bad hearing can be the cause of
accidents by decreasing the capacity of the driver to react to outer events (horns,
arrival of firetrucks or Police) in critical situations [1].

The hearing perturbation that affects the elderly is characterized by the pro-
gressive bilateral degradation of the audition in the perception and in the processing
of high tones [2]. This phenomenon is called presbycusis [3].

Preliminary user studies [4] indicated that presbycusic drivers declared to have
difficulties in the identification of the direction of warnings and sirens while driving.
This degradation may impact severely the sense of safety and self-confidence and of
course the safety of elderly drivers. The majority of users with or without hearing
aids often meet difficulties, in perceiving the different types of alarms coming from
outside the car and in recognizing if an alarm is coming from the front or the back
particularly at intersections and during lane change. The front-back localization is
harder than left-right and particularly the back localization is difficult even for
normal hearing users.

Our study investigates the most appropriate sound system that could be used for
alerting the driver in personal cars. Additional traditional loudspeaker can be
installed in the car to provide directional auditory information. However innovative
technologies developed in our laboratory allow instrumenting the glass of the car to
be used as loudspeaker. As a car is equipped with at least 4 surrounding glasses
they could be used as directional loudspeakers. The advantage of this so-called “car
glass” technology is that it uses the existing infrastructure of the car and requires no
visible additional set-up that may impair the visual field of view of the driver. In
this paper we present the protocol and the results of the study performed to answer
the question about the most appropriate additional sound system that could be used
for alerting the driver in personal cars. The protocol is based on the comparison of
the capacity of the two technologies (traditional loudspeakers and car-glass tech-
nology) in providing directional sounds inside the car. The experiment investigates
and compares the number of directional errors and subjective perception of alarms
by the participants between the two systems.
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2 Description of the Experimental Setup

2.1 Description of the Technologies

In general, cars are not using the glass panes as loudspeakers to spatialize sound.
The first goal is therefore to install a loudspeaker system based on acoustic glass.
Four piezoelectric transducers have been integrated in a Renault Zoé test car. The
glass panes have been equipped with large 50 mm outer diameter piezoelectric
Pz26 rings from Ferroperm, hidden in the lower part of the door structure and the
lower part of the windshield and the rear window in order to be invisible to the user
and protected from environmental influences. Figure 1 shows the exact position of
the transducers. It has to be noted that the transducer position on the side window
can change when opening the windows. Blinded wires have been thoroughly
hidden behind the car’s plastic covers and guided towards the center console.
Additionally, four traditional loudspeakers have been placed at the center of the
dashboard and the back shelf as well as at the lower parts of the front side doors.
Both loudspeaker systems (traditional and glass pane loudspeakers) are coupled to a
digital signal processor (DSP), which allows for individual addressing of each.

2.2 Description of the Driving Simulator and Primary
and Secondary Tasks

In a real setting the occurrence and the direction of alarms cannot be controlled.
Laboratory testing provides therefore controlled conditions that are mandatory to
compare the efficiency of different technologies in providing directional sounds.

Fig. 1 Transducer and loudspeaker placement in the test car
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However, the evaluation of the technologies to be used in a car must take into
account the attentional processes which are particularly important during the pri-
mary task of driving. A primary task is defined as the priority task over all other
tasks or any other events.

One solution is to use a simulated driving task as primary task. Realistic driving
simulators are proved efficient to be used in in-lab experimental set-up. However
their cost in hardware, software and personnel costs for deployment were out of the
budget and the timing of the study. The evaluation of the direction of sounds is
performed in a real stationary car on the driving simulator “Safety Driving
Simulator Auto” from Anuman Interactive [5]. The participant is asked to drive a
simulated car in an extra-urban environment. The primary task of the participant
was to drive safely the car along the track and indicate as soon as possible the
direction of the alarm as soon as they occur during the ride. The participants
indicated the direction of the alarm on a Tablet PC located on their left. The answers
of the participants were used to collect the number of errors.

The participant was seated on the “passenger” seat, i.e. the right front seat (in the
case of French cars) to position a specific steering wheel to control the simulated car
(Fig. 2)

3 Description of Protocol

The protocol is composed of three steps. At first, the participant is introduced with
the aim of the study and is asked to fill up the form consent. The first step of the
experimental protocol is performed in a real stationary car on a driving simulator.

Fig. 2 Experimental set-up used for the simulated driving task (left) and the non-simulated
driving task (right)
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The participant is asked to drive a simulated car in an extra-urban environment
inside the physical car. Some alarm sounds occur during the ride. The task of the
participant is to drive safely the car along the track and indicate as soon as possible
the direction of the alarms on a Tablet PC.

Once the driving step is finished, each participant is asked to fill up a subjective
questionnaire concerning the sound performed either by the car glass or by tradi-
tional loudspeakers [6, 7] and the Osgood semantic scale [8].

Participants. 23 Participants took part in the study (8 females, 15 males), 9 were
over 50 years old, and 14 were young participants (less than 35 years old). All of
them were regular drivers.

Within-Subject Protocol. As individual differences will necessarily occur, a
within-subject protocol is used. Each participant tested the two conditions, car glass
and the standard loudspeakers, randomly.

Test Signals. Three alarms are tested to avoid as much as possible any response
strategy applied by the participant. The alarms are played in a random manner either
by the traditional loudspeakers or by the acoustic glass on all possible directions.
This approach makes it almost impossible to predict where the next alarm signal
might come from. It is better to use regular alarms stored in long term memory not
to disrupt the participants with new signals [9]. For this reason we used the French
Fireman and the French Police sirens as the experiment was performed in France.

We also tested an indoor alarm, the Lane Departure Warning (LDW) because it
was the only directional warning that was not triggered by a deliberate action of the
driver. This warning was only used in two possible directions (left or right).

Bliss and al. [10] have shown the importance of the duration of a signal for the
identification of an alarm signal and as an indicator of the validity of the alarms.
Short alarms are often considered as fake alarms. In their experiment, Kuwano et al.
[8] used a duration of 500 ms. This duration was used for the Lane Departure
Warning. However the two other alarms, the French fireman and the French police
have a longer sound pattern. Therefore the duration was 2 s for these two alarms.
The amplitude of the warnings with the two technologies was equalized using a
soundmeter to provide a perceptively equivalent sound level for the 3 sirens of
65 dB. The motor sound from the simulation game could unfortunately not be
provided by our experimental set-up. Each siren or warning was presented 5 times
in each possible direction.

4 User Experience Assessment

The efficiency of the car-glass loudspeaker and traditional additional loudspeakers
was assessed by objective measures. However the assessment of the user experience
was as much important as the objective measures.
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Subjective Assessment of the Alarms. Efficient alarms need also to be
acceptable for the driver and other possible passengers. The assessment of alarms
has been studied by Fastl et al. [6] on the following items: Perceived ease of use,
Intention of use, Perceived usefulness and Perceived usability. The following cri-
teria from Hellier and Edworthy [7] were added to the evaluation like: Perceived
quality, Perception of annoyance (pleasant/unpleasant; undesirable/desirable;
irritating/likable; annoying/nice), Usefulness/worthless/assisting; useless/useful;
superfluous/effective; sleep inducing/raising alertness; Bad/good. The subjective
answers are gathered on a seven levels Lickert Scale, as used by Fastl et al. [6].

Semantic Differential. The subjective scale provided by Fastl et al. [6] is par-
ticularly accurate to gather large subjective judgments relative to user experience,
but this scale is not adequate to gather personal descriptions of sounds. We chose to
enrich the subjective assessment of the alarms with the semantic scale developed by
Kuwano [8]. The semantic scale is used by each participant to characterize their
perception of an alarm provided by traditional loudspeaker and car glass loud-
speakers. This scale is presented in Fig. 3. Each participant described the perception
for one very well-known alarm (fireman siren) delivered by the two technologies
tested: traditional loudspeakers and car glass loudspeaker using sixteen pairs of
adjectives: Loud/Soft, Deep/Shrill, Frightening/Not frightening, Dangerous/
Safe, Hard/Soft, Calm/Exciting, Bright/Dark, Weak/Powerful, Busy/Tranquil,
Conspicuous/Inconspicuous, Slow/Fast, Distinct/Vague, Weak/Strong. A French
translation of the semantic label has been provided by the authors.

Fig. 3 Osgood semantic differential for the acoustic glass (ACG) and for the traditional
loudspeaker (LDS)
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5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Comparison Between the Acoustic Glass
and the Traditional Loudspeaker Concerning
the Directional Errors

Considering all alarms, the total number of errors in the perception of the direction
of alarms is not much different between the acoustic glass and the traditional
loudspeaker technology. The mean number of the sum of errors with the acoustic
glass is 12.59 (SD = 7.22) when the participant is driving, and 10.17 (SD = 8.50)
when is not driving. The mean number of the sum of errors with the traditional
loudspeaker is 12.93 (SD = 6.94) when the participant is driving, and 10.52
(SD = 7.37) when is not driving. The mean difference is neither significant between
the two technologies when the participants are implied in a simulated driving task
(t(22) = 0.38; p > 0.05), nor when the participants are only dedicated to the
direction task (t(22) = 0.45; p > 0.05).

Directional Errors for Alarms Coming from the Back of the Car. The mean
number of errors is quite low for the two technologies when delivering an alarm
from the back of the car. The mean number of Back/Left confusions is 0.95
(SD = 1.13) for the acoustic glass and 1.09 (SD = 1.37) for the traditional loud-
speaker t(22) = 0.51; p > 0.05). The mean Back/Front confusion is 1.18
(SD = 1.62) for the acoustic glass and 1.36 (SD = 1.86) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 0.23; t > 0.05).

Directional Errors for Alarms Coming from the Front of the Car When the
Participants are Driving. The mean number of confusions Front/Right is 0.36
(SD = 0.56) for the acoustic glass and 0.36 (SD = 0.49) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 0.00; p > 0.05). The mean number of confusions Front/Left is 0.54
(SD = 0.74) for the acoustic glass and 0.45 (SD = 0.66) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 0.438; p > 0.05).

The mean Front/Back confusion is 3.72 (SD = 2.47) for the acoustic glass and
0.72 (SD = 0.85)) for the traditional loudspeaker (t(22) = 5.04; p < 0.05)*.

5.2 External Alarms (French Firemen and French Police)

Directional Errors for Alarms Coming from the Left of the Car When the
Participants Are Driving. The mean number of Left/Front confusions is 0.95
(SD = 1.32) for the acoustic glass and 1.41 (SD = 1.68) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 2.88; p < 0.05)*. The mean number of confusions Left/Right is
0.45 (SD = 0.67) for the acoustic glass and 0.36 (SD = 0.58) for the traditional
loudspeaker (t(22) = 1.00; p > 0.05). The mean Left/Back confusion is 0.54
(SD = 0.91) for the acoustic glass and 0.63 (SD = 1.00) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 1.00; p > 0.05).
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Directional Errors for Alarms Coming from the Right of the Car When the
Participants Are Driving. The mean number of Right/Back confusions is 2.13
(SD = 1.58) for the acoustic glass and 1.68 (SD = 1.42) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 2.88; p < 0.05)*. The mean number of confusions Right/Left is
0.54 (SD = 0.91) for the acoustic glass and 0.59 (SD = 0.91) for the traditional
loudspeaker (t(22) = 0.37; p > 0.05). The mean Right/Front confusion is 0.22
(SD = 0.53) for the acoustic glass and 0.22 (SD = 0.52) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 0.00; p > 0.05).

Number of no Response (Timeout). The total number of timeouts for the
external alarms is quite the same for the Front (0 timeout for the acoustic glass and a
total of 2 for the traditional loudspeaker). Back alarms generate much more “no
responses”, but without much difference between the two technologies (24 timeouts
for the acoustic glass and 28 for the traditional loudspeaker). For the Left alarm, the
number of timeouts is much more important for the traditional loudspeaker (15
timeouts) than for the acoustic glass. The same effect is observed with the Right
alarm (35 timeouts for the traditional loudspeaker and 8 for the acoustic glass).

5.3 Internal Alarm (Lane Departure Warning)

Directional Errors for Alarms Coming from the Right of the Car When the
Participants Are Driving. The mean number of Right/Back confusions is 0.09
(SD = 0.29) for the acoustic glass and 0.27 (SD = 0.55) for the traditional loud-
speaker (t(22) = 2.16; p < 0.05)*. The mean number of confusions Right/Left is
0.36 (SD = 0.72) for the acoustic glass and 0.45 (SD = 0.85) for the traditional
loudspeaker (t(22) = 0.698; (p > 0.05). The mean Right/Front confusion is 0.04
(SD = 0.21) for the acoustic glass and 0.0 (SD = 0) for the traditional loudspeaker
(t(22) = 1.00; p > 0.05).

Directional Errors for Alarms Coming from the Left of the Car When the
Participants Are Driving. The mean number of Left/Front confusions is 0.27
(SD = 0.45) for the acoustic glass and 0.22 (SD = 0.52) for the traditional loud-
speaker. The mean number of confusions Left/Right is 0.45 (SD = 1.10) for the
acoustic glass and 0.36 (SD = 0.78) for the traditional loudspeaker. The mean
Left/Back confusion is 0.04 (SD = 0.23) for the acoustic glass and 0.04
(SD = 0.21) for the traditional loudspeaker.

Number of no Response (Timeout). The timeouts (no response from the par-
ticipant) are more numerous when the alarm is emitted by the acoustic glass (5
when driving, and 5 without driving) than with the traditional loudspeaker (3 when
driving and 1 without driving) for left alarms.

For right alarms, the number of timeout (no response) is higher for the traditional
loudspeaker (5 when driving and 4 without driving) than for the acoustic glass (3
when driving and only 1 without driving).
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5.4 Semantic Differential

After the whole experimental session, each participant was asked to describe the
sound produced with the two technologies (traditional loudspeaker and car glass
loudspeaker) using the Osgood semantic differential [8]. Figure 3 shows the mean
answer to the Osgood semantic differential for the acoustic glass and for the tra-
ditional loudspeaker. The semantic differential shows a clear tendency of the
acoustic glass to provide a softer, calmer and weaker sound than the sound provided
by the traditional loudspeaker. This difference may be explained by the difference in
the quality and the characteristics of the sound emitted by the two technologies.

6 Analysis and Discussion

Internal alarms lead to few errors in general. This result can be explained by the fact
that these alarms were provided only on the left and on the right side of the driver,
thus reducing the possible ambiguities between the two directions. However, more
errors occur on the left side for the acoustic glass than for the traditional loud-
speaker. This may be due to the fact that the acoustic glass seems to produce a more
diffused sound that is more critical for the sound coming from the left side of the
participant as it is farther away (participant was sitting on the passenger seat during
tests) than the sound coming from right side.

More errors occur on the right side for traditional loudspeaker. This result is
probably due by the fact that the sound coming from the traditional loudspeaker
was emitted below the ear level, thus impairing directional perception for right side
sounds, compared to the sound clearly emitted on the right side with the acoustic
glass. We can hypothesize that in situations in which the driver is seated on the left
side of the car we would find opposite results, with a better directional perception
with the acoustic glass on the left side and a better directional perception on the
right side with the traditional loudspeaker.

Back external alarms are difficult to perceive with both technologies. Few
Back/Front errors are detected but numerous timeout responses occur indicating
that the participants could not identify the direction of these alarms. This result was
found for both technologies. Beside the fact that the anatomy of the ear does not
favor the perception of sounds coming from the back, we can hypothesize that the
wrap-around shape of the seats of the car hinders furthermore the perception of
back sounds.

Subjective scales and the Osgood semantic differential indicate an overall better
judged sound quality between the sound emitted with the car glass than with the
traditional loudspeaker. This may come from a softer, less sharp sound emitted by
the acoustic glass, and thus, perceived less aggressive than the sound from a tra-
ditional loudspeaker.
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In view with the results of the study, we can suggest that the acoustic glass can
be considered as a possible interface to provide directional lateral sounds in cars.
The acoustic glass provides good results for those lateral directions due to its
position. Delivering a sound is technically more feasible than using loudspeaker
at-ear level.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents the protocol and the results of the study performed to evaluate
two loudspeaker technologies for alerting a driver of incoming alarms. The protocol
is based on the comparison of the capacity of traditional and car-glass loudspeakers
in providing directional sounds inside the car. The experiment investigates and
compares the user experience and subjective perception of the sounds by the par-
ticipants. During the experiment, the participant was sitting at the front right seat for
experimental purposes.

Internal alarms lead to few errors in general. This result can be explained by the
fact that this alarm was provided only on the left and on the right side of the driver,
thus reducing the possible ambiguities between the two directions. However, more
errors occurred on the left side for the acoustic glass than for the traditional
loudspeaker. It is due to the fact that the acoustic glass seems to produce a more
diffused sound that is more critical for the sound coming from the left side of the
participant as it is farther away than the sound coming from right side. More errors
occur on the right side for traditional loudspeakers. This result is probably due to
the fact that the sound coming from the traditional loudspeaker was emitted below
the ear level, thus impairing directional perception for right side sounds, compared
to the sound clearly emitted on the right side with the acoustic glass. We can
hypothesize that in situations in which the driver is seated on the left side of the car
we would find opposite results, with a better directional perception with the acoustic
glass on the left side and a better directional perception on the right side with the
traditional loudspeaker technology.

For external alarms, both technologies provide directional sounds with diffi-
culties in perceiving sounds from the back. Few Back/Front errors are detected but
participants rather chose the strategy not to answer (numerous timeout responses)
indicating that they could not identify the direction of the alarms. This result was
found for both technologies. Beside the fact that the anatomy of the ear does not
favor the perception of sounds coming from the back, we can hypothesize that the
wrap-around shape of the seats of the car hinders furthermore the perception of
back sounds.

The car-glass technology is a promising candidate to deliver alarms inside a
vehicle. However further technical research should be engaged to provide more
directional sounds with the “car-glass” technology in the main directions.
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Bus Rapid Transit (BRTS): A Case Study
to Investigate Its Use by the Persons
with Disability

Devarshi Chaurasia, Sandeep Sankat and Sushil Kumar Solanki

Abstract In India, increasing urbanisation, modernization, commercialisation,
changing demographics, extensively increasing number of personal vehicles in the
urban areas of India resulted in congestion on the roads. Cities around the world, at
some point of time have faced problems associated with passenger mobility and
connecting the city periphery with central part, in urban areas and found few
innovative solutions to overcome the problems. Urban Planners, Engineers and
Urban Administrator around the world have found Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) System as efficient, cost effective and simple as compare to other Light Rail
Transit (LRT) and Metro Rail solution to provide ‘life line’ to city. Cities around
the world operate BRTS and got positive results including so many Indian cities.
The ultimate aim of this study is to develop an understanding regarding urban
public transport issues for persons with disability. To review usability of Bus rapid
transport system for persons with disability as commuters. To understand the
impact of ‘Mass transit System’ on Sustainable social change.

Keywords BRT system � Urban transport � City � Passenger mobility � Disability

1 Indian Scenario

The scenario of Indian cities is particularly different from that in the western
countries because of their dense and mixed land use. These dense Indian cities do
not follow a simplistic structure of CBD and suburban development but are unique
multi-nuclei structures with organically evolved road network patterns. In most
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Indian non-metro cities, the average trip lengths are less than 5 km. Thus, the
traditional city form in the Indian context has been sustainable, something that is
now changing on account of a high cost, energy-intensive and skewed urban
development paradigm that supports only economic growth as against overall
well-being. To support such a development paradigm, cities are moving towards a
physical sprawl, which is low-density housing development. Providing mobility in
this situation requires establishing capital-intensive transport infrastructure, which
is pricing out the poor from the transport system as well as from the land market,
and in short reducing the accessibility of the poor to urban opportunities. Women of
low-income households are the worst affected in this paradigm change [1].

Inclusive sustainable cities, argues Mahadevia (2001), are the ones which have
an ‘Inclusive Approach’, with the vision of the urban poor and marginal sections at
the centre of urban policymaking and which is multidimensional in nature. This is
also necessary with regards to looking at transport systems.

Another approach to sustainable transport is high-speed public transport, which
also forces the poor to spend large amounts on transit. Thus, the poor tend to
depend on the NMT modes. The BRT system emerges therefore in this context of
developing countries. The BRTS has the potential to provide equitable and sus-
tainable urban public transit on account of its low cost relative to the metro [1].

2 Concept of Accessibility

Accessibility is a key element in ensuring the social sustainability of the transport
sector. Accessibility (or just access) refers to the ease of reaching goods, services,
activities and destinations, which together are called opportunities. It can be defined
as the potential for interaction and exchange. Litman (2011: 1) defines accessibility
as people’s ability to reach goods, services and activities. “Accessibility can be
defined as ‘ease of reaching’.

Any transport system is to achieve equity or social inclusion by increasing its
accessibility universally, and then it needs to meet the following objectives [1]:

1. Cost effectiveness—affordable pricing of the systems
2. Safety—against physical accidents, against personal violence
3. Minimised environmental impacts
4. Improve well-being through reducing drudgery, increasing leisure time and

comfort during travel through low or no crowding
5. Linkage with livelihood
6. Route frequency and passenger stops to board or alight within certain distance

or time of walking
7. Reliability in times of bad weather, for example monsoons in India
8. Disabled-friendly
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3 Purpose of the Study

People with disabilities have traditionally been excluded from public life and public
services, such as transportation. Through the turbulent social movements of the
1960s and 1970s, disability civil rights emerged in the developed countries of the
United States and the United Kingdom to challenge the notions of inclusion and
human capabilities. Access to public transport was an important demand of those
nascent disability movements. While countries were beginning to work on fully
recognizing the rights of people with disabilities, improvements in bus systems
were being implemented that would shift the paradigm of mass transit [2].

In developing cities prior to 1972, buses plied shared roadways with mixed
traffic. Starting in Curitiba, Brazil, a new manner for buses to traverse the city was
envisioned. Curitiba’s architect cum Mayor, Jamie Lerner, implemented an above
ground subway system that was run using buses instead of rail. Key aspects of
Lerner’s designed system include dedicated right of way for buses so that they were
not slowed by other vehicle traffic and bus station entrances that were restricted to
passengers who had paid their fare.

The success of BRT is related to the implementation of a comprehensive
package of physical infrastructure and operational systems that together provide a
high level of customer service. The package includes the following:

1. Dedicated lanes for the exclusive use of BRT buses,
2. Level boarding to ensure that passengers can get in and out of a bus without

having to climb steps,
3. Specially designed high quality buses with wide doors,
4. Off-board fare collection,
5. Enhanced intelligent transportation systems (ITS) including automatic vehicle

tracking system, and
6. Service level agreements that stipulate penalties for poor performance.

4 BRT Projects in India

The National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP) of 2006 has came up as an outcome
of debates. Nationally, the JnNURM (Jwaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal
Mission) has been the key trigger for cities to start preparing the BRTS proposals
for funding under the JnNURM. A number of cities have proposed BRTS and are in
various stages of development. At least 50 % of the financial assistance has been
provided by the Government of India, and the rest has to be managed by the cities
and the states.

The JnNURM. Launched in December 2005, the JnNURM covered 63 cities
with funds worth USD 11 billion of central assistance with matching grants coming
from the state and city governments. The JnNURM was followed by the National
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Urban Transport Policy (NUTP), 2006, which emphasised safe, affordable, quick,
comfortable, reliable, and sustainable accessibility for India’s growing number of
city residents to jobs, education, and recreation within cities. Since the beginning,
about ten Indian cities have shown interest in the idea of the Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) and many of these cities are in various phases of either planning or
implementing the system (Table 1).

5 BRTS Challenges and Opportunities

The rapid spread of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems presents an historic oppor-
tunity to create models of accessible transport for passengers with disabilities and
for older passengers, often in cities with little previous experience in this field. BRT
trunk line corridors and their feeder lines can enable new categories of passengers,
including more women and children, to benefit from an improved level of safe,
accessible, and reliable public transport.

In order to forecast demand for BRT service by persons with disabilities it is
important to be able to count passengers with hidden disabilities, including those
who are frail or have a vision impairment or have arthritis, a heart condition, or are
deaf, deafened, or hard-of hearing [3].

Table 1 Approved BRTS projects under Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission
(JnNURM)

S. No. City Approved
km

Sanctioned cost
(in Rs. billions)

ACA
(in Rs. billions)

1 Ahmedabad 88.50 9.82 3.44

2 Rajkot 29.00 1.10 0.56

3 Surat 29.90 4.69 2.34

4 Bhopal 21.71 2.37 1.18

5 Indore 11.45 0.98 0.49

6 Pune and Pimpri
Chinchwad

124.77 13.64 6.82

7 Vijaywada 15.50 1.53 0.76

8 Vizag 42.80 4.53 2.26

9 Jaipur 26.10 2.19 1.10

Total 389.73 40.84 18.95

Source Ministry of Urban Development (2008)
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6 Social Concern—Accessibility and Equity

There is another concept of ‘social inclusion’ which largely discusses the equity
issues in transport. Social inclusion issues in transport are concerned primarily with
accessibility or lack of it for those without a car in the Western context. In a wider
context, social inclusion in transport has to be pegged with broader social inclusion
policies which deal with inclusion of specific social groups in the process of
development. Hence, social inclusion discussions in general, and now even in the
transport sector in particular, focus on the processes of exclusion of certain urban
population segments from the benefits of urban growth. However, the Western
concept of social inclusion may not explain the Indian situation fully as the nature
of barriers are different in Indian cities, which is discussed further in the following
section.

To summarise, if any transport system is to achieve equity or social inclusion by
increasing its accessibility universally, then it needs to meet the following objec-
tives [2]:

1. Cost effectiveness—affordable pricing of the systems
2. Safety—against physical accidents, against personal violence
3. Minimised environmental impacts
4. Improve well-being through reducing drudgery, increasing leisure time and

comfort during travel through low or no crowding
5. Linkage with livelihood
6. Route frequency and passenger stops to board or alight within certain distance

or time of walking
7. Reliability in times of bad weather, for example monsoons in India
8. Disabled-friendly.

7 BRT Features

The scope and scale of BRT interventions offer planners an important opportunity
to make public transport infrastructure easier to use for seniors and people with
disabilities.

7.1 Pedestrian Movement

BRT systems are far more than dedicated bus lanes and special buses. Typically,
implementing a BRT system involves significant improvements to the pedestrian
environment along the right of way. These external corridor improvements offer the
greatest benefits for people with disabilities. While an accessible and thoughtfully
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aligned BRT system offers increased connections and mobility, public transport
users with disabilities often face great challenges getting to stops and stations.

The pedestrian environment should thus be compliant with local accessibility
design guidelines including consistent pavement surfaces, appropriately sloped
ramps, and an unobstructed path of travel. Tactile indicator tiles should be posi-
tioned at level changes such as curb ramps, stairs or any other locations where the
pedestrian path of travel intersects with a potential hazard (i.e., moving vehicle or
bicycle traffic).

For people who are blind or experience low vision, tactile way finding paths are
often recommended to guide users through pedestrian environments to key desti-
nations such as transport station entrances.

Accessible pedestrian bridges built with ramps instead of stairs can result in
fatigue for many passengers and difficulty for use by older persons and others with
mobility concerns.

From the standpoint of access by persons with limited mobility, the solutions in
ranking order are [3]:

• 1st choice: At-grade crossings controlled by traffic lights
• 2nd choice: Pedestrian bridges or tunnels equipped with elevators
• 3rd choice: Pedestrian tunnels with inclined ramps built to international access

standards
• 4th choice: Pedestrian bridges with inclined ramps built to international access

standards.

7.2 Boarding Stations

The access route to the platform also must be free of obstacles, including curbs,
bollards, turnstiles or other abrupt changes in level. All vertical height transitions
must be ramped in a manner compliant to disability access standards. Within the
station itself, it is important that signage for vehicle arrival and transport system
information is appropriately large type size and high contrast so that it is easily
legible. Auditory announcements for vehicle arrival times and other essential public
transport information may also be provided for customers who are unable to see or
read visual signage [2].

7.3 Transport Vehicle

Reducing the horizontal and vertical gaps between the transport vehicle and the
platform assists boarding for able-bodied customers and improves overall system
performance Kantor et al. (2006). It also allows boarding for transport customers
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who are unable to climb stairs (such as wheelchair users, or seniors with limited
mobility).

Training, skill certification (and recertification) as well as disciplinary penalties
for poor performance should be utilized to ensure proper BRT docking and vehicle
accessibility [2].

People with mobility disabilities, such as seniors who are unable to stand for
long periods of time, require seating; however, those who must utilize mobility
devices and assistive technologies such as canes, crutches, walkers or wheelchairs
may require additional interior space for positioning and navigating their devices.
The minimum clear space requirements for positioning mobility devices should be
determined by following local disability access standards. The vehicle should also
have provisions to strap and secure the mobility device.

For transport customers who experience sensory disabilities such as low vision,
blindness or hearing impairment, etc. it is important to provide vehicle location and
system information (i.e., next stop announcements, updates on system
delays/detours, or emergency egress instructions) in alternative formats. Thus,
auditory announcements as well as dynamic visual text systems are recommended.

8 Bhopal City BRTS Brief

BRTS stands for Bus Rapid Transit System; Here I want to emphasis on the word
‘System’ that represents an integrated approach to develop not only dedicated lanes
for buses but to provide safe and comfortable corridors for pedestrians, cyclists,
motor vehicles etc. The important elements of BRT system are bus stops, Foot Over
Bridges, Pedestrian Subways, platform, curbs, railings, Public Information System,
Pedestrian Crossing Signals, Signages and road markings should be passenger/user
friendly of all age groups (Old age, Children), gender and people with varied
physical conditions (Pregnant Woman, Wheel Chair Bound Person, Vision
Impaired) etc. In, other words BRT system provides us an opportunity to develop
our cities in a holistically manner, so that anyone can use it with pride.

Bhopal BRT system is funded by central government under JNNURM scheme.
Constructed by Bhopal Municipal Corporation (BMC) funds allocated are around
237 crores. Bhopal BRT (MyBus) operating agency is Bhopal City Link Limited
(BCLL). Most of the operational BRT systems in India are primarily meant to
connect sub-urban parts of the city, Bhopal BRT system is passing through the
main city and market areas supported by Trunk, Standard, Complimentary and
Intermediate Para Transit (IPT) routes. The existing ‘Mini Buses’ and ‘Magic’ is
going to use the complementary and IPT routes to provide transport services for
passengers from inner residential area to main trunk route (TR) and standard routes
(SR) i.e., BRT routes.
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8.1 Bhopal BRTS Safety Concerns

During the construction phase of four years more than 1600 road accidents occurred
on this BRT stretch and around 115 people died. As per Bhopal municipal cor-
poration (BMC) because of the dedicated corridor the accident rates and causalities
has come down. Local Bhopal city expert has also expressed concern about the
safety of the passenger who wants to access the bus stops, BMC has plan to built
pedestrian signal and foot over bridge (FoB), so we need to spread the awareness
amongst people to follow the traffic rules to reach the BRT bus stops safely. Foot
Over Bridges (FOBs) are an excellent safe means for commuters to across move-
ment of roads but it requires investment and time to build it. Bhopal BRTS is a
good initiative to handle the traffic situation for future of the city. Bhopal BRT will
be definitely a life line for city for next 20 years and the system is sufficient to cater
the need of public transport demand for next two decades. For that we require good
quality construction and BRT system design should follow the ‘Indian Road
Congress (IRC)’ recommendations and internationally accepted good practices [4]
(Fig. 1).

8.2 Survey Results of the Bhopal BRTS

To analyze BRT system of Bhopal, I have conducted an observational study in the
month of October 2013 (after the formal inauguration of BRTS) to assess the
quality, condition and availability of various elements and services in all stretches
(Routes between two BRT bus stops) of 24 km long BRT corridor starting from
Misrod Area (Hoshangabad road) to Bairagarh Area there are 41 Nos. of stretches
in BRT corridor. I have prepared a ‘matrix’ between elements, infrastructure, ser-
vices (Placed Horizontally) and 41 Nos. of route stretches (Placed Vertically).
I have taken into consideration the ‘Qualitative Aspects’ of following 15 indicators
to observe BRT type, BRT corridor, carriage way, bicycle track, pedestrian path-
way, bus stop, ramp, railing, Public Information System (PIS) at Bus stops,

Fig. 1 Above photographs showing manually operated pedestrian movement on zebra crossing
and condition of newly constructed curb and ramp showing poor quality (near Habibganj railway
crossing, Bhopal). Images showing encircled issues like installed pedestrian crossing light (not
working) at Misrod area. Source Author
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pedestrian crossing signals, zebra crossing, signage, road markings, tactile paving at
bus stops and to approach bus stops [4].

In 24 km long BRT corridors i.e. ‘Misrod’ and ‘Bairagarh’ at both the end
stretches are ‘satisfactory’ in terms of development because of the availability of
road spaces. When we enter in ‘New Bhopal city’ from hoshangabad road the
satisfactory level of services and infrastructure is getting low because of the major
central business districts (CBDs), traffic is more and most of the BRT stretches are
not having dedicated central lanes so buses are shearing the road spaces with other
vehicular traffic. I found satisfactory level of services and infrastructure is ‘Zero’ in
‘Old Bhopal’ because of unplanned organic growth, reduced road spaces, heavy
traffic and only shortest way to connect new Bhopal to other parts of Bhopal
through old Bhopal.

8.3 Problems with BRTS Infrastructure

We have conducted a hand on exercise with the students of School of Planning and
Architecture, Bhopal to analyse the problems associated with disabled persons.
Below photographs showing the condition of BRTS with reference to disabled
persons (Fig. 2).

Large gap between bus and BRT station without boarding ramp creates problem
to person on wheelchair, persons on crutches, old age, children and women with
Indian dress (Saari). Footpaths without ramps and height make it difficult to use by
vision impaired persons, the absence of tactile tiles as a guide which leads to other
spaces for vision impaired are missing or discontinued in various areas makes it of
no use. Bollards are placed on the way, in between the end of ramp and zebra
crossing with a concrete curb makes a wheel chair bound person unable to move
from BRT bus stand to other side of the road through uncontrolled zebra crossing
with no traffic stop signal [5].

Fig. 2 Photographs showing problems associated with BRTS users with disability. Source Author
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9 The Way Forward

Provisions through codes like Indian Road Congress (IRC: 86-1983 and 103-1998),
Guidelines and Space Standards for Barrier Free Built Environment for people with
disabilities and elderly persons, 1998 have aided transportation and design pro-
fessionals with empirical ways of incorporating universal design (UD) principles.
A multilevel approach at five levels viz. Policy, Accessibility Codes, Technology,
Implementation and public participation holds the key to a comprehensive appli-
cation of accessibility concepts in future. Development of inclusive paratransit
models and travel chain, accessible tourism and walkability of pedestrians with
diverse abilities remain some of the core areas for future UD research in India [6].

10 Conclusion

The presentation investigates how our policies are friendly with user of all age
groups and persons with disabilities and the study is focused to investigate,
indentify and suggest the solution for existing BRTS. Agencies planning new BRT
systems should seek out empirical studies on those elements, the accessibility
benefits of which are not certain. These agencies also should involve the disability
community, as well as agencies that work with people with disabilities at every step
of the way to help determine what features are in demand and what enhancements
would work best. The planning and public involvement processes that are involved
with BRT system implementation should be inclusive. Provisions through codes
like Indian Road Congress (IRC: 86-1983 and 103-1998) and Guidelines and Space
Standards for Barrier Free Built Environment for people with disabilities and
elderly persons, 1998 have aided transportation and design professionals with
empirical ways of incorporating UD principles.
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Ergonomic Assessment and Evaluation
of Philippine Buses for Filipinos: A Case
Study on Metro Manila City Buses

Dyan Veronica Bombais, Janina Angeli Ferrer, Arrenzo Paul Perea
and Alyssa Jean Portus

Abstract Public Utility Buses (PUBs)—both provincial and city buses—are
highly used mode of transportation in the Philippines. However, people are put in
risks due to (1) problems in the transportation system such as intense traffic,
inefficient system and overcrowded vehicles, and (2) both buses are imported from
neighboring Asian countries, which could imply that those are not fit for Filipino
use. The study aimed to conduct an ergonomic assessment and evaluation of Metro
Manila buses and create an ideal bus layout with dimensions generated from
anthropometric measurements of Filipinos. A passenger satisfaction survey was
conducted among commuters to understand their concerns in the current operations
and it was found that majority have issues with regard to bus spaces and envi-
ronment. Another survey was conducted based on the results of the first survey,
asking Filipinos on their preferred bus layout—one that would give them an
optimal passenger experience.

Keywords City buses � Metro manila � Bus layout � Public utility buses

1 Introduction

Metro Manila, being a central business district in the Philippines, has continuously
contributed to the worsening of transportation condition year after year. Four main
sources of the problems in the Philippines identified by the international develop-
ment magazine, Development and Cooperation, includes “the lack of good public
transport”. This does not only include the transportation system that prolongs traffic
but also the passengers’ experience while riding the vehicles while stuck in traffic,
thus, putting the passengers at risk due to stress and uneasiness. From this, it could
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be implied that ergonomics can be the key in solving the said problem. Moreover,
the Filipino culture and their attitudes towards public transportation should also be
examined since Filipinos have been accustomed to bus drivers and conductors
accommodating as many passengers as possible which increases the risk even more.

According to 2015 data from the Land Transportation Franchising and
Regulatory Board (LTFRB) [1], there are a total of 156 bus operators handling 5057
PUBs that serve the Metro Manila population of nearly 12 million. Since they
largely cater to the transport needs of the metropolitan area, buses should be
designed to provide a safe, comfortable, and desirable status and image in order to
be conducive to ridership. However, a good number of public buses currently being
used have only been imported from neighboring Asian countries which although is
beneficial in financial terms for the company, may cause the health of the users in
the long run due to ergonomic factors since imported buses were not designed
based on the measurements of its intended users. This led the researchers into
proposing an ergonomics research on Philippine buses, particularly those travelling
within Metro Manila.

The study focused mainly on the generation of layout and dimensional redesign
of city buses using anthropometric measurements and user inputs; controls place-
ment, special population design, materials, and other bus types were to be subjected
to further study due to limited time and resources.

Application of ergonomics in everyday tasks does not only lower stress levels
but also reduces the risk of having musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). According to
the research of Saba et al. [2], physical dimensions of any product must be man-
ufactured based on the anthropometric measurements of its target users to ensure
that it follows an ergonomic design. In doing so, health improvement and user
comfort can be achieved.

According to Saba et al. [2], most manufacturers of vehicles “design the seats to
suit the expectations of their customers without due consideration to the comfort
and safety of its passengers”; and that they see their business as “art rather than
engineering.” This indicates that more weight is given to customer wants such as
aesthetics and less on customer needs like ergonomics when designing public
transportation vehicles.

In designing buses, Mean [3] suggested that ergonomics and safety should be the
two key considerations in developing a concept for an ideal city bus; while review
of related studies and legal requirements concerning bus operations, along with
market studies and passenger input on their preferences with regard to bus design,
are the important information needed in order for the study to be valid.

2 Methodology

The following techniques were used in the study for the assessment and evaluation
of the ergonomics of City Buses operating in Metro Manila:
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2.1 Passenger Satisfaction Survey on City Buses Used
Currently in Metro Manila

The goal of the survey was to determine the main concerns of the bus passengers
that must be addressed in the study. Factors regarding both space and environment
that affect bus rides were evaluated by the respondents through a scale dependent on
how they agree or disagree with the statements based on their experience.

2.2 Anthropometric Measurements for Ergonomic Bus
Dimensions

Del Prado-Lu [4] anthropometric measurements was used as a basis in evaluating
the ideal dimensions of the bus using the passengers’ anthropometric measure-
ments. Key anthropometric measurements to be used in the research are the
following:

(a) Sitting positions
(b) Standing positions
(c) Foot anthropometric measurement.

2.3 Dimensional Measurements of Current City Buses
in Metro Manila

The measurements taken from a bus operating in Metro Manila (from Company X)
was used in comparison with recalculated bus dimensions based on anthropometry
and was assessed accordingly. This determined whether the buses being utilized are
ergonomic and fit for Filipino use. To re-design the bus, the parts illustrated in
Fig. 1 were gotten.

2.4 Passenger Preferences on Ideal City Bus Layout

Questions regarding passenger preference on bus layout, aesthetics, and other bus
services were based on the data gathered from the first survey. Insights were col-
lected in the second survey for the refinement of the final layout considering the
addition of different features. Additional concerns that may be subjected to further
studies are also identified.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Passenger Satisfaction Survey on City Buses in Metro
Manila

The researchers gathered 146 responses in the survey, considering both riders and
non-riders of city buses. Different sets of survey were given to both groups to
account for knowledgeability difference about the topic. The respondents were
composed of 101 bus riders (69.2 %) and 45 non-bus riders (30.8 %) aged 15–38.
The average number of times they take the bus in a week is 3.45 with 67.63 min per
ride.

Fig. 1 Bus dimensions
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To compute for the accuracy of the data gathered, the researchers used the
formula:

n ¼ N � X= XþN� 1ð Þ: ð1Þ

where
X Za/2 * p * (1 − p)/ME
Za/2 critical value of the normal distribution at a/2
ME margin of error
p sample proportion
N population size.

An error of ±8.5 % is observed when the sample population is set at 50 % and
the confidence level is 95 % where a = 0.05 and critical value = 1.96. Since the
number of total respondents obtained is greater than the computed sample size
(n = 133), the data, therefore, is considered valid. The researchers used information
gathered from the survey to understand the demographics’ wants and needs. Below
were the results of the survey:

Non-bus Riders

a. Different modes of transportation were preferred, specifically cars, jeepneys, and
trains, rather than PUBs.

b. Top concerns in riding city buses were: safety, cleanliness, overall bus expe-
rience (relaxation inside the bus), buses’ passenger capacity, and space for
movement inside, including entering and exiting the bus. However, 93.3 % of
them said they would consider riding a bus if their concerns were addressed.

Bus Riders

a. Eighty-three (83) riders prefer to ride in an air-conditioned bus because of the
cool temperature, comfort, and safety. Almost eight percent (8 %) of the
respondents ride ordinary buses because of cheaper fares and its faster travel
time. The remaining 9.9 % have no preference when it comes to which kind of
bus they ride.

b. Although majority (65.6 %) answered ‘no preference’ when it comes to bus
lines that they usually ride, a bus liner topped the list of the remaining 34.4 % of
the respondents. One reason was because of the priority they give to the special
population (e.g. elderly, pregnant women).

c. The following table contains the different concerns in riding city buses, divided
into two categories: bus space and bus environment. Each were based on bus
design guidelines from Napper et al. research [5]. The respondents were given a
scale of 1–5 (1 being ideal and 5, otherwise) to rate each bus concern. The
average satisfaction rating per concern was computed to determine the concerns
that need to be addressed (Table 1; Fig. 2).

Based on the satisfaction rating presented, eight bus concerns garnered an
average value greater than or equal to three. These values indicate that passengers
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were dissatisfied with the respective concerns. Fifty percent (50 %) of the ‘bus
environment’ concerns received a high average while 80 % of the ‘bus space’
concerns were highly rated. This is an implication of the need for re-evaluation on
the ergonomics of the bus, mainly on its dimensions.

3.2 Anthropometric Measurements for Ergonomic Bus
Dimensions

Various measurements were taken from Del Prado-Lu’s study [1]. Different per-
centiles were used in determining the appropriate measurement to ensure that the

Table 1 Summary of bus satisfaction concerns

Category Concern

Space A There is an ease in entering and exiting the bus

B The bus accommodates a reasonable number of passengers

C There is sufficient leg room

D Handrails are easy to reach

E The seats are not cramped and there is enough personal space

Environment F The bus smells fresh

G The bus temperature is just right

H Driver/conductor announcements can be heard clearly

I The bus ride does not make you dizzy

J The bus is well-maintained

K The bus journey is relaxing

L The lighting inside the bus is sufficient

M There are enough safety measures taken inside the bus

Fig. 2 Satisfaction average rating from survey
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dimensions to be proposed are to be correctly accounted for. Table 2 shows the
different bus parts to be analyzed and the respective anthropometric measurements
used.

3.3 Comparison Between Anthropometric Measurements
and Dimensional Measurements of Current Buses

The researcher was able to measure the dimensions of an ordinary (non-air con-
ditioned) city bus. Table 3 contains measurements of Company X were obtained
and were compared side-by-side with the ideal measurements computed from the
anthropometrics Filipinos. Most measurements incurred a negative difference which
indicates that all seat measurements are not ergonomically designed for Filipino
use.

Table 2 Anthropometric measurement specifications

Bus part Specific part Body measurement and population percentile

Individual Seat
dimensionsa

Seat width Hip breadth, sitting (95th/M) + clothing
allowance

Width of backrest Hip width (95th/M)

Height of backrest Shoulder height, standing—waist height,
standing + waist height, sitting (95th/M)

Seat depth Buttock popliteal length (50th/M)

Armrest Elbow height (50th/F)

Gap between Seats
(backrest to backrest)

Buttock knee length + foot length (95th/M)

Seat height Popliteal height (50th/F) + shoe allowance

Inner bus
dimension

Aisle width Hip width (95th/M) + clothing allowance

Access/exit
door

Door width Hip width (95th/M) + allowance + door folding
width

Door passage width Hip width (95th/M) + clothing allowance

Bus step Step height Step height (50th/M) + allowance

Others Handrails Upper reach

Air conditioning
unit/light access per seat

Overhead fingertip reach, sitting

aAccounted for clothing and shoe allowances (2 and 4 cm, respectively) from Novabos and Po
(2012)’s study The Application of Filipino Anthropometric Data in the Design of House Rooms
and Furniture
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3.4 Passenger Preferences on Ideal City Bus Layout

The researchers developed bus design and layout concepts to be subjected to public
opinion. Since it is common for bus operators to maximize the capacity of the
vehicle by allowing standing passengers, the researchers considered placing a
standing area.

Layouts were the main contents of the second survey, which aimed to determine
passenger preferences with respect to different factors found important according to
the first survey. Insights were also gathered so that refinement of the design would
be possible and input from respondents could be taken into account. This helped the
researchers identify the ideal layout of city buses in the Philippines through side by
side analysis with anthropometry and passenger concerns.

Table 3 Existing bus measurements versus proposed bus measurements (in cm)

Bus part Specific part Measured
dimension

Anthropometric
dimensions

Difference

Individual seat
dimension

Seat width 31 43 −12

Width of backrest 31 54.8 −23.8

Height of backrest 61 67 −6

Angle of backrest – 105°a

Seat depth 44 46.4 −2.4

Armrest 21 21.89 −0.89

Gap between seats
(backrest to backrest)

71 89.9 −18.9

Seat height 40 44.5 −4.5

Inner bus
dimensions

Inner height 183 – –

Inner width 230 – –

Inner length 1003 – –

Aisle width 70 64.8 5.2

Access/exit
doors

Door height 209 – –

Door width 73 94.8 −21.8

Door passage width 48 64.8 −16.8

Bus step Initial step 44 39 −5

Step height 1 27 30 3

Step height 2 25 30 5

Step height 3 23 – –

Step height 4 24 – –

Step track 24 28 −4

Others Floor to handrail 176 177 −1

Air conditioning unit/light
access per seat

– 108 –

aData from “sitting and chair design” by Cornell University ergonomics web
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The same formula used in the first survey utilized for the second survey, with a
recommended sample size of 133. The researchers was able to get 136 respondents,
making the survey data valid.

The researchers came up with the layouts as shown in Fig. 3 considering the
number of doors, orientation of chairs, seating and standing ratio, and seating and
aisle space trade off.

The passengers were also asked of their top three preferred layouts. Layouts B,
F, and I topped the list. Weights were given for each rank to account for the ranking
of the respondents. After the computations, bus layout F was determined to be the
most preferred layout of the survey respondents, with a total weight of 197, fol-
lowed by layout B and I, with respective weights of 145 and 136, making bus
layout F the basis of the final design of the proposed ergonomic city bus.

It was also found from the survey that bus features that passengers would like
city buses to have are the following: air conditioning units, buzzers to signal
drivers, CCTV cameras, Wi-Fi, curtains, and televisions. These features were
chosen by more than half of the respondents. These were recommended by the
researchers since these factors contribute to the overall satisfaction of the bus riders.
Although some features may not be possible to have in the Philippines due to
country policies, it was still listed for future references.

4 Conclusion and Recommendations

After data collection and analysis, it was found that current bus designs of some city
buses are not fit for Filipino use. The researchers proposes two layouts:
Conventional Layout and Ergonomic Bus Layout. The conventional layout only

Fig. 3 Bus layouts used in preference survey
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considered the anthropometric measurements while the ergonomic bus layout also
considered layout preferences of commuters.

Easier and faster adjustments can be done by the company and the passengers in
keeping the conventional bus layouts. However, this would require the adjustment
of the body width of buses. Adjusting the bus length was not considered since it is
unnecessary to increase it by a few centimetres. The 2 × 2 seating layout was
chosen since 3 × 2 seating is not possible given the anthropometric measurements
declared. For the Ergonomic Bus Layout, Layout F was the most preferred by the
respondents considering ease of access, comfort, and overall presumed satisfaction.
The researchers created a layout based on both the anthropometrics and passenger
preferred layout. The bus dimensions shown in Figs. 4 and 5 will be followed for
the two bus layouts respectively.

For the specifics—bus parts such as seats, doors, stairs, and other features, the
researchers standardized the ideal dimensions (in centimeters) which were followed
in both layouts. The bus parts are as shown in Table 4.

For bus features, it is suggested that existing features be retained (such as air
conditioning units and television) while some be added, as mentioned by passen-
gers. A signal for the driver to halt and/or drop off a passenger was recommended
for riding efficiency. Presence of Wi-Fi was also ideal to keep the passengers

Fig. 4 Proposed conventional layout

Fig. 5 Proposed ergonomic bus layout
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Table 4 Proposed bus part dimensions

Access/exit steps Aside from the initial step, only two steps were
added. This was possible since the height of each step
was adjusted accordingly to account for the height of
the tire without sacrificing the safety and ease in
entering and exiting of passengers

Access/exit doors The width of the doors has been increased to give an
allowance for the folding of the door as it opens for
passengers. The recommended width allowed
passengers to alight and leave the vehicle comfortably
and safely

Seat dimensions As for the seats, it is recommended that all
dimensions to be used in the seats were mainly based
on the anthropometric measurements of Filipinos to
ensure comfort. A reasonable gap between seats must
be placed in order to have an allowance for legroom
for passengers during trips. Cushions and other
materials should be carefully selected to provide
optimal seating experience for the passengers

(continued)
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entertained during long trips. The use of CCTV cameras has been passed as a bill in
the congress and was recommended as well to promote passenger safety. Curtains,
although preferred, cannot be implemented due to the country’s safety policies.
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QZTool—Automatically Generated
Origin-Destination Matrices from Cell
Phone Trajectories

Christopher Horn, Heimo Gursch, Roman Kern and Michael Cik

Abstract Models describing human travel patterns are indispensable to plan and
operate road, rail and public transportation networks. For most kind of analyses in
the field of transportation planning, there is a need for origin-destination
(OD) matrices, which specify the travel demands between the origin and destina-
tion zones in the network. The preparation of OD matrices is traditionally a time
consuming and cumbersome task. The presented system, QZTool, reduces the
necessary effort as it is capable of generating OD matrices automatically. These
matrices are produced starting from floating phone data (FPD) as raw input. This
raw input is processed by a Hadoop-based big data system. A graphical user
interface allows for an easy usage and hides the complexity from the operator. For
evaluation, we compare a FDP-based OD matrix to an OD matrix created by a
traffic demand model. Results show that both matrices agree to a high degree,
indicating that FPD-based OD matrices can be used to create new, or to validate or
amend existing OD matrices.

Keywords Transportation planning � Travel demand � Origin-destination
(OD) matrices � Floating phone data (FPD) � Big data � Hadoop
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1 Introduction

Since the 1960s urban and transport planning methodologies were developed to
forecast future traffic volumes and the expected use of infrastructure and facilities.
The purpose of such forecasts is evident: infrastructure and urban planning provide
keys to the mitigation and preclusion of transport and environmental problems. The
availability of spatial data on demographics, labor and land use has until now been a
prerequisite for establishing an origin-destination matrix (OD matrix) for a transport
model.

According to the traditional four-step transportation forecasting model the first
step is trip generation, followed by trip distribution, before mode choice and route
assignment. The trip distribution step matches trip makers’ origins and destinations
to develop a trip table, a matrix that displays the number of trips going from each
origin to each destination [1]. Table 1 shows a small example of an OD matrix
consisting of four zones and the trips between them.

The general method for obtaining an origin-destination (OD) trip matrix
developed for large scale transport modelling employs a combination of home
interviews and roadside surveys. However, the cost of this approach precludes its
use for most other applications. Surveys are difficult to conduct and costly, there-
fore they are conducted infrequently. As a consequence, such data might be even
one or two decades old for particular regions. Generally, data in OD matrices often
tends to be outdated and unreliable [2].

In the late 1990s and early 2000s cell phone ownership climbed up to levels of
close to 100 %. Cell phone networks, as the name implies, are organised in cells.
This means that a phone network spanning a region is divided into smaller cells.
This cellular organisation theoretically allows for a localisation of individual
phones with accuracy proportional to the respective cell size. Cells can be as small
as just about 10 m in radius up to even more than 20 km. If a single phone is
located multiple times (i.e. tracked over time) the movement of it can be monitored.
In order to collect the necessary data for OD matrices, it is not the position of a
single phone, which is of interest, but the time-space-trajectories of many phones as
they represent different trips in different modes. Therefore, individual phones can be
traced retaining their anonymity (i.e. exact position and movement) to circumvent
privacy protection issues and this will still yield the necessary movement data.

Table 1 Small example of an origin-destination matrix. The numbers represent trips between
zones. In this example zones are exemplified with capital letters

Destination

A B C D

Origin A 0 2 7 32

B 54 0 84 65

C 35 25 0 35

D 78 1 54 0
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Floating phone data (FPD) has a number of advantages over the traditional
survey approaches: (i) it allows to monitor traffic around the clock, (ii) there is no
need to collect and evaluate questionnaires in the streets, and (iii) it is not prone to
false or incomplete statements. These advantages come at a price of a higher
technical effort. The floating phone data needs to be collected from the
transportation-related operators. Moreover, the cellular network only gives infor-
mation about the cell a phone is currently logged in, but not the exact location of the
phone itself. Therefore, a mapping of the cell’s location information to the geo-
graphical locations on the road and rail network is needed. This process is called
map matching [3].

2 Related Work

A typical usage scenario of location information from cell phone data is traffic
management. More specifically, if the domain of transportation research is con-
sidered, incident detection, forecast of travel demand as well as the generation and
validation of transport models are of interest [4]. Kálmán Filters are capable of
calculating the trajectory of individual traffic participants given the potentially noisy
cell phone data. Aydos et al. [5] show that linear Kálmán Filters are applicable in
this setting. To derive a more accurate description of moving vehicle from cell
phone data, a more complex model is necessary. The combination of cell phone
network characteristics with knowledge road user behaviour yield in such high
quality models [6].

The described models are a way to transform cell phone data into an abstract
representation of traffic. Depending on the desired usage scenario (e.g. traffic
monitoring, crowd control) specialised and detailed models are needed. Calabrese at
el. [7] developed a system for real-time traffic monitoring with special features for
taxi and bus usage monitoring. Their system consists of four parts (Localization
Engine, Tracking Filter, Mobility State Estimator, Traffic Map Calculator) and is
capable of rendering traffic visualisations showing different aspects of people
movement like public transport demand, traffic flow and attractive sights. Janecek
et al. [8] follow a two-staged approach in their works. In the first step a rough
estimation of cell phone users’ locations is calculated. This estimate is enough to
detect areas with heavy congestion in the road network. In the second step a more
accurate position is used to characterise the detected event in more detail. As a whole,
the system is capable to predict vehicle travel times from cell phone location data.

The next logical step of transport modelling is the derivation of OD matrices
from FPD. The idea of deriving OD matrices from cell phone data was first tested
with simulations [4, 9]. After this simulation turned out successfully, further system
with real world data have been developed. Calabrese et al. [10] designed a test
system working with a static dataset. Their system works in two steps. A trip of a
cell phone user is estimated and from this trip the source and the destination is
extracted and a count is added to the OD matrix. Many works along those lines
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have been undertaken. Caceres et al. [3] give an overview about systems realized
until 2008. Since then, some other works were presented using more elaborate
schemes to derive OD matrices. Neglecting the cell phone data aspect for a minute,
Li [11] uses Bayesian Inference, and Toledo and Kolechkina [12] use a generalised
Least Squares method to generate OD matrices. Iqbal et al. [13] present an approach
where FPD is combined with limited traffic count data.

3 System Design

The QZTool is an integrated system that processes large amounts of passively
collected cell phone data with the goal of creating near-real-time OD matrices.
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the system. Each component will be described in
the remainder of this chapter.

3.1 External Data Sources

The QZTool relies on the three different external data sources cell phone data,
OpenStreetMap data and timetables of public transport.

Fig. 1 QZTool system overview. The QZTool is divided into a core component (QZTool
back-end) and a web-based graphical user interface (QZTool front-end). The QZTool uses
different data sources (external data sources) to generate OD matrices (system output)
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Cell Phone Data. This data source is considered to be the main data source of
the system. Cell phone data is passively collected at the cell phone provider’s
infrastructure, meaning that no user interaction (e.g. installing an app) is required in
order to collect the data. Cell phone events are triggered when the cell phone
changes its area location, or the user initiates or receives a voice call or text
message. For this research, we had access to the data of a large Austrian cell phone
provider with a market share of more than 30 %. On an average day, more than
30 GB of raw data is generated. The vast amount of data also determines the used
technologies. For this system, state-of-the-art Big Data technologies were used.
More specifically, the cell phone data was stored in a Hadoop cluster. To process
the data, the Apache Spark framework was used. This setup enables us to scale out
horizontally if the data size increases even further.

One of the drawbacks of cell phone data is the spatial inaccuracy. Unlike GPS
data, the accuracy of cell phone data depends on the type of base station (BS) which
the cell phone is currently connected to. Common types are macro cells (range up to
30 km), micro cells (up to 2 km) and pico cells (up to 200 m). In rural areas, most
of the base stations are equipped with macro cells. In urban areas, micro and pico
cells are more commonly used. However, it depends on various factors which cell
type is mounted on a base station. One needs to take this range of uncertainty into
account when using cell phone data for transport modelling.

OpenStreetMap Data. The second external data source is OpenStreetMap data.
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a collaborative map created by volunteers. In this system,
OSM is taken as source for matching the cell phone trajectories to the underlying
road network (“map-matching”). In addition, the data from OSM is used to
determine if a cell phone user is located at or near a railway station.

Transportation Timetables. The final external data source are public trans-
portation timetables. They are used as a feature to detect the mode of transportation.
This is motivated by the hypothesis that a high overlap of a cell phone trajectory
with the public transportation timetable makes it more likely that public trans-
portation is used.

3.2 Input

In order to create a cell phone-based OD matrix, the user has to specify two
parameters, namely the desired time range, and the traffic districts for which the OD
matrix should be calculated.

Selection of Time Range. This parameter specifies the time span for which the
OD matrix will be generated. This enables the generation of matrices for different
seasons (e.g. holidays, business days, long weekends).

Shapefile of Traffic Zones. A Shapefile is a commonly used file format to
describe geographic entities like polygons. In our system, a Shapefile is used to
describe the different traffic zones of the OD matrix. For example, a Shapefile with
5 traffic zones will result in a 5 × 5 matrix.
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3.3 Processing

Once the input parameters are defined, the processing is triggered by the click of a
button. The computation itself is carried out on a Hadoop cluster infrastructure
using the Apache Spark framework. Apache Spark offers fast in-memory com-
puting and parallelization of the work load. The cell phone data itself is stored on
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which provides a seamless integration
with Spark.

Selection of Trajectories. In the first processing step, the relevant input data is
filtered based on the chosen time span. Giving the huge amount of data, an efficient
storage technique should be used, i.e. to avoid full data scans when only a subset of
the data is selected. To resolve this issue, we chose to vertically partition the data
and to store the data in a directory structure that reflects the date when the data was
recorded. This enables us to quickly select the relevant data. For example, the
directory /data/2016/03/08/13/ contains all cell phone events that where recorded
on March 8th, 2016 from 1 to 2 pm.

Using concatenation and wildcards, one can now analyse arbitrary time ranges.
For example, /data/2016/03/01/*,/data/2016/03/02/*,/data/2016/03/03/* would
analyse March 1st to March 3rd, 2016.

Once the data is selected, trajectories can be created. This is achieved by
grouping the cell phone events by the anonymized user id, yielding to trajectories in
the form

UserId¼ [ List\Cell Phone Events[ : ð1Þ

Outlier Removal. In the next step, the created trajectories were cleaned from
potential outliers. We define outliers as events which are very unlikely to happen
due to large distance and low timespan between two consecutive events. Such
events may occur due to measurement errors or may be injected by the network
provider to hamper the creation of accurate trajectories due to privacy issues. We
applied previously developed algorithms to remove such outliers [14].

Spatial Filtering. After creating and cleaning the trajectories, a spatial filtering
is applied. Only those trajectories are kept which intersect at least one traffic zone at
some point in time. This is a crucial step since it might heavily reduce the amount of
trajectories, depending on the size of the area to analyze.

Detection of Stationary Locations. In this step, stationary locations are
determined. In OD matrices, as the name already implies, trips between an origin
and a destination are counted. In our case, a certain position counts as origin or
destination, if the duration of the stay within that zone exceeded a given threshold.
In our setting, we chose a value of 60 min for this threshold.

Map Matching. Cell towers are rarely located near streets, but are mounted on
buildings or elevated sites to achieve a better coverage. Hence, cell phone trajec-
tories reflect the movement of the user between the cell towers and are not aligned
with the underlying road network. In order to accurately map the trajectories to the
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traffic zones of an OD matrix, they must be projected to the underlying road
network. As opposed to GPS-based trajectories, this process is more challenging for
cell phone trajectory due to the low spatial accuracy of cell phone events. There
exist several map matching algorithms tailored towards this problem [15, 16]. The
QZTool uses the approached presented by Schulze et al. [16].

Transportation Mode Detection. In transportation planning, the OD matrices
are usually split into two sub-matrices: one for motorized individual transport, and
one for public transportation. However, the transportation mode of a given cell
phone trajectory is not known upfront, but needs to be determined before assigning
it to one of the matrices. This task is known as Transportation Mode Detection.
Several approaches have been introduced for detecting the transportation mode of
cell phone trajectories [17, 18]. In the QZTool system, a rule-based classifier is
used, which determines the mode based on feature scores. We distinguish the two
transportation modes private transportation and public transportation. The first
includes all individual traffic, e.g. cars or bikes. For the second mode, only train
passengers were assigned to public transportation. This will be extended to further
means of transportation (e.g. buses) in the near future. To distinguish between
transportation modes, the following features are used.

• Distance to next rail and road link: Every trajectory is matched on two different
network types, namely the road network and the rail network. The assumption is
that if a certain transportation mean was used, the average distance to its under-
lying network is shorter than the distance to the other network. The two networks
have been imported from OpenStreetMap, using the attributes “motorway, trunk,
primary, secondary, motorway_link, trunk_link, primary_link, secondary_link”
for the road network, and the attributes “rail” for the rail network. Additionally,
the attribute “oneway” was used for the road network.

• Overlap with public transportation timetable: It is assumed that if a user takes the
train, the cell phone events not only occur on or near the current spatial position
of the train, but also correlate temporarily. This feature assigns a higher score if
there is a strong overlap of the cell phone trajectory with a train connection,
taking both the spatial position and the temporal correlation into account.

Assignment to Traffic Zones and Creation of OD Matrix. In this step, every
consecutive pair of stationary locations within a trajectory is added to the corre-
sponding entry in the matrix. For example, if the user visits location A, D and F, the
value of the entries (A,D) and (D,F) is increased by one. Finally, after all trajec-
tories have been processed, the OD matrix is created and stored as comma separated
value file (CSV).

3.4 Frontend

Users can interact with the QZTool via a Web-based graphical user interface
(Fig. 2). This interface is implemented using HTML and JavaScript and runs in
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every modern browser without the need of further technologies. Hence, the QZTool
can be used easily and does not require the installation of additions software on the
users’ computers. The typical work flow interacting with the QZTool consists of the
following steps: The user uploads a Shapefile that contains the traffic zones, selects
the desired time range, and starts the calculation on the Hadoop cluster with a single
click. Once finished, the OD matrix can be downloaded as a CSV file.

4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the system, we selected an area in the east region of Austria
(including Vienna) and split it into 82 traffic zones in total (Fig. 2). This area has a
total population of more than 3 million people. We created two matrices using
different techniques, which were then compared to each other: (i) a cell
phone-based OD matrix, and (ii) a traffic demand matrix based on a workday
transport model. As an analysed time period for cell phone data, we chose three
weeks in June 2014 (June 9, 2014 to June 28, 2014) and each day was compared
with the result of the workday traffic demand matrix.

The row sums of every traffic zone for both matrices are shown in Fig. 3. The
first group of spikes refer to the four traffic zones in Vienna, the largest city in
Austria. Naturally, large cities create a lot of traffic, either as origin or as destina-
tion. The second group of spikes refer to the traffic zones in the south east of
Vienna, which are popular areas for commuters. Again, due to their nature, a lot of
traffic is generated from those traffic zones.

Next, we compared both matrices, based on absolute and relative values, using a
statistical test. Both matrices are checked for their statistically independence,

Fig. 2 Screenshot of the QZTool web-based graphical user interface
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especially every origin and destination zone-vector, Therefore, a Pearson’s
chi-squared test for independence was applied for absolute and relative values. H0

and H1 were formulated as follows:

• H0: The matrices (vectors) are stochastically independent from each other
• H1: The matrices (vectors) are stochastically dependent.

The test statistics for each origin and destination zone-vector shows a p-value
of <0.05, therefor H0 can be rejected. It is shown that both OD matrices, based on
traffic model and cell phone data, are stochastically dependent from each other.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a system for generating OD matrices based on Floating Phone Data is
presented. We showed that FPD can be a valuable alternative to create, validate or
amend traffic demand models.

There are several challenges that need to be addressed when using this data
source. First, the cell phone trajectories need to be separated into private (motor-
ized) and public transport. Detecting the transportation mode of a given trajectory is
a non-trivial task. The second challenge is the projection of the trajectory to the
underlying road and rail network. And last but not least, the huge amount of cell
phone data requires Big Data processing techniques in order to ensure a good user
experience.

For future research, we plan to further improve the algorithms for transportation
mode detection. Besides that, creating real-time OD matrices is one of the chal-
lenges we’d like to address.

OD matrix based on traffic demand model

Traffic zones

OD matrix based on cell phone data

Traffic zones

Fig. 3 Comparison of OD matrices, domestic traffic is not considered. Both matrices agree to a
high degree
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Part X
Aviation—Human Factors in Aviation



Follow-the-Greens: The Controllers’ Point
of View Results from a SESAR Real Time
Simulation with Controllers

Karsten Straube, Marcus Roßbach, Björn D. Vieten
and Kerstin Hahn

Abstract Although pilots are often supported by signage, markings and lighting
when taxiing on the airport surface, navigation and monitoring remain workload
intense tasks even in good weather conditions. Radio communication is near
capacity limits on many airports today resulting in waiting times and delay. Apart
from well-known safety issues this also constitutes a negative impact on the
environment. The European aviation research program SESAR addressed this
problem and came up with a solution: A new surface traffic management concept
proposes the automated use of Airfield Ground Lighting with individually switched
green taxiway centerline lights indicating the path to be followed. This paper
presents official validation results indicating that SESAR developed a safer, quicker
and greener surface traffic management concept.
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1 Introduction

On 22nd December 2013, a British Airways Boeing 747 from Johannesburg to
London Heathrow was taxiing for departure and had been cleared to taxi to holding
point runway 03L via taxiway Bravo but missed the turn towards the holding point
runway 03L and continued on the smaller general aviation taxiway Mike until the
right hand wing collided with and sliced through the walls of an office building. [1].

This example reveals that taxiing at major airports with a complex aprons and
taxiway system constitutes a workload intense navigation and monitoring task for
the flight crew which can ultimately result in safety critical situations. In order to
mitigate these risks, pilots should be supported by concepts and procedures that
increase their situational awareness. One of these concepts and procedures is the
Airfield Ground Lighting (AGL) service with the Follow-the-Greens
(FtG) procedure. The first step in validating the Airfield Ground Lighting
(AGL) service as a cornerstone of a holistic Advanced Surface Movement Guidance
and Control System (A-SMGCS) was made between 2007 and 2010 in the German
Aviation Research Programme IV. A report in German language on the scope and
the outcome of the project can be retrieved from [2]. After transferring parts of the
concept to the European SESAR Programme from 2010 on, a first large-scale val-
idation exercise on the FtG concept with the focus on the flight crews’ point of view
was performed on the Frankfurt Airport’s SASIM (SESAR AGL Simulator) plat-
form in 2013. The exercise was very successful and results can be found in [3].

This paper focuses on a second validation trial performed in 2015 on SASIM-2,
the successor of SASIM, with a clear emphasis on the controllers’ point of view, also
performed in the premises of Fraport AG in Frankfurt Key objective of the second
validation was to find out, whether partial or full implementation of FtG change
controller workload, efficiency, safety and airport performance. Furthermore, the
validation was conducted to prove that FtG allows for acceptable working conditions
for controllers despite increasing traffic loads.

The FtG concept used for the validation exercise were developed in the context
of the SESAR Programme and co-financed by the SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU).
The responsibility for this paper lies exclusively with the authors. The SJU and its
founding members are not responsible for any use that may be made of the
information contained herein.

2 Follow-the-Greens: The Concept

FtG is an innovative, self-explanatory and performance enhancing guidance method
for aircraft and ground vehicles operating on airport taxiways. The objective of FtG
is to make the process in all more efficient and more eco-friendly by improving the
traffic flow on the aerodrome surface and consequently by reducing taxi times and
fuel burn.
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FtG provides visual navigation support to flight crews and vehicle drivers along
the cleared route by activating a defined stretch of taxiway center line lights in front
of the aircraft. All center line lights not needed for the visualization of a cleared
path are deactivated. By moving forward, the aircraft literally pushes the lit segment
frontward, while all lights below and behind the aircraft are switched-off again.
Furthermore, the logic within the fully automatic system safeguards longitudinal
separations and wingtip clearances in all kinds of converging traffic situations and
assists the controller by acting as a holistic safety net.

The operational procedures related to FtG are a simplification of the current way
of working, especially when it comes to radio communication: After the initial
instruction to “Follow-the-Greens” followed by and information on the destination
of the movement, e.g. “Lufthansa 123, Follow-the-Greens to Stand A28”, all further
instructions will be provided via AGL and without an accompanying voice
instruction.

The regulatory basis for FtG was already laid in ICAO Doc 9830 [4]. The
authors of the document state that visual aid instructions can be provided by using
taxiway center line lights. In addition, the document clearly defines the general
meaning of different colors of AGL: Green lights in front of the mobile represent
the instruction to follow. The absence of activated green lights; or the presence of
activated red lights; indicate the instruction to stop the mobile. Yellow or flashing
lights mean caution.

The first local implementations of FtG, in those days manually or
semi-automatically switched, date back to even before ICAO Doc 9830 was writ-
ten. The pioneers were airports such as Munich Airport and London-Heathrow that
can look back at histories of more than two decades or more than ten years of using
FtG respectively. The system comprises an integrated Controller Working Position
(CWP) and a fully-fledged Surface Management System (SMAN) covering several
SESAR solutions related to Routing, Planning and Guidance, and Safety Nets.

Technically speaking, AGL can provide individual guidance information to any
cooperative (transponder equipped) or non-cooperative target, e.g. an aircraft, a
vehicle, or a combination thereof. While many other guidance services are partly or
fully depending on on-board installations, guidance via AGL is a purely ground
based service. If the AGL service is implemented at an airport, it will need to be
available 24/7 and under all operating conditions, including traffic peaks and low
visibility conditions. Automated guidance via AGL has the following features at the
current stage in SESAR:

1. Segments of lights: Taxiway centerline lights are switched in segments of lights
each containing a minimum of two and a maximum of six lights. Each segment
can only be entirely on or entirely off. These segments should be as short as
possible close to intersections, turns, or slopes in order to make the visual
indication for the flight crew as clear and precise as possible. All segments
activated for one individual mobile at a defined point in time are called the
individual route indication. The individual route indication comprises a locally
configurable number of taxiway centerline lights in the field.
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2. Single Lamp Control: Each individual lamp at the taxiway centerline can be
controlled by the ground service. This feature is intended to deliver a smoother
flow of the activated route indication in the field of vision of the flight crew and
the vehicle driver. Furthermore, Single Lamp Control allows for a more efficient
sequencing of ground movements.

Each ground controller monitors the traffic in his or her area of responsibility via
the CWP Human Machine Interface (CWP HMI). Ground controllers are respon-
sible for assuring that all mobiles comply with the guidance provided from the
controller via the AGL. This means that either all guidance decisions are taken by
the system, e.g. who crosses an intersection first, or all decisions taken by the
controller have to be entered into the CWP HMI.

The SMAN automatically translates all guidance instructions into individual
switching commands for the AGL. Ground Controllers are always in the position to
modify previous decisions via the CWP HMI whenever necessary. In case of
non-compliance by the flight crew, specific procedures will be established such as
revert to radio telephony (R/T) instructions. In general, R/T will remain available at
any time and e.g. as a backup in case of AGL malfunction or for the clarification of
the intent behind an instruction, etc.

2.1 Follow-the-Greens: Expected Results

The purpose of this specific real time simulation within SESAR was to gain reliable
figures on the operational feasibility and benefits of the new system. Consequently,
the operational feasibility had to be validated according to controllers’ and pilots’
feedback in terms of a complex airport environment as a first step. Then, secondly,
operational benefits in terms of increased safety, increased situational awareness,
decreased workload, increased capacity and reduced fuel burn and CO2 emissions
were in the focus of the exercise [5]. The expected results per Key Performance
Area were:

Safety: The visual guidance via AGL will lead to a reduction of route deviations
and holding position overruns during taxi procedures [5].

Human Performance: FtG will increase the controllers’ and flight crews’ sit-
uational awareness in Low Visibility Conditions operations and to reduce their
workload while using FtG [5].

3 Method

The SESAR European Airports Consortium “SEAC” validated the new concept
under the leadership of Munich Airport GmbH with its partners Fraport AG, DFS
(with DLR acting as sub-contractor), Flugsimulator Frankfurt and ATRiCS between
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the 20th and 24th April 2015. The validation was executed on the basis of the
layout and traffic characteristics of Munich Airport. Scenarios included runs in good
weather as well as low visibility conditions, different traffic loads and remote apron
control, i.e. the control of aerodrome surface areas without a direct line of sight.

3.1 Participants

Seven controllers (one female, six males, average age = 34.4 years; SD =
10.6 years) from Munich Airport and five pilots (all males; average age =
40.6 years; SD = 5.4 years) from different countries and airlines participated in the
exercise. While all controllers were highly experienced in Munich Airport’s apron
control, the majority of pilots had no experience with the validated airport layout.
The selected Munich Airport Controllers who participated in this validation had
several training sessions on the ATRiCS CWP prior to the execution in order to get
them familiarized with the system. Each controller received about eight hours of
training some weeks before the exercise and one hour of refresh immediately before
the exercise.

3.2 Test Environment

The validation was performed by means of real-time simulations on SASIM-2 at
Frankfurt Airport with configurable traffic and different weather conditions (good
visibility/low visibility) available. The validation platform was configured to sim-
ulate Apron 2 and Apron 3 of Munich Airport and was linked to an Airbus A320
cockpit simulator. SASIM-2 comprises four highly integrated CWPs from ATRiCS,
acting as the map-based HMI for a Surface Management System All inputs to the
system were done by means of multi-finger-touch. The view out of the window
onto the aprons was simulated with professional 3D software from ATRiCS. The
traffic simulation software was also provided by ATRiCS. The cockpit simulator
was provided by Flugsimulator Frankfurt with an external 3D view and a very
realistic look and feel. Digital voice communication systems provided the radio
telecommunication channels and data storage applications saved all relevant
information for future analysis including the voice communication.

3.3 Scenarios

The term scenario means a cased-based, timely limited and contextually defined
experiment during the validation exercise with a specific technical/operational
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feature. Each scenario consisted of two runs—one for each controller group. A run
is a combination of missions during a pre-defined timeframe. A mission describes a
single movement conducted by one flight crew during a run.

Within this validation, ten different validation scenarios were performed by two
different validations groups of different controllers and pilots. In the validation
week, 20 runs were performed in total. In contrast, two individuals acted as con-
troller assistants for the entire validation week. The validation consisted of ten
different scenarios, two of them designed as reference scenarios and eight as
solution scenarios. The flight plan used in this validation was based on a stored
traffic sample reflecting 40 min of traffic on an average day in Munich airport. This
peak consisted of 46 movements (arrivals and departures) and was used for all
validation scenarios except for Solution 7 and Solution 8. In these two scenarios an
off-peak traffic sample was used in order to represent early morning operations at
Munich airport. In all scenarios, two movements were performed by the Airspace
Users sitting in the cockpit simulator. All other movements were performed by
pseudo pilots.

In both reference scenarios the runs were performed by two controllers per
apron. One of them was the controller and the other one was the controller assistant.
The first reference scenario presented the pre-SESAR technologies and procedures
according to A-SMGCS level 2. In this reference scenario the guidance of the
controller was provided by the guidance means which are already in use today. That
means the FtG guidance concept was not applied and guidance was limited to
guidance instructions via radio telephony (R/T). The second reference scenario was
a specifically designed scenario representing today’s guidance procedures at
Munich Airport under low visibility conditions (LVC). The difference to the first
reference scenario was that Munich Apron Control is already today operating with a
semi-automatic AGL guidance system in LVC. Within this scenario the AGL was
activated/deactivated in segments. Depending on the length of a segment a variable
number of lights (3–16) could be switch on or off. Only one aircraft per segment
was allowed. Consequently, the separation between two aircraft increased com-
pared to situations under good visibility conditions (CAVOK) without FtG
operations.

Eight solution scenarios were developed in order to allow for evaluation whether
the SESAR FtG concept, including new ground controller equipment and AGL
guidance, are beneficial compared to the systems and procedures used today. For
most of the solution scenarios the staff situation remained identical compared to the
reference scenarios with one controller and one assistant per apron. Nevertheless, in
some specific scenarios the controller was the only person responsible for an entire
apron and in two solution scenarios (7 and 8), Aprons 2 and 3 were merged into one
area of responsibility. Table 1 shows all the major scenario characteristics as they
were finally used for this validation.
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3.4 Measurements

In order to obtain the metrics and indicators, four types of measurements were
applied during the validation exercise.

Observations were performed during the simulation session and were supported
by an observation grid built on the basis of expected controller and pilot behavior
throughout the scenarios and on success criteria related to the objectives.

Different tailor-made questionnaires were used throughout the validation to gain
the necessary feedback from the participants regarding validation objectives and
personal experiences. Before the start of the validation, the flight crew, the apron
controllers and the assistants completed a demographic questionnaire.

In order to assess possible operational improvements concerning Human
Factors, mainly in terms of Situational Awareness and Workload, the apron con-
trollers and assistants were presented an Inter Run Questionnaire consisting of the
standardized NASA TLX and 3D SART approaches. In addition, all validation
observers filled in an observer sheet after each run. After each cockpit mission a
NASA TLX and a 3D SART were presented to the flight crew.

A data logging function focused on several aspects like average and maximum
taxi times and taxi speeds and the number of stops and re-starts during taxi of all
aircraft movements in the validated airport area. After the completion of the vali-
dation week, all recorded data was analyzed with the TRAZER analysis tool pro-
vided by ATRiCS. This software tool is able to visualize and analyze surveillance
data of airport ground movements.

Debriefings were fulfilled with the controller and flight crew after a specific
number of runs and at the end of the entire validation. The debriefing gave con-
troller and pilots the opportunity to jointly discuss any issues which may have
surfaced during any of the scenarios.

4 Results

4.1 Operational Improvements in Terms of Safety

The following Fig. 1 taken from the Validation Report [6] illustrates the con-
trollers’ perceived safety. In all, each and every controller and pilot indicated in
several debriefings that they always fully trusted the FtG system and procedures.
Furthermore, neither controller nor flight crew identified any safety critical issues at
any time. The rating scale for the following figures is a Likert Scale ranging from
one (unlikely/disagree) to 7 (likely/fully agree).

Further safety relevant results are that the total number of ground movement
stops as well as the aggregated duration of ground movement stops is reduced by
providing guidance with FtG. By using FtG procedures the total amount of com-
munication can be reduced by more than 20 % compared to the pre-SESAR
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scenarios. Consequently the controller has more time to focus on other safety
relevant aspects. When operating FtG, no route deviation has been recorded in all
validation scenarios [6].

4.2 Operational Improvements in Terms of Human
Performance

Due to the reduced amount of R/T communication in FtG operations, the con-
trollers’ R/T frequency is less often occupied. Consequently, the controller might be
in a better position to give a clearance earlier compared to operations without FtG.
Controllers and flight crews had the impression that their mental, physical and
temporal demand as well as their effort and frustration level was reduced when
using FtG [6].

Situational Awareness. The controllers and flight crews were asked about their
perceived situational awareness in the different scenarios by the use of a standard
3D SART. The rating scale for the 3D SART was as follows: Demand on
Attentional Resources (−3 minimally demanding/+3 excessively demanding),
Supply of Attentional Resources (−3 greatest possible effort/+3 excessively
demanding), Understanding of Situation (−3 virtually nothing/+3 almost every-
thing). The following Table 2 from the validation report [6] shows that according

Fig. 1 Controllers’ perceived safety
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the analysis of the 3D SART the situational awareness of the controllers’ and flight
crews’ is improved compared to the reference scenario values.

Perceived Workload. The controllers and flight crews were asked about their
perceived workload in the different scenarios by the use of a standard NASA TLX
questionnaire. The following Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the answers by the controllers
and flight crews about their perceived workload when using FtG guidance.

It is obvious that controllers and flight crews had the impression that their
mental, physical, temporal demand and their effort and frustration level were
reduced by using FtG. However, according to the answers their performance highly
declined. This unexpected behavior has been analyzed in a post-validation study. It
is now assumed that the rating scale caused this unexpected performance result. The
rating scale evaluating the performance category was the only one reversed in the
questionnaires compared to the other categories. In some post-validation debrief-
ings with the controllers who participated in the validation they confirmed that they
rather felt an improvement of their performance when using FtG instead of the
documented declination. Hence, it is highly probable that the unexpected result was
caused by misunderstanding.

Usability. Figure 4 gives an impression of the controllers’ rating of the usability
of FtG. The feedback during the validation of all controllers and all pilots was that

Table 2 Controllers’ and flight crews’ perceived situational awareness

Controller Flight crew

PRE-SESAR POST
SESAR

PRE-SESAR POST
SESAR

Demand on attentional
resources

0.2 −0.3 −0.4 −0.8

Supply of attentional
resources

0.6 0.0 0.4 −0.3

Understanding of situation 2.6 2.8 1.9 2.6

Fig. 2 Controllers’ workload
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they appreciated to work with the FtG system and that it would improve their daily
operations. The rating scale for Fig. 4 is a Likert Scale from one (unlikely/disagree)
to 7 (likely/agree).

The observations made by a special observer team were also very positive. They
revealed that the controller made almost no use of the direct line of sight onto the
aerodrome surface and that they were focused on the HMI of the system. A very
interesting result is that due to the reduced workload with the FtG concept the
controller had the feeling that there was less traffic in the scenarios compared to the
reference scenarios. The validation team then clarified that the traffic sample was
identical for all scenarios, only the call signs and some types of aircraft were
changed in order to avoid learning effects.

Fig. 3 Flight crews’ workload

Fig. 4 Controllers’ perceived usefulness
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A further observation regarding the pilots was that the FtG concept reduced the
pilots’ head-down times. Detailed information can be found in [6].

5 Discussion/Conclusions

The results of the real-time simulation allow for declaring FtG as successfully
validated on a large, complex and congested hub airport. In all, FtG is a clear
improvement compared to today’s procedures from the controllers’ and the flight
crew’s point of view. It was demonstrated that FtG qualifies for the guidance of
future traffic on complex airports with very high traffic loads and also for very bad
visibility conditions during fog and darkness. The simulation proved operational
feasibility and demonstrated the scale of the operational improvements inherent in
the concept. In terms of safety, responses as given by the controllers and pilots
clearly indicate that FtG will lead to safer airport operations. These results are
supported by increased Situational Awareness and reduced Workload of controllers
and flight crews. The validation showed that the merge of aprons 2 and 3 during
off-peak situations would be possible.

5.1 Recommendations

The validation showed that the FtG concept and its system environment have
successfully reached V3 maturity and that this solution is ready for industrial
applications. Furthermore, a significant number of airports are highly interested in
implementing the concept. On a European and global scale, an adequate stan-
dardization covering all aspects from technical requirements and parameters to
procedural standards up to issues like the phraseology is still missing. The lack of
standardization is currently seen as a major roadblock in Europe and an advantage
in competition for other regions of the world. Therefore, it is recommended to put
additional pressure on the initiatives aiming at developing of standards for
“Follow-the-Greens” such as the EUROCONTROL A-SMGCS Task Force.

5.2 Outlook

Further research activities should focus on special operational procedures, e.g. in
case a part of a taxiway (temporarily) cannot be equipped with centerline lights. In
this case the wording “Follow-the-Greens to xyz” seems inappropriate.
Furthermore, future research should clarify the latest possible point in time for a
route change in front of a mobile. In addition, the visualization of warnings and
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alerts via AGL should be elaborated as well as instructions to not pass traffic on
parallel taxiways in case of wingspan restrictions.

A further topic for future validations should be the question on how to hand over
the traffic during shift changes. Nowadays, the decisions and guidance instructions
given by the previous controllers can be reproduced by the use of the pre-SESAR
technologies. Using the FtG procedures, it might be impossible to reproduce the
instructions given by the previous controllers.
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Purple Sky Framework Towards
the Flight Deck of the Future Experience:
Through Co-design, Rapid UX
Prototyping, and User Testing

So Young Kim, Jennifer Cooper, Alexander Carroll
and Sundar Murugappan

Abstract Envisioning and conceptualizing the future experience in flight deck
present particular challenges. It is constrained by legacy system architecture, plat-
form, and capabilities. Therefore, it typically requires significant investment upfront
in terms of resource and time. Also, due to its complex nature, the flight deck
systems are rather a combination of different subsystems than an holistic integration
of subsystems [1]. A design framework, Purple Sky, is established to consider these
challenges. The framework includes a design process based on Human-Centered
Design and User Experience (UX) Rapid Prototyping Platform. In this paper, we
will introduce the framework using a case study of designing future flight deck
concepts for business jet operations.

Keywords Flight deck � Human-centered design � Rapid prototyping

1 Introduction

Flight deck systems are among the most complex and regulated systems. The
complexity of the current systems and strict regulations on the design of the current
systems hindered revolutionary updates on the flight deck systems. In addition, the
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effort of prototyping in flight deck systems is typically tied to a product platform.
Therefore, it takes long time to prototype a new idea, and exploring multiple ideas
become prohibitively costly.

With advancement in technologies, the modern flight deck systems have been
improved significantly. However, these improvements are from additions of tech-
nologies in an ad hoc manner [2], rather than holistic integration.

1.1 Challenge 1: There Are No Prototyping Platform
and Process that Are Flexible and Rapid with Low Cost

Prototyping and testing new and novel ideas on flight deck systems for new con-
cepts of operations has not been properly incorporated in the design process.
Existing prototyping and testing processes are often time-consuming and inevitably
expensive similar to developing the flight deck systems that can be installed and
operational in aircraft.

1.2 Challenge 2: Current Flight Deck Systems Are
Unnecessarily Complex

Current flight deck systems as an integrated system for pilots are unnecessarily
complex due to its tendency of incremental updates and additions of new system
components. Each component is developed somewhat independently of the overall
operational context of the whole system, resulting in systems for engineers, not for
the user of the flight deck systems, pilots.

1.3 Case Study

We will use an example project as a case study throughout this paper. The goal of
the project is to design a flight deck experience for future business jet operations.

1.4 Purple Sky Design Process

The Human-Centered Design approach was applied to the design process. It com-
prises of Co-Design Workshop, Human Factors and User Experience (UX) Research
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and Design, Prototyping, and finally, User Testing. When there is a new design idea,
technology concept, user challenges, or business problems, one can result in
value-tested, refined proof of concepts (POCs) through this process. First,
preparatory research and co-design workshop are conducted. Especially, the
co-design workshop brings users and stakeholders together in problem definition
and/or design ideation process. Different perspectives are combined in a structured
way using techniques such as affinity diagram, storyboarding, and journey map, etc.
Based on the outcomes from the research and the workshops, Human Factors and
UX research and design are conducted. Techniques such as cognitive task analysis,
workflow analysis are used. As designs get done, prototypes also get implemented.
The fidelity of prototypes is ranged from paper prototypes and simulated prototypes.
Some prototypes could also be just scripted instead of simulated to show the
newly-design workflow. Once a prototype is ready, regardless of its fidelity,
design/concept validation is conducted. The format of the validation depends on the
fidelity of the prototype. For example, if a paper prototype is prepared, a concept
walk-through can be used to receive qualitative feedback on overall concepts and on
potential values to users and stakeholders.

One should note that these four activities are highly iterative and also executed
in an overlapped fashion although illustrated as a sequential process.

1.5 Rapid Prototyping Platform

The rapid prototyping platform for Purple Sky was designed as an integral part of
the design process. Because the flight deck is an inherently complex environment
with many safety critical interactions, we needed the ability to quickly evaluate
interaction design concepts in an environment that will be sufficiently engaging for
users.

We selected our tool chain with the goal of minimizing the rework between each
level of fidelity, enabling designs to progress iteratively as far as was required to
demonstrate and evaluate the concepts being explored. Design files were directly
imported into the software development environment, eliminating the need for
software engineers to spend significant time on layout activities, and helping to
ensure strong agreement between the visual design and interactive prototype. The
engineers then added interactivity using industry standard patterns and practices,
such as the Model-View-View Model (MVVM) design pattern, and a message
driven architecture. We included the ability to connect our designs to existing,
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation engines, enabling us to provide higher
levels of fidelity in our prototypes as well as to script scenarios at higher levels of
abstraction and reuse. Because we are leveraging a COTS tool chain, we are able to
quickly integrate and explore new interaction technologies and capabilities such as
speech, gesture, or touch, in addition to proven methods such as cursor control
devices (CCD) and keyboards.
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2 Purple Sky Framework

2.1 Co-design Workshop

Co-design (also referred as Co-creation) is a process originated from
Human-Centered Design approach that “brings diverse stakeholders together to
achieve breakthroughs in how they solve problems” [3]. It is a widely used and
studied process [4, 5]. The co-design workshop is a setup that compresses this
process into multiple-day-long activities. This setup has been used to brainstorm
user challenges or business problems and to ideate potential solutions with stake-
holders. Particularly, in Purple Sky framework, it has been very successful in
gathering the cross-functional team to work closely by defining problems and
building solutions together and also engaging and empowering customers and users
to be involved in the design process.1

A co-design workshop can be formulated based on the “Game Design” method
which uses the divergent-emergent-convergent strategy [6]. This strategy provides a
structured brainstorming format so that the desired outcomes are achievable within
a timeline. First, an initial state (e.g., initial problem statement, user challenges, or
an domain of interests) and a target state (e.g., a goal of the workshop) are defined.
From that initial state, a workshop starts opening existing ideas and information to
the participants. Also, most importantly, a scope of design space is defined. Then,
the group explores further ideas, followed by converging the ideas towards the
target state. Various activities that facilitate each step are available [6]. Common
activities include affinity diagram, persona modeling, storyboarding, paper proto-
typing, etc. [7].

Case Study. The workshop structure for designing a future flight deck concept is
listed in Table 1. As mentioned earlier, the workshop follows the process of
Divergent-Emergent-Convergent. During Divergent, we focused on creating an
overview of users’ work in context to ensure the understanding of the participants
on business jet operations from a pilot’s perspective. During Emergent, we explored
multiple scenarios in which users experience difficult and critical situations. During
Convergent, we focused on ideation based on the scenarios we created in the
previous activity and prototyped using pen and paper in low fidelity.

Divergent. User journey map is shown Fig. 1. This activity can be used to
understand the context of use of information and systems inside the flight decks and

1Evidenced by the quotes from the participants. “I was very skeptical about the process we
followed—I thought we could have come up with the answer in the first hour of the first day….
however….after going through the process, I can see the value in it—and we came up with a
different answer than I would have provided in the first hour of the first day. I appreciate the
opportunity to collaborate with GE, and hope we can continue the relationship.” “Creative
exercises were very successful at highlighting issues with current systems and consolidating ideas
from the team.”
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to identify existing and potential issues and challenges of using current flight deck
systems. Also, it can be used to identify the gaps and needs in operational practices.

While creating the journey map, discussions about pilots’ aspiration and moti-
vation are encouraged. Also, discussions of emergencies that could happen help
illustrate “edge case” scenarios. The information captured in this exercise provides
a high-level view of the users’ work. Organizing the data captured during the
activity based on emerging themes helps view the individual issues from a systems
perspective. This view supports identifying fundamental issues that lead to a better
solution.

Emergent. “Moments of tension” activity is designed for participants to focus
on the experience that users go through without bringing technology into the dis-
cussion. That is, it allows us not to limit the discussion to existing technologies but
to identify opportunities. Figure 2 shows how the activity can be conducted during
a workshop.

An example of a narrative resulted from this activity could be following:

“Dark and stormy night over Newfoundland with a fully fueled airplane and in cruise
flight, the path were secured the first course. The pilots, Boris and Tom were settling in
altitude, checking weather and talking. All of a sudden they began to smell a light smell,
somewhat toxic, like electrical wires and possibly insulation burning. They both looked at
each other in concern. Boris told Tom to go find the source of the fire. […]”

Table 1 An example of a workshop design for business jet flight deck use case

Phase Agenda Outcome

Divergent Understanding business jet pilot
challenges in current flight decks

User journey map, Pattern of issues in
operating/flying modern business jet

Emergent Moments of tension in pilots’ lives Patterns of situations in which pilots are
under extreme stress

Convergent Storyboarding Critical scenarios that describes issues
and challenges in context

Fig. 1 An example of user journey map created with business jet pilots during the activity
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These narratives point out the moments in context in which pilots run into
emergency situations. With the descriptions of the users’ emotional status and stress
level, it emphasizes the urgency of the situations. Also, one can identify what
supports the pilots would need and how these should be delivered. One can easily
imagine that even the best technology will fail to support the users if it requires
complex programming to enable the technology in this situation.

Convergent. Among the narratives created during the previous activity, through
discussion and voting from participants based on its criticality and impact, we
identified patterns of situations that the pilots considered to be problematic and
challenging: (1) challenges during en-route and (2) challenges before takeoff. Based
on that, storyboarding can be used to illustrate details of situations and, thus,
opportunities. Storyboarding is a method to capture issues with technologies,
operations, etc. from the users’ perspective. Similar to the narratives, the story-
boarding describes issues and challenges within context, enabling readers to
empathize with users. Compared to the narratives, the storyboard allows capturing
more details of the situation. Figure 3 shows the process of creating a storyboard
and the resulting storyboard illustrated in a cartoon style. Storyboards can take a
variety of different forms, however, having a visual is an effective way to convey
the story.

2.2 Research and Design

To create the designs, we first needed to fully understand the scenario, the sequence
of events, the data and information required, and action that needed to be per-
formed. We used the storyline created by the users during the workshops, based on
experiences of business jet pilots and the starting point and scope for our

Fig. 2 During the moments of tension activity. A facilitator is teamed up with an engineer and a
business jet pilot and articulates a number of one-paragraph narratives that describes moments of
tensions in pilots’ lives
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investigation. One of the identified problematic areas was a checklist interaction.
The checklists that related to this particular scenario were analyzed, and the con-
tents categorized into 4 parts:

• Key decisions to be made
• Actions to perform
• Warnings and Cautions
• Supplementary Information.

We also captured the external tasks to the checklist that need to be performed,
such as communicating with ATC, cross-checks between pilots, responsibility
handovers (pilot-not-flying and pilot-flying) and supporting tasks such as checking
weather and rerouting the flight plan. The ‘current state’ of the full workflow was
then used as a basis for design, and as a list of requirements with respect to what must
be done to ensure the safety of the flight and successful completion of the tasks.

Design Principles. After data from the workshops and procedure research was
collated and synthesized, we distilled the recommendations into 2 design principles.

Simpler Interaction. Provide a quicker way of dealing with the checklist. Several
pain points to do with wasting time and effort during the checklist procedure were
highlighted by the users, indicated by quotes taken for the workshop: “Don’t make
me search for the checklist” and “Don’t make me search for the control switch”,
along with observed behavior during research sessions regarding checklist confu-
sion and information overload.

Reduce Cognitive Workload. Alleviate the Pilots cognitive load by providing
him with a correct and efficient procedure:

• Give advice on what to do and in what order, based on warnings, sensor
information and pilot decisions

• Remove unnecessary and distracting steps
• Highlight the pertinent data at the right time.

Fig. 3 The workshop participants are developing a storyboard (left). The resulting storyboard is
shown (right)
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Workflow Redesign. With these core principles in mind, the current checklist
workflow was redesigned. Note that although the flow and tasks were reassigned,
the intention of the checklists were maintained, and all information and steps
required were still performed in order to adhere to requirements of the procedure for
successful completion.

With the intention of simplifying the interaction, several advanced user tech-
nologies were introduced to flight deck environment: touch, voice, and gesture
control. The interaction and interface design were then wireframed based on the
features associated with these technologies. Throughout the wireframing process, a
small number of pilots were consulted on a biweekly basis to review the designs
and ensure that they remained intelligible, useful, and practical within the flight
deck context.

As smart phones and tablets are now prevalent, with 68 % of Americans now
owning a smart phone [6] and iPads becoming a common place object within the
flight deck,2 we decided to utilize interaction patterns designed and shared by some
of the leading manufacturers such as Google and Apple. The intention for this was
that, as users become familiar with the interaction methods for these devices within
their day-to-day lives, this could be taken advantage of to simplify and streamline
the “onboarding” process for understanding how to use the NUI technology within
the flight deck.

Visual Design. In parallel to wireframing the workflow and interaction methods,
the visual design system for the interfaces was developed. This began with
investigatory research into the design requirements for flight decks as required by
the FAA and design principles based on modern day consumer products, and
progressed into full visual interface design as the wireframes grew to a stable state.

The resulting visual designs for each individual screen were captured in Adobe
Illustrator files that could then be imported for the prototyping process. Also created
was a flight deck “Style Guide,” used to communicate common themes that stret-
ched across the entire flight deck. Figure 4 shows the integrated visual concept.

2.3 Prototyping

The Purple Sky rapid prototyping platform is composed of both logical patterns and
software components that come together to accelerate the prototyping process,
enabling more design concepts to be explored. While we are presenting the
implementation used in the case study, the same process, architecture, and software
components have been used in other domains, sometimes with different tool chains.

Process. The prototyping process begins with a review of the design to be
prototyped, and identification of what the prototype needs to convey. The team then

2American Airline, United Airlines and Alaska Air have all confirmed the use of iPads within their
operational flight decks.
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breaks down the designs by capability, identifying new interaction needs, system
interactions, data dependencies, and open design areas. This decomposition enables
the engineers to start in parallel with the design team, building out capabilities that
will be wired up to the designs in the prototype. Once design assets become
available, they are imported into the prototyping environment and the engineering
team begins to add interactivity and connect the User Interface (UI) elements to the
underlying system data. Periodic reviews help clarify design intent, and because the
prototyping architecture limits dependencies between, design changes are incor-
porated in an ongoing basis.

Tool Chain. Commercial off the shelf tools (COTS) provide a plethora of
readily available rich functionality for designers, and hence, we elected to leverage
them as heavily as possible. Once designs were ready for higher fidelity develop-
ment, our visual designers developed them in Adobe Illustrator (AI). When ready,
the designs were directly imported into Microsoft Expression Blend to convert the
AI vectors to XAML (Windows Presentation Foundation). Design work and
cleanup of the import could continue in Blend, or be handed off to the development
team. By logically separating the two activities, the designers and developers have
the freedom to work in their familiar environments and provides for effective
collaboration. The developers used Microsoft Visual Studio for most of their work,
adding interactivity, and connecting the designs to the system model, simulated
data, and workflow. We used COTS simulators to accelerate our work, using
XPlane 10 for the aircraft model and out the window view, and Ternion
Corporation’s FLAMES for scenario scripting and specific component modeling.
As with most things in our process, this was an iterative process, and our early out
the window views were powered by Google Earth. We were also able to leverage
third party Natural User Interface (NUI) devices and Software Development Kits
(SDKs) to rapidly prototype and evaluate new interaction modalities such as touch,
voice and gesture interactions.

Fig. 4 Integrated visual concept for a flight deck of future
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Unifying Architecture. We adopted several modern software engineering
architectural patterns that collectively helped reduce the dependencies between
components in the prototypes, facilitated re-use of capabilities, and reduced the
effort required for each iteration. Two of the most important are presented here.

We adopted the Model-View-View Model (MVVM) pattern for our UI devel-
opment. The MVVM pattern enabled us to reduce the dependencies between the
visual designs and the underlying logical implementation, which facilitated design
changes, and enabled us to divide the work, with one developer working on the
View and another developing the Model, connecting them with the View Model. It
also made it quite easy to replace early, hard-coded models with dynamic models
that were connected to simulator data without having to refactor the front end.

To reduce coupling between the components in our platform, we adopted a
message-based architecture, which has enabled us to quickly swap system com-
ponents, such as simulation engines, or NUI devices. In addition, it also has enabled
us to explore multi-modal interfaces, and improved our ability to instrument our
prototypes for Human In The Loop (HITL) evaluations. This architecture also has
the virtue of mapping to the federated architecture of current cockpit designs.

2.4 User and Business Value Testing

With the interactive prototype, we conducted multiple sessions to test designs. The
fidelity of the testing was low in that we walked through the concept with the users
and had them experienced in first hand. While they were using the prototype, we
gathered qualitative feedback on design components. These were critical to improve
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Fig. 5 User testing results: qualitative feedback as well as SUS score
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the prototype, however, we also needed a quantifiable measure that we could use as
a baseline for future updates and improvements. Due to the low level of fidelity of
the prototype, we chose a subjective usability score. Many measures are available
such as System Usability Score (SUS) [8], Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of
Use (USE) questionnaire [9], etc.

We used the SUS among the available measures. Figure 5 shows the qualitative
feedbacks and quantitative data, SUS gathered during the user testing session.

3 Discussion

Purple Sky framework provides a systematic approache to brainstorming, design-
ing, building, and testing. As we followed the process industry setting, we expe-
rienced some challenges. First, access to users is limited. The whole framework
emphasizes on the continuous involvement of users, but practically, it is not easy to
engage users throughout the process as desired due to many reasons such as cus-
tomer relationship, business restrictions, and so forth. Second, it is still pervasive
that once you build one, that is the final outcome. In engineering industries, the
human-centered design and rapid prototyping are still new concepts. Lastly, a
transition from the prototype to the product requires significant development
re-work. The rapidness of the prototyping is based from the fact that we take
advantage of rich capability of COTS tools. Therefore, we can quickly ideate, build,
and test. The value still stands in that we can spend more time prototyping and
validating the values of a product idea before building it into a product platform.
However, a clear and economic way to transition a prototype into a product can
bring further significant values.

4 Conclusion

We introduced Purple Sky framework for envisioning flight deck of future. We also
applied this framework to designing a future flight deck concept for military heli-
copter operations. Although, this framework was established specifically for the
flight deck design domain, the approach and the method can be applied to any
complex systems. As a future work, we plan to apply this process in domains such
as power plant operations and locomotive operation.
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An Important Failure: Lessons
from Daedalus and Icarus

Simon Cookson

Abstract The aim of this paper is to reflect on the ancient myth of Daedalus and
Icarus, which was probably the first record of a flying accident, in order to see what
lessons it holds for modern aviation. The paper provides an analytical description of
the original text composed by Ovid, one of the canonical poets of the Roman world,
two thousand years ago. This examination of Ovid’s version of the myth reveals
links to several important concepts in aviation human factors. Moreover, there are
interesting divergences between the modern version of the story and that of Ovid.
The paper concludes by proposing a new interpretation of the myth, the Daedalus
Dilemma, which is relevant to contemporary flight operations.

Keywords Anxiety � Communication � Hazardous attitudes � High-risk technol-
ogy � Human factors � Mythology

1 The Myth of Daedalus and Icarus

As it is usually retold today, the myth of Daedalus and Icarus is quite simple.
Daedalus, a brilliant technician, is being held against his will by King Minos on the
island of Crete. Desperate to escape, he makes wings for himself and his son,
Icarus, and they attempt to fly to freedom. Daedalus warns his son to fly neither too
low nor too high, lest the wings get damaged by seawater or the heat of the sun.
Alas, neglecting his father’s advice, Icarus flies too close to the sun with the result
that his wings melt and he falls to his death in the sea below.

Modern retellings of the myth tend to concentrate on Icarus, neglecting the role
played by Daedalus [1–3]. This is a relatively recent development; in classical times
Daedalus—a fascinating character whose expertise extended to architecture, met-
alworking, sculpture and engineering—featured prominently in the story.
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2 Ovid’s Metamorphoses

The most complete and influential version of the myth that survives from antiquity
is that written by the Roman poet Publius Ovidius Naso in his epic work,
Metamorphoses.1 Ovid was a talented writer living in turbulent times, and
Metamorphoses is considered to be his “most elaborate and ambitious work” [4].
Completed in 8 AD, the 15-book collection of tales of transformation link to form a
mythological ‘history’ of life since the Creation. The myth of Daedalus and Icarus
appears in Book 8 of Metamorphoses, bracketed by two other stories featuring
Daedalus. Preceding it is the story of Theseus and Ariadne escaping from the
labyrinth, which Daedalus had designed to imprison the minotaur. Following it is
the tale of Daedalus attempting to kill his nephew, Talus, who is transformed into a
partridge.

Since classical times Ovid’s version of the myth has informed countless works
of art, with the period between the mid-16th and mid-17th centuries being partic-
ularly noteworthy. The torrent of paintings and etchings produced during this time
included iconic images of Landscape with the Fall of Icarus from the studio of
Pieter Bruegel the Elder. In the modern age the tale has been the theme of works
such as the 1958 mural created by Pablo Picasso for the UNESCO headquarters in
Paris, and Roger Brown’s 1991 mosaic that adorns the entrance façade of a sky-
scraper in Chicago.

Why this particular myth—out of more than 250 recorded by Ovid in
Metamorphoses—has been so enduring is not clear. Stephens and McCallum have
pointed out that it is “succinct and quotable and lends itself to illustration” [5].
Another reason for the continued popularity is that it is a deceptively simple story
that lends itself to multiple interpretations. Furthermore, amidst an abundance of
tales of gods transforming people into animals, often birds, this myth stands out as
the doomed attempt of a man, Daedalus, to act in a godlike way by transforming
himself and his son into birdlike creatures.

3 The Relevance of Myths to Modern Aviation

An ancient myth dating back almost three millennia that tells of men flying with
wings made of feathers and wax might seem to have little relevance to the tech-
nological world of modern aviation.

However, there are many connections between myths and aviation. We note the
widespread use of mythology as a source of names for aircraft, engines and space

1Ovid’s Metamorphoses has been translated into English many times. This paper makes use of the
translation by D.E. Hill, part of which is reproduced in the appendix. It should be noted that Ovid
himself had previously written another version of the myth of Daedalus and Icarus in Book 2 of
Ars Amatoria.
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programs: the Bristol Jupiter and Pegasus radial engines of the early 20th century;
the Hughes H-4 Hercules and Lockheed C-130 Hercules transport aircraft; the
pioneering Mercury and Apollo spaceflight programs; rockets and missiles such as
Atlas, Thor, Titan, Poseidon and Trident; and, returning to the theme of this paper,
the 1988 MIT Daedalus 88 human-powered aircraft which still holds world records
for distance and endurance. Such names served in many cases to highlight the
god-like power of the machines, and, in a period of tremendous technological
advances, references to mythology imbued them with a talismanic confidence.2 In
fact, the early decades of the 20th century, which witnessed so many flights into the
unknown, were called the “age of Icarus” [9].

The particular myth of Daedalus and Icarus has been read as a cautionary tale
about the risks of new technology. The mythologist Joseph Campbell interpreted it
thus, drawing the lesson that projects which attempt to break new ground or field
new technology always carry “the danger of too much enthusiasm, of neglecting
certain mechanical details” [10]. A tragic reminder of this warning occurred in 2014
when the Virgin Galactic Scaled Composites SpaceShipTwo experimental space-
plane crashed due to a problem with its feathering system [11].

In addition, the Icarus myth is relevant as a straightforward account of a flying
accident. With their narrative structure, stories are powerful tools for conveying
information. Indeed, the benefit of using stories of accidents or incidents in aviation
training has been noted by Dekker: “Many sources, even within human factors,
point to the value of storytelling in preparing operators for complex, dynamic
situations in which not everything can be anticipated” [12].

Let us now consider the main events of Ovid’s narrative and draw parallels to
key concepts in contemporary human factors. It is argued here that ancient myth is a
means of reflecting on modern aviation safety.

4 Human Factors in the Myth of Daedalus and Icarus

4.1 Factor 1: Anxiety and Get-Away-Itis

The opening lines of Ovid’s story tell of the anxiety felt by Daedalus to leave the
island of Crete and return to his homeland. Although he wanted to leave, Daedalus
was unable to do so because the land and sea routes had been blocked by Minos, the
king of Crete:

“Daedalus meanwhile detested Crete and his long exile and, though affected by a longing
for his native soil, had been shut off from it by the sea. ‘He can block off’, he said, ‘the

2Gordon [6] observed that some early planes and engines used mythological names, while other
commentators have discussed nuclear weapon systems that were named after mythical characters
[7, 8]. This trend continues with modern military aircraft such as the Boeing KC-46 Pegasus and
P-8 Poseidon.
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lands and seas, but the sky at least is open. We shall go that way! Though he may possess
everything, Minos does not possess the air.’” [13]

A modern parallel may be drawn with the anxiety experienced by the flight crews
involved in the 1977 runway collision at Tenerife. Following a diversion due to a
bomb attack, the crew of Pan Am Flight 1736 wanted to depart as soon as possible,
but were forced to wait more than two hours because the taxiway was blocked by
another aircraft refueling. Meanwhile, the crew of the other aircraft, KLM Flight
4805, were also anxious to leave quickly because they were near their duty time limits
for the month, and exceeding those limits would have resulted in serious conse-
quences. In an analysis of this disaster, Weick suggested that anxiety contributed to
the premature and unsafe departure of the KLM airplane [14]. The reasoning was as
follows: after the original flight plan was disrupted, the KLM captain diverted
high-level cognitive attention to resolving the problem of the duty time limits; this
used up his limited information processing capacity, reducing his ability to monitor
the radio and interpret cues from the outside environment; he was therefore unable to
fully process critical radio transmissions to or from the Pan Am aircraft.

In the argot of present-day flight operations, get-there-itis is a widely recognised
tendency for a pilot to continue towards the intended destination even though
conditions have changed and become dangerous [15]. This tendency can be par-
ticularly strong during the approach phase at the end of a flight and is a form of plan
continuation bias.3 Daedalus was experiencing an analogous phenomenon, which
occurs at the start of a flight and may be labeled get-away-itis, when a pilot feels
undue anxiety to make a quick departure [17].

4.2 Factor 2: High-Risk Technology

Necessity being the mother of invention, the resourceful Daedalus, with all land and
sea routes blocked, turned his attention to the air. He devised a revolutionary plan to
escape by flying away: “directing his thoughts to skills unknown, he changed
nature” [13]. The plan necessitated the use of unproven, high-risk technology,
namely straws and feathers bound with thread and wax into the shape of birds’
wings. For the reading audience two thousand years ago, this description of flight
would have conjured up images of an amazing and almost incomprehensible level
of imagination and technical skill.

The use of wings fastened with wax was to have tragic consequences for Icarus,
just as the age of modern flight has been punctuated by accidents that followed the
introduction of new technologies. From the crashes of the Wright brothers’
Model C aircraft to the aforementioned break up of the SpaceShipTwo spaceplane,
these accidents are solemn reminders that new technologies are invariably

3Plan continuation bias is an unconscious cognitive bias to persist with the original plan even
though conditions are changing [16].
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accompanied by new risks. In an example from 2015, the recently-introduced
Airbus A400 M Atlas transport aircraft suffered its first crash following a problem
with the engine control software [18].

4.3 Factor 3: Interruption and Distraction

As Daedalus prepared their flying equipment, Icarus interfered with his work by
playing with the feathers and wax:

“His boy, Icarus, was with him standing there and, unaware that he was handling his own
danger, was now with shining face trying to catch the feathers moved by the wandering
breeze, and now softening the yellow wax with his thumb, and hindering his father’s
amazing work with his play.” [13]4

In recent years, considerable attention has been devoted to studying the impact
of distractions and interruptions on the ability of pilots to handle multiple con-
current tasks. In one such study, Loukopoulos, Dismukes and Barshi argued that
such are the cognitive demands imposed by these “commonplace perturbations”
that they “play a central role in pilot’s vulnerability to error” [20]. The study cited
about 60 incident reports from NASA’s ASRS database in which perturbations
resulted in flight crew failing to do something or omitting checklist items.

4.4 Factor 4: Poor Crew Communication

Before starting their flight, Daedalus advised Icarus to maintain a safe altitude and
avoid being distracted by stars. He finished by telling his son to follow his
instructions:

“And he fitted out his son and, ‘I warn you, Icarus,’ he said, ‘to run on the middle path in
case, if you go too low, the water weighs down your wings, and, if too high, the sun’s fire
burns them. Fly between each of them and do not, I tell you, look at Boötes or Helice or
Orion’s drawn sword; pick your way where I lead.’” [19]5

The oral instructions given by Daedalus took the form of a monologue: Daedalus
spoke; Icarus did not. Significantly, in the absence of response, Daedalus failed to
check his son’s understanding. In the context of contemporary airline operations,

4It has been pointed out by Anderson that this scene clearly foreshadows the accident that later
befalls Icarus, “when the easily molded wax melts and the feathers float away from his artificial
wings” [19].
5Several commentators have noted that, for observers in the northern hemisphere, the constella-
tions of Boötes and Helice (Ursa Major) appear high in the sky whereas Orion is lower and near to
the horizon. Hill concluded that this reference to constellations “is an instruction to fly neither too
high nor too low” [21].
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this constitutes poor communication and is indicative of a steep authority gradient
between the two aviators.

One of the goals of crew resource management (CRM) training programs is to
enable all crew members to communicate effectively. Critical information must be
shared. The aim is to prevent the recurrence of accidents, such as the crash of
Korean Air Flight 801 in Guam in 1997. This crash was complex and—as is
invariably the case with airline accidents—featured multiple causal factors.
Nevertheless, the official accident report found the probable cause to be “the cap-
tain’s failure to adequately brief and execute the nonprecision approach and the first
officer’s and flight engineer’s failure to effectively monitor and cross-check the
captain’s execution of the approach” [22]. In other words, prior to the crash the
captain’s briefing was not effective and the other crew members did not articulate
any concerns about the flight.

4.5 Factor 5: Hazardous Pilot Attitudes

After Daedalus fitted the wings to his son, the two aviators began their flight over
the Aegean Sea. Icarus grew in confidence and then, recklessly deviating from his
father’s instructions, flew too high until the wax melted and his wings fell away:

“…the boy, beginning to enjoy his bold flight, deserted his leader and, drawn by a desire for
the heavens, took too high a course. The nearness of the raging sun softened the
sweet-smelling wax that bound his wings. The wings had melted; he shook his bare
arms…” [19]

Icarus’s deviation from the flight plan could indicate any one of several attitudes
that have been identified as hazardous to flying: anti-authority (he resented his
father’s control over the flight); impulsivity (he suddenly decided to climb);
invulnerability (in his joyful inexperience he felt that nothing bad would happen);
or macho (he wanted to show his father and the onlookers below how high he could
fly). As Krause noted, these hazardous pilot attitudes “can negatively affect the
judgment and decision-making processes” [21]. An example of an airline flight in
which rules and procedures were disregarded was the 1994 crash of Aeroflot Flight
593 which occurred after a pilot brought his children into the cockpit and apparently
let them take the controls. As a result the autopilot became disengaged and the flight
crew were unable to regain control of the aircraft [23].

5 The Daedalus Dilemma

In the preceding section, the myth of Daedalus and Icarus was linked to five
concepts in the domain of human factors. In addition, this short myth encapsulates a
dilemma. On the one hand, it describes the godlike competence of the master
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technician Daedalus who, facing imprisonment on Crete by the powerful King
Minos, achieved the following things:

• devised a way of escaping even though the land and sea routes were blocked;
• constructed wings that enabled humans to fly;
• assessed the risks of flying too high or low, or the risk of getting distracted;
• instructed his son, Icarus, with rules for dealing with these risks.

However, for all his knowledge and competence, an unpredictable human ele-
ment still remained which Daedalus was unable to account for and which ultimately
ruined his plan. This unpredictable element manifested itself at three points in the
story. Firstly, during the preparation for flight, vulnerability to error was increased
by anxiety, distraction and interruption. Secondly, although the contents of the
pre-flight briefing were basically sound, Daedalus did not check whether Icarus
understood them or whether he had any misgivings or questions. Finally, during the
flight itself, recklessness led Icarus to disobey the instructions and fly higher until
his wings melted.

We may summarize the Daedalus Dilemma as follows. For any technological
endeavor, no matter how thorough the planning, design and preparation, there
always remains an unpredictable element: the human factor.

6 Conclusion

In the celebrated poem, Musée des Beaux Arts, W.H. Auden wrote of a ploughman
who was present as Icarus fell to his death and who “may have heard the splash, the
forsaken cry, but for him it was not an important failure” [24]. Written on the eve of
World War Two, the poem was a comment on the human proclivity for ignoring the
suffering of others.6 While acknowledging the importance of Auden’s message, the
contention of this paper is that for aviation the death of Icarus was actually an
important failure, which still has the capacity to inform modern flight operations.

The story of Daedalus and Icarus bears more than a passing resemblance to
contemporary test flights, in which aviators map out the flight envelope limits of
new flying machines. Icarus tragically exceeded those limits and perished in the
attempt. However, it is important to note that Ovid’s version of the myth ends with
Daedalus completing his flight, a detail often overlooked in modern retellings. In
other words, the new technology succeeded, but at great cost.

In antiquity one of the roles of Daedalus, depicted in a cycle of myths, was to act
as an embodiment of “translatio studii” and enable the transmission of knowledge
to new generations [2]. This role remains relevant to the present day. As we embark

6Auden wrote this poem in part as a response to a painting by Pieter Bruegel the Elder (or his
circle) titled Landscape with the Fall of Icarus, which is housed in the Musées Royaux des
Beaux-Arts, in Brussels.
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on ever more complex endeavors with the dazzlingly high technology of the 21st
century, the myth of Daedalus and Icarus is a salient reminder that we should never
lose sight of the risks associated with the unpredictable human factor.
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manuscript.

Appendix: Ovid’s Myth of Daedalus and Icarus

D.E. Hill’s translation of the myth of Daedalus and Icarus from Book 8 of Ovid’s
Metamorphoses is reproduced below [25].

Daedalus meanwhile detested Crete and his long

exile and, though affected by a longing for his native soil,

had been shut off from it by the sea. ‘He can block off’, he said, ‘the lands

and seas, but the sky at least is open. We shall go that way!

Though he may possess everything, Minos does not possess the air.’

He spoke and, directing his thoughts to skills unknown,

he changed nature. For he put feathers in a row

beginning from the smallest, with the shorter following the long

so that you would think they had grown on a slope; so does the rustic

pipe gradually expand with unequal stalks.

Then he bound them together in the middle and at the base with a thread and wax,

and when they had been arranged so, he bent them to a slight curve

to imitate real birds. His boy, Icarus, was with him

standing there and, unaware that he was handling his own danger,

was now with shining face trying to catch the feathers moved

by the wandering breeze, and now softening the yellow wax

with his thumb, and hindering his father’s amazing work

with his play. After he had put the last touch

to what he had begun, the craftsman balanced his own body

on a pair of wings and hovered in the air they were moving.

And he fitted out his son and, ‘I warn you, Icarus,’ he said,

‘to run on the middle path in case, if you go too low,

the water weighs down your wings, and, if too high, the sun’s fire burns them.

Fly between each of them and do not, I tell you, look at

Boötes or Helice or Orion’s drawn sword;

pick your way where I lead.’ At the same time he gave him flying

instructions and fitted the unfamiliar wings to his shoulders.

In the midst of his work and warnings, the old man’s cheeks grew wet
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and the father’s hands shook. He gave kisses to his son

that would never be repeated and, lifted on his wings,

he flew in front and feared for his companion, like a bird who has

led her tender offspring from a high nest into the air,

and he urged him to follow and trained him in ruinous skills.

He both moved his own wings and looked back at his son’s.

And someone while trying to catch fish with a trembling rod,

or a shepherd leaning on his staff, or a ploughman on his shaft

saw them and was down dumbfounded and, since they could press through the air,

believed they were gods. And now Juno’s Samos

was on the left side (Delos and Paros had been put behind them)

and Lebinthos was on the right as was honey-rich Calymne,

when the boy, beginning to enjoy his bold flight,

deserted his leader and, drawn by a desire for the heavens,

took too high a course. The nearness of the raging sun

softened the sweet-smelling wax that bound his wings.

The wings had melted; he shook his bare arms

but, lacking oarage, he did not grip the air at all,

but, with his mouth crying out his father’s name, he was received

by the aquamarine water, which took its name from him.

But the unhappy father, not now a father, said, ‘Icarus,’

‘Icarus,’ he said, ‘where are you? In what region should I seek you?’

‘Icarus,’ he was saying; and caught sight of feathers in the waves

and cursed his skills and buried the body

in a tomb; the land was called after the name of the boy in the tomb.
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Improved User Acceptance During
Stepwise Air Traffic Control Display
Functionality Introduction

Oliver Ohneiser

Abstract This paper addresses migration tolerant human machine interfaces for
approach controllers considering shifting air traffic control (ATC) approach from
distance- via time- and trajectory- to performance-based. It includes a series of
learning steps between prototypically implemented display revisions that were
evaluated by ten controllers. Nine iterative steps comprised distance marking,
merge point appearances, new symbols, and parallel screen border orthogonal route
structures for unidirectional aircraft movement on resulting monitoring display.
Study participant group G9 worked with all ten display revisions experiencing nine
transition steps; group G2 only used revision zero, five, and final display layout.
Participants’ ratings on usability, learnability and operational acceptance dropped
down for G2 but not for G9 especially when transitioning to last display revision
with different step sizes. Thus, introducing new ATC display functionalities in a
row of small logical and consecutive instead of very few broad integration steps
improves user acceptance.

Keywords Air traffic controller � Situation data display � Human machine inter-
face � Migration tolerance � Transition step � User acceptance

1 Introduction

Today, air traffic controllers (ATCO) mainly use radar screens to guide air traffic
safely in the terminal maneuvering area with a distance-based air traffic control
(ATC) approach [1]. In the future, new requirements will have to be fulfilled by
controllers due to SESAR (Single European Air Traffic Management Research
Programme) and NextGen (Next Generation Air Transportation System) [2–4].
These programmes plan three operational timely overlapping steps going forward
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from the current distance-based ATC approach via a time- and a trajectory- to a
performance-based approach of operation methods [5].

This goes along with greater parts of monitoring tasks for controllers and is
difficult to handle with current displays that hardly have any visual assistance
functionality [6–8]. Actual operational displays are basically able to show aircraft
positions, waypoints, routes, or runways. However, it is difficult to estimate dura-
tions of aircraft needed to reach certain waypoints by estimating not only distance
but also speed and to derive accurate commands.

In the course of four-dimensional trajectories comprising latitude, longitude,
altitude, and time, at least deviations from the planned status have to be displayed
for regulation purposes. This is also true for performance parameters in the third
ATC step. Thus, two questions about the HMI design after each ATC approach step
and the transitions between those steps arise.

Current HMIs in the air traffic domain have life cycles of decades [9]. In contrast
to current broad integrations of new controller working position systems and dis-
plays at a single point in time, systems will have to be more flexible in the future.

Adaptations in controller displays should be integrated iteratively and
user-centered [10, 11]. To avoid extensive system user trainings and to increase
user acceptance simultaneously, new functionalities can be integrated in a row of
few small consecutive steps instead of great steps [12].

This paper addresses related work in Sect. 2. Section 3 contains the concept of a
migration tolerant human machine interface for approach controllers with a series of
learning steps between prototypically implemented display revisions. Section 4
outlines the evaluation study design with corresponding results in Sect. 5. Section 6
discusses those results whereas Sect. 7 summarizes and concludes.

2 Related Work

Next to new requirements due to shifted ATC approaches, there is potential by
using air-ground data link negotiated four dimensional trajectories, flight man-
agement system (FMS) data on ground and more precise navigation capabilities
[13]. Accuracy due to time and airline preferred flight profiles [14] regarding whole
trajectories or only waypoints can be achieved using advanced flight management
systems [15]. These assumptions could be considered in advance for new and
enhanced controller display concepts.

In addition, controllers’ tasks will change especially with time and trajectory
constraints. The role of an active managing controller will more and more be
replaced by an actively monitoring controller who intervenes in abnormal situations
or at strong deviations [8, 16, 17]. Besides, flows of aircraft may be considered to a
greater degree than today if applicable in new air traffic management procedures
[18, 19].

Some research has been performed on time-based ATC and related controller
displays in the past [20, 21]. There are also ideas about reducing complexity on
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controller displays by removing lateral information and aircraft moving in only one
direction [22, 23]. However hardly any research concerns neither ATC display
functionalities corresponding to future requirements nor a user-centered and itera-
tive introduction of them.

3 Concept of Migration Tolerant Display Steps

The current radar-based controller display was modified using several consecutive
steps and considering design metaphors. Each of the new nine iterative display
revisions has only one logical element that was changed (see Fig. 1) as humans do
not like permanent changes [24].

Supporting the controllers in some current straining tasks may relieve them and
free cognitive resources to be used for new additional tasks. The first display
revision looks pretty much the same as current operational controller displays to
have a common start point. The development process followed user centered loops
(develoops) [25] and included improvements after prototype feedback from air
traffic management (ATM) experts, and controllers.

Step one included marking of distances in nautical miles on standard arrival
routes (STAR) for better distance estimation in the outer terminal manoeuvring area
(TMA). The second step comprised symbols for cardinal directions of aircraft
entering at an initial approach fix (IAF) on their route to the runway.

Fig. 1 All changes of controller display elements at the nine transition steps between ten display
revisions (white and green lines are routes; circles respectively triangles show aircraft) [30]
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Other domains such as the rail traffic use simple complexity reduced maps with
mainly rectangular routes for passengers or supervisors. It is only of interest how to
get from a start to an end point and where intersections are. This concept could also
be adapted to the STARs of air traffic that merge to common routes at specific
points for the last approach phase. The third step consisted of straightening dis-
played routes while real aircraft flown routes did not change. Distances of aircraft
on different STARs to a single merge point are now more intuitive to supervise. An
aircraft path deviation from the STARs on the left or right side is still recognizable
in the display.

However, the missing geographic resolution on display makes reasonable
heading commands of controllers difficult. Reliable locating of aircraft is even more
important in order to design displays that are more abstract. In addition, confor-
mance monitoring tools need to support controllers by visualizing aircraft states
regarding their plan in a trajectory-based environment [26]. In the course of
adaptations, controller roles therefore also changed. Monitoring controllers use the
resulting complexity reduced migration tolerant display. They are assisted by
executive controllers with conventional radar displays. Hence, monitoring con-
trollers may delegate conflicts or propose solutions to the executive acting as a team
[27, 28].

The straightened routes have different angles at their merge points. These angles
were homogenized to multiples of 45° in step four to ease conflict geometry [29].
The fifth display revision led to a rectangular structure of routes. The whole view
was rotated into a runway dependent horizontal view in display stage six. This
avoids cognitive rotation of the displayed airspace by controllers or tilting one’s
head. Afterwards, the merge point appearance was adapted to merge lines with
STARs approaching from one side to different ends of the merge line. These lines
support better and earlier vertical comparison of aircraft on STARs. Earlier adap-
tations of the controller to avoid that for example more than one aircraft reaches a
start point of a downwind at the same time can lead to less flown route and fuel
consumption. Hence, this approach focusses on the trombone approach with
downwind, base, and final leg, but is but limited to this kind of approach procedure.
Performance-coded aircraft symbols were introduced in step eight. These symbols
indicate individual optimization potential of aircraft. Advanced FMS equipped
aircraft are symbolized by circles as they already should follow an optimized plan.
The number of edges of the triangles representing alternative aircraft reveals their
individual optimization potential.

The last revision included a parallel and screen border orthogonal route structure
for unidirectional movement of aircraft on the resulting monitoring display. Only
aircraft on downwind, an area that should be avoided due to its delaying function
and thus kerosene wasting characteristic, fly in the opposite direction.
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4 Design of Evaluation Study with Controllers

During an evaluation study at DLR Braunschweig ten controllers (one female; age
[years]: Ø: 41, SD: 9) of DFS (DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH), the German
air navigation service provider, had to work with the implemented display set.

Participants were split into two groups and had to absolve three simulation runs
after training. The air traffic simulation runs consisted of a replay with forced
deviations of aircraft and conflicts to be detected.

The first group (G9) had to work with all ten display revisions (revision 0 to 2 in
run 1; revision 3–6 in run 2; revision 7–9 in run 3) and therefore experienced nine
transition steps. The display view automatically changed after roughly 12 min
during the scenario. The second group (G2) only went through two transitions
between the state-of-the-art display revision zero (run 1), the intermediate stage
number five (run 2), and the final display layout (run 3).

Controllers had to answer a transition questionnaire and rated items on the
system usability scale (SUS) [31] on a five point Likert scale [32] after each display
step. Questions T01-T05 concerned display transitions and their handling.
Questionnaire items T06-T10 included a comparison of different characteristics
between each current and preceding display revision. Group G2 was also asked four
times in run 2 respectively three times in run 3 but had to evaluate the same display
revision multiple times.

5 Evaluation Results

The ratings on questionnaire items T01-T05 (Reasonability of display transition;
Clarity of aircraft movement on screen; Non-confusion of display; Learnability of
display step; Planning and delegation during simulation task) are shown in Fig. 2
for group G9 and their nine display revisions respectively in Fig. 3 for group G2
regarding display revision 5 and 9 with black lines for standard deviations.

The great majority of rating averages for group G9 has a value of 2 or above
which means affirmation to the five item aspects as a trend. Almost the same is true
for group G2 when working with display revision 5.

Nevertheless, the acceptance dropped down when experiencing the transition to
revision 9 in one step compared to the four intermediate steps of group G9. This
shows the disadvantages of too big transition steps. However, the standard devia-
tions became greater in further display steps. This shows the variety of participating
controllers that could or could not imagine to work with the migration tolerant
displays.

Figures 4 and 5 display the ratings on questionnaire items T06-T10 (Degree of
display change; Supervision of air traffic; HMI complexity; Recognition of con-
flicts; Solution of specific tasks).
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Results of item T06 show that step 2 and 7 are too small, step 9 is slightly too
large. In general, the degree of changes between display revisions fits very well. For
items supervision of traffic, complexity, task processing and mainly conflict
recognition some improvements especially at steps 4 to 7 can be seen. Again, the
values of group G2 are quite comparable at step 5 due to the lower degree of change
between revisions 0 and 5. The acceptance values fell below 2 in average for items
T06, T07, T08, and T10, which means a negative change. The comparison of step 9
values between G9 and G2 repeatedly show that acceptance is higher when
introducing new functionalities in a row of steps than just one step. Nevertheless,
conflict recognition seems to be even better for group G2 with the last display
revision than with current controller displays.

Fig. 3 Transition questionnaire results on items T01-T05 of group G2 (the higher the rating, the
more positive the controllers’ opinion)

Fig. 2 Transition questionnaire results on items T01-T05 of group G9 (the higher the rating, the
more positive the controllers’ opinion)
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Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the added score of the system usability scale of group
G9 respectively G2.

The rating sum has a range between 0 and 100. Values above roughly 75
indicate good usability (excellent usability if closer to 100), around 65 with medium
usability, and below 60 poor usability. The average rating of group G9 is always
above 60 and has values up to 82. However, even the first controller displays that
look very much the same as current operational displays have ratings below 80.
Therefore, a normalization with the baseline of the first display would be possible.
Enhanced display revisions would then have quite comparable usability to today’s

Fig. 4 Transition questionnaire results on items T06-T10 of group G9 (0 negative change
respectively “too big” at T06; 2 no change; 4 positive change respectively “too small” at T06).
Most of the ratings of group G9 have the value 2 or above which means no respectively slightly
positive change compared to the last display revision

Fig. 5 Transition questionnaire results on items T06-T10 of group G2 (0 negative change
respectively “too big” at T06; 2 no change; 4 positive change respectively “too small” at T06)
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displays. Another interpretation would be an even better usability in some of the
further display steps.

Group G2 rated system usability as good in the four iterative questions at step 5,
but as poor in the three answers at step 9. This fact again shows the disadvantages
of introducing new elements in single great steps when comparing results of G9 and
G2.

6 Discussion of Study Results and Controller Comments

The comparison of system usability and transition questionnaire ratings revealed
user acceptance differences between the two groups experiencing different numbers
of intermediate steps. Results showed that participants’ usability and learnability

Fig. 6 System usability questionnaire results of group G9 (the higher the score, the better)

Fig. 7 System usability questionnaire results of group G2 (the higher the score, the better)
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ratings were quite similar for display revision five comparing both groups, but
dropped down for the group with only two transitions when using display revision
nine. The adequate dimension of learning steps between all ten implemented dis-
play revisions was hit quite well due to controllers’ feedback. The SUS scores were
quite stable overall despite the big change from display revision 0 to 9.

Furthermore, controller tasks such as traffic supervision with conflict recognition
were possible with the migrated display and new controller monitoring roles. No
significant disadvantage of migration tolerant display steps could be stated com-
pared to current controller displays. In contrary, some trends for reduced com-
plexity and better conflict recognition were found. It was shown that introducing
new ATC display functionalities in small steps is superior against a one-step
approach.

7 Summary and Outlook

A migration tolerant concept for a set of controller human machine interfaces with
small consecutive learning steps was implemented and evaluated. Results show
good acceptance ratings of display characteristics such as learnability and task
handling using the first display revisions. However, introducing further air traffic
control display functionalities stepwise (group G9) results in improved user
acceptance compared to broad integrations at a single point in time (group G2).

The need of migratory implementation steps with an evolutionary concept has
also actually been stated by the SESAR ATM master plan [33]: “Provisions: These
will be made for the training needs that enable effective and optimal change
management. This will support a transition path that considers the influence of
successive migratory implementation steps towards the agreed concept evolution
and minimizes the extent to which the human system relies on phenomena such as
mode switching”.These high-level requirements for smooth transitions were
instantiated with the display steps in this paper.

Following, the migration tolerant display steps are an eligible concept to face
future requirements of the air traffic management domain and to improve user
acceptance during stepwise ATC display functionality introduction.
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EEG-Based Human Factors Evaluation
of Conflict Resolution Aid and Tactile User
Interface in Future Air Traffic Control
Systems

Xiyuan Hou, Fitri Trapsilawati, Yisi Liu, Olga Sourina,
Chun-Hsien Chen, Wolfgang Mueller-Wittig and Wei Tech Ang

Abstract Currently, Air Traffic Control (ATC) systems are reliable with automa-
tion supports, however, the increased traffic density and complex air traffic situa-
tions bring new challenges to ATC systems and air-traffic controllers (ATCOs). We
conduct an experiment to evaluate the current ATC system and test conflict reso-
lution automation and tactile user interface to be the inputs of the future ATC
system. We propose an Electroencephalogram (EEG)-based system to monitor and
analyze human factors measurements of ATCOs in ATC systems to apply it in our
experiment. The EEG-based tools are used to monitor and record the brain states of
ATCOs during the experiment. Real-time EEG-based human factors evaluation of
an ATC system allows researchers to analyze the changes of ATCOs’ brain states
during the performance of various ATC tasks. Based on the analyses of the
objective real time data together with the subjective feedback from ATCOs, we are
able to reliably evaluate current ATC systems and refine new concepts of future
ATC system.
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1 Introduction

Although performance and reliability of current Air Traffic Control (ATC) systems
has been improved with automation supports, the increased traffic density and
complex air traffic situations bring additional requirements and new challenges to
ATC systems and air-traffic controllers (ATCOs). To design a future ATC platform
which can provide more effective and robust handling of heavy traffic situations,
states of art technologies like touch and tactile human computer interface, inter-
active 3D situation displays and advanced CRA software will be integrated to
current ATC platform. However, the standard evaluation method that uses ques-
tionnaires after each assessment can only give an overall rating of the performed
task. It cannot tell designers how the workload and emotions are changing during
the task performance in a complex traffic situation. This information may be esti-
mated from some other performance factors, but it cannot be done in high time
resolution using traditional methods. So there is a need for the tools to objectively
estimate how novel interfaces affect ATCOs during operations. To solve this
problem, we propose to use reliable brain computer interface (BCI) to measure
performance of ATCOs in different ATC experiments. By using such bio-signal
technology with standard evaluation methods, we can enhance and refine design
and development of a new ATC platform. To our best knowledge, we are the first to
develop real-time workload, emotion and stress recognition algorithms that use
fewer electrodes and have good accuracy that could be used for ATM system
evaluation. A real-time brain states monitoring system in which emotion, attention,
workload, and stress recognition algorithms can be recognized in real-time is
applied for evaluation of the future workplace of ATCOs.

We conduct an experiment to evaluate the costs and benefits of conflict reso-
lution automation and tactile user interface in future ATC systems. In the user
study, we evaluate the current ATC system with conflict resolution automation and
tactile user interface used as inputs. ATCOs and students with ATC knowledge are
instructed to complete ATC tasks in three conflict resolution aid scenarios including
reliable, unreliable, and manual conditions with or without tactile user interface.
During this user study, objective human factors measurements including mental
workload, stress, and emotion of ATCOs while performing ATC tasks are obtained
real time using an Electroencephalogram (EEG) device.

In this paper, we propose an EEG-based system to monitor and analyze human
factors measurements of ATCOs in ATC systems. The EEG-based tools are used to
monitor and record the brain states of ATCOs during the experiment. In subjective
human factors studies, the data of mental workload, stress, emotion et al. are
obtained through questionnaires that are administered upon completion of each task
or/and after an experiment. However, this method only offers the overall evaluation
of ATCOs performance. Real-time EEG-based human factors evaluation of an ATC
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system allows researchers to analyze the changes of ATCOs’ brain states during the
performance of various ATC tasks. The data can be analyzed during or at any time
interval starting from 1/32 s. Machine learning techniques are applied to the EEG
data to recognize levels of mental workload, stress and emotion during each ATC
task.

2 Related Work

Air traffic controllers (ATCOs) have to handle a significant amount of information
that has to be interpreted and analyzed in a time critical manner. The increase in air
traffic density is becoming a major issue in air traffic control. As reported by
Sheridan [1] and International Civil Aviation Organization [2], worldwide traffic
density will be up to double in 2025 compared to 2006. Given the limited airspace
available, the possibility of having more air traffic conflict is unavoidable [3]. Under
this circumstance, ATCOs will inevitably need a better support to overcome their
cognitive limitations in handling more aircrafts in airspace. Providing support
through automation is considered to be an effective solution to minimizing the
workload imposed on ATCOs [4]. Endsley and Rodgers [5] discovered that when
the air traffic increased, the controllers’ awareness of each aircraft declined rapidly
and when the workload was excessive, operational errors appeared. Recent research
showed that conflict resolution aid (CRA) software has the potential to support
ATCOs in resolving air traffic conflict in an effective and efficient manner [6]
regardless of its imperfection [7] by advising ATCOs all the possible maneuvers.
The future work place should therefore be designed to reduce mental workload and
stress of ATCOs for optimal performance.

In research and development of human-machine interfaces, the evaluation of
workload is a key point. Workload is described as a noticeable relationship between
the human cognitive capacity and the effort required to process a particular task [8].
There are mainly three classifications for measurement of workload: subjective,
physiological, and performance-based measures [9, 10]. Subjective measurement of
levels of workload is based on the use of question-answer type response to measure
the amount of workload a person feels during a task.

Currently, there are many subjective measure procedures designed to evaluate
the mental workload as NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [11], Subjective
Assessment Technique (SWAT) [12], and Cooper–Harper Scale [13]. NASA-TLX
uses mental workload, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and
frustration as six dimensions scales to evaluate mental workload. SWAT uses
different three dimensional scales time load, mental workload, and psychological
stress load as three discrete levels. But, Hill et al. [14] have proved that NASA-TLX
is superior to SWAT in terms of measurement sensitivity especially for measure-
ment of low workload.

Physical workload is the measurable portion of physical response of body when
performing a given task and is affected by a range of factors. These physical
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responses include brain activity, cardiac activity, respiratory activity, and eye
activity. Performance-based measurement of workload relies on examining some
key parameters during a specific task which can reflect the capacity of a subject. In
physiological measurement, electroencephalogram (EEG) interface is more suitable
for monitoring people’s mental workload because that EEG signals are directly
captured from brain activity. EEG-based analyses have been widely used in clinical
diagnosis of mental diseases and in bioengineering research. A number of
EEG-based methods and corresponding applications are designed and implemented
in order to recognize the user’s workload levels [15, 16]. In [17], mental workload
is evaluated in online EEG monitoring during the security surveillance task.
Comparing the mental workload index with the error rate for the subjects, the
correlation coefficient is approximately 0.7, which indicates that when the workload
increases people have a tendency to make more errors. The correlation between
workload and EEG signals has been proved in [18, 19]. In [18], the driver’s mental
workload is significantly correlated with theta band power and alpha band power. In
different driving tasks, the frontal theta activity shows significant increases when
working memory load increases. In another experiment studying the workload and
fatigue in aircraft pilots [19], increased EEG theta band power and decreased alpha
band power are observed in high mental workload comparing with the low mental
workload. Additionally, in [19] it is shown that when the pilots have high mental
workload and mental fatigue, their EEG theta band power as well as the delta and
alpha bands power increases.

In this research, the EEG-based workload recognition, subjective user studies,
and task performance are used together for evaluation of ATCOs’ workload in
different scenarios.

3 EEG-Based Workload Recognition

3.1 Feature Extraction

In our previous work [20], the real-time EEG-based brain states monitoring system
CogniMeter is proposed to recognized emotion, workload, and stress. So, in this
paper, we implemented the same algorithm for ATCOs’ mental workload recog-
nition based on FD and statistical features.

FD measures the complexity and irregularity of time series [21]. It can be used as
an index for characterizing the complexities of EEG signals. For a regular signal, the
fractal dimension value is low. If the signal becomes irregular, the fractal dimension
value increases accordingly. Wang et al. [22] proposed to use Higuchi fractal
dimension to recognize different arithmetic mental tasks from EEG. It is also used in
EEG-based serious games to identify attention level. In this paper, the Higuchi
algorithm is used to calculate FD feature for real-time workload recognition.

Statistical features are widely used in EEG based brain states recognition
including emotion recognition algorithms [23]. Six statistical features such as mean,
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standard deviation, mean of absolute values of the first differences, mean of
absolute values of the first differences of normalized signals, mean of absolute
values of the second difference, and mean of the second differences of the nor-
malized signals are extracted from EEG for emotion recognition.

3.2 Mental Workload Recognition

The mental workload recognition algorithm has been proposed in [24], in which the
algorithm has been tested on the EEG database with different feature combinations
and classifiers. For different feature combinations, the average accuracy of SVM
classifier is 9.56 % higher than k-NN classifier based on mental workload EEG
data. By combining statistical and FD features and using SVM classifier, the best
accuracy is 90.39 % for 2 levels mental workload recognition and 80.09 % for 4
levels mental workload recognition. Therefore, in this experiment, we use FD and
statistical features calculated from 14 channels and SVM classifier for mental
workload recognition.

Fig. 1 The overall diagram of calibration and real-time brain states recognition algorithms for
evaluation of mental workload [20]
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The subject-dependent real-time workload recognition system consists of two
parts: calibration and real-time mental workload recognition algorithm. The overall
diagram of calibration and real-time workload recognition algorithms is shown in
Fig. 2. In calibration, EEG data are labeled with different levels of mental workload
for workload recognition correspondingly. Then, the EEG data are filtered, the
corresponding features are extracted and the support vector machine
(SVM) classifier is trained. After that, during real-time workload recognition, EEG
signals are filtered and the FD and statistical features are extracted using a 4 s
sliding window with 3 s overlapping. Next, new data features are input into the
SVM classifier model trained in calibration. The classifier can recognize mental
workload level based on each 4 s EEG signals input (Fig. 1).

4 Experiment

A preliminary experiment is designed and implemented to study the human factor
in current ATC work place with some new features. 31 ATCOs and 5 students with
ATC knowledge participated in the current user study and provided a
signed-consent form that was approved by NTU IRB. All of them have received
training of air traffic control and none of them has history of mental illness.

All participants were equally divided into three groups: Non-Display, Display,
and Trajectory Prediction. Non-Display group was the baseline condition where
participants were only equipped with the CRA. Participants in Display group were
provided with the CRA and an additional display that depicted aircraft profile. In
Trajectory Prediction group, participants were equipped with the CRA as well as an
additional display that showed the prediction of aircraft trajectory including climb
and descend rate information.

In every group, each participant performed ATC tasks in three CRA conditions:
Manual, Reliable and Unreliable. In the reliable condition, the CRA was able to
provide correct advisories to all the potential conflicts. In the unreliable condition,
the maneuvering advisory provided an incorrect resolution advice that led to a
conflict. In both reliable and unreliable CRA conditions, there was a conflict res-
olution advisory for each conflict and participants were free to either accept or reject
the advisory by clicking a respective button. In the manual condition, participants
were asked to resolve the potential conflicts by providing their own resolution
maneuvering instructions.

In the experiment, there were three one-hour ATC scenarios corresponding to
the three different CRA conditions. A balanced Latin square was adopted for the
counterbalancing of CRA conditions to deal with any carry-over effects. In each
scenario, participants were required to communicate with the pseudo-pilots to issue
appropriate altitudes, to maintain separation between aircraft, to accept all aircraft
that entered their sector, to hand-off aircraft that left their sector and to issue the
correct radio frequency change.
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4.1 Brain Computer Interface

In our experiment, Emotiv headset [25] is used to capture the users’ EEG signals
wirelessly with the USB receiver. It is a popular low-cost EEG device widely used
for research including usability testing, neural marketing, serious games, etc.
Emotiv EPOC has 14 channels located at AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7,O1, O2, P8, T8,
FC6, F4, F8, and AF4 as shown in Fig. 2. During experiment, the EEG-based
mental workload recognition system records EEG signals and recognizes ATCOs’
workload in real time.

4.2 Workload Calibration and Recognition

As real-time EEG-based brain state recognition algorithms are subject dependent,
calibration is required before real-time recognition. For calibration, four Stroop
color-word test with different settings (congruent/incongruent ink colour or time
limit) is used to induce different levels of workload. Each part of the test lasts for
1 min, and subject needs to fill a prompted questionnaire to evaluate his/her mental
workload level on the scale from 1 to 9 and to describe his/her feelings in words as
shown in Fig. 3. The calibration protocol using the Stroop color-word test is shown
in Fig. 4. In the “Introduction” section, the subjects are briefly explained about the
Stroop color-word test and get familiar with it; followed by the “Rest” section,
which is used to record EEG data when the subjects are in the relaxed state. Then
the subjects perform the Stroop test with three different levels and the
self-assessment for each level is done at the end of each section as described above.
To induce low workload, the word’s meaning is the same with the word’s font color
(Congruent Section). To induce medium workload, the word’s meaning is not the
same with the word’s font color (Incongruent Section 1). To increase workload to a
higher level, the subject needs to react to the incongruent word within the limited
time (Incongruent Section 2).

After calibration, the EEG data recorded during four tests were used for training
of classifiers for each subject. Then, the EEG-based workload monitoring system

Fig. 2 The Emotiv brain
computer interface. a The
location map of 14 electrodes
based on international 10–20
system. b Emotiv EPOC
device records EEG signal at
sampling rate 128 Hz with
frequency response between
0.16 and 43 Hz
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can recognize subject’s mental workload each second. In Fig. 5, on the left, the
subject’s workload is visualized on the dynamic meter in real time. Besides color
representation such as “red” color used for high workload and “green” color used
for low workload, there is a word in the center of each meter to describe current
workload level. After a completing of monitoring, a workload levels distribution

Fig. 3 Screenshots of the mental workload calibration interface and questionnaire interface

Fig. 4 The calibration protocol for EEG-based mental workload recognition
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diagram can be generated to summarize the overall workload level during the task
performance as it is shown in Fig. 5 on the right. This real-time workload moni-
toring system helps researcher to do more insightful analysis of subject’s perfor-
mance during ATC experiment.

4.3 ATC Simulation

In our current user study, we evaluate the current ATC work place and test inter-
active touch display that is the input of the development of the future ATC work
place. The ATC simulator that used in our experiment is shown in Fig. 6. The middle
monitor is used to display the primary radar informaiton. On the right side of the
radar display, the monitor shows the Flight Progress Strips (FPS). FPS is an
automation tool that provide aircraft updates including the latest altitude clearance,
flight route as well as estimated outbound and inbound time for all departing and
arriving aircraft, respectively. On the left side, a conflict resolution aid
(CRA) display is intergrated to the current work place to support ATCOs in
resolving conflict. The CRA is an automation aid that could advise ATCOs on the
resolution of a potential conflict about 2 min in advance. In front of ATCOs, there is
an interactive touch display to help ATCOs to understand the airspace situation. This
display provides ATCOs with the information of aircraft speed profile, climb and
descend rate along the time axes. During the experiment, the performance of per-
centage of resolved conflict and conflict resolution time are measured automatically
through the data obtained from the simulator. Upon completion of each experiment
scenario, the NASA-TLX questionnaire is used to measure mental workload of
ATCOs. The EEG data are recorded throughout the experiment. The results of the

Fig. 5 Screenshot of EEG-based workload monitoring system. Left meter shows that current
workload level is high. Right diagram shows overall distribution of different workload levels
during the task performance
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study will drive the refinement and further development of both hardware config-
uration and software development.

5 Preliminary Results

Currently, we analyze the user study data of the ATC work place for three groups
(Non-Display, Display, and Trajectory Prediction) in the three CRA conditions
(Manual, Reliable and Unreliable). We studied the relation between the data
received using traditional NASA-TLX method and the workload rating method
used to label EEG data in the proposed EEG-based system for human factor study.
Both methods were administered after each scenario. This analysis allowed for
direct comparison between NASA-TLX and the proposed EEG-based evaluation
system. Table 1 shows the correlation of workload rating received in 1–9 scale and
NASA-TLX workload calculated after completion of each scenario of the experi-
ment. Generally, the two evaluation methods were found to be highly correlated in
most of the simulations. Only in unreliable CRA condition of non-display group
and trajectory prediction group, the correlation between workload rating and
NASA-TLX resulting data was not significant; however, the trend of positive
correlation between the two methods’ data in this condition could still be observed.
These findings confirm that the method used for labeling of the EEG data with
workload levels produces labels which are correlated with NASA-TLX workload
evaluation data. Furthermore, with the reference to the labeling of the EEG data
with workload levels, the EEG-based workload recognition algorithm can be used
to calculate the workload levels in real time through all recorded EEG data with

Fig. 6 The air traffice control work place integrated with interactive touch display and brain
computer interface
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high time resolution. Thus, the EEG-based workload evaluation has been proven to
validly assess workload and has a strong benefit since it could provide real-time
workload data corresponding to the tasks performed throughout the experiment.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose novel EEG-based tools for human factor study in Air
Traffic Control (ATC) systems. The proposed system allows for recognition of
mental workload, stress, emotions of subjects during the performance of ATC tasks
to assess novel automation systems for future ATC. The EEG-based brain state
recognition algorithms are implemented using machine learning techniques. We
analyzed relation between mental workload calculated using traditional
NASA-TLX method and the method used to label EEG data with different work-
load levels. It was found that the data are highly correlated in most of the simu-
lations. Thus, the EEG-based system can be used to recognize workload during the
task performance at any time. By utilizing the proposed EEG-based system, true
understanding of ATCOs’ working pattern can be obtained. Based on the analyses
of the objective real time data together with the subjective feedback from ATCOs,
we are able to reliably evaluate current ATC systems and refine new concepts of
future ATC system.
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A Design Concept to Combat Mode
Confusion, Complacency, and Skill
Loss in the Flight Deck

Paul Schutte, Kenneth Goodrich and Ralph Williams

Abstract This paper presents a new design and function allocation philosophy
between pilots and automation that seeks to support the human in mitigating innate
weaknesses (e.g., memory, vigilance) while enhancing their strengths (e.g.,
adaptability, resourcefulness). In this new allocation strategy, called Synergistic
Allocation of Flight Expertise in the Flight Deck (SAFEdeck), the automation and
the human provide complementary support and backup for each other. Automation
is designed to be compliant with the practices of Crew Resource Management. The
human takes a more active role in the normal operation of the aircraft without
adversely increasing workload over the current automation paradigm. This designed
involvement encourages the pilot to be engaged and ready to respond to unexpected
situations. As such, the human may be less prone to error than the current
automation paradigm.
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1 Introduction

The vision of a future flight deck for civilian and military aircraft is often one of no
flight deck at all. Phrases such as ‘Increasing Automation’ and ‘Automation
Autonomy’ dominate many research and development programs within NASA and
the Department of Defense. The vision of uncrewed aircraft is one of increased
efficiency, precision, and reliability and reduced costs and errors. Humans are often
considered a liability to the system. The rationale for full automation is straight-
forward. Most accidents are found to be caused by human error. The human must
be the weak link in the chain. Since automation has hardly ever been found at fault
for causing an accident, more automation plus less human equals greater safety.

Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the case. The modern civil aircraft is
highly automated and the human’s role has decreased substantially [1]. And yet,
these aircraft are still involved in accidents. The fact that human errors are still
named as the causes of these accidents gives rise to the question: Why hasn’t the
reduction in human involvement in the operation of the aircraft resulted in a
commensurate reduction in accidents caused by human error?

Similar questions have been raised regarding the issue of pilot workload in the
flight deck. Since much of what the pilot used to perform has been allocated to the
automation, why isn’t there a significant decrease in the pilot’s perceived workload?
This question has been answered. Studies have shown that while the pilot’s physical
workload decreased in highly automated aircraft, their mental workload increased.
Automation did not reduce pilot workload; it simply changed the nature of that
workload [2–4].

Perhaps the fact that human error and workload have not appreciably decreased
in the modern flight deck is due, in part, to how the automation has been imple-
mented as opposed to the amount of automation in the flight deck. There has been
much research demonstrating how humans have fared poorly with increased
automation; for example, automation complacency, overreliance on automation,
loss of situational awareness and spatial orientation, and skill loss. These have
contributed to human errors.

This paper presents a new flight deck design based on a function allocation
approach called Complemation [5]. Complemation focuses on the role of the human
in the flight deck; specifically, ‘Why must the human be in the flight deck?’ It uses
automation and design to surround and support the human in performing that role.
This is in contrast to substitution-based and machine-based forms of function
allocation [6]. Substitution based function allocation considers all the tasks that
have to be performed in the flight deck and determines whether the human or the
automation can perform them better. The winner is given the task. Machine-based
allocation operates under the assumption that machines are inherently better than
humans and that the design should use automation to its fullest. In machine-based
allocation schemes, the human is assigned the ‘leftovers,’ that is, the tasks that
automation cannot handle. But these tasks are usually very difficult and can be
disparate and non-cohesive from the human’s perspective. In Complemation, some
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tasks may be allocated to the human even though the automation may be able to
perform some aspects of that task better than the human. Automation is used
purposefully and deliberately as opposed to wherever it can be used.

The flight deck design produced by this approach is called the Synergistic
Allocation of Flight Expertise in the Flight Deck (SAFEdeck). It has many com-
monalities with current flight deck designs and concepts but there are significant
differences. One big difference is that the flight automation is controlled using the
active feedback control inceptors (e.g., stick and throttle) rather than using an
autopilot interface on the glare shield and a Flight Management System
(FMS) Control and Display Unit (CDU). The inceptors are the only way in which
the pilot can command the aircraft to move. The pilot is more actively involved in
the progress of the flight. The automation supports the pilot by actively engaging
and managing their attention so they do not forget to perform tasks and adhere to
flight restrictions.

The first section of this paper sets the stage for describing SAFEdeck by pro-
viding an analogy using automobile driving. The next section constitutes the bulk
of the paper where the SAFEdeck design is described. This section also concludes
with a summary of results from an experiment that investigated this instantiation.
The last section includes suggestions for future work and for implementation of the
function allocation strategy.

2 An Automobile Analogy

Like aircraft operations, the SAFEdeck concept is extremely complex and detailed.
As such, it is impossible to fully describe the concept in a paper such as this. In
order to aid the reader in understanding SAFEdeck, an analogy may be beneficial.
The analogy is based on automobile driving using advanced technology.

The Drive. A driver wants to travel from New York City to Orlando, Florida.
The first step is to create a route using a route planner (e.g., Goggle Maps™,
Garmin™, Tom Tom™). The planner uses published highway and roadway data to
create the route. The driver can modify this route as needed. The route is loaded into
the automobile’s navigation system. The driver then begins the trip. Navigation
information is provided on the driver’s heads up display, as well as a top-down map
display. Both displays depict the roadways and highways (even if they are not on
the planned route).

The driver’s first goal is to get to the interstate. There are several predetermined
courses to get from the driver’s house to the interstate (each course is a different
packaged or chunked path out of the city). The driver turns the car onto one of these
courses. The automation recognizes this as a predetermined route and offers the
driver the option to drive this route. The driver accepts and engages the automation
with a trigger switch on the steering wheel. From that point, the automation will
drive the car. The driver can take hands off the wheel and gas pedal.
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While still in the city, a van breaks down in the road in front of the car. The
automation interprets this as a traffic backup and waits. The driver sees that it is not
a traffic backup and disconnects the automation. The driver puts on the turn signal
to inform other drivers and the automation that they want to drive into the
oncoming traffic lane to go around the van. The automation’s monitoring looks for
cars approaching from either direction and gives the driver a green indicator when it
is safe to do so. The driver drives the car around the van and returns to the road. The
automation asks if the driver wishes to resume the departure from the city to the
interstate, the driver says yes, pulls the trigger and the automation resumes driving
the car to the interstate.

As the car approaches the interstate, it informs the driver that the entrance is
ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility to disengage the automation and manually
drive the car onto the interstate. Once on the interstate, the driver can turn complete
control back over to the automation. If the driver wishes to go faster, they accelerate
to the new speed and couple to that speed. When the car approaches a change in
interstates (e.g., leaving I-95 to get on I-495), the automation notifies the driver that
the ramp is coming up. The driver then disconnects the automation and merges on
to the new interstate and then reconnects the automation. If the driver fails to
disconnect and take the exit. The automation will provide louder and more alarming
alerts. The car will remain on the interstate. However the warnings will continue
until the driver actively silences them.

If the driver wishes to stop for the night at a hotel, the driver can select the hotel
on the map display. The automation will alert the driver when the car is
approaching the exit ramp. Again, the driver manually takes control and transitions
to the local road. If the hotel is much farther down the road, the driver can tell the
automation to follow the road and provide reminders when approaching the point
where they need to leave the road.

If the driver decides to simply drive around the countryside the next morning
before returning to the interstate, the driver can drive on a road and then have the
automation drive the car on that road. As the car approaches intersections, the
automation alerts the driver of the intersection but nothing more. If the car comes to
a T in the road where the driver must make a decision, the automation notifies the
driver. If the car stops and the driver still has not intervened, the automation will
sound the warning. If there is traffic behind the car, the automation will decide to
turn one way or the other (to avoid obstructing traffic) but will pull over when able.

The Automation. Note that the car is not entirely self-driving. The driver does
not enter a destination and then allow the car to independently drive all the way
there. The car has limited automation, but that automation is extremely robust. The
automation is responsible for all monitoring and for reminding the driver to make
major transitions (e.g., home to city-exit course, city-exit course to interstate,
interstate to interstate). But the driver must return to manual control to make those
transitions. The automation will never willingly disconnect without the driver’s
approval. The automation can be overridden at any point.

The automation is aware of the road structure, the speed limits, facilities along
the way, the weather conditions, and the plan. It is aware of its immediate
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surroundings (e.g., roads, other traffic, pedestrians and cyclists). It monitors road
conditions. It is also aware of driver intervention and what the driver is doing (with
regard to driving) even when the automation is not controlling the car. The logic of
the automation has no high level reasoning skills and is entirely deterministic.

The Human. The human driver has the role of high level decision maker. If the
driver is not situationally aware, they cannot perform this role and long durations of
highly reliable automation can lead to complacency and distractibility. So the driver
is called upon to periodically be part of the mission by making decisions at
important junctures in the trip. It is unwise to expect that the driver will be paying
attention otherwise.

The driver is also responsible for intervening in cases of automation failure or
inability to appropriately perform. There may be cases where the automation
doesn’t know what to do or does not have authority. In these cases, the driver must
return to manual control. If the driver has little or no regular experience with
manual driving, there may be skill loss after a time. By requiring the driver to not
only be involved in decision making at important junctures in the mission but also
to manually drive, skill loss can be greatly reduced. Turns and decision points are
more instructive in car handling skills than manual driving on a long stretch of
highway.

3 Synergistic Allocation of Flight Expertise in the Flight
Deck (SAFEdeck)

The SAFEdeck approach expands on the automobile system described above and
applies it to aviation. The street/highway map is replaced with High and Low
Altitude charts, Arrival, Departure, Approach and other terminal area charts and
procedures. Nearly all of that information is contained in modern FMSs. The
steering wheel is replaced by the active inceptors for the control surfaces and the gas
pedal is replaced by an active throttle. The pilot has the role of high-level decision
maker, risk manager and backup for the automation. Unlike today’s aircraft, the
entire mission may be planned, but execution of that mission requires human
intervention at critical junctures. Unlike today’s aircraft where there are three ways
to control the aircraft (stick and throttle, autopilot/mode control panel (MCP), and
FMS), there is only one way to control the aircraft and the automation—the active
stick and throttle.

SAFEdeck is based on several design concepts, H-mode [7], the Naturalistic
Flight Deck [8], and the Haptic Flight Control System [9]. The philosophy behind
this approach is that one of the human’s primary roles is to step in and deal with
emergencies, non-normals, and highly complex or unanticipated situations. In some
cases they must act as a backup for the automation or other resources. One of the
goals of the design is to keep the pilot in the proper condition to perform these
duties. To do this, SAFEdeck seeks to actively engage the pilot in the mission to
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maintain their situation awareness. This engagement will take the form of manually
flying the aircraft at certain times in order to maintain skill level. In addition, the
automation will conform to standard Crew Resource Management [10] principles as
if it were another crew member. Finally, it is expected that the human will have
deficiencies that lead to errors and the design must accommodate these deficiencies.

The SAFEdeck concept will be described by first defining the hardware com-
ponents required, then the flight management functions and other functions critical
to the concept. Finally, the results of an evaluation experiment will be briefly
described.

3.1 SAFEdeck Hardware Components

There are many ways in which the SAFEdeck design can be implemented and so
some of these descriptions will be deliberately vague. But the basic components
either exist or are easily implemented in flight decks today. In many ways, the
SAFEdeck flight deck will look very similar to modern flight decks. There are no
dramatically new technology or display requirements. The main difference is how
the automation and instrumentation is implemented, rather than the automation and
instrumentation itself.

Active Inceptors. The two primary inceptors—the stick (or wheel and column)
and the throttle—are active force-feedback inceptors. They are capable of trans-
mitting haptic cues (such as pulses and vibrations) and are able to produce artificial
force shaping to allow for resistance to envelope departures, detents, and other
feedback signals. One force shaping feature is to allow virtual slots/tracks (similar
to the slots/tracks in a standard transmission gear shifter pattern). Each inceptor has
at least three switches: A trigger for engaging the automation, a button for disen-
gaging the automation, and a selection device (e.g., thumb wheel, hat-switch). The
inceptor position always corresponds to the actual commands given to the control
surfaces and engines.

Navigation Display. A large, easily accessible, high definition map display that
can not only show the path that the aircraft is flying and waypoints, but also existing
route structure and available options. The map should have a top-down perspective
and a vertical perspective. Touch or cursor control will likely be a requirement. The
Navigation Display is a primary instrument for normal flight and will likely be
consulted as often as the Primary Flight Display.

Primary Flight Display. This display contains the usual symbology found on
modern primary flight displays. In addition a perspective view is presented behind
the symbology. On this perspective view, not only is the current path portrayed in
something like a highway in the sky, but also existing route structure. Waypoints in
the form of ‘waypoles’ are also presented. Waypoles are vertical representations of
waypoints. These waypoles may be flat earth representations if they are signifi-
cantly far away.
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Target Control Panel. Similar in many respects to modern autoflight interfaces
(e.g., Mode Control Panels), the Target Control Panel allows the pilot to dial in
specific headings, altitudes, airspeeds, and ascent/descent profiles. The major dif-
ference is that manipulating these parameters will not affect the aircraft’s flight path.
They merely create targets for the pilot to aim at/fly to. There may be additional
parameter controls such as time of arrival or latitude/longitude.

Flight Planner. The Flight Planner is a separate device that is used to create
plans, create what-if and alternate scenarios, and perhaps simulate the mission in
fast time. The Flight Planner may be a portable device that communicates with the
automation so that the pilot can make plans prior to flight or can use it as a tablet in
flight, but this is not required. Ideally, the Navigation Display should not be used
for the Flight Planner. The Navigation Display should always present real-time
tactical information and it should not have additional clutter involved with the
Flight Planner interface needs.

3.2 SAFEdeck Flight Management Functions

There are five basic Flight Management Functions in the SAFEdeck concept:
Envelope Protection, Collision/Danger Avoidance, Self Preservation, Precision
Assistance, and Active Flight Control. The first three are always on, however they
can be overridden by the pilot. The last two assist the pilot in short-term, tactical
maneuvers and control the aircraft over longer periods of time to manage workload
and improve efficiency. They are used at the pilot’s discretion.

Envelope Protection. This function impedes the ability to stall, overspeed,
underspeed or barrel-roll the aircraft. When the aircraft is approaching one of these
states, the pilot is alerted prior to this protection engaging. Before the aircraft
actually enters one of these states, the inceptor will exert an artificial force that
counteracts the condition. If the pilot does not intervene, this force will automati-
cally return the aircraft to a safe orientation. The pilot can overpower this force and
use the full capabilities of the aircraft. If the pilot releases the inceptor, the
automation will seek to stabilize the aircraft.

Collision/Danger Avoidance. This function serves to automatically avoid
dangers such as other aircraft, severe weather, terrain, or restricted airspace. The
pilot will be alerted as soon as possible so that they can avoid the danger themselves
as they see fit. If the aircraft continues to advance towards the danger, the
automation will increase the level of alert and it will provide artificial counter
pressure on the inceptor to move away from the danger. Again, the pilot can
override this feature.

Self Preservation. This function is used when the pilot is not responding due to
incapacitation or impairment. If the pilot has not responded to an alert or failed to
take control of the aircraft when the automation requests it, the automation will
enter into self-preservation mode. In this mode, the automation emits an emergency
transponder signal, and air traffic control (ATC) and all aircraft in the area are given
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notice that the automation is taking control of the aircraft on its own. The
automation will then plan a route to the nearest acceptable airport and proceed to
perform an automated emergency landing. ATC and the other aircraft are respon-
sible for clearing the way for this aircraft as they would in any emergency.

As this is one of the few times the automation will make a mode change on its
own and because it takes control away from the pilot, every effort will be made to
ensure that the pilot can override this mode. It may be that the automation’s first
task is to descend to a breathable altitude in case the pilot is hypoxic. Additional
safeguards may be necessary for this mode such as concurrence by ATC.

Precision Assistance. There are three aspects of this function. They may be
thought of as a ‘snap-to’ feature, a ‘restrict axis’ feature, and a ‘reset’ feature.

Snap-To. If the aircraft is approaching a target (such as a heading that has been
selected on the target control panel, or a published flight path or waypoint), and the
pilot performs an action that appears to be trying to lock on to that target,
the automation will home in on it so that the pilot does not have to struggle to make
the precise corrections. The automation will stabilize on that target. It is important
to note that the automation will not hold that target under precision assistance. If the
pilot wants to hold to that target, they must use active flight control.

Restrict Axis. Often the pilot may wish to make a turn without changing altitude
or may want to make an altitude change while staying on the lateral route (e.g., a
jetway). The stick inceptor has a slight artificial force shaping in the form of two
virtual slots forming a cross with the center of the cross located at the current
position. If the pilot pulls directly back on the stick, they can feel the vertical slot
created by the artificial force shaping. This will restrict movements to the vertical
dimension only and will hold the lateral path constant. Likewise, if the pilot moves
the stick to the left into horizontal slot, only lateral changes are made and the
aircraft remains at the same altitude. It is important to note (yet difficult to describe)
that the force shaping conforms to the actual pattern that would be required to
maintain either axis. For example, when turning to the left, one might have to raise
the nose slightly (pulling back on the stick) to maintain altitude. The slot will then
bend slightly back to add this correction. This is due to a SAFEdeck constraint that
the stick position always reflects what is happening in the aircraft. By shaping the
alleyway to reflect real flight control corrections, the pilot always feels what should
be done to maintain that axis. That way, if the precision assistance automation fails,
the pilot will still be making the same stick movements that would be made by the
automation. The pilot will never have to move the stick in one manner while the
automation is active and another manner while the automation is disengaged.

Reset. This function is used to return the aircraft to a stabilized straight and level
configuration. If the pilot finds themselves losing control of the aircraft, the pilot
can call upon this function to have the automation right the aircraft. The pilot would
use this feature if they become spatially disorientated. One possible implementation
for this feature would be for the pilot to press and continue to hold the trigger on the
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stick. This appears congruent with the expected human physical response to dis-
orientation—to grip the inceptor tightly. When in the reset mode, the stick inputs of
the pilot are ignored.1

Active Flight Control. In the automobile analogy offered in Sect. 2, the
automation would couple to a road or highway and follow it without driver inter-
vention. The SAFEdeck equivalent of this would be to couple to a jetway. The pilot
would fly to the jetway, the automation would recognize it as something to follow,
and the pilot would tell the automation to follow it. The airspace system is sig-
nificantly more complicated than a country’s road and highway system. SAFEdeck
uses a category of objects called behaviors to handle the diversity of air travel.
A jetway is a behavior. A holding pattern is a behavior. An approach is a behavior.
A performance climb is a behavior. A takeoff is a behavior. A go-around is a
behavior. A heading hold is a behavior. Behaviors are actions or sets of actions that
the automation can perform autonomously. Behaviors can be published (e.g., jet-
ways, approaches) or they can be created (e.g., heading hold, holding pattern,
performance climb). In the automobile analogy above, the predetermined route out
of the city would be a single behavior and is equivalent to a standard instrument
departure from an airport). Behaviors are generally geographically—based and
have a start and an end—however they do not have to be (e.g., holding patterns can
occur anywhere above a certain altitude and continue until the pilot decides to leave
the pattern). The pilot can join a behavior at any point along its three dimensional
path.

To couple to any behavior, the pilot performs the following:

• Fly the aircraft to the behavior and align it to the behavior.
• Select the behavior (there may be more than one available at that location).
• Pull the trigger and engage the automation.

Align, Select, Trigger is all the pilot has to remember to couple to a behavior.
Precision assistance aids the pilot in aligning the aircraft to the behavior. In some
cases it may be possible to create a behavior when you select it. For example, when
the pilot points the aircraft at a waypoint, the automation gives the pilot the option
to create a ‘go-to’ behavior to that waypoint. Pulling the trigger creates that
behavior and couples the automation to it.

Disengaging the Automation. A dedicated button on the inceptors is used to
disengage the automation. This is the preferred method. When the button is used to
disengage an audible notification is given that a normal disengagement has taken
place. Pressing the disengage button is the equivalent of telling the automation, “I
have control of the airplane.” The audible notification is the automation’s way of
saying that it concurs. Another way to disengage the automation is by force. If the
pilot grabs the stick and provides a reasonable amount of pressure, the automation
will disconnect and a caution alert will sound. This indicates that the automation

1This is one of the few exceptions where the stick position may not agree with the actual control
surface commands.
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was disengaged in a non-normal manner. Unless there is a failure, the automation
will not automatically disengage. Following good Crew Resource Management
[10] principles, it will not relinquish control until there is someone to receive it, thus
ensuring that someone always has control of the aircraft.

Modifying a behavior. It is common for an aircraft to change altitude on a route
due to weather or traffic. In such cases, the Restrict Axis precision assistance is
used. Moving the stick either directly backwards or directly forwards so that it
‘slides’ into the artificial force alleyway will cause the automation to stay on the
current lateral track of the behavior. Dialing an altitude into the Target Control
Panel will create an altitude target. When the aircraft is approaching this altitude,
the pilot receives a notification that it will be time to level off. When the pilot levels
off near that altitude, the Snap-To precision assistance will home in on that
altitude.2

At the Behavior’s end. If the aircraft comes to the end of the behavior and the
pilot has not transitioned to a new behavior or disconnected the automation, the
automation will go into a safe state. A safe state varies depending on the type of
behavior and if there is a plan in the system. At the end of an airway behavior, if
there is a planned transition to another airway and the pilot has done nothing, the
automation will make that transition on its own. However, this will constitute a
warning that requires significant pilot input to silence. The significant input is to
keep the pilot from becoming reliant on this feature (e.g., not bothering to dis-
connect, align, select, trigger because the automation will do it for them). If the pilot
does not respond for the next behavior transition listed in the plan, the
self-preservation mechanisms described above will engage. If there is no planned
transition but there are published behaviors connected to the end of the current
behavior, the automation will make an educated guess and pick one. If there are no
planned or published transitions, the automation will transition to an
altitude/heading hold behavior.

3.3 SAFEdeck Notification and Alerting Functions

SAFEdeck requires that the pilot must have a more interactive role in flying the
aircraft and this includes making time—and position-critical inputs such as leveling
off at the proper altitude. However vigilance and prospective memory (i.e.,
remembering to do something) are weak traits in human behavior [11]. It is vitally
important that the SAFEdeck design includes a robust notification system that will
ensure that the pilot remembers to intervene. Fortunately, vigilance and prospective
memory are automation’s strong suits. The SAFEdeck automation can provide
notifications for:

2There is more detail to correctly achieving this procedure.
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• A behavior transition or parameter target is coming up (allowing the pilot to stop
what they are doing and get back into the loop),

• It is time to make the behavior transition (e.g., disconnect, align, select, trigger),
• The pilot has failed to make the behavior transition, or
• The behavior has ended and the automation has gone into a safe state.

These notifications increase in urgency, saliency, and alert level (Advisory,
Caution, Warning). The goal is that the pilot will respond to the first two notifi-
cations in order to avoid the last two alerts.

3.4 SAFEdeck Filtering and Decluttering Functions

As mentioned previously, all published behaviors are presented on the navigation
display. This is important because it allows the pilot to easily transition to an
unplanned change/behavior by essentially flying to it and coupling the automation
to the behavior instead of having to program the changes in a flight management
system. However, there are far too many published airways, waypoints, arrivals,
departures, and other procedures to present all of them on the navigation display.
Another critical element of the SAFEdeck design is robust and efficient contextual
behavior filtering and display decluttering. These functions would use context such
as aircraft equipage, current plan, current altitude, phase of flight, direction, range,
current airport information, and perhaps probability to filter out a significant amount
of choices. Of course, the pilot should be able to select the filtering/decluttering
methods so as to see more or fewer choices.

3.5 Experiment Results

The SAFEdeck concept increases the amount of physical workload on the pilot by
bringing them back into the loop at junctures in the mission. The primary controls
are now all routed through the ‘stick and throttle’ inceptors. These two factors have
led to speculation that this is a step backwards to the flight decks of old rather than a
step forward into the future. A part-task simulator study was performed to assess
impact of the SAFEdeck concept on workload when compared to manual flying and
fully automated flying. Additionally, the impacts on situational awareness, primary
and secondary task performance, and subject preferences were assessed [12, 13].

Twenty-four high-time, non-instrument-rated pilots planned and flew four dif-
ferent flights in a fictitious airspace using a moderate-fidelity, part-task simulation.
Each of the four runs was approximately one hour long. Three different flight
control paradigms were tested: Manual Control (MC), Full Automation (FA)—a
path-coupled automatic control typical of modern commercial aircraft, and a sim-
plified version of the SAFEdeck concept. Subjects were required to make both
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tactical and strategic flight changes as well as perform two secondary tasks (target
recognition and numeric calculation). An automation failure was introduced in the
FA and the SAFEdeck conditions and the time to detect the failure was measured.
Workload was measured using the NASA-TLX [14]. Situational awareness was
measured using the SAGAT [15] protocol and subjective responses.

To summarize the statistically significant findings: (1) the SAFEdeck condition
reduced Mental Demand and Effort when compared to the MC condition; (2) sub-
jects detected a failure of the automation in the SAFEdeck condition sooner than
they detected it in the FA condition; and (3) subjects preferred the SAFEdeck
condition over both the FA and the MC conditions when considering just flying the
aircraft and when considering flying the aircraft with secondary tasks.

The statistically significant results themselves are encouraging and they reinforce
the claims of increased situation awareness, reduced workload, and high subject
preference when using the SAFEdeck concept. While many of the results were not
statistically significant, they all favored the SAFEdeck concept over the other two.

4 Summary

SAFEdeck has six major features that make it unique from current automation
strategies in the flight deck. The first combats mode confusion and skill loss and
supports graceful degradation. SAFEdeck uses the manual control inceptors to
manage and direct the automation rather than having the pilot use three uniquely
different interfaces the control inceptors, the autopilot (mode control panel) and the
flight management system interface. The second feature addresses mode confusion
and complacency while improving situational awareness. The pilot is involved in
all major trajectory changes such as major heading and altitude changes. The third
feature combats typical human errors that stem from forgetfulness. SAFEdeck takes
advantage of automation’s memory capacity and retrieval (retrospective, prospec-
tive, declarative, and procedural) to backup the pilot. A fourth feature addresses
mode confusion as well as allowing more fluid tactical trajectory management
support. It is the use of enhanced graphics on both the primary flight display and the
map display that show all flight path options that are available and appropriate to
the pilot. The fifth feature is the use of the automation as backup for human error,
and the pilot as backup for the automation. This feature addresses problems of
complacency and other types of human error. Finally, complacency and fatigue are
addressed by imbuing the automation with ‘self preservation’ features that make it
‘resistant but not insubordinate’ to making blunders such as flight into terrain or
continuing an unstable approach below a safe altitude.

SAFEdeck does not sacrifice efficiency or capability. The human automation
team is as efficient and precise as today’s flight management system/autopilot
combination. All functions performed in the current automation scheme can be
performed using the new paradigm. But it is much more natural and simplified to
perform those functions using the SAFEdeck design approach. The SAFEdeck
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design can be implemented using today’s technology and does not rely on advances
in artificial intelligence, access to big data, or changes in the airspace system.

The next steps in research are to fully implement the SAFEdeck design and then
perform usability studies on the design using pilots and non-pilots.
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Developing a Mental Model in ATC:
1—Learning Situational Assessment

Richard W. Rohde

Abstract This is the first in a series of papers on the mental process of the En
Route Controller. These papers will explore Situational Awareness, Mental Models,
Workload, and a variety of related issues in an attempt to both improve the research
community’s understanding of the En Route Controller and to enable more pro-
ductive and applicable future research activities. This paper will describe the
learning process and experiences for a typical Developmental trainee.

Keywords Air traffic control � Mental models � Human factors � Situation
awareness � Training

1 Introduction

The concept of a ‘Situational Awareness’ in Air Traffic Control has been around
since at least the 90s in academia [1], and much longer than that in the field, where
it is better known as ‘the picture’ [2] or ‘the flick’.

Some early papers used ‘Mental Model’ for what now is generally considered
‘Situational Awareness’ [3]. Over time, however, the two terms were recognized as
being different [4, 5], though the precise definitions for both terms are still some-
what nebulous.

This paper will first attempt to provide a working definition and in-depth
explanation of both the ‘Mental Model’ and ‘Situational Awareness’ (SA) as they
apply to En Route Air Traffic Control from a controller’s point of view. It will then
explore how a newly hired radar trainee learns SA. A second paper will explore
how Situational Awareness is attained in an active air traffic environment.

A TRACON or an approach controller’s Mental Model and Situational
Awareness will be similar to an En Route controller. Tower controllers, because
they are in an environment where they must focus their attention several different
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places to do their job and because they work as a group, have different systems of
Mental Models and Situational Awareness [6].

More narrowly defining these terms is important because they directly or indi-
rectly factor into the concept of ‘workload’, another important and ill-defined
concept that is at the crux of both ATC studies and NextGen goals.

2 Basic Definitions

Situational Awareness is “the perception of the elements in the environment within
a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection
of their status in the near future” [7].

For the Controller, Situational Awareness is the 3-dimensional picture of the
sector and traffic that he has constructed in his brain. He uses Situational Awareness
to assess the traffic situation, project into the future, and make control decisions
accordingly. Situational Awareness is ‘working memory’ combined with the
Mental Model and resides in short-term memory. Note that Situational Assessment
is not the same as Situational Awareness but instead is the process of attaining
Situational Awareness.

The Mental Model is the controller’s overall knowledge of everything that might
affect his or her air traffic situation. This includes applicable knowledge from the
mental libraries of long-term memory and relatively current information such as
weather, Traffic Management Initiatives (TMIs), the controller’s assessment of their
own mental state, etc.

In the case of ATC, there appear to be two components of the controller’s mental model.
The first is a Domain Model that encompasses airspace, aircraft characteristics, and ATC
procedures. The second factor is a Device Model, which is an understanding of the elec-
tronic systems (including the computer-human interface) designed to support ATC. Both
kinds of knowledge are essential if the air traffic controller is to accomplish the task of
separating and guiding aircraft. This is analogous to the need to know some geography as
well as automobile operation to arrive successfully at a destination. [8]

A simplified way of differentiating the two terms is to say that the Mental Model
is based on Long-Term memory, the mental library, while SA is based on
short-term or working memory.

It is easy to see why these terms can be confusing. The term ‘mental model’
could easily (and arguably more accurately) have been used to fit the definition that
has been given to SA. It is almost impossible to describe Situational Awareness
without using the term ‘mental’. EATCHIP, for example, refers to SA as Mental
Picture (MP).
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3 Learning Situational Awareness: Non-radar

Prospective En Route controllers go through several weeks of non-Radar training at
the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City. Among other things, this pass/fail course
requires students to memorize a map of ‘Aerocenter’ (Fig. 1), a generic low altitude
sector.

The Aerocenter map, which the student must be able to draw in its entirety from
memory, includes VORs, airports, airways, mileages, radials, intersections, adjacent
sectors and centers, approach control airspace, frequencies, minimum altitudes, and
more. The student will also familiarize themselves thoroughly with Aerocenter
Letters of Agreement (LOAs) and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). This is
the foundation of the mental domain model that the trainee will use to move traffic
safely and efficiently in non-Radar simulation scenarios.

During several weeks of classroom training, students will add to their domain
models through classroom instruction on “the rules of Air Traffic Control” from
FAA order 7110.65 (the ‘ATP’). They will learn proper phraseology, non-radar
separation rules, and other applicable information. After successful completion of
this phase, they move on to the Manual simulation lab.

For a ‘Manual’ (Non-Radar) problem, the trainee will sit down at the sector
where they will be presented with a number of strips in two main ‘active’ bays

Fig. 1 Aerocenter
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(based on geographical location) and a few more in the ‘suspense’ or proposal bay.
Aircraft in the suspense bay will depart from airports within the sector during the
course of the scenario.

As the trainee progresses through the various scenarios, they will augment their
Mental Model. The ‘numbers’ memorized on the Aerocenter map will develop
meaning as the trainee learns to apply them to accomplish the tasks presented.
Frequencies will become second nature. They will also learn the ‘personality of the
sector’, including confliction points, shortcuts, tricks, traps, and other information
that can be filed away for future use.

With each scenario, the total number of aircraft will gradually increase. Because
each added aircraft must be checked with all proceeding aircraft, complexity grows
quickly in a ‘triangle number’ progression. For example, a scenario with six aircraft
will have 15 potential conflicts, while adding two more aircraft almost doubles the
number of potential conflicts (Fig. 2).

In Aerocenter, the two main active bays are JAN (Jackson, MS) and SQS (Sidon,
MS), the two VORs1 in the sector (Fig. 3). These are also the two main
crossing/confliction points (circled in red in Fig. 3). Aircraft traveling East/West
over one of these VORs will have one strip in the respective bays, while aircraft
traveling North/South over both will have two strips, one in each bay.2

The trainee is given several minutes to ‘pre-plan’. During this time the student is
may mark the strips using a red pen. For example, they may add direction arrows as
a quick reference to which way the aircraft is going (over time the student will

Fig. 2 Potential conflicts

1VORs are the basic navigational aids that define airways.
2There is a third “active” bay, VQS, which is used for traffic in and out of Vicksburg (VQS) and
Byerly (0M8), but this bay is generally not a factor for separation as described in this paper.
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become adept at reading the strips and will most likely only use direction arrows for
unusual routes). It is during this time that the trainee builds their ‘picture’, com-
bining their mental model with the information on the strips to achieve SA.

4 Separation

The controller will first look for separation issues. Of the three forms of
separation-lateral, vertical, and longitudinal-lateral (geographical) is the surest.
However, the strip bays already account for this. Aircraft in different strip bays are
geographically separated.

Vertical (altitude) separation is the second best form of separation. The trainee
will scan the altitudes on the strips in each bay and look for ‘pairs’. It cannot be
stressed enough that altitude is the primary way to classify aircraft within a strip
bay. For separation purposes, aircraft at different altitudes are on different planets.

When a ‘pair’ is found, the student will further examine the strips to see if there
is a potential conflict. Two aircraft with a common fix-posting will either be on the
same route following each other (in-trail), or crossing each other’s routes.

In-trail aircraft will need to have longitudinal separation ensured while aircraft
on crossing routes will need to have lateral separation. Aircraft should not be
head-on because that would mean one of them would be IAFDOF—Inappropriate
Altitude for Direction of Flight, something else the student will scan for during the
pre-planning period.

Fig. 3 Confliction points
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Because this is a non-radar environment, the exact position is not readily
available to the controller. All longitudinal and lateral separation will initially be
accomplished using time and position reports obtained from the simulation pilots.
Because of the uncertainty involved in non-radar, 10 min is the minimum standard
separation.

The student will examine potential lateral and longitudinal conflicts for time
separation. If the aircraft are following each other (in-trail), the student will also
check the airspeeds to make sure the trailing aircraft is not overtaking the lead
aircraft.

For example, let us assume the controller finds two strips in the SQS bay
showing 160 (Sixteen thousand feet) in the altitude box (Fig. 4). Upon further
examination, the student sees both are routed IGB.V278.GLH and the faster one is
in front. These westbound aircraft are not in conflict (he may assume the imaginary
“previous controller” will ensure traffic coming into the Aerocenter controller’s
sector are separated).

Now let us assume the controller then comes across a third aircraft in the SQS
bay at 160. This is DAL7231, routed UJM.V9.MCB (Fig. 5). DAL2731 is south-
bound and will cross the paths of both of the FDX aircraft at 160. The student will
next look at the times for each aircraft at SQS. If there is not the required 10’
difference for non-radar separation, he will put a red ‘W’ in on both strips and offset
them as a ‘prospective memory’ aid—a reminder that action will need to be taken to
avoid a separation error.

DAL7231 is separated from FDX278 by the required 10’ minimum, but is in
direct conflict with FDX524. The trainee may ‘preplan’ an altitude change for one
of the aircraft during the pre-planning phase, writing the planned altitude in red on
the strip. The conflict occurs at 1612z, so it must be resolved 10’ prior, or by 1602z
in this case. Since this is only 2 min after the start time of the scenario, this will be
one of the student’s initial actions.

Fig. 4 Flight progress strips
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After scanning for basic conflicts, the student will next look for active aircraft
where other action needs to be taken. Most of the time this will be arrivals that need
to be descended. For any aircraft that will need an altitude change to meet the SOPs
or LOAs for Aerocenter, the controller will need to rescan the strips for all altitudes
between the active aircraft’s current altitude and the altitude it must ultimately be at
the aircraft will be travelling through ‘multiple worlds.’

If conflicts exist, clearances will be formulated that will ensure separation AND
that incorporate other changes (such as the new altitude for either DAL2731 or
FDX254) into his existing SA. He will then update the picture and continue with
the active aircraft.

Once the trainee has completed this process, he will examine the proposal air-
craft in the ‘suspense’ bay and work out clearances to safely get them to their
requested altitude.

When the scenario begins, the trainee will be able to solicit pilot reports on
aircraft positions and/or altitudes as necessary to use other methods of separation.

The successful student will have everything envisioned and all moves planned
before the instructor ‘starts the clock’. Then it is just a matter of exercising
prospective memory and executing the plan.

This is all a simplified version. The student has several other non-radar rules at
his or her disposal (the 44-knot rule, ‘paper stops’, etc.), and there are other factors
and requirements to consider, but hopefully it conveys the general idea of not only
how the non-radar SA works, but how En Route controllers learn to form mental
models and use them to ‘get the flick’.

5 Gaining SA in a Radar Simulation

Situation awareness (SA) is considered the product of the process situation assessment
that takes place at three levels: perception (SA1), interpretation (SA2) and anticipation
(SA3). Attention management strategies are crucial to keep this ever changing ‘picture’
up-to-date. [4]

After four weeks of non-radar training, the students will move on to basic radar
training. They will spend a few weeks in the classroom learning how the En Route

Fig. 5 Flight progress strip marking
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Automation (ERAM) works and then have five weeks of simulation training strictly
as a D-side (Radar assistant controller).

Those that pass will be sent to an ARTCC where they will receive more D-side
training, this time on simulations of one or two of the sectors from their assigned
area of specialization. Following successful completion of this, they will get
On-The-Job-Training (OJT) with live traffic. Only after “checking out” on the
D-sides in their area of specialization and several months of “seasoning time” will
they begin radar simulation training.

Using a radar scope provides much more information to the trainee. It also
allows them to use significantly tighter separation standards, 5 miles instead of
10 min (which can be over 80 miles for a jet aircraft). However, it does not change
the basic way he will work traffic. Until a little over a decade ago, the controller
would usually look at the flight strips to begin to gain situational awareness and
then ‘fine tune’ his picture on the radar. With the advent of URET, which has a
much smaller footprint that a strip bay with a small display showing less than half
of the information that was available on Flight Progress Strips, the student con-
troller will go right to the radar to gain Situational Awareness.3

The student will apply the principles learned in non-radar training, scanning the
traffic for aircraft at the same altitude, noting almost simultaneously if the routes
will cross. When such pairs are found, the controller will examine them in detail to
see if there is a potential conflict. If a potential conflict is detected, the controller
will pre-plan how he wants to alleviate it. This process is what researchers com-
monly refer to as Trajectory Prediction (TP).

The trainee will then move on to scanning for aircraft that need ‘to have
something done to them’ such as receiving a departure clearance and climb to their
requested altitude or changing the altitude of other aircraft to meet LOA and SOP
criteria. He will most likely look over the strip bay/URET to scan for potential
conflicts and any unusual traffic such as IAFDOF, block altitudes, Non-RVSM, etc.

Once the scenario starts, SA is constantly ‘refreshed’ through scanning of the
control environment including the radar scope, paper or electronic flight strips, and
audio information.

6 Summary

Learning to attain Situational Awareness in Air Traffic Control is similar to many
other environments. It takes a lot of practice to master. Mogford’s car analogy [8] is
useful here. One first learns about driving a car while sitting in the passenger’s seat

3This assumes there is active traffic on the scope. Up until 2008, all ARTCC training was done on
the DYSIM system, which did not allow for traffic to be “active” at the beginning of the scenario.
EERTS and later ERAM simulations in addition to be being much more realistic than DYSIM
allow for this capability. But since many training scenarios were just converted over from DYSIM
it is still much more common to have trainees taking over a sector empty of aircraft.
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and watching others drive. Once you reach a certain comfort level, the person
teaching you how to drive will most likely take you to an empty parking lot or some
other open space with little or no traffic so you can get used to actually driving, i.e.
how to use the breaks, the accelerator, the steering wheel, and maybe even how to
operate a manual transmission.

This paper has attempted to define the terms related to Situational Awareness
and explain how developmental controllers learn the process of Situational
Assessment. The purpose is to provide academics and researchers with insights into
the inner mental working of Air Traffic Controllers in the hopes of further
improving the quality of future research.

Returning to the car analogy once more, driving around in an open parking lot is
very similar to controlling traffic under simulation conditions. Only after you have
mastered these will you be ready to train with live traffic…which is completely
different from the sterile environment of a simulation. That will be the focus of the
next paper in this series.

Acknowledgments A special thank you to Patrick Long, ATCS at Seattle Center, for all his
assistance, especially the accuracy of the description of Aerocenter.
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Sleep Environment Recommendations
for Future Spaceflight Vehicles

Zachary A. Caddick, Kevin Gregory and Erin E. Flynn-Evans

Abstract Evidence from spaceflight and ground-based missions demonstrate that
sleep loss and circadian desynchronization occur among astronauts, leading to
reduced performance and, increased risk of injuries and accidents. We conducted a
comprehensive literature review to determine the optimal sleep environment for
lighting, temperature, airflow, humidity, comfort, noise, privacy and security in the
sleep environment. We reviewed the design and use of sleep environments in a
wide range of cohorts including among aquanauts, expeditioners, pilots, military
personnel, and ship operators. We also reviewed sleep quality from every NASA
spaceflight mission. We found that the optimal sleep environment is cool, dark,
quiet, and is perceived as safe and private. There are wide individual differences in
the preferred sleep environment; therefore modifiable sleeping compartments are
necessary to ensure all crewmembers are able to select personalized configurations
for optimal sleep. We provide recommendations to aid in the design of deep space
sleep chambers.

Keywords Extreme environments � Habitability � Human factors � Sleep

1 Introduction

Sleep quality—including the ability to fall asleep and remain asleep—and sleep
duration are dependent upon circadian phase, length of prior wake duration, and
time within the sleep episode [1–3]. Proper alignment of scheduled sleep episodes
to the circadian pacemaker is important for sleep consolidation and sleep structure
[4, 5]. High sleep efficiency is best maintained for eight hours when sleep is
initiated approximately six hours before the endogenous circadian minimum of core
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body temperature [4, 5]. This phase relationship between the rest-activity cycle and
the endogenous circadian timing system implies that even small circadian phase
delays of the sleep propensity rhythm with respect to the rest-activity schedule can
result in sleep onset insomnia or substantial wake after sleep onset.

In order to quantify the impact of a sub-optimal sleep environment on sleep
quality and duration, it is important to measure sleep outcomes when sleep is
appropriately timed relative to the circadian and homeostatic drives for sleep. It is
possible for an individual to experience sleep disruption in an optimal sleep
environment due to the imposed sleep schedule. Similarly, it is possible for an
individual to experience high sleep efficiency in a sub-optimal sleep environment
when accumulated sleep debt is present, which dampens the arousal threshold. Our
aim was to compile the evidence associated with sleep disruption due to control-
lable, environmental stimuli in order to aid NASA engineers and operational per-
sonnel in the optimal design of crew sleep accommodations for deep spaceflight.

2 Methods

We conducted a comprehensive literature review summarizing optimal sleep
hygiene parameters for lighting, temperature, airflow, humidity, comfort, inter-
mittent and erratic sounds, privacy and security in the sleep environment. We
reviewed the design and use of sleep environments in a wide range of cohorts
including among aquanauts, expeditioners, pilots, military personnel and ship
operators. We also reviewed the specifications and sleep quality data arising from
every NASA spaceflight mission, beginning with Gemini.

3 Recommendations

The sleep environment required for long duration missions will differ from the sleep
accommodations that NASA has developed in the past. Our review revealed several
modifications that will be important to make in order to ensure that deep space
crews have sleep environments that will provide them with quality sleep.

3.1 Sleep Chamber Location

The location of the sleep station within the vehicle is key to reducing noise and light
pollution. Noise emanating from common areas has been shown to be disruptive to
sleep [6, 7]. Given that there are individual differences in sleep timing preference, it
is likely that some crew will chose to be awake, while others are asleep [8, 9]. In
order to ensure that morning-types and evening-types are both afforded adequate
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rest, it is desirable to position crew quarters away from the galley area and exercise
machinery. We also found that individuals living in a variety isolated and confined
environments reported experiencing sleep disruption due to other crewmembers
using the waste management system during sleep episodes [9–11]. Therefore, the
waste management system should be located far enough away from sleeping quarters
that noise is buffered, but close enough that crewmembers are able to quickly access
the facility and return to sleep without having to travel too far. It may be appropriate
to locate waste management facilities in a module adjacent to the sleep stations.

It is likely that watch schedules will be necessary during deep space missions.
We found that in the early history of human spaceflight, watch schedules were very
disruptive to sleeping crewmembers due to the close proximity of the sleeping
crewmember to the “on watch” crewmember [12]. According to studies of military
personnel and pilots, locating the sleep chambers for off-duty crewmembers away
from the command and communication area is desirable [11, 13–15]. However, the
sleep chambers should be positioned near enough to the vehicle command center
that crewmembers may quickly respond in an emergency situation [11].

3.2 Privacy

It is imperative that each crewmember is provided with a private sleep chamber for
the duration of the mission. We found that shared sleep spaces and common
bunkrooms are associated with frequent sleep disruption due to other crewmembers
[13]. The practice of “hot bunking” has been virtually eliminated from all occu-
pations that we evaluated due to hygiene concerns and the impact that hot bunking
has on psychological mood and health [13, 16]. We found that individuals view
their sleep location not just as a place for sleep, but also as a space for privacy [7,
14, 16–25]. Access to a private space is viewed as critical to the psychological
well-being of individuals living in isolated and confined environments [26].
Similarly, provision for storage of personal items within the sleep chamber was
viewed as highly desirable [9, 27]. The sleep chambers for deep space vehicles
should also allow crewmembers to customize the space with personal items and
reconfiguration of stowage compartments [9].

There have been situations where crewmembers have been displaced from pri-
vate quarters during spaceflight missions [28]. In these situations it is very difficult
for the displaced individuals to obtain adequate sleep [29–31]. Given that the loss of
a sleep chamber would likely also be associated with a breach of the spaceflight
vehicle, the resulting anxiety may further reduce crewmember sleep quality and
quantity. As a result, it is possible that the loss of a sleep chamber could greatly
impact the physical and psychological health of crewmembers at a time when
successful performance of duties is essential. Given the importance of sleep in
conferring fitness for duty, future crew vehicles should include back up, deployable
sleep chambers in order to ensure that individuals have access to a private sleep
environment throughout the mission.
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3.3 Habitable Volume

The crew quarters that are presently on ISS appear to provide enough habitable
volume for crewmembers to move as desired during sleep [32, 33]. We found one
case where a crewmember was too large to fit in the assigned sleep chamber during
spaceflight [34]. Although it may be necessary to design all sleep chambers and
sleeping bags to the same standard, it is important to consider that larger
crewmembers will have less habitable volume relative to smaller crewmembers. As
such, it is important to ensure that the crewmembers selected for a deep space
mission are able to evaluate the size of the sleep stations in advance of the mission.
It may also be desirable to design two sizes for the sleep stations to accommodate
larger and smaller crewmembers.

The optimal sleep environment for a planetary excursion will be necessarily
different from the optimal sleep environment for spaceflight. During a long duration
planetary excursion, larger crew quarters are necessary due to the comparatively
reduced habitable space available in a partial gravity environment. We found that
individuals living in isolated and confined environments on Earth use their sleep
rooms as a place to be alone and to work in addition to sleep [7, 27, 35]. As a result,
the crew rooms on a planetary excursion should include space for a bed (placed
horizontally on the floor), a desk and storage of personal belongings. The use of
bunkrooms or shared sleep spaces is only appropriate for a short-duration planetary
excursion. In these cases, bunks or cots may be used to accommodate crewmembers
[7]; however, even during such short excursions private crew quarters would be
preferable [27].

3.4 Light

Sleep chambers in spaceflight and on the ground must include features that protect
individuals from being awoken by external forces such as light, noise, inadequate
temperature and poor air quality. Light is the primary resetting cue for the human
circadian pacemaker [36]. Exposure to light at inappropriate times leads to circadian
misalignment, which causes sleep disruption [37]. Similarly, exposure to light is
alerting and suppresses the drive to sleep [38]. The intensity, spectra, duration, and
timing of light determine the magnitude and direction of phase shifting and potency
of acute alerting [39]. All wavelengths of light have a negative impact on sleep, but
blue light elicits the strongest effect due to the stimulation of intrinsically photo-
sensitive retinal ganglion cells [38]. Exposure to green light is capable of enhancing
alertness and suppressing sleep [38], while exposure to red light has the weakest
effect on alertness and circadian phase shifting [40]. Evidence from the laboratory,
field and subject matter experts support the notion that exposure to light during
sleep episodes is disruptive to sleep quality and quantity [12–14, 29, 41–49].
Based on this evidence, all light should be eliminated from the sleep environment.
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If indicator lights are necessary for identifying egress points, then they should be
dim and red [40].

There is strong evidence to suggest that individuals living in isolated and
confined environments away from typical solar light dark cues are prone to circa-
dian desynchrony due to self-selecting inappropriate patterns of light exposure
[8, 50–54]. This circadian misalignment leads to individuals experiencing a drive to
sleep during scheduled wake and an inability to sleep during scheduled sleep
opportunities. In order to preserve a stable 24-h pattern of work and sleep among
the crewmembers, it may be desirable to provide a strong cycling of light and
darkness in common spaces to mimic the solar light dark cycle and help
crewmembers maintain a regular sleep-wake schedule and circadian entrainment
[55, 56]. However, if such a strategy is utilized, it is important that crewmembers
maintain some autonomy in controlling dimmer, personal lighting as would be the
case at home on Earth. Similarly, crewmembers scheduled to be on night watch
may benefit from supplemental lighting in the vehicle command center in order to
enhance alertness and performance [57].

3.5 Noise

Noise is ever-present on space vehicles. We found that noise has been a major cause
of sleep disruption throughout the history of spaceflight [12, 19, 29, 58]. The current
guidelines allow for exposure to continuous noise above the WHO recommended
guidelines [33, 59]. In addition, the current NASA guidelines do not provide miti-
gations against impulsive or intermittent noise [33]. We found that exposure to
intermittent noise is at least as disruptive to sleep as continuous noise exposure [11,
12, 15, 19, 29, 58, 60, 61]. Given this evidence, exposure to noise be limited to
below 35 dB, because exposure to noise above this level is associated with a
reduction in sleep quality and quantity, even when individuals do not wake fully
[59]. In addition, intermittent noise should be minimized, so that it does not vary
beyond 5 dB from background noise levels. There is some evidence to suggest that
exposure to continuous white noise less than 25 dB is sufficient to mask intermittent
noises [62], therefore it is desirable to allow crewmembers access to white noise in
their sleep chamber if desired. Earplugs and/or noise canceling headphones should
also be made available for crewmembers [63]. Due to crewmember concerns about
missing alarms while wearing earplugs, it may be desirable to develop multi-sensory
alarms that include auditory and visual stimulation [64–66].

3.6 Temperature and Humidity

The ambient temperature on early space vehicles varied widely. For optimal sleep,
an individual needs to reach his or her thermoneutral equilibrium and should
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have sufficient bedding available to create a microclimate of between 25–35 °C
(77–95 °F) [67, 68]. Given that there are wide individual differences in the optimal
temperature for sleep, the sleep environment on future space vehicles should be cool,
but there should be sufficient insulation available for crewmembers to modify their
environment to suit individual preferences [69–71]. This may mean providing
crewmembers with sleeping bags of different thicknesses, or a mechanism for lay-
ering sleeping bags together. It is also desirable for sleeping bags to include vents to
release heat, because the human core body temperature falls and rises during a
typical sleep episode [72]. Warming of proximal and distal skin temperature has
been associated with faster sleep onset [73–75] and crewmembers have reported
having difficulty sleeping due to cold feet and hands [19, 34], therefore providing a
way for crewmembers to warm their extremities prior to sleep may be desirable.

The level of humidity in the environment can also influence sleep quality and
quantity. The optimal humidity range for human health is between 40 and 60 %
[19]. The presence of humidity in the environment changes the perceived tem-
perature. Humidity above 60 %, combined with high temperatures is disruptive to
sleep [76]. Therefore, lower humidity of 50–60 % is optimal for sleep, particularly
when ambient temperature is increased.

3.7 Air Quality

The optimal ambient gas mixture for sleep is equivalent to the air experienced at sea
level on Earth (78 % nitrogen, 21 % oxygen, 1 % other gases) [16, 21, 77–86].
Similarly, the optimal air pressure during sleep is equivalent to the pressure on the
Earth at sea level [87, 88]. Air mixtures that deviate from these conditions, such as
what mountaineers experience during expeditions, results in disrupted sleep and
periodic breathing [80, 82, 84, 88–90]. In depressurized environments, such as at
elevation on Earth, supplemental oxygen can reduce headaches, periodic breathing,
and can improve sleep outcomes [91, 92]. Airflow is also associated with positive
sleep outcomes and aids in the reduction of O2 [85, 93] and intrusive odors, such as
body odor, food, and mechanical smells [12, 34, 85]. Although there is little
information on the impact of air pollution and particulates on sleep quality and
quantity, reports from lunar expeditions suggest that dust from planetary extra
vehicular activities may build up in the habitable environment [29, 34]. As a result,
the vents providing airflow to crew sleep chambers should include air filters to
protect against crewmembers breathing particulate matter and dust during sleep.

3.8 Involuntary Movement

Involuntary movement due to turbulence is associated with sleep disruption [94].
Therefore, vehicle movement and vibration should be minimized as much as
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possible. Similarly, the microgravity environment results in the potential for
crewmembers to free-float during sleep episodes. Although some crewmembers
have reported that they enjoyed that experience, other crewmembers have reported
that they prefer to be restrained while sleeping [95]. Given that some individuals
may not use harnesses and other attachments, such attachments should be designed,
so that they can be removed or secured out of place when not in use. Similarly,
separate attachments should be available to secure the sleeping bag to the wall of
the sleep chamber if desired.

3.9 Summary

In summary, sleep is critical to crewmember health and performance. In order for
crewmembers to achieve optimal sleep, they must be provided with a sleep envi-
ronment that allows them to achieve quality sleep, free of external disruption. We
found that the optimal sleep environment is cool, dark, quiet, and is perceived as safe
and private. There are wide individual differences in the preferred sleep environ-
ment; therefore modifiable sleeping compartments are necessary to ensure all
crewmembers are able to select personalized configurations for optimal
sleep. A sub-optimal sleep environment is tolerable for only a limited time, therefore
individual sleeping quarters should be designed for long duration missions. In a
confined space, the sleep environment serves a dual purpose as a place to sleep, but
also as a place for storing personal items and as a place for privacy during non-sleep
times. This need for privacy during sleep and wake appears to be critically important
to the psychological well being of crewmembers on long duration missions.
Designing sleep chambers for optimal sleep health should produce benefits beyond
simply improving sleep quality and quantity on long duration missions.
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Part XI
Road and Rail—Eco-driving

and Electric Vehicles



Well Worth a Detour?—Users’
Preferences Regarding the Attributes
of Fast-Charging Infrastructure
for Electromobility

Ralf Philipsen, Teresa Schmidt and Martina Ziefle

Abstract The spread of electric vehicles can be a partial solution for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, which are a major challenge of modern industrial
nations. However, the limited ranges and the fragmentary charging infrastructure
are currently impediments to adoption. To develop a need-based fast-charging
network users’ requirements on preferred charging locations have to be factored in.
Therefore, the present study aimed at quantifying users’ preferences regarding the
fast-charging infrastructure and identifying possible trade-offs by using
conjoint-analysis. Both current and potential battery electric vehicle users were
addressed through an online questionnaire (N = 283). It was revealed that the
waiting time for an available charging station, the necessary detour and the charging
costs are the most important attributes for the selection of charging locations,
whereas possible on-site activities to bridge the charging time were less important.
While the attributes’ importance was largely independent from trip length, partic-
ipants’ BEV experience contributed significantly to found variance.
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1 Introduction

Global warming as part of the climate change is one of the major challenges
mankind is facing today. Amongst others, the man-made emission of greenhouse
gases, in particular CO2, caused by the burning of fossil fuels is one of the most
important factors contributing to the warming of the atmosphere [1]. Therefore, a
major aim of modern societies and especially of industrial nations should be to
reduce those emissions.

Besides industrial production, the transport sector, especially the motorized
private transport, is one of the domains that is heavily responsible for the emission
of greenhouse gases [2]. New technologies in this area might initiate a change
leading to a more efficient and sustainable mobility. Specifically, a switch of drive
technology, i.e., from internal combustion engines to electric drives, should help to
reduce emissions and reduce the dependence on fossil, and thereby limited,
resources.

Consequently, the German Federal Government formulated the objective to
increase the number of vehicles with electric drives in Germany to 1 million by
2020 in its “National Electromobility Development Plan” in 2009 [3]. However, at
the present time, only a little more than 25,000 battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are
registered in Germany [4]. Although the public perception of electric vehicles is
predominantly positive, particularly with regard to the perceived environmental
benefits [5, 6], there are still major impediments to adoption that prevent a wide-
spread dissemination of this technology. In addition to the high costs of BEVs and
their integrated batteries [7], especially the limited range and the long charging
times of electric vehicles as well as the lack of a comprehensive charging network
are perceived as major barriers [8, 9].

Therefore, fast-charging technology that enables recharging of a vehicle’s bat-
tery up to 80 % of its capacity in 20–30 min could alleviate these problems and
enable new motion patterns with BEVs, e.g., long-haul travelling. However, the
fast-charging infrastructure in Germany is still in the very early planning and
build-up phase and predominantly dependent on public funding programs. A major
and yet not fully answered question is, where to place the fast-charging stations to
establish a both comprehensive and needs-oriented charging network.

2 Related Work and Question Addressed

Implementing a more user-focused design is an important consideration to achieve
the aforementioned goals [10]. Therefore, it is necessary to understand both the
users’ requirements for charging locations and their individual charging behavior.
In response to this last point, there has been already a lot of fundamental research
done focusing on driving in critical range situations and the psychological concept
of range anxiety [11, 12], perceived range comfort zones [13], and the driver’s
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charging behavior in general [14, 15]. The results of these research approaches
might be incorporated into recommendations for charging grid densities and the
required absolute numbers of charging stations, but the selection of concrete
locations for charging stations needs further research.

Indeed, there are already some approaches to factor the user in during the
planning and development of charging infrastructure. However, current methods are
mostly limited to activity-based [16, 17] or discrete-choice [18] models that are
based on users’ activity and movement profiles and try to cope with the increasing
number of electric vehicles by simulating the regional technology spread [19]. The
resulting information about optimal placement is normally limited to local district
level; exact locations, for example, on the street level, cannot be proposed or
evaluated. Therefore, a further integration of user factors and information about
how users assess and select charging locations into the planning models is needed.

In previous focus group discussions, several requirements on charging locations
and eight corresponding evaluation criteria have been identified: dual use of time
and route, habit compatibility, accessibility, visibility, reliability in terms of an
adequate number of functional and free charging points, safety, connection to the
public transportation network, and necessity [20]. It was revealed that users’
willingness to spend extra time for detours, waiting for an available charging point
and the charging process itself is rather limited. Consequently, users requested to
use the charging time meaningfully by parallel on-site activities.

However, the weighting of these evaluation criteria during the selection of
charging stations is yet unknown. In real-world scenarios, charging locations rarely
can fulfill all the users’ requirements in an ideal way. Therefore, the selection
process is always a trade-off between possibly conflicting objectives that presum-
ably depend on type and length of the trip. Additionally, the prior experience with
BEVs could influence the trade-off decisions, as it affects the handling of range
limits [11, 12] and the general evaluation of electromobility [21].

The present work aimed at identifying possible trade-offs by quantifying the
preferences of both early adopters and potential future users regarding the attributes
of fast-charging infrastructure in different trip scenarios.

3 Method

A questionnaire utilizing conjoint analysis was used to address the research ques-
tion. In the following, the development of the questionnaire and the design of the
conjoint analysis will be presented in detail. Subsequently, a short summary of data
acquisition, preparation, and statistical analysis will we reported. Last, the gathered
sample will be introduced.
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3.1 Questionnaire

Based on the aforementioned findings from focus group discussions [20], a ques-
tionnaire was developed. It aimed at quantifying the trade-offs between different
attributes of charging stations that are considered during the driver’s decision
making process. Therefore, the questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part
dealt with personal information of the participants, especially demographic data like
age, gender, occupation, and income. Additionally, (e-)mobility-related behavior in
terms of general attitude toward electromobility, car use, annual mileage, charging
possibilities at home or at work, and, if appropriate, range and connector types of
the used BEV were queried. To gain an impression of the participants’ technical
affinity, Beier’s inventory to gauge technical self-efficacy [22] was used. The
second part of the questionnaire used a conjoint measurement to research the
participants’ selection of charging locations.

3.2 Conjoint Study

To explore participants’ preferences regarding the selection of charging locations, a
choice-based conjoint (CBC) design was used. This method addresses the problem
that trade-offs between user requirements can hardly be measured by conventional
question designs in terms of an isolated rating of charging station attributes.

To take different trip lengths into consideration, a scenario-based approach was
used. One scenario dealt with long-haul trips, mainly on highways, and the other
broached the issue of short-haul trips in terms of everyday urban driving. The trip
scenario was designed as within-group factor; thus, every participant had to answer
two separated sets of conjoint-related questions. To address possible knowledge
gaps and to create a more uniform basis of decision-making, participants were told
that they would need 25 min to recharge their BEV and their battery’s capacity was
sufficient for a 100 km drive which complies with current BEV’s typical perfor-
mance characteristics.

The selection of attributes and their levels (see Table 1) was based on focus
group findings. The first two attributes were derived from criteria of dual use of
time and route. Consequently, possible on-site activities to spend the charging time
constitute the first attribute. Its levels distinguish between a productive use of time,
activities just to keep busy, and no parallel activities at all. The second attribute
dealt with the detours that are necessary to reach the charging location. Concrete
distances between 0 and 15 km were used to specify no, small, medium, and large
detours. The distances varied between the short- and the long-haul scenario to be
more adequate. The third attribute was deduced from the reliability criteria. Users in
focus groups requested an immediate charging possibility after arriving; therefore,
the waiting time for an available charging station was the next used attribute. The
levels varied between no waiting time at all and 30 min. The last attribute was not
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based on focus group findings but should help to research whether financial
incentives influence the charging location selection. Due to the current confusing
and very heterogeneous market situation, it was expected that concrete prices are
not assessable for non-users. Therefore, more abstract levels were used, matching
charging costs to conventional fuel costs needed to achieve the same range. All
levels were introduced to the participants before the actual questions and illustrated
with additional graphics. Especially the levels of the parallel activities attribute
were described in detail, e.g., activities to spend the charging time keeping busy
meant activities the participants might enjoy but would not do without charging,
like getting a coffee to keep boredom at bay.

For both scenarios, participants had to carry out ten tasks each. A task consisted
of a selection of the preferred charging location out of four randomly composed
alternatives based on the predefined attributes and levels. There was no possibility
to skip tasks or use a “none of these”—option.

3.3 Data Acquisition, Data Preparation and Analysis

The survey was conducted via online-channels. It was spread in the social envi-
ronment of the authors and at the university as well as by using social networks and
expert forums dealing with (e-)mobility. The aim was to acquire both early adop-
ters, in terms of current BEV users, and potential users, i.e., participants who are
strongly interested in electromobility but have no purchase intention yet due to the
already introduced barriers. Although a total of 326 participants completed the
survey, 43 who stated that they are absolutely not interested in electromobility were
removed to focus on the aforementioned user groups.

Table 1 Attributes and associated levels used in conjoint analysis

Attributes Possible parallel
activities to spend
charging time …

Charging
costs

Necessary
detour

Waiting time for an
available charging
station

Levels … productively 100 % of
fuel costs

15 km a 30 min

… keeping busy 75 % of
fuel costs

10 km 15 min

None 50 % of
fuel costs

5 km 5 min

Free
charging

2 km b None

None
aused only in long-haul scenario
bused only in short-haul scenario
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Hierarchical Bayes (HB) estimation was used to analyze the CBC-data by
computing the attributes’ relative importance scores as well as the corresponding
part-worth utility values for each participant. In addition, non-parametric methods
were used for scenario and user group comparisons. The level of significance was
set to α = 0.05 and two-tailed tests were used for the statistical analysis.

3.4 Sample

A total of 283 (N) participants have been included in the analysis. 214 (78.1 %)
were male, 60 (21.9 %) female. The age ranged from 19 to 82 years with a mean of
42.40 years (SD = 14.80). The educational level was rather high; in particular, 183
participants, and thus nearly two-thirds of the sample (64.6 %), stated that they had
achieved a university degree. 16.2 % (n = 46) of them were even graduated. The
second most frequent educational attainment was graduation from high school
(n = 59, 20.8 %), followed by completed vocational trainings (n = 27, 9.5 %) and
secondary school (n = 14, 5.0 %). Most participants were employed (n = 169,
59.7 %), whereas 62 (22.0 %) were still in training or education and 25 (8.8 %)
were retired. The technical self-efficacy in the sample was rather high with
M = 3.71 (SD = 1.01, scale min = 0, scale max = 5).

Mobility Behavior and Charging Possibilities. 63.0 % of the participants
(n = 178) reported that they drive more than 10,000 km per year. 199 participants
(70.8 %) stated they would be able to charge a BEV at home with no or little effort,
whereas 74 (27.1 %) could charge at work. Concerning prior experience, 55 par-
ticipants (19.4 %) indicated that they already use a BEV as private or company car.
92.7 % of these (n = 51) used it on a daily base and 29.1 % (n = 16) used BEVs
with fast-charging compatible plugs like CCS or CHAdeMO. The most frequent
ranges achievable with one battery charge were 100–150 km (n = 27, 49.1 %) and
50–100 km (n = 12, 21.8 %).

4 Results

Hereinafter, the results of the survey will be presented in detail. First, the relative
importance of the charging stations’ attributes as well as the part-worth utilities will
be introduced for the complete sample. Second, the effects of BEV experience on
the attributes’ relative importance will be presented.

4.1 Model Fit and Relative Importance Scores

The HB model’s goodness of fit was determined by the root likelihood (RLH) that
could vary between 1 (best) and 0.25 (worst) under the present CBC design with
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four choices. The calculated RLH was 0.61 for the short-haul and 0.64 for the
long-haul scenario.

Average importance scores for all attributes were calculated to quantify how
they contribute to the participants’ decision making. A full overview about the
scores for both short-haul and long-haul trips can be found in Fig. 1.

Concerning short-haul trips, the necessary waiting time for an available charging
station was most important, followed by charging costs and the detour necessary to
reach the charging location. These three most relevant attributes had a relative
importance of roughly 30 %. In contrast, the lowest importance value deviated
clearly and was the possibility to bridge the charging time with parallel activities.

In comparison to short-haul trips, the order of importance changed in the
long-haul scenario. In particular, necessary detours got the highest average
importance value. The most important attribute for short-haul trips, i.e. the needed
waiting time for an available charging station, was only the second most important
factor regarding the selection of charging stations on long-haul trips. However, the
importance of the latter two as well as of the third most important attribute, i.e. the
costs for charging, again were approximately the same with values approximately
30 %. Likewise, the on-site possibility for parallel activities had the lowest relative
importance value by a clear margin.

The comparison of short-haul and long-haul trips revealed several differences.
Both the waiting time for an available charging station and possible parallel
activities are significantly more important for short-haul than long-haul trips
(Zwaiting_time = −3.809, p < 0.001 and Zactivities = −4.982, p < 0.001). In contrast,
the necessary detour was more important for long-haul trips with Zdetour = −6.424,
p < 0.001. The relevance of charging costs for the selection of charging locations
did not differ depending on trip length.

Fig. 1 Average importance of charging stations’ attributes for short-haul and long-haul trips
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4.2 Part-Worth Utilities

Looking at the part-worth utility values of the attribute levels (see Fig. 2), it can be
shown that the order of preferences mirrored the designed order of precedence.
Accordingly, participants’ average preferences decreased from no waiting time for
available charging stations at all to the longest waiting time of 30 min. However,
the part-worth utility values for no waiting time and a period of 5 min lay close
together, whereas the distances between the other attribute levels were considerably
higher.

Fig. 2 Part-worth utility values (zero-centered diffs) for charging station attributes distinguished
by trip length
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Concerning charging costs, it becomes obvious that there is a strict best to worst
order. As expected, free charging is preferred most, followed by charging costs
about half as expensive as conventional fuel. The other two cost levels, i.e.,
charging costs of 75 and 100 % of the amount of fuel costs, were considerably less
preferred.

A comparable picture has also been obtained for the detour attribute; that is,
preferences decreased from no detour at all to the presented maximum detour.
Concerning the possible activities to pursue during charging, activities to spend
time productively had clear priority over activities to spend time keeping busy.
Absence of on-site possibilities for activities parallel to charging got the lowest
utility values and was thereby the least preferred level.

Although most part-worth utility values differed between the short- and
long-haul scenario to a small extent, there were no differences with regard to the
relative order of preferences for all attribute levels. Relating to the detour attribute,
the absolute differences of part-worth utilities between the scenarios were bigger in
comparison to the other attributes, but due to the different parametrization of this
attribute, they were only partially comparable.

4.3 Effects of Prior Experience with BEVs

Taking prior experience with BEVs into account, several differences between the
user groups were revealed in both trip scenarios. First, the effects of BEV use in the
short-haul scenario will be described (see Fig. 3).

The importance of two charging station attributes differed significantly between
BEV users and interested non-users with regard to short-haul trips. The waiting
time for an available charging station was more important to BEV users than
non-users (U = 4247, p < 0.001, r = −0.22), whereas the necessary detour was

Fig. 3 Average importance of charging stations’ attributes for short-haul trips distinguished by
user groups
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more important to participants without BEV experience (U = 4536, p = 0.002,
r = −0.19). In contrast, the importance values of both charging costs and possible
parallel activities did not differ significantly depending on the user groups in this
scenario.

The mentioned attributes’ differences result in different orders of importance,
too. Both BEV users and non-users matched concerning the most and least
important attribute, whilst detours were more important to BEV users than charging
costs, this order reversed for non-users.

Concerning long-haul trips, a comparable picture emerged (see Fig. 4). The
attributes’ order of importance for BEV users matched the short-haul scenario and
the waiting time for an available charging station is more important to users than
non-users (U = 3907, p < 0.001, r = −0.26), whereas the necessary detours were
more important to non-users (U = 4725, p = 0.005, r = −0.17). Once more, there
was no significant difference between user groups regarding the charging costs.
However, the importance of possible parallel activities was influenced by BEV use
in the long-haul context. These activities were more important to non-users than
users (U = 4951, p = 0.015, r = 0.14).

Therefore, the attributes’ order of importance concerning non-users changed in
comparison to short-haul trips. The necessary detours were the most important
attribute for non-users during the selection of charging locations, whereas charging
costs and the waiting time for an available charging station followed jointly in
second place (n.s. differences between attributes). Accordingly, possible parallel
activities at charging locations played by far the least important role.

Fig. 4 Average importance of charging stations’ attributes for long-haul trips distinguished by
user groups
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5 Discussion

The present study aimed at quantifying users’ preferred attributes of fast-charging
stations for electromobility to factor them in during planning and development
processes. To know users’ preferences is necessary for establishing a comprehen-
sive charging network that is need-based and no longer perceived as barrier to
adoption.

It was revealed that the waiting time for an available charging station, the
charging costs, and the necessary detour to reach a charging location are the most
important attributes considered during the user’s selection process. All three attri-
butes shared nearly the same importance level, i.e. accounting for about 30 % of the
user’s decision. Following the ‘time is money’ principle, monetary incentives in
terms of low charging costs theoretically can almost equally compensate high
waiting times or long detours. However, the nearly equal importance of waiting
times and detours was not expected, because while both attributes imply a loss of
time, detours additionally cause a range reduction and extra charging costs. This
finding might be caused by different possible uses of time; in particular, activities
during detours are limited to driving, whereas more varied actions are possible in or
around parked vehicles during the wait for an available charging station.
Furthermore, detours are predictable for familiar charging locations, whereas the
occupancy rate at a station can be a factor of uncertainty, if not retrievable in
advance, for example, by web-based services. Therefore, further studies should
address the effects of underlying factors, e.g., contrasting loss of time and loss of
range as well as uncertainty and calculability. Surprisingly, in contrast to expec-
tations after the focus group discussions [20], the fourth researched attribute in
terms of possible activities at a charging site was identified as least important for a
user’s selection process. Although locations that enable activities to bridge the
charging time productively were preferred to locations that only enable to kill time
or offer no activities at all, this characteristic might be disregarded, if the other
location attributes offer enough perceived benefits. As a consequence, charging
stations at shopping or recreation facilities as requested in [20] can be a good choice
of location, but stations will only gain market share there, if waiting times, charging
costs, and necessary detours will not contradict this locational advantage.

Further, the meaningfulness of revealed part-worth utilities is somehow limited,
because, due to the measurement scale that is limited to relative preferences, it was
not possible to identify absolute deal breakers that would prevent the selection of a
certain charging station completely. It is still unclear what the turning points of
attribute levels are, for example, which amount of detour, waiting times, or
charging costs would lead to a complete dismissal of a charging location. Currently,
it can be only stated that, for example, waiting times of 0 or 5 min seem to be rated
nearly equal, whereas delays beyond 15 min are considerably less preferred. To
identify crucial criteria for location selection, further studies with a more adaptive
conjoint analysis design flanked by isolated ratings will be necessary.
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Concerning trip scenarios, the current study could not reveal major differences.
Although, detours were more important on long-haul trips, which might also be
influenced by deviating parameterization of distance levels, the trip length had no
decisive influence on the attributes’ order of importance. However, the current
study used only two abstract scenarios to utilize short- and long-haul trips. The next
step will be to use more precise distance information to contrast trip length and
maximum BEV range, especially with regard to the number of necessary charging
stops. Furthermore, the types of trips, e.g., business trips, trips for shopping or
leisure activities, or holiday journeys, should be taken into consideration.

Finally, the effects of BEV experience were analyzed. It was shown that users
and non-users currently differ regarding the importance of waiting times and
detours, whereas there basically is consensus regarding charging costs and parallel
activities. Although the emerged picture was not completely uniform, the revealed
commonalities should be helpful for establishing a charging infrastructure that can
cope with the requirements of both the current early adopter group and potential
future users who, as of yet, perceive the status of the charging network expansion as
impediment to purchase.

However, the effects of prior BEV experience were only small and therefore can
explain only a small amount of the identified variance. Consequently, further user
factors should be taken into consideration in future studies. To start with, emphasis
should be placed on demographic factors, e.g., gender, age, or residential infor-
mation, that can usually be acquired from public authorities at street or at least
district level. Although a deeper understanding of the charging location selection,
that might also include further human factors, should be aspired, the consideration
in simulation tools for infrastructure planning is limited to the available data base.

In conclusion, the present work is one of the first steps to measure user
requirements on concrete charging station placement. The obtained findings could
be implemented in concepts and simulations for charging location evaluation that
aim to predict how specific site characteristics contribute to the acceptance and use
of fast-charging infrastructure to be built. Based on the relative weights of indi-
vidual importance levels, information about the planned location, and with respect
to underlying business models, it can be assessed, for example, whether the site
offers the opportunity for parallel activities and, thereby, allows a positive utiliza-
tion forecast, or whether a location is well worth a detour.
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Introducing Wireless Charging for Drivers
of Electrical Vehicles in Sweden—Effects
on Charging Behaviour and Attitudes

Jonas Andersson, Maria Nilsson and Stefan Pettersson

Abstract This paper reports on a Swedish large-scale research and demonstration
study of wireless charging of electric vehicles. The study is the first of its kind
outside North America. The purpose of the 18-month study was to test the tech-
nology during real life working conditions using 20 electric vehicles located at eight
municipality and company sites in Sweden. The study indicates that the charging
behaviour will most likely be different with inductive charging. There are clear
benefits of inductive charging that have the potential to increase the attractiveness
of electric vehicles, and there are no substantial evidence that perceived safety
should hinder a wider adoption of inductive charging. Further, we conclude that the
usability of the technology can have a high impact on perceived attractiveness, and
should therefore be of focus in future developments of the technology.

Keywords Inductive charging � Electric vehicles � Demonstration � User study �
Attitudes

1 Introduction

Electrical vehicles have the potential to decrease our fossil dependency. However,
to fulfil that vision electrical vehicles have to become wide spread. Factors such as
range anxiety [1, 2], grid overload (cf. [3]), (cumbersome) charging process [4, 5],
among others, have the potential to become barriers that may hinder this devel-
opment. Wireless (inductive) charging is a new technology that may overcome
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many of these identified issues by eliminating the cord [6]. However, large-scale
field trials are yet to be seen. Previous studies have typically been performed in
laboratory settings.

Hence, this paper reports on a Swedish large-scale research and demonstration
trial of inductive wireless charging project called WiCh - Wireless Charging of
electric vehicles (www.wich.se), see [7] for further information. The study is
financed by the Swedish Energy Agency together with the project partners. This is
the first study of its kind outside North America [8]. The overall goal of the study
was to demonstrate and test the technology during real life setting in Swedish
conditions (e.g., cold and snow), to explore the pros and cons in practical use of
inductive charging. Another aim was to study the drivers’ attitudes towards using
inductive charging for operating the electric vehicle in their daily working context.
In total, inductive wireless charging technology, provided by Plugless Power
(www.pluglesspower.com), was installed in 20 vehicles located at eight sites in
Sweden, to be used during an 18-month period. Employees in the public sector
were to use the vehicles in their daily work, except one (private).

Of interest in the study was to examine whether or not the practicalities of not
dealing with a cord would make electrical vehicles more attractive. Franke and
Krems’ [4] show that 87 % of the drivers agreed that charging was easy. Although
they report: “However, several users (57 %) reported that handling the charging
cable was cumbersome”. That is, even though the authors’ conclude that charging
was not a major barrier for users in this study, the cumbersome cord is noted. In
addition, it has been shown that the cord can become stiff, especially in cold
weather [9], which may influence the attractiveness of electrical vehicles. It was of
further interest to examine the potential change in charging behaviour when
introducing inductive wireless technology. Studies have highlighted that wireless
charging has the potential to solve some grid issues [3]; e.g., the vehicles has the
potential to be charged more often but for less time. However, what the drivers,
who are to implement these effects of inductive charging, think of the technology is
yet to be revealed. Previous studies have shown that electric vehicle drivers adopt
their charging behaviour to the environmental and structural setting they exist in
[1], e.g., most drivers are likely to charge their vehicles over night (as they do not
use the vehicles then) and does not see a problem with e.g., the length of charging.

Hence, the purpose of the research is to explore whether inductive charging
actually has the advantages that can further promote electric vehicles as an alter-
native to fossil fuelled vehicle. In this paper, the first results from the study are
presented.

2 Method

The study was carried out in two stages, as a comparative before (Stage1) and after
study (Stage 2), to explore change in attitudes towards practical use, attractiveness
and perceived safety when introducing wireless charging. The data collection
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consisted of interviews and digital surveys as well as vehicle loggers. Stage 1 of the
study involved capturing current attitudes and experiences of using electrical
vehicles charged with cord. Stage 2 involved capturing the experience of using
electrical vehicles with the wireless charging technology installed. So far, the
collected data consists of sixteen interviews (before introduction of inductive
charging, and after six months of use), approximately 200 survey responses, and
logged driving and charging data from the 20 vehicles. In this paper, results from
the first three digital surveys are presented. Further statistical analyses are yet to be
presented.

2.1 Research Questions

The main research objective of the WiCh-project is to answer the question if
inductive charging changes the charging behaviour of the users. That is, the fol-
lowing questions are addressed: (1) Does inductive charging change charging
behaviour? (2) Does inductive charging make electric vehicles more attractive
compared to charging with cable? (3) Does perceived safety hinder use of inductive
charging? In this paper, initial results on all three questions are presented. Further
statistical analyses are yet to be presented.

2.2 Study Setting

Within the WiCh-project 20 vehicles has been equipped with inductive wireless
charging technology supplied by Plugless Power (www.plugglesspower.com) [7].

More specifically, the wireless inductive technique uses strongly coupled mag-
netic resonance that enables high-energy transfer over large distances [10]. The
charging equipment is made up by two different units, a sender placed in the ground
at a parking space and a collector mounted underneath the vehicle. A coil in the
sender generates a magnetic field that induces an electric current in a coil in the
collector. The induced current is then used to charge the battery in the car. To get
high efficiency the frequencies of the sender and the collector must be coupled.
This, so called resonant coupling, occurs when the natural frequencies of the two
units are approximately the same. When this happens the two units can exchange
energy through their oscillating magnetic fields, without losing too much energy to
the surroundings [10].

The vehicles equipped with the technology are distributed over 8 different sites
in the south of Sweden, in the cities of Stockholm, Uppsala and Göteborg. The
vehicles, are used in daily operations for transportation purposes by municipality
representatives (except one vehicle, which is used by a private user). The repre-
sentatives uses the vehicles in their ordinary (official) travel typically performed
during office hours. The sites (except the private user) have all a history of using
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electric vehicles, typically more than 12 months experience. The majority of the
vehicles are parked in a garage but other parking facilities include carport and
enclosed car park with no weather shelter. The electric vehicles that are being used
in the study are Nissan Leaf and Chevrolet Volt. The sites have access to one or
more vehicles and are typically set up as a carpool accessible via a booking system.
Two sites have dedicated drivers for the equipped electric vehicles. The vehicles are
typically used several times a week. At some sites, the vehicles are used one or
more times every (working) day. The typical length of a journey is about 20 km.

2.3 Survey Design

The surveys contained twenty questions in total regarding user background, vehicle
use patterns, charging pattern, and attitudes towards charging of electric vehicles.
After completing the user-, vehicle use-, and charging profile questions, the
respondents performed ratings on a six grade Likert-scale, combined with free text
comments to capture opinions and attitudes towards charging electric vehicles.
Finally, the respondents could leave free text opinions about the survey. The survey
design was adapted not to exceed a response time of about ten to fifteen minutes.
The surveys were designed using the Survey Monkey© online tool and were dis-
tributed via e-mail to the participants. Before receiving the e-mail, prospective
participants were informed of the study by the researchers and gave their consent to
participate. Alternatively, the participants were contacted by a representative from
their own organisation who distributed the survey link.

The first survey was distributed to the end users in May 2015 to capture their
attitudes to charging (with cord) and electrical vehicles in general (Stage 1). The
second survey was distributed approximately two months after installation to
capture initial experience of using the new technology, and the third survey about
four months after installation of inductive charging. A fourth questionnaire is
planned to be sent out at the end of the test period. For number of respondents of
each survey, see Table 1.

Table 1 Number of respondents, gender distribution and experience of EVs

Q1: Cable Q2: Induction 1 Q3: Induction 2

Number of resp. 65 56 44

Male/female (%) 65/35 59/41 63/37

Experience of EVs

0–6 months (%) 20 18 13

6–12 months (%) 18 8 13

>12 months (%) 62 74 74
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2.4 Participants

All participants came from the project partner organisations within WiCh. The age
distribution was 26 to 76+ years for all three surveys and the main part of
respondents were between 36 and 55 years of age. The main part of the users can be
considered as experienced electrical vehicle (EV) drivers (Table 1), and they use
the vehicles regularly in their daily work tasks.

The number of responses differed between the participating organisations. The
distribution of responses from each site was roughly 5–15 % of total responses with
one deviating organisation with much higher (35–55 % of total) response rate for
the three surveys.

3 Results and Analysis

The results are analysed and presented graphically together with qualitative
assessments of text answers. For presentation purposes, and first assessment, the
responses from the six grade Likert-scales (e.g. “entirely positive” to “entirely
negative”) used in the survey have been divided into e.g. positive/negative side as
presented in the diagrams in the results section. The selected survey results pre-
sented in this paper address the emerged charging pattern of inductive charging, the
attractiveness of electrical vehicles, and perceived safety of charging electrical
vehicles, before and after the introduction of inductive charging.

3.1 Emerging Charging Behaviour

The usability of the charging equipment is perceived as slightly poorer compared to
charging with cable, and was further reduced at the time of the third survey (Fig. 1).
The negative ratings increased in correspondence to the drop on the positive side.
With cable charging, 90 % of the respondents were positive towards the charging
procedure (Fig. 2). After introduction of inductive charging, the number of positive
respondents was reduced to 72 %, followed by a drop to 64 % after four months of
inductive charging use. The users without opinion in the question were about 4 %
in all three surveys. A qualitative analysis of the free text answers indicates that the
drop in perceived usability is related to difficulties of parking correctly over the
charging pad. The experience of having to make several attempts to park the car
correctly seems to cause annoyance affecting the answers.

This is further highlighted by the change in opinions related to the time it takes
to handle the charging equipment (Fig. 3), showing a drop in positive responses
with inductive charging. It is noteworthy that for cable charging about 80 % of the
respondents report that it takes 0–1 min to start the charging. For inductive
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charging the same figure are approximately 50 % of respondents, while the
remaining part says it takes 2–10 min to get the inductive charging started.

The minimum parking time to feel motivated to start the charging (Fig. 4) was
however judged to be lower when using inductive technology. This despite the
decreasing rate of positive answers regarding the time it takes to perform the
charging procedure.

Also, on the multiple-choice question “At the following occasions I have not
started the charging despite available charging”, the alternative “The car is parked
too short period of time” dropped from 36 % (Cable) to 3 and 8 % for inductive
charging indicating that the parking time becomes less of an issue with induction
when deciding to start charging or not. The inductive charging thus seem to have a
potential of leading to more charging occasions, if used in a working context with
many short stops (and available inductive charging at stop locations).

3.2 Perceived Attractiveness

In addition, we were interested in if electric vehicles become more attractive when
using inductive charging. On the question if the electric vehicle is an attractive
mode of transport the positive answers increased from 75 to 88 % after introduction
of inductive charging (Fig. 5). This figure dropped to 68 % after having used the
technology for four months. Thus, the first impression of inductive charging seems
very positive but due to technical issues it did unfortunately not meet the expec-
tations of the users. In the written comments the respondents have positive things to
say about the technology as such, although, they are not satisfied with the imple-
mentation at their specific workplace. Briefly said, the technology is good when it
works but there are room for improvements. On the question of preferred mode of
charging, the preference for cable charging is almost unchanged between surveys
two and three (Fig. 6). The preference for inductive charging dropped from 49 to
34 % between surveys, while the indifference alternative increased slightly.
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An interesting finding is that despite the perceived problems with the charging
equipment, users still maintain the positive attitude toward electric vehicles in
general. The question on experience of using electric vehicles showed a slide
towards increasingly positive responses after having used the inductive charging for
four months (Fig. 7).

At this point it is however difficult to say what has caused the shift. It could be
societal factors lying outside the scope of the project to study. When looking at the
free text responses, one reoccurring comment is however that inductive charging is
more convenient since you don’t need to handle the (at times dirty) cable. Examples
of quotes are: “It is more convenient than charging with cable and there is no risk
of forgetting to connect the cable…”; “Good to get rid of the socket and cable”;
“Nice to avoid handling a cable that easily becomes dirty…”. Getting rid of the
cable seems to contribute to the positive experiences. The quote “Inductive
charging, as such, is good…” also indicates that it could be the case that the users
separate the concept and idea of inductive charging from their own implementation.
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Some of the participants seem to like the new technology despite it hasn’t worked
optimally at their specific location.

3.3 Perceived Safety

One concern with inductive charging is the perceived safety. The survey results
show that the positive opinion drops over time, similarly to the dimension of
practical use (Fig. 8). However, the negative side does not increase accordingly.
Instead the opinions seem to have shifted to “No opinion”. An explanation for this
could be that the safety aspects regarding electro-magnetic radiation from the
inductive chargers are difficult to assess as an individual user. The radiation is
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invisible and less tangible and it is impossible to know if you are being exposed
while starting or stopping the charging, which might be a source of anxiety.

4 Discussion

The discussion attempts to answer our three main research questions. The main
findings from the study are discussed.

4.1 Does Inductive Charging Lead to a Change in Charging
Behaviour?

The results from surveys indicate that new charging patterns are likely to appear
when introducing inductive charging. The drivers say that the parking time to
motivate a start of charging is shorter compared to cable. Interestingly, when using
inductive charging, the task of connecting the cable is replaced by the task of
parking correctly over the charging pad (at least in the evaluated charging solution).
Since the parking task will still be made, there should be a reduced effort required
from the driver. However, the evaluated technology needs refinement for an optimal
user experience helping the driver to hit the precise charging spot. (With future
autonomous vehicles or integrated automatic parking aid this issue might disap-
pear.) Yet, our results show that the users think it is convenient to get rid of the
cable, which promotes use of inductive charging. Combining these results tells us
that there is a potential for an increased number of charging opportunities given that
the charging infrastructure is present. This means that the charging behaviour will
be different with inductive charging. Exactly how the charging behaviour will
change is yet to be studied.

4.2 Does Inductive Charging Make Electric Vehicles More
Attractive?

According to our results, the first impression of inductive charging seems to be
perceived very positively. The technical problems in the project however caused the
technology not to live up to the expectations of many of the drivers. Also, the
difficulties of parking the car correctly over the inductive charger pad in the first
attempt, with several attempts needed to find the exact spot for the charging to start,
the perceived benefit of not having to handle the charging cable was very much
reduced. The positive comments in the free text answers of the technology as such
still points to a positive attitude although being discontent with the implementation.
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Other free text answers also points to perceived convenience of inductive charging,
not having to handle the cable. The results as a whole points to the importance of a
well designed driver-charger interaction where the evaluated solution has room for
improvements. When the technology works, the drivers also see clear benefits of
inductive charging which reasonably also makes the electric vehicle more attractive.
As our study shows, poor interaction design can have the opposite effect.

4.3 Does Inductive Charging Become Hindered
by Perceived Safety Issues?

Despite the drop from the positive side of the perceived safety ratings, very few
users have reverted to feeling more negative regarding their perceived safety. In
general there is a predominance of positive ratings. Malfunctioning equipment
could also add to the insecurity of if the equipment is safe or not, in other aspects
than electromagnetic radiation. In the study, we have not seen any substantial
evidence that perceived safety should be a hindrance for wider adoption of
inductive charging. However, the case could be different for home users where
children and pets will be closer to the charging equipment.

5 Conclusions

To summarise, we found the following initial answers to our three research ques-
tions: (1) the charging behaviour will most likely be different with inductive
charging, (2) there are clear benefits of inductive charging that have the potential to
increase the attractiveness of electric vehicles, and (3) we have not seen any sub-
stantial evidence that perceived safety should be a hindrance for wider adoption of
inductive charging. Further, poor interaction design can have a high impact on
perceived attractiveness. Indeed, this far in the demonstration project, the evalua-
tions shows that the tested inductive charging technology has potential to provide
an easier way of charging, and hence, never having to “re-fuel” the vehicle.
According to the surveys, the most difficult thing, compared to charging with cord,
is to park correctly over the charging pad on the first attempt. Due to the placement
of the charging pad at the rear of the vehicle, exact positioning can be difficult.
However, the tested equipment still seems somewhat immature to provide an
optimal user experience.

It has been evident that the technical problems with the surrounding equipment
(e.g. malfunctioning ground circuit breakers, parking difficulties, charging of 12 V
batteries) affected the attitudes towards the inductive charging in a negative way. In
addition, it should be noted that the conclusions made here are drawn from a study
with professional drivers, not private drivers using the vehicle in their home
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context. The findings are probably not valid for home users since it can be expected
that charging behaviours and attitudes will change with the context of use.

Further statistical analysis are yet to be performed that include the forth
questionnaire.
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Exploring the Value of Information
Delivered to Drivers

Jaemin Chun, SeungJun Kim and Anind K. Dey

Abstract New IT functions have greatly increased the amount of in-car informa-
tion delivered to drivers. Although valuable, that information can distract drivers
when delivered during vehicle operation. By inferring driver state from sensor data,
prior research has shown that it can accurately identify opportune moments to
deliver information. Now that we know when to best deliver information, it raises
the question: what information should we deliver at those interruptible moments?
To answer this question, we conducted a series of surveys and interviews and
compiled a list of representative in-car information items and context factors that
affect the importance of these items. By combining and exploring those context
factors, we identified driving situations when each of the in-car information items is
highly valuable, and verified these situations through a large online survey of
drivers. Lastly, we examined what technology is available for detecting these
driving situations, and which situations require further advanced technologies for
detection. Results from our study offer important insights for understanding the
diversity of drivers’ experiences about the value of in-car information and the
ability to determine situations in which this information is valuable to drivers. With
these results, researchers can then build information delivery systems that can
deliver information to drivers both when they are interruptible and when they find
the information valuable.
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1 Introduction

Connected IT devices have greatly increased the amount of information that is
being provided to drivers. Currently, more than 60 types of information are shown
in-car and this number increases with each new function added to the car (e.g,
collision warnings, infotainment systems, telematics). Various functions to improve
driver comfort, safety and entertainment are constantly being developed and
deployed by automakers. Additionally, as drivers focus on what is happening
outside of the car, they are presented with a variety of attention-demanding
information sources.

However, human attention is finite [1]. Delivering information while driving can
distract drivers and thus detract from driving performance. According to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), such distractions can be
classified into four categories: visual, auditory, cognitive and biomechanical [2].
Incoming information may demand drivers’ visual and auditory attention, while
planning and reacting to the delivered information may cause additional cognitive
and biomechanical distractions.

Once information is delivered, drivers are forced to choose whether to pay
attention to the information or ignore it by quickly calculating trade-offs between its
perceived value and the distraction cost it is likely to incur [3]. Although drivers
may have their own strategies of allocating attention to in-car information sources,
distracted driving is still one of the major causes of car accidents: 10 % of fatal
crashes and 17 % of injury crashes in 2011 were caused by driver distraction [4].

To address the issue of distracted driving, researchers have developed intelligent
systems that monitor driver states to detect opportunities for interruption.
Vision-based technologies (e.g, capturing eye gaze, eye blinking face pose, head
orientation) have been the most popular method for driver monitoring and have
been used mainly to detect driver fatigue and drowsiness [5]. Vehicle monitoring
systems, such as OBD (on board diagnosis devices), have been used to collect data
about car movements (e.g, speed, acceleration, angle of the steering wheel) [6, 7].
Driver behaviors also have been tracked by advanced wearable sensing technolo-
gies [8, 9]. By applying those technologies, systems have been developed that can
detect interruptible moments (e.g., pushing information while the driver is con-
ducting driving-related tasks). As an example, in our own recent research, we built a
system that achieved 94 % accuracy in detecting driver interruptibility using a
combination of wearable sensing technologies and a vehicle monitoring device [3].
Current interruptibility detection technologies have nearly reached the point where
they are both practical and deployable.

In addition to determining when to interrupt drivers, researchers must address the
question of what type of information to provide at those moments. Information
pushed to drivers during vehicle operation may divide attention. As such, infor-
mation should be delivered to drivers whenever its value can offset the cost of
receiving it. Further, as the value of in-car information may vary according to a
driver’s situation, we need to identify the situations when the information value is
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high. Our paper contributes the following: identifying valuable in-car information
items and the driving situations in which their value is particularly high.

2 Research Procedure

In the early stage of our study, we identified several unanticipated issues that
needed to be addressed. First, we found that the type and the number of in-car
information items vary among car models and car manufacturers. Some drivers do
not sufficiently understand the meaning of in-car information (shown as icons or
symbols), leading to challenges in estimating their value. This matter becomes more
serious for novice drivers or when the information is of a type that is rarely shown
to drivers (e.g., anti-lock braking system warning lamp, supplemental—restraint
system warning).

Second, drivers have difficulty in describing driving situations. Often, partici-
pants feel it is difficult to select the context factors that are relevant to the situation
they picture. Sometimes they think their scenario (the described driving situation)
lacks detail or contains irrelevant details by selecting irrelevant context factors.

Third, the value of the in-car information cannot be accurately measured by
observing drivers’ behavior (such as eye gaze) since valuation is an internal, mental
process. In fact, information-seeking behaviors are the result of a driver’s negoti-
ated decision: from time to time, drivers may choose an information source that
they can actually attend to rather than the one they need most at the moment. For
this reason, evaluating the value of information based on driver behavior could lead
different interpretations than by asking the driver directly.

After carefully examining the issues listed above, we took the following steps to
achieve our research goal:

• Step1: Identify representative in-car information.
• Step2: Identify context factors that affect the value of the in-car information.
• Step3: Develop driving scenarios when the value of selected in-car information

item is expected to be high.

3 Step 1: Selection of Representative in-Car Information

Due to space limitations, we cannot cover all the information we showed to driver.
Therefore, we selected representative information by assessing its importance
through surveys.
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3.1 List of in-Car Information Items

We first collected the list of in-car information from drivers’ manuals. Seven
models with high sales volume from five car manufacturers (Benz, BMW, Ford,
Honda and Hyundai) and 2 GPS devices (Garmin and TomTom products) were
selected to extract 61 common information items. Among them, 31 items were the
type of information that drivers can check at any time (e.g., speedometer, gear
position). The remaining 30 items are shown to drivers only when a relevant event
happens (e.g., brake warning lamp, battery check lamp). We used different evalu-
ation criteria for the two types of information. Anytime information was evaluated
according to two criteria: importance and frequency (i.e., how frequently drivers
check the in-car information). The relevant-event information was evaluated based
only on importance. Examples of in-car information items are shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Representative in-Car Information Items

Because we observed that drivers’ understanding of in-car information depends on
their driving experience, we considered two groups of drivers: novice and experi-
enced. Because there is not a definitive way to separate those groups, we asked the
participants to review their driving experience (e.g., for how long have they driven,
how often they drive, how far they drive daily) and asked them to self-select
whether they considered themselves to be novice or experienced drivers. Ten
participants in their 20 s and 30 s were recruited for the each group. The novice
group (age average = 25.5, age range = 21–33) reported an average driving fre-
quency of 1–2 day/week over an average of 1.60 years of driving. The experienced

Fig. 1 Examples of explanations for information shown in car
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group (age average = 29.6, age range = 24–35) reported an average driving fre-
quency of 4–5 days/week over an average of 7.30 years.

The participants were asked to rate the importance of the in-car information
using a 5-point scale (Fig. 2). We also asked the participants to determine weights
for the criteria (i.e., importance of the information and frequency of need for the
information) to determine their relative importance. The average weights for the
criteria (the importance and frequency) were 0.479 and 0.521 for novice group and
0.560 and 0.440 for the experienced group.

Table 1 summarizes the in-car information items identified as very important
(average score >3) by the novice and experienced groups. As shown, the novice
group tends to regard in-car information that tells the driver about external envi-
ronments (e.g., collision warnings and road sign) as highly important. On the other
hand, the experienced group put more importance on things happening inside the
car.

Often, novice drivers are not very confident with their driving skill and thus want
to be assisted by the car. In fact, some of these drivers reported that they often fail to
identify the movement of other cars or miss road signs because they are busy
checking road conditions. In contrast, experienced drivers reported that they do not
have trouble in checking outside situations unless they are driving in a very new

Fig. 2 Scales used for estimating importance (above) and frequency (how often drivers need the
information, below) of in-car information

Table 1 In-car information items chosen to be important by the novice and experienced drivers

Type of information Always shown Selectively shown

Novice drivers – Speedometer
– Fuel gauge
– Estimated time of arrival

– Fuel reserve indicator
– Engine overheating light
– Road sign
– FCW/BSW/RCW

Experienced drivers – Speedometer
– Fuel gauge
– Clock

– Fuel reserve indicator
– Engine overheating light
– Brake warning lamp
– Check engine light

In-car information items in bold are distinctively selected by the groups
*FCW Forward Collision Warning, BSW Blind Spot Warning, RCW Rear-end Collision Warning
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(e.g., driving in other country) or a severe driving condition (e.g, night driving in a
heavy rain). Rather, they focused on the significance of the information and wanted
to receive the information as reminders.

Although the brake warning lamp and the check engine light indicate vehicle
malfunctions, the novice drivers scored those items lower than did the experienced
drivers. The novice drivers knew that these items were important (because they are
shown in red) and related to vehicle malfunction, but they ignore them because the
meanings of those warnings are unclear and they believe that their car would
continue to operate anyway. This was particularly true with icons that connote
multiple meanings: the brake warning lamp could indicate a brake system problem
or that the hand/emergency brake is engaged. The check engine light indicates that
there is some problem in the engine but the reason underlying the problem is
unspecified.

Both novice and experienced drivers selected as important some basic and
essential information related to vehicle state, including speed, fuel, and engine
overheating warnings. However, those groups selected those items for slightly
different reasons. For example, most of the novice drivers checked the fuel gauge
because they worried about gas depletion, whereas experienced drivers are con-
cerned with finding a gas station with cheap gas in a reachable distance. From these
results, we realized that the value of in-car information is truly affected by a driver’s
experience and thus affected by a different set of context factors.

4 Step 2: Identification of the Context Factors that Affect
the Value of in-Car Information

To help participants specify driving situations, we provided them with a list of
driving-related context factors. For each selected in-car information item, we
selected and highlighted context factors that are closely related to them.

4.1 Context Factors as Building Block for the Driving
Situation

For participants to describe a driving situation, they need to know which context
factors can be used as building blocks for the driving situation. To obtain potential
context factors, we modified the works of [10, 11]. Then, we verified the factors by
asking 5 novice and experienced drivers to examine the list. Based on their
responses, we derived 37 context factors in five categories—driver’s internal state,
driver’s behavior/task, car/Driving Information System (DIS), other cars, and road
environment (Fig. 3).
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Contrary to our expectations, simply providing participants with the list of
context factors did not work well. Influences of each context factor are valued
differently among in-car information items. For example, the speed limit may affect
the value of information displayed on the speedometer, yet have no effect on the
value of information shown on the fuel gauge. In fact, not all the derived context
factors are equally useful for the in-car information items we selected. Also, con-
sidering all 37 context factors at once is a complex task for participants, who often
felt overwhelmed by the long list.

4.2 Context Factors that Affect the Value of in-Car
Information

To address this problem, we highlighted highly related context factors for each
selected in-car information items. This allowed participants to begin describing
driving situations more easily. We then collected drivers’ opinions concerning
which context factors to highlight for each in-car information item.

Ten novice drivers (age average = 25.8, age range = 21–34) and 10 experienced
drivers (age average = 28.4, age range = 24–33) drivers were recruited. The novice
group reported an average driving frequency of 1–2 day/week over an average of
1.47 years of driving. The experienced group reported an average driving frequency
of 4–5 days/week over an average of 6.78 years. The participants were provided
with the context factor list (Fig. 3) and list of selected in-car information items
(Table 1). Participants rated the effect of context factors on each selected in-car
information item and debriefing questions were followed to solidify their decision.
Participants rated the effect of each context factor using a 5-point scale (Fig. 4).
During the debriefing session, participants were asked to briefly describe a driving
situation related to their selected context factors and to double check the other
context factors to verify that they had not overlooked any important factors.

Fig. 3 Example of context factors for drivers
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For each in-car information item, we highlighted the context factors with an
average score greater than 2.5 (Fig. 5). Our results showed that highlighted context
factors are different among the in-car information items, which reflects that the
value of each in-car information item can vary depending on the driving situation
(that can be defined by a set of context factors).

5 Step 3: Deriving Representative Driving Situations
at Which the Selected in-Car Information Is Valuable

In this step, we collected situations for which selected in-car information is valuable
based on drivers’ actual experience and verified the situations with a large number
of drivers through online surveys.

5.1 Driving Situations for Which the Selected in-Car
Information Is Valuable

Sixteen drivers participated in our interview. For both the novice (age aver-
age = 26.6, age range = 23–33) and experienced groups (age average = 28.3, age
range = 23–35), we recruited 8 participants. The average driving frequency and
years of driving were 2–3 day/week and 1.42 years for the novice group, and
4–5 day/week and 6.43 years for the experienced group.

Fig. 4 Example of the scales used for estimating effect of context factors on in-car information
items

Fig. 5 Example of the context factors which has a strong effect on the value of in-car information
(denoted by ‘o’)
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The sets of highlighted context factors and the list of selected in-car information
were provided to the participants. The participants were asked to apply each of the
highlighted context factors to the relevant in-car information item to specify driving
situations when they think the selected in-car information item is important. We
asked them to start with the context factors that are close to drivers and then move
outward to explore the external environment. Through this process, we collected
452 driving situations for 16 in-car information items (9 for novice driver group; 7
for experienced driver group).

5.2 Representative Driving Situations Derived by a Large
Number of Drivers

Although we collected a large set of driving situations, the value of selected in-car
information varied among those situations. To derive consensus from a large
number of drivers, we conducted an online survey. Responses were collected from
96 drivers: Thirty-three novice drivers (age average = 27.0, age range = 18–53)
and sixty-three experienced drivers (age average = 31.8, age range = 20–71). The
novice group reported an average driving frequency of 1–2 day/week over an
average of 1.86 years of driving. The experienced group reported an average
driving frequency of 4–5 days/week over an average of 9.90 years. On our online
survey, those drivers rated the value of selected in-car information for the selected
driving situations using a 7-point scale (score from 0 to 6). Verbal descriptions for
the scale are as followed: point 0: I absolutely do not need this information at the
described driving situation, point 3: This information is somewhat important but not
crucial for the described situation, and point 6: This information is the most
valuable for the described driving situation.

Tables 2 and 3 show the driving situations for which the value of the provided
information is high (top 3 situations; only two situations were derived for the
‘engine overheating’ and ‘Real-end Collision Warning RCW’). Driving situations
derived from the survey helped us to better understand how context sensitive
(depending on drivers’ experience and driving situation) the value that each in-car
information item is. For example, when exiting a highway or approaching a curved
road, novice drivers want to check the car speed to determine if they are driving
slow enough for the situation (and ranked the speedometer as being important, see
Table 2), while experienced drivers can sense their speed without checking the
speedometer. Many novice drivers feel nervous when the fuel reserve indicator
turns on, which they want to know as soon as they start the engine so that they can
drive immediately to a gas station. As previously noted, novice drivers tend to miss
road signs or find it difficult to check their details. One frequently reported case
occurs when novice drivers encounter a road sign with time variant information
(such as effective hour information written on a traffic signal or a parking sign). In
those instances, they become nervous and are afraid of shifting their attention from
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Table 2 Top ranked driving situations when the value of the selected in-car information is high
for the novice drivers

In-car
information

Rank
(average
score)

Driving situation

Speedo-meter 1 (4.89) When driving on a road which is regulated by a speed limit
2 (4.50) When I need to slow down because the road is in a bad

condition (frozen, slippery, bumpy…)
3 (4.43) When I’m in a road where I need to slow down (Highway exit,

curve ahead …)

Fuel gauge 1 (5.39) When I am about to leave for a long distance travel. (To see if
the amount of fuel is enough)

2 (4.07) When I’m about to pass a gas station that offers a good deal
(cheap price or additional promotion)

3 (3.43) When I am not driving in a fuel efficient way (heater On, full
trunk…)

Fuel reserve
indicator

1 (4.43) When starting the engine

2 (4.11) When I am not driving in a fuel efficient way (heater on, fully
trunk…)

3 (3.93) When I am about to pass a gas station that is the only one that
is nearby

Engine
overheating

1 (5.00) When my car seems to have a mechanical problem (sound,
vibration…)

2 (4.07) When I have been driving for a while but still need to drive a long
distance (to reach destination or repair shop)

3 (-) –

Road signs 1 (5.29) When I’m searching for a place to park (parking hours, fare…)

2 (5.21) When I’m about to pass a point at which speed limit changes

3 (5.11) Whenever there emerges a sudden change on the road (sharp
curve, highway exit, merging road…)

ETA 1 (4.57) When the fuel gauge hits low

2 (4.50) When I am in a hurry to meet my schedule

3 (4.32) When I take a wrong route (e.g. miss highway exit)

FCW 1 (4.75) When I try parking into a narrow space

2 (4.75) When my sight is instantly interrupted (bright sunshine, heavy
rain…)

3 (4.64) When I am conducting a secondary task (texting, phone call…)
and my attention is away from road

BSW 1 (5.14) When I change lanes

2 (5.04) When I park my car (parallel parking)

3 (4.82) When two roads merge into one

RCW 1 (5.32) When I park my car (parallel parking)

2 (4.68) Whenever a car approaches from behind (difficult to shift
attention to room mirror)

3 (-) –

The bolded situations are also selected by the experienced drivers
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the road to a sign. Safety related information (such as collision warnings) are
thought to be the most important information for novice drivers—many of whom
wanted to have the information when they need to parallel park.

Table 3 Top ranked driving situations when the value of the selected in-car information is high
for the experienced drivers

In-car
information

Rank
(Average
score)

Driving situation

Speedo-meter 1 (4.80) When driving on a road which is regulated by a speed limit
2 (4.10) When I recognize that my current speed is quite different from

other cars

3 (3.86) When I need to slow down because the road is in a bad
condition (frozen, slippery, bumpy, …)

Fuel gauge 1 (5.43) When the fuel gauge level is significantly low

2 (5.04) When I am about to leave for a long distance travel. (To see if
the amount of fuel is enough)

3 (4.43) When the time is late (evening time) and gas stations are about to
close

Fuel reserve
indicator

1 (5.11) When I am driving to a new place (do not really know the
location of a nearby gas station)

2 (5.04) When I am about to pass a gas station that is the only one that
is nearby

3 (3.78) When I am not driving in a fuel efficient way (heater On, full
trunk…)

Engine
overheating

1 (5.41) When my car seems to have a mechanical problem (strange
sound, vibration…)

2 (4.98) When I’m about to go on a long distance travel

3 (4.70) When the weather is very warm/hot

Brake
warning lamp

1 (5.74) When my car seems to have a mechanical problem (sound,
vibration…)

2 (5.57) When I ride on a road in a risky condition (dark, slippery, paved,
downhill…)

3 (5.33) When I am riding at a high speed following a car ahead of me

Check engine
light

1 (5.47) When my car seems to have a mechanical problem (sound,
vibration…)

2 (5.04) When I am about to go on a long-distance travel

3 (4.62) When I am away from a town and thus cannot directly repair my
car

Clock 1 (5.00) When I am late for a schedule

2 (4.61) When I want to estimate the remaining time needed to reach my
destination

3 (4.43) When the effect of road sign changes with time (parking hours,
no turn on red, school zone,…)

The bolded situations are also selected by the novice drivers
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5.3 Context Awareness Technologies Required to Detect
the Representative Driving Situations

From the results obtained from each research stage, we defined the sets of driving
situations at which representative in-car information items are valuable. Combining
our results with those from prior studies [3], we can now identify which information
to deliver at interruptible moments.

In the final step of this study we examined the availability of sensor-based
technologies that care available to detect the important context factors that we
derived. If a context factor is both important and not currently detectable, it points
for the need for technologies to be developed in the future. For each driving
situation, we listed currently available technologies and technologies that needs to
be developed or improved (Table 4 for the driving situations of novice driver and
Table 5 for that of experienced driver).

Table 4 Currently available context awareness technologies (technologies that needs to be further
improved are shown in bold)

Driving
situation

Context information to detect Required technologies

SD1 Current location, current speed, road signs GPS, OBD, road sign detection
SD2 Whether, road condition Weather information, temp/humid

sensors, road condition detection
SD3 Current location, the road ahead

(downhill, curve…)
GPS systems

FG1 Destination, current location,
distance/time needed to reach the
destination

Fuel gauge

FG2 Current location, closest gas station, deals
provided by the gas stations

GPS, fuel gauge

FG3 Vehicle status (HVAC, trunk …) Vehicle status
FR1 Vehicle status (engine …) OBD

FR2 Vehicle status (HVAC, trunk …) Vehicle status
FR3 Current location, location of gas stations,

deals provided by the gas stations
GPS, Internet services

EO1 Driver identified vehicle status (sound,
vibration, smoke …)

Accelerometers, smoke/sound
sensors

EO2 Destination, current location,
distance/time to destination

GPS systems

EO3 – –

RS1 Current location, empty parking lot,
parking information (hours, fare…)

Parking info through Internet
systems (exists in research)

RS2 Current location, location of the sign,
speed limit information

GPS systems

(continued)
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Table 4 (continued)

Driving
situation

Context information to detect Required technologies

RS3 Current location, condition of the road
ahead (downhill, curve…), current speed

GPS systems

ETA1 Fuel gauge Fuel gauge

ETA2 Current time, my schedule Clock, scheduler apps

ETA3 Current location, destination location,
route to the destination

GPS systems

FCW1 Current location, distance between car and
other surrounding objectives

GPS, proximity sensors

FCW2 Weather, brightness, windshield
transparency (by rain, snow, ETC)

Illuminometer, weather information
on internet

FCW3 User state (secondary task) Secondary interaction detection
BSW1 Handle movement, lane change

information
OBD, lane detection system

BSW2 Handle movement, distance between car
and other surrounding objectives

OBD, proximity sensors

BSW3 Current location, type of road ahead
(interchange, merging …), driver route

GPS systems

RCW1 Handle movement, distance between car
and other surrounding objectives

OBD, proximity sensors

RCW2 speed of other car, current speed, distance
bet cars

Partially exists (warning if car in
blind spot), speed of other cars

RCW3 – –

Labels provided in the first column denotes driving situations by the type of in-car information and
the rank: SD1 means ranked 1 driving situation in ‘Speedometer’ (FG: fuel gauge, FR: fuel reserve
lamp, EO: engine overheating, RS: road sign)

Table 5 Currently available context awareness technologies (technologies that needs to be further
improved are shown in bold)

Driving
situation

Context information to detect Required technologies

SD1 Current location, current speed, road sign GPS, OBD, road sign detection
SD2 Current speed, current speeds of other cars GPS, OBD, speed of other cars

SD3 Weather, road condition Weather information,
temp/humid sensors, road
condition detection

FG1 Fuel gauge Fuel gauge

FG2 Destination, current location, distance/time
needed to reach the destination

GPS, fuel gauge

FG3 Current time, hours of the gas station GPS, Internet services (Yelp,
Waze, Maps)

FR1 Driver profile (driving history) GPS history

FR2 Vehicle status (HVAC, trunk …) Vehicle status
(continued)
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6 Conclusion

We aimed to derive sets of driving situations for which representative in-car
information items are valuable to drivers. By considering the effect of the driving
experience on the value of in-car information, we recruited two groups of drivers
(novice and experienced). Throughout the study, we used a series of surveys and
interviews because drivers assess information value internally, which thus cannot
be measured directly. To conduct this research, we first identified representative
in-car information that is considered important in general driving contexts and
identified context factors that significantly affect its value. By combining those
selected context factors, we collected a variety of driving situations for which the

Table 5 (continued)

Driving
situation

Context information to detect Required technologies

FR3 Current location, locations of gas station near
by me, driver profile (which gas station did
the driver frequently visited)

GPS, Internet services

EO1 Whether Weather information,
temperature sensors

EO2 Driver identified vehicle status (sound,
vibration, smoke …)

Accelerometers, smoke/sound
sensors

EO3 Destination, current location, distance/time
needed to reach the destination

GPS

BW1 Type of the road (highway, downhill …),
road condition

GPS services, road condition

BW2 Current speed, speeds of other cars, distance
between cars

Distance between cars, speed of
other cars

BW3 Driver identified vehicle status (sound,
vibration, smoke …)

Accelerometers, smoke/sound
sensors

CE1 Current location, time (late night), date
(holidays)

GPS, Internet services, calendar

CE2 Driver identified vehicle status (sound,
vibration, smoke …)

Accelerometers, smoke/sound
sensors

CE3 Destination, current location, distance/time
needed to reach the destination

GPS, navigation systems

CL1 Current time, current location, my schedule GPS, scheduler apps

CL2 Destination, current location, distance/time
needed to reach the destination

GPS, navigation systems

CL3 Road signs, traffic sign, driver profile
(commute route)

Road sign detection

Labels provided in the first column denotes driving situations by the type of in-car information and
the rank: SD1 means ranked 1 driving situation in ‘Speedometer’ (FG fuel gauge, FR fuel reserve
lamp, EO engine overheating, BW brake warning, CE check engine lamp, CL clock)
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value of the selected in-car information is high. Then, through a large scale online
survey, we estimated value of in-car information in those driving scenarios.

The results obtained in each research steps helped us to better understand the
value of information provided in-car. We now understand that drivers could require
different types of information in similar situations depending on their experience.
This finding helps us to select which information to provide to drivers at inter-
ruptible moments. Also, by identifying current technologies for the derived driving
situations, we identified situations that are currently detectable (more specifically,
which context factors are identifiable) and for which factors technologies need to be
developed.

In our future work, we will develop an intelligent information delivery system
aimed to deliver appropriate information at appropriate times, in an actual driving
environment.
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A Typology of In-Vehicle Eco-Driving
Feedback
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Abstract Eco-driving is a promising strategy for reductions in fossil fuel con-
sumption and carbon emissions. Eco-driving is most frequently promoted via
in-vehicle feedback. Eco-driving feedback studies demonstrate fuel economy
improvements up to 18 %, but results are widely variable—partly due to the wide
variation in feedback design. This paper addresses the need for a greater under-
standing of how variations in eco-driving feedback design are related to its effec-
tiveness. We identified characteristics of feedback with implications for behavior
change based on behavioral theory and evaluation of a large sample of in-vehicle
eco-driving feedback interfaces. We developed a typology of in-vehicle eco-driving
feedback interfaces based on these characteristics. We identified 15 distinct types of
in-vehicle eco-driving feedback interfaces. We describe each feedback type and
discuss implications for feedback design. Our typology provides a foundation for
subsequent research to determine most effective feedback types for particular
behaviors, drivers, and driving conditions.
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1 Introduction

The Monroney sticker posted on every new vehicle in the US states, “Actual results
will vary for many reasons, including driving conditions, and how you drive and
maintain your vehicle.” Eco-driving is a means of strategically taking advantage of
this variability by operating one’s vehicle in the most efficient manner [1]; for
example, maintaining an even driving pace and minimizing use of cabin heating
and air conditioning. In this paper, we define eco-driving as behavior a driver
engages in while driving that reduces the vehicle’s fuel consumption and/or pol-
luting emissions.

The most common strategy to promote eco-driving is the provision of feedback,
i.e., information provided to the driver about the effects of driving behavior on fuel
economy and/or emissions after the behavior occurs. Eco-driving feedback includes
instantaneous and average fuel economy information, as well as information about
how efficiently a driver performs more specific behaviors, such as accelerating.
Eco-driving feedback may be provided via manufacturer-supplied instrumentation,
or after-market devices and/or apps. Our focus in this paper is on the former, which
we will refer to as in-vehicle eco-driving feedback for the remainder of the paper.

1.1 In-Vehicle Eco-Driving Feedback

No policies exist requiring manufacturers to provide eco-driving feedback, yet
feedback systems of increasing variety are appearing in vehicles, especially hybrid
(HEVs), plug-in hybrid (PHEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs). One reason for this
differential attention is that fuel economy in efficient vehicles is actually more
sensitive to driver behavior. Manufacturers have deployed many different designs,
reflecting various driver behaviors and vehicle states. This wide variation could
indicate a belief in competitive advantage or a lack of evidence-based design and
consistent assumptions about human behavior. The rapidly increasing prevalence
and complexity of in-vehicle displays and concern for driver distraction [2] suggest
standardization of eco-driving feedback may be warranted in the near future.

1.2 Eco-Driving Feedback Studies

A recent comprehensive review of in-vehicle feedback interventions to promote
eco-driving in conventional internal combustion engine (gas) vehicles (ICEVs)
calculated average fuel use reduction of 5.6 %, ranging from −6.8 to 18.4 % [1].
Some of this variation in effectiveness is undoubtedly due to the extreme variation
in feedback provided (e.g., numeric indicators, haptic pedal feedback). Relatively
few of these studies compared different types of feedback, but those that did
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identified some characteristics of feedback that make it more or less effective. For
example, feedback is more effective when metrics align with the driver’s goals, e.g.,
to save money [3] and when feedback is adaptive to performance [4]. There have
been some attempts to classify eco-driving feedback interfaces according to these
and other important characteristics [5–8].

1.3 Previous Eco-Driving Feedback Typologies

Tulusan et al. [5] categorized eco-driving feedback based on the timing of its
presentation and/or the duration of behaviors it reflects: (a) feedback on momentary
driving behavior (real-time, reflecting instantaneous behavior), (b) accumulated
feedback (reflecting accumulated behavior), and (c) offline feedback (provided
outside the context of driving). They suggested the mode of interface for feedback
on momentary driving behavior is typically ambient (e.g., conveyed via changing
light intensity or color), yet the most common form is a numeric instantaneous fuel
economy indicator.

Stillwater et al. [8] classified in-vehicle eco-driving feedback in electric and
plug-in hybrid vehicles (together, PEVs) based on the specific behaviors reflected,
the duration of those behaviors, and the metrics used (e.g., mileage or range):
(a) current efficiency, (b) deceleration efficiency (including regenerative braking),
(c) trip efficiency, and (d) range comparison. They describe trip efficiency and range
comparison as useful for goal-setting: trip efficiency provides drivers with energy
usage of a given trip and range comparison juxtaposes current estimated range with
EPA-estimated range or distance to a programmed destination.

Extensive research for the United States Department of Transportation [6, 7]
provides the most granular analysis of in-vehicle eco-driving feedback, which they
termed FEDI (fuel economy driver interface). They analyzed in-vehicle feedback
systems in terms of “components”—discrete visual elements within a given FEDI,
classifying them first by mode of interface (intensity-changing light, representative
pictures, graph, single dial, single bar, text, or other), then characterizing them in
terms of the metric and duration of data presented (instantaneous fuel economy, trip
average fuel economy, overall average fuel economy, and miles to empty). They
did not consider the specific behaviors targeted by feedback or feedback timing.

These previous typologies are insufficient. Each is based on only a subset of
important feedback characteristics, the selection and description of which is neither
explicit nor grounded in behavioral theory. The current research develops a
typology that distinguishes among the myriad of interfaces based on an under-
standing of the behavioral mechanisms by which eco-driving feedback affects
driver behavior.
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1.4 Theoretical Framework

Kluger and DeNisi [9] developed a useful theory for understanding the behavioral
mechanisms involved in feedback interventions. According to Feedback
Intervention Theory (FIT), “behavior is regulated by comparisons of feedback to
goals or standards” (p. 259). There may be one or more standards to which feed-
back is compared, including comparisons to self (e.g., past performance) and
comparisons to others. A discrepancy between feedback and its standard is called
the feedback-standard gap. A key tenet is that only feedback-standard gaps
receiving attention will be addressed; thus, a critical aspect of any feedback
intervention is controlling the locus of attention.

Principles established by the science of behavior analysis [10] can also aid in
understanding the underlying behavioral mechanisms of effective eco-driving
feedback. In general terms, feedback may affect behavior by reinforcing or pun-
ishing particular responses, prompting behavior, or creating conditions of motiva-
tion (e.g., via comparison to social norms or past performance). These behavioral
theories guided the development of our eco-driving feedback typology.

2 Methodology

2.1 Sampling Eco-Driving Feedback Systems

Our first goal was to obtain a representative sample of in-vehicle eco-driving
feedback systems. We identified systems via previous research [5–8] and Internet
searches using Google; search terms “eco-driving system”, “dashboard”,
“multi-information display”, “instrument panel”, “instrument cluster”,
“audio-navigation display”. After identifying a relevant system, we gathered further
information from vehicle manufacturer websites, YouTube videos, and owner’s
manuals. We focused on the US market, although two systems in our sample are
unavailable in the US. When we discovered the same or similar systems in multiple
models from the same manufacturer or multiple years of the same model, we
included only one model or the most recent model, respectively. We identified 14
eco-driving feedback systems—all in alternatively-fueled vehicles (HEVs: Ford
Fusion 2016, Honda Insight 2014, Lexus 300H 2014, Nissan Sentra 2014, Toyota
Camry 2015, Volkswagen Jetta Hybrid 2013; PHEVs: Cadillac ELR 2014, Chevy
Volt 2013, Toyota Prius 2014, Toyota Prius C 2015; EVs: Ford Focus 2015, Kia
Ray 2014, Nissan Leaf 2013, Toyota RAV4 2013).
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2.2 Defining the Feedback Stream

Eco-driving feedback systems can be composed of multiple distinct feedback types,
therefore the system as a whole is not an appropriate unit of analysis. Manser et al.
[7] articulated the feedback component as their unit of analysis based on mode of
interface as the defining parameter (e.g., a graph is one component, a colored light
is another). In some in-vehicle feedback systems, visual interface components are
interdependent and complimentary, so separating them would compromise the
validity of our analysis. We therefore defined a new unit of analysis: the feedback
stream.

A feedback stream consists of at least one interface component corresponding to
at least one driver behavior related to fuel consumption. Multiple interface com-
ponents are considered the same feedback stream if they (a) are presented together,
reflect the same behavior(s), and differ only in terms of data or design, or (b) if they
reflect different behaviors but are similar in terms of feedback attributes and are
visually integrated. We excluded interfaces with only forecast information (e.g.,
fuel remaining) or information specific to maintenance behaviors (e.g., check
engine and tire pressure). We identified 116 distinct feedback streams among the 14
feedback systems.

2.3 Defining Behaviorally Relevant Feedback Attributes

Based on our review of the literature and examination of these 116 in-vehicle
eco-driving feedback streams, we inventoried and defined in-vehicle eco-driving
feedback attributes that have implications for behavior change according to FIT [9]
and behavior analytic principles [10]. The attributes we identified correspond to ten
feedback parameters that fall into three categories: data, timing, and design
(Table 1).

Table 1 Feedback parameters and attributes

Parameter Attributes

Data Behavioral
granularity

Aggregate—all affecting mileage; all affecting power source.
Specific—accelerating; cruising; decelerating; driving mode
selection; cabin comfort (climate control, auxiliary electronics) [16]

Data
granularity

Low (≤3 levels). Mod. (4–10 levels). High (≥10 levels)

Temporal
granularity

Instantaneous. Accumulated—event within a trip; intervals during
trip; trip level; tank/charge/reset; lifetime

Metric Fuel economy (MPG or mi/kWh). Environmental impact (CO2

saved/emitted). Money ($ saved/spent). Distance traveled or range
(continued)
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2.3.1 Data

In-vehicle eco-driving feedback data vary in terms of the behaviors reflected (be-
havioral granularity), the duration of behavior reflected (temporal granularity), and
the magnitude of behavior required to produce changes (data granularity). More
granular feedback on all these levels (i.e., reflecting specific behaviors, reflecting
momentary behaviors, and sensitive to small changes in behavior, respectively) is
useful for learning because it can function to reinforce or punish behavior [10] and
the driver can more readily comprehend the connection between behavior and
consequences.

Numeric feedback corresponds to a metric (e.g., dollars, MPG, miles), which can
be framed positively or negatively (e.g., money saved or spent). Feedback
expressed in meaningful metrics can increase drivers’ awareness of consequences
of their behavior, which may activate moral norms and motivate behavior [11].
Feedback is sometimes accompanied by a standard, or referent (e.g., optimal zone
of acceleration). According to FIT [9], feedback-standard comparison is the
mechanism by which feedback regulates behavior. Standards may be adaptive
based on driver performance to support incremental improvement [4], i.e., the
process of behavioral shaping [10].

2.3.2 Timing

Parameters of eco-driving feedback timing include immediacy and frequency.
Immediacy refers to the immediacy of feedback with respect to the behavior it
reflects. Feedback frequency refers to the frequency with which feedback is pre-
sented (e.g., continuously or at discrete times). Similar to granular feedback,
immediate and frequent feedback is useful for training new behavior. Immediacy is

Table 1 (continued)

Parameter Attributes

(mi). Power/energy required/regenerated (kW, %). Fuel (gallons).
Points/score

Feedback
standard

Optimal zone. Score. Past performance (average, best).
EPA-estimated mileage. Expected range

Timing Immediacy Immediate. Retrospective

Frequency Continuous. Discrete

Design Mode of
interface

Numeric. Histogram. Pie chart. Meter (bar). Pictorial. Light (color
change and/or blinking). Movement. Haptic

Gameful
design

Yes. No

Biophilic
design

Yes. No
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critical for feedback to function as a reinforcement. Retrospective feedback may
motivate drivers to engage with the feedback, but may be too far removed to
function as reinforcement.

2.3.3 Design

Design attributes include mode of interface and whether the feedback employs
gameful or biophilic design. Broad categories of mode of interface are visual,
auditory, or haptic. Mode of interface has implications for feedback saliency and
driver distraction; for example, ambient interfaces [12] are potentially less dis-
tracting compared to numbers or graphs [13]. Gameful design refers to the use of
game design elements (e.g., points, levels, leaderboards, and badges) that may
promote engagement with eco-driving feedback [14, 15]. Biophilic design [16]
refers to the integration of elements of nature (e.g., plants, animals) to promote a
sense of connection to nature. Biophilic design in energy feedback has been
effective in promoting conservation behaviors [17].

2.4 Data Analysis

We coded the 116 feedback streams in terms of each parameter of attributes
(Table 1). Attributes within each parameter were not mutually exclusive, with the
exception of gameful and biophilic design which were coded as binary (yes or no).
We sorted the feedback streams by behavioral granularity to give it more weight in
the two-step cluster analyses, which we performed with SPSS software. In an
iterative process, we refined feedback attribute definitions and codes, ran multiple
cluster analyses, and adjusted based on prioritization of target behaviors. An
example of our prioritization of target behaviors is that we did not include driving
mode selection indicators (Fig. 3) in statistical cluster analyses; we judged them to
be a unique type of feedback based on the specific target behavior (pressing an ECO
mode button). This approach has aspects of taxonomic classification (hierarchical
approach of prioritizing target behaviors) and some aspects of typological classi-
fication (all other attributes were weighted equally).

3 Results

Our analysis yielded 15 types of in-vehicle eco-driving feedback, including basic
interfaces for alternatively-fueled vehicles (Figs. 1, 2), feedback specifically tar-
geting accelerating, cruising, and/or decelerating (Figs. 4, 5, 6), and feedback
reflecting fuel economy, inclusive of an aggregate of behaviors (Figs. 7, 8).
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Fig. 2 Hybrid system indicators. Hybrids indicate the drive train(s) currently in operation with a
single lamp or pictorial diagram (left), as well as a breakdown of current power demand or
accumulated miles traveled with each fuel source (right)

Fig. 3 Driving mode
selection indicator. The driver
can press a button to select a
driving mode that will
improve fuel economy (ECO
mode) or control fuel sources
(EV mode), reflected by a
single lamp with icon or
colored glow surrounding
elements of the instrument
cluster

Fig. 4 Eco-accelerometer
(left) and eco indicator (right).
Feedback on accelerating and
cruising speed is provided by
a meter (Eco-accelerometer)
or single lamp (Eco Indicator)

Fig. 1 Power Meter. The power meter in a hybrid or electric vehicle is analogous to a tachometer
in an ICEV, but often includes an optimal zone standard and regenerative braking feedback
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Fig. 5 a Pedal feed (left). Efficient accelerating, cruising, and decelerating are reflected, with the
center as the feedback standard. b Eco-driving coach (right). Behavior-specific feedback is
provided either in real-time and/or at the end of each accelerating, cruising, and braking event

Fig. 6 a Haptic pedal (left). Haptic feedback was found in only one on-market vehicle, not
available in the US. Pressure exerted by the driver on the throttle is met with corresponding
counter-pressure to teach the driver most efficient throttle position during acceleration events.
b Regenerative braking feedback (right). A display dedicated to regenerative braking feedback
depicts total percentage of lost mechanical energy recaptured during a braking event

Fig. 7 a Mileage meter (left). Meters are a common mode of interface for current and average
aggregate efficiency, sometimes presented together as pictured here, where average MPG serves as
a feedback standard for current performance. b Efficiency history (right). Past performance is
reflected in a histogram with intervals of some duration (e.g., minute, day), providing a standard
for recent or current performance
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4 Discussion

This typology allows us to compare within and among feedback types and consider
implications for maximizing the effectiveness of feedback. In this discussion, we
focus on the implications of six feedback parameters, as manifested in identified
feedback types, on three general behavioral mechanisms underlying feedback
effectiveness: attention, learning, and motivation. We find that mode of interface
has significant implications for driver attention; behavioral granularity for driver
learning; and metrics, standards, gameful design, and biophilic design for driver
motivation.

Fig. 8 a Summary statistics (left). Eco-driving behavior is reflected in numeric indicators of
mileage and other metrics, such as distance traveled, fuel consumed, or efficiency score.
b Biophilic rewards (right). Eco-driving behavior is rewarded with the accumulation of nature
imagery, often paired with graduated levels or scores

Fig. 9 a End-use analysis (left). Current and average power demand for different end-uses/driver
behaviors may be presented in terms of power demand or an efficiency score. b Relative range
(right). A remaining range estimate based on current driving style and/or use of climate settings
may be presented juxtaposed with a feedback standard such as the potential maximum range,
distance to destination, and/or additional range gained or lost if climate settings are changed
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4.1 Salient Feedback for Driver Attention

The Haptic Pedal (Fig. 6a) is the only non-visual mode of interface we found and it
was only present in one vehicle, not available in the US. Research suggests that
Haptic Pedal can promote eco-driving with less potential for driver distraction than
visual feedback [13]. One might hypothesize that it is also less susceptible to a
novelty effect whereby feedback is attended to initially then tuned out. The same
may be true for other non-visual modes of feedback, such as auditory feedback,
analogous to the beep of a seat belt reminder. Auditory feedback is altogether
absent from the on-market systems we analyzed, but examples can be found in
after-market apps. It seems that non-visual eco-feedback warrants further consid-
eration from vehicle manufacturers.

There may sometimes be a trade-off between salience and data granularity,
which has implications for feedback sensitivity to behavior. For example, numeric
feedback is more granular but less salient than a meter, which is more granular but
less salient than a colored light. One strategy we saw to maximize salience and
sensitivity in visual feedback was integration of colored lights and blinking or
spinning movement with a meter (Figs. 4 and 5a).

4.2 Precise Feedback for Driver Learning

In some cases, we had trouble determining which eco-driving behaviors were
reflected by Eco Indicators (Fig. 4). For example, some manufacturers note that
their Eco Indicator reflects only acceleration, whereas others claim it reflects both
acceleration and deceleration, and for yet others we were unable to rule out whether
they included all engine loads, such as climate control and auxiliary electronics.
Given the similarity of the interface and the ambiguity from the driver’s perspec-
tive, we considered all these as the same type of feedback. It is notable that even
owner’s manuals do not always sufficiently define the eco-driving behaviors tar-
geted by their feedback systems. Lack of precision in the behavioral granularity of
feedback is sub-optimal for learning.

Other types of feedback do a much better job of precisely conveying the target
behaviors. For example, Eco-driving Coach (Fig. 5b) targets three key driving
behaviors: accelerating, cruising, and braking. Such precision supports learning.
End-use Analysis (Fig. 9a) and Relative Range (Fig. 9b) disaggregate feedback in a
similar way, e.g., calling out the impacts of climate settings, use of auxiliary
electronics, and/or driving behaviors (an aggregate of accelerating, cruising, brak-
ing). However, some cases of End-use Analysis showed “Motor” and “Other” as
end-uses, which are less useful in teaching a driver what to do compared to
“Driving Style” and “Aux” (for the latter, “Accessories” or “Electronics” might be
more meaningful still). Climate settings and use of electronics are unique targets in
that they are available to passengers as well as drivers.
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In cases where feedback on aggregate behavior reflects actual fuel economy, a
myriad of behaviors become relevant, i.e., those classified by Kurani et al. [1] as
driving behavior (accelerating, cruising, decelerating, waiting, parking, and driving
mode selection), cabin comfort (behaviors related to thermal comfort, communi-
cations, and entertainment), trip planning (e.g., route selection, timing), load
management (interior and exterior cargo weight and aerodynamics), fueling (e.g.,
fuel selection), and maintenance (e.g., tire pressure, engine oil). This lack of pre-
cision could be sub-optimal for learning and motivation as the effects of any one
behavior are washed out. Aggregate feedback could also be perceived as specific
when it is highly sensitive to a particular behavior, e.g., accelerating; when that is
the case, that particular behavior might be the only behavior affected by the
feedback.

4.3 Meaningful Feedback for Driver Motivation

Efficiency expressed as a number, meter, or graph, is typically in terms of MPG or
kWh/mi, but several tactics are employed to make metrics more meaningful for
some drivers. For example, points, scores, levels, and progress bars are applications
of gameful design (e.g., Fig. 5b, Fig. 8a and b). Translating metrics is also useful
when the actual metric is unfamiliar, abstract, or poorly understood; e.g., power
demand can be displayed as percentage points or score rather than kilowatts (e.g.,
Fig. 9a).

One feedback system displayed money mileage ($/mi). According to Dogan
et al. [18], if financial costs are negligible this could actually be a disincentive to
eco-driving. This suggests that money mileage may be most effective when
reflecting accumulated behavior (e.g., weekly or monthly) and/or juxtaposed with a
feedback standard that reflects accumulated behavior (Fig. 7b). On repeated com-
mutes, fuel cost on prior trips could serve as a meaningful feedback standard.

In the case of Biophilic Rewards (Fig. 8b), metrics are sometimes abstracted
away altogether—replaced by imagery. Biophilic Rewards range from a more
quantitative, gameful design that includes numeric or metered scores or levels, to a
more qualitative, aesthetic design where the only quantitative data is number of
trees, leaves, or flowers. The visualization may be labeled as fuel efficiency,
remaining range, or CO2 reduction. Aesthetic designs that prompt reactions similar
to reactions to actual nature and use preferred nature imagery should be most
successful in priming consideration and care for the natural world, which might
motivate eco-driving.
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4.4 Limitations

Stated implications and recommendations regarding feedback types should be
considered in a broader context when applied to feedback design and related
policy-making. For example, we did not consider feedback location (e.g., instru-
ment cluster, center console, or head-up display), which has implications for sal-
iency and distraction. Implications of the holistic composition of a feedback system
with multiple streams should also be considered in future research. Finally, our
identified feedback types are not entirely orthogonal, but we contend that our
method of classification yielded a typology that best reflects the current distinctions
among in-vehicle feedback systems.

4.5 Conclusion

This research presents an in-vehicle eco-driving feedback typology based on
behavioral theory. Our discussion of 15 distinct types of feedback points to
opportunities for optimized and novel designs. We highlighted the importance of
saliency, precision, meaningful metrics, and multiple feedback standards to pro-
mote eco-driving learning and motivation. Future research is needed to systemat-
ically evaluate these feedback types in relation to specific eco-driving behaviors,
driver characteristics, and driving conditions in order to determine the most
effective configurations.
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Education and Training of Problematic
Drivers and Drivers of the Integrated
Emergency System

Pavel Řezáč, Veronika Kurečková, Petr Zámečník and Aleš Zaoral

Abstract The study focuses on outputs specifics on how to implement education
and training of specific groups of drivers in the Czech Republic (problematic dri-
vers and drivers of integrated emergency system). Both groups are among the risk
group of drivers. First group of drivers lost their driving license as a result of
repeated traffic offences. A group of drivers to practice driving problem is prone to
relapse of problem behavior in traffic. Targeted interventions contribute signifi-
cantly to reducing recidivism risk behavior and increase traffic safety. Methodology
for drivers of vehicles of integrated emergency system also includes tools
increasing traffic safety. These drivers are under pressure (time etc.). In the process
of teaching and training of future rescuers, policemen and firemen not issue driving
devoted ample space (only marginally or not at all). Results of this study shows,
how can we improve education and training of these groups of drivers.

Keywords Education of problematic drivers � Education of the drivers of the
integrated emergency system � Rehabilitation courses for problematic drivers

1 Introduction

Human factor is involved in 90 % of accidents [1]. Reason for this percentage is not
a driver’s mistakes but as a deliberate breaking rules. Violations of traffic laws are
much more common than, for example insufficient information processing [2]. Lack
or absence of negative feedback reinforces beliefs low probability of accidents [3]
and subjectively felt a greater chance of avoiding a traffic accident than others [4].
Lack of feedback, along with a perceived improvement in driving skills during the
first years of management helps to change the perception of the consequences of
risky behavior [5], overestimation of their own driving skills [6] and a negative
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impact on risk perception [7]. A big step in the right direction was the introduction
of a demerit point system that needs feedback can provide. It is shown that the
introduction of a demerit point system leads to a reduction in the number of
accidents and a large reduction in traffic accidents [8], however, step improvement
of traffic safety after the first year of operation reduces and has a lower effect on
mortality on highways [8]. Although the effectiveness of the points system gen-
erally highest in over one to two years of implementation [9], with the use of seat
belts and child seats has a long term effect, not only to drivers but also to the
passenger [10]. This is very important as the use of seat belts and child seats is the
most effective way to prevent serious injuries and deaths in traffic accidents [11].
The demerit point system thus has two basic benefits. Longterm positive effect on
the reduction of certain risk behaviors and identify those drivers who proves
unreliable and dangerous.

Need to focus on regular training and teaching of these drivers is therefore
evident. Problematic drivers occupy the Czech population is relatively small pro-
portion, but the danger is very high. It is estimated that in about 25 % of accident
committed by 1 % of the most problematic drivers. This group consists of drivers
who repeatedly don’t respect traffic rules (they removed a license on the basis of
more minor offenses, or even cause a traffic offense). A group of drivers with
problematic driving practice usually repeat their problematic behavior in traffic. It is
thus necessary to solve, how to prevent the repeatedly recurrence of committing
traffic offences. The other group of drivers is the drivers of vehicles with right of
way. This group consists of drivers of integrated rescue system. These drivers are
under huge pressure (reduction of the time arrival, taking into account the behavior
of other road users when driving a car with activated beacon, etc.). Besides high
demands on the driver’s competence they are also forced to cope with the enormous
acute and chronic stress. Continuous improvement of their driving competence is
crucial not only for safety but also to increase efficiency and productivity. To meet
the high demands on professional drivers of vehicles with right of way should
contribute to an effective system of continuous education and training, which is
currently in the Czech Republic unsystematic. As a contribution, we propose a form
of education and training for problem drivers and drivers of the integrated rescue
system. Taking account of the broader context of GDE (guidelines for driver’s
education) [12]. The internationally recommended driver education model takes
into account several levels: 1. driver’s ability to control the vehicle; 2. Ability to
reflection traffic and maneuvering in traffic; Area 3 motives and path planning; 4.
Lifestyle and aspects affecting driving behavior (culture, age, social status, etc.).
The model reflects not only the actual level of skills and knowledge of drivers, but
often neglected area of their attitudes and lifestyles compatible with safe driving.
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2 Data Collection

Data were collected from both groups of drivers (problematic drivers and drivers of
the integrated rescue system). In the first part we were conducted focus group,
which focused on the detection of problematic situations in traffic. These were the
areas with which the driver frequently encounters. It was so identified several areas
that were named as problematic. Subsequently drivers were sampled traffic psy-
chological test battery VTS (Vienna Test System)—intellect, perception test,
attention and concentration, determination test, peripheral perception (among dri-
vers integrated rescue system), a reaction test, aggressive driving behavior ques-
tionnaire personality traits related to management, test of Viennese tendency to take
risks in traffic).

3 Research Sample

The survey included a total of 30 drivers integrated rescue system and 53 prob-
lematic drivers. Drivers of integrated rescue system were included in the research
based on the implemented training for drivers of integrated rescue system. Problem
drivers were included in the research on the recommendation of staff of the
Probation and Mediation Service, or order of a court.

4 Methods

Within traffic psychological batteries were used in these tests. (a) Perception test
focuses on diagnosing the extent of visual perception and perception speed.
Stimulus material consists of photographs depicting various traffic situations.
(b) The test of attention and concentration is built on the basis of the comparison
between the figures and their conformity. The test is based on the theory Reulecky
attention and concentration. (c) Determination test is aimed at monitoring the
reactions of test persons in a stressful situation. The task of the person being tested
is to quickly and accurately respond to visual and audio cues in a particular way (by
pressing the corresponding keys and pedals). The test measures the resistance to
stress, attention deficit, and the reaction time. (d) The test is intended for the
diagnosis ability to perceive and process the peripheral image information. His
administration needed special panels manned plenty of LEDs and ultrasonic sensor
for accurate detection of the position of the head of the tested person. (e) Reaction
test measures reaction time to visual and auditory stimuli. In addition to measuring
the reaction time of the test is aimed at diagnosing attention, the ability to suppress
faulty or inadequate response, assessing the level of alertness and focused attention.
(f) Test of aggressive driving behavior through self-assessment determines the
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subjective level of risk behavior in traffic situations. The assay is characterized in
that it allows comparing the behavior of the examined person in normal situations
with its behavior in stressful situations. (g) Multidimensional Personality
Questionnaire detecting the level of those personality characteristics that signifi-
cantly affect a person’s behavior in traffic situations (ability to self-control, emo-
tional stability, accountability, etc.). (h) Objective personality test designed to
measure specific tendencies toward risky behavior in traffic situations. This test is
highly resistant to deliberate distortion of the above result from the examined
person.

5 Results

On the basis of focus group and the results of the traffic psychological examination
of drivers were designed way of education and training for problematic drivers and
drivers of integrated rescue system. The way of the best training course for drivers
of integrated rescue system involves training emergency braking and training on the
polygon and simulator training. Training for problem involves driving simulator
training and inclusion in a rehabilitation program for problematic drivers. Below we
will specificity of drivers training on the simulator and the specifics of the reha-
bilitation program for drivers. As part of a focus group were described risk situa-
tions in traffic that have been programmed into the scenarios on simulator of the 3rd
generation. Simulator lets tilt and vibration in the cabin. The platform offers 6
degrees of movement. The equipment also includes a dynamic mathematical model
for cars and trucks, which defines their physical behavior in traffic. Thanks to the
possibility of modifying the mathematical models can be selected physical prop-
erties of any type of vehicle, thus ensuring its adequate response analogous to a real
traffic environment. It is also possible to select the type of gearbox—automatic or
manual, driving modes with different number of routes and difficulty levels (e.g. a
test drive, city traffic, extra urban driving and motorway driving or riding in a
non-operating terrain). It is also possible to set different road surfaces, optional
adhesion in the daytime, at night, in fog, rain and other weather conditions,
including wind strength and direction. Simulator software provides the flexibility to
modify the virtual traffic environments. Simulator offers variable traffic signs,
interaction with other road users, various types of traffic behavior of other road
users, critical scenarios that can be run automatically or manually instructor who
can actively intervene in the current scene with the help of so called a virtual
subscriber. Simulator also offers the possibility of reevaluating traveled routes
including a comprehensive record of adequate variables of experimental ride. Based
on analysis of risk traffic situation four scenarios have been created.

(a) Urban scenario and the behavior of other road users will be defined as usual
easygoing. In this scenario, other traffic participants behave normally; most
vehicles will observe traffic rules and with the active beacon blue car with the
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right of way adjust his driving lane or releasing slowdown. Even here there are
slightly non serious risk situation analogous to normal traffic flow.

(b) Rural scenario and the behavior of other road users will be defined as usual
easygoing. In this scenario, other traffic participants behave normally; most
vehicles will observe traffic rules and with the active beacon blue car with the
right of way adjust his driving lane or releasing slowdown. Even here there are
slightly non serious risk situation analogous to normal traffic flow. In com-
parison with the urban traffic environment, there appear wild animals, which in
this “normal conflict free” scenario will occur in close proximity to the
roadway without jump directly into the road.

(c) Urban scenario and the behavior of other road users will be defined as the risk
of conflict. Under this scenario, the driver will be exposed to the risk situation
as unexpected (ex. pedestrian or child jump into the road, sudden braking of
the vehicle before the driver, giving way, crossing the intersection on a red
light, traffic congestion, which will be the driver with active blue beacon
forced to use area off the road or driving in the opposite direction, etc.).

(d) Rural scenario and the behavior of other road users will be defined is defined
as the risk of conflict. In this scenario, the driver will be exposed to risky
situations such as unexpected pedestrian or child jump in the road, sudden
braking of the vehicle before the driver, giving way, crossing the intersection
on a red light, traffic congestion, which will be the driver with active blue
beacon forced to use space outside road or driving in the opposite direction
like in comparison with urban traffic environment, there occurs wildlife that is
in this “risk of conflict” scenario will occur in close proximity to the roadway
and into the road also runs.

These situations should be used for drivers training. This simulators part of
training is common to both groups of drivers (problematic drivers and drivers of
integrated rescue system). Subsequent driver training has been different. For drivers
of integrated rescue system is appropriate to implement training aimed to increasing
the ability of control vehicles (training emergency braking, etc.). In contrary the
training for problematic drivers focuses on group psychotherapy. During this
rehabilitation program should be solved a few areas. Firstly the analysis of the
offense (the most serious traffic violations or accidents of participants or offenses
that were the immediate cause of the withdrawal of driving license) should be
solved. Further areas is using of alcohol and substance abuse with efforts to separate
the use of driving. It is also appropriate to take the perceived risks in transport and
self-perception of the consequences of accidents from the perspective of the victims
of these accidents. Other topics should be—tiredness and stress while driving and
creating personal strategies to avoid recurrence of problem behavior while driving.
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6 Discussion

On the basis of the research show the different education needs for groups of drivers
(integrated rescue system and problem drivers). Rehabilitation programs are
effective and well tested tool for reducing recidivism of problem drivers. They are
intended primarily for drivers who repeatedly violate traffic rules. Generally,
rehabilitation programs can be defined as “the systematic measures for drivers who
violate traffic rules—especially drivers under the influence of alcohol and drugs and
the driver who crosses considerably speed limits” [13]. The main objective of these
programs is to achieve a change in attitudes towards traffic regulations and to
improve social responsibility during driving. Drivers, who attended the program,
usually do not have problems with driving motor vehicles of traffic situations, but
have problems in planning trips (e.g. With regard to their alcohol consumption),
responsibility, risk perception and access to transport regulations or general rules.
These areas would greatly affect how drivers perceive traffic rules and other safety
recommendations [14–16]. Most drivers believe that the likelihood of an accident or
other adverse events in transport is they themselves smaller than the other. This
unrealistic optimism or comparative optimism is typical for driving behavior [5,
17]. Most drivers consider their driving abilities as above average [5, 17, 18]. The
rehabilitation courses accented these topics. Suitable element in driver training also
appears to use the simulator for driver training. This simulator should accent the
problematic situations during driving.
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Development and Trial of an Item Set
for Testing Traffic Perception and Hazard
Avoidance

Annika Dreßler, Bianca Bredow, Lars Rößger, Mathias Rüdel
and Dietmar Sturzbecher

Abstract We describe the development of a set of items intended to measure a
broad range of traffic perception and hazard avoidance skills for use in diagnosis of
skill level in driver training and testing. The item set involves simulated dynamic
traffic scenarios and contains three different task types. Type 1 relates to basic
abilities of traffic observation, type 2 additionally requires the anticipation and
identification of potential hazards, and type 3 further requires a decision (go/no-go)
to act in order to prevent a potential hazard. We introduce the design of a training
study with learner drivers in which the item set is currently being trialed. Finally,
we give information about the status of assessment, intermediate results and further
plans to evaluate the item set towards the development of a hazard perception test
for the German system of novice driver preparation.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The Impact of Traffic Perception and Hazard Avoidance
Skills

Numerous studies indicate that young novice drivers are at an elevated risk of
getting involved in road accidents [1–3]. Driver inexperience, e.g. lack of crucial
skills, and age-related factors, such as youth-specific risk-taking patterns, have been
identified as two key factors for the increased accident rate in young novice drivers.
Analyses focusing on a separation of experience- versus age-related effects [4, 5]
revealed that the initial crash risk drastically declines during the first months of solo
driving and that this decrease is primarily attributable to effects of experience.
Multivariate analyses indicate that the gains in experience within the first year of
solo driving lead to a 35 % decrease in the accident rate [6].

With respect to effects of experience, a particularly crucial role is played by
drivers’ skills related to traffic perception and hazard avoidance [7, 8]. Accordingly,
in several countries, instructional concepts for improving these skills in driver
training have been implemented. Furthermore, a number of countries have devel-
oped test concepts (“hazard perception tests”) to assess candidates’ abilities con-
cerning traffic perception and hazard avoidance and have made these tests a part of
the statutory exams for acquiring a driver’s licence [9, 10]. In the context of these
promising approaches in driver training and licencing, however, there is still
ongoing scientific discourse on the underlying cognitive components of traffic
perception and hazard avoidance, and beyond, on suitable approaches to measuring
these components.

1.2 Aims of the Current Study

The research presented here aims at making a contribution to the enhancement of
novice drivers’ road safety by advancing concepts for teaching and testing com-
petencies of traffic perception and hazard avoidance. For this purpose, at a first step,
published hazard cognition models were comparatively analyzed in order to derive
a comprehensive description of relevant competencies (demand components) in the
area of traffic perception and hazard avoidance. At a second step, an educational
concept was developed for imparting these competencies in the course of regular
driver training. Finally, at a third step, appropriate task formats and task contents to
measure relevant skills were identified, and, on this basis, a specific set of test items
was devised. The item set is currently being trialed in a pilot study with learner
drivers: Progress in traffic perception and hazard avoidance skills is monitored in a
control group receiving conventional driver training and an experimental group
whose driver training is enriched by units on traffic observation and hazard
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perception. Findings from the study are expected to provide deeper insights for the
future development of a reliable and valid testing tool.

2 Structural Components of Traffic Perception
and Hazard Avoidance

The ability to adequately perceive traffic situations and efficiently avoid hazards
involves several cognitive processes, which have been outlined in a number of
hazard cognition models. Based on a comparative analysis of recent models, we
identified eight specific demand components involved in traffic perception and
hazard avoidance [11]. Firstly, the demand component of observation refers to the
whole process of acquiring visual information. The limited capacity of cognitive
and temporal resources calls for efficient observation strategies (“scanning” of the
environment, use of mirrors), so as to allocate available resources to those situa-
tional attributes with a high information content concerning hazard avoidance.
Secondly, the component of localization denotes the registration of relevant objects
within the traffic environment based on ambient vision and the predetermination of
worthwhile target spots to allocate foveal attention [12]. Thirdly, identification
comprises the (mostly foveal) visual processing of objects, their comparison to and
matching with driver’s stored mental representations. These three basic demands
describe the perceptual part of hazard cognition, which is commonly termed hazard
detection.

The fourth and fifth demand component refer to the assessment of the hazard
regarding to its urgency and intensity, and to the self-assessment of abilities in
coping with the hazard. The greater an individual perceives their own abilities to
cope with a given hazardous situation, the less the situation will be perceived as
dangerous by that individual. The enclosure of both appraisal components under-
lines the obvious parallels that can be drawn to control theories of driving behaviour
[13]. The same holds for the sixth component, the weighing-up of risk: This process
covers the appraisal of the perceived risk in relation to one’s own risk acceptance
level. Thus, this component of hazard avoidance does not solely depend on the
driver’s self-perception with respect to skill level, but also on individual risk-taking
attitudes. Moreover, from an activation perspective, it has to be taken into account
that the preferred level of risk (as a correlative of preferred task difficulty) is
generally rather at a medium than at a particularly low or high level (implying,
respectively, monotony and boredom or distress and fear).

Decision-making, as the seventh demand component, is based on the afore-
mentioned processes of risk assessment and, beyond, on drivers’ behavioural
repertoire and anticipated behavioural consequences. Especially during hazardous
situations, decisions are made under critical conditions (e.g. increased arousal,
temporal urgency, adverse environmental circumstances). Thus, reliable
decision-making, not requiring high cognitive effort or deliberating—i.e. the
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activation and retrieval of automated, routinized behavioural scripts—becomes
essential for successfully coping with imminent hazards. The eighth demand
component, action, covers the actual execution of a driving behaviour selected from
the available options. This component of hazard avoidance thus refers to the level
of vehicle operation and mainly includes psychomotor aspects. Failures in this
component are commonly described as slips and lapses [14].

As pointed out before, this framework of structural components is a result of a
comparative analysis of hazard cognition models and, as such, is expected to cover
the main aspects of traffic perception and hazard avoidance. However, it has to be
noted that the linear way in which components are depicted serves systematization,
but the notion of processes running concurrently and influencing each other both
bottom-up and top-down must not be neglected when thinking about hazard cog-
nition in traffic.

3 Development of an Item Set for Testing Traffic
Perception and Hazard Avoidance

3.1 Selection of Task Types

In the context of the multi-faceted nature of hazard avoidance, a vast body of
research has compared novice and expert drivers with respect to the skill compo-
nents mentioned above. In many studies, differences were found between the two
groups concerning their visual scanning patterns and attentional focus [15–17], their
hazard detection performance and anticipatory performance in hazard prediction
[18–20], and their self-enhancement bias with respect to perceived driving capa-
bilities [21]. Some studies also revealed somewhat mixed results and partly failed to
identify substantial differences between novice and experienced drivers in hazard
perception tasks [22, 23]. In order to explain inconsistent results, some authors [24]
argued that different types of traffic hazards must be distinguished according to the
relationship between a hazard and its precursors. Performance differences between
novice drivers and experienced drivers are assumed to be elicited in particular by
hazards that are indirectly linked with preceding precursors. Furthermore, in most
of the tasks, subjects’ responses towards hazards reflect the confounded impact of
multiple processes [18] and some of these processes might be more susceptible to
experiential influences than others [25].

In this context, further research has examined several task formats to identify
appropriate formats for isolated measurement of distinguishable skill components.
For instance, categorization tasks and rating tasks (rating of situations’ haz-
ardousness) were proposed to particularly display processes of risk appraisal [26],
whereas real-time hazard identification tasks have been linked to the perceptual
components of hazard cognition. Recently, derived from the Situational Awareness
Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT, [27, 28]), a task format has been proposed
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that explicitly targets the prediction component within hazard cognition [18].
Experimental results provided support for this approach with respect to the dis-
crimination between experts and novices and also revealed an effect of hazard type
on discriminative power.

In order to find appropriate task formats for our purpose, it seemed worthwhile at
a first stage to look for formats proposed in the research literature or already applied
in practice. Based on an extensive literature review [29], 12 task formats were
identified, described and evaluated according to criteria of existing empirical sup-
port, relevance concerning the identified demand components, suitability for driver
training and testing, and economy regarding test implementation and interpretation.
As a result of this assessment process, three different task formats were selected
which promised to be most suitable for our objectives.

The first format—Task Type 1—refers to the localization and identification of
objects in the traffic environment. A variant of this format has been described by
[30]. The task requires adequate scanning of the traffic scene and the ability to
discriminate objects in the environment that are relevant to the driving task from
those that are not. Thus, this format does not explicitly focus on the detection of
hazards, but is conceived to assess general traffic observation skills. Within the
hazard cognition process, it relates to the sub task of monitoring, for which dif-
ferences between novice and expert drivers have been identified in eye-tracking
studies (e.g., novice drivers produce longer fixations on objects; their visual search
is restricted to a smaller area that is closer to the front of the vehicle [31]). In a task
of type 1, participants are presented with a simulated dynamic traffic scenario,
which they view from a car driver’s ego-perspective. They are requested to mark all
objects they have to pay attention to as a driver (in real time, by finger-touch on the
screen). From the number of objects correctly identified as relevant in relation to the
total number of markings, a score can be derived as a measure of scanning skills.

The second format—Task Type 2—refers to the anticipation of events in the
ongoing situation and the identification of potential hazards. This format is closely
related to the aforementioned task format derived from the SAGAT and has been
used in a similar version by [18], among others. In a task of type 2, the dynamic
traffic scenario contains the development of a potential hazard, defined as an event
that requires the driver to react (by decelerating, braking or steering, e.g.). At a
predefined moment, in which the potential hazard source is already perceivable, the
traffic scenario freezes. Participants then have five seconds to mark at most two
objects as hazard sources or to indicate “no hazard present” by touching the
respective button (they are informed that scenarios can contain either no, one or two
hazard source/s). Performance is measured using the number of correct
identifications.

The third format—Task Type 3—also contains a developing hazard, but a
decisional component is added on the demand side: Participants are requested to
touch a stop button whenever a dynamically presented traffic scenario becomes
potentially hazardous and a regulative action (steering, decelerating, braking) is
required from the driver. Then, the scenario freezes, and participants are requested
to indicate the source of the hazard by finger-touch on the screen. Performance
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measures are derived from the latency of stops in relation to the moment the hazard
first becomes perceivable and correct indications of the hazard source.

3.2 Selection of Task Contents

Besides the identification of suitable task formats for assessing traffic perception
and hazard avoidance, the question had to be answered what demands should be
represented in the traffic scenarios with regard to contents. To obtain items of high
validity, ideally, the situational demands imposed in the scenarios should be rele-
vant to novice driver safety and at the same time call for the competencies described
above. Furthermore, task contents should reflect demands drivers have to cope with
in real traffic.

A comprehensive description of driving task demands has been worked out by
[32–35]. These demands were identified using a task analytical approach and have
also been evaluated with respect to their relevance to novice driver safety [32–35].
Based on this work, a catalogue of driving tasks has been developed by [36]. This
catalogue contains, among others, eight categories of driving tasks with high rel-
evance for road safety, i.e. eight prototypical classes of traffic situations (e.g.
changing lanes, maneuvering in curves, crossing intersections). Moreover, it
specifies five overarching fields of competence (e.g. traffic observation, vehicle
positioning, speed adjustment) and provides detailed descriptions of behavioral
demands and examples of poor as well as above-average performance in each field
of competence for each driving task.

We selected task contents so as to cover the eight categories of driving tasks and
used the behavioral descriptions with respect to the five fields of competence,
particularly traffic observation, to elaborate relevant details of the specific traffic
scenarios to be presented. Additionally, we considered the aforementioned findings
on the predictability of hazards based on certain precursors and, if applicable,
findings on situational risk factors associated with severe crashes in novice drivers.

3.3 Implementation and Pretest

Based on the traffic scenarios developed, five items of task type 1, ten items of task
type 2 and ten items of task type 3 were implemented for further testing. Stimulus
materials were created using the VICOM-Editor, a software of TÜV│DEKRA
arge tp 21. This software enables the construction of complex virtual traffic situa-
tions in great perceptual accordance to real-world sceneries and provides the utility
to systematically vary specific factors (e.g. weather, daytime, sight conditions)
while other conditions can be held constant. 25 virtual movie sequences were
produced, representing the eight driving tasks from a driver’s point of view (for an
example see Fig. 1).
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Before being employed in the training study, the items constructed were sub-
jected to a pretest with 53 participants. One objective of this pretest was to obtain
information on item difficulty in order to detect and avoid ceiling or floor effects.
Another objective was to examine whether experienced drivers would perform
better in the tasks than inexperienced drivers. Therefore, participants with varying
levels of driving experience were recurited: 28 were learner drivers (beginners
without a valid driving license), while 25 held a valid driver license and reported a
total mileage assigned to one of three categories (<30.000 km, 30.000–50.000 km,
and >50.000 km). The items were presented on a 10.1-in touchscreen; participants’
responses were recorded via the touchscreen functionality.

Results of the pretest revealed that, for the majority of the items, item difficulty
was in the range of 0.2–0.8, suggesting a suitable degree of difficulty. There was a
tendency towards better performance in the group of experienced drivers, which
suggests some degree of criterion validity, taking into account that the proportion of
experienced drivers with very high mileage (“expert” drivers as often recruited in
group comparisons to demonstrate criterion validity) was rather low.

Items with insufficient values in either difficulty or discrimination were subjected
to a content-related reanalysis and expert discussion in order to identify features that
could be modified to improve the item and were then revised accordingly. The
revised item set is currently being trialed in a larger-scale pilot study, described
hereafter.

4 Trial Study

4.1 Study Design

For the purpose of further testing, the item set will be employed, among other
measures of driving competence, to assess traffic perception and hazard avoidance

Fig. 1 Virtual traffic scenario created in VICOM-Editor
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skills in a training study with learner drivers. Participants of the control group take
part in a conventional driver training, consisting of 14 theory lessons (90 min each)
and about 25–35 practical driving lessons (45 min each) that does not entail special
training of hazard perception skills. For participants of the experimental group,
driver training extends over the same time; however, it comprises innovative
training methods designed to improve competencies of traffic perception and hazard
avoidance. The materials include a 90-min unit for theory classes designed to
impart the basics of traffic perception (e.g. developing effective strategies for traffic
observation) and another 90-min training unit dealing with specific hazardous roads
in the learner drivers’ local environment (roads with high rates of young novice
driver accidents). Using road videos and accident descriptions, the learner drivers
virtually travel on the hazardous roads and analyze potential hazards. Afterwards, in
the practical driving lessons, the roads are purposefully used to apply and stabilize
the traffic observation and hazard avoidance strategies acquired.

The study is conducted in nine driving schools in various federal states of
Germany. Assessment starts with the control group in all participating driving
schools. When this first phase is completed, the involved driving instructors take
part in a further training, in which they get to know the innovative training units and
implementation methods. After that, in a second phase, the experimental group will
run through the driver training and assessment process. Sample sizes of c.
150 participants are targeted for both the control and the experimental condition.

In order to monitor the development of traffic perception and hazard avoidance
skills, all participants are to be tested with the item set described above at three
times of measurement: (1) prior to the beginning of driver training, (2) upon
completion of theory classes, and (3) upon completion of practice classes.
Furthermore, knowledge tests (on road traffic hazards and characteristics of novice
driver skill deficits) will be conducted at all times of measurement. Additionally, at
t3, driving performance in real traffic will be assessed in order to test for transfer of
potential learning effects into real traffic environments. Driving performance in real
traffic will be measured by means of a systematic observation, based on an elec-
tronic test protocol that is to be prospectively used in the practical driving test in
Germany.

No differences between the experimental and the control group are expected at t1
with regard to traffic perception and hazard avoidance skills measured with the item
set. In the course of theory lessons, it can be assumed that the participants of both
groups experience gains in their knowledge and skills concerning traffic perception
and hazard avoidance. However, the growth in competence at t2 should be higher in
the experimental group than in the control group. The advantage should also be
obvious at t3 and be additionally reflected in the outcomes of the observation drive
in real traffic.
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4.2 Status of Assessment

Data collection started in November 2015 and is expected to continue until October
2016. Up to now, data of 77 control group participants, aged 16–39 years
(M = 18.7, SD = 5.1), have been obtained for measurement time t1. Of these par-
ticipants, 23 have also contributed data for measurement time t2 already (10 men
and 13 women; M = 19.3, SD = 5.8 for age).

Intermediate results concerning the traffic perception item set provide initial
evidence that a medium overall level of task difficulty could be established for the
target group in all three of the task types: Overall, 48 % of predefined targets for
driver attention were correctly identified in task type 1, 53 % of hazards were found
in task type 2, and 41 % of hazards were correctly indicated in task type 3.
Preliminary comparisons of test performance at t1 and t2, i.e. prior to the beginning
of driver training versus upon completion of theory classes, show no signs of
increase in the overall score of targets detected for task types 1 and 3. There appears
to be a small increase in test performance with regard to task type 2. However, we
refrain from reporting further statistics here, as these intermediate results only
provide initial and preliminary information and must be reconsidered in due course
as the collection of the entire data set is completed.

5 Outlook

The study outlined here is expected to yield valuable hints on the feasibility of the
three task types and the item set applied for assessing traffic perception and hazard
avoidance. Thus, it is to advance the overall state of knowledge on the measurement
of hazard perception abilities on the one hand; on the other hand, it will be useful in
the development of a respective test for the German system of driver preparation. It
will also be informative with regard to possible improvements in driver training in
Germany, especially concerning the instruction and training of knowledge and
skills in traffic observation, hazard awareness and hazard avoidance.

Data collection is to continue until results will be available for about 150 learner
drivers in both the control group and the experimental group. Test performance
(knowledge tests, traffic perception and hazard avoidance test data) will be analyzed
by group and time of measurement. In addition, correlations of test performance
with observed driving performance in real traffic at measurement time t3 are to be
examined. The results of the training study will provide information as to the
practicability and validity of the item set and task types applied.

If the tasks and items prove valid in being sensitive to differences in driver
training with regard to traffic perception and hazard avoidance, still, a few more
questions can be asked concerning validity. In order to further investigate these
issues, we plan to extend the study to the probation phase that follows the com-
pletion of formal driver training and to collect data on critical incidents encountered
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by our participants in their driving career during one year after passing the practical
driving test. Despite the challenges of predictive validity studies in this area, it will
be interesting to see if a relation can be found between performance in the traffic
perception test and the frequency and kind of accidents and other critical situations
in traffic that participants are involved in.

Finally, towards the development of a hazard perception test for the German
system of novice driver preparation, a number of other questions need to be
resolved, including the definition of a criterion for passing and the determination of
the optimal time at which to embed the test in the overall licencing process. The
study introduced here represents one important step in this development process
and will also make its contribution to the international state of knowledge on hazard
perception testing.
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Driver Distraction and Advanced Vehicle
Assistive Systems (ADAS): Investigating
Effects on Driver Behavior

David M. Cades, Caroline Crump, Benjamin D. Lester
and Douglas Young

Abstract The component technologies of Advanced Driver Assistive Systems
(ADAS) are becoming increasingly automated, with systems capable of operating
in concert in multiple driving environments. However, how these systems affect a
driver’s ability to safely, efficiently, and comfortably operate a vehicle remains
unclear. We investigated the effects of ADAS [specifically Lane Departure Warning
(LDW)] on driving performance while participants performed a secondary task
(mental math) designed to simulate cognitive effort while driving. The experiment
was conducted on a closed-course test track in an instrumented vehicle. Results
suggest that cognitive engagement influenced driver control of the vehicle. Effects
of cognitive engagement in a secondary task were not mitigated by the presence of
LDW. We discuss our results in the framework of a continued need for active input
and control from the human operator in vehicles with assistive technologies.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of advanced driver assistive systems (ADAS), such as lane
departure warning, blind spot indication, forward collision warning and mitigation,
and autonomous braking, drivers will be exposed to novel situations in which they
must simultaneously prioritize and respond to vehicle assistive technologies and
on-road conditions. ADAS technologies were designed to reduce driver error and
enhance the overall safety of ground transportation [1]. Currently available statistics
from the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety (IIHS) indicate certain ADAS
systems appear to reduce property damage and liability claims [2]. However,
understanding the impact of vehicle assistance technologies on driver behavior and
vehicle control has lagged behind the evolution of the technology. Much of the
current understanding on the behavioral impacts of ADAS has been gained from
naïve drivers’ initial exposure to systems in driving simulators. These studies show
that the presence of assistive technologies has been associated with behavioral
changes in drivers including increased complacency, reduced human supervision of
the technologies, and increased likelihood of engaging in secondary tasks [1, 3–6].
As a result, there is growing concern that drivers are unable to take control of the
vehicle in emergent, safety-critical situations which automated systems are typically
unable to handle.

More specifically, scientific studies have investigated the effects of various
ADAS technologies on driver performance. For example, several studies have
focused Lane Departure Warning (LDW) technologies and their effect on driver
behavior. LDW typically consists of a passive audio and/or visual warning that the
driver is departing the lane of travel, and requires that the driver maintain both
speed and lane position. Studies of driver behavior when utilizing LDW present a
generally optimistic view of driver interaction, including that drivers reduce the
number and frequency of lane departures [7, 8], increase the use of turn signals [7],
and respond more quickly to events even when drowsy [9]. Furthermore, one study
showed that intermittent removal of the LDW did not lead to increases in
near-misses or collisions [10], suggesting that drivers maintain awareness of lane
position independently when LDW is present, though not consistently active.

The performance of secondary tasks while driving typically results in negative
effects on performance of the primary driving task. For example, secondary task
performance has been associated with increased deviations in lane position with
some tasks [8, 11], decreased deviations in lane position with other tasks [12], and
reduced or more variable speeds [13, 14]. While drivers have been shown to be
significantly more likely to participate in secondary tasks when utilizing ADAS
technologies [15–17], it remains to be seen whether ADAS technologies will
mitigate the negative effects of such tasks. Furthermore, secondary tasks represent
an interesting method by which to study not only the effects of the tasks themselves,
such as texting while driving, but more general effects, such as visuomanual dis-
traction while driving. This is important because tasks such as navigation can be
considered cognitive or visual distractions from the primary task of controlling the
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vehicle. Distractions can be categorized as visual, manual, or cognitive [18]. These
categories of distractions may differentially affect aspects of driving performance.
Similarly, different ADAS technologies may support driver performance in the
presence of specific types of distractions by secondary tasks.

Driver response to ADAS has not been thoroughly studied in dynamic, natu-
ralistic conditions where drivers must interact with ADAS systems in the presence
of common driver tasks or challenges (e.gs., vehicle following, curve negotiation,
maintaining lane position, and performing secondary tasks). Additionally, the
impact of assistive technologies on driver input and control of the vehicle (e.g.,
accelerator position, steering input, and speed) during on-road driving is lacking.
Accordingly, of the current study evaluated driver-vehicle interactions under
common on-road conditions in the safety of a closed-course test track. We
specifically examined how drivers respond to the LDW system while simultane-
ously performing a task designed to simulate cognitive engagement, and looked at
the differential impact on vehicle control metrics. Consistent with existing findings
in simulators, the use of LDW was expected to reduce the variance observed in
steering wheel position. Similarly, we hypothesized that participants performing a
secondary task would exhibit changes in lateral vehicle control and speed. Finally,
we predicted that if the LDW system was sufficiently salient and effective, changes
in the variance of steering wheel position and potentially speed would be observed
when drivers were performing the cognitively demanding secondary task.

The analyses focused on data from participants’ initial exposure to LDW, as
studies suggest increased experience may affect the way drivers interact with the
systems [19, 20]. Overall, this study serves as a field test of LDW on driver
behavior and vehicle control during common driving behavior including, lane
maintenance, curve negotiation, car following, and secondary task performance.

2 Experiment

To investigate how LDW may affect driver behavior with and without cognitive
engagement, we conducted an on-road, closed-course experiment at Exponent’s
Testing and Engineering Center in Phoenix, Arizona. The experiment was com-
pleted over the course of three visits; for this analysis, we examined driver per-
formance metrics in the first visit only.

2.1 Methods

Participants. Twenty adults (15 female; median age 46.5 years; age range: 32–57)
recruited from the Phoenix area participated in this study. Participants all had a
valid driver’s license, normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were screened to
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ensure that they did not currently drive a vehicle equipped with ADAS
technologies.

Facility and Equipment. The experiment was conducted on a two-mile oval
track and a 10-acre skid pad at Exponent’s Test and Engineering Center. A single
lane was painted on the track for testing. On each straightaway the lane shifted at
the halfway point and transitioned either from wide to narrow or narrow to wide
(see Fig. 1). The narrow sections of the lane markings were approximately seven
feet in width and the wide sections were approximately 11 feet in width. To
increase similarity to the natural driving environment, the test track environment
included roadway signage and a simulated bus stop placed around the course of the
track.

The test vehicle was a 2014 luxury sedan equipped with several driver assistance
technologies, including an LDW system. The LDW system consisted of both
auditory (series of beeps) and visual (digital display of a vehicle leaving a lane on
the instrument cluster when sensors detected the vehicle was moving outside of the
lane lines) warnings. The variable width and shifting of the lane was used to
maximize the likelihood of participants receiving LDWs. LDW was activated or
deactivated by the experimenter on the appropriate laps using the infotainment
system in the center stack.

Data Collection Equipment. The test-vehicle was instrumented with four lip-
stick cameras and a laptop computer equipped with data recording software col-
lecting information from the vehicle’s Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. The
CANbus recording software was utilized to record status information of the relevant
state of various vehicle systems including, but not limited to, activation of ADAS,
steering wheel angle, accelerator position, vehicle speed, engine RPMs and brake
activation. Cameras were mounted over each side-view mirror, pointed at the
ground to provide visual indications of lane position and instances of lane depar-
ture. Additional cameras were mounted inside the vehicle and captured the
instrument cluster and an over-the-shoulder (driver’s left shoulder) view of the
roadway. A lead vehicle was driven by an experimenter for all testing laps.

Procedure. The full experiment was completed across three visits, each sepa-
rated by approximately one week. On each visit, participants completed 12 laps
around the 2-mile test track following the lead vehicle. ADAS conditions were
varied throughout the laps such that equal numbers of laps were completed with no
ADAS, with LDW only, with Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), and with both LDW
and ACC. In the present analysis, we examined only the effects of LDW alone,
relative to the effects of no ADAS. Analyses of the effects of ACC or the effects of
the combination of various ADAS technologies will be discussed in future publi-
cations. During each lap, participants followed a lead vehicle that controlled the
pace and driving route. The lead vehicle varied its speed from between 40 and
50 mph during all laps.

Some participants were randomly assigned to perform a secondary task (i.e.,
cognitive or manual tasks) on every third testing lap. Participants who completed a
mental math task, meant to induce cognitive distraction, were examined here here;
data from three participants who completed other tasks were not considered for this
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analysis. The mental math task required participants to verbally answer multipli-
cation problems administered by an experimenter seated in the passenger seat of the
test vehicle. The presentation rate of the problems was controlled by how quickly
each participant answered them. Mental math was performed only in the straight-
aways of the testing track.

Analysis. Data from the vehicle’s CANbus were extracted for each participant.
Data for each lap were manually separated into individual laps. Accuracy of the
data separation was confirmed by comparing the data to the videos of each lap. The
dependent variables of interest in the current analyses were steering wheel angle
and vehicle speed. Vehicle speed was initially recorded in kilometers per hour
(kph), and was converted to miles per hour (mph). Data from one subject was
removed due to technical difficulties during data collection. Data for two additional
participants were removed due to data collection in unusually dark lighting con-
ditions. Data from the remaining 14 participants were submitted for this analysis.

The variance in steering wheel angle and in vehicle speed was quantified using
the standard deviation (SD) for each metric, separately for each testing
lap. Standard deviations were then analyzed using a 2 (ADAS Condition) × 2
(Secondary Task) mixed measures ANOVA. T-tests were conducted to further
examine the differential effects of mental math with and without LDW.

3 Results

3.1 ADAS Condition

Presence of LDW did not significantly affect SD of steering wheel angle (p = 0.75),
or SD of vehicle speed (p = 0.37).

Fig. 1 General layout of test track and lane markings
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3.2 Mental Math

Performing mental math marginally affected SD of steering wheel angle
(p = 0.076), such that SDs were reduced during mental math (M = 8.019°) as
compared to SDs when driving only (M = 8.48°). However, mental math also
significantly affected SD of vehicle speed (p = 0.045), such that SD of vehicle
speed was increased when performing mental math and driving (M = 15.83 mph)
when compared to driving only (M = 12.14 mph).

3.3 Interaction Between LDW and Mental Math

Performing mental math did not interact with LDW to affect SDs of steering wheel
angle (p = 0.99). Mental math also did not significantly interact with LDW to affect
SDs of vehicle speed (p = 0.57), although examination of the data indicates that
SDs when performing mental math while utilizing LDW (M = 17.36 mph) were
numerically higher than SDs when driving only and utilizing LDW
(M = 12.63 mph; p = 0.10); see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Standard deviation in vehicle speed
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4 Discussion

The present results indicate that LDW did not affect variation in the vehicle control
metrics we examined. Consistent with existing scientific literature, we found that
performance of a secondary tasks did affect vehicle control, specifically variations
in steering wheel angle and speed control. We anticipated that LDW may reduce the
effect of the secondary task. This hypothesis was supported by the null effect of
mental math on variation in steering wheel angle in the presence of LDW, despite a
marginally significant effect of mental math on variation in steering wheel angle
overall. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the difference between SDs in speed when
performing mental math and when driving only were actually greater in the pres-
ence of LDW than without any ADAS. Taken together, our results suggest that
passive ADAS technologies such as LDW may not fully compensate for the effects
of cognitive distractions on vehicle control. Our results further suggest discrete
effects of LDW as a reminder to maintain lateral control, rather than a more general
reminder to attend to the vehicle’s position.

The current analyses focus on the first day drivers were exposed to LDW.
Existing literature suggests that effects of ADAS may change over time and with
increasing experience with the technologies. Future analyses will examine how
these patterns might change as drivers gain experience and familiarity with ACC
and LDW. It should also be noted that we examined relatively few laps with mental
math when compared to laps without a secondary task. Thus, while our results
indicate several marginal effects or trends, it is likely that with increased obser-
vations, the results would show statistical significance. Regardless, the effects of
cognitive distraction, such as that experienced when engaged in conversation while
driving, on both lateral and longitudinal control when following a lead vehicle are
highly relevant in terms of everyday situations.

5 Conclusion

These preliminary results suggest that cognitive engagement affects vehicle control
in on-road situations and is not fully compensated by the presence of ADAS. While
it may be hoped that ADAS technologies will help reduce driver workload, our
results support a growing body of evidence that such technologies cannot replace an
alert, attentive driver when considering safe operation and control of a motor
vehicle in naturalistic on-road conditions.
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Generating a Lane-Specific
Transportation Network Based
on Floating-Car Data

Robert Neuhold, Michael Haberl, Martin Fellendorf, Gernot Pucher,
Mario Dolancic, Martin Rudigier and Jörg Pfister

Abstract Future applications in ITS and automated driving require high precise
digital maps including a lane-specific transportation network. The paper presents a
method for estimating lane center lines based on vehicle trajectories from
floating-car data. Kernel density estimation was applied for estimating lane center
lines. The floating-car dataset is based on measurements on three different road
types (urban 3-lane freeway, urban arterial, rural 2-lane freeway) using different
low-cost GNSS receivers (GPS data logger and several smartphone GPS posi-
tioning apps). As reference, some test runs were conducted with high precise
D-GPS measurement equipment. The longitudinal and lateral positioning errors
were analyzed within a roadway and trip based distance analysis. The final results
show deviations less than 0.14 m in median between measured and estimated lane
center lines. This accurate estimation of lane center lines allows a generation of
lane-specific transportation networks based on common floating-car data.
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1 Introduction

Transport planners usually model roads as one single edge between two nodes (e.g.
intersections) in transportation networks, irrespective of the number of lanes.
Therefore, single lines as part of an entire road graph represent the road sections.
Often lane-specific information like the number of lanes is included in additional
attributes of the graph. This generalization of road geometries reduces the resolu-
tion of the data as well as costs in the development and maintenance of a trans-
portation network [1].

However, existing and emerging ITS services might require digital road network
graphs with a higher level of detail and accuracy regarding the representation of
lane center lines. Cooperative services, for instance, often either need the lane
specific localization of messages or provide information for specific lanes [2].
Examples would be lane departure warnings, local hazard messages (e.g. road
bumps, accidents, congestion) or lane specific route information (speed limit, turn
relations, curvature).

In the context of (highly) automated driving, transportation networks acts as a
priori basic information, so that a vehicle can localize itself on the road using its
own position relative to the road geometry. For this purpose, highly detailed maps,
which include among others the lane center positions, the exact lane widths,
associations between neighboring lanes and road hierarchy of single lanes, are
required [3].

The development of such detailed maps, which contain a lane-specific trans-
portation network, needs extensive measurement campaigns using highly accurate
localization equipment or technologies. This is a costly and time-consuming pro-
cess especially for wide areas or spacious transportation networks. On the other
hand positioning data from moving observers (vehicles) so called floating-car data
(FCD) is a GNSS based data source and is often available for wide areas.

Methodologies to derive geometries and topologies for digital street maps using
GNSS-based FCD has been the focus of several research projects and studies in
recent years. Davies et al. [4] focused on determining road center lines by assigning
GNSS-positions to raster cells and creating histograms. Cells with high sums of
allocated GNSS-points were assumed to represent the road center line. Sato et al.
[5] also observed the frequency distribution of GNSS-points in raster cells, but
focused on identifying the correct number of lanes. While they could reliably
identify the correct number of lanes, they did not evaluate their exact center line
positions.

This was the aim of a study by Knoop et al. [6], who introduced the Precise Point
Positioning (PPP) technique in order to determine the lane a vehicle is travelling on
and to create a self-learning street map in real-time. Uduwaragoda et al. [7] also
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focused on identifying the number of lanes and their center lines using GNSS data.
They analyzed the probability density distribution of vehicle trajectories at road
cross sections using a non-parametric Kernel Density Estimation. Results showed
that lane center lines can be computed accurately enough if a minimum of 150
trajectories are available, independently of road type and characteristic.

Traffic management operators often use FCD for different applications like traffic
monitoring and forecast [8]. Generally particular vehicle fleets (e.g. city taxi fleet)
are equipped with GNSS positioning systems (e.g. GPS receiver) and provides FCD
for traffic management centers in different forms, either as raw positioning data
(vehicle trajectories) or as processed and map-matched data (e.g. link related travel
times). The quality and accuracy of raw FCD in terms of positioning depends
strongly on the measurement equipment. In general, low-cost GPS receivers are
used which are installed either fixed in the vehicle itself or within other devices
inside the vehicle (smartphone, route guidance system, GPS data logger).

Herrera et al. [9] analyzed traffic data obtained via GPS-enabled phones for
purposes of traffic management applications and found out that FCD is suitable for
average speed estimation on roads if 2–3 % of all vehicles are equipped with
GPS-enabled phones. Zheng et al. [10] evaluated the accuracy of GPS-based taxi
trajectory records in Guangzhou, China. Zheng et al. identified different types of
erroneous data using a four filter criteria. Most outliers were detected by the low
accurate signal criterion. Zheng et al. conclude that 65 % of records seem valid, so
GPS often fail in positioning correct coordinates.

The development of a lane-specific transportation network based on vehicle
trajectories from FCD is the key objective in the research project “LaneS”, funded
by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology. The
idea is to estimate the center lines of each lane based on a wide set of lane-specific
trajectories obtained from measurements with low-cost GPS devices. The quality of
measured vehicle trajectories is evaluated already in advance by comparing them
with trajectories from high accurate positioning measurements.

2 Methodology

2.1 General Approach

The general approach in this study within the research project “LaneS” is sum-
marized in Fig. 1. The basis is a broad data collection of vehicle trajectories
(VT) from test runs with different GNSS-based positioning technologies on various
road sections. For positioning a high accurate differential GPS (D-GPS) measure-
ment equipment is used as well as common GPS-devices like smartphones and data
loggers.

The quality of VT was evaluated afterwards within a roadway based (lateral
deviations of several VT) and a trip based (longitudinal and lateral deviations of
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single VT) distance analysis. Therefore, the VT were compared with the high
accurate D-GPS measurements to identify outliers and erroneous trajectories.

The generation of a lane-specific graph was realized with kernel density esti-
mation (KDE), which is a non-parametric probability density function. First per-
pendicular lines (PL) on an input graph (e.g. from Open-Street-Map) of the
considered road section were created every 5 m. Then the VT were cut with all PL
to establish intersection points. Applying KDE the position of lane center lines
(maximum of probability density function) were estimated for each PL. Connecting
every center point per lane over all PL achieves finally a lane-specific transportation
network.

2.2 Study Area and Measurement Systems

The measurements of the floating-car data (FCD) took place at three different
measurement sites (section A, B, C) near Graz (Austria) to cover various road
categories. Section A is an urban 3-lane section on the freeway A2 near the city of
Graz with a length of 14 km (8.7 mi). Section B is a 2-lane section on the urban
arterial road Triesterstrasse in the city of Graz. A characteristic of urban sections is
that shadowing effects caused by buildings may occur when measuring the vehicle
position with a GPS receiver. Section C is a rural 2-lane section on the freeway S35
in the north of Graz with a length of 12 km (7.5 mi). Within the choice of these
sections, we paid attention to avoid tunnels and bridges, because these sites can
disturb the sensitive GPS receivers.

In total 369 test runs over more than 4000 km (2500 mi) were conducted on the
three measurement sections. Within some of these trips, one vehicle was equipped
with a differential GPS measurement system (D-GPS), which consists of an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) combined with a GPS receiver. The correction data of a

Fig. 1 General methodology
to generate a lane-specific
transportation network
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reference station are received with a GSM antenna. The achieved positioning
accuracy is about 0.02 m at 100 Hz recording rate. During the measurements, we
installed several low-cost GPS receivers in the vehicles. Therefore, several
Qstarz GPS data logger with an update rate of 1 or 5 Hz and some smartphones
with different GPS logging applications were used. Four apps for Android and one
for iPhone was tested, all of them recording with an update rate of 1 Hz.

At all three measurement sites each lane was surveyed separately at several
constant vehicle speeds. First, there were no lane changes within the test runs. The
vehicle moved as close as possible to the center of the road lane. This is necessary
especially for the generation of the reference trajectory based on D-GPS. After that,
we also performed measurements with lane changes, because common and avail-
able FCD in real, used for generating map data, will contain irregular distributed
lane changes and will not contain data only from one defined lane.

2.3 Distance Analysis of GNSS Based Vehicle Trajectories

The position accuracy of the measured GNSS based vehicle trajectories (VT) was
evaluated within two different approaches of distance analysis. Therefore, we
choose only test runs without lane change. In the roadway based distance analysis,
only lateral deviations to a reference graph of similar test runs (trips) were analyzed
to get results for spatial positioning errors. Therefore, VTs of same lane, direction
and GPS device were considered separately. Afterwards the results were compared
between different lanes and other GPS devices. Additionally in the trip based
distance analysis, lateral and longitudinal deviations of VTs from the same trip (test
run) but from different devices were analyzed to achieve also results for time-based
positioning errors.

Roadway Based Distance Analysis. At first a reference graph was generated
which models the center line of each lane in the study area. This was realized with
the open source statistics program R-project. This reference graph is the result of
smoothing several VTs from the high accurate D-GPS measurements per lane. The
smoothing uses spline curve estimation in R-project. Then we calculated the
Euclidean distances of each GNSS based VT, which are the nearest distances from
each point of trajectory perpendicular to the reference graph. All distances of
similar test runs (same lane, direction and device) were merged. For evaluating the
quality of lateral positioning of the VTs we established two different graphical
analysis: a boxplot to get the distribution of distances and a barplot where all
distance measures were classified in different groups of positioning accuracy. To
compare different measurement devices and road characteristics, average distance
and deviation measures for each measurement device were calculated over all lanes
and both directions per measurement section (section A, B and C).

Trip Based Distance Analysis. This type of analysis sets its focus on the total
two-dimensional error of position fixes contained in typical VTs. Thus, the com-
plete horizontal position error will be determined for each instance in time, for
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which a respective test receiver provides a valid position fix. In order to quantify the
contained error of all accumulated fixes during the test runs, the “true” trajectory—
which the vehicle was actually driving—has to be known with high precision. This
“true” trajectory of the vehicle has been determined on the basis of the D-GPS
measurement equipment. Due to the combination of dual frequency GNSS and an
inertial navigation unit, the accuracy of these “true” reference trajectories (RT), are
in the range of a few centimeters for all RT position fixes. The superior quality of
the RTs are perfectly suited to determine the contained position errors in all valid
fixes of the VTs, which are expected to be in the range of a few meters. While the
roadway based distance analysis cannot distinguish between position errors of the
test receiver and the deviation of the vehicle from the exact center line due to the
driver, the current analysis is capturing the horizontal position error with high
precision. In the course of error determination, the location of the GNSS antenna of
the test receiver inside the vehicle has to be known accurately with respect to the
reference point of the high performance equipment. In the current test setup, the
respective lever arms have been determined a priori to the conducted test runs.
These body offsets between test receiver and reference equipment inside the test
vehicle are taken into account and the RTs are transformed to the exact location of
the VTs before the residuals are drawn. While the position error along the driving
trajectory does not harm the process of center line determination, only the deviation
perpendicular to the driving direction contributes errors into the algorithm of this
study. Thus, the distinction between longitudinal and lateral position error has been
made. The determination of both parts of the position error, require the knowledge
of the exact driving direction, which is also provided with the RT-coordinates. For
the goal of this study, the lateral part of the determined position error is relevant and
it was analyzed whether this part of the VTs is accurate enough to support the
developed approach.

2.4 Lane-Specific Transportation Network Based on Kernel
Density Estimation

The central assumption for estimating lane center lines from a set of standard GNSS
vehicle trajectories (VT) is that the probability to determine a vehicle’s position on
a lane is highest along its central axis. Thus, the density of a population of vehicle
trajectories is highest in the center of a lane and lowest around the edges. It follows
that the density maxima of vehicle positions at a road cross section should corre-
spond to the positions of lane center lines of a road. Moreover, the number of
estimated density maxima indicates the number of lanes on a road.

For the computation of density distributions of GNSS based VTs, a Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) is applied. It is a non-parametric probability density
function, which centers a smooth kernel function at each data point and sums them
to estimate densities. Deng and Wickham [11] defines it as follows in Eq. (1),
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f̂ kdeðxÞ ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

K
x� xi
h

� �
ð1Þ

where K is the kernel function and h is the bandwidth. In this work, a Gaussian
kernel function is applied. In order to find an appropriate bandwidth as smoothing
factor, a data-driven “solve-the-equation” plug-in approach developed by Sheather
et al. [12] is applied. To further deal with distinct data outliers, confidence intervals
of 5 % from the median later vehicle position are introduced. Trajectories outside
these confidence intervals are not considered in the computation of the KDE.

Systematically erroneous GNSS trajectories within the underlying input data can
lead to wrong maxima estimations in the sense of not representing an actually
existing lane. Thus, a geographic distance matrix is calculated which contains the
distances taken pairwise between all elements within the found maxima set. If there
are n maxima in the maxima set, the distance matrix is an n * n symmetric
two-dimensional array with n * (n − 1)/2 distinct elements. The probability of
distance relations within the maxima set is evaluated, so that potentially implausible
lane center lines can be detected and omitted. In this way, the potential effects of
accumulated erroneous GNSS trajectories and over smoothed bandwidths are
minimized.

The developed algorithm is applied on equidistant road cross sections every 5 m
along the observed road. For these road cross sections, perpendicular lines are
drawn. The positions of intersections between GNSS based VTs and perpendicular
lines are determined and assigned with IDs. As a result, the lateral positions of VTs
at cross sections every 5 m along the observed road are obtained. Based on these
positions, the KDE is computed. Then, the local maxima of the derived density
distributions are estimated. For this, first and second derivative tests are conducted.
The maxima of consecutive cross sections are connected with line strings using a
shortest distance algorithm. In this way, the geometries and the basic topology of
the lane-specific road network are constructed. The resulting lane numbers and
geometries are then compared to the lane center geometries based on the highly
precise D-GPS measurements.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Results of Roadway Based Distance Analysis

In the roadway based distance analysis, distribution and quantity of distances
between measured GPS based vehicle trajectories and the reference graph (repre-
sents the centerline of each lane) were analyzed for each lane and direction of each
section (A, B, C) in the study area. Exemplarily the results over all lanes and both
directions for the section A (urban 3-lane freeway) are presented in Fig. 2
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considering three different measurement devices (one data logger and two smart-
phone apps).

In the example of section A in Fig. 2 the lateral position accuracy is similar for
Qstarz Data Logger and Android GPS Logger, although detection rate (5, 1 Hz) and
number of trips (77, 26) is different. The characteristic of classes of positioning
accuracy of both are similar (about 60 % of distances are less than 2 m to reference
graph) as well as median (about 1.5 m) and mean (about 2 m) but standard devi-
ation is higher for Android GPS Logger (3.21 m against 1.78 m). The quality is
comparatively worse for iPhone GPS Logger (median 3.31 m); only 31 % of dis-
tances are less than 2 m to the reference graph.

Finally, average distance and distribution measures were calculated for all sec-
tions in the study area for different GPS devices (see Table 1). We achieved the best
results with the Qstarz Logger 5 Hz (median 1.2–1.5 m). A detection rate of 1 Hz
for the Qstarz Logger is not recommended here (median 2.5–3 m). Except the
iPhone GPS Logger, the smartphone apps provide similar results to the Qstarz 5 Hz
in terms of the median, but standard deviation is higher especially for the
Android GPS Logger.

Fig. 2 Distances to reference graph on urban 3-lane freeway A2 (section A) for measured GPS
vehicle trajectories based on Qstarz Data Logger (left), Android GPS Logger (middle) and iPhone
GPS Logger (right). The barplot above shows the quantity of distances within classes of lateral
positioning accuracy. The boxplot below shows distribution and statistics (quantity n, median,
mean and standard deviation SD) of the distances
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3.2 Results of Trip Based Distance Analysis

With respect to the approach of this study, we expect that most vehicle trajectories
would arise from the use of smartphones, as modern devices contain GNSS and
data transmission to provide their tracks. In this regard, two different Android
smartphones and a Qstarz data logger have been placed in the same vehicle
equipped with the D-GPS measurement. The data logger is used as reference
device, to check if the GNSS chip set inside the smartphone can achieve similar
performance values of typical mass-market receiver. These tests have been con-
ducted for different road categories, in order to capture the influence of environ-
mental conditions on freeways and urban streets. All three devices have been
analyzed individually for each of the three road sections, to detect whether vehicle
speed or environmental conditions would have significant impact on the overall
performance.

The test area and its surroundings show good GNSS reception conditions on the
urban 3-lane freeway (section A), some influence from topography on the rural
2-lane freeway (section C) and minor urban challenges in the city (section B), since
the buildings have mostly 4–6 floors and have some distance to the road.
Exemplarily the results of trip based distance analysis on the urban 3-lane freeway
(section A) for the Android GPS logger are shown in Fig. 3, which is a repre-
sentative example of the performance that can be expected by using low-cost GPS
receivers.

Table 1 Average distance and distribution measures for distances of different GPS devices for the
three measurement sections A, B and C (SD means the standard deviation)

Average distance and
distribution measures in
meter (m)

Android
GPS
Logger

Android
TopoNa-vigator

iPhone
GPS
Logger

Qstarz
Logger
5 Hz

Qstarz
Logger
1 Hz

Section A
urban 3-lane
freeway

1. Quartile 0.8 1.1 1.6 0.7 1.2

Median 1.6 2.2 3.3 1.5 2.5

Mean 2.0 2.4 4.8 2.0 3.0

3. Quartile 2.9 3.5 6.1 2.7 4.3

SD 3.2 1.7 5.5 1.8 2.5

Section B
urban 2-lane
arterial road

1. Quartile 0.8 0.6 – 0.6 –

Median 1.7 1.2 – 1.3 –

Mean 2.1 1.5 – 1.5 –

3. Quartile 2.8 2.1 – 2.1 –

SD 1.7 1.3 – 1.2 –

Section C
rural 2-lane
freeway

1. Quartile 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.6 1.4

Median 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.2 3.0

Mean 10.6 1.8 2.5 1.4 3.5

3. Quartile 3.5 2.5 3.3 1.9 5.1

SD 77.1 1.6 2.6 1.1 2.7

In section B iPhone GPS Logger and Qstarz Logger 1 Hz were not used, so there are no results here
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The resulting position errors are presented as position error density, since this
representation is most suitable for the current assessment objectives. In Fig. 3 such
an error density is shown for the Android GPS logger over a sample of 25 test runs
within one day. The resulting errors are distributed over eight error classes, from the
half-meter class (the very left bin in both diagrams) to the hundred-meter class (the
very right bin). The separation between two classes is the mean of both center
values of each class. For example, all position errors greater than 1.5 m and smaller
3.5 m have been accumulated into the two-meter class, which represents the biggest
bin in the left diagram of Fig. 3 with a share of 46.5 % of all determined position
errors. The next bin with a high accumulation of error values is the five-meter class,
which is a typical picture for mass-market receivers to have most hits in these two
error classes.

With this understanding the left diagram in Fig. 3 shows that only 22.8 % of the
errors are either contained in the half-meter class or the one-meter class, which
would be sufficient, to be on the correct lane. Now looking at the right diagram in
Fig. 3 the error density for the lateral part of the same Android receiver is depicted
and it can be seen that the two left bins contain 51.2 % of the errors and thus
smaller than 1.5 m. In other words, approximately half of all the valid fixes from
smartphones are on the correct lane.

The results are not perfect, but they encourage the application of the kernel
density estimation, since mass-market receiver would have the majority of all fixes
on the correct lane. This approach also shows the limits of ordinary vehicle tra-
jectories coming from mass-market devices, with respect to its applicability in other
domains. The quality of the lateral position error is suitable for the purposes of this
study, but it has to be noticed that the quality results cannot be assumed in the same
way for other applications. The scientific analysis of mass-market receivers and the
derivation of adequate parameters have been executed with respect to the specific
requirements of the study.

Fig. 3 Total (left) and lateral (right) position error distribution on the urban 3-lane freeway
(section A) for the trajectories based on the Android GPS logger application for smartphones
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3.3 Results of Generating a Lane-Specific Transportation
Network

The algorithm described in Sect. 2.4 was applied for each of the three measurement
sites in the study area (section A, B, C). In Fig. 4, exemplary cross sections of each
section with the resulting KDEs are visualized. The punctuated lines show the
x-coordinate positions of the detected maxima along the perpendicular lines of the
road cross section. The light grey lines are equivalent to the positions of the highly
precise D-GPS measurements. Furthermore, the respective derived lane geometries
are depicted next to the diagrams. In these examples, the number of lanes was
estimated correctly. The density distributions show distinctive maxima peaks cor-
responding to the estimated lane center lines. These estimated maxima are situated
close to the lane center lines from the reference measurements. This indicates that
the developed algorithm is capable for estimating the positions of lane center lines
with high accuracy.

The overall performance of the estimation of lane center lines is evaluated based
on the reference measurements. The following boxplot (Fig. 5) shows the distri-
bution of distances of the estimated lane center line positions to the reference lane
center lines which were measured using the highly precise D-GPS equipment. The

Fig. 4 Exemplary road sections in the three study areas, for which lane center lines are estimated
with high accuracy (estimation close to reference). Background Map: basemap.at
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median distance is 0.135 m for section A, 0.123 m for section B and 0.056 m for
section C. The distribution of distances leans towards the upper quartile in all
observed study areas, with outliers up to 1.882 m. Considering lane widths between
2.75 and 3.75 m, the estimation of lane center lines performs with high accuracy.

4 Conclusion

This study was carried out within the Austrian research project “LaneS” with the
goal to generate a lane-specific transportation network as a basis for future ITS
applications and automated driving. A wide set of test runs with different mea-
surement equipment (high precise D-GPS and low-cost GPS receivers like Qstarz
data loggers and different smartphone GPS positioning apps) were conducted on
three road sections (urban 3-lane freeway, urban arterial, rural 2-lane freeway).

First, the position accuracy of the measured vehicle trajectories from the
low-cost GPS receivers was checked against the reference trajectory from D-GPS
within a roadway and trip based distance analysis. Lateral errors with a median of
1.5–3.3 m were determined in the roadway based distance analysis. Best results
were achieved here with the Qstarz data logger with an update rate of 5 Hz. Some
smartphone apps lead to similar good results, but having a higher standard devia-
tion, especially on the freeway sections. In the trip based distance analysis, also the
total positioning error (lateral and longitudinal) was checked for trajectories based
on measurement devices inside the same vehicle. The exemplarily results for the
Android GPS logger on the urban 3-lane freeway showed that looking at the total
error, 22.8 % of distances are less than 1.5 m, but 51.2 % by considering only the
lateral error. This means that the longitudinal error, which can also be time based, is
an essential part of the total positioning error in the analysis.

The generation of the lane-specific transportation network was realized with
kernel density estimation, which is a non-parametric probability density function.
The idea here is that the density maxima of vehicle positions at a road cross section
should correspond to the positions of lane center lines of a road. Moreover, the
number of estimated density maxima indicates the number of lanes on a road. As a
result the maxima of the density curve applied on several trajectories is the esti-
mation of the center of the lane. Compared with the measured lane center line based

Fig. 5 Boxplot of the
distribution of deviations of
lane center lines between the
algorithmic estimations and
the reference measurements in
the three study areas
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on the D-GPS measurement, the distances are less than 0.14 m in median for all
three road sections. Hence, the presented methodology for generating lane-specific
transportation networks provides accurate estimations for lane center lines for
several road characteristics in terms of different speeds, lane width and topology.

The accuracy of estimated lane center lines is diminished especially in areas with
unfavorable environmental conditions or complex road situations. This underscores
the dependency of the developed methodology on the positional accuracy of the
input data. The assumption that the highest density of vehicle trajectories corre-
sponds to lane center lines does not apply for erroneous input dataset with a
significant accumulation of positional errors. Thus, further research is required with
regard to dealing with a high level of distortion in the positions of GNSS vehicle
trajectories in order to apply the developed methodology comprehensively on a
road network, irrespective of road complexity and environmental conditions.
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Construction of PCT Girder Bridge Using
an Overhead Movable Scaffolding
System (MSS)

Chuan Chuntavan, Nuthaporn Nuttayasakul, Martin P. Bae
and Huang Aiwu

Abstract Norwegian specialist, NRS AS, had been appointed by the contractor of
Busan City, SK Construction Co. Ltd. and Kumho Industrial Co. Ltd., to undertake
the design and supply of an Overhead Movable Scaffolding System (MSS) for the
construction of the Busan-Yongdo bridge in Korea. The construction began at Pier
P4 and end just beginning of the Main bridge at Pier YP1, total of 31 spans. The
roadway bridge is a single viaduct, Pre-stressed Composite Truss (PCT) girder
bridge. The PCT girder is composed of a PC slab lower deck, a RC slab upper deck
and steel diagonals. For the light self-weight and relatively strong bending rigidity,
the span length varies from 49.232–80.000 m with the average span weight of
17.0 t/m. There are eleven types of different pier head. The 2232 m long bridge is
cast in the MSS. The 175 m MSS is mounted on the piers on each ends, cast the
superstructure and moved toward the middle. The scope of the NRS AS work
includes the design, steel fabrication, and supply of ancillary equipment for the MSS.
This paper presents several design challenges due to site constraints and the bridge
structures itself. These challenges include high impact loads on the MSS due to
adverse wind load anticipated while working nearby the harbor and heavily traffics
in the Busan City with limited clearance, special considerations to ensure efficient
installation, bridge concreting and launching of the MSS in the sharp curve.
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1 Introduction

Bridge construction especially for a whole span cast in situ concrete bridge, over
deep valleys, water crossings with steep slopes, over highway or railway, or envi-
ronmentally protected regions can offer many challenges. Conventional Scaffolding
or Formwork was formerly built in place and can only be used once. Because of high
labor and material cost, the trend today is toward increasing prefabrication, assembly
in large units, erection by mechanical means such as “movable forms” and contin-
uing to modify and reuse the forms for other projects. The Movable Scaffolding
System (MSS) for bridge construction may offer advantages over conventional
method using conventional scaffolding, MSS offers minimal disturbance to sur-
roundings, providing a more concentrated work area for superstructure assembly,
and possibly increased worker safety.

The current system, developed by NRS AS, provides the new MSS with the
self-launching system used for cast-in situ bridges which can offer many
cost-saving advantages to the bridge construction project.

2 Bridge Configuration

The construction of the Busan-Yongdo bridge began at Pier P4 and end just
beginning of the Main bridge at Pier YP1, total of 31 spans as shown in Fig. 1 below.
The roadway bridge is a single viaduct, Pre-stressed Composite Truss (PCT) girder
bridge. The PCT girder is composed of a PC slab lower deck, a RC slab upper deck
and steel diagonals as shown in Fig. 2. For the light self-weight and relatively strong
bending rigidity, the span length varies from 49.232–80.000 m with the average
span weight of 17.0 t/m. The 2232 m long bridge is cast in the MSS.

Fig. 1 Bridge layout
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The bridge is constructed as a series of continuous spans with the expansion
joints at Pier P21, P27 and YP1. It has a minimum horizontal radius of 347 m and a
maximum longitudinal slope of 2.0 %. The deck width is 22.11 m for pier P21–P27
and 18.70 m for pier P27–YP1 with constant deck height of 4.00 m. The bridge
substructure has pier widths vary from 3.00–5.00 m and pier lengths vary from
9.00–12.50 m. There are eleven types of different pier head combination of pier
width and pier length mentioned above.

3 Design Criteria

3.1 Design Code

The structural calculation of the MSS was performed according to the following
design rules and specifications: Steel structure: Eurocode 3 [1], AISC [2], NS
3472E [3], AASHTO [4], and BS 5950 [5].Wooden formwork: NS 3470 [6]. Lifting
equipment: F.E.M. 1.001 [7] and DnV rules [8].

3.2 Load

The assumed loads and density are as following: Density of : concrete 2650 kg/m3,
steel 7850 kg/m3, wood 815 kg/m3. Working platforms: upper-working platform of
top panel formwork are designed for a uniform load of 2.5 kN/m2. Wind: allowable
wind speed for reinforcement and concreting ≤22 m/s, for launching ≤12 m/s. No
operation is allowed (MSS parked) when wind speed is 23–30 m/s. The MSS
should be secured in the position when wind speed is 31–68 m/s.

Fig. 2 Bridge superstructure
and substructure
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3.3 Deflection

Maximum deflection of formwork during concreting is less than or equal to L/400,
when L is span length of formwork.

3.4 Material Data

Steel Quality. Since the MSS will be fabricated in China and shipped to Korea after
complete fabrication, therefore, material properties are based on Chinese standard.
Steel grades are Q345 for main member and Q235 for secondary member. Steel
strength is depending on the thickness as shown in Table 1 where fy is the yield
strength and fu is the ultimate strength.

Fastening Elements. The fastening elements are those for connecting each
structural member together for example threaded bolts and pin bolts. The strength
of these fastening elements depends on size, code, and grade of the elements as
shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Steel properties

Plate thickness,
t (mm)

t ≤ 16 16 < t ≤ 25 25 < t ≤ 36 36 < t ≤ 50 50 < t ≤ 100

Steel grade fy/fu,
MPa

fy/fu, MPa fy/fu, MPa fy/fu, MPa fy/fu, MPa

Q345 (16Mn)
(Profiles/plates)

345/510 325/490 315/470 295/470 275/470

Q235
(Profiles/plates)

235/340 225/340 225/340 215/340 205/340

Young’s modulus of elasticity (MPa) 210,000

Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Density (kg/m3) 7850

Table 2 Fastening elements properties

Bolt diameter, t (mm) 0–16 17–40 41–100 100–160 160–250

CODE GRADE fy/fu, MPa fy/fu,
MPa

fy/fu,
MPa

NS-180898-1
and 2
(threaded bolts)

8.8 640/800 – –

NS-180898-1
and 2
(threaded bolts)

10.9 900/1000 – –

EN 10083-1
(pin bolts)

34CrNiMo6 980/1180 880/1080 780/980 690/880 590/780

40 Cr 785/980
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Wooden Formwork. Design of wooden formwork is based on following:
Plywood: thickness 21 mm, Dokaplex formwork standard. Wooden material:
Norwegian, quality T18 or equivalent NDS. Formwork ties: ø15 mm, 900/1100 MPa
and ø20 mm, 900/1100 MPa.

Material Factors (γm). Ultimate Limit State (ULS): All parts, γm = 1.10;
Service Limit State (SLS): All parts, γm = 1.00.

3.5 Design Approach

The global anaylsis of the MSS was performed using Eurocode 3 [1]. The analysis
of each part in the MSS system was performed using either Eurocode 3 [1] or AISC
[2]. For the AISC, the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method was
used in the design of steel members.

4 Research Methodology and Structural Analysis

4.1 Research Methodology

Research on the design of the MSS was based on more than 30 years experience of
NRS bridge construction equipment. All information from the site supervisors of the
bridge construction team were collected, analyzed, scrutinized and finally summa-
rized to build up the best equipment for this bridge in term of performance and
efficiency. The research started from collecting all requirements from the client,
studying data from past experience, building up the 3D finite element model, ana-
lyzing all load cases acting on the MSS, designing all parts of the MSS based on the
worst load case, and finally constructing 3D model for both assembly and operation.

4.2 Structural Analysis

Three dimensional (3D) finite element model of the MSS was constructed based on
the nominal geometric and material properties listed in Table 1. PC-based
STAAD-PRO [9] was selected as the software for structural analysis. The analy-
sis was carried out based on the situations that can occur during the MSS operation
period which consists of the concreting stage, support relocation stage, launching
stage and parking stage. The model composed of Main Girder, Front and Rear
Noses, Transvere Trusses and Hangers generated by frame member in 3D model as
shown in Fig. 3.
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After the 3D analytical model is completed, loads were applied on the MSS
based on the actual weight of concreting bridge span, steel self-weight of MSS,
external formworks, and live loads on working platforms. Wind load was also
included in the analysis of the MSS for both concreting and launching positions.

In order to reduce the weight of main girder, web openings were utilized all
along the length of main girder except over the support areas. A huge force transfers
from the main girder to those supports may affect the shear capacity of the web
openings, therefore, careful strengthening around the web openings are necessary.
The method proposed by Hagen and Larsen [10] to calculate the shear capacity of
steel girders with large web openings, based on the shear buckling capacity, as
given by Eurocode 3, was used. The design of shear capacity of girder with opening
given by

Vbw;mod;Rd ¼ 1� Dh

h

� �
vwc2

fyw
cM1

ffiffiffi
3

p ht ð1Þ

but not larger than

Vbw;modcutoff ;Rd ¼ ac 1� Dh

h

� �
fyw

cM1

ffiffiffi
3

p ht ð2Þ

Dh is the height of the opening and h and t are the clear web height (depth)
between flanges and the web thickness respectively. c2 is an adjustment factor the
secondary effects of the openings. αc is a cut-off factor and χw is the buckling
reduction factor for shear as given in EN 1993-1-5 [11].

The moment capacity of girder is given by

Mmod;Rd ¼ Mbuckl;mod;Rd ¼ fy
cM0

Weff ;mod ð3Þ

Fig. 3 3D Modeling of the MSS
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Weff,mod is computed by neglecting all parts of the effective web area that fall
within the opening. Horizontal reinforcement, if any, is not included.

Moreover, for girders with openings the verification of shear and primary
moment interaction may be given by

VEd

Vbw;mod;Rd
� 1 ð4Þ

MEd

Mel;mod;Rd
þ 1�Mf ;mod;Rd

Mpl;Rd

� �
2

VEd

Vbw;mod;Rd
� 1

� �2

� 1

for
MEd

Mf ;mod;Rd
� 1:0

ð5Þ

MEd

Mbuckl;mod;Rd
� 1:0 ð6Þ

VEd and MEd are the shear force and primary moment, acting at a vertical section
through the center of the opening. Mpl,Rd is the plastic moment design capacity of
the section, considering the effective area of the flanges and the gross area of the
web. Mel,mod,Rd is the elastic moment design capacity of the girder net section.
Mbuckl,mod,Rd is the moment capacity design of the net section when only the
modified effective areas are considered. Mf,mod,Rd is the moment capacity design
when only the effective flange areas are considered, and the areas required to
support the additional flange forces are subtracted.

5 Design of MSS Main Parts

5.1 Main Girder

The Main Girder (MG) is the principle bearing component, which transfer the
design loads to the supports. Concrete loads are transferred from the formwork into
the hangers, which are supported on the Transverse Trusses. The Transverse
Trusses are then bolted or pinned to the Main Girder. During launching, the Main
Girders are supported on the Launching Wagon bogie. During concreting they are
supported by the main jacks, 2 per launching wagon. At the front and rear ends
there are connections for joining the Noses to the Main Girder. The Main Girder is
divided into nine modules with 11.4 m long suitable for transport, connected
together on site by bolted connections.
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5.2 Transverse Truss

There are 15 Transverse Truss (TT) cantilevering on each side of Main Girder. The
main purpose of the Transverse Truss is to transfer loads from hangers into the
Main Girders. The Transverse Truss is pinned to the Main Girder on top and bolted
on the bottom.

5.3 Nose

A Nose is connected to each end of the Main Girder and is designed to transfer
loads to the Launching Wagon during launching. The lower chord of the nose is
fitted with a rail on the outer beam. The tip of the Nose is curved to facilitate
launching onto the forward Launching Wagon.

5.4 Launching Wagon

The MSS was supplied with three (3) Launching Wagons, one per support. These
are the guiding supports for the Main Girder and Noses during the longitudinal- and
side launching operations. During concreting, the hydraulic main jacks which
located on both sides of the skid beam, will be activated. While in launching
position, these jacks will be de-activated and the jacks including pads will be
supported by chain blocks connected to the Main Girder supports. There is a
braking device at the rear of the launching wagon. This braking device will be used
to prevent rolling back of the MSS, when it’s going up on the slope.

5.5 Main Support

The MSS was supplied with three (3) main supports i.e. Main support A, B and C.
The support legs sit directly on top of the precast concrete blocks and jacks.

5.6 Hanger

The hanger arrangement is the main support for the bottom slab. Each cantilevered
transverse truss is equipped with one hanger frame. A hydraulic cylinder is used to
fold the bottom part of hanger for launching purpose.
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5.7 Formwork

The formwork system consists of steel frames, which are covered with steel sheets
to support the bottom slab concrete. The formwork is divided along the centre-line
longitudinal axis. The panels are made up of various length from 4.395 m to
7.635 m long elements. The division along the longitudinal axis is necessary to
separate the formwork in order to pass the bridge pier, when launching the MSS
from a finished span to the next. The transversely division is among other things to
obtain the curvature and horizontal radius of the bridge. Adjusting of the formwork
system due to cross-fall and cambering is done by mechanical jacks on hangers.

6 Assembling and Erecting Sequence

In order to operate the MSS, the assembling and erecting sequence of the MSS can
be described as shown in Fig. 4. The safety check lists need to be implemented
before starting each operations. Contractor-engineering office shall carefully plan

Fig. 4 Assembling and erecting sequence of the MSS and PCT
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each single operation based on the input given in the operation manual and on the
relevant conditions for each single operation. The planning shall include relevant
obstructions for each span. Verify that all involved personnel are aware of the
operations to be performed and that they are informed about the risks and safety
measures involved in the different steps of the operation. Check that the hydraulic
system is working properly. All personnel working on the formwork prior to
securing with tension bars shall be supplied with a safety harness attached to the
Hanger Truss. After bringing in and installing the PCT, reinforcing and prestressing
steel, now the MSS is ready for casting the first span of the bridge as shown in Fig. 5.

7 Concreting Sequence and Launching Procedures

7.1 Concreting Sequence

Concreting starts above the front pier of the MSS and continues symmetric both in
front and back of the pier, and then working back to the previous span. Based upon
past experience, the maximum allowable unbalance during concreting is 100 kN
(10 tons). This unbalance is defined as the difference of concrete between the right
and left sides of the superstructure. By starting the concrete at the front end of the
MSS, the Main Girder will have virtually reached its maximum deflection by the
time concreting reaches the previous span.

Fig. 5 MSS in concreting and launching positions
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7.2 Launching Procedures

The launching condition is the most extensive of all operations. It involves using
almost all the facilities of the MSS. The launching method is affected by the
obstructions below the formwork, obstructions on the sides of the formwork, already
casted concrete sections, radius of spans and span lengths. The main problem when
launching through a radius and adjacent to an existing structures will possibly be the
launching rail getting jammed in the launching wagon or the hangers clashing with
the existing structures or other obstructions as shown in Fig. 5.

8 Conclusion

The MSS for the Busan-Yongdo bridge in Korea, has many advantages over con-
ventional scaffolding because of high efficiency in achieving rapid cycles (taken
average 10 days per one cycle starting from finish concreting, prestressing of the
bottom slab concrete, folding out the formwork, launching forward the MSS to new
concreting position, folding up the formwork, bringing in & set-up the steel struts &
reinforcement, set-up the formwork and finally concreting), lightweight (total weight
of 895 tons), simple assembly, less manpower (One Surveyor, 1 MSS Supervisor
and crew of 12 men), conveniently adaptable to different cross sections (allowing
reuse elsewhere) and allow faster concrete casting operation. The self launching
option allows the contractor to avoid using cranes for pier bracket relocation.
Additionally, the prefabricated rebar cage and the PCT can be lifted and placed by
the MSS.
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Part XIV
Maritime—Users, Tasks and Tools

in the Maritime Domain



Prediction of Human Postural Response
in Shipboard Environments

Nicholas Bourgeois and Robert Langlois

Abstract In order to measure the human response to ship motion, postural stability
experiments were performed during an eight-day heavy-weather sea trial in the
North Atlantic Ocean. Data were recorded for thirteen participants as they performed
a cognitive task without using their hands to maintain balance. The collected data
were used to determine what sensory inputs the human participants received from
their environment, the control forces and torques their muscles produced to react to
those inputs, and the final body motions that were used to maintain balance. These
experimental data sets were used to tune the control system of a human postural
stability model. Analysis of simulation results indicate that there was a consistent
relationship between the accuracy of the model’s motions and the direction of
greatest ship angular motions, regardless of which direction the subject was facing.
This result is significant because it demonstrates that an inverted pendulum model
can be used to represent human motion both in the anterior/posterior direction and
the lateral direction.

Keywords Human postural stability � Sea trial � Ship motion

1 Introduction

One of the applications of human postural stability modelling is to quantify the
effects of moving environments on human performance. For instance, shipboard
motion environments can hinder a person’s ability to perform specific tasks that in
turn can result in increased costs of commercial vessels and less effective warships
[1]. Opportunities may exist to introduce postural stability analysis earlier in ship
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design cycles thereby leading to more-relevant ship design and operations. This
paper details the development of a human postural stability model that accurately
predicts human response to ship motion. The human body is represented as a
four-link spatial inverted pendulum model that allows for representative motion of
ankles, knees, hips, and neck. The model’s control system calculates the torques
that must be applied at each of the joints in order to maintain balance. The
parameters of the control system were tuned using biometric data gathered during a
heavy-weather sea trial so that the motion behavior of the model and magnitude of
the simulated muscular torques are similar to those measured at sea. This paper
presents how this was accomplished and discusses the significance of the results.

2 Sea Trial Data Acquisition

In order to obtain heavy-weather experimental data, a series of postural stability
experiments was carried out on board Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessel Quest
during the Q-348 sea trial that took place from November 20th through November
28th, 2012. Thirteen participants took part in postural stability and cognitive effi-
ciency experiments carried out by researchers from Carleton University and
Defence Research and Development Canada Atlantic. Participants took part in
90 min experimental sessions in which they were asked to maintain balance while
performing a cognitive task, divided between 0°, 45°, and 90° standing orientations
with respect to the ship centerline. The data measurement procedures in this
experiment were unique in that they attempted to measure all of the sensory inputs
that a person might use to maintain balance. Similar experiments were carried out
aboard Quest trial Q-303 in 2007 [2]. Those experiments were different in that they
incorporated a variety of tasks and measurement strategies, with the postural sta-
bility portion analyzed using only videotape recordings. For this project, much
more precise data acquisition techniques were utilized. The sources that were used
to predict human postural response included the following items.

• Two Microsoft Kinect sensors and iPi Studio software, which uses the Kinect’s
depth camera to determine the positions and orientations of human body seg-
ments in 3D-space.

• Tekscan F-Scan data acquisition system which is used to measure the distri-
bution of pressure sensed by a person’s feet.

• A Crossbow inertial sensor placed near the feet of the participants that measures
ship motions.

The outputs of each of these data sources will be described in more detail in the
following sections.
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2.1 Kinect Motion Capture

The Kinect sensor is a motion tracking device produced by Microsoft that can be
used to measure the distances between the sensor and objects in its field of view.
A sample of two depth stream images is shown in Fig. 1 (left). The different colours
represent varying distances from the camera. The image in Fig. 1 (right) shows a
screenshot of the iPi Studio software, which maps the depth images from the two
Kinect cameras onto a human skeleton. From this mapping, the positions of all of
the joint positions indicated in Fig. 2 can be calculated.

2.2 Insole Pressure Measurements

The Tekscan F-Scan system consists of two instrumented insoles that are placed
into a person’s shoes. A photograph of an insole placed inside a shoe with the
connection interface attached to the ankle is shown in Fig. 3 (left). Pressure mea-
surements are made by pressure-sensitive ink that has an electrical resistance pro-
portional to the compressive force applied to it. The resulting data sets provide a
time history of the distribution of pressure sensed by each of the person’s feet. From
this pressure distribution, one can calculate the overall vertical force acting on each
of the feet, and the location where this force acts. A screenshot of the Tekscan
software showing this pressure distribution in shown in Fig. 3 (right).

Fig. 1 Kinect depth data recorded simultaneously from two separate cameras (left) and Kinect
depth data from two sensors arranged in 3D space in iPi Studio (right)

Fig. 2 Human skeletal
structure output by iPi Studio
software
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3 Ground Reaction Moments

One of the useful metrics that can be derived from the motion capture data is the
location of the body centre of mass (CoM) at each time step. This is done by
calculating the CoM of individual body segments and by combining them with a
weighted average, where the weights are the percentage of the total body mass that
each segment contains. The final result is projected onto the ground plane. The
locations of the CoM of each individual body segment were taken from literature [3].

The centre of force (CoF) is the location in the ground plane where the vertical
force acts to balance a person’s weight. In quiet standing the locations of the CoM
and CoF are co-located; however in a constantly moving environment, such as at
sea, they are not. An image of the area of a person’s stance with the CoM and CoF
labelled is shown in Fig. 4 (left). The location of the CoF can be calculated from the
sea trial data using the following steps: (1) sum together the pressure measurements
beneath each foot to obtain the total vertical force acting on each foot; (2) determine
the insole location where this forces acts; (3) using the motion capture data,

Fig. 3 Pressure-sensing insole with connection at ankles (left) and image from Tekscan software
(right)

Fig. 4 Centre of mass (CoM) and centre of force (CoF) positioned within person’s stance (left)
and a diagram of person-ship reaction moment calculation (right)
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determine where each foot force is located relative to the other; and (4) average the
foot force locations using their magnitudes as weights to calculate the overall CoF
location, and sum the forces to calculate the overall vertical reaction force.

Once the CoM and CoF have been calculated, the moment that the vertical force
acting on a person’s feet generates about their CoM can be calculated. This measure
is representative of the effort that a person would have to exert in order to maintain
balance in a dynamic environment. It can be calculated using the metrics labelled in
Fig. 4 (right) as the cross product:

m ¼ r� f ð1Þ

where r is the position vector from the CoM to the CoF and f is the total vertical
force measured by the insoles.

4 Human Postural Stability Model

The objective of this project was to develop a model of a human standing in
shipboard conditions that would be sufficiently complex that it would move simi-
larly to an actual human in those conditions, yet be simple enough that the simu-
lation computations be manageable. In this case, a four-link spatial inverted
pendulum model was selected. This model allows for representative motions of
ankles, knees, hips, and neck. A visual representation of the reduction from a full
body to a four-link inverted pendulum is shown in Fig. 5. Each inverted pendulum
segment has equivalent mass properties to the full-body segments that it is intended
to represent.

The equations of motion for the system were derived based on an automated
method of deriving the equations of motion for open chain-like mechanisms in a
form that lends itself well to matrix mathematics [4]. The model was designed to
allow for a total of 18 degrees of freedom of motion. This allowed for 3 rotations at
each joint and for 3 translations and 3 rotations for the ship motion. The final form
of the equations can be written as a function of the relative angular velocity
components, _x, of the system in the form of:

Fig. 5 Reduction of iPi
Studio skeleton to four-link
inverted pendulum model
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A€xþ bð _xÞ ¼ d ð2Þ

where A contains the mass-related terms, b contains the linear and nonlinear
velocity-related terms, and d contains the external forces and moments acting on the
system. This form of the equations can be rearranged to solve for the accelerations as:

€x ¼ A�1 d � b _xð Þ½ �: ð3Þ

which allows the system to be easily discretized and simulated with respect to time.
The model was validated by comparing its performance to a number of existing
shipboard postural stability models [5].

5 Control System Design

The objective of the control algorithm for the four-link inverted pendulum is to
maintain stability of the inverted pendulum while it experiences six-degree-
of-freedom ship motion, while also having a motion response that can be correlated
to the forces and motions that were measured during the sea trial. Achieving this
objective would imply that the model behaves similarly to actual human balance
control. Figure 6 shows a visual representation of the design problem. It shows the
control moments that are applied to each link, and the relative segment sizes rep-
resent the balance of mass between each of the links. Since the control moments are
generated at the joints, they will contribute equal and opposite torques to each of the
two links they are connected to. One can immediately observe that care must be
taken to balance the moments within each individual link such that the desired
orientation is reached, and to coordinate the moments between links such that the
very large torso mass does not cause the lower links to buckle.

Fig. 6 Diagram of four-link
inverted pendulum which
shows the relative mass of
each link and how the control
moments are applied to the
system
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One of the sources of sensory information that humans use to maintain upright
stance is the pressure sensed under each of the feet, otherwise known as
somatosensory information. This provides information on the location of the CoM
within the person’s stance, and indirectly provides knowledge of the direction of the
total acceleration vector acting on the person. In normal standing conditions, this
acceleration is aligned with the direction of gravity, and humans tend to align
themselves with it. In shipboard environments, however, a person would only be
able to estimate the total acceleration due to gravity plus the translational accel-
eration contribution from the ship’s motions. Figure 7 illustrates these two cases.
Additionally, if there was no inertial visual reference for a person to align them-
selves with, as was the case during the sea trial experiments, this would be the
primary method that a person would use to maintain upright stance.

A control algorithm for the human postural stability model was developed based
on the total acceleration vector of the ship. While processing the motion capture
data, it was observed that there were many cases where a vector from the subject’s
ankles to their CoM would align with the total acceleration vector. It was also
observed that the subjects would tend to minimize the relative motion between their
own body segments. This makes sense because it would minimize the energy
required to maintain balance and facilitate completion of the cognitive task they
were assigned during the experiments. A simple controller was designed based on
these two premises. Its two primary objectives were to:

1. minimize the angle between the body and total acceleration vector; and
2. minimize the angular displacement between body segments.

In order to facilitate the controller development, some degrees of freedom of the
inverted pendulum model were constrained. The yaw motion of each joint was
constrained because it was determined that the very small amount of yaw motion
experienced by the participants did not have a significant impact on their response.
Additionally, the knee roll joint was constrained while tuning the controller in order
to meet design objectives in both roll and pitch directions simultaneously. It was
determined that this constraint did not have a significant effect on the model’s

Fig. 7 Acceleration due to: gravity only (left) and gravity and ship motions (right)
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ability to represent a human since human knees do not roll, and maintaining the
pitch motion at the knee still allows the model to achieve relative motion between
the ankle and hip joints.

6 Results

The success of the control algorithm was evaluated using two metrics: how well a
vector directed from the person’s ankles to their CoM matched the total acceleration
vector, and how well the reaction moment at the ankle correlated between the model
simulations and the experimental results (as calculated by Eq. 1).

Figure 8 shows sample results comparing the first metric. The graphed data are
the roll and pitch angles that the vectors make with respect to the ship’s vertical
direction in the ship frame.

Figure 9 shows the results comparing the ship-person reaction moment between
the simulation and experimental data.

Fig. 8 Comparison of total ship acceleration angles (Accel) with the human model’s CoM angles
(Model) in the anterior/posterior (hx) and lateral (hy) directions

Fig. 9 Comparison of human-ship moments between experimental data (Exp) and simulation data
(Model) in the anterior/posterior (Mx) and lateral (My) directions
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Model simulation and experimental results were compiled for 49 test cases
divided over the three standing orientations with respect to ship centreline. Data sets
were compared by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between them.
Figure 10 shows the correlation results for the ship-person reaction moments. The
data points have been spread about their X-axis values (direction) for visualization
and interpretation purposes.

These results show an interesting trend: when the subject was standing at 90°,
the model best matched the experimental results in the pitch direction, and when the
subject was rotated to 0°, the results best matched in the roll direction. This indi-
cated that the performance of the model, in comparing it to how well it tracked the
acceleration vector, was not related to strictly pitch or roll performance. This was an
interesting result because the model was not symmetric since roll motion was
constrained at the knee. This result suggested that the performance of the model was
based on the ship’s motion rather than the orientation of the subject. Metrics were
derived to compare this result based on: (1) ship angular motion and (2) correlation
of the acceleration vector with the simulated CoM vector discussed previously.
Figure 11 shows the results of this comparison, where the X and Y axes represent
roll and pitch magnitudes, respectively. The ‘Ship Motion’ data is determined by
calculating the root mean square of the angular motions, and is scaled by their
maximum range.

Figure 11 shows that there is a clear correlation between how well the model
matched the behavior of the experiment participants, and the direction of greatest ship

Fig. 10 Correlations for comparing experimental moments to simulation moments in the person’s
roll and pitch directions

Fig. 11 Graphs that compare simulation correlations with ship and subject angular motion
magnitudes
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motion. The average angle difference between the ship angular motion and the sim-
ulation correlation for all 47 test cases was 8.85° with a standard deviation of 6.03°.

7 Discussion

The simulation results of the four-link spatial inverted pendulum model demon-
strate that an inverted pendulum-based model can accurately reflect the motion of a
person on board a ship, in the plane of greatest ship motion. This is an interesting
result because it suggests that the appropriateness of the inverted pendulum model
is based on the ship’s motions rather than the physical properties of the person as is
common in most models [6–8].

The Quest sea trial was one of few human postural stability experiments which
has been carried out on a ship in the ocean rather than on a motion platform in the
laboratory. The advantages of having actual ship motion are that the possible range
of translational motions are much greater on the ship and the subjects have time to
become acclimated to the ship motions in advance of the individual trials which
provided a more accurate representation of shipboard working conditions. The
disadvantages include the lack of repeatability of the motions and the difficulty of
calibrating a variety of sensors in a constantly-moving environment.

Concerning the model’s control system, there is much additional complexity that
could be added to it. The control system presented here was only based on how well
the person matched the orientation of the acceleration vector and was evaluated
based on ship-person reaction forces (foot somatosensory) only. The model could
be further developed to include vestibular and visual cues, as well as increased
complexity in the control law itself by incorporating state estimation, time delays,
and sensory input weighting. These sensory inputs and control strategies have been
successfully incorporated into 2D postural stability models, although they become
markedly nontrivial when applied to spatial dynamic models with multiple degrees
of freedom.

The authors believe that the current implementation is a reasonably accurate
representation of how the subjects would have maintained balance during the sea
trial because of the cognitive task that the participants were required to perform. It
was likely that since their attention was not focused on maintaining balance that
most of their responses to the ship motion, aside from stepping events, were pas-
sively determined by the central nervous system, which is a standard procedure
since people commonly stand, walk, run, and perform other motions without
actively determining how their bodies will move from moment to moment. The
combination of the task and the fact that the experiments took place in an enclosed
area of the ship means that the usefulness of visual feedback in maintaining postural
stability would have been minimized, as well as the contribution from vestibular
information as research shows that it is primarily used to compensate for latency in
visual feedback in maintaining a stable optical view of the environment [9].
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It is certain that there are measurement errors associated with all of the data
recorded during the sea trial that became magnified when data sources were
combined and when noisy data was filtered. Of special note is that the unprocessed
Kinect sensor measurements have an uncertainty of 1–2 cm at the distance they
were used, and that the insole data had to be calibrated in post-processing due to not
being able to be calibrated in a constantly-moving environment. That said, the
motion capture CoM motions did independently correlate with the measurements
made of total acceleration made by the inertial sensor, and it is more likely that if
the experimental error had had a significant effect on the results, it would have
prevented them from showing the clear correlation between the model and the
experimental results that was observed.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents the development of a spatial human postural stability model that
is used to model human postural response to ship motions. The model has been
tuned with experimental data collected during a heavy-weather sea trial, and
accurately mimics the motion of a human’s centre of mass in the plane of greatest
ship motions. This result is significant because it demonstrates that a multi-link
inverted pendulum model can accurately model human motion, and that the per-
formance of the model is a function of the motion environment, rather than how
well an inverted pendulum model matches a human in the anterior/posterior or
lateral directions.
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Maritime and Port Activity Analysis Tool

Mahdi Safa and Brian N. Craig

Abstract Safety and productivity are crucial considerations when evaluating the
effectiveness management has exhibited in their control of the operations involved
with maritime transport and port management. Recent maritime and port man-
agement research has been concentrated primarily on the use of state-of-the-art
technologies that result in the level of productivity becoming less dependent on the
workforce. However, industry experts have consistently recognized and been
concerned about challenges that remain in the enhancement of workforce produc-
tivity and safety. No readily available guide describing how to conduct activity
analysis has existed until now. Hence, this research project involves the investi-
gation and application of “activity analysis” methodologies. Activity analysis
denotes the extension of simple work sampling so that it becomes a continuous
productivity and safety improvement program. Such a program entails a cyclical
process designed to quantify the activities of craft workers to identify barriers to
safety and optimal productivity, to implement improvements for reducing or
eliminating these barriers.

Keywords Activity analysis � Workforce productivity � Safety � Maritime and
port operation

1 Introduction

The task of identifying port workforce productivity and safety challenges and
opportunities will enable a port’s operations to carry out the tasks necessary for the
achievement of its goals is of fundamental importance. The primary objective of
this research is to provide a comprehensive process for improving port workforce
productivity and safety; the application of which will help port managers identify
productivity and safety issues related to their operations and will provide a
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framework for determining the causes of and potential solutions to any challenges.
Because no single method or program can include consideration of every individual
port operation/project scenario, a further objective is to develop the program in a
generalized format that can be flexible as required so that port managers will be able
to modify the method to accommodate their own site-specific needs. For the pur-
poses of this study, the program has be developed for different port operations in
Texas, with the goal of making the system flexible enough to be applicable for other
ports.

Recent port management research has been concentrated primarily on the use of
new methodologies that result in the level of productivity becoming less dependent
on the port workforce [1]. However, port industry experts have concerns about
challenges that remain in the areas of human resources and the enhancement of
workforce productivity. New best practices could address the most prominently
cited challenges that contribute to ineffective operation in many ports: overstaffing,
inefficient work procedures, poor skills and training, and unreliability. The devel-
oped method in this study represents a comprehensive and updated definition of one
of these practices: work sampling. Casual observation of typical ports reveals that
historically successful productivity practices have not been implemented in most
port projects and operations. The incorporation of such practices would result in an
overall roadmap (methodology) for the effective management and improvement of
port workforce productivity, which in and of itself would constitute a significant
productivity-related innovation. To meet this objective, this research project will
involve the investigation and application of “activity analysis” methodologies. As a
productivity measurement tool, activity analysis denotes the extension of simple
work sampling so that it becomes a continuous improvement program. Such a
program entails a cyclical process designed to quantify the activities of port
workers, to identify barriers to optimal productivity and safety, to implement
improvements for reducing or eliminating these barriers, and to quantify any
changes in activity percentages.

Without quantification prior to and following a change, any improvement cannot
be considered effective since its value is unmeasurable. The benefit of an activity
analysis methodology is that it enables port managers to understand real work
percentages, implement improvements, and quantify changes to “direct work,” all
with a degree of statistical accuracy. A port manager cannot successfully manage a
port operation (project) without adequate information. Activity analysis not only
provides such information, but also offers an effective means of applying it.

This research project has the potential to provide tangible benefits in the area of
human resources management for port operations: enhanced accuracy of human
resources planning and scheduling, clarification of roles and responsibilities,
improvements in logistics and human traffic patterns, encouragement of a culture of
performance and an environment focused on work process, ability to estimate
required activity levels and minimum staffing levels by operational category,
descriptions of new or modified job requirements, and the provision of clear and
meaningful productivity objectives for craft workers. The validation of this work
will require the acquisition of project- or activity-level productivity data, which will
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facilitate the evaluation of the strength of the relationship between the metric and
the productivity of the port workers. The results of this study should not be
expected to provide a silver bullet that will improve port workforce productivity
and safety overnight, but they can instead offer an avenue for the creation of a
process of cyclical improvement.

2 Background

Maritime and port management experienced a paradigm shift and fundamental
changes in the past decades. New methodologies and technological advances have
improved the productivity and the occupational health and safety of the maritime
and port operation [2, 3]. Productivity is measured for two primary purposes: to
control project (activities) costs and scheduling and to obtain data for planning
future projects (activities) [4]. In a competitive port industry environment, a goal of
all port organizations should be to decrease costs in an attempt to increase market
competitiveness and profits. An integral feature of effective port management is the
enhancement of workforce productivity and safety which is affected by logistical
networks, port regulations, trade policies, changes in markets and services, the
management culture, and technological advances. To come to grips with these
myriad of human resources challenges, port managers must have access to accurate
and updated information about the performance of their workforce because the
collection and dissemination of such information are essential for improving the
management of that workforce.

Port worker performance can be measured and reported in several formats, the
most popular of which are direct productivity unit rates, rework percentages, and
activity levels. Most productivity improvement processes are based on one or more
of these metrics, each of which measures work in a distinct way and provides a
useful contribution to an understanding of actual workforce performance.
A statistical technique employed in relation to activity levels is work sampling,
which involves an observer collecting a series of random observations from the
worker population [5, 6]. For each observation, the observer instantaneously
determines the activity of the worker, and then records it in one of several activity
categories. It is acknowledged that research related to this type of activity analysis
for port management has been limited, with no recent studies having been published
in this area.

3 Methodology

The initial stages of this research will begin with the employment of practices that
are either widely accepted on the basis of experience or for which there is strong
statistical evidence of an impact on port worker productivity. For this study, the
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proposed activity analysis tool will be based on the 2010 guideline developed by
the Construction Industry Institute (CII), according to which, activity analysis is
considered an extension of the work sampling technique so that it becomes a
continuous improvement process that includes two parts: (1) workforce assessment
and (2) the continuous improvement process. Following a thorough literature
review and detailed conversations with port experts, the CII activity analysis tool
will be modified, adjusted, and customized to create a comprehensive “maritime
and port activity analysis tool [7]. This tool will represent the coupling of the
updated workforce assessment method with the continuous improvement process
that is the strength of activity analysis and that differentiates it from work sampling.
The proposed new tool will have the potential to improve port workforce
productivity.

The port industry requires a continuous productivity improvement program
based on a strong workforce assessment technique that should provide a method for
quickly assessing productivity levels and that should be capable of identifying
productivity issues, proposing and implementing improvements that will increase
productivity, and reassessing productivity levels in order to quantify the effects of
the improvements. The program must have a cyclical framework so that produc-
tivity improvements can be realized throughout the life of the facilities and the
projects. No such program currently exists in the port industry. The suggested
methodology for achieving these research objectives is as follows:

1. Complete a detailed review of the literature focused on construction produc-
tivity, productivity improvement methods, and work sampling.

2. Interview port industry experts who represent major Texan contracting firms,
owner companies, and vendors.

3. Develop a comprehensive model (software-based) for a new workforce
assessment methodology and continuous productivity improvement process, to
be called the Port Activity Analysis Tool.

4. Conduct case studies at a Southeast Texas Port.
5. Improve the methodology according to the lessons learned from the case studies.
6. Validate the tool through testing on sample case projects.
7. Comment on the applicability of the model for other ports.
8. Provide conclusions and recommendations regarding future research.
9. Develop publications and possibilities for deploying the new method in the

industry.

The absence of standardized processes for analyzing activities results in orga-
nizations, individually defining criteria and developing assessment tools internally
for ensuring productive, safe practices are adhered by personnel throughout the
job/task. For example, shown below in Fig. 1 is an internally developed method for
evaluating safety and productivity during a project by consistently observing and
analyzing criteria for safety and productivity in five different work areas, each
tailored to this particular Southeast Texas Port.
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Individuals who are responsible for activity analysis must have a common
understanding of the tool, relying broadly on the basic definition of selected factors
in the developed tools, narrowing in on circumstantial details unique to their pro-
jects that will require alterations, additions, or extra attention to develop tools and
equipment that are more capable of capturing what is actually happening in terms of
safety and productivity and help work towards a solution for improvement.

“Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)” specialized clothing or equipment worn
to minimize the risk of harm to personnel associated with the specific workplace
and project. There is no PPE equipment that can serve as a panacea for all risk
management associated with a project; in the presence of task-specific risks,
task-specific PPE equipment is necessary to address those risks involved that call
for more or different safety concerns.

“Ergonomic risk factors” related to work activity and ergonomics which can
increase the probability of “Musculoskeletal Disorder” (e.g. forceful exertions; and
repetitive/sustained awkward postures).

“Direct Work” in this evaluation refers to the physical effort exerted that is
directly initiated by the objectives identified in a project’s work activities break-
down. For example, a manufacturing job may involve direct work such as
designing, fabricating, welding, and other applications of skill sets; indirect work
would be activities such as paid-idle time due to the late delivery of materials
producing a bottleneck from the scheduling side of a project management. The
more you can increase the amount of direct work used in a project, and decrease the
need for indirect work, the higher the project will perform overall.

“Preparatory Work” the act of receiving assignment or determining requirements
before starting a task. A vector of market demands and regulation increases is
leading much of the indirect work to be automated or outsourced; leading to the
discovery of solutions that streamline, automate, or at least simplify the
time-consuming indirect work necessary to drastically improve the results of direct
work. Precatory work is one of the most vital and least practiced patterns of human
behavior; in professional settings it can make the difference between zero and a

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5

Personal Protective Equipment 

Ergonomic Risk Factors

Direct Work
Prep Work
Tool and Equip
Materials Handling
Waiting
Travel
Personal

Stop Time: Comments:

Sa
fe
ty

P
ro
du

ct
iv
it
y

Date:

Observation #:

Start Time:

Fig. 1 Hourly observation worksheet in spreadsheet form; criterion are located to the left and
divided between safety and productivity
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million dollars easy. A prepared mind foresees danger and has appropriate pro-
tection (PPE) ready in case a situation arises requiring potentially harmful
engagement with it, ultimately preserving the interests of the individual and the
organization by improving safety and, in turn, productivity.

“Tools and Equipment” related work is similar to preparatory work in that it
requires almost clairvoyant-level foresight of upcoming task and activity require-
ments that will, may, or might not necessarily require the acquisition and prepa-
ration of tools related to the preparation for all work processes including enough
flexibility for obtaining, transporting, and adjusting tools or equipment in time to
counteract contingencies.

“Material Handling” is the transporting of materials from one area of the
working area to another. The absence of materials on site at the time they are
needed is often the main contributing factor to idle time spent by workers awaiting
the resources necessary to move forward with productivity and meet objectives. Idle
time is not only unproductive, it also contributes to the amount of on the job injuries
because mental functions are in dormant anticipation, stress is often characteristic of
unexpected delays in material arrival, as well as plane old boredom giving
employees the motive to waste time or resources for mere personal amusement on
the job.

“Travel entails” workers walking or riding from one area of the working area to
another (when that worker is not carrying anything). Having this travel time
accounted for to the appropriate supervisors also can reduce the likelihood of
personal injury happening on the job and decrease travel times. A project site is no
place to mosey or daydream, on many construction sites, this type of behavior can
easily get an employee maimed or killed.

Figure 2 shows that a craft worker sits waiting on the necessary materials, tools,
or equipment to do his job. While he complies with the PPE required for his head

Fig. 2 Construction site,
southeast Texas, November
2015
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protection, his boots are not up to safety standards, and lack of fall protection leaves
him unprotected from a serious fall; coupled with a lackadaisical demeanor, this
poses serious risks of injury or death.

4 Discussion and Analysis

The type of port area observed can affect activity percentages and should be con-
sidered when targets are set. In light of the complexity, port sites often have lower
direct work rates and greater percentages of preparatory work than do many other
jobs/tasks. In fact, any activity with very low tolerances typically have decreased
direct work rates because more planning and attention to detail is required to avoid
rework. Weather can also have significant impacts on activity percentages. During
the summer, the high temperature/humidity on the coast regions could cause
increased personal time (work/rest schedules) and decreased direct work rates. It is
challenging to anticipate the full effect of a variable factor such as weather on
activity percentages. Setting activity targets is essential for establishing activity
analysis as an effective continuous productivity improvement process, hence it
provides people at different levels of management goals to reach. However, setting
targets is difficult because of the variances in project characteristics.

While craft workers under observation can change their behavior, there are some
methodologies to minimize and to effectively manage this impact. The team can
make random paths at random times throughout the process to avoid anticipation of
the port workers. If the routes become routine, the workers could anticipate the
observer and adjust their work practices accordingly. It is also important that these
routes provide a representative sample of the entire site to gain an understanding of
the behavior of all personnel on the project. To further mitigate observation impact,
the team employed several techniques while making the walks through the project.
The observers, when possible, made mental notes of the crew at a certain location
before the crew become aware of an observer’s presence. A further distance can
make it difficult to discern the activities, while a close distance puts the observer at
risk of being noticed. At no point was an observation taken in front of a suspecting
crew in order to avoid observing the crew’s reaction to being observed.

Another important element of activity analysis is determining an adequate
sample size. Determining an adequate sample size is critical to the accuracy of the
activity analysis study. As more samples are collected, the results become more
accurate as sampling error is reduced. However there is a balance between statistical
accuracy and the cost to collect samples. For the maritime and port operation, an
error of ±5 % at a confidence level of 95 % is generally acceptable [7]. It is
essential to determine the time period for which the statistical accuracy is to be valid
over. In general, the number of samples is for a one hour period. It may be difficult
to obtain the total sample size in an hour period, and should be evenly distributed
over the sampling-days. Many project management and engineering journals
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provide the following equation for determining sample size based on desired error,
and anticipated category percentages:

n ¼ ðza=2Þ2pð1� pÞ
s2a

ð1Þ

where Zα/2 is the standard normal variable corresponding to a confidence level of
α, p is the anticipated category percentage, and sa is the error between the true
percentage and the estimated. For a confidence level of 95 %, α = 0.05, and cor-
responds to a Zα/2 = 1.96. If the anticipated percentage p is unknown, a value of
50 % (0.5) may be used as a worst case scenario ensuring the number of samples
will be overestimated. As stated, the general acceptable values for these variables in
the construction industry are p = 0.5, Zα/2 = 1.96, and sa = 0.05, which results in a
total number of 384 observations. Equation 1 neglects the effects of the finite
population correction factor. The above equation assumes that the total population
is much larger than the sample size. However, on many construction sites the
population of craft workers is not large enough to drive the finite population cor-
rection factor to zero. Equation 2 accommodates this correction:

n =
1

1
n0

þ 1
N

ð2Þ

where N is the total population size, and n0 is the sample size as given by Eq. 1. For
example if 1000 port workers were to be studied for an error of ±5 % at a con-
fidence level of 95 %, n0 = 384 and N = 1000. The total number of samples
necessary, considering the finite population correction factor, is 278 observations.
This is a 27.6 % reduction in the total number of observations necessary had the
finite population correction factor not been considered [7].

4.1 Continuous Productivity Improvement

The purpose of activity analysis is first to study and identify safety and productivity
challenges, and then to implement improvements to eliminate/reduce these barriers.
The authors developed a five-step approach to identifying and reducing productivity
barriers. These steps are part of the activity analysis cycle and are illustrated in
Fig. 3.

The three steps involve the following: sampling and analysis; planning; imple-
menting improvement. The process starts with activity sampling is done in order to
collect a representative data sample. Each discrete data sample or observation is
categorized as personal protective equipment (PPE); ergonomic risk factors; direct
work; preparatory work; tools and equipment; material handling; waiting, travel; or
personal. Once the data have been collected, they are tabulated to determine activity
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percentages. The resulting percentages are analyzed to determine which types of
activities are beyond the acceptable range. After the potential causes for unac-
ceptable variances are identified, several potential solutions to improve productivity
are considered. These improvements are based on a set of factors that include
feasibility, logistics, and costs. Finally, the improvements selected in the planning
stage are implemented to increase the direct work rate.

5 Conclusion

Maritime and port activity analysis measures how time is utilized by the labor force
along with the safety requirements. In the work sampling technique, observations of
what each worker is doing at a particular instant are recorded. The activities of craft
workers are typically divided into predetermined categories. The two categories,
including safety and productivity, and nine elements utilized in this study include
personal protective equipment (PPE); ergonomic risk factors; direct work, prep
work, tools/equipment, materials handling, travel, waiting, and personal. The def-
inition of these categories is provided in this paper. Implementing the above
improvements requires overcoming barriers that may resist change. A plan of action
can be taken once the following activities are followed through: obtain commitment
from managers at every level, study each potential course of action, define a
schedule and timeline, and investigate the costs that may be involved, consider
human resources issues such as training and support, and change relevant forms and
documents. It is predicted that the costs of implementing a basic form of port
activity analysis would not be costly. It is also estimated that the financial benefits
will greatly outweigh the costs. The potential benefits of the proposed Port Activity
Analysis Tool include: (1) provides detailed information similar to continuous

Fig. 3 Continuous
improvement process
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observation studies, but in less time and at a smaller cost; (2) ability to canvas entire
port; (3) no disruption of the work activities of craft or foreman; (4) craft more
likely to accept activity analysis compared to continuous observation; and (5) de-
sired level of accuracy possible through statistical techniques. It should be noted
that there are no standards for Activity Analysis Processes, another difficult and
vital component of the implementing of one. It is recommended that an activity
analysis process should be tailored with considerations of a variety of factors
affecting productivity and safety in the particular process being evaluated and the
circumstances surrounding it.
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Boat Camping Sailing Yacht: A Study
Case of Conscious Yacht Design

Massimo Di Nicolantonio, Jessica Lagatta, Antonio Marano
and Andrea Vallicelli

Abstract Camping is a pleasurable yachting activity that enables people to visit
beautiful and pristine lagoons, rivers, canals, lakes and marine reserves. The water
in these places is often very shallow and there are no landing stages. This calls for a
type of vessel suitable for coastal yachting and navigating inland waters. A small
yacht can be considered ideal for this purpose. The concept proposed is a small
trailerable sailboat for camping, with special performance, from both the naval and
ergonomic point of view. This concept introduces the ideas of easy management of
the sailing performance, housing activity, beaching and transportation, and an
insight into the tactile pleasure of the deck surfaces. This first phase of the research
reports a series of critical reflections related to the conscious design of small yachts,
taking into account of various aspects: the environmental context, on-board activ-
ities, out-board activities and general management of the yacht.

Keywords Boat camping � Easy sailing � Hybrid propulsion � Tactile pleasure �
Supple � Trailerability

1 Introduction

Our territory has an immense and widespread environmental heritage, histori-
cal monuments and archaeological sites. Also the delicious agricultural prod-
ucts of fishing, hunting and collecting, contribute, according to new
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theories of sustainable development,1 to define the natural capital2 that today the
man has.

The discussion about cultural economy,3 gives new meanings to the general
notion of natural and artistic heritage, replacing it with the new definition of
environmental and artistic heritage. It is a way, the environmental heritage looks
like a cultural resource, to be enjoyed, to be exploited and, at the same time, to be
protected and, if possible, to be played [1]. These first considerations highlight the
need to invest in natural capital as compared to the capital produced by man,
because even today poorly used. Phenomenon of tourism, among the thematic areas
of the contemporary world, can be considered the most strategical and full of
attractiveness, both on the socio-cultural, and at the economic point of view; it is so
intrinsically connected with the sociological category of leisure.4 Touristic moti-
vations are most felt by individuals; they may include education, instruction, body
care, solidarity, fun and games. The same networks of companies organized like
districts, are engaged in an investment on the environmental situation, in order to
develop and exploit the material resources, human and cultural factors that char-
acterize the place, because of the needs to support the global competition.

In this scenario of changes related to economic orientations, socio-cultural and
production, design can play a center role to generate a new process of conversion of
the cultural and environmental heritage in exploitable resources for the future. But
to understand the sociological changing sociology contained by the interest of the
tourist, one should bear in mind a number of factors [2], as described by the British
sociologist John Urry.5

2 Boat Camping and Sustainable Tourism

This research introduce an interesting proposal of design solution focused on marine
ecotourism,6 taking account of the new demand of sustainable products and services.

1With the expression sustainable development, introduced in the international discussion from the
document of the World Commission for Environment and Development Our Common Future,
1987, it refers to all the relationships between human activities and biosphere, such as to afford to
human life continue, individuals to meet their needs and different cultures to develop without
destroying the global biophysical context.
2Natural capital is the set of non-renewable resources and systemic capacity of the environment to
reproduce renewable resources. The importance of investing in natural capital has been high-
lighted in an article by many hands, entitled The value of the world's ecosystem services and
natural capital, appeared in May 1997 on Nature.
3The field of application of the cultural economy, limited for a long time only to art, according to
the Anglo-Saxon tradition, has recently extended its field of action to the show until the museums’
economy and heritage, see Benhamou [1].
4De Masi (2000, pp. 243–264).
5Urry [2].
6Marano [4].
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Today, the tourist offer must aim to broaden the user groups who would more
liking enjoy the environmental benefits generated by thousand relationships
between the marine waters with the typical characteristics of coastal landscapes and
the characteristics of its seabed. The design vision could point to the promotion of
eco-friendly activities closely related with pleasure boating. This would represent
an extension of actionable opportunities for all the shipyards to seek new com-
petitive advantages by introducing new eco-friendly products [3]. The establish-
ment of marine protected areas has generated the desire for knowledge of the
underwater world; this activity needs new and ecologically correct naval units.

Nautical tourism is one of the forms of marine resource exploitation, spread out
in this century in almost all Western countries; yacht are the first image of this
attempt of sea colonization by man. Yachting needs of port infrastructure and
services; at the same time allows to visit those coasts which are not easily accessible
from the inland, thus reducing the overall weight of the tourist sites’ merger. The
protection of coasts and more in general marine environments, is encouraged by a
mature safeguard awareness of the rich touristic heritage; however, it requires
appropriate means. This can be a powerful incentive for new products regulated by
international norms that consider the environmental heritage a common good to be
protected for optimum enjoyment. The nautical filed can therefore have an
important part in the growth of a proper eco-marine tourism [4].

Pleasure craft, especially sailing yachts, open interesting perspectives; this par-
ticular tipology of yacht can inspire a conscious design focused to translate envi-
ronmental protection into a wealth’s source for the individual; at the same time it
could generate new income for local economies. The relationship between nature,
society, design and enterprise may have in this coincidence of interests a new
opportunity for development and mutual growth. Pleasure crafts can be considered
as an extension of man-made water territory tracing by their passage, an ideal
network of mending between the earth and the liquid element. A small trailerable
sailing yacht can be considered a theme of particular interest for this purpose,
related with boat camping activities in the Adriatic sea.

It perform the correct dimension for a pleasure boat and involves many problems
to gustily the opening of a research and the discussions based on different topics
such as: the performance; processing technologies of composite materials; relation
between craft and industry production systems; ergonomics related to living spaces
in motion; the formal values of the object; consumption patterns.

3 Concept Description

The proposed typological yacht is considered suitable for coastal and inland’s
waters navigation; It plays a key role in the research’s field of sustainability,
strongly linked to that of ergonomics. The market’s survey has revealed that the
specifically boat for this purpose can be considered a small pleasure boats,
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trailerable, 7.5 m long, no larger than 2.5 m, with a displacement no more than
1000 kg.

This kind of yacht is part of a developing medium-range commercial market,
located on the border between two families of very popular products: the small
sailing dinghies, and small sailing cruisers. The research on this tipology of yachts,
has showed that the reasons for their low spread depends not only on low demand,
otherwise by the low quality of the offering. Most of the yachts in production are
not satisfactory, and unable to meet users expectations; they show on the contrary
strong deficiencies, both from performance, functional, ergonomics and aesthetic;
such as difficult maneuverability, difficult trailerability, high displacement, lack
formal identity, no livable comfort.

The yacht on the market can be considered only an aggregation of different
morphological elements: traditional monohulls, equipped with aerodynamic and
fluid-dynamic appendages. Sometimes these small crafts are equipped as cabin
cruisers; the cabin are generally arranged in the bow of the yacht, integrated into the
hull and accessible by little hatches.

Mostly there is possibility to have small portholes, but thy are not sufficient to
ensure a correct air recirculation; the minimum equipments on board are bad
arranged; housing minimum conditions insufficient to meet basic needs; the dif-
ferent internal and external environment modalities of fruition does not allow a
correct relationship between users involved in different activities; the volumes are
closed, very dark and narrow, characterized by a dis-comfort that affect a good
market response. The initial survey of a number of users of this type of boats has
shown that they use their small yachts only for short day trips; all the data collected
show another attitude of these sailors: all of them only consider this micro habitable
volume like a storage for all the tool kit useful in different situation on board and
out board.

The analysis of these products, enabled to focus the research intent to formulate
a response to some primary needs highlighted by the analytical work:
low-displacement, trailerability, semi-craft construction processes, overall rethink-
ing of the deckhouse living system. The material’s survey identified the advanced
plastic composites as the best compromise to ensure a good relationship between
performance, serial production, and manufacturing costs (Fig. 1).

4 Concept Guidelines Development

Boat camping theme was investigated with great attention paid to the external and
internal livability of the yacht, preferring continuous surfaces, flowing lines, a large
cockpit, and a solution that would integrate the small deckhouse with the whole of
the indoor system. The cat solution for the rigging, positioned at the extreme bow,
ensure easy management with a single rope. This solution has allowed to free up the
entire space of the deck and to take advantage of the forward part by using the
entire volume, necessary to meet the minimum habitability requirements (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 Isisi photorealistic rendering

Fig. 2 Construction sketch
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4.1 Deck Layout Organization

The main layout has been rational arranged, relating all the expected functions;
maneuvering the mainsail and rudder, the outboard motor storage, keel manage-
ment, and finally, the accessibility to the supple situated at the extreme bow.

The surfaces have been developed to allow the crew to take different postures
because of the different activities on board, related to the balance conditions created
by sailing, and at the same time to ensure an adequate level of accessibility on board
by the adoption of the open stern solution.

The choice of the coating material for the deck was evaluated by the investi-
gation on the needs expressed by a number of potential users of sailing dinghies,
who were involved in the design process; the study was conducted through the
testing of old drifts used as a testing ground for the application on their decks
surfaces of different grip design solutions (Figs. 3 and 4).

Marfran was the final material choiced. Its a biomedical material derived elas-
tomer produced by the italian group Franceschetti Elastomers; this material is
produced in different hardnesses and already used in the production of diving
equipment (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3 Deck layout organization

Fig. 4 Analysis of different crew postures
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This is an ideal material for covering the interior and exterior livable surface
areas, making it non-slip through the application of a grip whose design has been
appropriately tested through tactile pleasantness tests conducted using scientific
methods (SEQUAM Sensorial Quality Assessment Method) [5], which led the
definition of soft spots capable of making the outer surfaces pleasing to the touch
and comfortable to use.

The closed material, elastic, pigmented, soft touch, deformable, water-resistant
an repellent, is designed as a combination of repeated and cross curved elements to
form a regular pattern.

4.2 Supple Design Solution

The supple arranged in the bow of the yacht has been designed as a removable and
transportable unit, from the cockpit height, to the shore (Fig. 6).

Its light, compact and ovoid shape with ellipsoidal cross and longitudinal sec-
tions; this solution guarantees it’s perfect housing in the bow of the cockpit, by the
joint into the box of the little tire, positioned on the base of the supple. This solution
allows to easily move the supple out of board. A memory foam of silicon gel allows
and guarantee the accessibility to its interior; this solution contribute to to keep in
safe from the external atmospheric agents and to stow all the essential tools, needed
for the survival of the users, in the various and different operating conditions of the
boat. A retractable roof is located into the edge of the supple; when the roof its
open, it cover the entire deck of the small boat, up to the stern; the roof ensures it’s
form and stability through the adoption of three ellipsoidal pneumatic rings. The
flexible cover is designed to ensure an appropriate level of visibility to the outside,
and its equipped with membranes that can be opened to ensure microclimate
comfort. If necessary, the membranes can be opened and closed through the
adoption of normal silicone hinges, resistant to sea salt and to corrosion.

Fig. 5 Anti-skid grip morphological concept
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4.3 Supple Interior Layout

The supple is arranged in a very rational way, simple and functional (Fig. 7).
Inside were designed different solutions related with the principal need of the

users; one a removable work surface, which contains the typical camp kitchen and a
small sink; a portable sit integrated with a chemical toilet; a small sink; bags made
of elastic net are provided, located inside of the shell and integrated in the lining
material. The material chosen concur to generate a feeling of tactile pleasure, and
allows an adequate level of adaptability to the soft, curvilinear characterizing lin-
guistic and morphological level of the proposed nautical concept. The possibility of
pigment enables to choose different color levels to identify different functions; this
solution contributes to improving the general affordances.

Fig. 6 Supple concept sketch
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4.4 Sail Plan

Thanks to the adoption of the cat solution for the mast, the final users needs only to
conduct a big mainsail only manouvering one mainsheet [6] (Fig. 8).

This option simplifies the maneuvers on board, and contribute to free the entire
boat’s deck plan, consequently to arrange all the functions in an optimal way, and at
the same time to maintain a good sail area. The airfoil mast is made of composite
material; light, rigid, easily removable, its the best solution, from the technical and
functional point of view. The battened mainsail is hooded on the mast and integrate
the boom to guarantee a good aerodynamic shape at sea; its made of monofilm and
mylar materials.

The mainsheet allows the helmsman to easily conduct the boat; this simple trick
allows the rest of the crew to be able to navigate in comfort and without having to
intervene in the maneuvers.

Fig. 7 Supple kit visualization
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4.5 Trailerability

The final design solution adopted concern the possibility to transport the small boat
by road, in compliance with the current legislation described by the road’s code.

All design solutions proposed, folding mast, transportable supply, movable
appendages, minimum dimensions, together with the fundamental requirement of
lightness, allow the user to reconfigure the boat and to be able to hoist with a few
movements of a road’s carriage, and to be able to carry it in other places (Fig. 9).

This last design solution guarantees the end user to be able to benefit of the small
craft, equipped for the accommodation of this particular category of tourists, in
many different marine contexts.

Fig. 8 Sail plan functional scheme
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5 Conclusion

The research already carried out, (described in this paper), has had its’s main
objective to bring out as a series of correct design solutions, relating to this par-
ticular type of boat, aimed by encouraging an idea of nautical tourism accessible
and careful to the environmental resource.

The first purpose was to show how a series of correct design solutions could
represent ideas of strong morphological and functional originality, and may con-
stitute certainly interesting material for industry professionals; in terms of spatial
organization, aesthetic and morphological solutions, and correct materials’ choice.

The second purpose was to highlight how conscious design solutions could help
to define new possible scenarios and usage forms of the marine environments.

Finally, try to stimulate a reflection on the idea (of sociological interest) that
yachting (its practice), nowadays, is an activity potentially for a wide section of the
population, more than its usually believed.
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Design for Inclusion in the Field of Sailing
Yachts. Design for All Approach for Small
Sailing Boats

Jessica Lagatta, Andrea Vallicelli, Massimo Di Nicolantonio
and Antonio Marano

Abstract In recent years, a strong attention to the issues of human diversity, social
inclusion and equality has developed in the field of yachting. This awareness has
led to the creation of sailing boats much more closely-related to Design for
Inclusion theories, Universal Design (UD) and Design for All (DfA) in particular.
In this paper, we present a final result of a Ph.D. research. The purpose of this study
was to define the design guidelines for small sailing boats, based on the principles
of DfA. To obtain this result, a comprehensive study of the state of the art was
conducted, through the analysis of fifty small sailing boats. This study was carried
out in two distinct phases. During the first one, all small sailing boats were filed and
the characteristics of all case studies were observed. During the second one,
comparative analyses between different boats were conducted. Starting from this
analysis, we have drawn up design guidelines based on the principles of DfA.

Keywords Design for inclusion � Sailing yacht � Small sailing boats � Design for
all

1 Introduction

Contemporary society is witnessing a strong social change, both in terms of pop-
ulation’s ageing and of multiculturalism. Nowadays, sure enough, «human diver-
sity in age, culture and ability is greater than ever. We now survive illness and
injury and live with disability as never before» [1]. In recent years, the field of
design has tried to meet the needs and aspirations of an increasingly complex
population through the creation of new methods, such as Design for Inclusion.
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It assumes that the creation of products, services and environments for standard
person leads to the penalization or the exclusion of most of the population from
their use. The moment has come to realize that badly-designed environments,
products or services can cause disability, not the opposite. In other words, «good
design enables, bad design disables» [1]. This consideration has led to a radical
change in design approach towards users. The specificities of each person are no
longer conceived as ability or disability but as differences, and diversity begins to
be seen as a resource rather than as a problem. Everyone has equal dignity, rights
and opportunities to actively participate in the daily life, without any barrier or
obstacle. Therefore, the purpose of Design for Inclusion, as the name itself says, is
not to exclude any individual from the use of a product, an environment or a
service. Starting from the awareness that human diversity is a resource for con-
temporary social and economic development, different approaches and design
methods based on inclusion have been developed during the last thirty years.
Among them, the most important are: UD_Universal Design, ID_Inclusive Design
and DfA_Design for All. Although these theories are newly formed, they have
already been applied in many field, such as the Sailing Yacht Design.

The strong expansion of the nautical sector that occurred in the last century—
and the consequent increase of users—has been one of the factors that led to the
application of Design for Inclusion in this area too. In fact, «today, only in Europe,
48 million people practice one or more nautical activities, and 36 million of these
people go by boat (motor or sail). […] Nautical activities, despite being associated
by media—often unjustly—exclusively to luxury, are not uniquely addressed to a
social élite. The expression mass recreational boating can be rightly used» [2].

The increasing awareness about the themes of social inclusion in the different
sports disciplines has been another important factor in the development of such
methods in the nautical sector. This has also allowed people with disabilities to
access to activities they had never practiced before. Sailing sports have not been
excluded from this phenomenon. The nautical sector more closely involved in this
development is that of small sailing boat (with a length less than ten meters). In the
late 70s, in fact, the early boats designed to meet the specific needs of disabled
sailors begin to be made. Moreover, the realization of a wide range of special aids to
navigation (ergonomic seats, electric winches, joystick, sip and puff systems, etc.),
allowed us to adapt existing boats to the different needs of users. From the 70s to
today, however, considerable progress has been made. It has been realized that
designing sailing boats not only for people with disabilities but also for users with
different age, tastes and cultural habits, could represent a competitive solution for
the nautical market both economically and socially. During the last years, such an
awareness, has led to the creation of sailing boats that are more and more close to
the theories of Design for Inclusion.
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2 Purpose of Research

There is a market made up of nonstandard consumers, partially different from the
ones whom the design of small sailing boats was addressed to only a few decades
ago. This awareness leads to the need to propose new design solutions that have an
active confrontation with the complexity and the added value they entail. DfA,
defined by the Stockholm Declaration as the «design for human diversity, social
inclusion and equality» [1], might be the most appropriate response to the demand
the market is posing right now, which is the creation of more and more inclusive
and not ghettoizing sailing boats that would also be able to satisfy the needs of
every type of sailor. In financial terms, this approach could offer companies a
number of new competitive advantages (increase of potential users, customer
loyalty, etc.).

Moreover, as far as it concerns the social level and the collective well-being,
basing the market development on the concept of diversity favors the inclusion as
well as everyone’s active and autonomous participation, thus increasing the wealth
and the overall level of well-being.

All of this having been said, the research here described aims at understanding
how the DfA approach can be applied to the small sailing boat design. However, in
order to address this study, a complete view of the status of this issue is firstly
required. In the following paragraphs we will explain how this theme has been dealt
with in a Ph.D. Research developed in the Department of Architecture of Pescara
(Italy).

3 Method

The study has been developed following three different phases. In the first phase,
different cases study have been selected and cataloged. In the second phase, an
analysis of all the boats taken into account has been conducted. In the third phase,
design guidelines—based on DfA methodology—have been defined.

3.1 Case Studies’ Selection and Cataloguing

The small sailing boats considered as case studies are 51. They had been selected
according to target users and design methodologies used for their realization. We
can summarize the selection criteria in three points:

1. Small sailing boats designed and created exclusively for people with physical
disabilities.

2. Small sailing boats designed and created for able-bodied sailors but that, thanks
to their particular features (technical ones, related to stability, etc.) and to the
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addition of “special aids”, may be steered by people with physical disabilities,
too.

3. Small sailing boats overtly designed and created according to some method-
ologies of Design for Inclusion.

The following data have been collected for each of them: identification data,
dimensional specification, typological specification, equipment adaptation, access
and positions.

In order to organize the whole material, a specific program has been selected and
used: FileMaker Pro 12®. Indeed, this software has made it possible to manage a
substantial amount of information. Moreover, it has flexible tools which allow the
records’ format customization according to the wanted type of data collection. Two
records have been created for each small sailing boat.

As Fig. 1 shows, in the first one there are the identifying, dimensional and
architectural data. In the second one, there is a cataloguing of the different adaptive
changes (additional seats, electrical aids, specific types of steering gear, etc.), the
access and positions for sailors who are sailing.

Fig. 1 Example of records cataloguing, created using FileMaker Pro 12®. The sheet has been
generated by entering the data of a case study: the 2.4 mR one
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3.2 Case Studies Analysis

FileMaker Pro 12® is a relational database, thus capable of linking multiple records
together. Thanks to this special feature, studying the data entered through com-
parative mode has been possible, as well as obtaining a report of the main technical,
typological, dimensional and morphological data of all the boats taken into account.
The extensive work of collection, systematization and case studies analysis has
shown that many small sailing boats have common peculiarities and technical
solutions.

The most used type of hull is the monohull, followed by the trimaran. The most
common appendages are the ballast keel (which allows a greater stability) and the
underhung rudder, steered by a tiller or a manual joystick. The most common length
overall (LOA) is four or five meters. Therefore, the average number of crew
members varies from one to three. Helmsman and tailer are often in a central
position, this one being fixed in relation with the cockpit thanks to the addition of a
rigid seat which is the most common adaptive element. Fractional sloop is the type
of sail plan adopted in almost all case studies. In many small sailing boats, running
rigging led back to the cockpit. To board is often autonomous and direct. In case of
physical disability, instead, it is carried out with the aid of a mechanical or electric
hoist.

These data have been obtained by considering the highest percentages of entries
in records. Therefore, they represent the main features of a “standard case study”.

4 Design for All Approach for Small Sailing Boat

Starting from the observation of the case studies, it has been possible to identify the
technological, morphological and ergonomics features of the analyzed boats
according to the target audience (able-bodied or disabled sailors, beginners, experts,
young people, old people, etc.). Thanks to this analysis, knowledge has been
acquired of the different design solutions adopted to meet the needs of various types
of users. Starting from this knowledge, some design guidelines based on the
principles of DfA (for example on the methodology) have been drawn. Before
describing them, however, a clarification is needed: the small sailing boats may
have very different dimensional and typological characteristics. According to them,
the relationship between the sailor and the elements that compose the boat can
considerably vary. For this reason, the small sailing boats have been classified
according to their typology (monohull or multihull) and to their size: 1- LOA from
3 to 4 m (typically steered by a single sailor); 2- LOA from 4 to 6 m (usually
steered by two or three sailors); 3- LOA from 6 to 10 m (normally steered by two or
more sailors). Even if in the Ph.D. research has described the features of all the
above-mentioned categories, the decision has been made to report the results
concerning the monohull small sailing boats with length from 4 to 6 m. Such a
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choice allows to synthetically—thus more clearly—explain the application of DfA
guidelines for a “standard case study”.

In order to obtain this result, we have particularly based on the instructions given
by DfA Italy that in 2010 established two brands: DfA Start and DfA Quality. Their
purpose is «to certify the Design for All’s quality of products, environments and
systems, that is, of all the project realizations of material and virtual reality, such as
industrial products, architectures, services, graphics and multimedia» [3].

More generally it can be said that, in order to be defined as DfA, a product—in
this case a small sailing boat—has to respect some principles, which are shown
below: to give value to human diversity; to promote social inclusion and equality;
to be easy and pleasant to use for all users; not to ghettoize, either physically or
psychologically; to be beautiful; to be socially, environmentally and economically
sustainable; to have as its final goal the quality of life’s improvement.

Furthermore, it has to meet very specific requirements. It is appropriate that they
are tested in regard to target users, that is in regard to all «people who wish to enjoy
or have a reasonable likelihood of independently enjoying the product, environ-
ment, or system» [4]. The requirements’ four main categories are: physicality,
feeling and sense, comprehension, process. Each of them includes a number of
other requirements that have to be tested for each element of the small sailing boat
and that will be subsequently presented. A small sailing boat «can be considered an
organized work system defined by an interrelated set of elements (activities, rig-
gings and people), working in special environmental conditions, pursuing the main
object of sailing with efficiency, effectiveness and with satisfaction for everybody»
[5].

Given that the DfA methodology places target users at the centre of its attention,
the application of the guidelines was carried out taking into account some parts of
the small sailing boat, which are closely related to the activities and operation
carried out by the sailors. Therefore, the requirements will be described in this
order: seats, steering system, running rigging and sail plan.

4.1 Seats

The design of a seat is a very complex one. Several factors have to be considered.
First of all, the position the sailor takes when sailing. It varies depending on the role
he plays (helmsman, tailer, bowman) and on the boat’s size and morphological
features. It can generally be said that sailors at sea must frequently change side to
counterbalance the heeling moment generated by the wind force on the sails.
Therefore, the seats are often located in a lateral position with respect to the cockpit.
This recurring movement from one side to the other could be tiring for all those
people who, for example, have limited mobility or have recently started practicing
sailing sports. In some case studies, “mobile” seats (which rotate on a central pin or
move along the tracks) or even central or lateral auxiliary seats have been used to
solve this problem. However, they constitute a design response to the specific needs
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of “limit users”, who can be defined as: «that part of All (target users) that has the
most critical specificity to independently enjoy the system» [4]. In DfA method-
ology, instead, these problems «are solved by taking into account the autonomous
users, with the awareness that the other users will satisfy their specific needs with ad
hoc aids, which they normally already use» [4]. For example, a person with lower
limbs disability should enter and sit inside the boat as autonomously as possible and
by using his/her own wheelchair. However, the cockpit of the small sailing boats
here analyzed has not the space needed to contain it. Therefore, the adopted
solutions will have to consider this factor, too. Starting from these premises, the
DfA requirements for seat will be described.

4.1.1 Physicality

Minimum Required Efforts and Abilities. During a tacking or a gybing, the sailor
may need to shift from one small sailing boat’s side to the other. This movement is
performed while the boat is moving and requires a particular strength and motor
skills, as well as a good sense of balance. If the small sailing boat has only lateral
seats, the sailor needs to make a triple action: to get up from one side, to shift and to
sit on the opposite side. As already mentioned, not all users may be able to perform
these actions with skill and little effort. A good design solution should instead allow
the body fluid and not fatiguing movements. A single central seat which connects
the two sides (for example like that used in NEO 495), could be a good design
solution for all, not only for those who have mobility difficulties. In fact, it allows
the body to move without the need to stand up and sit down. In this way, the sailor
can move with minimum efforts and skills.

Enabling Prehensility. The seat should provide for some support elements
(handles, openings on the supporting surface or on the backrest, etc.) in order to
enable everyone to cling when side is changed or the body contrasts the small
sailing boat’s heeling. Furthermore, a non-slip material should be used both on the
seat and the seatback (if there is one), in order to guarantee a greater body’s
adherence to the surface.

Handling and Use Alternatives Offer. The seat should be handled and used in
alternative ways. In other words, it could be used not only for sitting, but also for
other functions. For example, as a container element for ropes, fenders or other
objects, or as a mobile element that serves as a seat at sea, but that could be used as
an access walkway after docking.

Correspondence to Anthropometric Differences. In order to respond to this
requirement, the seat should be adjustable according to the size of the user’s body.
It is therefore necessary to create a design solution that allows to rise the height and
make the size of the seat and of the backrest (if there is one) flexible.

Personalization Systems Offer. The personalization systems may relate to the
addition of cushions, the possibility or not to insert a backrest, the presence of
safety belts, the possible use of a headrest or armrests, etc. In the analyzed case
studies, a seat with only one of the systems listed above has been used, depending
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on the type of ability or disability of users. On the contrary, the analyzed
requirement demands the systems to be included in a single artifact as much as
possible, or at least added to it, depending on the sailor’s demanding.

Safety Features Compliance. Safety concerns various aspects. For example, the
possible presence of water on the seat’s surface could cause an unintentional
slipping of the body. For this reason, non-slip and quickly dry out materials should
always be used. In addition, the seat’s corners should always be rounded in order to
avoid the risk of bruises.

4.1.2 Perception and Sense

Chromatic Contrasts. The eye better visualizes the seat’s dimensions if its color is
different from that of the cockpit, thus avoiding feet or body bruises. In addition,
highlighting parts that have greater ease of grip (as handles or armrests, if there are)
by chromatic contrasts might be helpful during the maneuvers. Always thinking on
safety, a color differentiation should be used between the rigid part (structure) and a
potential soft part (cushions). The same applies to non-slip areas.

4.1.3 Comprehension

Self-Explanation of Use/Operation. If, as previously described, the seat has modular
or additional parts, their use and operation should be immediately understandable to
everyone.

Formal/Aesthetic Quality. In the analyzed case studies, seats are often inserted
into the small sailing boats regardless of their formal/aesthetic component. This
approach contributes to create that “hospital image” that is typical of some products
dedicated to people with disabilities. Therefore, the formal/aesthetic quality
becomes relevant because it helps to branch off from the idea of an artifact designed
exclusively for “limit users”. Furthermore, the seat should be designed with the
boat’s same formal language. It would make it a congruent and integrated element
with the rest of the small sailing boat, helping to eliminate that feeling of “addi-
tional” and “medical” element perceived in some case studies.

4.2 Running Rigging and Sail Plan

A simultaneous description of the requirements for running rigging and sail plan
has been chosen here. Indeed ropes, halyards and sheets are needed to govern the
sails. Therefore these items cannot be studied separately, because they are closely
connected with each other. In addition, running rigging will be taken into account in
relation to the hardware (winches, clam cleats, stoppers, etc.) for a more complete
analysis. The analysis of the case studies has shown that the fractional rig sloop is
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the most widespread rigging. In many small sailing boats there is also the bowsprit
and the use of spinnaker pole is expected. Thus the guidelines will include the
gennaker and spinnaker, too.

4.2.1 Physicality

Minimum Required Efforts and Abilities. Hoisting the mainsail and the jib while
rigging may require efforts that are not suitable for all sailors’ motor abilities. Some
strength’s decrease systems, such as winches and travelers, are typically used to
facilitate this operation. While sailing, the tailer must maneuver the sails and also
move from one side to the other during a tacking or a gybing. Therefore, the whole
body is under stress. The seats (which it has already been spoken of) play an
important role in decreasing leg fatigue. Instead, travelers and winches are used to
minimize the force required to haul and ease the ropes (fatigue of torso, arms and
hands). In order to minimize the tailer’s and bowman’s efforts, limited sweeping
gestures or movements are necessary. Therefore it is desirable that all the maneu-
vers are put back to the cockpit, in order to have the ropes always close at hand and
to prevent the bowman from needing to move towards the bow. In order to obtain
this result, some solutions already available on the market can be used for each type
of sail (jib, mainsail, spinnaker, spinnaker).

• The jib: it should be equipped with a self-tacking/turning system and furling jib.
This would enable the sailor to maneuver and to reduce the sail size directly
from the cockpit.

• The mainsail: a furling mainsail system could be applied on the boom or mast.
This would prevent from manually reefing the sail, allowing to reduce the sail
area by the use of a rope.

• The gennaker: in order to use this sail with minimum effort, it is desirable that it
is governed by a cockpit. In Skud 18, for example, a closed-circuit rope allows
to hoist the gennaker and simultaneously release the bowsprit. It also allows to
drop down the sail. This rope is led back to the cockpit and so the user can steer
the gennaker while sitting and with minimum fatigue.

• The spinnaker: the use of this sail requires a particular physical effort and a good
motor ability of the bowman. He must: attach the spinnaker pole to the mast, fit
out it and hoist the spi. During the gybing he must: unhook the spinnaker pole
from the mast and fix it to the other spinnaker sheet; unhook the spinnaker pole
from the after guy and fix it to the mast. To accomplish these tasks, the bowman
has to stand and balance. Moreover, it is necessary that his arms and hands have
strength enough to support and handle spinnaker pole and sail.

The use of a maneuvering system different from the just described one would
therefore be desirable to respond to the required minimum abilities and efforts.
A good solution would be the twin pole spinnaker system that allows the bowman
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to hoist, steer and drop down the spinnaker by the use of lines led back to the
cockpit and without the need to handle the spinnaker pole.

Enabling Prehensility. Ropes, halyards and sheets must be grasped by everyone
with ease. Therefore, they have not to be slippery. In some cases, sheets with
different treatments and sections could be accomplished to improve the prehensility;
in others, adding the spherical elements of antislip material might be useful. They
would be inserted in the terminal part of the rope in case it reaches the stopper or the
cam cleat.

Correspondence to Anthropometric Differences. As previously mentioned, the
ropes of the headsails should all be led back to the cockpit. They are normally
blocked by a cam cleat located on the deck. Cam cleats should be positioned on a
console that can scroll towards the bow or stern on rails in order to meet the user’s
anthropometric differences in a better way. This system (already used in Skud 18)
allows to regulate the distance from the console to the tailer, better responding to
the body’s different dimensions.

Safety Features Compliance. Injuries that may result from the use of ropes,
sheets and halyards are varied: the flow can cause abrasions and burns to the hands;
the rigging can be an obstacle for the feet and cause danger of falling, etc.
Regarding abrasion, it can be avoided only by using protective gloves. To prevent
the rigging from being an obstacle, instead, they may be placed under deck (pro-
tected by a carter), where it is possible. Regarding sail plan, instead, the boom
height should be adjusted according to that of the sailors to avoid head’s bruises
while tacking or gybing (thus respecting also the requirement: correspondence to
anthropometric differences). It could be also lined with a soft material that, in case
of impact, would help to soften the blow.

4.2.2 Perception and Sense

Chromatic Contrasts. In headsails, chromatic contrasts may be useful to distinguish
the different parts of the sail. A mainsail’s colors differentiation may be helpful to
indicate to what height it should be hoisted, depending on the wind. The sails
chromatic contrasts may generally facilitate the boat recognition from a distance.
The color differentiation of the ropes, instead, can help to understand which sail
they refer to.

4.2.3 Comprehension

Formal/Aesthetic Quality. Sails are an important part in the visual impact of a small
sailing boat. Taking care of their aesthetics through an image study coordinated
with the hull would help to make the small sailing boat more attractive.

Multisensory Communication. When using the ropes, the mainly involved senses
are: sight, touch and hearing. However, not all users are able to use them simul-
taneously. For example, blind sailors may have difficulty in identifying the position
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of the ropes and in understanding which sail they refer to. In this case the previously
mention color diversity is not useful. This lack may be filled by differentiating
diameters and weft. These solutions may be useful for all sailors and not just for a
“limit user”.

4.3 The Steering System

In the analyzed case studies, various types of steering gear have been used: tiller,
steering wheel, manual or servo assist joystick, foot pedal steering, sip&puff sys-
tem. Each of them is applied to the small sailing boat, according to the user’s skill
level. The tiller and the manual joystick are the most common ones, probably
because they adequately respond to the needs of the largest number of sailors. The
second type, in particular, proved to be the most appropriate to respond to the
requirements of DfA. The design guidelines are shown starting from this basis.

4.3.1 Physicality

Minimum Required Efforts and Abilities. The functioning of the two types of the
rudder above is very different. In fact, the small sailing boat sails in the same
direction the manual joystick is conducted in. This principle is instead reversed in
the use of the tiller: if it moves to starboard, the boat will go to the left and vice
versa. It is evident how the use of the manual joystick, especially for inexperienced
sailors, is much simpler and intuitive, thus requiring a minimum ability.
Furthermore, given that this it is always positioned at the bow of the helmsman, it is
less difficult to maintain the course when a change of side is necessary.

Enabling Prehensility. The helmsman should always monitor the small sailing
boat and to do so, he has to grab the governing body in the most firm way. The
prehensility, in this case, is a very important requirement. The manual joystick,
besides including personalization systems (see. next entry), should be coated with a
non-slip material in order to be easily grasped.

Correspondence to Anthropometric Differences and Personalization System
Offer. The manual joystick should be adjustable through a telescopic system
according to the users’ anthropometric differences. Personalized additional ele-
ments (that should be placed on the head of joystick) might make the grip more
comfortable even for those with motor difficulties.

Safety Features Compliance. The rudder control is essential to ensure safety.
Operating errors, in fact, could lead the sailing boat to capsize, to collide with other
boats or possible obstacles in the sea, etc. A good prehensility and ease of use,
given from the previously described solutions, help maintaining the boat’s safety.
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4.3.2 Perception and Sense

Chromatic and Tactile Contrasts. They may be useful to highlight the parts of the
manual joystick which must be gripped by the user.

4.3.3 Comprehension

Self-Explanation of Use-Operation. As previously mentioned, the fact that the
direction of the small sailing boat coincides with that of the manual joystick ensures
that its use is expressed by itself, making it easier to learn navigation techniques.

4.4 The Design Process

The “process” entry has deliberately been omitted from the above mentioned
requirements. In fact, it has been decided to treat it separately, since it is common to
all the elements of analyzed small sailing boats. «In DfA the process is holistic and
inclusive, and it allows (by creating, managing and implementing complex systems)
everyone’s comfortable and pleasant fruition» [4]. The main features that must be
observed in the design process are: the participation of users, the multidisciplinary,
the involvement of decision makers. The users, or their representatives, should be
taken into account not only in all stages of the process (proposal, meta-design,
design), but also in the product’s ergonomic testing. This allows an assessment of
human diversity and an effective comparison with it. The resulting complexity
implies a multidisciplinary approach, i.e. a synergistic participation of specialists of
other areas (e.g. Psychologists, ergonomists, engineers, etc.). The DfA process also
includes the involvement of decision-makers, which is of those who «decide to
make a product in one way rather than another, with partners and collaborators
rather than others» [4]. When designing a small sailing boat there can be various
kinds of decision makers. In the analyzed case studies there are: single individuals
(ship owners), public entities (e.g. The Navy League), international associations
that promote sailing for all (e.g. Sailability World), small local non-profit associ-
ations (for e.g. EOS), etc.

The present research has come to an initial proposal (design brief) based on the
observation of examined users and small sailing boats. It just represents the first
step of the design process required by DfA. Therefore, the requirements described
in the previous paragraphs constitute a specific aid for the development of design,
which will have to be developed by involving decision makers and users.
Moreover, the creation of prototypes or mock-up will have to be an aid to perform
tests on the user, before arriving at the final product.

In addition to all has been said above, design guidelines specified in the rules of
DfA Italia brands stipulate that the process does not end when the small sailing boat
has been realized. It is rather necessary that there is «an extension of DfA principles
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to the entire value chain» and that «publi-promotional messages promote the DfA
philosophy together with the product/system/environment, avoiding contrary
viewpoint, especially if they ghettoize» [3].

In other words, all the aspects related to maintenance and disposal of the pro-
duct, to logistics, to marketing, to advertising promotion, etc. should be analyzed in
the process, too. It is clear that such a process is a very long and complex one, but
the deriving benefits represent advantages for all the involved ones. First of all, the
product’s easy and pleasant fruition leads to an improvement in users’ quality of
life. The single-investment response to the different needs different projects should
satisfy leads to an increase in profits and in the number of customers for businesses.
The creation of new opportunities for contact with potential users and of a dis-
tinctive image in innovation and ethical-social commitment areas improves the
work of designers. Finally, the inclusion of excluded groups of users provokes an
image relapse in project successes funded or commissioned for public commissions
[6].

5 Results and Conclusion

Different results have been achieved through this research. Thanks to the cata-
loguing of the case studies, a first report on the current state of the art has been
possible. Moreover, small sailing boats that meet the characteristics described in
accordance with the selection criteria of Sect. 3.1 are increasing over time. The
database which has been used and the structure of the records will allow to continue
the cataloguing of the material in the future. Thanks to the flexibility of the pro-
gram, in fact, records can be added and changed, if necessary. This will allow a
continuous update not only of the small sailing boats’ number, but also of their
technological, dimensional and architectural characteristics. Moreover, the analysis
of the collected data could also be implemented and it will also help to understand
how the characteristics of boats belonging to the analyzed typology can change
over time. Finally, the indications explained by DfA requirements may form a basis
for the design and the realization of more and more “inclusive” small sailing boats.
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Measuring Trade-Offs Between
Risk and Travel Time Based
on Experimental Speed Data

Paolo Intini, Pasquale Colonna, Nicola Berloco and Vittorio Ranieri

Abstract Users make continuous trade-offs between risk and mobility (travel time)
while driving, in order to maximize the utility of their travel, which depends on
different variables and it varies according to different individuals. One of the mea-
surable outputs of this process is the speed. An on-road experiment was carried out
in order to measure the speed behavior of a sample of 19 drivers on a two-lane
low-volume highway. Measurements were repeated over six days in order to test if
the familiarity acquired with the road can be responsible for speed changes over
time. By making some hypotheses based on previous theories, the reduction of travel
times due to the acquired road familiarity can be related to a conscious/subconscious
shift to a more significant risk-taking behavior. These trade-offs will be analyzed
throughout the paper by considering the differences between drivers and the geo-
metric differences between different road sections.
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1 Introduction

Every time a driver starts its travel on a given road, he accepts, more or less
consciously, a certain risk associated to that travel. Generally speaking, the risk
related to each activity can be defined as:

R ¼ p� I: ð1Þ

Where:
P Probability of the unwanted event;
I Intensity of the consequences of the event itself.

Therefore, the application of the risk definition to the driving process implies
that it is obtained by multiplying the probability of occurrence of the traffic acci-
dent, by its consequences. Obviously, the traffic accident is an unwanted event.
Apart from the rare and extreme case of a person who is deliberately searching for
the occurrence of an accident, it happens because an unexpected event occurs while
driving and the user is not able to react promptly or accordingly.

Nevertheless, there are several factors (related to drivers, vehicles, road, envi-
ronment and traffic) which can affect this process by influencing both the proba-
bility of the accident and its consequences. Among all the possible factors, as
confirmed by early and recent studies [1, 2] the most important is the driver factor.
This means that the driver behavior plays a huge role in the occurrence of the
accidents and it depends on turn on several variables (e.g. age, experience, expo-
sure, health conditions, attitude to risky driving, driving under influence, use of
protection devices, trip purpose).

Furthermore, in normal conditions, the driver tries to maximize the utility of its
travel by considering these two antithetical concepts:

• Time is money, so the driver wants to save as much money as possible;
• Life is holy, so the driver wants to preserve his safety as much as possible.

The antithesis is given by the fact that, for the aim of maximizing the money
saving, the driver tends to decrease the travel time and so, for example, he can
select faster speeds or he can tend to modify lateral position by cutting curves; but
these behaviors are evidently in contrast with the safety purposes. Therefore, each
driver, while traveling, rules this dynamic equilibrium by modifying his behavior
accordingly: each modification can be defined as a “trade-off” between mobility and
safety [3].

Anyway, the matter is complex: a part of this process can be conscious [4], but
there is evidence that drivers can misperceive risk and travel time [5]. Furthermore,
the dynamic equilibrium conducting to trade-offs is absolutely personal: each
driver-related variable defined above can influence this process.

Considering a middle-aged driver, with several years of driving license, expe-
riencing a remarkable annual mileage, in good health conditions, not driving under
influence of drugs, wearing the seat belts and on considering also that he is driving
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a new and well-maintained car in good weather conditions and free flow traffic
conditions, the trade-offs between mobility and safety will probably depend on his
attitude to risky driving, the road geometry and the purpose of the travel.

In this paper, trade-offs between mobility (in terms of travel time) and safety are
measured on the basis of experimental speed data, considering that some variables
influencing the driver behavior can be fixed according to the experimental approach
used. The influence of road geometry and the attitude to risky driving will be
considered as the variables influencing the occurrence of trade-offs.

2 Methods

The methods employed are based on a theoretical framework (Sect. 2.1), on an
on-road experiment (Sect. 2.2), on the application of the framework to the exper-
imental data (Sect. 2.3) and on the calculation of risk and travel time (Sect. 2.4).

2.1 Theoretical Framework

This study is based on the framework proposed by Noland [3] (as an extension of
the model proposed by O’Neill [6]) in which the utility of the travel is defined as
follows:

U ¼ f P;T;C;A;Rð Þ: ð2Þ

Where:
U Utility of the travel;
P Price;
T Travel Time;
C Capability;
A In-Vehicle Activities (such as those that lead to distraction);
R Risk.

According to this equation, the utility of the travel depends on the
mobility-related variables (price of the travel, travel time) and safety
related-variables (driver capabilities, distraction or other activities leading to dis-
traction while driving, risk associated to the travel). Drivers tend to maximize the
utility of the travel (that is minimizing its cost) by acting on the independent
variables of the Eq. 2. An example of the way in which this process takes place is
the speed selection. If the driver increases his speed he can perceive a benefit for
reducing travel time, but he increases the risk related to the travel (even if this
increase in risk could not be perceived by everyone). Anyway, it should be con-
sidered that an increase in speed results in a greater price due to more fuel con-
sumption, that greater capabilities are needed, and that probably the distraction
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tendency is reduced while going at higher speeds. All these trade-offs are made by
the drivers in order to maximize the perceived utility of the travel.

2.2 On-Road Experiment

In this study, speed data belonging to a previously realized on-road experiment will
be used. The experiment was planned for the aim of analyzing speed changes over
time due to the acquired familiarity of the drivers with the test road [7]. In fact, a
sample of 19 drivers drove on a very low-volume two-lane rural road, on which
they had never traveled before, for six times in six different days.

The sample of drivers was chosen according to the following criteria:

• They had never traveled before on the chosen test route;
• Age-homogeneity (mean age of the final sample was 24.45 ± 1.10 years old);
• Minimum three years of driving license (mean: 5.75 ± 1.25 years);
• Availability of their own car;
• Minimum mileage of 10 km/week on rural roads.

In order to meet the age-homogeneity requirement, drivers were recruited with
advertisements among the students of the Polytechnic University of Bari.

Two stretches of two-lane two-way rural roads (SP31 and SP18, situated in the
district of Bari, Italy, speed limits namely 50 km/h and 70 km/h) were chosen as
driving test routes. The complete driving test (see Fig. 1) consisted on traveling

Fig. 1 Scheme of the test road layout (on the left) with identification of the cross-sections in
which speed was measured (on the right)
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along a route composed of the above mentioned two stretches of road in the
following order:

• Stretch 1, from the Start to the intersection with stretch 2—way there;
• Stretch 2, from the intersection with stretch 1 to the End—way there;
• Stretch 2, from the end point to the intersection with stretch 1—way back;
• Stretch 1, from the intersection with stretch 2 to the Start again—way back.

Drivers were asked to drive freely on this route without any other instruction,
while their speed was continuously measured by using a differential GPS tech-
nology (fixed antenna, on-board vehicle rover antenna, data recorder). A cost
compensation for fuel consumption was considered for all drivers.

For the purpose of the study, users were asked to repeat the same driving test
described above six times in six different days. The chronological schedule of the
test repetitions over time were fixed for each driver. The first four tests were
scheduled in four consecutive days (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th days of testing). The other
two tests were fixed in the ninth day after the first test (5th day of testing) and in the
twenty-sixth day after the first test (6th day of testing), as also the possible presence
of a long term memory effect after some interruptions in administering stimuli was
investigated. Anyway, since the matter of trade-offs between safety and mobility
could be perplexed by the consideration of these other two days, more distant in
time than the others, only the tests related to the first four consecutive days were
taken into account.

Speed data were assigned to the 137 road cross-sections (61 in the stretch 1 and 76
in the stretch 2) highlighted in Fig. 1 by connecting the value of distance corre-
sponding to each cross-section to the respective value of speed in the speed profile.
Speed data corresponding to situations of adverse weather or adverse traffic condi-
tions, based on experience reported by the drivers, were discharged from the dataset.

In order to take into account the different road geometry along the test route, the
274 cross-sections (in both outward and return journeys) were clustered into four
classes in respect to their computed value of sight distance. The latter was chosen as
a synthetic variable representing road geometry, as long as it takes into account
both horizontal and vertical alignments. Four visibility classes were so defined:

• class 1: 53 cross-sections with low sight distance (0–100 m);
• class 2: 110 cross-sections with medium-low sight distance (100–200 m);
• class 3: 38 cross-sections with medium sight distance (200–400 m);
• class 4: 73 cross-sections with high sight distance (400–600 m).

Furthermore, in order to allow the interpretation of speed measurements in terms
of different road user behaviors, drivers were divided into three clusters according
to their speeding inclination based on measured data. The three drivers’ cluster are:

• cluster A: 6 drivers traveling at a speed lower than the sample average;
• cluster B: 8 drivers traveling at a speed near the sample average;
• cluster C: 5 drivers traveling at a speed higher than the sample average.
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Users’ clustering was conducted by using the K-means algorithm, a nonhierar-
chical cluster analysis.

2.3 Application of the Theoretical Framework
to the Experiment Conducted

The analysis of speed data belonging to the on-road experiment conducted is
modeled on considering the theoretical framework presented in the Sect. 2.1.

In particular, given the conditions of the experiment, the following assumptions
can be made for the factors in the Eq. 2:

• The price P of the travel was not considered by the drivers as long as fuel
compensation was expected;

• The capability of the drivers C can be roughly considered as a constant since the
characteristics of homogeneity explained in the Sect. 2.2 were considered for
selecting the sample of drivers;

• The in-vehicle activities A could be considered as not present, as long as the
drivers were most likely attentive while driving since they know it was an
on-road experiment;

• The utility U of the travel can be set to zero, since for all the explanations given
above, drivers had no need to minimize the costs related to the travel as long
they were volunteers undergoing to an on-road experiment.

All these hypotheses are clearly approximations of the reality, but they were felt
as reasonable by the authors for the aims of this study.

Therefore, in this particular case, the Eq. 2 can be rewritten as follows:

f T;Rð Þ ¼ 0: ð3Þ

The equation can be plotted in a Cartesian plane, where the travel time (a
variable representing mobility) is on the x-axis and the risk (a variable representing
safety) is on the y-axis. This depiction, represented in Fig. 2, is an adaptation of the
mobility-safety plan proposed by Noland [3] and Dulisse [8].

In particular, a negative power function was chosen to relate risk to travel time.
Therefore, the Eq. 3 can also be written as follows:

R ¼ k � T�b ð4Þ

The Eq. 4 was chosen since this function satisfies the following conditions. On a
given road section characterized by its length L, with all other conditions being
equal, a travel time close to zero (which can be related to a speed approaching
infinity and to more aberrant behaviors such as cutting curves or running a red light)
can be related to a very high risk in terms of accident and vice versa. Furthermore,
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this formulation allows a wide variability due to the elasticity permitted by the two
parameters k and b.

The values of the parameters k and b define the curve representing a particular
road system. The curve represents a “drivers’ preference curve” and each point of
the curve can represent the risk and the travel time for a particular driver, or the
mean of a similar group of drivers, traveling on a given road section. Therefore, on
considering the point A, it could represent the choice of the driver in terms of level
of risk and travel time for the road section characterized by the parameters k2 and
b2. A modification in the road system (e.g.: the introduction of traffic speed control
measures) or the shift of the travel on another road section characterized by a
different geometry could result in a different level of risk and travel time. Therefore,
in the Fig. 2, the new state of the driver could be represented by the point D on a
different branch characterized by the parameters k3 and b3.

Instead, let us consider the case of an unfamiliar user driving for the first time on
a given road section (point A). After some repetitions of the same travel he will
probably modify his behavior in terms of speed and lateral position (see [7, 9, 10]),
and in terms of reduced attention capacity due the minor mental workload [11].
Thus, even staying on the same branch (k2, b2), behavioral changes will result in a
movement to a different state characterized by a different levels of risk and travel
time (point B or point C). This shift is clearly depending on personal variables as
long as different individuals can show different tendencies in modifying their
behavior.

Therefore, the speed measures acquired from the on-road experiment will be
used in order to verify the hypothesis that the trade-offs between risk and travel time
happen following the patterns described in this section. In the next section, the
methods for converting measured speed into measures of risk and travel time are
explained.

Fig. 2 Representation of the
trade-offs between travel time
and risk
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2.4 Measures of Risk and Travel Time

The process of speed choice was defined by Elvik [5] as not objectively rational
and, in the same way, the concepts of risk and travel time can be not exactly
perceived by the drivers. Therefore, Noland [3] argues that the identification of
preference curves (as the one shown in Fig. 2) and trade-offs is difficult because
they are based on the subjective interpretation by the users of various factors
involved in the determination of the utility of the travel. However, since this study
is not really focused on studying the subjective optimization of the utility related to
a travel, but on the measurement of trade-offs between risk and travel time based on
measured data, objective measures of both travel time and risk will be taken into
account. Furthermore, both measures were converted into monetary costs in order
to be comparable.

Risk. The risk taken by the users while driving on the test route was assessed by
considering the relationships between speed and the accident risk found in litera-
ture. A review of previous literature studies concerning this topic (see e.g. [12])
revealed that it is very difficult to quantify the absolute accident risk related to a
given speed of an individual driver. There are some studies relating measured
individual speeds to the accidents happened in the previous 3–5 years (e.g. [13,
14]). Instead, in other studies, the relationships between average traffic speed and
relative accident risk (referred to a given level of risk) is taken into account (e.g.
[15, 16]). For the aims of this study, focused on the trade-offs between travel time
and risk over four days of testing, it is not possible to consider a measure of risk
based on accidents happened in the past. Therefore, it is only possible to measure
risk in terms of number of accidents related to a given level of reference. The
equations used are based on the study made by Elvik [17] in his work about a
re-parameterisation of the earlier power model [15].

Relative number of accidents ¼ a� expðb� initial speedÞ: ð5Þ

Where:
Relative number
of accidents

number of accidents referred to the value of 100 for the
maximum speed of 115 km/h considered in the study;

Initial speed average traffic speed;
α 0.072 (fatal accidents), 1.983 (injury accidents), 2.928 (PDO

accidents);
β 0.069 (fatal accidents), 0.034 (injury accidents), 0.032 (PDO

accidents)
However, it should be noted that the initial speed is referred to the average traffic

speed and not to individual free flow speeds. Anyway, since the equation gives a
relative risk and not an absolute estimate of the accident frequency, then it can be
considered only as a qualitative measure of how speed can be related to accident
risk, coherently with the aims of this study.
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Hence, the relative number of accidents (referred to the value of reference of 100
accidents for a speed of 115 km/h) was converted into a relative general cost for the
accidents (referred to the value of reference of the cost of 100 accidents). Since
fatal, injury and PDO (property damage only) accidents were estimated separately,
then their costs were summed in order to obtain a unique value of accident cost for
each speed, and after referred to the value of reference corresponding to 100
accidents, by using the following equation.

Index of relative cost of accident risk =
P

costs for accidents at a given speed:
P

costs for 100 accidents:
ð6Þ

In which the sums refer to the sum of the cost of the accidents related to three
levels of severity: fatal, injury and PDO. The average general costs of each accident
(considering also societal and health costs for fatal and injury accidents) was set to:
1,642,236 € for fatal accidents, 309,863 € for injury accidents and 10,986 € for
PDO accidents [18]. The computed index varies between 0 and 1.

Travel Time. Travel time was computed by easily converting speed measures
obtained from the on-road experiment into time measures, because the length of the
investigated road section was known (about 7 km on considering both the outward
and the return journeys). In particular, since four visibility classes were considered
in order to take into account road geometry variability (see Sect. 2.2), then the
overall road section was dived into four sub-sections: 1.3 km characterized by low
visibility, 2.7 km characterized by medium-low visibility, 1 km characterized by
medium visibility and 1.8 km characterized by high visibility. Therefore, travel
times were computed for each driver and for each road sub-section.

Travel times were converted into monetary costs by considering a constant
conversion factor for all drivers, since they were all young students earning no
wages. A value of 3 €/h was used as a conversion factor based on a recent study
[19], considering this category of drivers included in the sample.

Since the measure of risk was related to a value of reference corresponding to
100 accidents for a speed of 115 km/h, then also costs related to travel time were
related to a value of reference of travel time corresponding to a speed of 115 km/h,
in order to obtain two comparable measures. Then, the following index was defined.

Index of relative cost of travel time ¼ 1� TT actual speedð Þ= TT 115 km=hð Þ½ �: ð7Þ

The introduction of the unity as a minuend in the subtraction aims to obtain an
index variable between 0 and 1 as the one employed for measuring risk. This is
possible as long as no average speed is greater than 115 km/h in each road section
inquired.
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3 Results and Discussion

The main results showing the evolution over time of travel time and relative
accident risk in the four days of testing based on measured speed data are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 by using risk—travel time diagrams (see Fig. 2). The travel time on
the x-axis is represented by the computed index of relative cost of travel time (see
Sect. 2.4) and the risk on the y-axis is represented by the computed index of relative
cost of accident risk. Both the axes are variable between 0 and 1 as for definition of
the indexes.

In Fig. 3, the diagram showing the estimated relationship between risk and travel
time for the overall length of the experimental road section is drawn. It is as a
regression curve based on the points (index of risk, index of travel time) obtained
for each day of testing (1, 2, 3, 4) and each drivers’ cluster (prudent, average and
risky drivers) from experimental data of average speed. Since the overall test road
was considered, a unique curve was defined, based on hypotheses made in the
Sect. 2.3.

In Fig. 4, the diagrams showing the estimated relationships between risk and
travel time for each sub-section based on visibility categorization are drawn. They
are regressions based on the points (index of risk, index of travel time) obtained for
each day of testing (1, 2, 3, 4) and each visibility class (high, medium, medium-low,
low) from mean data of speed of all drivers. Since four sub-sections were

Fig. 3 Estimated risk-travel time curve for the overall road section, showing trade-offs over the
days of testing (1, 2, 3, 4) for each drivers’ cluster
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considered, four different curves were defined, based on hypotheses made in the
Sect. 2.3.

From the analysis of the two figures (Figs. 3 and 4), we can notice that the
hypothesis of using a negative power function to link changes in travel time to
changes in accident risk is verified. In particular, the values of the estimated
parameters based on the regressions vary between 0.05 and 0.08 for the parameter
k, and between 1 and 2 for the parameter b. Therefore, the empirical relationship
between accident risk and travel time based on the definitions given in this study, is
the following:

Index of Relative Cost of Risk ¼ ð0:05� 0:08Þ
� 1

Index of Relative Cost of Timeð1�2Þ ð8Þ

The definition of these curves (valid only for the particular section of two-lane
rural road), which can be considered as the drivers’ preference curves in terms of risk
and travel time for the considered road sections, allows us to quantify trade-offs
between risk and safety. In this study, trade-offs are assessed based on the behavioral
changes due to acquiring familiarity with the test road over the days of testing.

Fig. 4 Estimated risk-travel time curves for the road sub-sections according to sight distance,
showing trade-offs over the days of testing (1, 2, 3, 4) for all drivers
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It is evident from Fig. 3 that drivers make trade-offs between risk and travel time
due to the increase in speed, while going from the first days (1, 2) to the third and
fourth days of testing, and that this phenomenon is highly correlated to the risk
inclination of the drivers themselves. In fact, a general tendency to move from the
bottom-right to the up-left of the diagram by following the preference curve over
days can be noted for all the drivers’ clusters. However, while for prudent and
average drivers, the decrement of travel time is associated to a modest increment of
the relative risk, for the risky drivers, a similar decrement of the travel time is
associated to a very high increment of the relative risk. Moreover, this discrepancy
is more evident considering that the level of relative risk associated to the first day
of testing is very similar between average and risky drivers, while the level of risk
associated to the last days of testing is much higher for the risky drivers than for the
average drivers.

Other considerations can be made by looking at Fig. 4. In this analysis, the focus
is on all drivers, but in different visibility conditions. Firstly, it should be considered
that even if sight distances are different, all sub-sections belong to the same road
category: a very-low volume two-way two-lane rural road. Thus, as expected, there
are no huge differences between curves belonging to different sub-sections.
Anyway, different tendencies for trade-offs between risk and travel time can be
identified for different visibility conditions. The decrement of travel time in respect
to the first days of testing resulting in a shift to the left of the index of cost of travel
time, is roughly very similar for each category of visibility. Instead, the modifi-
cation of the index of accident risk goes from a very modest increase in the low
visibility conditions (from about 0.15 to about 0.2), to a very robust increase in the
high visibility conditions (from about 0.3 to about 0.65). However, in this case too,
the state representing the first day of travel on the test road in terms of risk and
travel time is not so different in the diverse visibility conditions (especially for
lower visibility), while it is on the last day.

Trying to catch the key factors related to these two different analyses, the fol-
lowing concepts arise. The differences between drivers’ clusters and visibility
conditions are minimum in the first day and maximum in the last days of testing
with respect to risk and travel time. Independently from the initial level of the index
of travel time (that is independent from the initial speed, more or less high), its
decrease over time (that is: increase of speed/decrease of travel time) is quite
constant: it does not depend so much on the drivers’ cluster or the visibility.
Instead, the corresponding variation of the index of accident risk is very different
considering different drivers’ clusters and visibility conditions, because it follows a
power function and the process starts from points representing different speeds.
This could happen because drivers with different risk tendencies could have dif-
ferent ways of internalization of the external risk into their own perception, during
the process of familiarization with the road [20].

This means that, independently from the more or less demanding condition
given by the road, and independently from the attitude to speeding (reflected in the
initial speed), there is a great harmony between drivers in considering the relative
quantity of travel time which would decrease while becoming more familiar.
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However, this circumstance allows this direct consequence: the risk taken is pro-
portionally much higher for less demanding road conditions (high visibility) and for
more risky drivers, since in those cases the initial speed is higher.

4 Conclusions

Trade-offs between travel time and risk were analyzed with respect to repeated
speed measurements over days belonging to an on-road experiment. Acquiring
familiarity with a road has been related to both an increase in risk and a decrease in
travel time based on the objective measures defined in this study. More evident
trade-offs were highlighted for risky drivers and in less demanding road conditions
such as the high visibility road sub-section. A function that correlates relative risk to
relative travel time with regard to their cost was defined for the particular condition
of an on-road experiment; unless drivers’ perception of those quantities could be
totally different from what objectively determined. Moreover, the importance of
considering different drivers’ levels of risk while evaluating trade-offs due to
familiarity was highlighted.

Findings from this study can be inserted in the debate about trade-offs between
safety and mobility. As long as they can be measured in given conditions, the
occurrence of trade-offs could be considered in the future in different situations:

• In the safety countermeasure design; since behavior of drivers can adapt to a
modification in the road system by modifying e.g. the speed. This can be
considered while assessing costs and benefits of the intervention itself [21].

• In the evaluation of a change in the road system; as long as the evaluation
should start from the moment in which drivers already (eventually) completed
the adaptation phase to the modification in the infrastructure.

• In the road design stage, since the road should be ideally designed in order to
avoid behavioral changes towards riskier behaviors for familiar drivers.

• In on-road experimental design, since familiarity could have an impact on risk
and travel time and so, some repeated measures should always be planned in
order to avoid what can be called an “unfamiliarity bias”.
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Crash Testing High-Power Portable
Traction System Device

Núria Parera, Daniel Sánchez, Alba Fornells, Eloi Boix
and René Molina

Abstract The Applus IDIADA Passive Safety laboratory has a high accuracy and
reliability traction system for performing crash tests. However, the system cannot
be used outside the laboratory due to its type of construction. The objective of this
project is to design and implement a new, portable, high-power traction system,
which enables crash tests to be performed at any location and with new configu-
rations, such as heavy-vehicle crashes, street shows and improved car2car tests. The
first phase of this project, which is explained in this paper, consist of the calcula-
tions to find a motor with necessary power, the choosing of an automatic trans-
mission system, the design of the pulley installation, anchorages and tensor
mechanism. Also, includes the choosing of a suitable steel wire for the traction. The
second phase that is still in progress includes the motor’s software development, all
the modifications of the mechanical parts, the hardware implementation and the
complete system installation. The last phase will consist of a validation test for the
whole system and single components.

Keywords Crash testing � Traction system � Portability � New configuration
impacts

1 Introduction

Nowadays, to ensure a high safety level to the vehicles, thousands of crash tests are
performed to assess their crashworthiness. They are performed in crash tests lab-
oratories where environment conditions are controlled and the results are analyzed.

IDIADA is an automotive engineering partner, expert in every stage of the
vehicle development; from the first design of the vehicle to the last homologation
procedures before the marketing of the product. One of the critical phases in a
vehicle development is the definition of the passive safety systems. Passive Safety
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department is in charge to develop and improve vehicles equipment to minimize the
consequences of traffic collisions. To assess the different restraint systems installed
in the vehicle, several crash tests are carried out at IDIADA Passive Safety
laboratory.

The vehicle is accelerated and guided through a straight track and it finally
impacts against a barrier (rigid or deformable) or another vehicle. The traction
system consists on a rope closed loop, in which the vehicle is attached, moved at the
required speed by an electric motor. The system is completely accurate, reliable and
solid making possible to reproduce several tests with exactly the same conditions,
crucial factor in order to compare results.

However, the current traction system shows some limitations. Traction capacity
only makes possible to test vehicles up to 7000 kg and not heavier vehicles as
trucks. Moreover, it is fixed and testing in other different places is not possible.
Some kind of passive safety tests are not able to be performed with the current
traction system:

• Misuse: The Passive Safety system not only has to be deployed when the accident
occurs, it must also not to be activated when it is not required. These scenarios are
called misuses and several tests are carried out to assess if the vehicle identifies
that different kinds of situations very close to the limit but not enough to active
the restraint systems. Dynamic misuse test should be performed on flat or
irregular (with bumps, holds, etc.) surfaces outside the laboratory.

• Rollover: It is also interesting to know vehicles behavior in scenarios such as
rollover. This test is performed on a defined embankment ground with deter-
mined slope and length. Track for this test is placed outside the laboratory.

• Heavy vehicles: To perform trucks and buses crash tests a longer run-up trucks
and a more power traction system is required. The current traction system is not
able to move so big weighs neither to achieve the required speed in a reduced
track length.

• Road restraint systems: For road restraint system tests, cars and heavy vehicles
are crashed at very high speeds as described in the European regulation EN
1317-1,2. These tests should be performed outside the laboratory in order to
achieve the heavy trucks speed

To solve this issue, a new portable traction system has been developed. It
consists of a closed loop metallic rope guided by a pulley system and driven by a
movable engine. The new system should be able to be installed anywhere, and
heavy vehicles as buses or light trucks should be crashed at high impact speeds.

2 Objectives

The objective of this project is to design and implement a new, portable,
high-power traction system which will offer a reliable mechanism to perform crash
tests. This new device will allow performing crash tests at any location and new
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configurations that now, with the current system is not possible to be done, such as
heavy-vehicle crashes, street shows and improved car2car tests.

In order to accomplish this main objective, smaller objectives had to be achieved
such as follows:

Study of the truck requirements: in order to be able to perform crash tests with
heavy vehicles, the portable system will need to fulfill requirements such as:

• Maximum weight of the test vehicle
• Minimum test vehicle speed
• Engine power
• Longitude of the test track
• It should be installed everywhere and easy to transport
• It has to be a robust, solid and reliable system

To accomplish those requirements, some calculations and actions are needed to
be achieved:

• Calculations of the power of the traction engine, maximum traction force,
maximum lineal velocity, design and calculations of the pulley system and
calculations for the wire thickness and materials.

• Design of the structure of the traction engine. This part will include the study of
the structural modifications and replacements that are needed to be done in order
to reduce the current mass and convert the truck in a portable traction system.
Although the structural modifications are aimed to make the portable system
lighter, the system has to reproduce a crash test with heavy vehicles up to
40,000 kg of mass, so it should weigh enough to not to show any displacement
during the process of an impact test.

• Electronic improvements are needed to be done like the development of the
portable system software and all the new cable connections with the new
structural relocations and improvements.

Finally, a validation test has to be done in order to validate the single compo-
nents and the whole system.

3 Requirements

The new system should be installed anywhere and be able to perform tests with
heavy vehicles outside a laboratory. Finally, a minimum speed should be ensured.
Different elements of the system have been studied and dimensioned as it can be
observed in the following lines:
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3.1 General Testing Requirements of Mass and Velocity

The system should drive a maximum mass of 38,000 kg at a maximum speed of
65 km/h (required conditions to perform a test of road restraint systems under the
EN 1317-1,2) or a maximum mass of 3000 kg at a maximum speed of 120 km/h
(limit requirements of passenger car tests). The required engine power to perform
these kind of tests has been calculated taking into account the point as follows:

3.2 Option 1: Truck of 38.000 kg at 65 km/h

To overcome the standstill static inertia forces caused by the rolling resistance
forces in order to make the vehicle start its movement. The rolling resistance
coefficient of a truck tires in an asphalt surface is µ = 0.03 and the force is:

Rolling Resistance ¼ Fr ¼ m � g � l ¼ 38,000 � 9:81 � 0:03 ¼ 11:183 N ð1Þ

To achieve the acceleration of 38,000 kg at 65 km/h in a maximum displace-
ment of 1000 m.

a ¼ v2

2Dr
¼ 65� 1000

3600

� �2
2� 100

¼ 1:63
m
s2

Fa ¼ m � a ¼ 38; 000 kg� 1:63
m
s2

¼ 61; 940N
ð2Þ

That means a total force of 73.124 kN.

3.3 Option 2: Car of 3000 kg at a Maximum Speed
of 120 km/h

To overcome the standstill static inertia forces caused by the rolling resistance
forces in order to make the vehicle start its movement. The rolling resistance
coefficient of a passenger car tires in an asphalt surface is µ = 0.3 and the force is:

Fr ¼ Nl ¼ mg l ¼ 3000 � 9:81 � 0:3 ¼ 8829N ð3Þ

To achieve the acceleration of 3000 kg until 120 km/h in a maximum dis-
placement of 1000 m.
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a ¼ v2

2Dr
¼ 120� 1000

3600

� �2
2� 100

¼ 5:55m=s2

Fa ¼ m � a ¼ 3000 � 5:55 ¼ 16; 650N

ð4Þ

That means a total force of 25.479 kN.
Option 1 was defined as the worst case. Therefore, the engine necessities have

been calculated in the basis of these parameters.

3.4 Traction Force and Engine Solution

To fulfill the objectives described and the traction necessities it has been decided to
adapt a tractor unit from a truck.

The advantages are as follows:

• Using a thermic engine makes possible to install the system anywhere even if
there is no electrical connection.

• The rims of the traction axle could be used as the traction pulleys of the system.
• The traction unit structure could be used as the base of the entire Portable

Traction System, packaging all the other required devices—such as pulleys or
ropes—together during the system transfer.

• The differential of the traction-steering axle can be used to change the relation of
the power-speed to one wheel. The traction-steering axle is com-posed by the
two wheels and the differential. It allows each of the driving wheels to rotate at
different speeds and if one wheel is not used the differential gives higher power
to the other wheel with a relation 4.1.

However, some specific requirements regarding the tractor unit and thermic
engine should be taken into account:

• The thermic engine should have automatic gear as to achieve a constant
acceleration.

• The truck should be 4 × 2 in order to focus the traction force only in one axle. It
will make the pulley system easier.

• The engine should provide the required 73.124 kN.

Finally, the chosen traction unit was an Iveco Cursor 4 × 2 450E33T. Its thermic
engine characteristics can be observed as follows.

To assure that the selected engine is powered enough for this porpoise, some
calculations such as the traction force and the maximum speed that can be achieved
have been carried out.

Maximum Speed. When the engine gives 238.6 kW power, it rotates at a
maximum of 2400 rpm (revolutions per minute). If the engine is connected with the
16th gear, which have a gear ratio of 0.85 and only one wheel is used, the dif-
ferentials gives a relation on 4.1, the speed should be:
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Traction axel revolutions ¼ engine rpm=gear and differential ratio

= 2400=0:85� 4:1 ¼ 688:67 rpm ¼ 72:12 rad/s
ð5Þ

Then, if the wheel is used as a pulley, the speed traction transmitted to the rope
should be:

Rope maximum speed ¼ traction axcle rpm � rim radius

¼ 72:12
rad
s

� 22:500 � 0:0254m ¼ 41:21m=s

¼ 148:4 km=h ð6Þ

As a consequence, the maximum speed that can be achieved by the engine is
higher than the required for the tests, so this engine is enough powered.

Maximum Traction Force. To calculate the maximum traction force the engine
rotates at 1300 rpm and the engine torque is 1200 Nm (according to the Fig. 1).
The gear ratio range of the 1st gear is 15.39 and the differential ratio is 4.1 so the
driving axle should transmit the calculated torque as follows:

Traction axle torque ¼ 1200� 15:39� 4:1 � 0:85 ¼ 64; 361Nm ð7Þ

Fig. 1 Thermic engine characteristics
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As the wheel (22.5 in) is used as a traction pulley, the lineal traction achieved is
as follows:

Lineal traction ¼ Traction axle torque=rim radius ¼ 64; 361Nm=22:5� 0:0254m
¼ 12:6 kN

ð8Þ

The obtained value is higher than the required power calculated of 73.124 kN.

3.5 Rope Requirements

The requirements that the rope should fulfill to drive a heavy vehicle have been
calculated below:

It has to support a maximum tensile stress of 73.124 kN plus a safety coefficient
of the 50 %. Therefore, the total tensile stress to be withstood is 109.7 kN.

It has to ensure a constant tensile stress so the rope should be rigid and
non-deformable. However, it should be flexible enough to be adaptable to the
pulleys shape and to avoid the sliding. The most common cables to install are
helicoidally shaped made of steel.

The rope selected is the AISI 316 7 × 19 + 0. The minimum diameter to fulfill
the tensile stress requirements is 14 mm. This rope shows a breaking load of
112.77 N, higher than the maximum tensile stress. The final safety coefficient has
been calculated by dividing the breaking load of the chosen rope by the calculated
real maximum tensile stress.

safety coefficent ¼ breaking load
maximum tension

¼ 112:77
73:124

¼ 1:542 ð9Þ

3.6 Pulley System

Finally, the system to drive the vehicle to be tested has been designed. It consists of
a closed loop rope system where the tested vehicle is pulled by a rope fitted in a
pulley system that is driven by the engine of the truck. As it has been explained
above, the tensile force and torque are transmitted to the rope by the tractor axle by
means of the rims of the wheels. The scheme of the portable traction system is
showed in the Fig. 2.
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4 Design of the Portable Traction System Device

The portable traction system consists of two main parts; the powertrain and the
closed loop rope and pulley system. It fulfills the requirements specified above to
carry out specific and heavy vehicles crash tests.

The truck’s engine and its powertrain are the core of the portable traction system,
but the huge volume of the chosen truck are too big. To make the system portable,
the powertrain and the pulley had to be relocated on the same structure and the size
of several elements had to be reduced. The chassis structure was modified as it can
be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Scheme of the pulley system and traction unit

Fig. 3 New chassis design
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Figure 4 shows the new chassis of the portable traction system with the current
truck’s gas tanks, gear box and cardan.

The new dimension of the portable traction system with the current truck ele-
ments are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 New chasis desing with the actual truck elements

Fig. 5 Portable traction system dimensions
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5 Structural Truck Modifications and Improvements

The base of the portable traction system is a truck of which structure has been
modified. To achieve those new dimensions, the bodywork has been removed as
much as possible as well as vehicle components such as seats, cabin, the two gas
tanks were removed and replaced by one smaller gas tank. However, power train
elements such as the engine, automatic gear, wheels and differential have been kept
as well as electronic elements and vehicle ECU in order to control the engine
functionalities.

Figure 6 shows the truck status once it has been dismantled.
The hydraulic mechanism cables needed to be spliced in order to relocate all the

electronic cables at the right side of the truck frame. As a result, the hydraulic and
pneumatic systems were isolated on the left side of the truck frame. An IP67 box
was installed to keep all the electronic cable system protected. Moreover, the
acceleration pedal was dismantled and several modifications were done to adequate
it for the portable traction system requirements. A new one was brought as a
replacement in case of mal function. The filter of the engine and the support of the
batteries were dismantled in order to relocate them on another part of the frame.
After these actions, the width of the system was reduced.

Figure 7 shows the structure designed to cover the engine. The box is made of a
metallic sheet. The box seals perfectly the engine and is easy to open. Moreover, the
frontal part of the box has small ventilation holes in order to help the engine
cooling.

The ECU analysis was carried out to assess the status of the software system of
the truck. Some errors were shown, thus in the second stage of this project software
modifications will be performed to delete all of them. Despite these errors, the gears
were properly working.

Fig. 6 Dismantling of the truck
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6 Conclusions

Testing heavy vehicles and not having a robust guiding structure worsens the test
accuracy and small impact point deviations are the consequence. This portable
traction system is the only one that offers the possibility of performing tests outside
the laboratory and testing vehicles up to 40,000 kg of mass. It also makes possible
to perform misuse tests without a human driver.

This system also enables new services to be offered, such as street shows, new
configurations, testing of heavy trucks and buses and serves as a support for the
laboratory traction system, increasing the performance of rollover and misuse tests
and reducing the cost of complex car2car tests.

The next steps of the project are the improvement of the electronic system and
developing the ECU software in order to fulfill the requirements of the portable
traction system. Moreover, the development of the pulley system and its attachment
at the chassis needs to be defined A system of support legs needs to be developed in
order to fix the portable system to the floor.

Finally, a validation test must be performed.

Fig. 7 Protection box for the motor
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Traffic Light Assistant Simulation:
Foggy Weather

Jacob Poirier, Fabian Ludwig and Sanaz Motamedi

Abstract In recent years, a variety of new assisted driving systems have been
introduced to the automobile market. Advanced Driving Assistance System
(ADAS) is becoming a more popular feature in car systems today. It is worth noting
that ADAS process best in clear weathers where cameras and sensors are able to
detect objects in order to warn the driver in time. However, the weather is not
always ADAS friendly. Therefore, this study tested intersection assistance influence
on driving behavior in foggy weather. A driving simulator experiment was con-
ducted by using an intersection assistance to send warnings to the driver when
approaching an intersection. Various type of warning systems such as audio
warning, video displays, and hybrid warning (combination of both audio and visual
warning) were examined and compared to no warning system. As a result, we were
able to conclude if there was a significant difference in the driver’s behavior due to
a certain warning type. Compared to no warnings at all, the experiment concluded
that a hybrid warning system is the most effective in terms of awareness and speed
approaching the intersection followed by audio warnings and then by video dis-
plays. For further calculations of our experiment we were able to calculate how
much more distance each driver had to stop due to each warning system.

Keywords Advanced driving assistance system (ADAS) � Driving simulator �
Warning systems � Bad weather conditions

1 Introduction

Bad weather conditions are a crucial threat in terms of safety to all drivers in any
environment and situation. Whether it is raining, snowing, foggy, or even clear at
night safety is considered the most important factor to most drivers. More than
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40,000 people die and over one million people are injured in road collisions just in
the European Union alone [1]. ADAS’s have been trying to improve these results
globally. Whether it is an out-of-the-vehicle or inside-the-vehicle advanced warning
system the goal is to decrease the number of accidents in all different environments
and situations. There have been many studies that have already looked into the
impact on various types of these systems. For instance, Osman et al. [2] experiment
was conducted in order to understand the inattentiveness and distraction factor of
drivers and try to alter the outcome by implementing advanced warning information
inside of the vehicle. The result proved that the system held promise for improving
the drivers’ safety and decreasing the risk for crashes or collision. However, the
detection systems such as cameras and sensors of ADASs functions best in clear
weathers in order to warn the driver in time. In the real world, the weather is not
always ADAS friendly. Therefore, the objective of the study is to examine the
hypothesis if intersection assistance has a significant influence on driving behavior
in foggy weather.

In addition to detection system of ADAS’s, there are types of warning systems
that are affecting drivers’ performance. There are three types of warning systems
that have been implemented in cars. These three systems are video, audio, and
hybrid. Video ADAS systems are usually located between the passenger seat and
drivers’ seat and tend to be a little more distractive to the driver by taking the
attention away from the road in order to see what the warning is. Audio warning
systems can occur through common car systems such as Bluetooth or built-in
systems in the car that allow the driver to keep their eyes on the road and allow
them to hear what is approaching without being distracted. Hybrid systems, for
example a GPS, allow the driver to visualize as well as listen in order to fully
understand the appropriate task or warning that is coming up.

In this research, a driving simulator experiment was conducted by using an
intersection assistance to send various warnings to the driver when approaching an
intersection. These warnings include audio, visual displays and a combination of
both. Understanding the effects of ADAS systems in such bad weather conditions
can give us better understanding of what is the best way of interaction with drivers
to keep them safe while they use ADAS system in potential dangerous situations.

1.1 Background

The first contribution regarding traffic light assistants can be found in the late
eighties from Australian researchers [3]. However, these first procedures of
informing a driver as he or she approaches an intersection were first conducted with
the main goal to save fuel—not for safety reasons [4]. Also in recent studies, the
detection of intersections and traffic lights have been developed in many research
centers but for safety aspects. For instance the Mercedes Benz Research Center
along with a European research project developed Prometheus, a vision system for
autonomous vehicles including traffic light recognition [5].
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There are different ways to inform the driver: First it should be distinguished
between inside and outside e.g. on the road side driver notification. Apparently the
road side information has the disadvantage of accession and maintenance costs as
well as it is depending on the weather conditions. In addition to lead a driver
towards an intersection, the signals must be repeated along the road [6]. The other
option is to use inside warning signals which can be audio or video, transmitted by
a screen or the vehicle speakers.

Within the past couple of years there has been numerous studies regarding the
behavior of drivers within certain circumstances. For instance, Liu et al. [7] created
a driving simulator study in order to test out which in vehicle ADAS system would
allow participants to have a faster response and decision performance in different
tasks. In his experiment he examined an audio system, visual system, and a hybrid
system in order to see which performed the best. Based on his conclusions it was
stated that the hybrid system performed better than both the audio and visual
systems in both spatial, response, and divided attention tasks.

Another study that dealt with drivers’ performance and behavior was done by
Wang et al. [8] who aimed to analyze the effects of environment, vehicle and driver
characteristics on risky driving behaviors. In order to see how participants driving
behavior performed he designed a decision tree in order to receive results.
According to his findings, risky driving behavior was associated with bad weather,
poor road and light conditions, and single lane roads. These studies are intended to
help provide safer decisions in terms of driving behavior and how much of a
difference these aspects can make.

This paper is proposed to test the influence of the in-vehicle driver assistance
during bad weather conditions (foggy weather). The main objective is to analyze
the different driver behavior with different warning signals and also to derive rec-
ommendations for safer driving.

2 Design of the Experiment

To gain insight into drivers’ performance associated with the different type warning
system in bad weather condition (foggy), a driving simulation experiment were
conducted. The factors investigated in the developed driving simulation experiment
were categorized into two types: main factors and blocking factors (see Table 1).
The two main factors are the Operation (warning systems) and Scenario. In the
experiment, four different operations including: no assistance, audio assistance,

Table 1 Driving simulation experiment factors and levels

Factors Levels

Main factors Operation None, audio, visual, hybrid

Scenario Route 1, Route 2, Route 3, Route 4

Blocking factors Gender Male, female
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video assistance, and a hybrid of both audio and video assistance were examined.
Moreover, four different types of scenarios were designed. Each scenario varied in
turns in direction to keep the experiment randomized and from people able to get
familiar with the course. In each scenario we created six different traffic lights that
participants had to stop at. All four scenarios are not all exactly the same but are
similar. As you can see in Fig. 1, there were only two routes but each route has a
different number of right and left turns.

In order to calculate and get a response time for each participant the time it took
the participant to go between a predetermined object marked on the side of the road
to the traffic light was recorded. The other measurement was the speed that each
participant was going every time they passed a predetermined object on the side of
the road.

In order to investigate how traffic light assistance influences the driving
behavior, it is necessary to conduct the experiment with randomly chosen partici-
pants. A total of 10 drivers balanced in gender took part in the experiment whose
ages ranged from 19 to 27. The participants were recruited from the University of
Rhode Island.

The participants were given a 10-min warm-up run, followed by the experiment.
In total, a participant went through 4 scenarios in random sequence. In addition to
the random sequence of 4 scenarios, all main factors were randomly chosen. Once
the participant felt familiar with the simulator we started the experiment.

In order to input the visual display and audio display of operations during the
experiment, we had to create two functions. The first function was for the visual
operation. In order to make a visual operation we designed a PowerPoint pre-
sentation with alternating slides of a black screen and a sign of a traffic light as
shown below (Fig. 2). Since the driving simulator did not have a built in screen we

Fig. 1 All four scenario routes (arrow determining direction car travels in)
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were able to place an Ipad where a normal screen would go in a car and use a
wireless clicker in order to switch slides when the driver passed a predetermined
object. The second function that we needed to provide was an audio voice of a
warning signal. We created this using a computer voice recorder and would play the
sound at the appropriate time in the experiment. For the hybrid component we were
able to add the recorded audio along with the PowerPoint slide with the picture of a
stop light. In each experiment one of the group members would be in charge of
timing how long it took for the driver to stop from the predetermined object until
the stop light, while the other member was in charge of implementing the warning
system at the correct time as well as recording the drivers speed at the moment it
passes the object.

All experiments were conducted in the Driving Simulation Lab at the University
of Rhode Island. A virtual-reality driving simulator in the lab was employed in the
experiment. The simulator provides high-fidelity real-world driving environments
that can be customized for various applications [9–11]. The TranSim VS IV driving
simulator produced by the L3 Corporation was used in this study (Fig. 3). It is a
fixed-base simulator consisting of a regular driving module and three channel
plasma monitors in an immersive driving environment that combines the look and
feel of a real vehicle Participants interact with the simulator using a sedan steering
wheel and pedals that provide real-time feedback.

Fig. 2 Alternating slides in
powerpoint for video display

Fig. 3 Driving simulator
used in experiment
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3 The Analysis

As stated before the aim of this experiment was to see which factors had a sig-
nificant effect on a participants driving. Through the data analysis, the first objective
was test the normality of the distribution. By looking at our probability plot (Fig. 4)
we can see the normality of our responses using a 95 % confidence interval. The
95 % confidence level plot has p-value = 0.941 which means the data was normal.

Along with checking the normality of our data, we were then able to construct an
Analysis of Variance. The Table 2 illustrated the significance in main factors (sce-
narios, operation) as well as the blocking factors (gender). Since gender was a
blocking factor, we already know that it may make a significant impact to our results.
Interestingly, two factors of scenario, operation, and the interaction between them had
a significant influence on drivers’ performance. As you can see all of these factors and
the interaction have a p-value less than our alpha 0.05, as well as gender. This means
that each operation and scenario have a significant impact on the response.

Fig. 4 Probability plot of response

Table 2 ANOVA table Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value p-value

Scenario 3 13.840 4.6133 5.88 0.001

Operation 3 38.085 12.6950 16.18 0.000

Gender 1 14.767 14.7670 18.83 0.000

Scenario*operation 9 30.220 3.3578 4.28 0.000

Error 223 174.916 0.7766

Lack-of-fit 10 9.876 0.9876 1.27 0.246

Pure error 213 165.039 0.7748

Total 239 270.555
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In the main effect plot below each factor is being compared to the average mean
response time (see Fig. 5). In the operation section, it is easily visible that oper-
ation four, hybrid, has the greatest output with an average of 6.02 s. Operation one,
no assistance to the driver, is clearly the worst operation compared to the rest
having an average response of 4.81 s. Another interesting fact about this section is
that according to the data the audio assistance had a faster response than the visual
assistance by about 0.3 s but is still not as productive as the hybrid.

Since the scenarios were a main factor as well, we can see which scenarios
allowed drivers to produce a higher average mean. According to Fig. 5, the scenario
four was statistically the best scenario. The second best scenario that produced the
highest mean was scenario one followed by the scenario three and lastly scenario
two. Even though that the time between each scenario is fairly small there is still a
significance of which scenario has a greater effect on the driver. We assume that
there is significance in these scenarios in terms of the uniqueness of each route.
Although each route is similar in terms of environment and streets, different sce-
narios have stops at four-way intersections as well as dead ends where drivers are
less distracted on seeing other roads and streets approaching in foggy weather.

Although gender was a blocking factor in the experiment its p-value was less
than 0.05 we can determine whether each level of each factor performed better than
another. According to ANOVA table, gender has a p-value of 0.000 which means
that its levels do have significance on the outcome of the response. According to the
data, male participants scored a higher mean than females did.

Figure 6 shows the interaction between each scenario with each operation to
evaluate which combination of the two will produce the most efficient response. As
you can see, operation four in scenario four will produce the highest response mean
for the experiment. According to the plot, the worst combination in our experiment

Fig. 5 Main effects plot for response for each level of each factor
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would be operation three in scenario two. It is worth noting that operation four and
scenario four would produce the best output because they were both ranked the
highest in their levels of factors.

3.1 Differences in Operations

After we conducted our experiment and the average speed for each operation was
found. We were able to look into further implications to show drivers how much of a
bigger difference each operation is from one another. As mentioned before in the
paper, while calculating the time it took for each participant to go from a prede-
termined object to the intersection, the speed that the vehicle was going at the
predetermined object was recorded. This process employed for each participant on
each trial at each object. From this data, the average speed that a vehicle was driving
at the specific object was calculated. Therefore, the average mean time that each
operation took from the object to get to the intersection was measured. The average
speed at the predetermined object was about 32.86 m/h = 48.18 ft/s. As you can see
in the main effects plot (Fig. 5), the average time each operation took for example,
no assistance took 4.81 s, audio assistance took 5.54 s, visual took 5.36 s, and
hybrid took 6.02 s. With both of these data values, we could conclude how much
more distance is available for each operation to use while braking to a complete
stop. By calculating the difference in time between no assistance versus each
operation and multiplying it by the average speed, a value in distance was calcu-
lated. As a result the operation that allowed the most distance for braking was the
hybrid operation allowing approximately 58.43 more feet in order to come to a stop
versus no assistance at all. Moreover, each operation gave the driver about 35.21 ft
more than no assistance, and video gave about 26.86 ft more than no assistance.

Fig. 6 Interaction plot for responses
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4 Conclusions and Discussion

After performing the experiment and coming out with our results it is clear to see
that different operations certainly do have an effect on a driver’s behavior
approaching an intersection. We can say that the hybrid operation is the most
efficient for this type of experiment. As determined in other studies hybrid warning
systems tend to get the attention of drivers more effectively than video or audio
systems The study proposed by Liu and Jhuang [7], supports our conclusion that
hybrid warning systems in vehicles produced the fasted response time in all
response times compared to any other system. Also according to a study formed by
Weng et al. [8] concluded that risky driving behavior is associated with bad light or
weather conditions. With having hybrid assistance in a car it allows the driver to
know what’s coming up even if the weather is foggy and as mentioned before gives
the driver more time to stop and avoid a collision. However these elements do have
an off-putting behavior to the driver. In the real world having a traffic assistance
operation in a car could be distracting if you are living in a city and every couple of
minutes an audio or a hybrid warning will be announced.

During the experiment we understood that there were some limitations that
prevented us from the exact calculations. The two main problems were the car
simulator and the stopwatch that we used to calculate the time aspect as well as the
visual displays and audio playing of our warning systems. The car simulator
obviously is not as realistic as the real world but is the closest representation
possible. Since it has all the same functions as a car and most people are at the same
skill level, we accepted the fact that there would be some error. The stop watch
error was caused by human error in trying to time the moment where the participant
passed the predetermined object on the side of the road and the moment at which
time the driver came to a complete stop at the intersection. In order to input our
visual display of our warning system we had to again physically push a button as
soon as the participant crossed the predetermined object on the side of the road
which allowed room for human error.
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Skill Metrics for Mobile Crane Operators
Based on Gaze Fixation Pattern

Jouh Yeong Chew, Koichi Ohtomi and Hiromasa Suzuki

Abstract This paper proposes skill metrics that analyzes the gaze fixation pattern
of mobile crane operators. This study focuses on the fixation data because they
commonly represent visual information processing. First, scenes of crane operation
are divided into content-based Area of Interests (AOIs) and the Markov Chains is
used to model the gaze transitions between these AOIs. Four metrics were intro-
duced to interpret the model at different expertise levels. Results suggest that
experienced operators exhibit lower metrics compared to their novice counterparts,
and adapted entropy measures exhibit similar patterns as the original ones in the
previous study. Most importantly, the proposed metrics are able to address the
following issues, i.e. large and sparse model, as highlighted in the previous study.

Keywords Gaze fixation � Markov chains � Skill metrics � Crane operation

1 Introduction

Gaze behavior analyses have attracted huge interest because visual cues consist of
rich information that aid decision-making. Some common applications were in
Kansei Engineering for product design and development [1], computer interface
design [2], and medical equipment design to improve the detection of breast cancer
[3]. In sports engineering, it was used to analyze gaze patterns that help to save
soccer penalties [4], and to study visual and motion perception in tennis [5]. These
studies suggested the relevance of understanding gaze behaviors in attempts to
achieve better performance.
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In the case of a highly specialized task such as crane operation, gaze patterns
may conceal knacks of efficient operation, and this is similar to what one encounters
in sports engineering [4–6]. This task is highly dependent on the swing control and
load oscillation, both which result from the crane movement inertia and the envi-
ronmental context such as the wind speed. Thus, an appropriate line of vision may
suggest a better operator-machine interaction to resolve these issues. This paper
proposes skill metrics that interpret and compare the gaze patterns of crane oper-
ators at different expertise level in order to validate the assumption above.

Fixation and saccade are the two primary types of gaze patterns. Fixation refers
to fixed gazes on a specific point-of-interest and a saccade refers to the transitions
between two fixations. Analyses were primarily done by observing the scan paths
[7] and the frequency of fixation [8]. However, this is inadequate to provide a
quantitative interpretation of gaze behaviors, especially when the number of fixation
is large. Thus, [4, 9, 10] proposed to model the gaze behaviors using Markov
Chains. This method is acclaimed because it provides transition probabilities
between different AOIs, and thus is regarded as a good summary of gaze behaviors.
However, two issues remain as challenges—(1) the interpretation of the model in
the form of transition matrix, and (2) the implementation of the model in solving
real problems.

A study [10] proposed to use Shannon entropy to interpret the transition matrix
model. It evaluated the correlation between aesthetic experiences and gaze
behaviors in which scenes were divided into small Area of Interests (AOIs) using
grids; and the transitions between these AOIs were calculated using Shannon
entropy. Results suggested that these measures were suitable for quantitative
interpretations of gaze behaviors. However, the model used in the study was small
and non-reducible. In other words, the number of AOIs was small and there was no
AOI with zero fixations.

This study proposes (1) the skill metrics that evaluate the experience of crane
operators using their gaze behaviors, and (2) additional and adapted measures for
the quantitative evaluation of gaze patterns. To our best knowledge, there has been
no prior study that uses gaze fixation as the experience measure. The following
contributions are proposed—(1) a novel method that measures experience by
modeling gaze fixation after Markov Chains and (2) the analysis of large and sparse
gaze transition model is made possible using new measures, after which the results
exhibit a similar pattern as that of in the previous study.

2 Experiment Setup

This section discusses the background of crane operation and its corresponding
visual scenes. The basic control parameters of a crane and the operation used for the
experiment is briefly explained. In addition, the setting of the visual scenes into the
content-based AOIs is elaborated.
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2.1 Crane Operation

There are many challenges in achieving effective crane operation. One of the
challenges is to overcome swings and the vibration of the load. It is also difficult to
move the load in radial direction, where accurate depth perception is desired.
Despite this, crane control consists of only four primary inputs (i.e. Hoist, Boom
Angle, Boom Length, and Slew, as illustrated in Fig. 1), each of which manipulates
one parameter. However, the operation used for the experiment was performed by
manipulating three parameters. Boom Length is excluded because of its small
operating radius. This operation is further illustrated and explained in Fig. 2.

Experiments were conducted by measuring the gaze fixations of mobile crane
operators at different expertise level, i.e. Beginner, Intermediate, and Expert. One of
the challenges in this study is the difficulty in getting participants to conduct the
experiment. This is primarily because crane operation is regarded as a highly

Fig. 1 Basic control parameters of a crane on the side view (left) and top view (right). There are
four basic controls, i.e. (boom length), (boom angle), (hoist), and (slew). (red arrows) illustrate the
corresponding motion for each parameter

Fig. 2 Top view of the path
where the load is being
moved with respect to the
center of rotation (red circle)
during operation. The load
starts from the initial position
(grey donut), moves in the
direction (blue and cyan
arrows), passes through
obstacles/poles (yellow
donuts) before finishing at the
initial position
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specialized task, during which operators need to overcome swings and the oscil-
lation of the load. Thus, there are safety elements to be considered while conducting
the experiment. There were seven participants and each of them performed multiple
trials, which provided 19 samples for analysis. Despite the relatively small sample,
it is adequate to provide a preliminary overview of the relationship between
experience and gaze behaviors.

2.2 Gaze Fixation

Previous study [11] suggested that scene perception usually takes between 260 and
330 ms. In other words, fixation is more commonly associated with visual infor-
mation processing and thus, serves as the main interest in this study compared to
saccadic response. One of the challenges in gaze behavior analyses for crane
operation is the large operating background, which makes grid-based AOIs analysis
difficult. This was addressed by focusing on the area around the moving load
because the load was commonly within operator’s view. Content-based AOIs
analysis was used because the background scene was dynamic and it mostly con-
sisted of irrelevant information. This setting limited the spatial information to area
around the load and filtered gaze fixations on the background, which was regarded
as noise in this study. Gaze fixation was measured using the Tobii Glasses 2 and
classified into different AOIs using the Tobii Analysis software. The original scene
and the corresponding AOIs are shown in Fig. 3. Table 1 explains the nine AOIs
that were used in this study. The number of AOIs is significantly larger compared to
the previous study [10], which used up to three AOIs. This setting facilitates study
on large and sparse model, which was cited as one of the challenges.

Fig. 3 The original scene (left) and content-based AOIs (right)
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3 Results and Analysis

This section explains the representation of gaze behavior using Markov Chains and
the corresponding measures to interpret the model. Transition between fixations on
these AOIs was modelled as transition matrix, where rows represent current gaze
fixation and columns represent the next fixation. This model is preferred compared
to scan paths [7] and heat map [8] because it facilitates the estimation of next
fixation given the current one using the first order Markov Chains. Qualitative
interpretation of Markov Chains model is possible by observing the color scale of
probability distribution. However, this method is subjective and difficult for larger
models. Thus, additional measures are required to interpret the model for design
applications.

3.1 Markov Chains

This section proposes the Markov Chains as a quantitative model for gaze fixation.
The AOIs are modelled as state space S in Eq. (1), where M represents the total
number of AOIs. Gaze data from the Tobii eye tracker is down-sampled from 50 to
25 Hz before being used to model the Markov Chains. Given Xn is the AOI at nth
time step and i; j 2 S, transition from state i to state j is represented by Eq. (2),
where pij is an element of transition matrix. Transition and stationary probability is
calculated by Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. Variable nij represents the count of
transition from state i to j, and ni ¼

P
j nij. The model also considers additional

rules based on [12], where pij ¼ 0 and pii ¼ 1, when ni ¼ 0. This yieldsPM
j pij ¼ 1.

Table 1 Settings of AOIs for gaze fixation analysis

AOIs Definition

Load (1) The object that is being moved around by the crane

West (2) Area on the right of the load

East (3) Area on the left of the load

South (4) Area below the load

Winch (5) The hook/winch above the load

Left (6) Control levers on the operator’s left

Right (7) Control levers on the operator’s right

NoAOI (8) Virtual AOI which defines gaze fixations on areas other than AOIs listed above

NoFix (9) Virtual AOI which defines eye movements other than fixations (includes missing
data)
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S ¼ s1; s2; . . .; sMf g: ð1Þ

P Xnþ 1 ¼ jjXn ¼ ið Þ ¼ pij: ð2Þ

pij ¼ nij=
X
j

nij: ð3Þ

pi ¼ ni=
X
i

ni: ð4Þ

Markov Chains model was calculated for 19 trials recorded from all participants,
and Fig. 4 compares gaze behavior for an Expert and a Beginner. Qualitative
observations of these models suggest two significant differences. First, diagonal
elements of the Expert’s gaze model on the left are mostly higher than the
Beginner’s. This indicates an Expert is more likely to gaze at the same AOI during
the operation. Secondly, the Expert’s model consists of more zero elements and is
less uniformly distributed compared to the Beginner’s. For instance, the Expert
exhibits no gaze interaction on the Left and Right AOIs. This is reasonable con-
sidering that the Expert is familiar with the position of operation levers. This
compares with the Beginner who needs to check the position of these levers during
operation. However, this interpretation is subjective and may not be useful when the
difference is not significant or when the model size is larger. In other words,
visualization of the model with many AOIs is not effective. Thus, it is desirable to
use quantitative measures for objective interpretations of the model.

Fig. 4 Comparison of Markov Chains model for an Expert (left) and a Beginner (right). The rows
represent current AOI and the columns represent the next AOI
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3.2 Skill Metrics

Markov Chains model has been used in previous study [4, 9, 10]. However, there
are limited works to interpret the model and to put it to practical use. A study [10]
proposed entropy measure for non-reducible and small model, which consisted of
up to three AOIs. The study cited higher number of AOIs and sparseness of model
as challenges, which were addressed in this study. Larger number of AOIs was used
for the analysis of mobile crane operator’s gaze fixation, which resulted in sparse
and reducible model. Four metrics were introduced to interpret the model for each
level of expertise.

The first and second metrics were adapted from the previous study [10], i.e.
stationary and transition entropy. They are represented by Hs and Ht, respectively.
The stationary entropy indicates the distribution of attention, where larger value
corresponds to uniform distribution. On the other hand, transition entropy repre-
sents exploratory behavior, where larger metric corresponds to transition that is
more active or random. In this study, infinitesimal a ¼ 10�6 was added to the log
term in Eqs. (5) and (6) to enable calculation for sparse and reducible model. This
adaptation resulted in patterns that is similar to those of the original ones, and
successfully addressed one of the concerns highlighted by [10], i.e. application on
sparse model.

Hs ¼ �
X
i2X

pi logðpi þ aÞ: ð5Þ

Ht ¼ �
X
i2X

pi
X
j2X

pij logðpij þ aÞ: ð6Þ

Matrix density qm serves as the third metric to indicate the sparseness of
attention. Larger metric suggests that more AOIs were covered during gaze tran-
sitions. In other words, it calculates the ratio of non-zero elements to the total
number of matrix elements. The last metric D serves as an indicator of continuous
fixation or duration of attention. It was calculated using norm-2 of eigenvalues
k2k k, where smaller metric suggests continuous fixation or focus on specific AOIs.

In this case, variable M refers to the model size or number of AOIs. The third and
fourth metrics were introduced to better interpret the enlarged model, which was the
second challenge cited by [10]. Calculations of the last two metrics were done using
Eqs. (7) and (8).

qm ¼ #Non-zero matrix elements
M2 ð7Þ

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
� kk k2: ð8Þ

Metrics for all the 19 transition matrices were calculated using Eqs. (5)–(8) and
the results are shown in Fig. 5. The bars represent average metrics which are
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grouped into three clusters for Beginner, Intermediate and Expert. Comparison
between Beginner and Expert suggests that the latter exhibits smaller values, which
is consistent for all metrics. The red line represents the skill index, which is the
summation of all metrics. In this case, a smaller value indicates higher skills, and
the vice versa. In general, Intermediate exhibits metrics which mostly fall between
those of Beginner and Expert. It is also worth noting that the standard deviation for
this group is higher. This possibly results from the error in classifying the skills of
the operator. In short, the results suggest different response at each level of
expertise, and adapted entropy measures exhibit similar pattern as original ones in
the previous study. In other words, the new measures seem to be useful to define the
skills of crane operators, especially when gaze transition matrix model is large and
sparse.

4 Discussion

The results of skill metrics suggest that Expert tends to exhibit non-uniform gaze
distribution because of small Hs. It is reasonable to consider that Expert knows
where to look at during the operation. This behavior is observed from the time plot
of gaze fixation on each AOI in Fig. 6, where Expert exhibited less uniform gaze
which covered only five AOIs. It is also consistent with small Ht, which suggests
that Expert exhibits less random gaze during the operation. In this case, continuous
fixation is observed in Expert’s gaze fixation in Fig. 6, which is also consistent with

Fig. 5 Skill metrics (red line) and average of individual metrics (bar charts) for Beginner,
Intermediate and Expert. Results suggest Experts tend to exhibit smaller values, which is
consistent for all metrics
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smaller D. It suggests that Expert spends more time on a smaller number of AOIs
during the operation. In short, Experts exhibit relatively lower metrics, i.e. gaze
pattern is non-uniform, and stable with focus. On the other hand, Beginners exhibit
relatively higher metrics, i.e. gaze pattern is uniform and random without focus.
This behavior is consistent with those of previous studies [2, 6], where expert tennis
players exhibit consistent gaze because they know where to focus during the game.
This same reason could be applicable to crane operators.

The results also suggest that the skill metrics are suitable to analyze large and
sparse model, which was cited as one of the challenges in [10]. In this study,
entropy metrics Hs and Ht were adapted by adding an infinitesimal a ¼ 10�6 to the
log term in Eqs. (5) and (6) to enable calculation for sparse models. Figure 7
suggests that this adaptation has minimal effects on the original calculation. Despite

Fig. 6 Time plot of gaze fixations on each AOI for Expert (top) and Beginner (bottom). Metrics
ðHs;Ht;D;qm;ExpÞ for Expert = (1.23, 0.05, 0.28, 0.21, 1.77) and Beginner = (1.23, 0.58, 0.69,
0.27, 2.77)

Fig. 7 Error calculated using
adapted Hs and Ht compared
to the original equations in
[10]. The error decays as M
gets larger and as α becomes
smaller
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α being a function of model size M, it is adequate to use an infinitesimal constant
a ¼ 10�6 for M = 100 because the error decays as M gets larger and as α becomes
smaller. In addition, additional measures are introduced to better interpret the gaze
behavior of transition matrix. Referring to Fig. 6 again, it is worth noting that Hs

did not exhibit significant differences. This possibly results from the variation of
enlarged models. However, it is compensated by other metrics which exhibited
smaller metrics for the Expert. Thus, the proposed skill metrics complement each
other in interpreting large and sparse gaze transition models.

Although previous studies [4, 9] have proposed Markov Chains to model gaze
behaviors, it is difficult to provide an objective interpretation and to use it to solve
real problems. These issues are addressed in this study, where skill metrics are used
for objective interpretations of Markov Chains models. In addition, the models are
used to represent the gaze behavior of crane operators in actual operating envi-
ronment, which serves as practical implementation.

5 Conclusions

Markov Chains are used to model the gaze fixation behavior of mobile crane
operators and skill metrics are used to interpret the models to estimate their
experience level. Adaptation of entropy measures and introduction of new measures
facilitate the interpretation of large and sparse models. Despite the adaptation, the
results are consistent with those of previous study. However, the results serve as
preliminary review due to the relatively small sample size. Further validation is
necessary but it remains a challenge to increase the number of samples. One of the
possible solution is to use simulator for validation. The skill metrics are useful to
facilitate future design works, such as to identify optimal user interface to improve
user-machine interaction, and to improve ease of use of a system.
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Towards a Real-Time Driver Workload
Estimator: An On-the-Road Study

Peter van Leeuwen, Renske Landman, Lejo Buning, Tobias Heffelaar,
Jeroen Hogema, Jasper Michiel van Hemert, Joost de Winter
and Riender Happee

Abstract Driver distraction is a leading cause of crashes. The introduction of
in-vehicle technology in the last decades has added support to the driving task.
However, in-vehicle technologies and handheld electronic devices may also be a
threat to driver safety due to information overload and distraction. Adaptive
in-vehicle information systems may be a solution to this problem. Adaptive systems
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could aid the driver in obtaining information from the device (by reducing infor-
mation density) or prevent distraction by not presenting or delaying information
when the driver’s workload is high. In this paper, we describe an on-the-road
evaluation of a real-time driver workload estimator that makes use of geo-specific
information. The results demonstrate the relative validity of our experimental
methods and show the potential for using location-based adaptive in-vehicle
systems.

Keywords Driver distraction � Adaptive in-vehicle information (systems) � Driver
workload estimation

1 Introduction

Driver distraction is a leading contributor to road traffic crashes [1]. A recent
naturalistic driving study showed that as much as 78 % of crashes were related to
distraction [2]. Because of the increasing prevalence of technological aids, road
safety has improved considerably in the last decades. However, certain in-vehicle
technologies such as infotainment systems and handheld electronic devices are
themselves a source of distraction and crash risk [1, 3–6]. Distracted driving not
only reduces lane-keeping accuracy [7, 8] but also increases the brake reaction time
to critical environmental events [9]. Furthermore, a complex in-vehicle display may
result in an ‘information overload’ [10].

A potential remedy to these problems may be the use of adaptive information
systems [11]. Adaptive information systems aid the driver by warning for upcoming
high-workload situations or by adapting the information presentation. For example,
when driver workload is high, an adaptive system may (1) switch to auditory
presentation instead of visual presentation, (2) reduce the amount of information, or
(3) present no information.

An workload-adaptive in-vehicle information system not only requires knowl-
edge of the current driver workload. An estimate of the future workload is required
as well. The use of the momentary workload only as input to the adaptive in-vehicle
system would result in the adaptation being too late for the driver, and therefore
drivers would not benefit from such a system [12]. Prediction of driver workload
may seem a difficult task [13] due to the dynamics of traffic, interactions between
road users, and moment-to-moment driver variability. Verwey [4, 14] found that the
traffic situation is a vital determinant of workload that could be used for real-time
workload estimation.

Similar to the approach by Verwey [4], we propose to estimate driver workload
based on the location of the vehicle in the world. Specifically, using GPS coordi-
nates and an online route map database, the driver’s workload was estimated in real
time based on road type, distance to junctions, and vehicle speed and acceleration.
In our project, we explored the feasibility of using the workload estimate for
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real-time adaptation of visual information presentation on a navigation device (see
also [15]).

Previous research has demonstrated the measurement of driver workload using
physiological measures [16–18], measures of driver performance [19], and
self-report evaluations [20]. In the present paper, we evaluated our experimental
vehicle and our driver workload estimator in an urban, rural, and highway envi-
ronment. Specifically, we evaluated vehicle speed, driver inputs, heart rate, respi-
ratory rate, eye gaze, pupil diameter, and self-reported effort as a function of
travelled distance along the route, a secondary mental arithmetic task, and the
estimated workload level.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Six participants from the HAN employee community volunteered to participate in
this research. Participants filled out an intake questionnaire with general items (age,
gender, wearing glasses, driving history, use of navigation systems).

The participants were four males (mean age: 28.5, SD = 7.8) and two females
(mean age: 29.0, SD = 1.4). Participants were in possession of a driver’s license for
an average of 8.7 years (SD = 5.1) with a minimum of 3 years and reported a mean
annual mileage of 12,217 km (SD = 11,398). Four participants mentioned the use
of glasses, one participant wore glasses during the experiment, and one participant
reported the use of contacts. All participants indicated the use of navigation devices
in their normal driving.

2.2 Apparatus

The experiment was conducted using a manual drive E91 320d BMW test vehicle.
The vehicle was equipped with data acquisition connected to the CAN bus,
allowing the collection of vehicle state variables (e.g., speed) and driver input
variables (e.g., steering angle). Participants’ physiological responses were measured
using ECG electrodes and a respiration belt from TMSi (PolyBench, software
version 1.30.0.3521) placed around the chest. Eye and head movements were
recorded using a remote-mounted eye tracker from SmartEye (SmartEye Pro,
software version 6.1.4). All data were synchronized and stored using The
Observer XT (Noldus, software version 12.0.825 NBD) at sampling rates varying
from 5 to 60 Hz. The navigation device was an Android tablet with prototype
TomTom navigation software (Samsung Galaxy Tab 2, P3110 with Android 4.0).
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2.3 Driver Workload Estimator

TNO, in collaboration with TomTom, developed the real-time workload estimator
prototype. The estimator made use of vehicle and driver input data as well as road
type estimated from the geographical location, based on GPS coordinates and a
route map database.

On a high level, the estimation process had several components: road type,
time/distance to junctions ahead, acceleration of the car, driving speed (with respect
to the speed limit), and time-on-task (how long the driver has been driving without
a break). For each component, decision rules were specified that indicated the
relationship between the component and workload. The components were merged
into a final output of the driver workload estimator, representing a 6-point workload
estimate ranging from very low to very high.

2.4 Procedures

Before the start of the experimental sessions, participants received oral instructions
explaining the experiment and procedures. Furthermore, participants filled out the
intake questionnaire, a consent form, and a traveling cost form. Next, participants
performed a Landolt C test [21] to determine their visual acuity. If the visual acuity
was at least corrected-to-normal, the participants were allowed to participate.

After the visual acuity test, participants received oral instructions about the
driving task. Furthermore, the self-report procedures and the secondary task were
explained and practiced by the participants. After taking place in the vehicle,
participants adjusted their seat to their own preference. The ECG and respiration
hardware was connected to the participants, and the eye tracker was calibrated by
means of a series of eye and head movements.

Participants drove three sessions: a baseline session and two times the same
route of approximately 40 min. Participants drove the baseline session starting from
the university campus to the starting point of the first session, a drive that took
approximately 5 min. After the first 40 min session, participants had a 10 min
break after which they drove back to the starting point. After completing the second
40 min session, participants drove back to the campus. When arrived at the campus,
participants filled out a questionnaire regarding their driving behavior and received
a gift card.

While driving, participants performed a secondary arithmetic task and rated their
effort using the Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) [22]. An experimenter sat on
the passenger seat, and initiated the secondary task and marked the RSME scores.
Furthermore, the experimenter marked sudden events (e.g., pedestrians crossing,
unpredictable behavior of other road users).
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2.5 Driving Task and Environment

Prior to the baseline session, participants received oral instructions to drive as they
would drive their own car, to adhere to Dutch traffic rules including speed limits,
and to be aware of other road users. In addition, drivers were asked to perform a
secondary task to temporarily add workload to the driving task. Specifically, at
several moments during the drive, the experimenter instructed the participants to
countback in steps of three from a random number between 60 and 100.

The route was identical for all participants and both sessions, and started and
ended at the same locations. Each participant drove the same route twice. A tablet
with TomTom navigation concept software provided the participants with driving
directions by means of a Dutch voice. After completing the first session, partici-
pants drove from the endpoint of Session 1 to the starting point of Session 2.

The route was chosen so that different traffic situations were likely to occur. The
route was near the city of Arnhem (NL) and had a length of 21.5 km. The route
consisted of intersections (with and without traffic lights), roundabouts, urban areas
with a 30 kph speed limit, a small segment of rural area, and a highway.

The countback task and RSME rating were performed at several locations along
the route. On average, participants were requested to score their RSME 6 times per
session and perform the countback task 5 times per session.

2.6 Dependent Measures

The following dependent measures were computed per session. The measures can
be categorized as (1) vehicle performance, (2) driver input, (3) driver physiology,
(4) subjective reports, and (5) the driver workload estimate.

1. Mean speed (kph) and absolute vehicle acceleration (m/s2) were calculated as a
measure of task efficiency, driving style, and driving safety.

2. The mean absolute steering speed (°/s) and steer steadiness (%, defined as the
percentage of time the absolute steering speed was lower than 1 °/s) were used
to represent steering activity [23, 24]. The mean absolute throttle speed (%/s)
was used to indicate throttle activity.

3. The mean heart rate (1/min) and the mean respiration rate (1/min) were recorded
from the ECG and the respiration belt hardware, respectively. The mean pupil
diameter (mm) measured by the eye tracker data was used as a measure
of workload [25]. Eye gaze data were classified into four regions of interest:
(1) the road center (defined as a cone with 8° radius around the road center),
(2) the peripheral area (defined as the region outside the road center, but within
the windscreen perimeter), (3) the dials and navigation, (4) and other. For a
definition of the dials and navigation, see Fig. 2. The mean percentage gaze at
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the road center (GRC, %) represents the amount of attention directed to the road
ahead [26]. Eye movement data were low-pass filtered at 5 Hz because the eye
tracker data were sensitive to external noise, such as vibrations. Missing data
(e.g., eye blinks and camera obstructions) were automatically removed.

4. The mean RSME (0–15) was determined from the rating scale [22] that was
administered during driving. To keep interference with the driving task to a
minimum, the participants indicated their effort orally on a scale from 0 to 15
(equivalent to the RSME vertical line of 15 cm) where 3 is ‘normal driving’ or
‘a comfortable task load’ and 12 is more than ‘extreme effort’.

5. The driver workload estimate (1–6) was obtained from the online estimator. As
mentioned above, workload was estimated based on vehicle location and vehicle
state.

3 Results

Due to low quality eye tracker data (defined as less than 20 % reliable data), the
gaze data of two participants were removed. Of the remaining four participants, on
average 30 % (SD = 14 %) of eye tracker data were removed, due to the tracker’s
inability to record eye movements. One participant made a navigation mistake and
drove an additional segment (approximately 1.06 km) during the first session. The
data of this additional segment were removed.

3.1 Descriptive Results

Figure 1 provides an overview of several of the variables during the experimental
route. The figure illustrates the diversity in road types (e.g., the first 4.5 km of the
route consisted of a highway) and the differences in driving speed and steering
activity along the route. The figure also shows the percentage of gaze at the road
center, illustrating the gaze activity near corners and intersections. The RSME
values seem to reveal an elevated self-reported workload at travelled distances of 5
and 19 km. Furthermore, the driver workload estimator shows that levels 3 and 4
occurred most frequently, whereas level 5 occurred intermittently.

Figure 2 shows the gaze distribution of one selected participant, illustrating the
regions of interest and the main areas of visual attention. The gaze samples are
centered on the 8° circle that represents the road center (averaged across the two
sessions, participants directed their gaze 60 % of the time at the road center). The
dials and the navigation device were glanced at for 5 % of the time (for all par-
ticipants during both sessions). The gaze swirls to the left and right of the road
center indicate lateral eye movements, for example while driving in a curve.
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Figure 3 illustrates the association between driving speed and gaze distribution
(left) and between driving speed and steer steadiness (right). It suggests that par-
ticipants were more likely to allocate attention to the road center with increasing
driving speed (left). Moreover, steering steadiness increases with increased driving
speed (right).
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Fig. 1 Driving speed, absolute steering speed, gaze road center, Rating Scale Mental Effort
(RSME), and workload estimate distribution as a function of travelled distance along the
experimental route. The speed, absolute steering speed, and gaze road center were averaged across
participants and sessions. All RSME reports for all participants and both sessions are shown. The
workload estimate distribution was determined by averaging across the six participants and two
sessions, and ranges from 0 out of 12 (white) to 12 out of 12 (black)
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3.2 Countback Task

Table 1 shows the results of selected measures averaged across the 10 s period
before and the 10 s after the start of the countback task. Figure 4 illustrates the
effect of the countback task on participants’ heart rate and respiration rate. No
statistically significant differences and small effect sizes between the two periods
were observed for the driving performance measures (mean speed, steer speed, and
throttle speed). The heart rate increased slowly from the start of the countback task
and peaked at about 10 s after the start of the countback task. Furthermore, the
respiration rate decreased after the start of the countback task. No clear differences
were observed for the pupil diameter before versus after the start of the countback
task.

A scatter plot of the 45 trials (of all participants) of the countback task illustrates
the small increase in heart rate (Fig. 5 left) and decrease in respiration rate (Fig. 5
right). Furthermore, large differences between participants can be seen.
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3.3 Evaluation of the Driver Workload Estimator

Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of the dependent measures per
estimated workload level. The driver workload was estimated to be either level 3 or
level 4 for over 80 % of the total time. As can be seen by the low mean speed, the
first level of the workload estimator was related to low speeds or the vehicle
standing still. The fifth workload level occurred less than 2 % of the total time and
was related to strong vehicle accelerations, indicated by the throttle speed and the
acceleration. The missing values for workload levels 2 and 6 can be explained by

Table 1 Means (standard deviations in parentheses) for the 10 s period before and the 10 s period
after the start of the countback (CB) task

Dependent measure 10 s before
CB

10 s after
CB

p value
(|dz|)

Correlation
(ρ)

Mean speed (kph) 10.95 (3.1) 10.54 (2.2) 0.380 (0.43) 0.943

Acceleration (m/s2) 0.48 (0.14) 0.40 (0.15) 0.449 (0.56) −0.543

Steer speed (°/s) 15.93 (8.7) 15.88 (6.1) 0.992 (0.01) 0.143

Throttle speed (%/s) 6.25 (1.1) 5.75 (2.5) 0.620 (0.24) 0.086

Heart rate (1/min) 77.37 (8.2) 78.22 (8.1) 0.053 (1.13) 1.000

Respiration rate
(1/min)

18.20 (1.6) 15.25 (3.2) 0.076 (1.00) 0.314

Pupil diameter (mm) 1.99 (0.37) 1.99 (0.50) 0.994 (0.00) 0.900

Gaze navigation (%) 2.91 (1.16) 2.99 (1.40) 0.791 (0.17) 1.000

Gaze road center (%) 53.0 (15.5) 52.5 (17. 3) 0.920 (0.06) 0.800

p values from the dependent t test (effect size in parentheses) and correlations (Spearman ρ, N = 6,
N = 4 for the gaze measures) between the before and after segments are shown. Effect sizes were
determined as Cohen’s dz = t/N0.5
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Fig. 4 Mean heart rate (left) and respiration rate (right) before and after the start of the countback
task. Means were computed by averaging across all trials. The start of the countback task is
indicated by the vertical line at 0 s. The countback task lasted approximately 10 s. Note that due to
the manual annotation, the starting time slightly varied across trials
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the absence of criteria for the estimator to estimate these levels within the current
experimental scenarios.

Several dependent measures showed an increase from level 3 to level 4. Figure 6
shows the effects between level 3 and level 4 for the heart rate (left), respiration rate
(middle), and RSME reports (right). It can be seen that individual differences were
large relative to the difference between level 3 and level 4.
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Fig. 5 Scatter plot of the mean heart rate (left) and the mean respiration rate (right) for the period
10 s before and the period 10 s after the start of the countback (CB) task. Each participant is
indicated by a different marker

Table 2 Means (standard deviations in parentheses) of the dependent measures for the different
levels of the estimated driver workload (N = 6, N = 4 for the gaze measures)

Dependent measure Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Fraction of time (%) 6.5 (3.2) 0 (0) 42.6 (11) 40.8 (9.1) 1.9 (1.5) 0 (0)

Mean speed (kph) 18.8
(23.0)

0 (0) 49.7 (3.1) 34.3 (3.5) 35.6 (7.0) 0 (0)

Acceleration (m/s2) 0.39
(0.15)

0 (0) 0.45
(0.04)

0.49
(0.05)

0.62
(0.14)

0 (0)

Steer speed (°/s) 5.9 (2.5) 0 (0) 9.4 (1.8) 15.1 (2.4) 13.6 (5.5) 0 (0)

Throttle speed (%/s) 7.0 (3.5) 0 (0) 5.7 (0.9) 6.8 (0.5) 8.3 (4.0) 0 (0)

Heart rate (1/min) 76.8 (7.7) 0 (0) 77.0 (7.6) 77.8 (7.1) 79.3 (8.7) 0 (0)

Respiration rate
(1/min)

17.9 (3.6) 0 (0) 17.5 (2.1) 18.2 (2.2) 18.5 (2.8) 0 (0)

Pupil diameter (mm) 2.22
(0.54)

0 (0) 2.22
(0.36)

2.27
(0.44)

2.34 (0.5) 0 (0)

Gaze navigation (%) 2.5 (1.5) 0 (0) 3.0 (1.3) 2.8 (1.4) 5.6 (4) 0 (0)

Gaze road center (%) 45.7
(17.9)

0 (0) 54.6
(14.5)

52.6
(11.8)

49.5 (9.4) 0 (0)

RSME (0–15) 3.8 (1.4) 0 (0) 4.3 (1.4) 4.5 (1.7) 4.4 (1.7) 0 (0)
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4 Discussion

In this paper, we described the methods and results of an on-road experiment
including an online driver workload estimator. Consistent with results from Verwey
[4], the results suggest that driver workload is location-dependent. Averaged across
participants, the RSME values were high at specific locations in our experimental
route. This is further illustrated by the steering activity and gaze behavior along the
route, ranging from low steering activity and a higher percentage of gaze directed to
the road center on the highway to high steering activity and a lower percentage of
gaze directed to the road center in the urban area.

The percentage of gaze directed at the road center tended to increase with
increasing driving speeds, whereas the steering activity decreased (i.e., steering
steadiness increased) with increasing driving speeds. These results are similar to
results found in driving simulator studies [23, 24, 27], and illustrates the relative
validity of the measurements obtained with our experimental setup.

Consistent with the literature, the secondary arithmetic task resulted in an ele-
vated physiological response. Specifically, the secondary task resulted in increased
heart rate, a finding consistent with Reimer [28] who found similar results when
participants performed an n-back arithmetic task (see also [29]). Our results also
illustrate that the heart rate response was relatively slow (Fig. 4) [24]. The respi-
ration rate responded quickly to the elevated cognitive load as the participants
initiated the countback task. However, this response may be caused by the nature of
our secondary task; literature has shown a reduction of respiration rate as partici-
pants engage in speech tasks [30]. No substantial effects of the secondary task were
found on the control activity of the participants. This finding may be explained by
the small cognitive impact of the secondary task as compared to the complex
driving task.

Our driver workload estimator estimated the workload to be at intermediate
levels (levels 3 or 4 on the 6-point scale) for more than 80 % of the time. Trends
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were observed between the workload estimate and the RSME results, heart rate, and
respiration rate. However, further research into the workload estimator is recom-
mended. Considering the fact that individual differences are large, particular
attention is needed to creating person-specific baseline values.

Conducting experiments in a complex naturalistic environment entails several
limitations. Because of the exploratory nature of this research, our small sample size
does not allow firm conclusions. The naturalistic environment has strong ecological
validity, but also introduces side effects (e.g., weather conditions, varying traffic,
and vibrations). These effects not only influence experimental control, but also
influence the quality of the physiological data. For example, we found no signifi-
cant effect of the arithmetic task on pupil diameter, which could be explained by the
influence of variable lighting conditions [31].

With this study, a first step has been taken to explore the feasibility of estimating
workload in a naturalistic driving environment. Our results correspond to previous
findings in driving simulators and in the literature, and demonstrate the validity of
the instrumented vehicle for assessing driver workload. The implementation of
geo-specific data for driver workload estimation shows promise for application in
future adaptive in-vehicle information systems.
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Impact of Motorcyclists’ Travel Behavior
on Delay and Level-of-Service
at Signalized Intersections in Malaysia

Lee Vien Leong and Jong Hui Lee

Abstract High composition of motorcycles in a mixed traffic situation is common
in most Asian countries. In Malaysia, there are approximately 11 million registered
motorcycles and the fast growing rate of motorcycle ownership has become a
critical issue especially in the safety and management of road traffic system.
Improper treatment of motorcycles when signalized intersections are designed will
result in additional delay and congestion. In this study, the queuing behavior of
motorcycles at signalized intersections was segregated into two categories; namely
motorcycles outside flow and motorcycles within traffic flow. Motorcycles outside
flow are motorcycles that stopped in front of the stop-line of an approach road and
motorcycles travelling alongside other vehicles. Motorcycles within flow are the
motorcycles that follow behind other vehicles in the traffic flow. In this study, we
aimed to examine the behavior of motorcyclists and their influence on delay and
level-of-service of signalized intersections in Malaysia.

Keywords Motorcyclists � Travel behavior � Signalized intersections

1 Introduction

Signalized intersections play an important role in the performance of arterial roads,
particularly in urban areas where signalized intersections can be the main source of
traffic congestion and traffic accidents [1]. The method currently used to estimate
delay in Malaysia in Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 13/87 [2], was based on the method
developed by Webster and Cobbe in the United Kingdom in the 1950s and 1960s in
which the behavior of motorcyclists was not taken into consideration [3]. More
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recently Malaysian authorities have been using the U.S. Highway Capacity Manual,
U.S. HCM 2010 [4] to design and analyze signalized intersections. Due to differ-
ences in the road system, urban travel behavior, and the mix of vehicle composition
in Malaysia as opposed to dual categories of vehicles, i.e., light and heavy vehicles,
in the United States, the application of this manual may not be the best choice for
analyzing local traffic conditions in Malaysia. In Malaysia, registered vehicles
include passenger cars, motorcycles, buses and medium and heavy lorries, but
almost 50 % of the registered vehicles are motorcycles. Significant work has been
done to understand the effects of mixed traffic composition on the capacity of
signalized intersections, and only more recently; researchers have taken into con-
sideration the uniqueness of motorcycles in the analysis of signalized intersections.
Nevertheless, in a study conducted by Cuddon and Odgen [5], they have grouped
motorcycles travelling within a lane (not between lanes) with passenger cars,
whereas Stokes [6] concluded that motorcycles and bicycles have little effect on
saturation flow. Branston and Van Zuylen [7] suggested that unless the proportion
of motorcycles or bicycles in the traffic stream is more than 20 %, they have very
effect on saturation flow and can be ignored for practical purposes.

In Malaysia, the impact of motorcycles should not be disregarded because they
are the main mode of transportation apart from passenger cars. Even though
Malaysia has a higher percentage of motorcycles than other western countries, the
treatment of motorcycles in Malaysia is simplistic and effective estimates of delay
could not be obtained. Improper inclusion of motorcycles on the road, especially at
signalized intersections, will lower the level of service of the junction and may also
lead to more accidents. Hence, our main objective in this study was to investigate
motorcyclists travelling behaviour in the estimation of delay and ultimately the
level-of-service.

2 Background

The characteristics of heterogeneous traffic flow are quite different with the
homogenous traffic flow. Due to the wide variation in operating and performance
characteristic of vehicles, heterogeneous traffic systems tend to operate in a different
way as compared to the homogenous traffic system. According to Maini and Khan
[8], the discharge characteristic of mixed traffic system is quite different with the
homogenous traffic system. They have categorized the heterogeneous vehicles that
move through the intersection area into four different motorized vehicle types,
which are two-wheelers, three wheelers, cars and buses. Then, the speeds of these
heterogeneous vehicles were analyzed in detail. From their study, it clearly showed
that the variation of clearing speed for different type of vehicles is low, although
two-wheelers and cars have acceleration rate that are 33 and 66 % higher than those
of auto-rickshaws and buses, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that those
high performance vehicles will be limited by those low performance vehicles as
they are discharged in a single platoon.
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Rongviripranikh and Suppattrakul [9] have investigated the effect of motorcycles
on traffic operation at signalized intersections. In their study, the relationship
between the number of motorcycles discharged in each signal cycle and the start-up
lost time of passenger cars were identified using the discharge headway of vehicles.
In addition, the effectiveness of motorcycle queue storage is also examined.
Through their research, it was proven that the start-up lost time of passenger cars is
found to be directly proportionate to the number of motorcycles waiting in the
queue. Motorcycle queue storage is found to increase start-up lost time of the traffic.
Besides that, they have also developed passenger car equivalent (pce) of motorcycle
at different traffic volume and proportion of motorcycles in traffic stream. They have
proven that pce of motorcycles consistently decreases with the share of motorcycle
in total traffic.

According to Hsu et al. [10], motorcycles will gather at the front of the traffic
stream at intersection and will depart together within a very short time when the
traffic signal turns green. This is because motorcycles are able to achieve high initial
acceleration within a short duration, but less than that of cars when driving above
40 km/h [11]. As a result, a huge motorcycle wave will be generated once the traffic
signal turns green. In addition, motorcycle will also have negative starting delay,
mainly due to the tendency of the motorcyclists who will always stop ahead of the
stop line while waiting for the green phase [12]. Besides that, the saturation flow of
motorcycles is dependent on their queuing behavior near the stop line [13].

Due to the small size of motorcycles, motorcyclists tend to maneuver within the
traffic stream and get to the front line of traffic queue while waiting for the green
phase. According to the study done by Minh et al. [14], a maneuverability model
framework had been proposed for motorcycles to simulate when and where
motorcycles maneuver in queues at signalized intersections. Since motorcycles are
flexible and may not follow lane discipline as other vehicles do, an adapted defi-
nition for a motorcycle’s lane has been introduced. A threshold distance was
estimated to identify when motorcycles need to maneuver. Also, in order to
determine where motorcycles maneuver, the lane selection model which was
developed with a multinomial logit model was used in the study. Subsequently, it is
showed that the 77.88 % of the observed maneuvers, either staying in the current
lane or turning left or right could be modeled correctly by using this proposed
model.

In Malaysia, the most common type of motorcycles have a small engine that is
less than 250 c.c. Motorcyclists can traverse a signalized intersection by three
different ways. In the first group, motorcyclist may use the lateral gaps between
larger vehicles to weave in and out of the traffic stream to reach the front of the
queue while the signal is red. Due to the large number, as a result, motorcycles most
stop beyond the stop line. These motorcycles are grouped as one type. Apart from
that, as most approach lanes at signalized intersections in Malaysia are wide enough
for motorcyclists to travel alongside other vehicles while they traverse the inter-
section, they are classify as another group. Finally, as some motorcyclists do follow
other vehicles in a structured manner, these motorcycles are categorized as another
separate group.
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Nevertheless, in this study, we divided motorcyclist’s behavior at an intersection
into those within the flow and those outside the flow. Motorcycles within the flow
follow a first-in-first-out rule, implying that they travel either in front of or behind
other vehicles in the traffic stream. Motorcycles outside flow are those that do not
follow the first-in-first-out rule. This second category consists of motorcycles
stopping in front of the stop line during red signals and those that eventually cross
the intersection beside other vehicles in a single approach lane.

For the past few years, researchers have conducted studies on the topic of traffic
delay. However, the effects of motorcycles are not taken into consideration in these
studies. As a result, there will be a small discrepancy exist between the estimated
and observed delay. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the effect of motor-
cyclist travel behavior in the estimation of delay and ultimately on the determi-
nation of level-of-service.

3 Study Methodology

In this study, data on motorcyclists travel behaviour were collected using audio
cassette recorder at signalised intersections in Central Business District (CBD) areas
where the volume of motorcycles is high. In this study, motorcycles were segre-
gated into two categories:

(a) Motorcycles outside flow

i. Motorcycles that stopped in front of the stop line.
ii. Motorcycles travelling alongside other vehicles.

(b) Motorcycles following other vehicles in a structured manner or motorcycles
within the traffic flow

Saturation flow is the maximum constant departure rate from the queue during the
green period. The saturation flow concept assumes that when the signal changes to
green, traffic discharges at a constant rate (saturation flow rate) until either the queue
is exhausted or the green period ends. The departure rate is lower during the first few
seconds as vehicles accelerate to normal running speed and similarly during the
period after the end of green interval as the flow of vehicles declines [15, 16]. The
rate of discharge (saturation flow) was assumed not to vary from cycle to cycle [17].
In this study, vehicle discharge patterns during green time were collected with the
audio cassette recorder to help determine the saturation flow rate. The term “green
time” refers to the “green plus amber” period. Data were collected for an average of
30 signal cycles for each straight-through traffic lane of an approach. By observing
vehicle discharge pattern, the number of vehicles discharging from a queue in
successive six second intervals can be determined. This method is commonly used to
compute saturation flow. In the analysis, only saturated intervals were considered.
The flow for each saturated interval except the first and the last interval is averaged
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and the saturation flow calculated [18]. Only motorcycles within flow were con-
sidered in the calculation of saturation flow.

In a mixed traffic situation, the proportion and type of vehicles in the traffic
stream also must be taken into consideration. Saturation flow usually is measured in
vehicles per hour, so weighting factors, or passenger car equivalents (pce), are used
for other vehicles to enable saturation flows to be quantified as passenger car units
per hour (pcu/h). Based on Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 13/87, the pce values used in the
design and analysis of signalized intersections in Malaysia are shown in Table 1.

The average delay per vehicle was then estimated based on Arahan Teknik
(Jalan) 13/87 (which is adopted from Webster’s delay model) as shown in Eq. (1).
However, this equation is not suitable to be used at high degree of saturation as it
will greatly estimate delay. In the initial analysis, only motorcycles within flow will
be included in the calculation of delay.

d = 0:9 Cð1�kÞ2=2ð1�kxÞþ x2=ð2qð1� xÞÞ
h i

ð1Þ

where
d average delay per vehicle (s)
C cycle time (s)
λ proportion of the cycle that is effectively green for the phase under

consideration (g/C)
q flow (pcu/h)
x degree of saturation, which is the ratio of actual flow to the maximum flow that

can pass through the approach (q/(λS))
S saturation flow (pcu/h)

Subsequently, level-of-service for each of the straight-through lane is deter-
mined. According to Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 13/87, the level-of-service for signal-
ized intersections is based on stopped delay but U.S. HCM 2010 uses control delay
to determine the level-of-service. The U.S. HCM 2010 assigns LOS F when the
degree of saturation is more than 1.0 regardless of the delay values calculated.
Table 2 shows the level-of-service for signalized intersection based on stopped
delay and control delay.

Table 1 Conversion factors
to passenger car unit

Vehicle class Vehicle type Pce values

Class 1 Passenger cars 1.00

Class 2 Light vans 1.75

Class 3 Medium lorries 1.75

Class 4 Heavy lorries 2.25

Class 5 Buses 2.25

Class 6 Motorcycles 0.33
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4 Data Collection

In this research, traffic flow data were collected in CBD areas under dry-weather
conditions for through traffic with a level gradient in several major Malaysian cities.
The through-only lanes reflect an ideal situation with no interference due to cars,
taxis or buses picking up and setting down passengers, commercial vehicles loading
or unloading goods and no parking activity in the adjacent lane. The sites selected
have different geometric conditions such as lane width, approach grade and the
position of the straight-through traffic lanes (nearside or non-nearside). The sig-
nalized intersections being studied is fully saturated or have adequately saturated
portions of the green interval of longer than 20 s [19].

Data were collected by observing vehicle discharge pattern using the audio
cassette recorder. An audio cassette recorder was used because the time headway
between successive vehicles must be measured and observers otherwise might not
have enough time to record the actual time headway for each vehicle passing
through the stop line. By using a cassette recorder, events in the observed lane such
as the beginning of the green interval, the passage of the rear axle of each passing
vehicle over the stop line the vehicle type, the end of saturation flow and the
beginning of the amber and red intervals can be noted as they occurred. The number
of motorcycles stopped in front of the stop line during red period and the number of
motorcycles travelling alongside other vehicles during green interval also were
recorded. This entire process is repeated for subsequent green intervals. Data were
not collected if vehicles travelled through the intersection during the red interval.
The vehicle types distinguished in this study are the same as the vehicle classes
shown in Table 1.

Data were collected during peak periods (morning peak: 7.30–9.30 am, afternoon
peak: 12.00–2.00 pm or evening peak: 4.30–6.30 pm) on weekdays when traffic
flows at the intersections are typical, but saturated. Traffic flow data were collected at
14 signalized intersections in various states throughout Malaysia. For each signal-
ized intersection, traffic flow data were collected simultaneously from several
approach lanes that satisfied the predetermined conditions described above. From the
14 signalized intersections, traffic flow data for a total of 27 single lane streams were

Table 2 Level-of-service

Level-of-service Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 13/87 U.S. HCM 2010

Stopped delay (s) Control delay (s) (v/c ≤ 1.0)

A d < 5.0 ≤ 10

B 5.1 < d < 15.0 10 < d ≤ 20

C 15.1 < d < 25.0 20 < d ≤ 35

D 25.1 < d < 40.0 35 < d ≤ 55

E 40.1 < d < 60.0 55 < d ≤ 80

F > 60.0 80 < d
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collected (Table 3). For any single lane, data were collected for average of 30 signal
cycles and saturation flow rates were computed based on the observed vehicle
discharge. Subsequently, delay for each lane was estimated using Eq. (1).

5 Results and Discussions

Based on the collected data, majority of the vehicles observed at the signalized
intersections are cars and motorcycles. On the average, the traffic flow consists of
60 % cars, 30 % motorcycles, 5 % respectively for lorries and buses and 1 %
trailers.

In general, the recorded number of motorcycles following other vehicles are the
highest in which from the total number of motorcycles recorded, 48 % of them are
motorcycles following other vehicles, followed by 29 % of motorcycles in front of
stop line and 22 % of motorcycles beside other vehicles. Figure 1 shows the

Table 3 Summary of data
collection sites

States No. of sites No. of lanes

Penang 2 2

Perak 2 4

Kuala Lumpur/Selangor 10 21

Total 14 27

Fig. 1 Observed motorcyclists travel behavior for each of the straight-through lane
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observed motorcyclists travel behavior for each of the straight-through lane. Site
with ID number 22 recorded the highest total number of motorcyclist and motor-
cyclist travelling within a traffic lane.

In order to investigate the motorcyclists travelling behavior in the estimation of
delay, three different groups of delay were estimated. The first delay group, d1
which is the base group, only takes into consideration motorcycles within the traffic
flow while the second group of delay, d2 takes into consideration the total number
of motorcycles within a traffic lane, which is the summation of motorcycles inside
flow with motorcycles beside other vehicles. Lastly, the third group of delay, d3
will takes into consideration the total number of motorcycles observed for a par-
ticular lane regardless of the travel behavior. Table 4 shows the green ratio, degree
of saturation flow and delay values estimated for each group. In order to better
understand the effect of motorcyclist travel behavior on delay, the percentage of
change between the estimated delays were plotted against the corresponding
additional number of motorcycles taken into consideration in the delay
group. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the results obtained.

Based on the graphs plotted in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, comparing the two types of
behavior when motorcyclists’ are travelling outside the flow, the total number of
motorcyclist travelling beside other vehicles has more significant impact on the
estimation of delay as compared to motorcyclists stopping in front of the stop line.
This is based on the strong correlation obtained between the percentage of change
in delay estimated in Group 2 (based on the number of motorcycles travelling
within a traffic lane) versus Group 1 (delay estimated based on the number of
motorcycles following other vehicles), with the number of motorcycles travelling
beside other vehicles, as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the regression equation
obtained in Fig. 2, for every 17.6 number of motorcyclists travelling beside other
vehicles, delay will increase by 1 %.

As the coefficient of correlation is the highest between the percentage of change
in delay estimated in Group 2 (based on the number of motorcycles travelling
within a traffic lane) versus Group 1 (delay estimated based on the number of
motorcycles following other vehicles), with the number of motorcycles travelling
beside other vehicles, this indicated that motorcyclists travelling within a traffic lane
yield more accurate estimation of delay.

Figure 5 shows the frequency of each level-of-service based on the stopped
delay and control delay obtained for each delay group while Table 5 shows the
detail of level-of-service determined for each traffic lane based on the stopped delay
and control delay of each delay group. Level-of-service is used to classify varying
conditions of traffic flow. The highest level, “A” is the flow when drivers are able to
travel at their desired speed with freedom to maneuver while the lowest level, “F”
represent the worst traffic situation during the congested stop-start conditions. The
results obtained indicated that most of the lanes operated at level-of-service “D”.
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Table 4 Summary of delays, green ratio and degree of saturation flow

Site
ID

Name Green ratio,
λ = g/C

Degree of saturation,
x = q/(λS)

Delay (s)

x1 x2 x3 d1 d2 d3

1 Gama 1 0.3072 0.7484 0.7625 0.7708 35.29 36.17 36.74

2 Jln Ampang 1 0.2992 0.5034 0.5101 0.5330 28.59 28.73 29.22

3 Jln Ampang 2 0.3113 0.5354 0.5580 0.5794 28.97 29.52 30.09

4 Jln Imbi 1 0.2774 0.5287 0.5374 0.5579 35.82 36.03 36.55

5 Jln Imbi 2 0.2880 0.6153 0.6310 0.6462 37.57 38.09 38.63

6 Jln Imbi 3 0.2898 0.5647 0.5775 0.6026 36.02 36.38 37.14

7 Jln Leong Boon
Swee 1

0.2789 0.7382 0.7530 0.7778 48.12 49.00 50.66

8 Jln Leong Boon
Swee 3

0.2847 0.6020 0.6271 0.6458 42.01 42.82 43.47

9 Jln Pahang 1 0.4802 0.3750 0.3917 0.4037 15.17 15.37 15.53

10 Jln Pahang 2 0.4703 0.5042 0.5204 0.5369 17.65 17.93 18.22

11 Jln Pudu 1 0.1990 0.7419 0.7814 0.8316 49.98 52.82 58.11

12 Jln Pudu 2 0.4376 0.5539 0.5608 0.5824 24.91 25.07 25.62

13 Jln Sultan
Iskandar 2-1

0.3719 0.3841 0.3863 0.3978 22.06 22.09 22.26

14 Jln Sultan
Iskandar 2-2

0.3225 0.4179 0.4197 0.4275 25.97 26.00 26.13

15 Jln Tuanku Abdul
Rahman 1

0.3332 0.4958 0.5107 0.5107 35.35 35.71 35.71

16 Jln Tuanku Abdul
Rahman 2

0.3606 0.6312 0.6379 0.6818 36.23 36.44 37.96

17 Jln Tun Perak 1 0.3825 0.6069 0.6300 0.6522 33.83 34.53 35.26

18 Mayang Hyper
Store 1-2

0.3821 0.7378 0.7656 0.7756 51.82 53.60 54.30

19 Mayang Hyper
Store 1-3

0.2831 0.5422 0.5523 0.5682 55.02 55.35 55.88

20 Medan Tuanku
1-4

0.2910 0.6325 0.6532 0.6783 44.29 45.08 46.13

21 Medan Tuanku
1-8

0.2981 0.2388 0.2388 0.2446 34.56 34.56 34.65

22 Medan Tuanku
2-1

0.3192 0.7788 0.8106 0.8265 48.20 50.70 52.23

23 Medan Tuanku
2-4

0.2930 0.3488 0.3647 0.3714 36.84 37.13 37.26

24 MPSP 0.2646 0.2574 0.2582 0.2600 40.64 40.65 40.68

25 PJ Hilton 2 0.2289 0.5163 0.5190 0.5380 49.50 49.59 50.19

26 PJ Hilton 3 0.2312 0.5900 0.5918 0.5981 51.77 51.84 52.08

27 Wisma Sime
Darby 1

0.3768 0.5806 0.6095 0.6425 34.38 35.26 36.38
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Fig. 2 Percentage of change between the estimated delays due to motorcycles beside other
vehicles

Fig. 3 Percentage of change between the estimated delays due to motorcycles in front of stop line

Fig. 4 Percentage of change between the estimated delays due to motorcycles outside flow
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Among the three of groups of delay, almost all of the level-of-service determined
based on the delays estimated in Groups 1 and 2 are the same except for one lane
which contributes to different level-of-service. Between Group 2 and 3, three lanes
contributed to different level-of-service and between Group 1 and 3, four lanes
contributed to different level-of-service.

If the level-of-service is determined based on the stopped delay criteria, only
level-of-service between “C” to “E” were obtained but if the level-of-service is
determined based on the control delay, wider range of level-of-service that is
between “B” to “E” were obtained. Additional, higher frequency of level-of-service
“D”, but lower frequency of level-of-service “E” was obtained based on the control
delay criteria as compared to the stopped delay criteria. Hence, level-of-service
based on the control delay criteria produces wider range of traffic conditions.
Furthermore, the level-of-service based on stopped delay criteria should only be
used when the delay is estimated based on the time of a stopped vehicle spends
waiting at the intersection in a queue for the signal to turn green. The delay
estimated in this study, however is calculated based on the equation given in
Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 13/87, which is essentially the Webster’s delay model, is the
average total delay experienced by vehicles at a signalized intersection controlled
by a pre-timed traffic signal. In this case, the control delay criteria are more
appropriate to be used to determine level-of-service.

Fig. 5 Frequency for each level-of-service determined based stopped delay and control delay for
each delay group
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6 Conclusions

Motorcycles travelling through a signalized intersection can be divided into dif-
ferent categories. Different motorcycle travel patterns have different impacts on
traffic flow. Generally, when the green ratio is low and the degree of saturation is
high; more motorcyclists tend to stop beside and behind other vehicles, as they are

Table 5 Level-of-service determined based stopped delay and control delay for each delay group

Site
ID

Name Delay group 1 Delay group 2 Delay group 3

Stopped
delay

Control
delay

Stopped
delay

Control
delay

Stopped
delay

Control
delay

1 Gama 1 D D D D D D

2 Jln Ampang 1 D C D C D C

3 Jln Ampang 2 D C D C D C

4 Jln Imbi 1 D D D D D D

5 Jln Imbi 2 D D D D D D

6 Jln Imbi 3 D D D D D D

7 Jln Leong Boon Swee 1 E D E D E D

8 Jln Leong Boon Swee 3 E D E D E D

9 Jln Pahang 1 C B C B C B

10 Jln Pahang 2 C B C B C B

11 Jln Pudu 1 E D E D E E

12 Jln Pudu 2 C C C C D C

13 Jln Sultan Iskandar 2-1 C C C C C C

14 Jln Sultan Iskandar 2-2 D C D C D C

15 Jln Tuanku Abdul
Rahman 1

D D D D D D

16 Jln Tuanku Abdul
Rahman 2

D D D D D D

17 Jln Tun Perak 1 D C D C D D

18 Mayang Hyper Store
1-2

E D E D E D

19 Mayang Hyper
Store 1-3

E E E E E E

20 Medan Tuanku 1-4 E D E D E D

21 Medan Tuanku 1-8 D C D C D C

22 Medan Tuanku 2-1 E D E D E D

23 Medan Tuanku 2-4 D D D D D D

24 MPSP E D E D E D

25 PJ Hilton 2 E D E D E D

26 PJ Hilton 3 E D E D E D

27 Wisma Sime Darby 1 D C D D D D
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blocked by other queuing motorcycles to move to the front of the queue. Once the
motorcyclists have filled up the area in front of the queue including the area in front
of the stop line, the queue of motorcycles stopping beside other vehicles will build
up and more and more motorcyclists will have to stop, either beside or behind other
vehicles. Therefore, motorcyclists stopping in front of the stop line generally won’t
have any significant impact on delay as they tend to move across the intersection
even before the drivers can react and accelerate during the onset of green signal.
Consequently, inclusion of motorcycles travelling within a traffic lane will yield
more realistic estimation of delay and better representation of level-of-service.
Clearly, the integration of motorcyclists travel behavior into the estimation of delay
is crucial for designing safer, more efficient signalized intersections in Malaysia.
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